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15 MICHAEL FELDMAN declares as follows:

16 1. Identity of declarant. I am employed by the Port of Seattle as the Director, Aviation

17 Facilities and Environmental Programs. I have personal knowledge of the facts contained in this

18 declaration and am competent to testify to those facts.

19 2. The Port's and FAA's Final Environmental Impact Statement. In February 1996, the

20 Port and FAA issued a Final Environmental Impact Statement ("FEIS") for the proposed master plan

21 development actions at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (the "Airport"). A true and correct

22 copy of the summary section and other selected sections of the FEIS are attached as Exhibit A to this

23 declaration. The FEIS discussed the impacts of the preferred alternative and a number of other on-site

24 alternatives at the Airport. Off-site alternatives had been considered in the Flight Plan Environmental

25 Impact Statement issued by the Port and the Puget Sound Regional Council ("PSRC"). A true and
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1 correct copy of the executive summary of the Flight Plan Environmental Impact Statement is attached

2 as Exhibit B to this declaration.

3 3. The Port's and FAA's Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement. After the FEIS

4 was issued, the FAA and Port realized that the growth in air transportation demand at STIA was higher

5 than the range of forecasts on which the FEIS had been based. Accordingly, the FAA and Port issued

6 a full Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement ("SEIS"). True and correct copies of the

7 summary section and other selected sections of the SEIS are attached as Exhibit C to this declaration.

8 The SEIS was published in May 1997.

9 4. The FAA's Record of Decision. On July 3, 1997, the FAA published its Record of

10 Decision for the Master Plan Update Development Actions at STIA ("ROD"). A true and correct of

11 the FAA's ROD (without appendices) is attached as Exhibit D to this declaration. The FAA

12 determined that the environmental review (the FEIS and SEIS) for the project were legally adequate,

13 and further determined that no possible and prudent alternative to the project existed and that every

14 reasonable step had been taken to minimize the project's adverse environmental effects. The FAA

15 also determined that the project would conform with applicable air quality standards.

16 5. Ninth Circuit Upholds FAA's ROD. The Airport Communities Coalition appealed the

17 ROD to the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals. The Ninth Circuit upheld the FAA's ROD. A true and

18 correct copy of the Ninth Circuit decision upholding the ROD is attached as Exhibit E to this

19 declaration.

20 6. The FEIS and SEIS Are Upheld After Appeal to the Port's Hearing Examiner. In

21 addition to appealing the ROD, the ACC also appealed the legal adequacy of the FEIS and SEIS to the

22 Port's independent Hearing Examiner. The Port of Seattle has an officially established SEPA

23 administrative appeal process. A true and correct copy of Port Resolution 3211, which establishes that

24 administrative appeal process, is attached as Exhibit F to this declaration. The Port's independent

25 Hearing Examiner determined that the FEIS and SEIS for the Master Plan Update development actions
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1 were legally adequate. A true and correct copy of the Hearing Examiner's Findings, Conclusions, and

2 Decision is attached as Exhibit G to this declaration.

3 7. Superior Court and Court of Appeals Uphold the Port's Hearing Examiner. The

4 decision of the Port's independent Hearing Examiner was further appealed by ACC to the King

5 County Superior Court. The Superior Court upheld the Heating Examiner's decision and determined

6 that the FEIS and SEIS were legally adequate. A true and correct of the Superior Court's Findings of

7 Fact, Conclusions of Law and Final Order is attached as Exhibit H to this declaration. The Superior

8 Court decision was further appealed to Division One of the Washington State Court of Appeals. The

9 Court of Appeals upheld the Port's Heating Examiner and the King County Superior Court and

10 affirmed that the Port's environmental review was legally adequate. A true and correct copy of the

11 published Division One opinion is attached as Exhibit I to this declaration.

12 8. The Port Conducts Additional Environmental Review of Wetland Impacts. As new

13 information regarding the Port's Master Plan Update developments has come to light, both the Port

14 and FAA have continued to conduct environmental review of the project's impacts. As part of that

15 review, the Port issued a SEPA Addendum on January 24, 2000. A true and correct copy of the

16 January 24, 2000, SEPA Addendum is attached as Exhibit J to this declaration. In the addendum, the

17 Port re-evaluated wetland impacts in light of the refined delineations of wetlands. The Port concluded

18 that the functions of the additional wetlands were essentially the same as those analyzed in the FEIS

19 and SEIS. More importantly, the Port concluded that the extensive mitigation commitments will

20 compensate for the adverse impacts to wetland functions. The January 24, 2000 Addendum also

21 discussed the impact of the development of temporary, construction-only interchanges. Those

22 interchanges were planned in order to decrease truck traffic impacts on surface streets in surrounding

23 communities. To ensure adequate mitigation, the Port also committed to construction of noise

24 attenuation walls along portions of the temporary interchange, acquisition of residences closest to the

25 interchanges, and sound insulation of affected residences.
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1 The Port has conducted additional environmental review of other project elements as additional

2 information has been developed - including a May 2000 Addendum regarding the proposed 67-acre

3 wetland mitigation site near the Green River in Auburn. A true and correct copy of the May 2000

4 Addendum is attached as Exhibit K to this declaration.

5 9. The FAA Conducts Additional Environmental Review and Determines No

6 Supplemental EIS Is Required. In response to suggestions that another supplemental environmental

7 impact statement might be required, on August 8, 2001, the FAA issued a formal Environmental

8 Reevaluation in a revised Record of Decision. A true and correct copy of the FAA Reevaluation is

9 attached as Exhibit L to this declaration. As part of its Reevalution, the FAA issued a formal,

10 appealable order that preparation of a new supplemental environmental impact statement was not

11 warranted. Neither the ACC nor any other party appealed that FAA order.

12 10. Port Adopts FAA Environmental Evaluation and Conclusion That No Supplemental

13 EIS Is Required. On August 10, 2001, the Port formally adopted those portions of the FAA

14 Reevaluation on which the Port had not already issued supplemental environmental review, including

15 the conclusion that a supplemental EIS was not required. A true and correct copy of the August 10,

16 2001 Port adoption is attached as Exhibit M to this declaration.

17 11. Ecology's 401 Certification. In September 2001, Ecology issued its Amended 401

18 Certification and Coastal Zone Management Act certification, which has been appealed to the

19 Pollution Control Hearings Board. A true and correct copy of Ecology's 401 Certification is attached

20 as Exhibit N to this declaration

21 I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the state of Washington that the foregoing

22 is true and correct.

23 Executed this 7th day of February 2002 at Seattle, Washington.

24 ___,¢

25
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U.S. Department FINAL
of Transportation ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

for

Federal Aviation PROPOSED MASTER PLAN UPDATE
Administration DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS

Port of Seattle SEATrLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

VOLUME 1 OF 7
CHAPTERS I THROUGH VI, APPENDICIES A - B

This statement is submitted for review pursuant to the requirements of Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
PolicyAct of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq); E.O. 11990, Protectionof Wetlands;E.O. 11998, FloodplainManagernent;the
49 USC Subtitie VII; 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq; 49 U.S.C. 47101 et seq; WashingtonState EnvironmentalPolicyAct (RCW
43.21C); and other applicablelaws. The proposedaction will impact the 100-yearfloodplainas indicatedon the Federal
EmergencyManagementAgency'sFlood InsuranceRate Map. This EnvironmentalImpact Statement(EIS) is a combined
National EnvironmentalPolicy Act and WashingtonState EnvironmentalPolicyAct (SEPA) docurnent. With regard to
SEPA requirements,this EIS representsthe secondstepof a phased environmentalreviewwhichbeganwithpublicationof
the 1992 Flight Plan Final EIS, whichassessed alternativesfor addressingregionalaviation needs. This Final EIS also
containsthe draft conformitystatement,as requiredby the Clean Air Act amendments.

The Port of Seattle, operator of Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport,has prepareda Master Plan Update for the Airport.
The Plan showsthe needto addressthe poorweatheroperatingcapabilityofthe Airportthroughthe developmentof a third
parallelrunway(Runway 16X/34X) with a lengthof upto 8,500 feet, separatedby2,500 feet fromexistingRunway16L/34R,
withassociatedtaxiwaysand navigationalaids. Other developmentneeds include:extensionof Runway34R by 600 feet;
establishmentof standard Runway Safety Areas for Runways 16R/34L and 16L/34R; developmentof a new air traffic
controltower;developmentof a new northunitterminal,Main Terminal improvementsand terminalexpansion;parkingand
access tmprovementsand expansion;developmentof the South Aviation Support Area for cargo and/or maintenance
facilities, and relocation, redevelopment, and expansion of support facilities. This EnvironmentalImpact Statement
assesses the impact of alternativeairport improvements,includinginstallationof navigational aids, airspace use, and
approachand departure procedures. The proposedimprovementswouldbe completed duringthe 1996-2020 period, with
initial 5-year developmentfocused on the proposednew parallel runway, and existingpassengerterminal, parking and
access improvements. The proposed improvementsand its alternatives would result in wetland impacts, floodplain
encroachment,streamrelocation,social,noise,water,and air qualityimpacts.

ResponsibleFederalOfficial: SEPA contact:
Mr. Dennis Ossenkop Ms. BarbaraHinkle
FederalAviationAdministration Health,Safetyand EnvironmentalManagement
NorthwestMountainRegion Portof Seattle
1601 LindAve, S.W. P.O.Box68727
Renton,Washington 98055-4056 Seattle, Washington 98168

. _ Date: February, 1996
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FederalAviationAdministration Portof Seattle
NorthwestRegion Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport
1601LindAve, SW P.O. Box68727
Renton,Washington98055 Seattle,Washington98168

February 1, 1996

Dear Reader:

Officials of the Central Puget Sound Region have been faced with developing a plan to meet the future
transportation demands in the Region, that exist now and will continue to grow in the future. The Master
Plan Update for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport has confirmed earlier studies which indicated that
poor weather conditions currently produce significant delays and that the present airside, terminal, and
landside facilities will no longer be able to efficiently accommodate air travel needs. As was noted in the
1992 Flight Plan Study, without undertaking expansion of the transportation facilities in the Region,
delays and inefficient facilities "could ultimately affect the Region's economy". This Final
Environmental Impact Statement examines the range of alternatives for addressing these needs and the
resulting environmental consequences.

In late 1993, the Port of Seattle initiated a Master Plan Update for Sea-Tae to examine the types of
facilities that would be needed through the year 2020. The Master Plan Update began with the
development of aviation demand forecasts, the review of airside facilities (runways, taxiways, etc.) and
the review of landside facilities (roadways, terminals, cargo facilities, etc.). Based on the review of
various landside options and airside options, a series of development alternatives were formulated. This
Environmental Impact Statement is a project specific assessment and examines the full range of
altematives to satisfying these needs, ranging from alternative modes of transportation, use of a new or
existing airport, activity management/system management, development alternatives at Sea-Tac, and the

_ Do-Nothing/No Build. Based on the public and agency comments, the Master Plan Update analysis, and
the Draft EIS, the Port of Seattle staff selected Alternative 3 as the Preferred Alternative. Primary
features of the Preferred Alternative are a proposed North Unit Terminal and a new parallel runway with
a length of 8,500 feet located about 2,500 feet west of existing runway 16L/34R. To present information
for review by regional decision-makers, the Final EIS addresses three runway lengths (7,000 feet, 7,500
feet and 8,500 feet), and thus, consideration of the runway is noted as "up to 8,500 feet".

This Environmental Impact Statement has been a joint effort between the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and the Port of Seattle, with the FAA taking the lead in preparation of the
technical analysis and report production. To solicit public comments on the Draft EIS, the FAA
provided a 90-day comment period and conducted two public hearings. This Final EIS reflects
comments received at the Hearings and during the comment period.

Key issues addressed in this Environmental Impact Statement are:

1. Why is development needed at Sea-Tat Airport? If it proceeds, when will it occur?

Chapter I describes the background leading to preparation of this Draft EIS and the issues and needs that
were identified. Chapter II, "Alternatives" describes the specific alternatives that could meet the need.

2. Why are improvements planned at Sea-Tac versus development of a new airport?

Following the 1992 Flight Plan Study, two planning efforts were undertaken, the Major Supplemental
Airport Study (called the MSA) and the Sea-Tac Master Plan Update. Chapters I and II and Appendix B
provide detailed descriptions of these efforts that led the Executive Board of the Puget Sound Regional
Council (PSRC) to determine that there were no feasible alternative airport sites. After extensive study
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FederalAviationAdministration Portof Seattle
NorthwestRegion Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport .... .
1601LindAve,SW P.O. Box68727
Renton,Washington98055 Seattle,Washington98168

by the officials of the Region, as led by the PSRC, Sea-Tac Airport was identified as the only feasible
site for addressing a portion of the future air transportation needs of the Region through 2020. The Port
of Seattle and the FAA have reviewed the regional planning studies and have independently concluded
that a new airport can not meet the needs addressed by this Environmental Impact Statement.

3. What are the impacts of noise, air pollution, and water pollution, as well as the human
heath impacts?

This Environmental Impact Statement identifies the environmental consequences of' the alternatives
across twenty-four environmental categories, including noise, air, water, and human health. Chapter IV,
and Appendices C through Q contain this analysis.

4. What mitigation will be recommended to implement any of the alternatives?

Each section in Chapter IV contains a summary of recommended mitigation. In addition, Chapter V
contains an overall summary of the environmental impacts and mitigation measures.

5. What comments were submitted on the Draft EIS and how did you change the document in
response to these comments?

Appendix T of the Final EIS contains all of the comments received on the Draft EIS. Responses to
applicable comments are provided in Appendix R. To aid in public review of the Final EIS, the entire
document has been reproduced, with changes made in the Draft EIS text in response to the comments.

6. Federal Approval Declaration

After careful and thorough consideration of the facts contained herein, and following consideration of the
views of those Federal agencies having jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to the
environmental impacts described, the undersigned finds that the proposed Federal actions are consistent
with existing national environrfiental policies and objectives as set forth in Section 101(a) of the National
Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Lowell H. Johnson _ Date

Manager
Northwest Mountain Region Airports Division
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FACT SHEET

'oject Title: Master Plan Update improvementsfor Seattle-Tacoma Intemational Airport.

Description of Project: The proposed Master Plan Update improvements at Sea-Tac Airport would reduce existing
poor weather aircraft operating delay and accommodate forecast growth in passengers,
cargo and aircraft operations. Port of Seattle staff have recommended Alternative 3 - North
Unit Terminal with a new 8,500 foot long parallel runway. To present information for
consideration by regional decision-makers, this EIS addresses a proposed runway with a
length up to 8,500 feet. Proposed airportimprovementswould include:

• Third parallel runway with a lengthof up to 8,500 feet located about 2,500 feet west of
existing Runway 16L/34R, and associated taxiways, safety areas, relocated utilities,and
navigationalaids

• 600 foot extensionsouthwardof Runway 34R

• Standard Runway Safety Areas for existing Runways 16R/34L and 16L/34R

• Terminal improvements and expansion, including the development of a North Unit
Terminal

• Parking and access improvements and expansion

• Development of the South Aviation SupportArea

• Relocation, redevelopment and expansion of supportfacilities

Project Sponsor:. Port of Seattle

Lead Agencies: The Federal AviationAdministration (FAA) and the Port of Seattle are joint lead agencies for
the purpose of the National Environmental PolicyAct (NEPA) and State Environmental Policy
Act (SEPA) EnvironmentalImpact Statement (EIS).

The Port of Seattle contact is: Ms. Barbara Hinkle, Health, Safety and Environmental
Management Division, Port of Seattle, P.O. Box 68727, Seattle, Washington, 98168.

The FAA responsibleofficial is: Mr. Dennis Ossenkop, Northwest Mountain Region, Airports
Oivision, Federal Aviation Administration, 1601 Lind Avenue, S.W., Renton, Washington
98055-4056.

Cooperating Agency: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers is a cooperating agency under NEPA.

Licenses, Permits and Federal. FAA Record of Decision, Air QualityConformityDetermination; and approval of
Other Approvals the Airport LayoutPlan; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Section 404 permit;
Potentially Required:

State: Department of Ecology Water Quality Certification and National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Permit for Stormwater; Department of Fisheries and Wildlife Hydraulic
Project Approval;Temporary Modificationof Water Quality, Department of Natural Resources
Forest Practices Permit,Governors Clean Air and Water Certification;

Local:. Puget Sound Regional Council Review; Port of Seattle Commission project
decisions; City of SeaTac comprehensive plan and zoning process, clearing and grading
permits, floodplainfillingpermits, demolitionpermits,and others.

Principal Authors and This NEPA/SEPA EIS was prepared under the directionof the Federal Aviation
Contributors to the Administrationand Port of Seattle. Technical analysiswas provided by:
Draft and/or Final EIS:

Landrum& Brown, Incorporated
Shapiro and Associates, Inc.
INCA Engineers, inc.
Metro Communications,Inc.
Gambrell Urban, Inc.
Parametrix, Inc.
Synergy Consultants, Inc.

- Page 1 of 2-
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FACT SHEET (Continued)

Date of Issue of Final EIS: February 9, 1996

Public Meetings: Two scoping meetings were held. The Public Scoping meeting was held on February 9, _
1994. A meeting with Federal, State and local agencies was held at Sea-Tac Airport on
February 10, 1994.

Two public hearings were conducted: June 1, 1995 at the SeaTac Red Uon and on June 14,
1995 at the Calvary Lutheran Church in Federal Way. Copies of comments received are
provided in Appendix T (Volumes 5 through 7); responses to applicable comments are
provided in Appendix R (Volume 4).

Approximate Date of Final In accordance with the National Environmental PolicyAct, the issuance of the Final EIS is
Action by Lead Agencies: followed by a 30-day cool down period, which will end on March 18, 1996. After compliance

with applicable requirements, the FAA will issue the Record of Decision and then sign the
Airport Layout Plan. Similady, the Port of Seattle action approvingthe Master Plan Update is
expected in early 1996.

Approximate Date of Limitedterminal development, cargo area expansion, development of an On-Airport hotel
Implementation: and existing terminal entrance roadway improvements could be initiated as eady as 1996.

The new runway, and associated navigational aids and taxiway development, could be
completed by 2001.

Availability of Copies: Copies of the Draft and Final EIS are available for inspectionat:

Federal Aviation Administration,Airports Des Moines Library,21620-1 lth South,
Regional Office, Room 540, 1601 Lind Des Moines
Avenue, SW, Renton, WA Federal Way Regional Library, 34200-1 st
Port of Seattle, Aviation Planning, 3rd South, Federal Way
floor, Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport, Foster Library,4205 South 142nd, Tukwila
and Pier 69 Bid Office, 2711 Alaskan Way, Kent Regional Library,212 - 2nd Ave N,
Seattle Kent

Puget Sound Regional Council, Vashon Ober Park, 17210 Vashon ,
InformationCenter, 216-1st Avenue, Highway,VashonSeattle __.

Tacoma Public Library, 1102 Tacoma Ave
Beacon Hill Library, 2519 - 1st Avenue, S., Tacoma

South, Seattle Universityof Washington, Suzallo Library,
Boulevard Park Library, 12015 Roseberg Government Publications, Seattle

South, Seattle Valley View Library, 17850 Military Road
Seattle Public Library, 1000 -4th Avenue, South, SeaTac

Seattle West Seattle Library, 2306 - 42nd Ave SW,
Magnolia Library, 2801 - 34th Ave W, Seattle

Seattle Bellevue Regional Library, 1111 - 110th
Rainier Beach Library, 9125 Rainier Ave NE, Bellevue
Avenue S., Seattle

BothellRegional Library, 9654 NE 182nd,
Bothell

Burien Library, 14700-6th SW, Burien

To Purchase A Copy: This documentis available for public reproductionat Kinko's locatedat Kent-Des Moines
Way and International Blvd./SR 99. All 7 volumes of thisreport cost over $350, including
color exhibits.

Locations of Other The Flight Plan EIS issued in 1992, technical reports, backgrounddata, adopted documents,
Documents: and material incorporated by reference in this EIS are, unlessotherwise stated in this EIS,

located at:

Federal AviationAdministration,Airports Regional Office, Room 540, 1601 Lind Avenue, SW,
Renton, WA

Port of Seattle, Aviation Planning, 3rd Floor,Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport

Puget Sound Regional Council, InformationCenter, 216-1st Avenue, Seattle

- Page 2 of 2 - _'
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

For the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Master Plan Update

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac Council - PSRC) co-sponsored a process, called

Airport) is the primary air transportation hub of the Flight Plan Study, to identify a long-term
Washington State and the Northwestern U_ited solution to the Puget Sound Region's air
States. As the primary transportation needs. Based
commercial service airport for on the two and a half year
the Pacific Northwest, Sea-Tat effort which examined ways

Airport is the only airport which to accommodate demand,
provides scheduled commercial the 1992 Flight Plan Study
air carrier service in the four- recommended a multiple

county Central Puget Sound area airport system that included
serving 2.8 million residents, a new runway at Sea-Tac
The Region consists of: King, Airport.
Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap
counties. Sea-Tac Airport is In response to the Flight
operated by the Port of Seattle Plan Study and additional
(also referred to as "The Port"), a study by the PSRC, the
municipal corporation of the PSRC General Assembly
State of Washington. Located adopted a Resolution (No.
within King County and the City A-93-03) in April 1993 to
of SeaTac, the Airport is 12 miles amend the Regional
south of downtown Seattle and Aviation System Plan. The
about 20 miles north of Tacoma. PSRC resolution states: ....

As of August 1995, service is " ... That the region should pursue
provided by 54 airlines. Non-stop air service is vigorously, as thepreferredalternative,a major supplemental
provided to 44 cities nationwide and to the airport andathirdmnwayatSea-Tac.
international cities of Copenhagen, London, 1. The majorsupplementalairport should be located in the

four-eouaty area within a reasonable travel time from
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul, Shanghai, significantmarkets in theregion.
Osaka, Vancouver and Victoria. Sea-Tac Airport

is the 21st busiest airport in the country, as 2. The third mnway shail be authorized by April l, 1996:
measured by total passengers. It is also the 8th a. Unless shown through an environmentalassessment,which will include financial and market
largest international air gateway to Europe and feasibility studies, that a supplemental site is
Asia, and the 18th busiest cargo airport, feasible and can eliminate the need for the third

runway; and

b. Afterdemand managementand system management
programs are pursued and achieved or determined
not to be feasible,based on independent evaluation;

CHAPTER I and

BACKGROUND AND c. When noise reduction performance objectives are
PURPOSE ANDNEED scheduled, pursued and achieved based on

independent evaluation and based on measurement
of real noise impacts.

A number of studies conducted in the late 1980s

concluded that the existing two runways at Sea- 3. The Regional Council requests consideration by theFederalAviation Administration of modifying the Four-
Tac would not be adequate to meet regional air Post Plan to reduce noise impacts, and the related
travel needs beyond the year 2000. As a result, impactson regional military air traffic.

the Port of Seattle and the regional planning 4. Evaluation of the major supplemental airport shall be
council (now called the Puget Sound Regional accomplished in cooperation with the state of

Washington:

i Executive Summary
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5. Proceed immediately to conduct site-specific of regionalgovernance;and.....NOW,THEREFOREBE
studies, including an environmental impact 1T RESOLVED, that the Executive Board further
statementon a Sea-Tacthirdrunway, clarifies that the 'Resolution A-93-03: Implementation

6. Eliminate small supplemental airports, including Steps' adopted by the Executive Board allow the
PaineField, as a preferredalternative." Executive Board to determine whether the Regional

Council shouldgo forwardwith additionalsupplemental
airport studies and pursuant to that authority, the

The PSRC undertook a study of the feasibility of Execueve Board determines that further studies
a major supplemental airport -- which became should not be undertaken...." (Emphasisadded)
known as the Major Supplemental Airport (MSA)
study - in response to the recommendations of This Environmental Impact Statement for the

the Flight Plan Study and subsequent Resolution Master Plan Update is the second step of a
A-93-03. MSA Phase I consisted of an phased State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)
exhaustive examination of new airport sites environmental review process that began with the
which subsequently narrowed the site evaluation publication of the EIS accompanying the 1992
to 3 sites (Arlington, Marysville and Tanwax Flight Plan EIS. The Hight Plan EIS examined
Lake). However, MSA Phase II was not initiated alternative sites and configurations for new or
following the Executive Board Resolution EB- expanded airports, along with demand
94-01 (dated October 27, 1994) which states: management techniques, rail and other ground

transportation, and technological alternatives to
'_HEREAS, regional Studies completed by the Puget limit the number of flight operations and
Sound Air Transportation Committee, the Washington encourage alternatives to air travel. The Flight
State Air Transportation Committee, and the Puget Plan EIS and related materials are listed and
Sound Regional Council (PSRC) have clearly identified
a near term air transportation capacity problem at Sea- described, and their locations are identified, in
Tac International Airport, and concluded that the Appendix B.
addition of a third all-weather runwayat Sea-Tat would

provide adequate capacity for the region through the year The Master Plan Update forecast the following
2030; ....WHEREAS, the Executive Board condudes aviation demand:
that there are no feasible sites for a major
mpplemental airport within the four-county region
and that continued examination of any local site will - k

prolongcommunity anxiety while eroding the credibility ....

MASTER PLAN UPDATE FORECASTS

Actual Master Plan Update Forecast
1993 2000 2010 2020

Enplaned Passengers:
Domestic 8,700,000 10,800,000 13,800,000 17,200,000
International 700.000 1,100,000 1.500.000 1,900,000

Total Enplanements 9,400,000 11,900,000 15,300,000 19,100,000

Aircraft Operations:
Air Carrier 188,000 223,000 255,000 287,000
Air Taxi/Commuter 127,000 127,000 118,000 117,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 23,000 27,000
General Aviation 8,100 8,900 9,500 10,300
Military 400 300 300 300

Total Operations 339,500 379,200 405,800 441,600

Average Day Operations 930 1,040 1,112 1,210
Peak Month/Average Day 1,056 1,163 1,253 1,369

Source: 1994 Master Plan Update TechnicalReport No. 5 Preliminary Forecast Report, Port of Seattle.

Note: Enplanements- Passengersboardingaircraft. Operations - total arrivals and departures.

In 1994, aircraft operationswere 353,052 with 10.5 million enplaned passengers

ii Executive Summary
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With or without improvements at Sea-Tac by the Master Plan Update, poor weather (with
-- Airport, aviation demand will increase as a the associated single arrival stream at Sea-Tac),

consequence of growth in the population and occurs about44 percent of the time.
income of the region.

The 1995 FAA Capacity Enhancement Update
As a result of existing high levels of poor weather found that about 4.5 minutes of average delay is
delay and forecast increased demand, the currently experienced per aircraft operation at
following four needs (shown in bold) were Sea-Tac. Virtually all of the available air traffic
identified: procedural and technological improvements that

are currently available, have been implemented at
(A)Improve The Poor Weather Airfield Sea-Tac. As a result of these improvements,

Operating Capability in a Manner That delay has been reduced in recent years over
Accommodates Aircraft Activity with an earlier levels. However, arrival delay during poor
Acceptable Level of Delay weather continues to exceed the good weather

delay by about 850 percent.

Weather conditions and their patterns of
occurrence are important considerations when While Sea-Tac currently has sufficient operating
evaluating the operational capability of an capability during good weather conditions, during
airfield. The safe spacing between aircraft poor weather today, the existing runway system
specified by the FAA's air traffic control produces extensive arrival delays as is noted in
standards differ depending upon weather the tables on the next page. Average delay is
conditions (i.e., the cloud ceiling and visibility), expected to more than triple as aircraft operations
Because of the narrow distance between the grow 23 percent (from 345,000 to 425,000).
existing parallel runways at Sea-Tac, When aircraft operations exceed 525,000
simultaneous arrivals to both runways are annually (after year 2020), aircraft delay will
permitted only in good weather conditions, have increased more than 700% over current

levels. The single arrival stream during poor

When poor weather occurs at Sea-Tac, the total weather produces the greatest quantity of delay at
number of arrivals that can be accommodated is Sea-Tac Airport. Arrival delay represents over
reduced from the good weather level of 60 to 24 85% of total current delay experienced by an
arrivals per hour, as shown below, average flight.

Using average aircraft operating costs, delay at
Present Runway System Arrival Sea-Tac currently costs the airlines about $42

Operating Capability at Sea-Tac Airport million annually. When aircraft operations reach
425,000 annually, delay costs are expected to

Hourly Airfield Capability exceed $176 million annually.
Maximum

Condition Arrivals The FAA's National Plan of Integrated Airports
System (NPIAS) indicates that when average

Good Weather: delay exceeds 9 minutes per operation, impacts
VFR1 60 occur to the national aviation system. The

Poor Weather: maximum "acceptable" delay for any single
VFR2 48 component of the National Airspace System is
IFR1 36 extremely subjective and dependent upon a
IFR2 & 3 24 number of factors unique to an individual facility.

Factors which typically influence "acceptable"
Source:1994 Master Plan Update lnventory , delay levels at an airport include the relative
P&DAviation,Pg. 3-8 occurrence of poor weather conditions, individual
VFR - Visual Flight Rules, airline cost of delay, and the effect of this
IFR- InstrumentFlightRules airport's delay at other airports throughout the

system. Since operating conditions are unique at
each airport, a single measure of acceptable delay

Current FAA air traffic control roles require at which applies to all airports has not been
least a 2,500-foot separation between parallel established. As a result, the weighted average
runway centerlines for two staggered arrival delay level is often used as an indicator of
streams during poor weather. Because the airports which may be experiencing significant
runways at Sea-Tac are only 800 feet apart, the levels of delay during certain conditions, and

- existing airfield only allows a single arrival thus, should considerdelay reduction actions.
stream during poor weather (VFR2 and IFR).
Based on the 10-year weather analysis performed
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The average all-weather delay per operation is a A new parallel runway would have saved the
convenient way to describe airport efficiency airlines $24 million annually if it had been _.-
because it is a single number. However, available for use in 1994. The delays saving is
describing the airport efficiency with a single expected to grow to around $59 million per year
number can lead to poor decision-making because in 2000, $70 million per year m 2002 and $146
the all-weather average delay does not reveal the million annually when activity reaches 425,000
large difference in delay that occurs between operations (near the year 2013). As a result, if
good and poor weather, the runway were available for use in year 2002,

the delay savings would compensate for the cost
As the number of operations increase, the average of construction in a 5 year period. If completed
delay in VFR2 and IFR weather conditions will later, the pay-back period would be sooner than 5
increase exponentially, creating further years.
discrepancy between good and poor weather
delays, unless action is taken to address the poor
weather airfield operating capability.

AVERAGE ALL-WEATHER DELAY

Average Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield
Estim. Average

Operations Arrival Departure Taxi Operation
345,000 7.7 1.3 0.1 4.5
425,000 * 22.2 2.6 0.2 12.4
525,000 * 63.7 11.6 0.4 37.7

ARRIVAL DELAY

Average Arrival Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield f-

Operations VFR 1 VFR2 IFR1 IFR2/3 IFR4 All-Weather
345,000 1.0 11.4 21.7 21.7 333.2 7.7
425,000 * 1.6 41.8 71.2 101.0 524.5 22.2
525,000 * 3.1 163.6 181.3 219.4 711.9 63.7

DELAY REDUCTION BENEFITS OF A NEW PARALLEL RUNWAY

New Runwayswith the followingSeparation
Do-Nothing 2.500 ft Separation 3,000 ft Separation

Operations Arrival Average Arrival Average Arrival Average
345,000 7.7 4.5 NA NA NA NA
425,000 * 22.2 12.4 4.7 3.8 4.2 3.3
525,000 * 63.7 37.7 13.3 8.3 12.3 7.7

Source: FAACapacityEnhancementUpdate,DataPackage12, June, 1995.
• Assumesfulluse0fthe 2.5nmseparation.

Chapter II of the Final EIS presents a detailed discussion of the alternatives to addressing existing and
future poor weather delay. The following briefly summarizes the f'mdings of the review:

Alternatives Summary of Evaluation
1. Use of Other Modes of Not considered further, as this alternativewill not addressthe poor

Transportation: weatheroperating issuesat Sea-Tae. Less than 5% of passengers
Automobile, Bus using Sea-Tat are travelingto distanceswhere surface ._--.
Rail transportationis efficient and cost effective and likely to be used.
Teleconferencing
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2. Use of Other Existing Airports Not consid_:l further. Regional consensus has been established
or Construction of a New through PSRC EB-94-01 that: 1) There is no sponsor or funding for
Airport: a new airport; 2) Extensive studies of these alternatives indicate that
- Use of an existing airport there are no feasible sites; 3) If a site could be identified, market
- Development of a new forces and planning and development requirements would prevent

airport the airport from successfully serving regional demand until 2010 or
- Replacement later. The FAA and Port have independently confirmed that a new
-- Supplemental airport would not satisfy the needs addressed by this EIS.

3. Activity Alternatives: Not considered further, as these actions will not eliminate the poor
- Demand Management weather operating need as all feasible actions have been
- System Management implemented.

4. Runway Development at Sea- To be considered further: Runway lengths from 7,000 feet to 8,500
Tac feet (each length is included in Alternatives 2, 3 and 4).

5. Use of Air Traffic and Flight Not considered further. No technologies currently exist, or are
Technology planned, to address the poor weather operating constraint at Sea-

(i.e., FMS/GPS, LDA, etc.) Tac.

6. Delayed or Blended Alternative The net result of this alternative would be a delay in the
(Combination of other modes, implementation of the Master Plan Update alternatives. Because
use of existing airports, and there is no commitment to any individual or combination of other
activity/demand managemen0 alternatives and because aviation activity levels are currently

growing at a rate slightly higher than forecast, this alternative was
not considered further.

7. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Alternative 1).

(B) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to to fly non-stop from Sea-Tac to Hong Kong or
Accommodate Warm Weather Operations Shanghai at 76°F.

Without Restricting Passenger Load Currently, Sea-Tac's runway lengths axe: 9,425
Factors or Payloads For Aircraft Types feet, and 11,900 feet. These runway lengths
Operating to the Pacific Rim. require airlines to off-load payload (passengers or

cargo) to takeoff during warm weather conditions
The length of runway required by departing when serving the most distant cities. With
aircraft is significantly affected by temperature, increased emphasis on direct service to Asian-
especially at higher temperatures and humidity. Pacific cities, this constraint is expected to grow
The Master Plan Update examined runway and potentially inhibit the Region's long-term
lengths relative to cities currently served from economic growth. By the year 2020,
Sea-Tac, as well as cities likely to be served in approximately 681 departures annually (0.3% of
the future. This analysis showed that flight all departures or 1.3% of passenger aircraft and
distances to the Pacific Rim are the greatest. A 15.3% of all-cargo aircraft) will be subject to
B747-200B with a full load requires takeoff weight penalties when using Runway
approximately 12,500 feet of runway length, 16L/34R.
when operating with a full passenger/cargo load

Non-Stop Pacific Rim Service Alternatives Summary of Evaluation

1. Extension of Runway 16L/34R to To be considered further, as this is presently the longest runway
12,500 feet (included in Alternatives 2, 3 and 4).

2. Extension of Runway 16R/34L to Not considered further due to the cost of addressing impacts to S.
12,500 feet 188th.
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3. Developmentof a new runwaywitha Not consideredfurtherduo to substantialcost andcommunity
12,500ft length disruption that wouldresult. ; •

4. Delayed or Blended Alternative Not consideredfurther, as it would not address the needs at Sea-Tac.

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Alternative 1).

This loss of weight operating capability would
result in passengers and cargo not getting to their "To the extent practicable, each certificate holder
destination as desired or an increase in operations shall provide and maintain for each runway and
to serve the demand. In year 2000, this continued taxiway which is available for air carrier use - ...
practice would result in an annual economic loss (2) If construction, reconstruction, or significant
to the airlines of $1.2 million, growing to $2 expansion of the runway or taxiway began on or
million annually by 2010 and $3 million by 2020 after January .I, 1988 a safety area which
to the airlines, conforms to the dimensions acceptable to the

Administrator at the time construction,
reconstruction,or expansion began.".

Over 90 percent of the weight restricted

departures would be by all-cargo operators. The FA.A previously issued a funding grant to theCurrently 10% of the cargo transported through
Sea-Tac is destined for the Pacific Rim. Port whichincludes the following condition "13.
Economists predict that the Pacific Rim will By acceptance of this grant, the sponsor agrees
continue to experience above average economic that the safety areas for Runway 16L/34R will be
growth in the foreseeable future. Thus, for the improved to dimensions acceptable to the FAA
Puget Sound and Washington State to retain their on the following schedule .... September 1996
pre-eminence in exporting area products, the safety areas to be complete". Subsequently, the
ability to serve the fastest economic growing Port requested that the alternatives for addressing
market in the world is essential, the RSA be included in the Master Plan Update.

The aitematives that would satisfy this need are The RSA dimension for Sea-Tac is defined as a

shown above, rectangular area that is centered about the runway
that is 500 feet wide and extends 1,000 feet
beyond each runway end. This area should be

(C) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that cleared, drained and graded, and is usually turfed.
meet current FAA Standards Under dry conditions, this area should be capable

of supporting occasional aircraft that could
An RSA is "A defmed surface surrounding the overrun the runway, as well as fire fighting and
runway prepared or suitable for reducing the risk snow removal equipment.
of damage to airplanes in the event of an

undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from the Thus, the Master Plan Update recommends that
runway". When the runways at Sea-Tac were the RSAs be upgraded to current FAA design
originally built, they met then-current FA.A standards in accordance with grant assurances
design standards. However, as a result of aircraft and Federal Aviation Regulation Part 139. The
overruns and incidents at airports in the U.S., the following alternatives could address this need:
FAA modified Federal Aviation Regulation
139.309(a)(2) which now requires:

RSA Alternatives SurrLrnaryof Evaluation

1. Displaced Thresholds/Declared Considered as the Do-Nothing/No-Build.
Distance Procedures

2. Clearing, grading and development of Considered further.
areas for 1,000 feet beyond the
existing pavement
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3. Clearing, grading for 1,000 feet Considered further(included in Alternatives 2, 3 and 4).
including the 600 ft extension to 34R

4. Delayed or Blended Alternative Not addressed further,as it would not address the RSA requirements

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further for declared distances (Alternative 1).

(D) Provide Efficient and Flexible Landside by the year 2020. In total, Sea-Tac will require
Facilities to Accommodate Future an additional 30 passenger gates by year 2020.
Aviation Demand.

Over the last decade, several airlines have

Regional population and employment growth are examined the possibility of developing aircraft
expected to fuel growth in aviation demand maintenance bases at various airports throughout
regardless of the availability of facilities at Sea- the country. Based on these requests, and
Tac Airport. While enplaned passenger volumes anticipated future requests, the Port initiated the
are forecast to grow by 103 percent by 2020, air necessary planning and design to assure that a
cargo tonnage is expected to grow 150 percent, base maintenance facility can be accommodated
This anticipated growth will place extreme at Sea-Tac Airport. These plans have become
demands on the existing airport facilities, known as the South Aviation Support Area

Congestion currently exists on the Main Terminal (SASA) development plan and were assessed in a
roadway during peak hours. By year 2020, 1994 Final Environmental Impact Statement.
significant congestion could result throughout the The benefits of such a facility are the resulting
day. Therefore, to avoid congestion and high-skill jobs and economic activity which meet
passenger inconveniences, improvements to the the Port of Seattle's mission of fostering regional
landside facilities will be necessary. Flexibility economic development that will benefit the port
will be required to enable airport facilities to be district.
accommodated by varying types of airlines

To ensure that the Region's primary aviation(shuttle operations as well as long-haul), cargo
operators as well as aircraft maintenance needs, facility is capable of efficiently accommodating

forecast air travel demand generated by area

Currently, airport facilities at Sea-Tac provide 90 economic activity and population, the Port of
narrow-body equivalent aircraft gates (NBEG) Seattle proposes to incrementally expand the
within 12,100 linear feet of gate frontage. Based terminal, support facilities and other landside
on the forecast of aviation demand, Sea-Tac facilities.

Airport will require 101 NBEG gates by 2000,
111 N'BEG gates by 2010 and 120 NBEG gates The following summarizes the alternatives

identified for this need.

Alternative Summary of Evaluation

1. Use of Other Modes of Not considered further, as less than 5% of the future passengers using

Transportation Sea-Tac are traveling to distances where surface transportation is
- Auto and Bus efficient and cost effective.
- Rail

- Video Conferencing

2. Use of Other Airports or Not considered further. Regional consensus has been established
Construction of a New Airport through PSRC EB-94-01 that: 1) there is no sponsor or funding for a

new airport; 2) Extensive studies of these alternatives indicate that
there are no feasible sites; 3) If a site could be identified, market
forces and planning/development requirements would prevent the
airport from successfully serving regional demand until 2010 or later.
The FAA and Port have independently concluded that a new airport
would not satisfy the needs addressed by this EIS.
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3. Activity/DemandManagement Not consideredfurther,as theseactions will notreducedemand as all ........
Alternatives feasible alternativeshave been implemented, i

4. Landside Devdopment at Sea- To be consideredfurther: Threeprimaryalternativesto be considered
Tac further:. Central TerminalDevelopment,NorthUnit Terminal

Development andSouth UnitTerminalDevelopment (Alternatives 2,
3 and4, respectively).

5. Use of Technology Not consideredfurther.No technologiescurrentlyexist to address
regional aviationdemandgrowth. No new technologiesare
anticipated.

6. Delayed or BlendedAlternative The net result of this alternativewouldbe adelay in the
(Combinationof other modes, implementationof the MasterPlan Updatealternatives. Becausethere
useof existing airports,and is no commitmentto any individualorcombinationof other
activity/demand managemenO alternativesandbecauseaviationactivitylevels are currentlygrowing

at a ramslightly higherthan forecast,this alternativewas not
consideredfurther.

7. Do-Nothing/NoBuild To be consideredfurther (Alternative1)

(E) Alternatives Considered • Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) this
alternative would include a new dependent

The following alternatives and key (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
improvements, as described in detail in Chapter length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension " ....
II, were carded forward for detailed: to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of

the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all
* Alternative 1 - Do-Nothing/No Build - The runway ends; and completion of the landside

previously described needs would not be and terminal development in a north unit
addressed in the Do-Nothing alternative, terminal configuration; and completion of the
However, a number of other developments South Aviation Support Area.
would occur: preparation of the South
Aviation Support Area (as approved in the • Alternative 4 (South Unit Terminal) this
1994 Final EIS and Record of Decision), alternative would include a new dependent
completion of the Runway 34L and 34R RSA (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
grading, development and implementation of length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension
declared distances for Runway 16R and 16L; to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of
implementation of terminal area ground the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all
access, and seismic improvements, runway ends; and completion of the landside
installation of a Category mb Instrument and terminal development in a south unit
Landing system on Runway 16L; terminal configuration; and completion of the
development of an On-Airport hotel; and South Aviation Support Area.
implementation of the Des Moines Creek

Exhibits H-5 through Exhibit H-8 show these
Technology Campus. alternatives.

• Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) this
alternative would include a new dependent After review of the Draft Environmental Impact
(2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a Statement, the Port of Seattle staff recommended
length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension the implementation of Alternative 3 (the North
to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of Unit Terminal) with a proposed 8,500 foot long
the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all new parallel runway located about 2,500 feet
runway ends; and completion of the landside west of Runway 16Id34R. However, to aid in
and terminal development for centralized public review, the document refers to a runway
terminal facilities; and completion of the with a length "up to 8,500 feet" so that the
South Aviation Support Area. impacts of a 7,000 ft., 7,500 ft., and 8,500 ft.
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runway are identified. The elements of the • Minimizes aircraft push-back and taxiing
improvements included in the Preferred conflicts as flights enter and exit the terminal
Alternative are listed beginning on page II-41 of area.

this Final EIS.

This alternative was recommended for the CI-IAPTERIII

following reasons: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

• Reduces the existing and future disparity
between the poor weather and good weather Communities which abut the City of SeaTac, in
operating capability, enabling dependent which the Airport is situated, are Des Moines,
parallel arrival streams during poor weather Tukwila, and Burien. Unincorporated portions of
conditions; King County also abut the City of SeaTac. These

• Provides the greatest delay reduction of all communities, and others, may be directly or
alternatives considered. The reduced indirectly affected by operations at Sea-Tac
operating times associated with the Airport, especially by aircraft noise exposure.
implementation of a third parallel runway
would result in a substantial cost savings to The majority of Port owned Airport land is bound
the airlines. A new parallel runway would by International Blvd. to the east, SR 509 and
have saved the airlines $24 million annually 12th Avenue to the west, SR 518 to the north, and
if it had been available for use in 1994. The South 200th Street to the south. Sea-Tac Airport
delays saving is expected to grow to around abuts the City of SeaTac on all sides and
$59 million per year in 2000, $70 million per occupies more than 2,500 acres of land.
year in 2002 and $146 million annually when
activity reaches 425,000 operations (near the
year 2013). As a result, if the runway were
available for use in year 2002, the delay
savings would compensate for the cost of
construction in a 5 year period. If completed
later, the pay-back period would be sooner
than 5 years;

• The proposed new runway would
accommodate 99% of the possible aircraft
types for landing which currently use or are
anticipated to be operating at Sea-Tac;

• Enables unrestricted departure weights for
aircraft departing to the Pacific Rim countries
during warm summer weather;

• Provides efficient and flexible landside
facilities to accommodate future aviation

demand providing the greatest levels of
service to air passengers by improving curb-
to-terminal and curb-to-gate access,
decreased walking distances, and the lowest
cost per new aircraft gate;

• Relieves the surface vehicle congestion on

the existing terminaldrive system; [___,,,_L.._ ,._-,_-------
• Minimizes disruption of commercial

development along International Boulevard; This EIS addresses impacts of the Airport and the

• Enables future expansion of terminal and proposed Master Plan Update improvements that
support facilities in an incremental fashion to would be experienced within the Puget Sound
accommodate air travel demand as growth Region. Within this general geographic area, this
occurs; EIS references two primary study areas:

• Minimizes the disruption to existing airport
facilities during the implementation of the General study area - encompassing the existing
proposed improvements; and noise exposure area as defined by the existing

(1994) DNL 60 and greater noise contour; and
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tolerant forms. Additionally, major spills of
Detailed focus area - the area which would be aviation fuel into Des Moines Creek in the mid-
affected to construct alternative airport 1980s resulted in the mortality of most fish and
improvements. This area includes any land aquatic life in that creek.
which might be acquired.

Where applicable, other study areas were used to In the Puget Sound Region, sand and gravel units
disclose the existing or anticipated impacts, within the glacial drift form the principal

aquifers. These aquifers are recharged from
BufltEnvironment precipitation. Water levels within wells are

generally within 100 feet of the ground surface.
The current pattern of land use within the general Perched water is also commonly encountered in
study area consists of the following uses: the glacial deposits where silt and clay within the

glacial soils act as acquitards, allowing water to
• Residential: 49.5% of the study area accumulate in sand and gravel lenses.

• Open space/agriculture: 16.7% of the study area A total of 55 wetlands were identified in the

• Commercial/industrial: 12.6% of the study area detailed focus area. These wetlands range in size
from approximately 0.01 acres to 30.3 acres, with

• Airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field): 11.4% of a combined area of nearly 150 acres. A total of
the study area 20 emergent, nine scrub-shrub, four open-water,

• Community and public facilities 2.7% of the and 22 forested wetlands were identified.
study area

Biological Resources
• Other: 7.0% of the study area

Habitat in the airport vicinity consists of isolated
Based on the 1990 Census, the general study area parcels of forest, shrub, and grass with scattered
contains 43,347 single-family homes, 25,702 wetlands. Approximately 714 acres of upland
multi-family dwelling units, and 3,006 mobile forest, 191 acres of upland shrub, 1,012 acres of
homes. Located within the boundary of the upland herbaceous habitat, and 144 acres of
general study area are several classes of land uses wetlands are present within a one-mile radius
that are normally considered to be sensitive to from the airfield area. Fragmented stands of
high levels of aircraft noise exposure, second growth deciduous and coniferous forest ......

characterize much of the area. These areas
Natural Resources provide habitat for a typical assemblage of

wildlife species found in lowland Puget Sound
Because the prevailing winds are from the Pacific forests.
Ocean, the general meteorological conditions of
the Puget Sound Region are typical of a marine Two federally listed or proposed threatened or
climate. The relatively cool summers, mild endangered species, which may occasionally use
climate are enhanced by the presence of Puget the airport area, are the peregrine falcon and bald
Sound. The Cascade Range to the east serves as eagle. The closest bald eagle nests to the Airport
a partial barrier to the temperature extremes of are located at Angle Lake (.75 mile southeast)
the continental climate of eastern Washington and Seahurst Park (two miles northwest).
State.

Future Planned Development
There are two independent stream systems that
drain the major portions of the airport area, Des
Moines Creek and Miller Creek. The Airport Specific planned development projects are
covers an estimated 30 percent of the Des Moines envisioned by local and county governments in
Creek basin and five percent of the Miller Creek the general study area in addition to those
basin. Both Des Moines and Miller creeks are generally described in the comprehensive land
classified by the State as Class AA use plans. These projects are: 28th/24th Avenue
(extraordinary) waters, although sltormwater South Arterial Project; State Route 509 Extension
runoff from urban development within the two and South Access Road; Regional Transit
drainage basins have contributed to water quality Authority High-Capacity, Light-Rail System; On-
degradation and violations of some water quality Airport Hotel by the Port of Seattle; Des Moines
standards. Degradation of water quality from Creek Technology Campus; South Aviationstormwater runoff has had harmful effects on

Support Area (SASA); Regional Justice Center; ....
aquatic biota and the biological integrity of both and Airport Business Center in SeaTac.creeks. Diversity of aquatic life has tended to __
shift from pollutant-intolerant forms to pollutant-
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

For the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Master Plan Update

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac Council - PSRC) co-sponsored a process, called
Airport) is the primary air transportation hub of the Flight Plan Study, to identify a long-term
Washington State and the Northwestern United solution to the Puget Sound Region's air
States. As the primary transportation needs. Based
commercial service airport for on the two and a half year
the Pacific Northwest, Sea-Tac effort which examined ways
Airport is the only airport which to accommodate demand,
provides scheduled commercial _,,,,,,,_, the 1992 Flight Plan Study
air carrier service in the four- recommended a multiple
county Central Puget Sound area airport system that included
serving 2.8 million residents, a new runway at Sea-Tac
The Region consists of: King, Airport.
Pierce, Snohomish, and Kitsap
counties. Sea-Tac Airport is In response to the Flight
operated by the Port of Seattle Plan Study and additional
(also referred to as "The Port"), a study by the PSRC, the
municipal corporation of the PSRC General Assembly
State of Washington. Located adopted a Resolution (No.
within King County and the City A-93-03) in April 1993 to
of SeaTac, the Airport is 12 miles amend the Regional
south of downtown Seattle and Aviation System Plan. The
about 20 miles north of Tacoma. PSRC resolution states: .....

As of August 1995, service is " ... Thattheregion shouldpursue
provided by 54 airlines. Non-stop air service is vigorously, as the preferred alternative,a major supplemental

provided to 44 cities nationwide and to the airportandathirdmnwayatSea-Tac.
international cities of Copenhagen, London, 1. Themajorsupplementalairportshouldbe locatedinthe

four-countyarea withina reasonabletravel time from
Tokyo, Hong Kong, Taipei, Seoul, Shanghai, signlficant marketsintheregion.
Osaka, Vancouver and Victoria. Sea-Tac Airport
is the 21st busiest airport in the country, as 2. The third mnway shall be authorized by April l, 1996:
measured by total passengers. It is also the 8th a. Unless shown through an environmentalassessment,whichwillincludefinancialand market
largest international air gateway to Europe and feasibility studies, that a supplemental site is
Asia, and the 18th busiest cargo airport, feasibleand can eliminatethe need for the third

runway;and

b. Afterdemandmanagementandsystemmanagement
programsare pursuedand achievedor determined
not to be feasible,basedon independentevaluation;

CHAPTER I and

BACKGROUND AND c. Whennoise reductionperformanceobjectivesare
PURPOSE ANDNEED scheduled, pursued and achieved based on

independentevaluationandbasedon measurement
of realnoiseimpacts.A number of studies conducted in the late 1980s

concluded that the existing two runways at Sea- 3. The Regional Council requestsconsiderationby theFederalAviationAdministrationof modifyingtheFour-
Tac would not be adequate to meet regional air Post Plan to reducenoise impacts, and the related
travel needs beyond the year 2000. As a result, impactsonregionalmilitaryairtraffic.
the Port of Seattle and the regional planning 4. Evaluationof the major supplemental airport shall be
council (now called the Puget Sound Regional accomplished in cooperation with the state of

Washington:
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5. Proceed immediately to conduct site-specific of regional governance;and.....NOW, THEREFOREBE
studies, including an environmental impact IT RESOLVED, that the Executive Board further
statementon a Sea-Tae thirdrunway, clarifies that the 'Resolution A-93-03: Implementation

6. Eliminate small supplemental airports, including Steps' adopted by the Executive Board allow the
PaineField, asa preferred alternative." Executive Board to determine whether the Regional

Councilshould go forwardwith additional supplemental
airport studies and pursuant to that authority, the

The PSRC undertook a study of the feasibility of Executive Board determines that further studies
a major supplemental airport - which became should not be undertaken...." (Emphasisadded)
known as the Major Supplemental Airport (MSA)
study - in response to the recommendations of This Environmental Impact Statement for the

the Flight Plan Study and subsequent Resolution Master Plan Update is the second step of a
A-93-03. MSA Phase I consisted of an phased State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)

exhaustive examination of new airport sites enwronmental revnew process that began with the
which subsequently narrowed the site evaluation publication of the EIS accompanying the 1992
to 3 sites (Arlington, MarysviUe and Tanwax Flight Plan EIS. The Flight Plan EIS examined
Lake). However, MSA Phase II was not initiated alternative sites and configurations for new or

following the Executive Board Resolution EB- expanded airports, along with demand
94-01 (dated October 27, 1994)which states: management techniques, rail and other ground

transportation, and technological alternatives to
"WHEREAS, regional studies completed by the Puget limit the number of flight operations and
Sound Air Transportation Committee, the Washington encourage alternatives to air travel. The Flight
State Air Transportation Committee, and the Puget Plan EIS and related materials are listed and
Sound Regional Council (PSRC) have clearly identified
a near term air transportation capacity problem at Sea- described, and their locations are identified, in
Tac International Airport, and concluded that the Appendix B.
addition of a third all-weather runwayat Sea-Tat would
provide adequatecapacity for the region through the year The Master Plan Update forecast the following
2030; ....WHEREAS, the Executive Board concludes aviation demand:
that there are no feasible sites for a major
supplemental._g_'po__withiu_the_fom'-_:om_y_region......
and that continued examination of any local site will
prolong community anxietywhile eroding the credibility

MASTER PLAN UPDATE FORECASTS

Actual Master Plan Update Forecast
1993 2000 2010 2020

Enplaned Passengers:
Domestic 8,700,000 10,800,000 13,800,000 17,200,000
International 700,000 1.100.000 1,500.000 1,900,000

Total Enplanements 9,400,000 11,900,000 15,300,000 19,100,000

AircraftOperations:
AirCarrier 188,000 223,000 255,000 287,000
Air Taxi/Commuter 127,000 127,000 118,000 117,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 23,000 27,000
General Aviation 8,100 8,900 9,500 10,300
Military 400 300 300 300

Total Operations 339,500 379,200 405,800 441,600

Average Day Operations 930 1,040 1,112 1,210
Peak Month/Average Day 1,056 1,163 1,253 1,369

Source: 1994Master Plan Update TechnicalReport No. 5 Preliminary Forecast Report, Port of Seattle.

Note: Enplanements- Passengersboarding aircraft. Operations- totalarrivals and departures.

In 1994,aircraftoperationswere353,052 with 10.5 million enplaned passengers
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With or without improvements at Sea-Tac by the Master Plan Update, poor weather (with
Airport, aviation demand will increase as a the associated single arrival stream at Sea-Tac),
consequence of growth in the population and occurs about 44 percent of the time.
income of the region.

The 1995 FAA Capacity Enhancement Update
As a result of existing high levels of poor weather found that about 4.5 minutes of average delay is
delay and forecast increased demand, the currently experienced per aircraft operation at
following four needs (shown in bold) were Sea-Tac. Virtually all of the available air traffic
identified: procedural and technological improvements that

are currently available, have been implemented at
(A)Impreve The Poor Weather Airfield Sea-Tat. As a result of these improvements,

Operating Capability in a Manner That delay has been reduced in recent years over
Accommodates Aircraft Activity with an earlier levels. However, arrival delay during poor
Acceptable Level of Delay weather continues to exceed the good weather

delay by about 850 percent.
Weather conditions and their patterns of
occurrence are important considerations when While Sea-Tac currently has sufficient operating
evaluating the operational capability of an capability during good weather conditions, during
airfield. The safe spacing between aircraft poor weather today, the existing runway system
specified by the FAA's air traffic control produces extensive arrival delays as is noted in
standards differ depending upon weather the tables on the next page. Average delay is
conditions (i.e., the cloud ceiling and visibility), expected to more than triple as aircraft operations
Because of the narrow distance between the grow 23 percent (from 345,000 to 425,000).
existing parallel runways at Sea-Tac, When aircraft operations exceed 525,000
simultaneous arrivals to both runways are annually (after year 2020), aircraft delay will
permitted only in good weather conditions, have increased more than 700% over current

levels. The single arrival stream during poor

When poor weather occurs at Sea-Tac, the total weather produces the greatest quantity of delay at
number of arrivals that can be accommodated is Sea-Tac Airport. Arrival delay represents over
reduced from the good weather level of 60 to 24 85% of total current delay experienced by an
arrivals per hour, as shown below, average flight.

Using average aircraft operating costs, delay at
Present Runway System Arrival Sea-Tat currently costs the airlines about $42

Operating Capability at Sea-Tae Airport million annually. When aircraft operations reach
425,000 annually, delay costs are expected to

Hourly Airfield Capability exceed $176 million annually.
Maximum

Condition Arrivals The FAA's National Plan of Integrated Airports
System (NPIAS) indicates that when average

Good Weather: delay exceeds 9 minutes per operation, impacts
VFR1 60 occur to the national aviation system. The

Poor Weather: maximum "acceptable" delay for any single
VFR2 48 component of the National Airspace System is
IFR1 36 extremely subjective and dependent upon a
IFR2 & 3 24 number of factors unique to an individual facility.

Factors which typically influence "acceptable"
Source:1994MasterPlanUpdatelnventory, delay levels at an airport include the relative
P&DAviation,Pg. 3-8 occurrence of poor weather conditions, individual
VFR- VisualFlightRules, airline cost of delay, and the effect of this
IFR- InstrumentFlightRules airport's delay at other airports throughout the

system. Since operating conditions are unique at
each airport, a single measure of acceptable delay

Current FAA air traffic control rules require at which applies to all airports has not been
least a 2,500-foot separation between parallel established. As a result, the weighted average
runway centerlines for two staggered arrival delay level is often used as an indicator of
streams during poor weather. Because the airports which may be experiencing significant
runways at Sea-Tac are only 800 feet apart, the levels of delay during certain conditions, and
existing airfield only allows a single arrival
stream during poor weather (VFR2 and IFR). thus, should consider delay reduction actions.
Based on the 10-year weather analysis performed
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The averageall-weatherdelayperoperationisa A new parallelrunway would have saved the
convenientway to describeairportefficiency airlines$24 millionannuallyif it had been
because it is a singlenumber. However, availableforusein 1994.The delayssavingis
describing the airport efficiency with a single expected to grow to around $59 million per year
n_mber can lead to poor decision-making because in 2000, $70 million per year in 2002 and $146
the all-weather average delay does not reveal the million annually when activity reaches 425,000
large difference in delay that occurs between operations (near the year 2013). As a result, if
good and poor weather, the runway were available for use in year 2002,

the delay savings would compensate for the cost
As the number of operations increase, the average of construction in a 5 year period. If completed
delay in VFR2 and IFR weather conditions will later, the pay-back period would be sooner than 5
increase exponentially, creating further years.
discrepancy between good and poor weather
delays, unless action is taken to address the poor
weather airfield operating capability.

AVERAGE ALL-WEATHER DELAY

Average Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield
Estim. Average

Operations Arrival Departure Taxi Operation
345,000 7.7 1.3 0.1 4.5
425,000 * 22.2 2.6 0.2 12.4
525,000 * 63.7 11.6 0.4 37.7

ARRIVAL DELAY

Average Arrival Delay (minutes) Existing Airfield -

Operations VFR 1 VFR2 IFR 1 IFR2/3 IFR4 All-Weather
345,000 1.0 11.4 21.7 21.7 333.2 7.7
425,000 * 1.6 41.8 71.2 101.0 524.5 22.2
525,000 * 3.1 163.6 181.3 219.4 711.9 63.7

DELAY REDUCTION BENEFITS OF A NEW PARALLEL RUNWAY

New Runwayswith the followingSeparation
Do-Nothing 2.500 ft Separation 3.000 ft Separation

Operations Arrival Average Arrival Average Arrival Average
345,000 7.7 4.5 NA NA NA NA
425,000 * 22.2 12.4 4.7 3.8 4.2 3.3
525,000 * 63.7 37.7 13.3 8.3 12.3 7.7

Source: FAACapacityEnhancementUpdate,DataPackage12, June,1995.
• Assumesfulluseof the2.5nmseparation.

Chapter II of the Final EIS presents a detailed discussion of the alternatives to addressing existing and
future poor weather delay. The following briefly summarizes the findings of the review:

Alternatives Surmnm7 of Evaluation
1. Use of Other Modes of Not considered further, as this alternativewill not addressthe poor

Transportation: weatheroperating issuesat Sea-Tat. Less than5% of passengers
Automobile, Bus using Sea-Tacare traveling to distances where surface
Rail transportationis efficientand cost effective and likely to be used.
Teleeonferencing
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2. Use of Other Existing Airports Not considered further. Regional consensus has been established
or Construction of a New through PSRC EB-94-01 that: 1) There is no sponsor or funding for
Airport: a new airport; 2) Extensive studies of these alternatives indicate that

- Use of an existing airport there are no feasible sites; 3) If a site could be identified, market
- Development of a new forces and planning and development requirements would prevent

airport the airportfrom successfully serving regional demand until 2010 or
-- Replacement later. The FAA and Port have independently confirmed that a new
-- Supplemental airport would not satisfy the needs addressed by this EIS.

3. Activity Alternatives: Not considered further, as these actions will not eliminate the poor
- Demand Management weather operating need as all feasible actions have been
- System Management implemented.

4. Runway Development at Sea- To be considered further: Runway lengths from 7,000 feet to 8,500
Tac feet (each length is included in Alternatives 2, 3 and 4).

5. Use of Air Traffic and Flight Not considered further. No technologies currently exist, or are
Technology planned, to address the poor weather operating constraint at Sea-

(i.e., FMS/GPS, LDA, etc.) Tac.

6. Delayed or Blended Alternative The net result of this alternative would be a delay in the
(Combination of other modes, implementation of the Master Plan Update alternatives. Because
use of existing airports, and there is no commitment to any individual or combination of other
activity/demand management) alternatives and because aviation activity levels are currently

growing at a rate slightly higher than forecast, this alternative was
not considered further.

7. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further (Alternative 1).

(B) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to to fly non-stop from Sea-Tac to Hong Kong or
Accommodate Warm Weather Operations Shanghai at 76°F.
Without Restricting Passenger Load

Factors or Payloads For Aircraft Types Currently, Sea-Tac's runway len_hs are: 9,425feet, and 11,900 feet. These runway lengths
Operating to the Pacific Rim. require airlines to off-load payload (,passengers or

cargo) to takeoff during warm weather conditions
The length of runway required by departing when serving the most distant cities. With
aircraft is significantly affected by temperature, increased emphasis on direct service to Asian-
especially at higher temperatures and humidity. Pacific cities, this constraint is expected to grow
The Master Plan Update examined runway and potentially inhibit the Region's long-term
len_hs relative to cities currently served from economic growth. By the year 2020,
Sea-Tac, as well as cities likely to be served in approximately 681 departures annually (0.3% of
the future. This analysis showed that flight all departures or 1.3% of passenger aircraft and
distances to the Pacific Rim are the greatest. A 15.3% of all-cargo aircraft) will be subject to
B747-200B with a full load requires takeoff weight penalties when using Runway
approximately 12,500 feet of runway length, 16L/34R.
when operating with a full passenger/cargo load

Non-Stop Pacific Rim Service Alternatives Summary of Evaluation

1. Extension of Runway 16L/34R to To be considered further, as this is presently the longest runway
12,500 feet (included in Alternatives 2, 3 and 4).

2. Extension of Runway 16R/34L to Not considered further due to the cost of addressing impacts to S.
12,500 feet 188th.
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3. Developmentof a newrunwaywith a Not consideredfurtherdue to substantialcost andcommunity
12,500 ft length disruptionthatwouldresult. "

4. Delayedor BlendedAlternative Not consideredfurther,as it wouldnot addressthe needs at Sea-Tac.

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build To beconsideredfurther(Alternative1).

This loss of weight operating capability would
result in passengers and cargo not getting to their 'q'o the extent practicable, each certificate holder
destination as desired or an increase in operations shall provide and maintain for each runway and
to serve the demand. In year 2000, this continued taxiway which is available for air carrieruse - ...
practice would result in an annual economic loss (2) If construction,reconstruction,or significant
to the airlines of $1.2 million, growing to $2 expansion of the runwayor taxiwaybegan on or
million annually by 2010 and $3 million by 2020 after January .1, 1988 a safety area which
to the airlines, conforms to the dimensions acceptable to the

Administrator at the time construction,

Over 90 percent of the weight restricted reconstruction,or expansion began.".

departures would be by all-cargo operators. The FAA previously issued a funding grant to theCurrently 10% of the cargo transported through
Sea-Tac is destined for the Pacific Rim. Port whichincludes the following condition "13.
Economists predict that the Pacific Rim will By acceptance of this grant, the sponsor agrees
continue to experience above average economic that the safety areas for Runway 16L/34R will be
growth in the foreseeable future. Thus, for the improved to dimensions acceptable to the FAA
Puget Sound and Washin.gton State to retain their on the following schedule .... September 1996
pre-eminence in exporting area products, the safety areas to be complete". Subsequently, the
ability to serve the fastest economic growing Port requested that the alternatives for addressing
market in the world is essential, the RSA be included in the Master Plan Update.

The alternatives that would satisfy this need are The RSA dimension for Sea-Tat is defined as a

shown above, rectangular area that is centered about the runway
that is 500 feet wide and extends 1,000 feet

(C) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that beyond each runway end. This area should be
meet current FAA Standards cleared, drained and graded, and is usually turfed.

Under dry conditions, this area should be capable
of supporting occasional aircraft that could

An RSA is "A defmed surface surrounding the overrun the runway, as well as fire fighting and
runway prepared or suitable for reducing the risk snow removal equipment.
of damage to airplanes in the event of an

undershoot, overshoot, or excursion from the Thus, the Master Plan Update recommends that
runway". When the runways at Sea-Tat were the RSAs be upgraded to current FAA design
originally built, they met then-current FAA standards in accordance with grant assurances
design standards. However, as a result of aircraft and Federal Aviation Regulation Part 139. The
overruns and incidents at airports in the U.S., the following alternatives could address this need:
FAA modified Federal Aviation Regulation
139.309(a)(2) which now requires:

RSA Alternatives Summary of Evaluation

1. Displaced Thresholds/Declared Consideredas the Do-Nothing/No-Build.
DistanceProcedures

2. Clearing, gradingand developmentof Consideredfurther.
areas for 1,000 feet beyond the
existing pavement
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3. Clearing,grading for 1,000 feet Considered further (includedinAlternatives 2, 3 and4).
including the 600 ft extension to 34R

4. Delayed or BlendedAlternative Not addressedfurther,as it would not address the RSA requirements

5. Do-Nothing/No-Build To be considered further for declareddistances (Alternative 1).

(D) Provide Efficient and Flexible Landside by the year 2020. In total, Sea-Tac will require
Facilities to Accommodate Future an additional 30 passenger gates by year 2020.
Aviation Demand.

Over the last decade, several airlines have
examined the possibility of developing aircraftRegional population and employment growth are

expected to fuel growth in aviation demand maintenance bases at various airports throughout
regardless of the availability of facilities at Sea- the country. Based on these requests, and
Tac Airport. While enplaned passenger volumes anticipated future requests, the Port initiated the
are forecast to grow by 103 percent by 2020, air necessary planning and design to assure that a
cargo tonnage is expected to grow 150 percent, base maintenance facility can be accommodated
This anticipated growth will place extreme at Sea-Tac Airport. These plans have become
demands on the existing airport facilities, known as the South Aviation Support Area
Congestion currently exists on the Main Terminal (SASA) development plan and were assessed in a
roadway during peak hours. By year 2020, 1994 Final Environmental Impact Statement.
significant congestion could result throughout the The benefits of such a facility are the resulting
day. Therefore, to avoid congestion and high-skill jobs and economic activity which meet
passenger inconveniences, improvements to the the Port of Seattle's mission of fostering regional
landside facilities will be necessary. Flexibility economic development that will benefit the port
will be required to enable airport facilities to be district.
accommodated by varying types of airlines

To ensure that the Region's primary aviation(shuttle operations as well as long-haul), cargo
operators as well as aircraft maintenance needs, facility is capable of efficiently accommodating

forecast air travel demand generated by area

Currently, airport facilities at Sea-Tac provide 90 economic activity and population, the Port of
narrow-body equivalent aircraft gates (NBEG) Seattle proposes to incrementally expand the
within 12,100 linear feet of gate frontage. Based terminal, support facilities and other landside
on the forecast of aviation demand, Sea-Tac facilities.
Airport will require 101 NBEG gates by 2000,
111 NBEG gates by 2010 and 120 N'BEG gates The following summarizes the alternatives

identified for this need.

Alternative Summary of Evaluation

1. Use of Other Modes of Not considered further, as less than 5% of the future passengers using
Transportation Sea-Tat are traveling to distances where surface transportation is
Auto and Bus efficient and cost effective.
Rail

Video Conferencing

2. Use of Other Airports or Not considered further. Regionalconsensus hasbeen established
Construction of a New Airport through PSRC EB-94-01 that: 1)there is no sponsor or funding for a

new airport; 2) Extensive studies of these alternatives indicate that
there are no feasible sites; 3) If a site could be identified,market
forces and planning/developmentrequirements would prevent the
airport from successfullyserving regionaldemand until 2010 or later.
The FAA and Port have independently concludedthat a new airport
would not satisfy the needs addressed by this EIS.
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3. Activity/DemandManagement Not consideredfurther,as theseactions will notreducedemandas all ....
Alternatives feasible alternativeshavebeen implemented.

4. LandsideDevelopmentat Sea- To be consideredfurther:Threeprimaryalternativesto be considered
Tac further. CentralTerminalDevelopment,NorthUnit Terminal

DevelopmentandSouthUnit TerminalDevelopment(Alternatives2,
3 and 4, respectively).

5. Use of Technology Not consideredfurther. No technologiescurrentlyexist to address
regionalaviationdemandgrowth. No new technologiesare
anticipated.

6. Delayed or Blended Alternative The net result of this alternativewould be a delay in the
(Combination of other modes, implementationof the Master Plan Update alternatives. Because there
use of existing airports, and is no commitment to any individual or combination of other
activity/demand management) alternatives and because aviation activity levels are currently growing

at a rate slightlyhigher than forecast, this alternative was not
considered further.

7. Do-Nothing/No Build To be considered further (Alternative 1)

(E) Alternatives Considered * Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) this
alternative would include a new dependent

The following alternatives and key (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
improvements, as described in detail in Chapter length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension ......
II, were carried forward for detailed: to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of

the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all
• Alternative 1 - Do-Nothing/No Build - The runway ends; and completion of the landside

previously described needs would not be and terminal development in a north unit
addressed in the Do-Nothing alternative, terminal configuration; and completion of the
However, a number of other developments South Aviation Support Area.
would occur: preparation of the South
Aviation Support Area (as approved in the • Alternative 4 (South Unit Terminal) this
1994 Final EIS and Record of Decision), alternative would include a new dependent
completion of the Runway 34L and 34R RSA (2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a
grading, development and implementation of length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extensionto Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of
declared distances for Runway 16R and 16L;
implementation of terminal area ground the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for allrunway ends; and completion of the landside
access, and seismic improvements,
installation of a Category mb Instrument and terminal development in a south unitterminal configuration; and completion of the
Landing system on Runway 16L;
development of an On-Airport hotel; and South Aviation Support Area.
implementation of the Des Moines Creek Exhibits ]I-5 through Exhibit II-8 show these
Technology Campus. alternatives.

• Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) this
alternative would include a new dependent After review of the Draft Environmental Impact
(2,500 ft separation) parallel runway with a Statement, the Port of Seattle staff recommended
length of up to 8,500 feet; a 600 ft extension the implementation of Alternative 3 (the North
to Runway 34R; fill, clearing and grading of Unit Terminal) with a proposed 8,500 foot long
the 1,000 ft Runway Safety Areas for all new parallel runway located about 2,500 feet
runway ends; and completion of the landside west of Runway 16L/34R. However, to aid in
and terminal development for centralized public review, the document refers to a runway ......
terminal facilities; and completion of the with a length "up to 8,500 feet" so that the
South Aviation Support Area. impacts of a 7,000 ft., 7,500 ft., and 8,500 ft.
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runway are identified. The elements of the * Minimizes aircraft push-back and taxiing
improvements included in the Preferred conflicts as flights enter and exit the terminal
Alternative are listed beginning on page H-41 of area.

this Final EIS.

This alternative was recommended for the CHAPTER III

following reasons: AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

• Reduces the existing and future disparity
between the poor weather and good weather Communities which abut the City of SeaTac, in
operating capability, enabling dependent which the Airport is situated, axe Des Moines,
parallel arrival streams during poor weather Tukwila, and Burien. Unincorporated portions of
conditions; King County also abut the City of SeaTac. These

• Provides the greatest delay reduction of all communities, and others, may be directly or
alternatives considered. The 'reduced indirectly affected by operations at Sea-Tac
operating times associated with the Airport, especially by aircraft noise exposure.
implementation of a third parallel runway
would result in a substantial cost savings to The majority of Port owned Airport land is bound
the airlines. A new parallel runway would by International Blvd. to the east, SR 509 and
have saved the airlines $24 million annually 12th Avenue to the west, SR 518 to the north, and
if it had been available for use in 1994. The South 200th Street to the south. Sea-Tac Airport
delays saving is expected to grow to around abuts the City of SeaTac on all sides and
$59 million per year in 2000, $70 million per occupies more than 2,500 acres of land.
year in 2002 and $146 million annually when
activity reaches 425,000 operations (near the
year 2013). As a result, if the runway were
available for use in year 2002, the delay
savings would compensate for the cost of
construction in a 5 year period. If completed
later, the pay-back period would be sooner
than 5 years;

• The proposed new runway would
accommodate 99% of the possible aircraft
types for landing which currently use or are
anticipated to be operating at Sea-Tac;

• Enables unrestricted departure weights for
aircraft departing to the Pacific Rim countries
during warm summer weather;

• Provides efficient and flexible landside
facilities to accommodate future aviation
demand providing the greatest levels of
service to air passengers by improving curb-
to-terminal and curb-to-gate access,
decreased walking distances, and the lowest
cost per new aircraft gate;

• Relieves the surface vehicle congestion on ......

the existing terminal drive system; [b,..._..;,_-'_ ,,,.,_,_c....--. []
• Minimizes disruption of commercial

development along International Boulevard; This EIS addresses impacts of the Airport and the
• Enables future expansion of terminal and proposed Master Plan Update improvements that

support facilities in an incremental fashion to would be experienced within the Puget Sound
accommodate air travel demand as growth Region. Within this general geographic area, this
occurs; EIS references two primary study areas:

• Minimizes the disruption to existing airport
facilities during the implementation of the General study area - encompassing the existing
proposed improvements; and noise exposure area as defined by the existing

(1994) DNL 60 and greater noise contour; and
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tolerant forms. Additionally, major spills of
Detailed focus area - the area which would be aviation fuel into Des Moines Creek in the mid-
affected to construct alternative airport 1980s resulted in the mortality of most fish and
improvements. This area includes any land aquatic life in that creek.
which might be acquired.

Where applicable, other study areas were used to In the Puget Sound Region, sand and gravel units
disclose the existing or anticipated impacts, within the glacial drift form the principal

aquifers. These aquifers are recharged from
Built Environment precipitation. Water levels within wells are

generally within 100 feet of the ground surface.
The current pattern of land use within the general Perched water is also commonly encountered in
study area consists of the following uses: the glacial deposits where silt and clay within the

glacial soils act as acquitards, allowing water to
• Residential: 49.5% of the study area accumulate in sand and gravel lenses.

• Open space/agriculture: 16.7% of thestudy area A total of 55 wetlands were identified in the

• Commercial/industrial: 12.6% of the study area detailed focus area. These wetlands range in size
from approximately 0.01 acres to 30.3 acres, with

• Airports (Sea-Tac and Boeing Field): 11.4% of a combined area of nearly 150 acres. A total of
the study area 20 emergent, nine scrub-shrub, four open-water,

- Community and public facilities 2.7% of the and 22 forested wetlands were identified.

study area Biological Resources
• Other: 7.0% of the study area

Habitat in the airport vicinity consists of isolated
Based on the 1990 Census, the general study area parcels of forest, shrub, and grass with scattered
contains 43,347 single-family homes, 25,702 wetlands. Approximately 714 acres of upland
multi-family dwelling units, and 3,006 mobile forest, 191 acres of upland shrub, 1,012 acres of
homes. Located within the boundary of the upland herbaceous habitat, and 144 acres of
general study area are several classes of land uses wetlands are present within a one-mile radius ....
that are normally considered to be sensitive to from the airfield area. Fragmented stands of
high levels of aircraft noise exposure, second growth deciduous and coniferous forest .....

characterize much of the area. These areas
Natural Resourees provide habitat for a typical assemblage of

wildlife species found in lowland Puget Sound
Because the prevailing winds are from the Pacific forests.
Ocean, the general meteorological conditions of
the Puget Sound Region are typical of a marine Two federally listed or proposed threatened or
climate. The relatively cool summers, mild endangered species, which may occasionally use
climate are enhanced by the presence of Puget the airport area, are the peregrine falcon and bald
Sound. The Cascade Range to the east serves as eagle. The closest bald eagle nests to the Airport
a partial barrier to the temperature extremes of are located at Angle Lake (.75 mile southeast)
the continental climate of eastern Washington and Seahurst Park (two miles northwest).
State.

Future Planned Development
There are two independent stream systems that
drain the major portions of the airport area, Des
Moines Creek and Miller Creek. The Airport Specific planned development projects are
covers an estimated 30 percent of the Des Moines envisioned by local and county governments in
Creek basin and five percent of the Miller Creek the general study area in addition to those
basin. Both Des Moines and Miller creeks are generally described in the comprehensive land
classified by the State as Class AA use plans. These projects are: 28th/24th Avenue
(extraordinary) waters, although sltormwater South Arterial Project; State Route 509 Extension
runoff from urban development within the two and South Access Road; Regional Transit
drainage basins have contributed to water quality Authority High-Capacity, Light-Rail System; On-
degradation and violations of some water quality Airport Hotel by the Port of Seattle; Des Moines
standards. Degradation of water quality from Creek Technology Campus; South Aviationstormwater runoff has had harmful effects on

Support Area (SASA); Regional Justice Center;
aquatic biota and the biological integrity of both and Airport Business Center in SeaTac.
creeks. Diversity of aquatic life has tended to _ .
shift from pollutant-intolerant forms to pollutant-
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occur on the new runway, with about 2.6 percent
of departures.

CHAPTER IV The development of a new parallel runway would
be expected to increase dwelling unit impacts 6.1

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES OF percent over the Do-Nothing/No-Build
THE ALTERNATIVES alternative. However, in all instances, these

future impacts would be less than the current
The following summarizes the environmental noise exposure. A 7,000-ft long new runway
impacts of the four Master Plan Update would result in slightly less noise impacts in
alternatives, comparison to the longer 8,500-foot. However, a

7,500-foot long runway, with a north threshold
1. NOISE staggered south, could result in fewer impacts

than the shorter 7,000-foot long runway. Exhibit
The percentage of people, housing units, and area IV.l-1 shows the existing (1994) noise exposure
affected by sound levels of DNL 65 and greater is while Exhibit IV.l-13 shows the year 2020
expected to decline in the future in comparison to impacts of the Preferred Alternative (Altemadve
current and past noise exposure, regardless of 3). The future "With Project" departure flight
future development at Sea-Tac Airport. This tracks are shown in Exhibit C-16.
decline in impacts is expected due to the Port's
noise reduction program and the Federal mandate While this analysis has focused on the areas
to phase-out Stage 2 aircraft no later than the year exposed to DNL 65 and greater sound levels, for
2000. residents that are disturbed by noise less than

DNL 65, these impacts could continue and
Aircraft Noise change slightly. As is shown by the assessment

of noise impacts caused by aircraft flying at
(DNL 65 and Greater) altitudes between 3,000 feet and 18,000 feet

Population Housine Sq. Mi. (provided in Appendix C), these impacts are not
1994 31,800 13,620 9.31 expected to be significant.

2000 The proposed Master Plan Update alternatives
Altem.1 8,970 3,870 3.40 would affect the volume of traffic using area
Altern.2 9,890 4,020 2.87 roadways. As is shown, the proposed new
Altern.3 9,890 4,020 2.86 parallel runway would not affect area roadway
Altem.4 9,890 4,020 2.86 noise. The terminal and landside development

2010 within the Master Plan Update alternatives would
Altern.1 9,450 4,060 3.54 alter the use of roads, and result in increased
Altem.2 9,870 4,190 2.97 noise at some residential/incompatible locations
Altem. 3 9,860 4,190 2.98 and decreased noise at other locations. The
Altern.4 9,860 4,190 2.98 roadway noise analysis indicates that the greatest

2020 change in peak hour roadway noise would occur
Altern. 1 i0,800 4,610 3.97 with the development of the SR-509 Extension

and South Access Road (a Do-Nothing and "WithAltem. 2 11,270 4,760 3.31
Project" action that is expected to be undertaken

Altem.3 11,240 4,740 3.34 by the Region).
Altern.4 11,270 4,760 3.34

2. LAND USE
Note: Alternative1= Do-Nothing,

Alternative2,3 &4 are"WithProject". Compared to existing conditions, under the Do-All"WithProject"alternativesincludea newdependent
(2,500ft separation)parallelrunwaywitha lengthup to Nothing alternative (Alternative 1) there would
8,500feet. Areais non-airport land. be a reduction of approximately 66 percent in

population affected by noise levels of 65 DNL or
greater in the year 2020. This decrease is

The differences between the noise impacts of the primarily due to the replacement of the noisier
three "'With Project" alternatives are very small, Stage 2 aircraft with quieter Stage 3 aircraft.as is shown in the Aircraft Noise table above.

Because the new dependent parallel runway is Noise impacts for all Master Plan Update
proposed to reduce poor weather delay, which is Alternatives will be less in all forecasts years
predominantly arrival related, the runway is relative to existing and historical impacts.
expected to be used primarily for arrivals. About Compared to the Do-Nothing alternative for the
12.1 percent of arrivals in a south flow would same years, each of the "With Project"
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alternatives (with a dependent separated new 6. SOCIAL IMPACTS
8,500-foot runway) would affect about 5 percent
more people in the year 2020 with noise levels of The Master Plan Update alternatives were
65 DNL or greater. Fewer schools (1) and evaluated for their impact on adjacent residential
churches (3) would be affected under the year communities, and buskn.esses. Social impacts
2020 "With Project" alternatives compared to the considered in this section include the following:
Do-Nothing alternative, residential and business displacement, and

disruption of existing communities and planned
This section of Chapter IV summarizes the development.
municipal comprehensive plans and the
compatibility of the Master Plan Update with Assuming a development of a new runway length
these plans. Existing land use is shown in up to 8,500 feet, the following number of
Exhibit IV.2-1 and Exhibit IV.2-2 shows the properties could be acquired under the "With
locations of the noise sensitive facilities in the Project" alternatives to complete construction, to
area. clear the runway protection zones (RPZs), and to

mitigate adverse environmental impacts:
3. CULTURAL ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND

HISTORICAL RF_OURCES
Number to be Acquired

Impacts to archaeological, cultural, and historical 8,500-ft Single Condos/
resources, both on and off-airport, can be caused Dependent Family Apartments Business
by airport development and airport activity. Runwav related:
Subject to continued coordination under the Alternative 1 0 0 0
Section 106 process, it was concluded that there Alt. 2, 3, & 4 388 260 105
are a number of historic and archaeological sites
in the Airport area, but none would be adversely Non-Runwayrelated:
affected by the proposed Master Plan Update Alternative1 3 0 0
alternatives. Alternative 2 & 3 3 0 0

Alternative4 3 0 12
4. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

SECTION 4(F) LANDS

The U.S. Department of Transportation Act of If a 7,000-foot new parallel runway were ......constructed, 348 single-family residences, 26
1966, Section 4(f), provides for the protection of apartment or condominium units, and 96
certain publicly owned resources: public parks; businesses would be acquired. A 7,500-foot
recreational areas; wildlife and waterfowl refuges runway would require the acquisition of 361
of federal, state, or local significance; and land single-family residences, 26 apartments or
that holds historic site of federal, state, or local condominiums units, and 104 businesses. All
significance. The parks and recreational facilities acquisition would comply with the Uniform
in the airport area, but no DOT Section 4(f) or Relocation Act.
LAWCON Section 6(f) resources would be

directly or indirectly impacted by any of the 7. HUMAN HEALTH IMPACTS
Master Plan Update alternatives.

The EIS assesses the human health related issues
5. PRIME AND UNIQUE FARMLAND associated with:

Throughout the 20th century, the nation's prime • noise,
and unique farmland has decreased dramatically • air quality,
because of urban development throughout the • water quality,
country. The Farmland Protection Policy Act of • radio transmissions and light emissions, and
1981 was enacted to minimize the extent to • aircraft incidents/accidents.
which federal programs contribute to unnecessary

and irreversible conversion of farmland to non- The Airport present environment has the potential
agricultural uses. No prime or unique farmlands to affect human health, although the potential is
were identified within the acquisition or difficult to assess and characterize because many
construction areas of any "With Project" research studies indicate conflicting reports of
alternative. Thus, no such farmlands would be human health impacts.
adversely affected.

In general, adverse environmental impacts are i :
expected to decrease in the future as improved .....
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technology results in lower air, noise, and water ImpactsDueto:
pollutant emissions. The proposed Master Plan AIt2 Alt 3 Alt 4
Update alternatives are expected to increase noise
and stormwater flows slightly over the Do- AnnualLossin $227.5 $227.5 $291.9
Nothing alternative. However, the impacts of the PropertyTax(Thousands)
future "With Project" alternatives are expected to Annual Lost Taxable $2.2 $2.2 $15.6
be less than the current conditions. SalesTransactions(Millions)

Jobs Displaced 627 627 822

8. INDUCED SOCIO-ECONOMIC Impactsare lessif displacedbusinessesrelocatedwithinthe
IMPACT area. Assumesthe 8,500ftnewdependentparallelrunway.

andthatcommercialpropertyin theRPZis acquired.

As major passenger and cargo transportation
facility, Sea-Tac Airport directly and indirectly
contributes to the economic structure of the Puget A new 8,500 foot parallel runway would displace
Sound Region. Induced socio-economic benefits businesses and numerous residences through
are generated in the Region by changes in property acquisitions, reducing the existing
employment opportunities, payroll generation, property and sales tax revenue and employment.
business expenditures for goods and services, and The property tax and sales impacts to an
tax revenue. The existing and forecast Do- individual community are less than five percent.
Nothing induced socio-economic impacts are This would occur primarily in the City of SeaTac
shown on the next page. and, to a lesser extent, in the City of Burien. The

only acquisition of property landside
All of the Master Plan Update alternatives would development the is the South Unit Terminal
create jobs in construction. Further elaboration (Alternative 4), which would acquire 12
of these impacts is provided in Section 23 properties on the northwest comer of
"Construction Impacts." Construction-related International Blvd. and South 188th Street.
jobs would be approximately 8,200 for the Do-
Nothing (Alternative 1 and about 45,500 for the Reductions in tax revenues would be offset long
"With Project" alternatives, term by positive net gains in future tax receipts as

property is more intensely developed in the
Airport vicinity. Local sales tax revenues will be

Airport ActivityRelated Impacts generated by people directly employed at Sea-
Alternative 1.2. 3. and 4 Tac Airport and induced revenues by airport

activity (e.g., taxable spending on goods and
1993 2010 2020 services by people employed at the Airport, air

Total Jobs 205,690 335,344 418,632 cargo businesses, hotel and commercial uses).

PersonalIncome 2,585.6 4,215.4 5,262.4 9. AIR QUALITY
(Millions)

Earnings/DirJobs 15,910 25,938.7 32,380.9 The majority of the pollutant emissions in the
(Millions) Puget Sound Region--75 percent--is generated by

motor vehicles (i.e., cars, trucks, buses, taxis,
Business Revenue 6,355.7 10,361.9 12,935.5 motorcycles). Aircraft operating at Sea-Tac
i(Milli°ns) contribute less than one .percent of the carbon
State& LocalTaxes monoxide emissions, mtrogen oxides, and
Millions) 406.6 662.9 827.9 volatile organic compounds for all mobile

sources within the Puget Sound Region. Whether
a new runway is built or not, air pollutant

The activity-related, induced socio-economic emissions from roadway vehicles and aircraft
impacts would be the same for all Master Plan would be expected to increase in the Region as
Update alternatives. However, the acquisition population increases.
effects would differ. The following summarize
the impacts of the "With Project" alternatives Key findings of this analysis are:
compared to the Do-Nothing (Alternative 1):

• Air Pollutant Inventory: Airport-related
pollutant emissions from Sea-Tac are less
than the levels established by the State
Implementation Plan for reducing air
pollutants. They would continue to be less
than forecast, with or without airport
improvements.
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• Area Dispersion Analysis: The dispersion erosion potential. Higher runoff volumes could
analysis performed for the airport area be partially offset by stormwater infiltration
indicates that exceedances of the Ambient where on-site soils are suitable.
Air Quality Standards would occurwith or !
without Airport improvements. Although pollutant loading will increase

Development of the proposed third parallel somewhat because of greater amounts ofstormwater runoff associated with the "With
runway would not worsen air pollution in the Project" alternatives, compliance with mitigation
Airport area. In fact, use of a third runway requirements is expected to prevent significant
would result in a reduction in pollutant pollution or degradation of surface and
concentrations at most locations, groundwater resources.

• Roadway Intersection Analysis: Pollutant

concentrations at several highly congested 11. WETLANDS
intersections on International Boulevard (SR
99) currently exceed the 8-hour carbon
monoxide standard. The addition of the Wetland investigations of the airport area
proposed North Unit Terminal would result identified almost 150 acres of wetland. The
in changes in traffic volumes and patterns Master Plan Update alternatives at Sea-Tac

Airport would affect areas of these wetlands
which would increase pollutant levels above through placement of fill material, grading,
already high levels. However, proposed removal of existing vegetation, and changes in
mitigation would alleviate the increased hydrologic regimes as a result of increased
pollutant concentrations, impervious surface area and stormwater

management system restructuring. Exhibit
The proposed Master Plan Update improvements IV.11-2 shows the locations of the wetlands.
at Sea-Tac conforms to the requirements for the
Puget Sound Region and to the State of The elements of the wetlands affected by each of
Washington's plan for "eliminating or reducing the "With Project" alternatives are palustrine
the severity and number of violations of the emergent, scrub-shrub, open water, and forested
national ambient air quality standards and systems. The wetlands disrnpted from the "With
achieving expeditious attainment of such Project" alternatives will be determined by how ........
standards." much earth is excavated from the on-site borrow

locations. Utilization of Borrow Area 8 (North
10. WATER QUALITY ANI) HYDROLOGY Borrow Area) would result in direct impacts

occurring to 16-acres of wetland in six different
Changing the Airport's landscape, as would systems. Due to the large quantity of wetlands at
happen with the proposed Master Plan Update this site, excavation in this area will be avoided.
alternatives, could affect the hydrology of the
airport area as well as the downstream systems.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 ("With Project") would Alternative .WeJlandImpacts
include earthwork and the addition of impervious Alt 1 (Do-Nothing) 1.7 acres
land surface area. This decreases the amount of Alt 2 (CentralTerminalwith):
rainfall infiltrating the soil and increases 8,500 ft runway 10.37 acres
stormwater runoff flow rates and volumes. 7,500 ft runway 9.43 acres
Exhibit IV.10-4 shows the locations of proposed 7,000 ft runway 9.62 acres
airport improvements relative to the watersheds.

Alt 3 (NorthTerminalwith):

Preliminary estimates indicated that 61 acre-feet 8,500 ft 10.37 acres
of new on-site detention storage volume would 7,500 ft 9.43 acres
be required for the proposed developed areas that 7,000 ft 9.62 acres
drain to Miller Creek, and 31 acre-feet of storage Alt 4 (SouthTerminalwith):
for areas draining to Des Moines Creek. These 8,500 ft 10.37 acres
detention volumes would attenuate peak runoff 7,500 ft 9.43 acres
rates from the Airport to provide protection from 7,000ft 9.62 acres
downstream flooding for storms having up to a
100-year return period. New impervious areas Source:Shapiro&Associates.1995
would increase annual runoff volumes to Miller
Creek by 6 to 8 percent and volumes to Des
Moines Creek by 1 to 2 percent. Most of the Development that poses a significant threat to
additional volume would flow through the wetlands would require permits or approvals
downstream systems at rates that have low from the following agencies: U.S. Army Corps
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of Engineers, Washington State Department of adopted metropolitan transportation plan
Ecology, and Washington Department of regional surface travel levels.
Fisheriesand Wildlife.In additionto these
permits or approvals, compensatory mitigation The refined analysis of the Preferred Alternative
would be required, showed the following:

12. FLOODPLAINS • Total Airport surface traffic is expected to
increase from approximately 75,030 vehicles

Construction and operation of the proposed per average day in 1994, to approximately
Master Plan Update alternatives could 139,035 vehicles per average day in 2020 for
significantly reduce the lO0-year floodplain area the Do-Nothing Alternative, or to
and flood storage capacity, increase volumes of approximately 129,055 vehicles per average
stormwater runoff and peak flows, and increase day in 2020 for the Preferred Alternative.
flooding potential in downstream areas on both The differences between the Do-Nothing
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Exhibit IV.12-2 Alternative traffic volumes and the Preferred
shows the locations of the floodplains. Because Alternative traffic volumes are associated
mitigation is required to prevent reductions of with the off-site parking mode choice
100-year floodplain area and flood storage assumptions.
capacity, the proposed Master Plan Update • The transportation improvement project that
alternatives are unlikely to result in significant would have the greatest impact on conditions
encroachment on the 100-year floodplain or loss in the Airport area is the construction of the
of flood storage capacity. In addition, flow State Route 509 Extension and South Access.
modeling results using detention requirements for
the new development show that the proposed . The Preferred Alternative (With State
alternatives will not increase peak flows or Route 509) impacts the surface
potential flooding in downstream areas of Miller transportation system at five intersections

...... or DesMoinesCreek. and one freeway ramp in comparison
with the Do-Nothing Alternative.

13. COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT AND ¢ The Preferred Altemative (Without State
COASTAL- BARRIERS Route 509) impacts the surface

transportation system at ten intersections
The Airport Master Plan alternatives will and one freeway ramp in comparison
conform to all applicable Coastal Zone with the Do-Nothing Alternative.
Management Program policies. The Port will
certify that the Master Plan Update improvements 16. PLANTS AND ANIMALS {BIOTIC
conform to all applicable Coastal Zone COM1VRJ....NITIES)
Management and Shoreline Management

policies. Approximately 40 percent of the detailed study
area is occupied by Sea-Tac Airport and is

14. VClLDA.NI)SCENICRIVERS characterized by frequently mowed grassland
bisected by service roads and taxiways. This area

The proposed Master Plan Update alternative will provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife
not affect wild or scenic rivers, habitat surrounding the airfield consists of

fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest,
15. SURFACE TRANSPORTATION shrub, and grassland with scattered wetlands.

These areas are subject to a variety of airport-
Continued regional population growth will related disturbances as well as increasing
impact the surface transportation system in the residential, commercial, and industrial
vicinity of Sea-Tat Airport regardless of the development. Each of the "With Project"
improvements undertaken at the Airport. Two alternatives would remove approximately the
surface transportation analyses were performed, same amounts of vegetation (about 712 acres
as are described in detail in Appendix O: total). Of the total, the majority is managed

grassland (about 303 acres) About 269 acres of
• an equivalent level of analysis of all Master forest, 78 acres of shrub, 52 acres of unmanaged

Plan Update alternatives based on grassland, and 10 acres of wetlands would be
preliminary regional surface travel levels, removed under each "With Project" alternative.
and;

• a refined analysis of the Preferred Alternative Various physical, biological, and chemical
(Alternative 3), reflecting the Region's factors affect fisheries and aquatic biota.

Urbanization in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
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basins has altered some of these factors with and off the Airport, would be abandoned. The
resulting changes in the aquatic ecosystem, extent of the off-airport abandonments depends
Hydrologic regime and channel morphology have on the area ultimately acquired to complete the
been altered, habitat complexity and quality have Master Plan Update development.
been reduced, and water quality has been
degraded. These alterations have reduced the 19, EARTH
diversity and abundance of fish and aquatic biota
in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Project construction and operation (including

clearing, grading, excavation, and fill placement)
Construction and operation of the dependent are evaluated and potential mitigation measures
parallel runway would have some adverse affects identified. Source of fill materials, depth of fill
on fishery and aquatic resources of Miller and placement, and methods of placement and
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. About compaction also are addressed. Actions that
3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its tributaries would occur in sensitive hazard areas are
would require realignment and relocation to identified and described.
complete the runway. About 200 feet of Des
Moines Creek would require relocation due to the The Master Plan Update alternatives would
600 ft extension of Runway 34R. About 2,200 require the movement of the following quantities
feet of open channel on Des Moines Creek would of earth:
require relocation due to the South Aviation
Support Area (SASA). The 200-foot section of Million Cubic Yards
Des Moines Creek that would be affected by the Alternative of Fi|[
extension of Runway 34R is within the area that Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 2.4
would be realigned as mitigation for SASA. Alternative 2 23
Proposed mitigation would reduce potential Alternative3 23
impacts on the hydrology, water quality, and
aquatic habitat and biota the two creeks and Alternative 4 23

Puget Sound. Note:Alternatives2, 3and4 assumea newparallelrunway

17. ENDANGERED SPECIES OF FLORA witha lengthup to 8,500feet,located2,500ft westof _.Runway16L/34R. - The Do-Nothingincludesthe
AND FAUNA developmentof the SouthAviationSupport(SASA)

andDesMoinesCreekTechnologyCampus.
Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act of 1973

(as amended) requires an analysis of the effects Of the 23 million cubic yards of fill needed,
of major construction projects on federally listed about 17.25 million cubic yards would be needed
or proposed threatened or endangered species for an 8,500-foot new parallel runway. The
that may use a project area. Records suggest the 7,500-foot and 7,000-foot new parallel runway
potential for use of the area of the proposed options are estimated to require 13.52 and 16.77
Master Plan Update alternatives by bald eagles, million cubic yards of fill, respectively.
peregrine falcons, marbled murrelets, pileated Preliminary investigations indicate that all of the
woodpeckers, and great blue herons, as well as required fill could be obtained from a
several other candidate species. A Biological combination of Port of Seattle-owned property
Assessment was conducted for all Federally and off-site borrow sources.
listed and candidate species in consultation with

the US Fish and Wildlife Service. No significant Two seismic hazard areas have been identified by
impacts on threatened and endangered species are the City of SeaTac on the site of the proposed
expected as a result of the proposed Master Plan new parallel runway. They are small areas of
Update Alternatives. shallow, loose sediment that likely would liquefy

during a seismic event. During construction this
18. PUBLIC SERVICES A..NDUTILITIES sediment would be removed and replaced with

compacted fill.
Public services and utilities would require minor

changes based on the residences, businesses, and Erosion of exposed soils in areas of excavation,
facilities displaced by development. Major fill, and stockpile would occur during
utilities that would be relocated or protected in- construction. The amount of erosion would
place are the Southwest Suburban Sewer District, depend on the design and implementation of an
Miller Creek Intereeptor, Seattle Water Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan.
Department trunk line, Puget Power third
electrical service metering point, and US West
trunk lines entering at S. 176th Street. A variety
of existing utility services, both on the Airport
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20. SOLID WASTE indicated the capability of serving the increased
demand.

Solid waste is composed of solid and semi-solid
waste, including such things as garbage, rubbish, 23. CONSTRUCTION
metal, paper, plastic, and wood. Based on the

analysis of solid waste conditions, and the Construction impacts are short-term and
impacts of the Master Plan Update alternatives, temporary. Construction impacts considered in
no significant impacts on solid waste generation this section include:
and disposal are expected.

• noise,
21. HAZARDOUS WASTE • air,

• surface transportation,
Operations at the Airport by the Port and airport • social impacts,
tenants involve the storage and use of hazardous • socio-economic, and
materials and the generation of hazardous wastes. • water quality.
Fifty-one potential or known hazardous substance

sites exist on the Airport property and in the At this time detailed design and construction
vicinity of the Sea-Tac Airport. Eleven of those plans have not been prepared. Therefore, it is
sites are located in the area where a new parallel not possible to identify the specific types of
runway would be completed, and one is located construction equipment and frequency of usage
in the proposed SASA Area. Sites located west that could occur with any of the Master Plan
of the Airport, and those located on Port of Update alternatives. Depending upon the
Seattle (POS) property, have the potential to be amount of fill excavated from on-site borrow
most affected by the Master Plan Update areas, the impacts to wetlands could vary
alternatives, substantially as would construction related

surface traffic, noise and air pollution.
Potential hazards during construction phases (of Provisions of FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-
all alternatives) could include the exposure of 10, "Standards for Specifying Construction of
contaminated soils during excavation, release of Airports," will be incorporated into construction
hazardous substances during UST removal and specifications.
building demolition, and spills of construction-

related hazardous materials (e.g., fuels, 24. AESTHETICS AND URBAN DESIGN
lubricants, paints, and asphalt).

The proposed "With Project" will change the
Mitigation for potential construction-related visual character of the area. Adherence to
hazards include developing a Spill Prevention, applicable design and landscaping standards can
Control, and Countermeasures Plan (SPCCP) ensure that this impact would not be adverse,
outlining procedures for transport, storage, and rather enhance the views and aesthetic
handling of hazardous materials, and a Hazardous

characteristics around the Airport perimeter.Substances Management and Contingency Plan
outlining procedures for removal, storage,
transportation, and disposal of hazardous wastes. _:_ :.............,_i_ ...... .............................
All federal, state, and applicable local rules and
guidelines for handling and disposal of hazardous CHAPTER V
substances would be followed.

MITIGATION MEASURES FOR
22. ENERGY SUPPLY AND NATURAL PROBABLE_ UNAVOIDABLE_ ADVERSE

RESOURCES ENVIRONMENTAL

The following measures could be implemented to
Energy and natural resources in the form of lessen the impact of the "With Project"
electricity, natural gas, aviation fuel? diesel fuel, alternatives:
and gasoline are consumed through the operation
of the airport facilities, aircraft, and attendant
equipment. Demand for Airport services, would 1. NOISE_ LAND USE AND SOCIAL
increase demand on the sources of energy at the IMPACTS
Airport. The proposed "With Project"
alternatives (Alternative 2, 3 and 4) are expected Through the implementation of the Noise
to increase in annual energy usage seven to nine Remedy Program, the Port of Seattle has
percent overtheDo-Nothing(Alternative 1). All conducted an extensive noise and land use
suppliers of these natural resources have compatibility effort. As a result of this noise and
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land use compatibility program, a notable portion from new flight paths from the operation of
of the existing and future noise exposed area has the new runway. M_y residences evaluated
been subject to sound insulation and, for the more for noise impacts prior to 1992 were not :
severely noise affected areas, acquired and evaluated to consider the additional noise -
relocated. Therefore, the noise exposure that impacts that the proposed runway would
would result from any of the "With Project" generate. The Port of Seattle estimates that
alternatives would effect a small number of some 60 and 70 houses that were evaluated
residents compared to the Do-Nothing. Exhibit and/or insulated prior to 1992. The Port will
IV.2-3 shows the year 2020 noise exposure audit these facilities, and subject to FAA
relative to the Noise Remedy Program sound insulation criteria, sound insulate the
boundaries, remaining portions of the home that do not'

achieve the applicable noise level reduction
To facilitate continued noise reduction, the noise guidelines.
and land use mitigation now in effect should be
continued: Acquisition in the Approach Transitional

Area - In recognition of the fact that the
• Noise Budget - limiting the total noise energy standard Runway Protection Zone (RPZ)

carriers may generate at the Airport. dimensions do not always provide sufficient
noise and safety buffer to the satisfaction of

• Nighttime Limitations Program - limiting the nearby residents, the FAA will cost-
hours of operation for Stage 2 aircraft, participate with airport operators to acquire

• Ground Noise Control - reducing the noise of "up to 1,250 feet laterally from the runway
ground events such as powerback operations, eenterline, and extending 5,000 feet beyond
run-ups, and reverse thrust on landing, each end of the primary surface, lJ The FAA

Memorandum provides funding eligibility for
• Flight Corridorization - maintenance of a box up to 5,000-foot long and 2,500-foot

runway heading flight tracks by departing jets wide, centered on the runway and beginning
until reaching altitudes above 4,000 feet. 200 feet from the physical end of the runway.

• Flight Track and Noise Monitoring - Based on the configuration of current airport
maintenance of noise levels records flight land, local streets, and residential .......
track location information for identification development patterns, the approach and
of deviations and communication with public transitional area selected for use as a _
and users, mitigation area includes the standard Runway

Protection Zone and a rectangular extension

Several land use mitigation strategies will be of the RPZ outward another 2,500 feet. The
undertaken: limit of coverage of the proposed approach

and transitional areas are shown in Exhibit

Mitigating Significant Noise Impacts: The IV.6-3.
following five noise sensitive facilities would
experience significant increased noise In the northern approach and transitional
impacts (i.e. an increase of 1.5 DNL or more) area, 82 single-family residential parcels, 2
in the year 2020 in comparison to the Do- apartment buildings (with 28 units), and 2
Nothing: mobile home parks, with 96 units, would be

acquired. To the south, 71 single-family
* Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center; residential parcels and 6 apartment buildings

, Woodside Elementary: (with 32 units) would be acquired. Only
residential properties in the approach and

, Sunny TerraceElementary; transitional area would be acquired -

• Bnmelle Residence; commercial land uses, which make up most
of the area to the south, would not be

. Bryan House. acquired and would remain in place on both
runway ends. Based on the current assessed

The Port will coordinate with the owners of value of these 309 residential homes and
these properties and sound insulate the noise multi-family buildings located in the
sensitive uses subject to FAA sound approach and transitional area, it is estimated
insulation guidelines, that the cost of acquisition and relocation

would be approximately $35 million.
Provide Directional Soundproofing:

Residences that were insulated prior to 1992 l, FAAMemorandum,Action:LandAcquisition-
may need additional directional eligibleRunwayProtection,ObjectFreeAreaand
soundproofing to mitigate noise generated ApproachandTransitionalZones,datedApril30, 1991.
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These requirements would be
As the probable impact of low flying aircraft components of the proposed design and
would not be experienced until the opening are expected to reduce potential impacts
of the proposed new parallel nmway, this on surface water and groundwater
option will receive further consideration quality.
during the forthcoming Sea-Tac Airport FAR
Part 150 Update, which the Port anticipates Effective erosion and sedimentation
undertaking during 1996. It is anticipated control could be achieved by using a
that during the Part 150 Update, the Port system of erosion controls (e.g.,
would further explore this action with the mulching, silt fencing, sediment basins,
specific residents within the Approach and check dams) that are properly
Transition Area, and, if the residents so applied, installed, and maintained.
desire, establish a program including
relocation objectives, timing and funding Use of BMPs at construction sites, such
priorities, as spill containment areas, phasing of

construction activities (to minimize the
(2) Water Quality. amount of disturbed and exposed areas),

and conducting activities during the dry
The following stormwater management season (April through September), also
mitigation will be undertaken unless basin should prevent or reduce potential
planning determines that other actions would impacts on surface water and
mitigate the impacts of the proposed groundwater quality.
improvements:

Temporary and permanent terraces are
• Provide stormwater detention for recommended for ffllslopes and cutslopes

construction and operation of new wherever possible because they reduce
on-site development, sheet and rill erosion. Terraces reduce

• Stormwater quality treatment would slope length, reducing potential rill
be provided with a combination of development and surface erosion.
wet vaults and biofiltration swales. Terraces also increase deposition,

reducing transport of eroded materials
• Design stormwater facility outlets to from construction sites.

reduce channel scouring,

sedimentation and erosion, and The Port of Seattle's National Pollutant
improve water quality. Where Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
possible, flow dispersion and outlets permit requires the Port to prepare
compatible with stream mitigation several plans and to carry out several
should be incorporated into studies to identify pollutants coming
engineering designs, from the Airport, and to prevent and

• To mitigate potential reductions in control potential operational impacts on
shallow groundwater recharge and surface and groundwater resources from
incremental reductions in base flows industrial wastewater system (IWS) and
in the creeks, infiltration facilities storm drainage system (SDS)discharges.
would be constructed where feasible.

• Maintain existing and proposed new • Specific plans required as part of
stormwaterfacilities, compliance with the NPDES permit

include:
• The potential for using constructed

aquifers within the runway fill, as • a stormwater pollution
described in Appendix Q-C, should prevention plan (SWPPP);
be further investigated. • a spill prevention, control and

• Tyee pond would be relocated and countermeasures plan (SPCCP);
enlarged as part of the SASA. • a construction erosion and

sediment control plan for each
Various mitigation requirements, as project exposing more than 5
stipulated by federal, state, and acres of ground;
applicable local laws, policies, and • a sludge characterization and
design standards, would be applicable to treatment disposal plan; and
construction and operation of the
proposed new parallel runway and • a solid waste disposal plan.
landside development at the Airport.
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• Specific studies required as part of operational impacts on water quality
compliance with the N'PDES permit include:_ ........
include:

• an engineering and treatability • Creating a Monitoring Team, including
study of the IWS representatives appointed by the

• a vehicle washwater study appellants;
• Conducting at least two additional

• annual stormwater monitoring sampling events of permitted stormwater
reports outfaUs in 1995;

• whole effluent (both IWS and • Contributing funds to the Des Moines
stormwater)toxicity studies Creek Basin planning and visioning

• a marine sediment monitoring process;

study. • Developing a short-term monitoring plan
• Major elements of the SWPPP in cooperation with the Monitoring Team

include: to sample Miller Creek basin ouffalls and

• monitoring of base flow and the ouffall from Lake Reba examining
stormwater runoff from the glycol, BOD TSS, flow, ammonia, and
Airport ouffalls; turbidity and develop appropriate

responses, as necessary, for any
• identification and identified water-quality problems.

implementation of operational
BMPs and applicable source
control BMPs that do not require Additional mitigation for potential
capital improvements (by operational impacts to surface water quality
December 31, 1995); would be considered depending on the results

• identification and of the stream monitoring study1j and the
implementation of BMPs effects of Airport stormwater runoff on
requiring capital improvements Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Monitoring
(by June 30, 1997); of selected stations upstream and downstream

of Airport ouffalls to Miller and Des Moines .._-i
• development of a list of Creeks is planned for this winter (95/96). _ ....

pollutants that would be present Potential additional mitigation that would be
in stormwater and estimation of considered includes use of alternative, FAA-
annual quantities of these approved runway anti-icing chemicals (e.g.,
pollutants in stormwater calcium magnesium acetate and sodium
discharges; formate) or diversion of runway runoff to the

• inspection of SDS periodically to IWS during anti-icing events. The latter
ensure they are functioning option is being evaluated as part of ongoing
properly and that there are no IWS engineering study, which includes
illegal discharges (i.e., to the capital improvements to increase the
SDS); and treatment efficiency and capacity of the IWS

• modification of the existing plan treatment plant.
whenever there is an alteration of
airfield facilities or their design, Basin planning is another method for
construction, operation or investigating mitigation of water quality
maintenance, which causes the impacts on Miller and Des Moines Creeks
SWPPP to be less effective in and Puget Sound from Airport and urban
controlling pollutants, runoff. Although the Airport affects

relatively small proportions of both the

The Stipulated Settlement Agreement and Miller and Des Moines Creek drainage basins
Agreed Order of Dismissal, which dismissed (approximately 5 and 30 percent,
Ms. Brasher's, Normandy Park Community respectively), activities on these areas could
Club's, and the City of Des Moines' appeal of significantly affect these drainages. The Port
the Port's NPDES permit contained the of Seattle is actively participating in basin
following provisions. Components of the planning activities in the Miller and Des
stipulated NPDES permit appeal settlement

agreement expected to mitigate potential _- Stipulated SettlementAgreementNo. 94-157,
WashingtonPollutionControlHearingsBoard,1995.

3J StormwaterReceivingEnvironmentMonitoringPlan, •.....
Portof Seattle,August,1995.
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Moines Creek basins with local jurisdictions, that airl_,,rts do not have "wildlife
including King County and the cities of Des attractions 'within 10,000 feet of the edge of

i Moines, Normandy Park, SeaTac, and any active jet runway. For these reasons, the
Burien. Port proposes to conduct wetland mitigation

outside of the watershed where these

(3) Wetlands and Floodplains constraints do not exist.

The Port of Seattle has initiated the wetland After investigating over 100 individual
permitting process with the Seattle District of parcels, the Port has selected a site located
the Corps. The Corps is a cooperating within the City of Auburn for the
agency in the preparation of this EIS. development of the compensatory wetland
Additional coordination is anticipated with mitigation. This site, located in Section 31,
the Washington State Department of Township 22N, Range 5E, Willamette
Ecology. It is anticipated that permits would Meridian in the Green River watershed, is a
be issued after approval of the Final 69 acre parcel of land slightly south of S.
Environmental Impact Statement/Record of 277th Street and east of Auburn Way. The
Decision for the Master Plan Update actions undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the
and that no adverse impacts would occur on recent past, and currently supports a mix of
wetlands as a result of the Master Plan upland pasture grasses and forbs that are
Update prior to issuance of the appropriate common to abandoned agricultural land in
permits, the Puget Sound Region. Appro_mately 4.3

acres of reed canarygrass,dominated wetland
Significant unavoidable adverse impacts will was delineated at the site. The site is bound
occur to wetlands as a result of by a variety of land uses including agriculture
implementation of the proposed to the north and south; undeveloped land,
improvements. These impacts include falling, multi-family housing and a drive-in theater to
grading, changes of hydrology, and removal the west; and the Green River, patches of
of vegetation, Me Port of Seattle will avoid riparian forest, and undeveloped slopes to the
adverse impacts where possible (e.g., use of east. A narrow strip of land along the
off-site fill to avoid wetland impact in western banks oft he Green River is held by
Borrow Area 8), will minimize impact by King County. In December 1995, ilae Port of
using Best Management Practices (BMP) Seattle gained ownership of the property
during construction and operation of the following a bankruptcy proceeding by the
proposed improvements. However, as is previous owners.
noted in Chapter IV, Section 23
"Construction Impacts', the filling of on-site The Port of Seattle has coordinated with the
borrow sources could further minimize Corps of Engineers conceming the proposed
wetland impacts. However, if the minimum mitigation site and the plan included in this
use of on-site material occurs, maximum off- Final EIS. Appendix P contains a detailed
site truck trips will result as well as possible mitigation plan for the wetland mitigation.
increased cost of construction.

Floodplain encroachment and flooding
After extensive study, the Port of Seattle has impacts in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
selected: a preferred wetland mitigation site in basins resulting from the proposed
the lower Green River Valley. Mitigation for improvements would be unlikely because of
impacts on wetlands at the Airport, within the required mitigation. Mitigation will include
watershed where the impacts may occur, is adherence to floodplain development
not feasible for three reasons: (1) the standards and floodway management
majority of the area surrounding the Ai_ort requirements of the FAA and Washington
is developed, and not enough land area exists State Department of Ecology. Compensatory
in the watershed to create compensatory mitigation is required by state law for any
mitigation wetlands, (2) much of the proposed filling of 100-year floodplain so as
undeveloped land in the watersheds is to achieve no net loss in flood storage
existing wetland, or land unsuitable for capacity and to prevent an increased risk of
wetland mitigation due to topographic loss of human life or property damage. 5_
(moderate to steeply sloping) or hydrologic
(lack of sufficient water) conditions, and (3)
the FAA guidelines strongly recommend -_

5_ Environmentally Sensitive Areas - Flood Hazard Areas,
"Wildlife Attractions On or Near Airports," FAA Draf_ Chapter 15.30210-250, Oty of SeaTac Municipal
Advisory Orcular 150/5200-, no date. Code.
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Compensatory mitigation for floodplain (A) Miti2ation for International Blvd. and
impacts near the northwest comer of the South 170th Street .......
proposed new parallel runway has been
incorporated into the stream relocation design The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant
(Appendix P). The stream mitigation design, concentrations over the Do-Nothing
which was developed in cooperation with alternative at this intersection. This is due
several resources agencies, including the U.S. primarily to changes in how airport-related
Army Corps of Engineers, would create an traffic would access the Airport in the future.
equivalent amount of floodplain storage - so The mitigation measures include the addition
no net loss of flood storage capacity or of an additional northbound left-turn lane (2
increased risk of loss of human life or total); the construction of high capacity
property damagewouldresult, fight-turn lanes in the southbound and

eastbound directions; and the construction of
As this Environmental Impact Statement a westbound right-turn lane. These
demonstrates, no other practicable alternative improvements would occur by 2010 when
exists other than completion of one of the relief would be needed to substantially
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, decrease the time vehicles idle at this
Significant floodplain encroachment would intersection. By 2020, an additional lane
be unlikely as a result of the "With Project" along International Boulevard (SR 99) would
alternatives due to .strict mitigation also be added
requirements which would be adhered to
under any of the alternatives. (B) Mitigation for International Blvd. and

South 160th Street
Storm flow modeling based on conceptual
stormwater detention facilities and using The Preferred Alternative increases pollutant
these design storms indicates no increase in concentrations over the Do-Nothing
peak flow rates and little risk of flooding alternative at this intersection. Pollutant
from the proposed Master Plan Update concentrations at this intersection are only
alternatives. Preliminary compensatory marginally higher by the year 2020.
floodplain replacement designs for floodplain Mitigation measures proposed would include ....
encroachment in the Miller Creek basin for adding an additional southbound left-turn
the 8,500-ft runway length, demonstrating no lane (2 total); and improvements to the
net loss of flood storage capacity, are westbound fight-turn lane. These
presented in Appendix P. improvements would occur by 2010. An

additional lane along International Boulevard
(4) Air Quality (SR 99) would be needed by 2020 to provide

additional relief at this intersection.
The proposed landside improvements
included in the "With Project" alternatives-- (C) Additional Initiatives For Reduciw,
improved terminal facilities and public and Air Pollutants within the Airport Area
employee parking--would result in changing
vehicular traffic movement and patterns in The Port of Seattle continues to support the
the immediate airport area. For the Preferred air quality initiatives which have been
Alternative, (Alternative 3), the majority of enacted in the Puget Sound Region to
employee parking within the terminal area improve air quality. The Port of Seattle is
shifts to a new lot located north of SR 518, also committed to reducing emissions from
reducing congestion and pollutant various sources at the Airport. On-going
concentrations, considerations have focused on reducing the

number of vehicles accessing the airport by
The analysis contained in this document providing alternatives to single-occupancy
represents a worst case evaluation. Thus, the vehicle access to and from the Airport. Other
Port of Seattle will conduct an air monitoring actions have addressed motor vehicle idling
program at two roadway intersections to along the terminal curbfront. Airport staff
determine if such exceedances would occur, rigorously monitor access and idling by
If such exceedances are found, the Port of taxi's, limousines, and buses within the
Seattle will undertake appropriate action such terminal area.
as those identified below.

The Port of Seattle has supported a trip ......
reduction strategy which has several _i
components: employee shuttle bus service to
remote public and employee parking to
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reduce vehicle trips in the terminal area;
regional light-rail transit system; limiting • International Boulevard (State Route
passenger drop-off and pickup, and providing 99) and South 160th Street - For the
short-term parking alternatives, year 2010 only minor improvements to

the intersection are necessary (dual
Additional actions that could further reduce southbound left-turn lanes,
air pollutant concentrations at Sea-Tac: improvements to the westbound right-

turn lane). These improvements are
• Financial disincentives for single not sufficient for the year 2020 traffic

occupancy driving to the Airport levels due to the significant amount of
+ Raise short-term parking rates regional traffic on International

Boulevard (State Route 99). For the
, Implement toll system on the year 2020, the International Boulevard

airport roadway with lower fees for (State Route 99) corridor would need
High Occupancy Vehicles (HOV). to be improved to provide additional

capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV
• Convenience disincentives/incentives: treatments). The Port of Seattle would

• Development of remote Park'n'Fly be responsible for a pro-rata
operations contribution towards the proposed

• Require private autos to use third improvements at this intersection.
floor plaza instead of terminal
curbfront • International Boulevard (State Route

99) and South 170th Street - For the
• Require use of alternative fuels by year 2010 only minor improvements to

courtesy vehicles the intersection are necessary (dual
northbound left-turn lanes, high-

• Improved airport access roads that capacity right-turn lanes in the
attract users off the area medals (i.e., southbound and eastbound directions,
South Access Road). westbound right-turn lane. These

improvements would not be sufficient
(5) Surface Transportation for the year 2020 due to the significant

amount of regional traffic on
Mitigation is proposed for each adverse International Boulevard (State Route
impact that would occur with each "With 99). For the year 2020, the
Project" alternative (Alternatives 2, 3, and 4). International Boulevard (State Route
An adverse impact is defined as a significant 99) corridor would need to be
degradation in level of service (reducing the improved to provide additional
level of service) compared to the Do-Nothing capacity (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV
alternative. In all cases the proposed treatments). The Port of Seattle would
mitigation measures will be sufficient to be responsible for a pro-rata
alleviate the significant adverse impact contribution towards the proposed
caused by proposed Airport improvements, improvements at this intersection.

Because of the uncertainty of the proposed • Air Cargo Road and Southbound
extension of SR 509 and South Access, as Airport Expressway Ramps; Air Cargo
well as the public acceptance and use of high Road and South 170th Street;
and higher occupancy vehicles and the Northbound Airport Expressway
impact of regional traffic on airport area Ramps and South 170th Street - These
roadways, the Port will continue to three intersections would require
participate in cooperative planning with State signalization by the year 2010.
and local officials to address its respective However, the construction of the North
share of surface transportation impacts. Unit Terminal would eliminate these
Mitigation actions that are expected to be three intersections by the year 2010.
addressed in continued mitigation planning Therefore, temporary signals should be
include the following associated with the installed when the signal warrants are
Preferred Alternative: satisfied in order to provide adequate

intersection control until the North

North Unit Terminal Alternative (With Unit Terminal is constructed. The Port
State Route 509) of Seattle would only be responsible

for a pro-rata contribution towards the
The following mitigation possibilities have installation of the temporary signals
been identified: due to the significant amount of
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regional pass-through traffic utilizing eastbound, and westbound directions;
the Airport Expressway at this and a westbound right-tum lane. The -
interchange area. Port of Seattle would be responsible for

• Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp a pro-rata contribution towards theproposed improvements at this
from Southbound Interstate 5 intersection.
Eastbound State Route 518/
Northbound Interstate 405 should be • 28th/24th Avenue South and South
widened to two lanes through the 200th Street - Only minor
interchange. This additional lane could improvements to this intersection
then be dropped at the State Route 181 would be required (dual westbound
Off-Ramp located down-stream. The left-turn lanes, eastbound fight-turn
Port of Seattle would only be lane, re-striping the northbound
responsible for a pro-rata contribution approach to provide one left-turn, one
towards the proposed improvements at through, and two right, turn lanes). The
this interchange. Port of Seattle would be responsible for

a pro-rata contribution towards the
North Unit Terminal Alternative (Without proposed improvements at this
State Route 509) intersection.

• MilitaryRoad Southand South200th
• InternationalBoulevard(StateRoute Street/SouthboundInterstate5 Ramps-

99) and South 160th Street-The Only minor improvementsto this
impacts and possiblemitigation intersectionwould be required(dual
measures are the same for this scenario northbound left-turn lanes, two
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle eastbound through lanes). The Port of
would be responsible for a pro-rata Seattle would be responsible for a pro-
contribution towards the proposed rata contribution towards the proposed
improvements at this intersection, improvements at this intersection.

• International Boulevard (State Route • Military Road South and Northbound
99) and South 170th Street - The Interstate 5 Ramps Only minor .......
impacts and possible mitigation improvements to this intersection ...
measures are the same for this scenario would be required (widening the
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle eastbound approach to provide one left-
would be responsible for a pro-rata turn and one right-turn lane, and
contribution towards the proposed providing a southbound right-turn
improvements at this intersection, phase overlap). The Port of Seattle

would be responsible for a pro-rata
• International Boulevard (State Route contribution towards the proposed99) and South 188th Street - This

intersection would require the improvements at this intersection.
construction of an urban interchange to • Air Cargo Road and Southbound
meet the City of SeaTac's adopted Airport Expressway Ramps; Air Cargo
level of service standard. With this Road and South 170th Street;
type of improvement it would also be Northbound Airport Expressway
possible to incorporate a fly-over ramp Ramps and South 170th Street - These
design for the Airport South Access. three intersections would require
The Port of Seattle would be signalization by the year 2010 without
responsible for a pro-rata contribution SR 509. However, the construction of
towards the proposed improvements at the North Unit Terminal would
this intersection, eliminate these three interseetions by

the year 2010. Therefore, temporary
• International Boulevard (State Route signals should be installed when the

99) and South 200th Street - These signal warrants are satisfied in order to
include the following: providing provide adequate intersection control
additional capacity along the until the North Unit Terminal is
International Boulevard (State Route
99) corridor (i.e. seven lanes plus HOV constructed. The Port of Seattle would

only be responsible for a pro-rata
treatments); providing additional contribution towards the installation of
capacity along the South 200th Street the temporary signals due to the
corridor (i.e. seven lanes); dual left- significant amount of regional pass- ......turn lanes in the southbound,
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through traffic utilizing the Airport the proposed new runway are included in
Expressway at this interchange area. Chapter IV, Section 24 "Aesthetics and

• Northbound Interstate 405 On-Ramp Urban Design" of this Final EIS.
from Southbound Interstate 5 - The

impacts and proposed mitigation (7) Construction Impacts
measures are the same for this scenario
as with SR 509. The Port of Seattle Although no surface transportation
would be responsible for a pro-rata congestion mitigation is required, the
contribution towards the proposed following measures are identified to
improvements at this interchange, minimize construction related surface

transportation impacts:
(6) Earth

1. Develop a Construction and Earthwork
An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan, Management Plan. The Plan would
including measures specific to site designate preferred haul routes and
conditions, will be designed and implemented specific conditions such as hours of
to minimize erosion and sedimentation levels, operations, traffic control changes, and
The plan would include elements for site route mitigation. Depending upon the
stabilization, slope and drainageway selected contractor(s) haul routes, such
protection, sediment retention, and dust controls couldinclude:

control on haul routes and borrow sites. . Provisions that restrict truck traffic

As stated in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land during AM and PM peak periods.
Use, the application and implementation of • Contract provisions which would
City of SeaTac regulatory provisions to the require the contractor to cover all
Master Plan Update improvements is loads to reduce debris and dust loss
currently the subject of negotiation through from the transport activities and to
interlocal processes between the Port and provide for street cleaning and
City. If applicable, as determined from the pavement repairs during the
result of the interlocal negotiation process construction process.
between the Port of Seattle and the City of
SeaTac (not expected prior to issuance of the 2. Consider acquiring material rights to the
Final EIS), the City of SeaTac Maury Island sites. Use of Site #14 and
Environmentally Sensitive Areas Ordinances the Maury Island King County Park
allow alterations to seismic hazard areas only (consistent with the development of the
if (1) site-specific subsurface investigations park and if permits can be obtained)
show the site is not a seismic hazard or (2) would limit the affected routes to SR
mitigation is implemented that renders the 509, which could handle additional truck
proposed development as safe as if it were traffic throughout the day without
not located in a seismic haT_rd area._ Two significant impacts on levels of service.
seismic hazards occur on the site of the new
parallel nmway in relatively small areas of Because of the social disruption that would
loose, shallow sediment. During runway occur in the general vicinity of the proposed
construction, this sediment would be new runway construction, a construction
removed and replaced with compacted fill. If mitigation acquisition will be implemented.
future subsurface investigations verify the This acquisition includes about 70 residential
occurrence of seismic hazards on Borrow and commercial properties located east of
Source Areas 1, 5, and 8, special measures to Des Moines Memorial Drive between SR 509
maintain cut slope stability during excavation and SR 518.
in these areas may be required.

To minimize the fugitive dust transport,
A landscaping plan will be developed for unpaved roads and inactive portions of the
areas of excavation and construction. For the construction site will be watered (achieving a

borrow source areas, the landscaping plan 50 percent reduction in dust) or chemically
could include recontouring, seeding, and stabilized (achieving an 80 percent reduction)
planting of trees and shrubs. Potential during dry periods.
mitigation measures for aesthetic impacts of

AR 003825
f_ EnvironmentallySensitive Areas Ordinance, City

of SeaTac, 1994.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 10

WATER QUALITY AND HYDROLOGY

Changing the Airport's lan.dseape, as would good quality. Deeper, regional groundwater
happen with the proposed Master Plan Update resources used as drinking water axe excellent
alternatives, could affect the hydrology of the quality and have no history of detectable levels of
Airport area as well as the downstream systems, pollution.
Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 (the "With Project"
alternatives) would include earthwork and the Although pollutant loading would increase
addition of impervious land surface area. These somewhat because of greater amounts of
factors would decrease the amount of rainfall stormwater runoff associated with the "'With

infiltrating the soil and increase stormwater Project" alternatives, compliance with mitigation
runoff flow rates and volumes. Unmitigated, requirements would be expected to prevent
these changes in hydrology could cause significant pollution or degradation of surface
downstream flooding, channel erosion, and and groundwaterresources.
degraded in-stream habitat. Detailed hydrologic
modeling of the Airport and its surrounding (1) METHODOLOGY
watersheds was performed to quantify the
magnitude of downstream impacts and to The obj_'y_of_,ta2 this analysis were to
determine appropriate mitigation strategies, characterize conditions inexisting hydrologic

downstream systems, to evaluate hydrologic
Preliminary estimates indicated that 61 acre-feet impacts, and to determine appropriate mitigation.
of new on-site detention storage volume would HSP-FI' Version 10.0, a continuous simulation
be required for proposed developed areas hydrologic model, was used to model the
draining to Miller Creek, and 31 acre-feet of hydrology of the Airport, Miller Creek, and Des
storage would be required for areas draining to Moines Creek.2 Data included in this document
Des Moines Creek. These detention volumes were generated as part of the modeling analysis
would attenuate peak runoff rates from the contained in Appendix G.
Airport to provide protection from downstream
flooding for storms having up to a 100-year The HSP-F model for Miller Creek was based on
return period. New impervious areas would an earlier HSP-F model of the entire watershed
increase annual runoff volumes to lower Miller developed for King County to use to evaluate the
Creek by 6 to 8 percent and volumes to Des Lake Reba Detention facility for stormwater
Moines Creek by 1 to 2 percent. Most of the control)' Flood frequency estimates from this
additional volume would flow through the earlier model were subsequently used in FEMA
downstream systems at rates that have low floodplain studies for Miller Creek._ For this
erosion potential. Higher runoff volumes could analysis, the previously developed HSP-F model
be partially offset by stormwater infiltration was upgraded with stream channel characteristics
where on-site soils are suitable. Stormwater data from the FEMA studies and calibrated with
infiltration also would recharge shallow five years of stream flow data (July 1989 to June
groundwater. In both creeks, low and median 1994) collected by King County Surface Water
flow rates would be largely unaffected Management Division from gages at the Lake
throughout the year, and high flows would

increase slightly, most likely with no adverse 1' User Manual f or Release 10, Hydrologic Simulation
impacts on stream channel characteristics. Program - FORTRAN (HSP-F), Environmental

ProtectionAgency,1993.
Although Miller and Des Moines Creeks 2, HSP.FHydrologic Modeling Analysis For Sea-Tac
occasionally violate Class AA (extraordinary) AirportMasterPlan UpdateEIS,MontgomeryWater
water quality standards for selected parameters Group,1995.(currentlyin PreliminaryDraft version)
during storm flow conditions, water quality 3' Miller CreekRegionalStormwaterDetentionFacilities

generally appears to be good. Some shallow and DesignHydrologicModeling,NorthwestHydraulics
perched groundwater has been contaminated by Consultants,1990.
leaking fuel distribution systems and _: MillerCreek,NormandyPark, Washington, Limited
underground storage tanks at the Airport. Other Map Maintenance Study, Northwest Hydraulics
shallow, perched groundwater is assumed to be Consultants,1991.
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Reba Detention facility and lower Miller Creek any given year, of 1 percent, 10 percent, 50
(as shown in Exhibit IV.10-1). percent, and 90 percent, respectively. The 100-

year and lO-year return periods are .
The HSP-F model for Des Moines Creek was conventionally used to evaluate flooding
based on recent hydrologic studies including a potential, while 2-year and 1.11-year return
hydrologic model developed for the 1994 SASA periods are most commonly used to evaluate
EIS and another model used to design Tyee stream channel erosion and sedimentation
Pond.2 Data from the Des Moines Creek potential. Comparing flow durations and annual
Watershed Plan[_ also were used in developing runoff volumes of Alternatives 2 through 4
the HSP-F model. The Des Moines Creek model against those of Alternative 1 provided an
was extended downstream to South 208th Street indication of stream channel erosion potential.
and calibrated with five years of stream flow Differences in annual runoff volumes among the
data (October 1989 to July 1994)collected by alternatives also were calculated to evaluate
King County Surface Water Management changes in recharge to shallow groundwater.
Division at the inlet to Tyee Pond (Exhibit
IV.10-1). Determining flow exceedance characteristics for

the alternatives allowed a comparison of average
Hydrologic simulations were based on 47 years flow rates during different seasons of the year
of hourly precipitation records collected at the when habitat requirements for aquatic species
Airport from 1947 through 1994. The may vary. For purposes of this analysis, low,
simulations focused on the operational impacts of median, and high flow rates were evaluated
the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, during different seasons of the year representing

90, 50, and 10 percent flow exceedance levels,
Representative locations along Miller Creek and respectively.
Des Moines Creek were selected to evaluate the
alternatives. Three locations were evaluated Analysis of water resources in the Miller and Des
along Miller Creek, including below the Lake Moines Creek basins was based on review of
Reba Detention facility (Location A in Exhibit existing data. Potential impacts of each
IV.10-1), at First Avenue S. (Location B), and alternative on surface, and groundwater resources
near the mouth of the creek (Location C). Two were assessed by comparing estimates of
locations were evaluated along Des Moines pollutan_ loads in stormwater runoff for each
Creek, including below the confluence of the east alternative with existing water quality, state -
and west branches (Location D) and at South water quality standards, and other relevant water
208th Street (Location E). Both Miller Creek and quality criteria, and known pollutant
Des Moines Creek were simulated for a 47-year characteristics (e.g., fate, transport, and toxicity).
period. At each location, hydrologic parameters In addition, required and practicable mitigation
including flood frequencies, annual flow measures are discussed.
duration, annual runoff volumes, and flow
exceedance characteristics as is listed in Table (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS
IV.10-1 were summarized and evaluated.

The following paragraphs summarize the existing
A flood frequency analysis for existing surface water and ground water quality.
conditions was done to characterize the peak flow
rates in the creeks, which then served as a basis (A) Hydrology
for determining the adequacy of the prescribed
stormwater management facilities in attenuating Miller Creek watershed has a total basin area
peak flow rates under Alternative 2, 3, or 4. For of 5,183 acres as is listed in Table IV.10-2.
the flood frequency analysis, various return The watershed has -about 1,224 acres of
periods for the peak flows were considered, effective impervious land area with 60
including 100-year, 10-year, 2-year, and 1.11- impervious acres at the Airport. Des Moines
year periods. Peak flows for each of these return Creek watershed has a total basin area of
periods have a probability of occurring, during 3,585 acres. Des Moines Creek watershed

has about 1,202 acres of effective impervious
area with 369 impervious acres at the

51 SouthAviation SupportArea FinalEnvironmental Airport.
ImpactStatement,Portof Seattle,1994
TR-20ModelFilesfor DesMoines CreekPondC (Tyee The primary land uses in the watersheds are
Pond), King County Surface Water Management residential and commercial. Approximately
Division, 1989.
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62 percent of the land use in the Miller Creek Locations A, C, and E and are listed in
basin is residential, 14 percent is commercial Appendix G.
(non-Airport), and 4 percent is Airport,
Approximately 29 percent of the land use in (13) Surface Water Oualitv
the Des Moines Creek basin is residential, 23
percent is commercial (non-Airport), and 27 Surface water resources within the vicinity of
percent is Airport. Both Miller Creek and the Airport are shown in Exhibit IV.10-4.
Des Moines Creek watersheds are urbanized Portions of three drainage basins are within
and exhibit "flashy" stream flow the vicinity of the Airport: the Lower Green
characteristics associated with developed River basin, the Miller Creek basin, and the
basins. Storm flow rates measured in the Des Moines Creek basin. Presently, minimal
creeks at the established gage stations, as runoff from the Airport drains to the Lower
well as those modeled, generally showed Green River basin. Approximately 19% of
rapid flow rate increases in response to the existing Airport surface area is in the
rainfall and rapid decreases at the cessation Miller Creek basin, "and approximately 81%
of storms. Between 1987 and 1991, King is in the Des Moines Creek basin, with
County Surface Water Management Division portions from each basin going to the
received drainage and flooding complaints in Industrial Wastewater System (IWS).
the Miller Creek watershed, some of which
were flooding and erosion problems along The Miller and Des Moines Creek basins
Miller Creek.2' exhibit similar drainage patterns, topographic

characteristics, and land uses. Drainage from
Flood frequencies under existing conditions both basins flows to Puget Sound. Several
were computed by using 47 years of tributaries, lakes, and wetlands are associated
hydrologic simulation for Locations A, B, with each of these drainages. The Seattle-
and C along Miller Creek and Locations D Tacoma International Airport covers an
and E along Des Moines Creek (as shown in estimated 5 percent of the Miller Creek basin
Exhibit 137.10-1). The 100-year flow rates in and 30 percent of the Des Moines Creek
Miller Creek, for instance, ranged from 171 basin.
cubic feet per second (cfs) below the Lake
Reba Detention facility to 468 cfs at the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek and their
mouth (Table IV.10-4). The 2-year flow tributaries are classified by the Washington
rates ranged from 80 cfs below the Lake Department of Ecology as Class AA
Reba Detention facility to 173 cfs at the (extraordinary) waters._' Surface waters are
mouth. The 100-year flow rates in Des classified on the basis of both present and
Moines Creek were estimated to be 232 cfs potential water uses. Classes range from
below the confluences of the east and west Class AA (extraordinary) to Class C (fair).
branches and 280 cfs at South 208th Street, Although Miller and Des Moines Creeks are
while the 2-year flow rates at these locations classified as Class AA (extraordinary)
were 103 cfs and ll2cfs, respectively (Table waters, they presently fail to meet some of
IV.10-5). the state water quality standards listed in

Table IV.10-6.

Average seasonal flow rates were computed
for existing conditions to illustrate the range Water quality degradation in Miller and Des
that occurs throughout the year. Low, Moines Creeks and their tributaries is
median, and high flow rates were calculated characteristic of pollutants commonly found
for Location B along Miller Creek and for in urban stormwater runoff. Such pollutants,
Location D along Des Moines Creek including nutrients, organics (e.g., oil and
(Exhibits IV.10-2 and IV.10-3). Stream grease), metals, fecal coliform bacteria, and
flow rates are highest from October through suspended solids, have contributed to
April, coinciding with the wet season. Flows occasional violations of Class AA water
in the streams typically reach their lowest quality standards and federal water quality
rates between May and September. Similar criteria in these basins. Miller and Des
seasonal flow characteristics were found at Moines Creek storm flow monitoring data

2_ Drainage Complaints Information for 8_ Washington Administrative Code - Water Quality
Miller/SalmonlSeola Basin Planning Area, King Standards for the Surface Waters of the State of
CountySurfaceWaterManagementDivision,1992. Washington.WAC173-201A,November25, 1992.
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indicate that state Class AA water quality percent or more of the total copper and zinc
standards are occasionally violated for pH, in stormwater runoff may be in dissolved
dissolved oxygen, and ammonia (as shown in forms.22' Therefore they can be taken up by
Table IV,10-3). In addition, these data aquatic life through water, plants, and other ....
indicate that fecal coliform bacteria numbers animals ingested. Copper, zinc, and lead are
frequently exceed state water quality generally the metals of most concern in urban
standards. Potential sources of fecal coliform stormwater runoff.
bacteria include falling septic systems in
residential areas near Miller and Des Moines Urban and Airport stormwater runoff
Creeks. Total phosphorus levels observed in contribute to elevated levels of pollutants in
storm flow samples often exceed the U.S. Miller and Des Moines Creeks during storms.
Environmental Protection Agency total Many of these pollutants (e.g., organics and
phosphorus criterion of 100 lag/L, which is metals) axe bound to suspended solids that
recommended to prevent nuisance algal pass rapidly through the systems and are
growths in streams._ Except for occasional deposited in the sediments of receiving
contributions of glycol and ammonia waters, including Puget Sound.
following deicing events and elevated copper Consequently, concentrations of these solids-
and zinc, pollutant concentrations observed bound pollutants in streams quickly diminish
in airport stormwater runoff are comparable as storm events pass and base flow conditions
to storm flow monitoring data results return._
collected from locations upstream and
downstream of the Airport in both basins. Existing pollutant loading contributions to
These data appear to indicate that pollutant Miller and Des Moines Creeks have been
sources in both basins are widespread and not estimated for the Airport, the remainder of
limited to the Airport. Runoff from portions the basins, and the total basin. The relative
of state highways 509, 518 and 99 within pollutant contribution from Airport
these drainage basins are likely major stormwater runoff was compared to total
contributors to elevated levels of metals and pollutant loading in each basin. Pollutant
suspended solids in Miller and Des Moines loadings for seven pollutants (TSS, BeD, TP,
Creeks.l_ copper, lead, zinc, and oil and grease) in

Airport stormwater runoff have been
National and local (Bellevue, Washington) estimated based on water quality monitoring
studies of urban runoff have shown that data. Pollutant loadings from the Airport ::
copper, lead, and zinc axe generally the most may be over-estimated as stormwater samples _ :....
common and abundant metals in urban were collected on the front end of storm
runoff, at' The U.S. Environmental Protection events when pollutants concentrations
Agency has determined that most metals in appeared to be higher compared to the
stormwater runoff are associated with or remainder of the storm flow event _'_.
bound to suspended solids and, thus,
generally are not available to aquatic life as Annual pollutant loadings were estimated for
potential toxicants. Approximately 40 these pollutants for the remainder of the

Miller and Des Moines Creek basins by
multiplying a range of established low and

9' Toward a Cleaner Aquatic Environment. ICM. high loading rates for different land usesMacKenthun,U.S. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency,
Washington,D.C. 1973 (Ascitedby U.S.EPA1986) (e.g., open space, commercial, residential) by

l._ Personal communicationwith David Masters, King the appropriate land use areas. Total
County Surface Water ManagementDivision, March pollutant loadings were then calculated by
22, 1995 adding Airport contributions to the remainder

11, Toxicants in Urban Runoff. Galvin, D.V. and R.K.

Moore, Municipalityof MetropolitanSeattle, Seattle, 121 Results of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program,WA. 1982. BellevueUrbanRunoffProgramSummary
Report. Pitt, R. andP Bissonnette,City of Bellevue, VolumeI -final Report. WaterPlanningDivision, U.S.
StormandSurfaceWaterUtility,Bellevue,WA. 1984. EnvironmentalProtectionAgency, Washington,D.C.
Effects of Seattle Area Highway StormwaterRunoff on 1983.
AquaticBiota. HighwayRunoff WaterQualityReport 13, Toxicantsin UrbanRunoff. Galvin,D.V. Pages 176-
No. 11. Portele,G.J.,B.W.Mar, R.R.Homer,andE.B. 210 in R. SeabloomandG. Plews,eds. Proceedingsof
Welch,Departmentof Civil Engineering,Universityof the NorthwestNonpointSourcePollutionConference.
Washington,Seattle, WA. 1982. Results of the WashingtonDepartmentof SocialandHealthServices,
Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, VolumeI - final Olympia,WA. 1987.
Report. WaterPlanningDivision,U.S. Environmental 1..__Seattle Tacoma International Airport Stormwater
ProtectionAgency,Washington,D.C. 1983. PollutionPreventionPlan, Portof Seattle,June,1995.
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of these basins (Table IV.10-7). All cleaner or comparable to urban runoff for
pollutant loading rates used were based on TSS, BOD, TP, total copper, total lead, total
data collected in Pacific Northwest region zinc, and oil and grease. It should be noted;
(i.e., Portland, Seattle, King County) studies, however, that based on limited Airport
Therefore, it is expected that actual pollutant stormwater monitoring for dissolved metals
loading rates would be accurately represented (i.e., copper, lead, and zinc), a majority of the
by the estimated loadings and actual loading copper and zinc appears to be in dissolved
rates would likely fall somewhere in between ionic forms. Therefore, the Airport may
the low and high loading estimates. Based on contribute to a higher percentage of the total
estimated loading rates, the Airport dissolved copper and zinc pollutant loadings
contributes about 2 to 39% of the total TSS, in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. This is
BOD, TP, copper, lead, zinc, and oil and important because dissolved metals are more
grease pollutant loads in the Des Moines toxic to aquatic biota. The stream monitoring
Creek basin and between less than 1 and 4% study of Miller and Des Moines Creeks being
of the total loading for these pollutants in the conducted by the Port of Seattle this winter
Miller Creekbasin. (1995-1996) at selected locations upstream

and downslream of Airport stormwater
The percent contribution of Airport discharges of the receiving waters is expected
stormwater runoff to total annual pollutant to determine toxicity of Airport stormwater
loading varies for the different parameters, runoff and creek water quality.
depending on the loading rate used for
estimating loadings from the remainder of the Other pollutants sometimes found in Airport
Miller and Des Moines Creek basins. Using stormwater runoff include ethylene and
the lower loading rates for the different land propylene glycol, potassium acetate, and
uses, the Airport contributes a higher ammonia. Ethylene and propylene glycol are
percentage of the total pollutant loading, presently used in the deicing of aircraft, and
Using the higher loading rates, the Airport. urea and potassium acetate are used to de-ice
contributes a lower percentage of the total runways and taxiways at Sea-Tac Airport. In
pollutant loading. The relative contributions general, deicing of large numbers of aircraft
of these pollutants to the total pollutant occurs infrequently; however, deicing of
loadings in each basin is generally lower than some aircraft (MD-g0) occurs frequently.
the percent of each basin that the Airport Anti-icing of runways and taxiways occurs
covers (i.e., 30°,6 of the Des Moines Creek infrequently during snow storms or when
basin and 5% of the Miller Creek basin). The water is present on runways and taxiways and
only exception being that the Airport could temperatures are at or below freezing. As a
contribute as much as 39% of the total copper result, relatively small quantities of these
loading in the Des Moines Creek basin based substances are used annually during Airport
on estimated total copper loadings using the operations compared to other large airports.
lower loading rate for the appropriate land In 1991, an estimated 115,000 gallons of
uses in the remainder of the basin. A deicing fluid were used at Sea-Tat Airport lfi/.
majority of the total pollutant loads for these All of the aircraft deicing areas drain to the
seven pollutants comes from stormwater Industrial Wastewater System (IWS).
runoff from other urbanized areas within each Runways and taxiways drain to a separate
basin. Estimated contributions from the storm drainage system. Some glycols and
Airport to the total pollutant loadings for ammonia (from degradation of urea) have
these pollutants supports the statements that been observed in stormwater runoff.
Airport runoff is generally comparable or
cleaner than stormwater runoff from other Most of the glycols from aircraft deicing are
urban areas in these basins for these collected and conveyed to the IWS and
pollutants and that sources of pollutants to treated by the IWS treatment plant before
the creeks are widespread in these basins, being discharged to a sewer line that carries

effluent to the Midway Sewer Treatment
The Annual Stormwater Monitoring
Summary Report 15/ also indicates that
Airport stormwater runoff is generally 1___DrafiSea'-TacAirportComprehensiveStormwaterand

IndustrialWastewaterPlan:Task4 Report- De-icing
FluidsHandlingPractices, prcparexlby KCM,Inc.for

15..._/AnnualStormwaterMonitoringSummaryReport,Port thePortof Seattle,1994.
of Seattle,August1995.
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Plant. Glycols have been observed in four of Salmonids, which require cold, clean water,
seven monitored stormwater ouffaUs. Glycol generally are indicators of good water
concentrations monitored in Airport quality. Even though base flow water quality
storrnwater runoff are generally two orders of may be considerably better than storm flow
magnitude below levels reported to have water quality, limited base flow data for
acute toxic effects on salmouids. Levels of conventional parameters on Miller Creek
glycols in Airport stormwater runoff samples indicate that temperature, dissolved oxygen,
have ranged from below analytical limits of and pH infrequently violate state water
detection (<5 rag/L) to 479 mg/Ll2/, quality standards. 1_ These base flow data
Although unlikely, glycol levels in also indicate that numbers of fecal coliform
stormwater runoff, which contribute to bacteria frequently exceed the Class AA
biochemical oxygen demand, may contribute water quality standard. Violations of these
to reductions in dissolved oxygen and chronic parameters are not necessarily an indication
effects on aquatic biota (e.g., reduced growth of the presence of toxic concentrations of
or increased susceptibility to disease), pollutants or poor water quality. Although

no base flow data are available for Des
Ammonia (from the degradation of urea used Moines Creek, it appears likely that Des
in runway anti-icing) levels observed in Moines Creek base flow water quality is
Airport stormwater runoff occasionally similar to that of Miller Creek, since no
exceed both Class AA acute and chronic permitted industrial discharges are present
toxicity standards. Ammonia levels (from and because Des Moines Creek has similar
degradation of urea) in stormwater runoff drainage area, watershed, and land use
samples have ranged from below limits of characteristics.
detection (<0.01 me/L) to 13.1 mg/L.
Elevated levels of glycols and ammonia in Historically, fuels spills from the Airport
Airport stormwater runoff may contribute to have had a significant adverse impact on
adverse impacts on the biota of receiving water quality in Des Moines Creek. Three
waters, fuel spills to Des Moines Creek have been

reported since 1973. Each of these spills
Some heavy metals, particularly copper, lead, resulted in the mortality of fish and aquatic
and zinc appear to violate both chronic and life in Des Moines Creek.l,9_ In 1973, an
acute toxicity standards for aquatic life. uncertain quantity of fuel was spilled into --
Because metals data are reported as total Des Moines Creek. The cause of this first
metals and state water quality standards are spill was not reported. The 1985 and 1986 ....
based on dissolved ionic forms, it is uncertain spills, which occurred at the Olympic tank
whether or not chronic and acute toxicity farm and the Northwest tank farm,
standards for these metals are occasionally respectively, were caused by problems with
violated. State water quality standards (not the stormwater drainage and containment
shown in Table IV.10-2) govern dissolved systems at those facilities. The spill at the
metals and vary depending on receiving Olympic tank farm occurred when a valve on
water hardness, a stormwater discharge line was

inadvertently left open, permitting the spilled
Water quality data available for Miller and fuel to discharge to Des Moines Creek. All
Des Moines Creeks indicate that water stormwater is now retained within the spill
quality has been degraded by urbanization containment berms and pumped to the
and pollutant loading from urban stormwater Industrial Wastewater System. Spills at the
runoff. Although Miller and Des Moines Northwest tank farm resulted from a
Creek monitoring data show that pollutants in mechanical failure. Spill containment
storm flow and base flow occasionally systems at the Northwest tank farm have
violate selected Class AA water quality
standards, water quality generally appears to
be good, as indicated by the presence of
resident and anadromous salmonid
populations (e.g., trout and salmon).

.lffPersonalcommunicationswithTim Yokers,Process
Supervisor,SouthwestSuburbanSewerDistrict,on

17..__/StormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan,PortofSeattle, August11,1994.
June, 1995. 2_. South Aviation Support Area Final Environmental

Impact Statement. Port of Seattle, Seattle, WA, 1994.
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been improved to contain potential furore of perched groundwater is typically too
spills.2ff limited for use as a drinking water supply:

There is no known use of this groundwater as
The IWS is a separate conveyance system a source of drinking water in the Airport
that collects and conveys wastewater from vicinity, and its quality is unknown though
airport operations in the cargo, hangar, and assumed to be generally good. Some specific
gate areas, including deicing wastewater, to areas of perched shallow groundwater
three IWS lagoons and a dissolved air beneath the Airport is contaminated by
flotation treatment facility in the southwest aviation fuel.2.t'
corner of the Airport. Collected wastewater,
which includes glycols, is treated at the IWS In addition to perched groundwater, shallow,
treatment plant to meet NPDES permit intermediate, and deeper regional aquifers
effluent limits before being discharged to an underlie the Airport. Based on recent
18-inch line that goes to the Midway Sewer geotechnical investigations in potential
Treatment Plant and then to a deep water borrow site areas to the north and south of the
outfall in Puget Sound. The Port of Seattle is Airport, an uppermost aquifer is located
presently in negotiations to settle a notice of about 30-100 feet beneath the surface at an
intent to sue for alleged violations of the elevation of about 300 feet above sea level.
NPDES permit discharge limits for the IWS This upper level aquifer (also called advance
effluent, outwash or shallow aquifer), which has been

contaminated in five locations from leaking
(C) Groundwater Oualitv jet fuel, and rental car fuel distribution

systems at the Airport, is not used for
The Airport lies on the Des Moines Drift domestic water supply. In addition, available
Plain, which is the topographic area between site data indicates that impacts on the aquifer
Puget Sound and the Duwamish Valley. tend to be localized and contamination has
Three distinct groundwater aquifers (shallow, not moved far or been identified at
intermediate, and deep) have been identified significant distances away from the sites.
in the Des Moines Drift Plain. Shallow, Contaminated soil and groundwater at these
intermediate, and deep groundwater are sites is in various stages of characterization
separated by low-permeability silt and clay and clean-up by the responsible parties.
layers within the drift plain. In addition, in
some locations groundwater is perched in There are several stages to management of
depressions located on top of relatively groundwater eontarnination: discovery and
impervious glacial till material and beneath reporting; identification and characterization
the thin mantle of Alderwood and Everett of the sources, types, and extent of
gravelly sandy loam soils common in this contamination; evaluation and selection of
region (see Chapter IV, Section 19). Perched remedial responses; implementation of
groundwater is often found within 5 to 15 remedial responses (i.e., clean-up); and
feet of the ground surface during the wetter monitoring and sampling to confirm clean-up
months (October through March) but has been successful z2/. Characterization of
generally recede during drier months, some localized groundwater contamination
Perched groundwater may appear on the has been completed and clean-up is on.going.
surface as hillslope seeps, but is not likely a At some locations, contamination is m the
significant contributor to base flow process of being characterized and
conditions in Puget Lowland streams such as appropriate remediation will be developed as
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Perched necessary to protect environmental and
groundwater zones are discontinuous, human health. In some cases, long-term
Although no comprehensive surveys or monitoring may be an appropriate
mapping of shallow, perched groundwater management strategy if there is no immediate
has been done in the vicinity of the Airport, threat to human or environmental health.
the presence of Alderwood and Everett series

soils and seeps around Miller and Des 21, Personal communicationwith Roger Nye, Toxics
Moines Creeks and associated wetlands is an Clean-upProgram, Washington State Department of
indicator of their presence. The availability Ecology.Personalcommunicationon August18, 1994.

2._ LetterfromMr. RogerNye,WashingtonDepartmentof
EcologyToxiesClean-upProgram, datedFebruary27,

2,ff StormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan. Portof Seattle, 1995to Mr. RonaldPark,AssistantPlanner, Cityof
Seattle,WA. June, 1995. DesMoines.
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Sources of contamination (e.g., leaking The three SWD wells are partof a well field
underground storage tanks and fuel in the Highline Aquifer developed as part of .....
distribution systems) typically are corrected an artificial recharge and recovery : ........:
immediately upon detection, demonstration program.Treated Cedar River

water is injected into the wells from the fall
Management of groundwater contamination to spring, stored temporarily, and later
at the Airport is being conducted according to withdrawn during peak summer demand
all applicable environmental regulations, periods between summerandearly fall.
including the Washington Model Toxics
Control Act (MTCA). The Washington According to well logs, the static surface
Department of Ecology (Ecology) is water level of the Highline Aquifer is
responsible for implementing MTCA, approximately 80 to 200 feet beneath the
including listing areas or sites of known ground surface. Overlying aquitards of
contamination and delisting sites as clean-up glacial till and clay, which have very low and
activities are completed. Ecology's Toxics low permeabilities, protect the integrity of the
Clean-up Program has con_firmedthat some Highline Aquifer by restricting downward
areasof contaminationhave been cleaned-up, movement of contaminants through these
All Ecology Toxics Clean-up Program files, layers. For these reasons, the U.S. EPA
including a list of known areas of considers the Highline Aquifer to have a low
groundwater contamination and the status of susceptibility to contamination from
completed and activities at the Airport (i.e., contaminants originatin.g from the ground
records)are availableto the publicby surface.PC There Is no threatof
appointmentattheWashingtonDepartment contaminationtoSWD wellsfromexisting
of EcologyNorthwestRegionalOfficein contaminationat theAirportbecausethe
Bellevue. wellsarelocatedup gradientand/orcross

gradientof existingcontaminationand the
The intermediateor,HighlineAquifer(also directionofgroundwaterflow.Thesewells
calledthe ThirdCoarseGrainedDeposit would become more susceptibleto
(Qc(3))islocatedatan elevationbetween contaminationifexcavationofpotentialfill
about227and108feetabovemean sealevel, sourcematerialsatBorrowSourceArea 5
whichisover100feetbeneaththesurfaceof removeaquitards(e.g.,glacialtill)providing
theAirport.The SeattleWaterDepartment a potentialpathway for contaminants ........," -.

(SWD) has three operating wells in the originating on the ground surface to reach the
Highline Aquifer. Exhibit IV.10-4 shows underlying aquifer. However, even with ......
the locations of these production wells. The removal of these material, their up
Highline Water District (HWD), formally gradient/cross gradient location continue to
Water District 75, operates two wells in a protect them from contamination associated
deep aquifer (also called Fourth Coarse with theAirport.
Grained Deposit (Qc(4)), which is located at
about sea level. The two HWD wells serve Highline Water District wells also are
as a source of drinking water for over 39,000 protected from existing contamination by
customersT_-/ . The Des Moines well and the overlying aquitards. As indicated previously,
Angle Lake well (HWD wells) are located additional studies are being conducted to
about a mile southwest and south of the better determine detailed groundwater
Airport, respectively. The Des Moines well movement patterns in the vicinity of the
is located near Borrow Source Area 3 Airport. Both the Des Moines well and the
(Chapter IV, Section 19 Earth, includes a Angle Lake well are over a mile south or
discussion of Borrow Source Areas). All southwest of the nearest area of localized
three SWD wells are located north of SR 518 contamination near the Alaska Airlines
and the Airport. Two SWD wells, Riverton hangar and are considered, given current
Heights Wells #1 and #2, are located near data, to be up gradient and/or cross gradient
Borrow Source Area 5. The third SWD well, of the Airport.
Boulevard Park is located further north.

Most of the contamination at the Airport is
jet fuel, which has •relatively low water

23/ GroundwaterContaminationSusceptibilityAssessment, _ FinalReportHigMineWellFieldAquiferStorageand
HighlineWaterDistrict,SeaTae,WA,1994. RecoveryProject,SeattleWaterDepartment,1994.
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solubility and generally binds to soil existing laws, an approved wellhead
particles. Gasoline, which is also present, protection plan must be in place by mid-
contains hydrocarbon constituents that while 1996.22' Groundwater contamination
more mobile than jet fuel, also have relatively susceptibility assessments have been
low water solubilities and a tendency to completed for these wells, the first step in the
adsorb to sand, silt, and clay particles, wellbead protection planning process.
Geologic materials present between existing
contamination and I-Iighline Water District Based on previous geotechnical studies and
wells would restrict movement of ongoing groundwater monitoring in the
contaminated groundwater from perched vicinity of groundwater contamination,
groundwater and the upper aquifer to the uppermost groundwater beneath the Airport
deep Aquifer. In addition, there is no is located in perched zones that are laterally
indication from groundwater monitoring well discontinuous and likely do not discharge to
data that contamination is moving toward Miller or Des Moines Creeks. Flow of
either of these wells. Migration potential of groundwater in the shallow aquifer (advance
contaminants is low due to the low hydranlie outwash aquifer) generally appears to be
conductivities, ranging from about 0.3 to toward the west. The shallow aquifer
0.00003 feet per day2_/, low flow rates and discharges to Miller and Des Moines Creeks
high pollutant adsorption and retention where the creeks intersect advance outwash
capacity of geologic materials (i.e., till and deposits. Groundwater contamination areas
clay units) between localized areas of are located near the terminals on the east side
contamination and the wells. Therefore, it is of the Airport. Groundwater flow rates are
unlikely that potable water would become generally slow (a few feet per year). Because
eontarninated or be ingested and existing localized areas of contaminated groundwater

.... localized areas of groundwater contamination are isolated and small, geologic deposit
do not represent a potential threat to human conductivity rates are low, and contamination
or environmental health. In addition, is being monitored and cleaned up, it is
groundwater management activities being unlikely that contaminated groundwater
conducted in compliance with MTCA would reach Miller or Des Moines Creeks.
regulations are being designed to clean up
any potential threats to human or A more detailed recent geohydrology study at
environmental health, the Airport completed by the Port of Seattle

characterizes subsurface geology, aquifers,
Although neither the I-Iighline Aquifer nor and aquitards, groundwater occurrence,
the deep aquifer is a sole-source aquifer, movement, and recharge and discharge
wellhead protection plans are being prepared relationships in the vicinity of the Airport
to protect these wells from pollution within (Appendix Q-A of the Final EIS). This
the 10-year time of travel zone, which is the study confirms that:
area within about a half-mile radius of each

well. Deep Aquifer water quality is * There are four zones of groundwater
excellent. There have been no violations of occurrence: perched zone; upper or
drinking water standards or detectable shallow aquifer (Vashon Advance
volatile organic carbons in these wells.2_ In Outwash (QVA)), Intermediate or
conjunction with the federal Wellhead Highline Aquifer (Third Coarse Grained
Protection Program, Highline Water District Deposit (Qc(3)), and Deep Aquifer
and the Seattle Water Department are in the (Fourth Coarse Grained Deposit (Qc(4));
process of preparing wellhead protection
plans. The plans include identification and * Ground water is occasionally perched on
evaluation of potential sources of top of glacial till, within fill, or in
groundwater pollution adjacent to these wells isolated lenses of sand within glacial till
and specific measures for preventing deposits.
groundwater contamination. To comply with * Perched groundwaters beneath the

Airport are generally seasonal, laterally

25..../Geology of Seattle Washington, Bulletin of the discontinuous, and likely do not
Associationof EngineeringGeologists,28(3):239-302,
1991.

2_ PersonalcommunicationwithJayGibson,Planningand 2.7.' Letter from Scott Haskins,Acting Superintendent of
Construction Manager, Water District No. 75 on Water, SeattleWater Department,December 21, 1994
November15, 1994. toMichaelCheyne,Portof Seattle.
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discharge to Miller or Des Moines (3) FUTURE CONDITIONS
Creeks.

• Perched groundwater is generally Potential construction and operational impacts
separated from the uppermost aquifer are evaluated for five different construction
(advance outwash) by an aquitard of phases scheduled for completion by the years
glacial till (10-50 feet thick); this 2000, 2010, and 2020.
aquitard restricts the downward
movement of contamination from (A) Do-Nothin2 (Mternative 1_
localized areas of perchedgroundwaterto
the upperaquifer. Hydrology in Miller Creek and Des Moines

Creek would not change appreciablyin future
• The upper aquifer is generally located in years under Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing).

advance outwash deposits and generally Opportunities for new development in the
flows west; discharge from this aquifer upper reaches of the basin are limited and
to Miller and Des Moines Creeks occurs would be subject to increasingly more
in areas where the creeks intersect these stringent stormwater detention standards.
deposits. While annual stormwater volumes would

• A 50-to-100 foot thick aquitard of very increase with additional development, flood
low permeability silt and clay material frequencies would remain about the same.
(Lawton Clay) generally exists between Efforts such as improving the efficiency of
the upper and intermediate or Highline existing regional stormwater detention
Aquifer; this aquitard restricts the facilities and constructing new facilities
movement of pollutants from isolated could improve stream flow conditions by
areas of contamination in the upper further attenuating peak flow rates, thereby
aquifer to the intermediate aquifer; the reducing flooding, erosion, and
Lawton Clay aquitard appears to be sedimentation. These issues would be
discontinuous to the south near Borrow addressed as part of future basin planning
Source Area 1. activities jointly conducted by King County

• Downward movement of contaminants Surface Water Management Division, the
through clay and till aquitards is Port of Seattle, and the cities of Burien, Des
restricted by the very low hydraulic Moines, and SeaTac.
conductivity and highabsorptioncapacity
of the silt and clay particles in these Construction would not have the potential to
deposits, affect surface water and groundwaterquality

if a proposed new parallel runway and
• Removal of the glacial till aquitard at associated terminal options were not

borrow source areas would increase the constructed. Because of various conditions
susceptibility of the upper aquifer to of the Port of Seattle National Pollutant
contamination from substances Discharge Elimination System Permit
originating on the ground surface; in (NPDES) that would be implemented
addition, removal of the glacial till regardless of whether the proposed Master
aquitard would expose underlying Plan Update alternatives are completed, the
advance outwash deposits and increase quality of Airport stormwater runoff and
upper aquifer rechar.gearea and recharge water from the IndustrialWastewater System
volumes; these increases could be (IWS), which discharges to the Midway
reduced in the future if new Sewage Treatment Plant ouffall could
developments create impervious surfaces improve. Because pollutant sources in both
in these areas, the Miller and Des Moines Creekbasins and

• Construction of the parallel third runway Puget Sound appear to be widespread and
would reduce the upperaquifer recharge because the Airport likely contributes only a
area, but an overall net increase in upper fraction of the total pollutants to these waters,
aquiferrecharge area and volumes would the potential for improvement of these
result from activities in borrow source receiving waters is unlikely to be significant.
areas.

In the case of SR 509/South Access, the
roadway alignment could include at least 3
miles of roadway length in the Des Moines
Creek watershed and 0.7 miles in the Miller
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Creek watershed.2_ The SR 509 roadway 4 were less than those for Alternative 1. On-
alignment would impact several wetlands and site detention, combined with diverting 66
cross Des Moines Creek in up to three acres of impervious surface area at SASA
different locations. Coordinating mitigation from the stormwater system to the industrial
associated with the Master Plan Update waste system,2_ caused the lower peak flow
improvements with the mitigation for this rates in Des Moines Creek for these return
roadway, in instances where these project periods. Regulating peak flow rates to the
areas impact a common resource, would 10-year remm period rate and more
increase the effectiveness of the mitigation frequently occurring flows would decrease
and minimize the likelihood of significant future flooding and erosion potential in Des
cumulative impacts. Moines Creek.

(B) "With Proiect" Alternatives By adding impervious and compacted fill
(Alternative 2_3 and 4) areas to the watersheds, the "With Project"

alternatives would increase the annual runoff

Under the "With Project" alternatives, volumes in Miller Creek and Des Moines
approximately 97 acres of new impervious Creek. Annual runoff volumes would be
surface area and 264 acres of fill area would increased by 6 to 11 percent at various
drain to Miller Creek. Approximately 95 locations in Miller Creek and 1 to 2 percent
acres of new impervious surface area and 282 in Des Moines Creek (Table IV.10-9).
acres of fill area would drain to Des Moines However, 91 to 93 percent of the incremental
Creek. volume in Miller Creek would occur at rates

less than the 1.11-year return period flow
Stormwater leaving the Airport area would rate, and 97 percent would occur at rates less
be detained according to Washington State than the 2-year return period flow rate.
Department of Ecology standards. To meet Approximately 92 to 96 percent of the
these standards, preliminary hydrologic incremental volume in Des Moines Creek
modeling indicated that approximately 61 would occur at rates less than the 1.11-year
acre-feet of new stormwater detention return period flow rate, and 97 to 99 percent
volume would be needed on-site in the Miller would occur at rates less than the 2-year
Creek watershed, and 31 acre-feet would be return period flow rate. The 1.11-year and 2-
needed on-site in the Des Moines Creek year return period flow rates are generally
watershed, considered to be responsible for defining the

shape of stream channels; therefore, most of
A conceptual layout of the stormwater the additional volume added to the creeks
management facilities and discharge would pass downstream at rates having low
locations is shown in Exhibit IV.10-5. erosion potential.
Hydrologic simulations indicate the peak
flow rates in Miller Creek would be slightly Flow exceedance characteristics were
lower in comparison to Alternative 1 for the determined for both Miller Creek (Exhibit
flood frequencies listed in Table IV.10-4. At IV.10-6) and Des Moines Creek (Exhibit
Location B, for instance, the 100-year peak IV.10-7) for different seasons of the year.
flow rate was predicted to decrease from 293 Low and median flows for both creeks were
cfs under Alternative 1 to 292 cfs under largely unaffected during the summer months
Alternatives 2, 3, or 4. Peak flow rates for (May-September) and only slightly affected
return periods of 1.11 years and 2 years were during the winter months (October-April). In
estimated to be lower for Alternatives 2, 3, or Miller Creek, high flows increased on
4 compared to those of Alternative 1 (shown average by 0.2 cfs during the summer months
in Table IV.10-7A). In Des Moines Creek, and 1.4 cfs during the winter months when
in-stream peak flow rates for Alternative 2, 3, comparing Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) to the
or 4 were predicted to be the same for the "With Project" (Alternatives 2, 3 and 4). In
100-year return period compared to those of Des Moines Creek, high flows increased on
Alternative 1 (see Table IV.10-8). For the average by 0.1 cfs during the summer months
1.11-year, 2-year, and 10-year return periods, and increased on average by 0.6 cfs during
flow rates predicted for Alternatives 2, 3, and the winter months when comparing

28, SR5091SouthAccessRoadDisciplineDraftReport - 29_ SouthAviationSupportArea FinalEnvironmental
WaterQuality,ShapiroandAssociates,Inc., 1994. ImpactStatement,Portof Seattle,1994.
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Alternative 1 to Alternatives 2 through 4. and from construction equipment
The magnitude of changes in flow was maintenance activities. Because spilled
similar at Locations A, C, and E. These petroleum products and other substances •
relatively small changes in flow rates would generally are bound to soil particles, spilled
not appreciably alter the existing character of substances are unlikely to reach or
these stream channels, contaminate surface water or groundwater.

Potential transport also is related to the
Two variations in the design of Alternatives 2 distance of a spill site from surface and
through 4 include runway lengths of 7,000 groundwater resources, the size of the spill,
feet and 7,500 feet instead of an 8,500-foot construction site characteristics (e.g., soils
length. The 7,000-foot and 7,500-foot and topography), and contractor
runway lengths would create approximately preparedness. Impacts from potential spills
18 percent and 12 percent less impervious can be mitigated by. implementation of best
area, respectively, compared to the 8,500- management practices (e.g., construction
foot runway length. A corresponding waste handling plans and fueling and vehiele
reduction in the magnitude of peak runoff maintenance plans) and strict contractual
rates entering the stormwater management requirements of contractors.
facilities would result. Since flow rates
leaving the facilities axe limited by Potential increases in suspended solids or
stormwater release rate criteria_ the peak other pollutants (e.g., spilled petroleum
flow rates at the outlets would be about the products) from construction sites are directly
same for each of Alternatives 2 through 4, related to the size of the construction area,
regardless of runway length. Smaller the amount of exposed soil, topography,
amounts of detention volume would be proximity to water bodies, and the
required for the 7,000-foot and 7,500-foot effectiveness of erosion and sediment control
runway lengths to attenuate peak flow rates plans. Phase 1 construction activities
to Department of Ecology criteria. In scheduled for completion by the year 2000
comparison to the 8,500-foot length, the have the greatest potential to affect surface
7,000-foot and 7,500-foot runway lengths and groundwater quality because
would result in more infdtration and less construction areas total 193 acres (for an
annual runoff volume. 8,500-foot runway). Phase 1 construction

activities include construction of the new
Potential construction impacts on surface parallel runway, realignment of South 156th
water quality generally would be p.rimarily Way and South 154th Street, and
related to short-term increases m total construction of other airport infrastructure.
suspended solids from erosion and Unless mitigated effectively through
sedimentation. Such impacts would be compliance with grading and drainage design
mitigated by implementation of an approved standards, runway construction, which
stormwater pollution prevention plan and involves clearing, grading, and filling of 249
erosion and sedimentation control plan, acres, would eontribute significant quantities
which are required conditions of the Port of of sediment to Miller Creek and Des Moines
Seattle NPDES permit for the Airport. These Creek and temporary increases in suspended
plans would be required before construction sediment levels. Without effective
could begin and would include specific mitigation, Phase 1 construction ofthe7,500-
performance standards and contingency foot runway or 7,000-foot runway option also
plans, would result in temporary increases in

suspended solids in Miller and Des Moines
Another potential construction impact on Creeks. Because of the smaller areas
water quality involves a range of pollutants affected, the 7,500-foot and 7,000-foot
used during construction (e.g., fuels, runway options would have incrementally
lubricants, and other petroleum products, and lower risks of temporarily increasing the
construction waste such as concrete wash concentration of total suspended solids in
water). Pollution could result from these creeks.
accidental spills of these substances, from
leaking storage containers, from refueling, Construction activities scheduled for

completion by the year 2010 (Phases 2 and 3)
are limited to airport infrastructures required

3.ff StormwaterManagementManualfor thePugetSound tO support airport operations, including
Basin, WashingtonStateDepartmentof Ecology,1990.
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expansion of existing parking, creation of a in stormwater runoff as suspended solids. It
new parking garage, and expansion of the is assumed that all sediment yielded from
north and south satellites. All of these fillslopos and cutslopes would be delivered to
proposed construction activities (involving stormwator management facilities and
about 80 acres) are within the Des Moines proposed conceptual stormwater runoff
Creek drainage basin. Increased erosion and control wet vaults, wet ponds, and
sedimentation during construction of landside biofiltration swales would remove at least
options would contribute to temporary 80% of suspended solids in stormwator
increases in total suspended solid levels, runoff. Therefore, 20% of the estimated
Potential impacts on water quality axe not sediment yields would be delivered to Miller
expected, however, since implementation of and Des Moines Creeks as TSS.
erosion and sedimentation control plans
(which are required before construction During and up to 1 year after construction, it
begins) would effectively control erosion is estimated there would be an increase in
through prevention or collection of eroded TSS loading of imtween about 28 to 71 tons
material in nearby catch basins. If Best per year to Miller Creek and between about
Management Practices (BMPs) are not 24 to 60 tons per year to Des Moines Creek,
effectively implemented, Phase 2 and 3 depending on the effectiveness of erosion
construcuon activities could result in controls. Based on estimated existing
temporary increases in suspended sediment sediment loadings (as TSS) for Miller Creek
levels inDesMoinesCreek, and Des Moines Creek, these represent

estimated increases of about 11 to 27%
Activities scheduled for completion by the (Miller) and 14 to 36% (Des Moines) during
year 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) involve about 40 and immediately after construction. As
acres or about 22% of the total area affected vegetation becomes established the first year
by Phases 1 through 3. Activities include after completion of construction, average
construction of new taxiways, additional annual increased sediment loading would be
expansion of the north and south satellites, expected to decrease exponentially to about
additional expansion of existing parking 10 tons per year on Miller Creek and 7 tons
facilities, and new aircraft maintenance per year on Des Moines Creek; these
facilities within the South Aviation Support represent an increase of about 4% compared
Area (SASA). Proposed landside to existing total loading for both creeks.
construction activities, which generally These estimated increased loadings may be
would redevelop previously developed areas, higher than actual loadings, as some of the
are within the Des Moines Creek drainage eroded material would be expected to be
basin. If erosion and sedimentation control deposited at the base of slopes and would not
and construction waste management plans are be delivered to stormwater runoff facilities or
effectively implemented, significant Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Actual
temporary increases in suspended sediment increases in sediment loading to the creeks
levels or other pollutants in Des Moines depends on the effectiveness of the erosion
Creek from Phases 4 and 5 construction and sediment control measures implemented
activities are unlikely, as part of an approved erosion and sediment

control plan. Numbers could be higher if
Potential increases in total suspended solids untreated stormwater runoff from
(TSS) in Miller and Des Moines Creeks from construction and borrow source areas reaches
sheet and rill erosion of fillslopes and Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
cutslopes have been estimated (Please see
Chapter IV, Section 23 for a more detailed In addition to potential impacts to surface
discussion on erosion and sedimentation water, activities at borrow source areas could
estimates). Sediment yielded from fillslopes affect groundwater resources by altering
and borrow source areas and actual amount geology and changing groundwater recharge,
of sediment reaching the creeks would be movement, and discharge patterns. In
expected to be reduced by removal of general, precipitation percolates through
suspended solids by stormwater management shallow mantles of soil to underlying glacial
facilities (i.e., wet vaults, wet ponds, and till (except at borrow source area 3 where till
biofiltration swales). The primary is generally absent), contributing to
mechanism for delivery of sediment from seasonally perched groundwater,
these sites to Miller and Des Moines creeks is groundwater recharge, and groundwater
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discharge to Miller and Des Moines Creeks acute effects on salmonids.32' Increases in
(along slopes near the creeks). Removal of the quantities of glycols or runway anti-icers ......
glacial till layers at most borrowsource areas (i.e., urea and potassium acetate) in
would expose underlying advance or stormwater runoff could contribute on
recessional outwash deposits increasing adverse effects on aquatic biota in MiUer and
potential recharge and susceptibility to Des Moines Creeks.
contamination of the uppermost aquifer,
which is located in advance outwash Operational activities related to Phases 2, 3,
deposits. Removal of glacial till layers and 4, and 5 would not have significant adverse
exposure of more permeable advance and effects on water quality. Completion of these
recessional outwash could result in phases, which consist almost entirely of
proportional reductions in perched redevelopment of previously developed
groundwater or increases in upper aquifer areas, would not significantly increase
(advance outwash aquifer) recharge, impervious surface areas, stormwater runoff,
Potential impacts on perched groundwater or pollutant loading to Miller and Des
and upper aquifer recharge, discharge, and Moines Creeks.
movement patterns depends on the geology at
these sites, proposed grading plans and future Under Phases 2 through 5, pollution of
site development. Please see Chapter IV, surface water and groundwater could result
Section 23 "Construction Impacts" of the from airport operations via the use or leakage
Final EIS for a more detailed discussion of of hazardous materials (e.g., fuels and other
potential impacts to surface and groundwater, petroleum products) stored in large quantifies

at the Airport. Causes of past fuel spins to
Potential operational impacts on surface and Des Moines Creek have been remedied
groundwater quality are related primarily to through containment and recovery measures
the amount of new impervious surface area now in place. Future spills of fuel and other
and increased stormwater runoff. Airport substances used at the Airport are unlikely to
stormwater outfalls to Miller and Des Moines reach Des Moines Creek because tenants are
Creeks are shown in Exhibit IV.10-8. About required to prepare and implement spill
193 acres of new impervious surface would prevention, control, and countermeasures
be created upon completion of Phase 1 (i.e., plans. In addition, the Port of Seattle also is
Year 2000). Drainage from the new runway required to prepare a Spill Prevention,
and taxiways would be detained on-site and Control and Countermeasures Plan as part of
then conveyed to both Des Moines Creek and the NPDES Permit issued and enforced by
Miller Creek. Although proposed stormwater the Washington Department of Ecology. The
management facilities would remove some permit contains a series of general and
pollutants from airport runoff, Miller and Des specific conditions designed to prevent and
Moines Creeks would receive increased control delivery of pollutants to Miller and
loadings of organics, metals, fecal coliform Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound.
bacteria, and nutrients during storms.
Increases in the loadings of these pollutants Chapter IV, Section 16 "Plants and Animals"
in these creeks during storms would includes a discussion of the portions of
contribute to violations of Class AA water Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, and
quality standards for dissolved oxygen, their tributaries which would be directly
copper, lead, zinc, and ammonia. These affected and require relocation as a part of
increases would adversely affect the the Master Plan Update improvements.
beneficial uses of these streams and could
result in acute and chronic effects on aquatic (C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3)
biota (i.e., impairment of the propagationof
aquatic biota). As was described earlier, approximately 97

acres of impervious surface area and 262
Concentrations of glycols detected in Airport acres of fill area would drain to Miller Creek
stormwater runoff are several orders of with the Preferred Alternative (Alternative
magnitude below levels reported to have 3). Approximately 95 acres of impervious

31, Seattle-TacomalnternationaIAirportDe-lcer/Anti-lcer
Study.PreparedbyWoodward-ClydeConsultantsfor
thePortofSeattle1993.
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- surface area and 282 acres of fill area would Moines Creek for different seasons of the
drain to Des Moines Creek. To meet the year. Low and median flows for both creeks
Washington State Ecology standards, would be largely unaffected during the
approximately 61 acre-feet of new summer months (May-September) and only
stormwater detention volume would be slightly affected during the winter months
needed on-site in the Miller Creek watershed, (October-April). In Miller Creek, high flows
and 31 acre-feet would be needed on-site in would increase on average by 0.2 cfs during
the Des Moines Creek watershed, the summer months and 1.4 cfs during the
Hydrologic simulations indicate the peak winter months when comparing Alternative 1
flow rates in Miller Creek would be slightly (Do-Nothing) to the Preferred Alternative. In
lower in comparison to the Do-Nothing for Des Moines Creek, high flows would
the flood frequencies assessed. At Location increase on the average by 0.1 cfs during the
B, for instance, the 100-year peak flow rate summer months and increase on average by
would decrease from 293 cfs under 0.6 cfs during the winter months when
Alternative 1 to 292 cfs under with the comparing Alternative 1 to the Preferred
Preferred Alternative. Peak flow rates for Alternative. The magnitude of changes in
return periods of 1.11 years and 2 years were flow would be similar at Locations A, C, and
estimated to be lower compared to those of E. These relatively small changes in flow
Alternative 1. In Des Moines Creek, in- rates would not appreciably alter the existing
stream peak flow rates would be the same for character of these stream channels.
the 100-year return period compared to those
of Alternative 1. For the 1.11 year, 2-year, Potential construction impacts on surface
and 10-year return periods, flow rates would water quality generally would be p.rimarily
be less than those for Alternative 1. On-site related to short-term increases m total
detention, combined with diverting 66 acres suspended solids from erosion and
of impervious surface area at SASA from the sedimentation. Such impacts would be
stormwater system to the .industrial mitigated by implementation of an approved
wastewater system, 2z' would cause the lower stormwater pollution prevention plan and
peak flow rates in Des Moines Creek for erosion and sedimentation control plan,
these return periods. Regulating peak flow which are required conditions of the Port of
rates to the 10-year return period rate and Seattle NPDES permit for the Airport. These
more frequently occurring flows would plans would be required before construction
decrease future flooding and erosion could begin and would include specific
potential in Des Moines Creek. performance standards and contingency

..... plans.
By adding impervious and compacted fill
areas to the watersheds, the annual runoff Another potential construction impact on
volumes would increase in Miller Creek and water quality involves a range of pollutants
Des Moines Creek. Annual runoff volumes used during construction (e.g., fuels,
would be increased by 6 to 8 percent at lubricants, and other petroleum products, and
various locations in Miller Creek and 1 to 2 construction waste such as concrete wash
percent in Des Moines Creek. However, 91 water). Pollution could result from
to 93 percent of the incremental volume in accidental spills of these substances, from
Miller Creek would occur at rates less than leaking'storage containers, from refueling,
the 1.11-year return period flow rate, and 97 and from construction equipment
percent would occur at rates less than the 2- maintenance activities. Because spilled
year return period flow rate. Approximately petroleum products and other substances
92 to 96 percent of the incremental volume in generally are bound to soil particles, spilled
Des Moines Creek would occur at rates less substances are unlikely to reach or
than the l.ll-year return period flow rate, contaminate surface water or groundwater.
and 92 to 97 percent would occur at rates less Potential transport also is related to the
than the 2-year return period flow rate. distance of a spill site from surface and

groundwater resources, the size of the spill,
Flow exceedance characteristics were construction site characteristics (e.g., soils
determined for both Miller Creek and Des and topography), and contractor

preparedness. Impacts from potential spills
can be mitigated by. implementation of best

32, SouthAviationSupportArea Final Environmental management practices (e.g., construction
lmpact Statement,Portof Seattle, 1994.
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waste handling plans and fueling and vehicle and large-scale projects in the watersheds. In the
maintenance plans) and strict contractual Des Moines Creek watershed, proposed non-
requirements of contractors. Master Plan Update projects and other urban

development would add impervious surface area
Potential increases in suspended solids or in the watersheds and reduce infiltration. As with
other pollutants (e.g., spilled petroleum all new development, these projects would be
products) from construction sites are directly required to provide stormwater management
related to the size of the construction area, facilities designed to Ecology standards. As
the amount of exposed soil, topography, currently planned, impacts from each project
proximity to water bodies, and the would be mitigated on a project-by-project basis.
effectiveness of erosion and sediment control
plans. Although it is anticipated that construction and

operational impacts on water quality would be
Operational activities related to Phases 2, 3, mitigated through implementation of NPDES
4, and 5 would not have significant adverse permit requirements, detention requirements, and
effects on water quality. Completion of these compliance with state water quality standards,
phases, which consist almost entirely of construction and operation of the proposed
redevelopment of previously developed Master Plan Update alternatives and other
areas, would not significantly increase projects in the vicinity could contribute to
impervious surface areas, stormwater runoff, cumulative adverse effects on surface water and
or pollutant loading to Miller and Des groundwater resources. Implementation of an
Moines Creeks. erosion and sedimentation control plan would

reduce temporary increases in total suspended
Under Phases 2 through 5, pollution of solids but may not eliminate them. Similarly, the
surface water and groundwater could result potential for pollutant loading would be reduced
from airport operations via the use or leakage but not eliminated by the required stormwater
of hazardous materials (e.g., fuels and other management facilities (e.g., detention facilities,
petroleum products) stored in large quantities wet ponds, biofiltration swales). The proposed
at the Airport. Causes of past fuel spills to project in combination with other proposed
Des Moines Creek have been remedied development in these drainage basins would
through containment and recovery measures result in increased pollutant loading to receiving
now in place. Future spills of fuel and other waters and adverse cumulative effects on water ......
substances used at the Airport are unlikely to quality.
reach Des Moines Creek because tenants are
required to prepare and implement spill These other projects also could contribute to
prevention, control, and countermeasures cumulative effects on groundwater. Conversion
plans. In addition, the Port of Seattle also is of forests and other vegetated areas to impervious
required to prepare a Spill Prevention, surfaces contributes to reduced infdtration and
Control and Countermeasures Plan as part of groundwater recharge. Reductions in pervious
the NPDES Permit issued and enforced by areas would reduce recharge to perched
the Washington Department of Ecology. The groundwater and aquifers. Assuming that
permit contains a series of general and shallow groundwater discharges are a component
specific conditions designed to prevent and of base flows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks,
control delivery of pollutants to Miller and incremental reductions in groundwater discharge
Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound. could reduce base flows in these creeks.

Chapter IV, Section 16 "Plants and Animals" (5) MITIGATION
includes a discussion of the portions of
Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, and The following stormwater management
their tributaries which would be directly mitigation would be required unless basin plans
affected and require relocation as a part of determine that other criteria would be acceptable:
the Master Plan Update improvements.

• Provide stormwater detention for
construction and operation of new on-site

(4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS development. Detention criteria would be
based upon Department of Ecology standards

Hydrology in Miller Creek and Des Moines limiting 2-year peak flow rates from the
Creek could be affected by future development developed portions of the site to 50 percent
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of the existing 2-year rate, limiting the enhanced biofiltration and water quality
developed 10-year flow rate to the existing improvement and the third cell would be off-
10-year rate, and limiting the developed 100- line, vroviding detention for large storm
year flow rate to the existing 100-year rate. events _--4/.
Storrnwater detention volumes would be

provided with either underground storage Various mitigation requirements, as stipulated by
vaults, as shown in Exhibit IV.10-5, or with federal, state, and applicable local laws, policies,
regional storage ponds. Detention and design standards, would be applicable to
requirements of Ecology's Stormwater construction and operation of the proposed new
Management Manual for the Puget Sound parallel runway and landside development at the
Basin are more stringent than those of the Airport. These requirements would be
King County Surface Water Design Manual, components of the proposed design and are
the latter of which have been adopted by the expected to reduce potential impacts on surface
City of SeaTac. The King County Surface water and groundwater quality. For example,
Water Design Manual is presently being potential temporary increases in suspended solids
revised and the revised version is expected to levels in Miller and Des Moines Creeks or their
contain design standards that are comparable tributaries from construction activities would be
to or more stringent than Ecology's manual, reduced by implementation of an effective

erosion and sedimentation control plan, which is

• Stormwater quality treatment would be required before constmetion could begin.
provided with a combination of wet vaults
and biofiltration swales. Effective erosion and sedimentation control could

be achieved by using a system of erosion controls
• Design stormwater facility outlets to reduce (e.g., mulching, silt fencing, sediment basins, and

channel scouring, sedimentation and erosion, check dams) that are properly applied, installed,
and improve water quality. Where possible, and maintained. In a study of construction sites
flow dispersion and outlets compatible with in King County between January 1988 and April
the proposed stream mitigation (Appendix P) 1989, the most common reasons for ineffective
should be incorporated into engineering erosion control plans included failure to install
designs. Best Management Practice (BMP) erosion

• To mitigate potential reductions in shallow controls, improper installation of erosion
groundwater recharge and incremental controls, and failure to maintain erosion
reductions in base flows in these creeks, controls._' The Port of Seattle may need to
infiltration facilities would be constructed include specific provisions in its agreements with
where feasible. One location has been contractors to ensure that erosion control
identified as suitable for shallow infiltration measures are properly installed and maintained
facilities an area in the northeast comer of the during construction activities (e.g., performance
Airport. 33/. bonds).

• Existing and proposed new stormwater
facilities should be maintained according to Use of BMPs at construction sites, such as spill
procedures specified in the operations containment areas, phasing of construction
manuals of the facilities, activities (to minimize the amount of disturbed

and exposed areas), and conducting activities
• The potential for using constructed aquifers during the dry season (April through September),

within the runway fill, as described in also should prevent or reduce potential impacts
Appendix Q-C, should be further on surface water and groundwater quality.
investigated. According to the NPDES permit (Permit No.

• Tyee pond would be relocated and enlarged WA-002465-1) issued by the Washington State
as part of the SASA project. The relocated Department of Ecology, the Port of Seattle is
and enlarged pond would be a three-celled
system with 40 to 45-acre feet storage
capacity located north of the main SASA _-_ SouthAviationSuppportAreaFinal Environmental
footprint. The f'u'st two cells would be lmpaetStatement,Portof Seattle,1994.
densely vegetated emergent wetland cells for 35, Erosion and Sediment Control: An Evaluation of

Implementationof Best Management Practices on
Construction Sites in King County, Washington

33J Draft Technical Memorandumdated June 28, 1995 January 1988-April1989. Preparedby C. Tiffany,G.
from Dan Cambell,HongWest & Associates, Inc. to Minton,andR. Friedman-Thomasfor the KingCounty
Jim Petersonand John Genkshow,HDR Engineering, ConservationDistrict, Renton, WA. King County.
Inc. 1990.
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responsible for developing and implementing a • whole effluent (both IWS and
construction erosion and sedimentation control stormwater) toxicity studies .......
plan to prevent and control the potential for water • a marine sediment monitoring study.
quality impacts .on surface water from all • Major elements of the SWPPP include:
construction activities at the Airport. • monitoring of base flow and stormwater

runoff from the Airport outfalls;
Temporary and permanent terraces are
recommended for fillslopes and cutslopes • identification and implementation of
wherever possible because they reduce sheet and operational BMPs and applicable source
rill erosion. Terraces reduce slope length, control BMPs that do not require capital
reducing potential rill development and surface improvements (by December 31, 1995);
erosion. Terraces also increase deposition, • identification and implementation of
reducing transport of eroded materials from BMPs requiring capital improvements
construction sites. Other BMPs and mitigation (by June 30, 1997);
that could be used to reduce potential increases in • development of a list of pollutants that
TSS from construction activities include would be present in stormwater and
graveling of access roads, use of wheel wash estimation of annual quantities of these
facilities, and covering of loads. Prohibiting fuel pollutants in stormwater discharges;
storage, refueling, or maintenance of construction • inspection of SDS periodically to ensure
equipment at borrow source areas or they are functioning properly and that
implementing best management practices, such as there are no illegal discharges (i.e., to the
installing proper temporary fuel storage and spill SDS); and
containment or designated maintenance areas
would eliminate or reduce spills and • modification of the existing plan
contamination potential, whenever there is an alteration of airfield

facilities or their design, construction,

Several required and numerous optional practices operation or maintenance, which causes
are used to mitigate the potential for operational the SWPPP to be less effective in
impacts on surface water and groundwater controlling pollutants.
quality. The Port of Seattle's National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit In addition, the Port of Seattle is conducting a
requires the Port to prepare several plans and to stream study of Miller and Des Moines Creeks to .......
carry out several studies to identify pollutants determine the effects of Airport stormwater !
coming from the Airport, and to prevent and discharges on aquatic biota. Implementation of
control potential operational impacts on surface these plans and mitigation measures is expected
and groundwater resources from industrial to identify potential existing water quality
wastewater system (IWS) and storm drainage problems caused by airport operations and to
system (SDS) discharges, control and reduce the potential pollutant loading

to Miller and Des Moines Creeks and Puget
• Specific plans required as part of compliance Sound from the Airport.

with the NPDES permit include:

• a stormwater pollution prevention plan The Port of Seattle has completed or is in the
(SWPPP); process of completing a number of operational

• a spill prevention, control and BMPs and capital improvements that are
countermeasures plan (SPCCP); expected to reduce the amount of pollutants in

• a construction erosion and sediment stormwater runoff. The Port of Seattle has
control plan for each project exposing implemented a strategy to reduce anti-icing
more than 5 acres of ground; fluids. _-_ This strategy minimizes the amount of

• a pond sludge characterization and potassium acetate and urea required to anti-ice
treatment disposal plan; and runways and taxiways and the frequency of anti-

- a solid waste disposal plan. icer use by:

• Specific studies required as part of
compliance with the NPDES permit include: • Using remote sensors to provide temperature

and moisture data on runway and taxiway
• an engineering and treatability study of

the IWS
• a vehicle washwater study
• annual stormwater monitoring reports L.6_StormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan,Portof Seattle,June30, 1995.
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-- surface conditions to determine when which presently drain to the SDS and Ouffall
chemicals need to be applied; 002, to the IWS;

• Applying chemicals before ice forms, which • Connecting a suspected glycol source: an
requires less chemical compared to deicing; area north of the South Satellite to the IWS;

• Applying chemicals at specified rates using • Connecting the aviation industrial activity
applicators with metering systems, area now draining to Outfall 007, which is

suspected of contributing to elevated
This procedure is expected to reduce the amount ammonia and BOD with stormwater runoff,
of potassium acetate and ammonia in stormwater to the IWS; and
runoff and in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. * Connecting snow storage areas, which have

been identified as probable sources of
In accordance with the SWPPP, the Port of glycols, to the IWS.
Seattle has completed or is in the process of
completing a number of mitigation actions.
Operational, source control, and capital These improvements are expected to reduce the
improvement BMPs completed and implemented amounts of anti-icing and deicing chemicals (e.g.,
as part of the SWPPP are expected to reduce the potassium acetate, ammonia, and glycols)
amounts of fecal coliform bacteria, potassium reaching SDS out-falls and Miller and Des Moines
acetate, glycols, ammonia, and other pollutants in Creeks.
stormwater runoff from reaching Airport
stormwater ouffalls and Miller and Des Moines The Stipulated Settlement Agreement and Agreed
Creeks. Recent capital improvements cgrrecting Order of Dismissal, which dismissed Ms.
specific identified problems include: 37j,_ Brasher's, Normandy Park Community Club's,

and the City of Des Moines' appeal of the Port's

• Installation of an elevated berm to contain NPDES permit contained the following
washwater from solid waste containers and Pr°visi°ns:39/
prevent drainage of fecal coliform bacteria to
Outfall 002.

• Creating a Monitoring Team, including
• Connection of areas in the C and D representatives appointedbytheappellants;

Concourse to the IWS.
• Conducting at least two additional sampling

The Port of Seattle continues to monitor events of permitted stormwater outfalls in

stormwater quality. The results of ongoing base 1995;
flow and stormwater runoff water quality • Contributing funds to the Des Moines Creek
monitoring are used to determine the need for Basin planning and visioning process;
additional BMPs and capital improvements to the • Developing a short-term monitoring plan in
SDS. The Port of Seattle develops BMPs and cooperation with the Monitoring Team to
structural improvements in coordination with sample Miller Creek basin outfalls and the
Ecology, as necessary, to mitigate operational ouffall from Lake Keba examining glycol,
impacts on water quality and aquatic biota in BOD TSS, flow, ammonia, and turbidity and
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. These are develop appropriate responses, as necessary,
reflected, in part, by periodic revisions to the for any identified water-quality problems.
SWPPP.

A number of capital improvements to the IWS are Additional mitigation for potential operational
scheduled to be completed on or before June 30, impacts to surface water quality would be

considered depending on the results of the stream
1997, including: monitoring study 4--°_and the effects of Airport

• Connecting the Port Maintenance Shop Yard stormwater runoff on Miller and Des Moines
and a portion of the U.S. Postal Service Creeks. Monitoring of selected stations upstream
aircraft parking area near the North Satellite, and downstream of Airport outfalls to Miller and

39/ StipulatedSettlementAgreementNo. 94-157,
37/ StormwaterPollutionPreventionPlan,Port of Seattle, WashingtonPollutionControlHearingsBoard,1995.

June 30, 1995. 401
38/ AnnualStormwaterMonitoringReportSummary,Port -- StormwaterReceivingEnvironmentMonitoringPlan,

of Seattle,August30, 1995. Portof Seattle,August,1995.
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Des Moines Creeks is planned for this winter (6) WATER CERTIFICATION ....
(95/96). Potential additional mitigation that
would be considered includes use of alternative, 49 USC 47106(c)(1)(B) requires that Airport
FAA-approvod runway anti-icing chemicals (e.g., Improvement Program applications for airport
calcium magnesium acetate and sodium formate) projects involving the location of a new runway
or diversion of runway runoff to the IWS during may not be approved unless the Chief Executive
anti-icing events. The latter option is being Officer of the state in which the project is
evaluated as part of ongoing IWS engineering located, or the appropriate state official certifies
study, which includes capital improvements to in writing that there is "reasonable assurance"
increase the treatment efficiency and capacity of that the project will be located, designed,
the IWS treatment plant, constructed, and operated in compliance with

applicable air and water quality standards.
Basin planning is another method for Therefore, certification from Washington State's
investigating mitigation of water quality impacts Governor's Office is required indicating that the
on Miller and Des Moines Creeks and Puget proposed project will comply with all applicable
Sound from Airport and urban runoff. Although water quality standards. Certification is issued in
the Airport affects relatively small proportions of the form of a Governor's Water Quality
both the Miller and Des Moines Creek drainage Certificate.
basins (approximately 5 and 30 percent,
respectively), activities on these areas could It is anticipated that the Governor's Certificate
significantly affect these drainages. The Port of will be issued before completion of the Record of
Seattle is actively participating in basin planning Decision.
activities in the Miller and Des Moines Creek
basins with local jurisdictions, including King
County and the cities of Des Moines, Normandy
Park, Sea-Tac, and Burien.
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TABLE IV.10-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF HYDROLOGIC PARAMETERS EVALUATED

Parameter RelevanceofParameter

Flood FloodfrequenciesforAlternativeIestablishbaselineconditionsandallowevaluationofthe

Frequencies performanceofstormwaterdetentionfacilitiesunderAlternatives2 through4. Flood
frequenciesareusefulforevaluatingfloodins anderosionpotential.

Flow Duration Increasesinflowdurationmay indicatepotentialforincreasedstreamchannelerosion.

AnnualRunoff IncreasesinrunoffvolumesrelativetoARcrnative1may indicateincreasedstreamchannel

Volume erosionpotentialandreductionsinshallowgroundwaterrecharge.

Flow Flow excee.danceparameterallowsseasonalevaluationoflow (90percentexceedance),
Exceedance median (50 percent exceedance), and high flow (I 0 percent exceedancc) conditions, which

could be related to aquatic habitat requirements.

TABLE IV.10-2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

DESCRIPTION OF WATERSH'EDS

Watershed

Category MillerCreekS' Des MoinesCreekS'

ExistingWatershed
Total Area (Acres) 5,183 3,585
Impervious Area (Acres) 1,224 1,202

Existing Land Uses in the Watershed (Acres)
Residential 3,238 1,052
Commercial 727 815

Airport 193 983
Open (parks, cemeteries, etc.) 720 735
Forest/Wetland 305 *

Airport- Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)
Total Area (Acres) 193 983
Impervious Area Draining to Industrial Waste 50 204
System (Acres)
Impervious Area Draining to Storm System (Acres) 60 369

Airport - Alternatives 2, 3, and 4 ("With Project")
Total Area (Acres) 519 1,187
Impervious Area Draining to Industrial Waste 50 270
System (Acres)
Impervious Area Draining to Storm System(Acres) 157 464

Forested and wetland area for Des Moines Creek are included among the other land use categories.

Source: Northwest Hydraulics, 1990; Shapiro & Associates, Gambrell Urban, 1994.

41_ Miller Creek Regional Stormwater Detention Facilities Design Hydrologic Modeling, Northwest Hydraulics Consultants,
1990.

_' Shapiro and Associates, and Gambrell Urban, 1994.
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- TABLE IV.10-4

Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport
Environmental Impact Statement

EXISTING FLOOD FREQUENCIES FOR LOCATIONS
ALONG MILLER CREEK

Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)

Return Flow Rates (cfs)
Period Probability Stream Location
(Years) (%) A B C

100 1 171 293 468
10 10 125 185 293
2 50 80 109 173

1.11 90 47 64 104

Location A is below the Lake Reba Detention facility Exhibit IV.10-1
Location B is at First Avenue South.
Location C is near the mouth of the creek.
Source: Montgomery Water Group, 1995.

-- TABLE IV.10-5

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

EXISTING FLOOD FREQUENCIES FOR
LOCATIONS ALONG DES MOINES CREEK

Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing)

Return Flow Rates (cfs)
Period Probability Stream Location

(Years) (%) D E
100 1 232 280
10 10 154 178
2 50 103 112

1.11 90 74 76

Location D is below the confluence of the east and west branches (Exhibit IV. 10-1).
Location E is at South 208th Street.
Source: Montgomery Water Group, 1995.
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TABLE IV.10-6

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

WASHINGTON STATE DEPARTMENT OF ECOLOGY

CLASS AA FRESHWATER WATER QUALITY STANDARDS

Parameter Standard

Fecal coliform bacteria Shall not exceed a geometric mean of 50 colonies per
100 mL, and shall have not more than 10 percent of
the samples used to calculate the geometric mean
exceeding 100 colonies per 100 mL.

Dissolved oxygen Shall exceed 9.5 mg/L.

Total dissolved gas Shall not exceed 110 percent of saturation at any
point of sample collection.

Temperature Shall not exceed 16"C due to human activities.
Temperature increases from point source discharges
shall not, at any time, exceed t = 23/(T + 5), where t
= the permissive temperature increase measured at
the mixing zone boundary and T = highest ambient
temperature outside the mixing zone in the vicinity of
the discharge. Incremental increases resulting from
non-point source activities shall not exceed 2.8"C.

pH Shall be within the range of 6.5 to 8.5 with a human-
caused variation within a range of less than 0.2 units. ....

Turbidity Shall not exceed 5 NTU over background when the
background turbidity is 50 NTU or less, or have more
than 10 percent increase in turbidity when
background turbidity is more than 50 NTU.

Toxic, radioactive, or deleterious Shall be below those that may adversely affect
material concentrations characteristic water uses, cause acute or chronic

conditions in the most sensitive aquatic biota, or
adversely affect public health.

Aesthetic values Shall not be impaired by the presence of materials or
their effects, excluding those of natural origin, which
offend the senses of sight, smell, touch, or taste.

Source:WAC173-201A.November25, 1992.
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TABLE 13/.10-7

- Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

LOW AND HIGH ESTEv_TES OF STORMWATER RUNOFF
POLLUTANT LOADING CONTRIBUTIONS (pounds/year)

for seven pollutants from the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport to Miller and Des Moines
Creeks compared to the total pollutant loads for these basins.

Airp_ortaz Remainder of Basin _ Total Basin Loadin_ % from Airport

Low High Low High Low High

Des Moines Creek

Parameter _

TSS 22,764 311,106 1.221.353 333,870 1,244,117 6.8 1.8
BOD 23,614 73,129 123.558 96,743 147,172 24.4 16.0
TP 212 986 4,187 1,198 4,399 17.7 4.8
Tot. Cu 103 161 285 264 388 39.0 26.6
Tot. Pb 15 413 553 428 568 3.5 2.6
Tot. Zn 232 1,129 1,547 1,361 1,779 17.0 13.0
O&G 5,954 32,363 32,363 38,317 38,317 15.5 15.5

Miller Creek

Parameter

TSS 2,995 522,300 2,669,300 525,295 2,672,295 0.6 0.1
BOD 3,058 139,775 209,900 142,833 212,958 2.1 1.4
TP 54 2,052 8,969 2,106 9,023 2.6 0.6
Tot. Cu 11 243 448 254 459 4.3 2.4
Tot. Pb 3 635 857 638 860 0.5 0.3
Tot. Zn 54 2,024 2,638 2,078 2,692 2.6 2.0
O&G 1,179 61,110 61,110 62,289 62,289 1.9 1.9

u Annual airportpollutant loadstakenfrom theSeattle-TacomaInternationalAirport StorrnwaterPollution Prevention
P/an, Portof Seattle,June, 1995.

Pollutantloadsforbasin,excludingtheAirport.
3/

A range of low and high pollutantloadingrates for differentland uses (e.g.,residential,commercial,open space)based
on data from thePacificNorthwestwasobtainedfromthe literature. Totalannualpollutantloadingswere calculatedby
multiplyingthe loadingratesbytheappropriatelanduseareaswithineachbasin(TableIV.10-2)

4/

TSS - total suspendedsolids;BOD- biochemicaloxygendemand;TP - totalphosphorus;Tot. Cu - totalcopper; Tot. Pb
- total lead;Tot. Zn - totalzinc;O&G- oiland grease.

ChapterIV - IV.10-20E -
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TABLE IV.10-7A

FLOOD FREQUENCIES AND RATES FOR LOCATIONS ALONG MILLER CREEK FOR

ALTERNATIVE 1 AND ALTERNATIVES 2, 3 AND 4.

Return Probability Alternative 1 Alternatives 2-4
Period (%) Flow Rates (cfs) Flow Rates (efs)
(Years) Stream Location Stream Location

A B C A B C
100 1 171 293 468 166 292 454
10 10 125 185 293 119 181 285
2 50 80 109 173 76 105 170

1.11 90 47 64 104 46 63 103

Location A is below the Lake Reba Detention facility (Exhibit IV.10-1). Location B is at First Avenue South.
Location C is near the mouth of the creek.

TABLE IV.10-8

FLOOD FREQUENCIES AND RATES FOR LOCATIONS ALONG DES MOINES CREEK FOR
ALTERNATIVE 1 AND ALTERNATIVES 2,3 AND 4.

Return Probability Alternative 1 Alternatives 2-4
Period (%) Flow Rates (cfs) Flow Rates (cfs)

(Years) Stream Location Stream Location
D E D E

100 1 232 280 232 280

10 10 154 178 149 173

2 50 103 112 96 I 108
1.11 90 74 76 68 I 74

Location D is below the confluence of the east and west branches (Exhibit IV. 1(3-1).
Location E is at South 208th St. .

TABLE IV.10-9 ,k......

ANNUAL RUNOFF VOLUMES TO MILLER CREEK AND DES MOINES CREEK

Miller Creek Des Moines Creek

Stream Location Stream Location

A B C D E

Annual Runoff Volume
(acre-feet)

Alternative 1 1,680 2,880 5,054 3,525 4,184
Alternatives 2-4 1,781 3,124 5,361 3,586 4,223

Change in Annual Runoff
Volume

(acre-feet) 101 244 307 61 39
(%) 6 8 6 2 1

Percent of Volume Increase 93 91 92 96 95
1

Flowing at < Q1 |1
Percent of Volume Increase 97 97 97 99 98
Flowing at < Q2oo z

QI.11 is the in-stream peak flow rate for a 1.1I-year return period.

Q2.00 is the in-stream peak flow rate for a 2-year return period.
Source: Montgomery Water Group, 1995.
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Sea-Tat Airport Master I" Update Final EIS

Exhibit IV.10-2. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative I at Location B along Miller Creek.
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Source: Montgomery Water Group, 1995.
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Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update Fil "IS

ExhibitIV.10-3. Averagelow, median,andhigh flow ratesfor
AlternativeI at LocationD alongDes MoinesCreek.
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Sea-Tac Airport Master. Update Final EIS

Exhibit IV.10-6. Average low, median, and high flow rates for
Alternative 1 and Alternatives 2-4 at Location B along Miller Creek.
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Source: Montgomery Water Group, 1995.
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Sea-Tat Airport Master Plan Update I "_F_.IS

Exhibit IV.10-7. Averagelow,median,and highflowrates for
AlternativeI andAlternative2-4 at LocationD alongDesMoinesCreek.
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Sea-Tac Airport Master 1-,,., Update Final EIS

CHAPTER IV, SECTION 11

WETLANDS

Proposed Master Plan Updatealternatives at Sea- Department of Fisheries and Wildlife. In
Tac Airport would affect existing wetlands, addition to required permits or approvals,
Impacts on these wetlands would include: compensatory mitigationwouldberequired.
placement of fill material, dredging, removal of
existing vegetation, and changes in hydrologic (1) METHODOLOGY
regimes as a result of increased impervious
surface area and stormwater management system Three different methods were used to identify
restructuring, wetlands, and potential impacts:

Wetlands that would be affected by each of the * comprehensive and intermediate, on-site
"With Project" alternatives are palustrine wetland determinations 2c/Jwere conducted to
emergent, scrub-shrub, open water, and forested delineate wetlands that could be affected;

systems.t t Wetland investigations of the airport * existing wetland delineations of portions of
area identified almost 144 acres of wetland. The the detailed study area were reviewed and
specific number of wetlands that would be included as part of this document; and
affected by the "With Project" alternatives will
be determined by how much earth is excavated * in those portions of the detailed study area
from the on-site borrow locations. Utilization of where fight-of-entry was not granted,
Borrow Area 8 (North Borrow Area) would result wetlands were identified from aerial
in direct imoaets occurring to 16-acres of wetland ................photographs, existing inventories, and
in six diffe-ent systems. Due to these large observations made from adjacent properties.
impacts, excavation is not proposed to occur in
Borrow Area 8. A detailed description of criteria used to make

wetland determinations is contained in Appendix

About 34 individual wetlands could be directly H-A. 4_ As is noted in Appendix A, the U.S.
affected by development at the Airport. Army Corps of Engineers is a cooperating agency

__ Including fill for the following: in the preparation of this EIS.

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Alternative Wetland Impacts A total of 55 individual wetlands were identified
Alt 1 (Do-Nothing) 1.70 acres

within the detailed study area and are shown in
Alt 2 (CentralTerminalwith): Exhibit IV.11-1. These wetlands range in size

8,500 ft runway 10.37 acres from approximately 0.02 acre to 30 acres with a
7,500 ft runway 9.43 acres total area of approximately 144 acres. A total of
7,000 ft runway 9.62 acres 20 emergent, 9 scrub-shrub, 4 open water, and 22

Alt 3 (NorthTerminalwith): forested wetlands were identified. Wetlands may
8,500 ft 10.37 acres have more than one classification, (i.e.,
7,500 ft 9.43 acres forested/scrub-shrub), in these cases the
7,000 ft 9.62 acres predominant vegetation class is listed first.

Alt 4 (SouthTerminalwith): Table IV.11-1 contains a list of wetlands
8,500 f_ 10.37acres identified, their classification, the approximate
7,500 ft 9.43 acres area of each wetland, and the degree to which
7,000 ft 9.62 acres they may be affected by the proposed Master

Plan Update alternatives.

Source:Shapiro& Associates.1995
Assumesfill is notexcavatedfrom On-SiteBorrowArea 8.

_- Corps of Engineers Wetlands Delineation Manual,
Adverse impacts on wetlands would require EnvironmentalLaboratory,1987.
permits or approvals from the following agencies: 3_/ Federal Manual for Identifying and Delineating
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Washington State Jurisdictional Wetlands. Federal InterageneyCommitteefor WetlandDelineation,1989.
Department of Ecology, and Washington 4_/ JurisdictionalWetlandDeterminationfor the Seattle-

Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update
It Classificationof WetlandsandDeepwaterHabitatsof Environmental lmpact Statement, Shapiro and

the UnitedStates,Cowardin,et al., 1979. Associates,Inc.,1995.
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Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update Final EIS

Wetlands provide hydrologic and biological quantities of wetland in Borrow Area 8, the
functions that are considered important to human excavation will not occur in this area ........
health, safety, and welfare. Hydrologic functions
provided by wetlands include: storage of flood or (B) West Wetland Area
storrnwater; enhancement of water quality by
filtering out pollutants; recharge of groundwater Thirteen wetlands (Wetlands 15 through 27)
aquifers; and dissipation of floodwater energy, were delineated in the area of the proposed
Biological functions of wetlands include new parallel runway during August and
providing breeding, feeding, nesting, and resting September, 1994. Ten additional wetlands
habitat for fish and wildlife species as well as (Wetlands 35 through 44) were identified in
retention and detention of nutrients. Different the west wetland area from either aerial-
classifications of wetlands are generally photograph interpretation or review of
considered to be better suited to provide different existing inventories, delineations were not
wetland functions. Forested and scrub-shrub conducted as fight-of-entry was not granted
wetlands are generally considered to provide by property owners. The west wetland area
greater flood energy dissipation and wildlife is bound on the west by Des Moines.
nesting habitat than that provided by emergent Memorial Drive S., on the east by existing
wetlands. Emergent wetlands are generally runways, on the north by S. 154th Street, and
considered to provide greater water quality on the south by S. 200th Street. Soils
improvement functions and wildlife feeding throughout this area consist of fill and are
opportunities than other wetland types. Open highly compacted. The wetlands in this area
water wetlands are usually associated with range in size from 0.06 acres (Wetland 22) to
groundwater recharge and fish habitat functions. 30.3 acres (Wetland 43).
Additional detail on the biological and hydrologic
functions impacted by the proposed Master Plan (C) South Aviation Support Area
Update alternatives are presented in the Wetland Wetlands

Mitigation Plan (Appendix P). T_ wetlands were identified within the

The following sections briefly describe the South Aviation Support Area (SASA). Two
location, size, and general characteristics of wetlands (Wetlands 52 and 53) were
wetlands in the study area. Wetlands are " identified and delineated as part of the 1994
discussed by region in which they occur, as SASA Final EIS. 5/ A wetland (Wetland 28)
illustrated in Exhibit IV.11-2: North Borrow was identified and the portion within the ......"
Source Areas and Warehouse/Parking Area, West potential construction area was delineated. _
Area, South Aviation Support Area, and South The SASA boundaries are demarked on the
Borrow Source Areas. Detailed descriptions of north by S. 188th Street, on the east by
each wetland are provided in Appendix H-A. Pacific Highway S. (Highway 99), on the

south by S. 200th Street, and on the west by
(A) North Borrow Source Areas (5 & 8) 18th Avenue S. Wetlands in this area range

and Warehouse/Parkin2 Area in size from 0.6 acres (Wetland 53) to 18.1
Wetlands acres (Wetland 28).

A total of 16 wetlands were identified in the
North Borrow Source Areas and the (D) South Borrow Area Wetlands
Warehouse/Parking Area. Of these, 14 were
delineated (Wetlands 1 through 14), and two Four wetlands (Wetlands 29, 30, 31, and 32)
(Wetlands 33 and 34) were identified from were delineated in the south borrow area
existing wetland inventories. Wetland during November 1994. The South Borrow
numbering follows the labels assigned in the Area (Borrow Areas 1, 2, and 3) is located
wetland delineation report as provided in between 16th Avenue S., 24th Avenue S., S.
Appendix HA. This portion of the study 216th Street, and S. 200th Street. Three
area is bound on the south by S. 154th Street, additional wetlands (Wetlands 48, 49, and
on the west by 15th Avenue S., on the north 50) were delineated and are described in the
by S. 146th Street, and generally on the east Des Moines CreekTechnology Campus Draft
by 28th Avenue S. Sizes of wetlands in this
area range from 0.07 acres (Wetland 1) to
17.6 acres (Wetland 33). As a result of the

5/ SouthAviationSupportArea Final EIS,Portof Seattle,
1991.
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EIS._' Des Moines Creek traverses this area summarizes potemial impacts on wetlands by
in a relatively deep ravine. Wetlands in this location and alternative.
area are smaller than 0.03 acres.

Construction of the proposed new parallel
(E) Other Wetlands runway, extension of Runway 34R, grading and

filling of the Runway Safety Areas, and
Four wetlands were identified in the general utilization of borrow source areas would require
vicinity, outside of any identified impact removal of existing vegetation, draining, and
area. These wetlands were not delineated but discharging of fill material to wetland habitats.
rather were identified from the National Existing wetland area and functions would be lost
Wetland Inventory Map, Des Moines, or diminished as a result of these actions. Loss of
Washington, Quadrangle. 7/ These wetlands wetland habitat and function represent a
range in size from 0.06 acres (Wetland 46) to significant adverse environmental impact.
26 acres (Wetland 54).

Wetland impacts associated with each of the
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS proposed Master Plan Update alternatives are

described below.
Of the 55 individual wetlands identified, 34 could
be directly affected by future airport (A) Do-Nothin_ (Alternative 1)
improvements at Sea-Tat. Each of the proposed
"With Project" alternatives would affect The Do-Nothing alternative would maintain
wetlands. The specific area of wetland that could Sea-Tae as it exists today. As the Port of
be affected would depend upon the amount of fill Seattle has received approval from the FAA
excavated from the on-site borrow locations, to initiate development of the South Aviation
This analysis assumes that Borrow Area 8 would Support Area, impacts to wetlands could
not be utilized. Wetland impacts can be avoided occur to complete that development. As was
or minimized through the use of off-site fill. described in the Final Environmental Impact
However, use of off-site material would increase Statement for the SASA development,
the amount of truck traffic affecting area roads approximately 1.7 acres of wetland would be
during the construction period, as discussed in affected (Wetlands 52, 53, and 55). No other
Section 23 "Construction Impacts". wetland impacts would be expected.

Proposed extension of SR509 could effect up
Development of an 8,500-ft runway and full to 11.1 acres of wetland.-8/ However, as a
utilization of the south borrow source and specific alignment as not been identified,
warehouse/parking areas would directly affect these impacts are not included in the Do-
about 10.4 acres of wetland including; 7.07 acres Nothing assessment.
of forested wetlands, 0.39 acres of scrub-shrub
wetlands, and 2.88 acres of emergent wetlands. (B) "With Project" Alternatives
Development of a 7,500-ft runway would directly (Alternatives 2_3_and 4)
affect 9.43 acres of wetland including; about 6.6
acres of forested wetland, 0.38 acres of scrub- Each of the "With Project" alternatives
shrub wetland, and about 2.46 acres of emergent would affect wetlands. No direct wetland
wetland. Development of the 7,000-ft runway impacts would be anticipated as a result of
option would directly affect about 9.62 acres of the various landside improvements.
wetland including; about 6.58 acres of forested However, wetland impacts would vary as a
wetland, 0.38 acre of scrub-shrub wetland, and result of the three alternative runway lengths
2.56 acre of emergent wetland. (8,500, 7,500, or 7,000 feet). Wetland

impacts associated with each runway length
All impacts on wetlands would be anticipated to option are listed in Table IV.I1-2.
occur during the Phase I time period (1996-2001).
No wetland impacts would occur as a result of
terminal expansion options. Table 1V.11-2

6/ Des Moines Creek Technology Campus, Draft
EIS, Port of Seattle, February, 1995.

7/ National Wetland Inventory Map, Des Moines,
Washington, Quadrangle, U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 1987. 8: SR SOg/SouthAccessDraftEIS,Deeember,1995.
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1. 8,500-fl New Runway as those described for the 7,500 foot-long
runway option. .....

Construction activities associated with
building an 8,500-ft proposed new * * *
parallel runway, separated by 2,500 feet
from Runway 16L/341L extending Development in the SASA would affect two
Runway 341L development of additional forested wetlands (Wetlands 52 and 53), and
warehouse and parking space, and shrub/scrub wetland (#55) with a total area of
utilizing Borrow Areas 1,2,3 and 5 for 1.7 acres. Proposed extension of Runway
structural fill would affect 10.37 acres in 34R would affect Wetland 28 (0.06 acre).
31 different wetland habitats.

Full development of warehouse/parking
Impacts associated with construction of facilities north of the existing air-cargo area
the proposed new runway include filling, at the Airport would directly affect two
grading, or otherwise affecting 7 forested forested wetlands (Wetlands 1 and 2). The
wetlands (Wetlands 11, 14, 18, 19, 21, total wetland impact as a result of
37, and 40) with a total area of construction in this area would be
approximately 2.88 acres. Two scrub- approximately0.81 acre.
shrub wetlands (Wetlands 20, and 22)
totaling 0.07 acre would be impacted. Utilization of Borrow Areas 1, 2, and 3 for
•Approximately 2.51 acres of 11 different structural fill would result in direct impacts
emergent wetlands would be affected by on two forested wetlands (Wetlands 29 and
construction of an 8,500-foot-long third 51), two scrub-shrub wetlands (Wetlands 30
runway. About 5.48 acres of wetland and 49), and three emergent wetlands
habitat would be impacted as a result of (Wetlands 31, 32, and 50). Total wetland
the proposed new parallel runway, area affected by utilization of the south

borrow source areas would be: 1.62 acres of

2. 7,500-ft New Runway ........ forested wetland habitat, 0.12 acre of scrub-
shrnb`-wet_and habitat, and 0.08 acre of

Impacts associated with new runway emergent wetland habitat. A total of 1.82
construction include fiIiing, grading, or acres of wetland habitat would experience
otherwise affecting 6 forested wetlands impacts as a result of development activities ......
(Wetlands 18, 19, 21, 25, 37, and 40) in this area.
with a total area of approximately 2.40 ' .......
acres. Two scrub-shrub wetlands (C) Preferred Alternative
(Wetlands 20 and 22) totaling 0.06 acre
would be directly impacted. As is describedin Chapter II, the Port of
Approximately 2.09 acres of 9 different Seattle staff have recommended the
emergent wetlands (Wetlands 12, 15, 16, implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit
17, 23, 24, 26, 35, and 41) would be Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a
affected by construction of a 7,500-foot- length of 8,500 feet. As the previous
long third runway. Impacts would occur paragraphs indicate, all of the alternatives
on 4.55 acres of wetland habitat as a would result in the filling of wetlands. The
result of the 7,500 ft long new parallel preferred alternative would result in the
runway, filling of 10.37 acres of wetland in 33

different wetland habitats. These impacts
3. 7_000-ft New Runway include the following:

Impacts associated with development of a • 7.07 acres of forested wetlands
7,000 foot-long runway would be similar * 0.39 acres of shrub-scrub wetlands
to those described for the 7,500 foot-long • 2.88 acres of emergent wetlands
runway option, with the exception of
emergent wetland impacts. Direct No wetlands were identified in Borrow Area
impacts as a result of this alternative 5. The Port will not excavate earth from
would include filling, grading or Borrow Area 8 in order to avoid over 16
otherwise affecting 2.19 acres of 9 acres of impact to wetland areas.
different emergent wetlands. Impacts on
scrub-shrub wetlands would be the same * * *

ChapterIV - IV.I 1-4-
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wetlands. Within the on-site alternatives
FAA Order 5050.4A "Airport Environmental (Alternatives 1 through 4), the Do-Nothing
Handbook" states: alternative (Alternative 1) will not satisfy the

Region's aviation needs. In assessing
"Federal agencies ... avoid undertaking or providing Alternatives 2, 3 and 4, attempts would be
assistance for new construction located in wetlands made to minimize adverse impacts to
unless the head of the agency finds: a) that there are wetlands.
no practicable alternatives to such construction, and

b) that the proposed action includes all practicable As the Do-Nothing alternative would not satisfy
measures to minimize harm to wetlands which may the needs identified by the EIS, it was determinedresult from such use." [Chapter 5, Paragraph 47 e
(11) (b)] not to be a practicable alternative.

Wetland impacts could be avoided through the
"The term 'practicable' means feasible. Whether acquisition of off-site fill to complete a portion of
another alternative is practicable depends on its the "With Project" alternatives. As is noted in
feasibility in terms of safety, meeting transportation the previous sections, about 16 acres of wetland
objectives, design, engineering, environment, could be affected in on-site Borrow Area 8.
economics, and any other applicable factors."

[Chapter 5, paragraph 47e(11)(e)] (4) CUMIII._TIVE IM]PACTS

In evaluating alternatives, Chapter II considered: As previously mentioned, a maximum of 10.37

• Off-site alternatives to satisfying the existing acres of wetland would be filled as a result of the
and future aviation needs - as was shown Master Plan Update "With Project" alternatives.
none of the off-site alternative can satisfy the Loss of this amount of wetland area, however,
need for the following reasons: should be viewed as one of many contributing tocumulative effects on natural resources in the

1. There is no sponsor, identified source of Puget Sound Region. The result of past wetland
funds or acceptable site for a new airport; filling has been to increase the functional

importanc': of the remaining wetlands in the
2. Extensive study of this issue resulted in Region. Removal or alteration of wetlands as a

the consideration of all alternatives for result of the alternative airport development and
addressing air transportation capacity other projects in the area may limit the ability of
issues in this Region. Based on this remaining wetlands to perform the lost or
process, the Puget Sound Regional diminished functions. This may be particularly
Council (PSRC)adopted Resolution A- true of the stormwater storage functions of
93-03 and EB-94-01 confirming that no wetlands in the project vicinity. Increased
feasible sites exist; and impervious surfaces associated with development

3. If a new site could be identified, market activities at the Airport may increase both the
forces would not enable it to be depth and duration of stormwater in remaining
successful until regional origin and wetlands. This could result in incrdased
destination air travel demand exceeds 10 floodwater elevations for longer periods of time
million enplanements annually - currently in the watershed.
forecast to occur around the year 2010.
In addition, all of the sites considered in (4) MITIGATION
the Major Supplemental Airport Study
were found to affeet wetlands. Actions that affect wetlands generally require

authorization from various federal, state, and
• Technology orActivity/DemandManagement applicable local agencies. In the State of

Alternatives - no technology or Washington, projects with significant adverse
activity/demand management related wetland impacts require a Section 404 permit
alternative is capable of addressing the poor from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps),
weather related constraint at Sea-Tat or to and Section 401 Water Quality Certification from
accommodate forecast increases in air travel the Washington State Department of Ecology
demand. (Ecology). In addition to the required permits

• On-Site Alternatives - Because of FAA safety and approvals, compensatory wetland mitigation
related airport design standards, no other on- may also be required to offset significant adverse
site alternative exists to avoid the fill of impacts on wetlands and their functions.

ChapterIV - IV. 11-5-
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The Port of Seattle has initiated the wetland to steeply sloping) or hydrologic (lack of
permittingprocess with the SeattleDistrict of the sufficient water) conditions, and (3) the FAA .......
Corps. The Corps is a cooperating agency in the guidelines strongly recommend9/that airports do
.preparationof this EIS. Additional coordination not have '_vildlife attractions" within 10,000 feet ......
Is anticipated with the Washington State of the edge of any active jet runway. For these
Department of Ecology. It is anticipated that reasons, the Port proposes to conduct wetland
permits would be issued after approval of the mitigation outside of the watershed where these
Final Environmental Impact Statement/Recordof constraints do not exist.
Decision for the MasterPlan Update actions and
that no adverse impactswould occuron wetlands The Port of Seattle is committed to attaining "no
as a result of the Master Plan Update prior to net loss" of wetlands through mitigation efforts.
issuance of the appropriatepermits. After investigating over 100 individual parcels,

the Porthas selected a site located within the City
Significant unavoidable adverse impacts would of Auburn for the development of the
occur to wetlands; these impacts include filling, compensatory wetland mitigation. This site,
grading, changes of hydrology, and removal of located in Section 31, Township 22N, Range 5E,
vegetation. The Port of Seattle would avoid Willamette Meridian in the Green River
adverse impacts where possible (e.g., use of off- watershed, is a 69 acre parcel of land slightly
site fill to avoid approximately 16-acres of south of S. 277th Street and east of AuburnWay.
wetland impact in Borrow Area 8), and would The undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the
minimize impact by using Best Management recent past, and currently supports a mix of
Practices (BMP) during construction and uplandpasturegrasses and forbs that are common
operationoftheproposed improvements. Among to abandoned agricultural land in the Puget
the BMPs to be utilized are: installation of silt- Sound Region. Approximately 4.3 acres of reed
fences around wetlands not being directly canarygrass-dominatedwetland was delineated at
affected, timing of constructionactivities to avoid the site. The site is bound by a variety of land
impacts during the rainy season, and staging of uses including agricultureto the north and south;
construction equipment and vehicles away from undeveloped land, multi-family housing and a
wetland areas, drive-in theater to the west; and the Green River,

patches of riparian forest, and undeveloped
In addition to avoidance and minimization as slopes to the east. A narrow strip of land along
mitigation for direct impacts on wetlands, the the western banks of the Green River is held by
Port of Seattle has identified the following King County. In December 1995, the Port of : _i
wetland compensatory mitigation needs as a Seattle gained ownership of the property
result of direct impacts on wetlands. Direct following completion of a bankruptcy proceeding
wetland impacts and mitigation area required, by the previous owners.
presented in Table IV.11-3, represents the
"worst-ease scenario;" that is, the maximum The Port of Seattle is coordinating with the Corps
wetland impact that could occur as a result of the of Engineers concerning the proposed mitigation
proposed action (a new parallel runway with a site and the plan included in this Final EIS.
length of up to 8,500 feet and full utilization of Appendix P contains a detailed mitigation plan
on-site south borrow source areas and warehouse/ for the proposed wetland mitigation, including:
parking facilities). Wetland mitigation ratios
listed assume creation of new wetland area as • Water regime;
presented in Appendix P. • Site grading;

• Landscape plan; and
After extensive study, the Port of Seattle has • Monitoring plan
selected a preferred wetland mitigation site in the
lower Green River Valley. Mitigation for Initially, the City of Auburn expressed
impacts on wetlands at the Airport, within the reservations concerning the development of the
watershed where the impacts may occur, is not mitigation site within the City boundaries.
feasible for three reasons: (1) the majority of the However, the final mitigation plan was developed
area surrounding the Airport is developed, and to reflect their concerns regarding land use.
not enough land area exists in the watershed to
create compensatory mitigation wetlands, (2)
much of the undeveloped land in the watersheds
is existing wetland, or land unsuitable for
wetland mitigation due to topographic (moderate 9/ "WildlifeAttractionsOnorNearAirports,"FAADraftAdvisoryCircular150/5200-,nodate.
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TABLE IV.11-1
Page 1 of 2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

WETLAND CLASSIFICATION AND AREA

(8,500 Foot Runway
Wetland Number Classification Area v (ac) Impact l' (ac)

1 PFO 0.07 0.07
2 PFO/EM 0.74 0.74
3 PFO 0.56 0.56
4 PFO 5.02 0.0
5 PFO/SS 4.58 0.0
6 PSS 0.878 0.0
7 PFO/OW/EM 6.7 0.0
8 PSS/EM 4.95 0.0
9 PEM/FO 2.85 0.13
10 PSS 0.31 0.0

11 PFO/EM 0.50 0.47
12 PEM/FO 0.21 0.21
13 PEM 0.05 0.05
14 PFO 0.19 0.19
15 PEM 0.28 0.28
16 PEM 0.06 0.06
17 PEM 0.03 0.03
18 PFO 0.12 0.12
19 PFO 0.57 0.57
20 PSS/EM 0.06 0.06

21 PFO 0.22 0.22
22 PSS/EM 0.06 0.06
23 PEM 0.78 0.78
24 PEM 0. !4 0.14
25 PFO 0.06 0.06
26 PEM 0.02 0.02
27 PEM 0.0 0.0
28 POW/S S 18.1 0.06
29 PFO 0.74 0.74
30 PSS/FO 0.50 0.50

31 PEM 0.05 0.00
32 PEM 0.05 0.05
33 PFO/SS/EM/OW 17.6 0.0
34 POW 1.4 0.0
35 PEM 0.21 0.18
36 PFO/EM 0.3 0.0
37 PFO/SS 2.41 1.68
38 PEM/SS 0.0 0.0
39 PFO 0.07 0.0

IV - IV. 11-6A -
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TABLE IV.11-1
, - - .Page 2 of 2

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Environmental Impact Statement

WETLAND CLASSIFICATION AND AREA

Number Classification Area v (ac) Impacts1: (ac)

40 PFO 0.09 0.09
41 PEM 0.08 0.08
42 PEM 0.5 0.0
43 PEM/SS/FO/OW 30.3 0.0
44 PFO/SS 0.7 0.0
45 PEM 5.0 0.0
46 POW 0.06 0.0
47 POW 0.2 0.0
48 PEM 0.02 0.0
49 PSS 0.02 0.02

50 PEM 0.03 0.03
51 PFO 8.1 0.48
52 PFO/SS 1.0 1.0
53 PFO 0.6 0.6
54 PSS/OW 25.7 0.0
55 PSS 0.04 0.04

TOTALS 143.8 10.37

Palusterine
EmergentMarsh
Open Water

Forested
Shrub/Scrub

Source: Parametrix;and Shapiro& Associates, Wetland impact values provided by a GIS operatedby CrambrcllUrbam,
1995. Wetland areavalues for wetlands 1-31 based on survey conducted by Port of Seattle (1995). Areavalues for
wetlands 32-48 based on GIS output. Area values for wetlands 49-54 based on existing literature.
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TABLE 137.11-2

SUMMARY OF WETLAND IMPACTS BY AREA AND ALTERNATIVE

Wetland Types Affected (acres) a/

Runway Length Option Forested Shrub/Scrub Emergent Total

8,500 ft. New Parallel Runway
Runway 2.88 0.07 2.51 5.48
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70
Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0.00 0.29 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1.62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.56

TOTAL 7.07 0.39 2.88 10.37

7,500 ft. Parallel Runways
Runway 2.40 0.06 2.09 4.55
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70
Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0.00 0.29 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1.62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.56

TOTAL 6.59 0.38 2.46 9.43

7,000 ft. Parallel Runways
Runway 2.49 0.06 2.19 4.7,_
SASA 1.50 0.20 0.00 1.70
Warehouse/Parking 0.51 0.00 0.29 0.81
South Borrow Areas 1.62 0.12 0.08 1.82
North Borrow Areas 0.56 0.00 0.00 0.56

TOTAL 6.68 0.38 2.56 9.62

_a/ All runwaylengthsassumea 2,500foot(dependent)separationfromRunway16L/34R.
The impactsnotedabove assumemaximumuse of southon-sitefillfor construction,resultingin aworst-case
presentationof wetlandimpacts.Assumesno materialis takenfromBorrowArea8.
Source: Parametrix;ShapiroandAssociates,andGambrellUrban, 1995.

TABLE IV.11-3

S_Y OF WETLAND IMPACTS AND POTENTIAL MITIGATION AREA
Wetland Class

Total Forested Shrub/Scrub Emer_;ent

Total Wetland in Study Area (ac) 143.8 51.7 50.8 41.3
Wetland Area Directly Impacted (ac) 10.37 7.07 0.39 2.88

Minimum Mitigation Ratio 2:1 2:1 1.5:1

Mitigation Area Required (ac) 19.24 14.14 0.78 4.32

Source:Parametrix;andShapiro& Associates,1995.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 12

FLOODPLAINS

Reported flooding and 100-year floodplains in existing stream flow information are used to
the Sea-Tat area were identified from the most identify existing and future peak flow rates and
recent Flood Insurance Rate Maps compiled by flood frequencies. Future peak flow rates and
the Federal Emergency Management Agency, flood frequencies are calculated by using existing
flood insurance studies, and drainage complaints, detention requirements for the 2-, 10-, and 100-
Potential impacts on floodplains and flooding in year storm events. Potential flooding and
Miller and Des Moines Creeks were evaluated by impacts are estimated by comparing existing flow
using construction footprints associated with the rate return frequencies to future flow rate return
"With Project" alternatives and by modeling frequency.
post-construction flows.

(2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Without mitigation, construction, and operation
of the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives Existing floodplains have been significantly
could result in significant adverse floodplain altered by modem urbanization in both the Miller
impacts, including reduction of 100-year and Des Moines Creek basins, contributing to
floodplain area and flood storage capacity, existing floodplain encroachment and reduction
increased volumes of stormwater runoff and peak in available flood storage capacity. Urban
flows, and increased flooding potential in development in two basins also has altered the
downstream areas on both Miller and Des Moines hydrology of Miller and Des Moines Creeks,

Creeks. Because mitigation would be required to causing historic flooding in some areas, generally
prevent reduction of 100-year floodplain area and downstream of the Airport, and increased risk of
flood storage capacity, the proposed Master Plan flooding in naturally floodprone areas (i.e.,
Update alternatives would be unlikely to result in depressions and low-lying downstream areas
loss of flood storage or conveyance capacity. In adjacent to these creeks).
addition, flow modeling results using detention
requirements for the new development show that (A) Present Floodplain Conditions
the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives
would not increase peak flows or potential Urban development within the two basins has
flooding in downstream areas of Miller of Des altered the existing size and structure of
Moines Creek. floodplains and contributed to the present

floodplain configurations. As is typical of
(1) METHODOLOGY most urbanized drainage basins, streamside

development has resulted in channelization of

The boundaries of 100-year floodplains are Miller and Des Moines Creeks and has
determined by the Federal Emergency eliminated or reduced linkages between the
Management Agency (FEMA) and the U.S. Army creeks and floodplain areas. Urban
Corps of Engineers. Floodplain boundaries are development activities that have contributed
estimated on the basis of hydraulic modeling, to altered floodplain configuration include
Existing 100-year floodplain boundaries filling of wetlands and riparian areas,
discussed in this section are those identified in removal of streamside vegetation within
the most current FEMA flood insurance rate stream corridors, and construction of roads,
maps and flood insurance studies. The residences, and commercial development.
approximate floodplain area affected by each These alterations contribute to flooding by
alternative was determined by overlaying the reducing channel capacity and floodplain
potential construction footprints for each storage in Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
proposed Master Plan Update alternative on the
floodplain maps. In the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins,

FEMA identifies two types of 100-year

Potential flooding impacts of the alternatives floodplain boundaries: Zone A and Zone AE.
were determined by using recent hydrologic In Zone A, no base flood elevations have
modeling results for Miller and Des Moines been determined. Base flood elevations have
Creeks. Hydrologic models calibrated with been determined for Zone AE. Existing 100-
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year floodplains in each drainage basin arc Northwest Pond and the Tyee Pond, the latter
identified in Exhibit IV.12-1X The Zone A of which was constructed in 1989, a/ provide -.
100-year floodplain boundary is an estimated significant flood storage. (See Chapter IV,
boundary. Zone AE includes the 100-year Section 10, "Water Quality and
floodplain boundaries from which the base Hydrology") As the creek begins its descent
flood elevations have been determined, toward Puget Sound near South 200th Street,

the channel becomes more incised and
The 100-year floodplain widths vary, confined, and there is a narrow floodplain.
depending on topography. In the Miller Farther down the ravine, the creek becomes
Creek basin, relatively wide 100-year well confined and the floodplain is very
floodplain areas extend southward from the narrow, averaging about 30 feet in width.
Lake Reba Detention facility and Lake Lora The floodplain widens to about 280 feet near
areas. These floodplains are located in the mouth of the creek and confluence with
depressions and relatively flat areas with Puget Sound at Covenant Beach Camp. The
little topographic relief, and extend area most susceptible to flooding and which
downstream to about First Avenue S. The has experienced historic flooding is Covenant
Lake Reba Detention Facility and Lake Lora Beach Camp near the mouth of Des Moines
provide considerable flood storage because of Creek. Flooding has occurred primarily
their associated wetlands and a flow control during large storms and unusually high tide
structure at the outlet of the Lake Reba conditions._ /
Detention facility. This flow control
structurewas constructedrecentlyby the (13)HistoricHoodin_
King County SurfaceWater Management
Divisionas partof theLake Reba regional Inthe MillerCreek basin,historicflooding
detention facilitycapital improvement problems have been reported between
project.Below FirstAvenue S.,MillerCreek Southwest150thStreetand Southwest152nd
ismore confinedby thenarrow,steepravine Streetjustwest of Des Moines Memorial
topography.The average100-yearfloodplain Drive,upstreamof Southwest160thStreet,
widthin thisareaisabout50 feet.As the and elsewherethroughoutthe basinwhere
creeknearsPugetSound and thebaseofthe yard waste has constrainedstreamflow.Y
steepravine,the channeland floodplain This flooding, caused primarily by
widen to about300 feet.I/ The areasmost undersizedorpoorlymaintainedconveyance ......
susceptibletofloodingin theMillerCreek structures,has been corrected by
basin are along the lower reaches of Miller modification of the Lake Reba regional
Creek and Walker Creek. This flood prone detention facility, other structural
area lies within the northwest portion of the improvements, and maintenance activities
City of Normandy Park, near the Puget Sound (e.g., culvert debris removal)./
shoreline.2 Only minor flooding problems
have been reported in the past few years. Historic flooding also has been reported for

the Des Moines Creek system._ / An
The Des Moines Creek 100-year floodplain undersized grassy swale and filling of a
has a configuration similar to Miller Creek. wetland near South 216th Street have
From the origins of the two main tributaries contributed to flooding problems in this reach
at Bow Lake and the Northwest Ponds down of Des Moines Creek. An undersized

to South 200th Street, no 100-year floodplain detention facility and filling of wetland also
has been identified. In this gently sloping

area around the Tyee Valley Golf Course, 3../ SouthAviationSupportFinalEnvironmentlmpact
there are two manmade detention facilities, Statement, FederalAviationAdministrationandPert of
Northwest Pond, and Tyee Pond. Both the Seattle,Seattle,WA, 1994.

_- FloodInsuranceStudy, Cityof DesMoines,
Washington,King County. FederalEmergency

1/ Flood InsuranceRateMaps, KingCounty,Washington, ManagementAgency.1985.
and IncorporatedAreas. MapNumber53033C0319D, 5/ ReconnaissanceReportNo. 12,MillerCreekBasin.
53033C0309D, 53033C0308E, and 53033C0317D KingCountyBasinReconnaissanceSummaryProgram.
Federal EmergencyManagementAgency. September Vol. IlI. KingCountySurfaceWaterManagement,
29, 1989and September30, 1994. Seattle,WA. 1987.

_- Flood InsuranceStudy, CityofNormandyPark, _- ReconnaissanceReportNo. 9, DesMoinesCreekBasin.
Washington,King County. U.S.Departmentof King CountyBasin ReconnaissanceSummaryProgrartt
HousingandUrganDevelopment,FederalInsurance Vol. 111.KingCountySurfaceWaterManagement,
Administration.1980. Seattle,WA 1987.
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have contributed to flooding on Tributary (B) "With Pro|ectAlternatives
0377A (shown in Exhibit IV.10-4). (Alternatives 2_3_and 4)
Similarly, wetland Idling has contributed to
flooding on Tributary 0379 near the outlet of The proposed airside and landside
Wetland 53 (as shown in Exhibit IV.11-1). alternatives would result in floodplain

encroachment of varying amounts, depending
According to conversations with public on the runway length, as shown in Exhibit
works personnel in the cities of Normandy IV.12-2. An 8,500-ft new parallel runway
Park, Des Moines, and SeaTac, no significant (with a lateral separation of 2,500 feet from
flooding problems were reported during the existing Runway 16L/34R) would result in
November 1990 and January 1991 storms, the loss of about 7.2 acres of 100-year
The last major flood events on Miller and floodplain adjacent to and downstream of
Des Moines Creeks were in 1972 and 1977, Lake Lora. By contrast, about 1.1 acres of
respectively. According to the flood 100-year floodplain would be eliminated with
insurance study, damage has generally been a 7,500-foot staggered, runway alignment. A
limited to stream erosion and limited flooding 7,000-foot runway would displace an
of residences in Normandy Park (Miller estimated 0.03 acre of 100-year floodplain.
Creek) and Des Moines (Des Moines Creek). Encroachment on the floodplain could result
The 1977 flood event on Des Moines Creel in loss of flood storage capacity. Increases in
which was associated with a high tide with an flood heights in downstream areas,
approximate recurrence interval of 70 years, particularly in those susceptible to flooding,
caused some property damage to buildings at would depend on the amount of flood storage
the Covenant Beach Bible Camp. 2/ displaced and on stormwater runoff detention

facility flow release rates, volumes, and
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS timing of peak rates relative to other areas of

the watershed.
Without mitigation, the proposed Master Plan
Update alternatives could result in significant Without mitigation, flooding could occur in
floodplain encroachment, reduced flood storage receiving areas downstream of Airport
capacity, and increased flow rates and flow stormwater runoff discharges into Miller and
volumes, and could cause flooding in Des Moines Creeks. The amount of

- downstream areas adjacent to Miller and Des stormwater runoff and potential flood
Moines Creeks. Development requirements impacts would be directly related to the
prohibit significant floodplain encroachment and amount of new impervious surface area
reduction of flood storage capacity. In addition, constructed for each alternative. Because the
stormwater runoff detention requirements will landside options are essentially the same for
prevent significant increases in peak flow rates, the different runway lengths, the amount of
Implementation of these mitigation requirements impervious surface area varies only as a
would be expected to prevent significant function of the runway alignment options.
floodplain or flooding impacts from the proposed An 8,500-foot runway could have the greatest
Master Plan Update alternatives, potential flood impacts because it would

result in the most impervious surface area (
(A) Do-Nothing (Alternative 1) an estimated 73 acres). By comparison, the

7,500-foot and 7,000-foot runway alignments
Under Alternative 1, adverse impacts on could have lower potential flood impacts
floodplains or flooding in the Des Moines because they would create an estimated 65
basin would potentially result from and 60 acres of impervious surfaces,
development of the South Aviation Support respectively. Because stormwater drainage
Area. The Tyee Pond would be relocated controls are required for new Airport
elsewhere on the Tyee Valley Golf Course as developments, it is unlikely that the proposed
part of the SASA mitigation to retain existing alternatives would have significant flood
storage capacity and flood control on Des impacts.
Moines Creek. This would maintain existing
conditions and prevent flooding as a result of
the SASA.

7../ FloodInsuranceStudy,KingCounty,Washington&
IncorporatedAreas,Volumes1-4,FEMA, 1994.
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(C) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3) equivalent amount of floodplain storage - so no
net loss of flood storage capacity. ---

As is described in Chapter II, the Port of
Seattle staff have recommended the Another potential flood storage and flood control
implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit mitigation option for the Miller Creek basin that
Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a is being considered involves modification of
length up to 8,500 feet. As the previous current operating procedures at the Lake Reba
paragraphs indicate, all of the alternatives Regional Detention facility to provide additional
would result in the floodplain encroachment, storage. King County Surface Water
About 7.2 acres of the 100-year floodplain Management Division, which currently operates
adjacent to and downstream of Lake Lora the facility, is negotiating transfer of the facility
would be filled. However, as is noted, operating responsibilities to the Port of Seattle.
Appendix P contains a proposed mitigation According to as-built drawings, the Lake Reba
plan for this area that would compensate for Detention facility has a design storage capacity of
the filled floodplain, about 80-acre feet; however, a dam safety report

indicates that it has a maximum storage capacity
(4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS of about 90-acre feet. Based on the dam safety

report, the storage capacity appears to be
Adverse impacts on floodplains or flooding in the undemsed. Before any recommendations can be
Des Moines basin would potentially result from made on operational procedure modification for
development of other proposed projects in the maximizing or providing additional capacity, the
vicinity, particularly if these encroach on existing outlet rating curve for the facility must be
floodplains or fail to meet regional detention verified to accurately determine detention
requirements for stormwater runoff, characteristics and available storage capacity.
Enforcement of local floodplain development
standards and stormwater runoff detention FAA directives state: "a significant
requirements would prevent floodplain encroachment will require a federal finding as
encroachment and mitigate potential flooding part of any favorable decision on the action that
impacts from other proposed development, there is no practicable alternative and that the

action conforms to applicable state and/or local
(5) MITIGATION floodplain protection standards. ''2/ Significant

encroachment includes the risk of loss of human _
Floodplain encroachment and flooding impacts in life, likely property damage, and notable adverse
the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins resulting impacts on natural and beneficial floodplain
from the proposed alternatives would be unlikely values (e.g., groundwater recharge, wildlife
because of required mitigation. Mitigation would habitat, flood storage and control). FAA
include adherence to floodplain development directives also state: "The term practicable
standards and floodway management means feasible. Whether another alternative is
requirements of the FAA and Washington State practicable depends on its feasibility in terms of
Department of Ecology. Floodplain development safety, meeting transportation objectives, design,
standards prohibit any reduction in the 100-year engineering, environment, economics and other
floodplain or base flood storage volume, applicable factors." FAA directives indicate that
Compensatory mitigation is required by state law an alternative is feasible if it can engineered, but
for any proposed filling of 100-year floodplain so an alternative also must be prudent, which is a
as to achieve no net loss in flood storage capacity reference to safety, policy, environmental, social,
and to prevent an increased risk of loss of human or economic consequences.l-04 These directives
life or property damage.V require analysis of all practicable measures to

minimize harm, restore and preserve the natural
Compensatory mitigation for floodplain impacts and beneficial floodplain values affected, and
near the northwest comer of the proposed new provide evidence of conformance with applicable
parallel runway has been incorporated into the state or local floodplain protection standards.
stream relocation design (Appendix P). The
stream mitigation design would create an

9/ FAAAirportEnvironmentalHandbook.5050.4A
Chapter5, Paragrph47e.(12)(F).FederalAviation
Administration,Washington,D.C. October8, 1985.

_- EnvironmentallySensitiveAreas - FloodHazardAreas, 1__0/49USC47101and Section40")of the Departmentof
Chapter15.30210-250,CityofSeaTacMunicipal TransportationAct requirefindingsthat no "possible"
Code. or "feasible"alternativeexists.
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As this Environmental Impact Statement As shown in the preceding section, the Master
demonstrates, no other practicable alternative Plan Update alternatives are the only practicable
exists other than completion of one of the alternative to satisfying the needs identified by
proposed Master Plan Update alternatives, this EIS. While the displacement would be
Significant floodplain encroachment would be substantially greater (7.2 acres displaced versus
unlikely as a result of the "With Project" 0.03 acres) with the preferred alternative,
alternatives due to strict mitigation requirements potential impacts would be mitigated through
which would be adhered to under any of the creation of an equivalent amount of floodplain so
alternatives, there would be no net loss of flood storage

capacity of increased risk of loss of human life or
The Washington State Department of Ecology property damage.
also has specific mitigation requirements to
reduce potential flooding impacts from new
developments. New projects are required to meet
Ecology stormwater drainage detention for the 2-,
10-, and 100-year storm events.l-t / Storm flow
modeling based on conceptual stormwater
detention facilities and using these design storms
indicates no increase in peak flow rates and little
risk of flooding from the proposed Master Plan
Update alternatives. Required mitigation would
be expected to prevent significant adverse
impacts on floodplains or flooding in the Miller
and Des Moines Creek basins. Preliminary
compensatory floodplain replacement designs for
floodplain encroachment in the Miller Creek
basin for the 8,500-ft. runway lenph,
demonstrating no net loss of flood storage
capacity, are presented in Appendix P.

11.._1StormwaterManagementManualfor thePugetSount
Bas/n. WashingtonStateDepartmentof Ecology,1990.
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 16

PLANTS AND ANIMALS (BIOTIC COMMUNITIES)

This report describes vegetation and wildlife section of Des Moines Creek that would be
communities and evaluates potential impacts of affected by the extension of Runway 34R is
the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives on within the area that would be realigned as
these communities, mitigation for SASA. Proposed mitigation would

reduce potential impacts on the hydrology, water

Approximately 40 percent of the detailed study quality, and aquatic habitat and biota of Miller
area is occupied by Sea-Tat Airport and is and Des Moines Creeks and Puget Sound.
characterized by frequently mowed grassland
bisected by service roads and taxiways. This area (1) METHODOLOGY
provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife
habitat surrounding the airfield consists of For purposes of this analysis, the study area
fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest, consists of a 4 square mile area that is bound by
shrub, and grassland with scattered wetlands. Highway 99 to the east, S. 140th Street to the
These areas are subject to a variety of airport- north, State Route 509 (SR509) and Des MoinesWay S. to the west, and S. 216th Street to therelated disturbances as well as increasing
residential, commercial, and industrial south.l/ Study area boundaries were determined
development. Each of the "With Project" using preliminary site plans to analyze the
alternatives would remove approximately the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives and
same amounts of vegetation (about 712 acres their potential impacts. Because of restricted
total). Of that total, the maiority is managed access in the privately-owned, residential areas,
grassland (about 303 acres), which provides little studies focused on public property and lands
wildlife habitat value. In addition, about 269 owned by the Port of Seattle.
acres of forest, 78 acres of shrub, 52 acres of
unmanaged grassland, and 10 acres of wetlands Information for this report was gathered from a
would be removed under each "With Project" variety of sources. The Washington Department
alternative, of Fisheries and Wildlife (WDFW) Nongame and

Priority Habitats and Species) Programs, and the

Various physical, biological, and chemical Washington State Department of Natural
factors affect fisheries and aquatic biota. Resources Natural Heritage Program were
Urbanization in the Miller and Des Moines Creek consulted regarding sensitive wildlife and plant
basins has altered some of these factors with species and priority habitats in the study area. In
resulting changes in the aquatic ecosystem, accordance with Section 7(c)of the Endangered
Hydrologic regime and channel morphology have Species Act of 1973, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
been altered, habitat complexity and quality have Service (USFWS) and the National Marine
been reduced, and water quality has been Fisheries Service were consulted regarding
degraded. These alterations have resulted in federally listed threatened or endangered species
reduced diversity and abundance of fish and possibly occurring in the project area (as
aquatic biota in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. described in Chapter IV, Section 17).

Analysis of fishery and aquatic resources within
Construction and operation of the proposed new the Miller and Des Moines Creek basins was
dependent parallel runway would have some based on past and recent studies. The Kingadverse affects on fishery and aquatic resources
of Miller and Des Moines Creeks and Puget County Sensitive Areas Map Folio (1990),_ /
Sound. About 3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its
tributaries would require realignment and
relocation to complete the runway. About 200 1' This areaincludesportionsof Sections4, 5, 8, and9,
feet of Des Moines Creek would require Township22N,Range4E, andSections16, 17,20,21,
relocation due to the 600 ft extension of Runway 28, 29,32and33,Township23N,Range4E.
34R. About 2,200 feet of open channel on Des 2, King CountySensitiveAreas Map Folio. Departmentof Parks, Planning and Resources, Planning and
Moines Creek would require relocation due to the Community Development Division, King County,
South Aviation Support Area. The 200-foot Washington,1990.
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National wetlands inventory maps,_ and the inventories, and topographic and resource maps
catalog of Washington streams for the Puget allowed an inventory and assessment of resources ......
Sound Region_ were reviewed for information on that could be affected by the proposed Master _ :
sensitive habitat areas and fisheries resources. Plan Update alternatives.
Discussions of fish habitat (e.g., substrate
composition, pool: riffle ratios, riparian Two, one-day site visits were conducted in
vegetation, in-stream cover, and channel October and November 1994 to field-verify
morphology) are based on recent fish habitat information collected on vegetation communities
surveys performed on Miller Creek (as described within the study area, wildlife habitat, and
in greater detail in Appendix F) and Des Moines general wildlife use of the area. Additional field
Creek._ / Evaluation of potential construction and surveys were conducted during December 1994
operation impacts on fisheries in these drainages in conjunction with wetland surveys. Wildlife
involved a comparison of existing and future fish observations and habitat data were recorded to
population vitality (e.g., abundance and diversity) further augment existing information.
based on fish habitat requirements and
preferences, water quality, and water quantity. (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Vegetative cover and wildlife habitat in the study Both wetland and upland habitats are located
area were assessed by aerial photograph and map within the study area and are shown in Exhibit
interpretation. Habitat classification was IV.16-1. Several wetland communities and
determined using a two-tiered system of generally several upland habitat associations were
accepted vegetation and wildlife habitat identified. These communities are discussed in
categories: forest, shrub, grassland, and wetland, the following section. A detailed characterization
The secondary levels included three types of of vegetation, wildlife species, and fish, and
forest and two types of grassland: coniferous, common and scientific names of plant species
deciduous and mixed forest, and managed or occurring in the study area are presented in
unmanaged grassland. Wetlands are classified Appendix M. Scientific nomenclature follows
accordin_ to the USFWS Wetland Classification industry standards.91
System._ The vegetative classification was
interpreted from color aerial photographs at a (A) Vegetation
scale of 1:24,000 and a vegetative cover map of
the focus area was developed at a scale of No rare plants, high-quality native wetlands, ......
1:2,500. Further consultation was made with the or high-quality native plant communities
Port of Seattle. Personnel with specific listed by the Washington Department of ......
knowledge of the study area provided information Natural Heritage Information System are
on bald eagles and other wildlife, located in the study area.L_y

A review of this information along with Upland vegetative communities consist of
information provided in previous technical grassland, shrub, deciduous forest, coniferous
studies, 7_ agency reports, natural resource forest, and mixed deciduous/coniferous

forest. Eight habitat types are distinguished
as shown in Exhibit IV.16-1: grassland,

_' National Wetlands Inventory, Maple Va//ey, managed lawn, pasture, row crop, mixed
Washington Quadrangle. U.S. Fish and Wildlife shrub, coniferous forest, deciduous forest,
Service. 1988. mixed forest, mixed vegetation classes, and

_/ A Catalog of Washington Streams and Salmon wetland. Existing acreages of each habitatUtilization;Vol.1, Puget Sound Region. Williams.
R.W., R.M. Laramie and J.J. Ames, Washington type were determined by overla.y of the
Departmentof Fisheries,1975. vegetation map and are shown m Table

_/ Draft Fish Habitat Survey of Des Moines Creek. IV.16-1. For ease of tabulation; the managed
Prepared by Resource Planning Associates, Aquatic lawn, pasture, and row crop categories were
ResourceConsultants,and CaldwellAssociatesfor the combined into one category (managed
Portof Seattle. May,1994. grassland), which includes managed
Classificationof Wetlandsand DeepwaterHabitatsof
the UnitedStates. U.S. FishandWildlifeService,Pub.
#FWS/OBS-79/31. Cowardin,L.M., V. Carter,F.C.
Golet,andE.T. LaRoe,1979. 9_ Floraof thePacificNorthwest. Hitchcock,C.L. andA.

7_ SouthAviation SupportArea FinalEIS. Portof Seattle, Cronquist,1976.
1994. J-_ Communicationwith SandraNorwood,Washington

81 Des Moines Creek TechnologyCampus, Preliminary NaturalHeritageProgram,Divisionof Landand Water :
DEIS. Portof Seattle. 1994. Conservation.January,1995.
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grassland areas associated with airport Ornamental trees and shrubs also are
operations areas, industrial and commercial common throughout these residential areas.
development, and agricultural lands. From a
wildlife perspective, these areas provide For descriptive purposes, the study area has
similar habitat value, been divided into five distinct areas: (1)

Airfield Vegetation, (2) South Aviation
Seven streams were identified. Des Moines Support Area (SASA) Vegetation, (3) West
Creek and Miller Creek are the largest of SeaTac Vegetation, (4) North Borrow Area,
these streams. The riparian areas associated (areas 5 and 8) and (5) South Borrow Area
with streams consist of both upland and (areas 1-4). Appendix M contains a detailed
wetland communities dominated by an description of the vegetation communities in
overstory of red alder, black cottonwood, and each of these areas. Vegetation communities
willow trees with Himalayan blackberry, in each of these areas are briefly described
mixed grasses, lady fern, field horsetail, below.
slough sedge, burreed, reed canarygrass, and
creeping buttercup comprising much of the 1. Airfield Vegetation
understory.

The airfield encompasses the runway
area and associated airport facilities and
is bound on the east and west by

TABLE 1V.16-1 runways, on the north by S. 154th Street,
EXISTING WILDLIFE HABITAT and on the south by S. 192nd Street. This

area is characterized almost entirely by
(Acres) managed grassland interrupted by an

Vegetation Class Existing Area array of service roads, airport runways,
and taxiwavs. This is the most common

Managed Grassland 900 vegetative community in this area,
Grassland* 142 totaling approximately 774 acres in the
Shrub 253 airfield. Upland shrub habitat often
Wetiand** borders the runway area and is scattered

Forested Wetland 52 throughout the site. Several small
Scrub-shrub Wetland 51 patches of grass/forb association
Emergent Marsh 41 emergent wetland occur in the airfield

Deciduous Forest 723 area.
Mixed Forest 78
Coniferous Forest 112 2. South Aviation Support Area

(SASA) Vegetation
Total 2,352

The SASA area is located immediately
* Includestmmanagedgrasslandsuch as overgrown south of the airfield and is bound on the

fieldsand grassland areas scattered throughout less west by Des Moines Way S., on the east
developed portions of the site. by Highway 99, and on the south by S.

** Referto WetlandSectionofthis report for detailed 200th Street. Much of this area has been
informationonwetlands previously described in the 1994 SASA

Final EIS and is predominately
Source: ShapiroandAssociatesInc.,1994 characterized by a former residential area

that is now revegetated with grassland

Wooded residential areas characterize parts and shrubland, two small mixed
of the easternmost portion of the study area, deciduous/coniferous woodlots, and the
between the airport and Highway 99. Field Tyee Valley Golf Course.
studies were not conducted in this portion of 3. West SeaTae Vegetation
the study area due to restricted access.
Existing information shows that these areas
are dominated by Douglas fir, big-leaf maple, Fragmented stands of second-growth
and red alder. Common understory species mixed deciduous/coniferous forest are
include red alder saplings, Himalayan prominent components of the vegetative
blackberry, hazelnut, and Indian plum. cover along the western portion of thefocus area. It is bound on the east by the
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airfield, on the west by Des Moines Way Vegetation communities provide habitat for
S. and SR509, on the north by S. 154th several species of terrestrial and aquatic
Street, and on the south by S. 200th wildlife. Wildlife diversity is generally
Street. related to the structure and plant species

composition within these vegetative
4. North Borrow Area (On-site communities. Fragmentation of habitat and

Borrow Source Areas 5 and 8) significant ongoing noise disturbance caused
by airport operations limit wildlife use of the

The North Borrow Area is bound on the study area.J.t/ Wetlands and forested areas
south by S. 154th Street, on the north by with well developed shrub layers are likely to
S. 146th Street, and Lora Lake on the support the greatest number of species and
west. Houses that once existed in this populations of wildlife.12F Common and
area have been removed as part of the scientific names of wildlife species discussed
Port's Noise Remedy Program. The in the following text are presented in
North Borrow Area is largely forested Appendix M along with a detailed
and contains the Lake Reba Detention characterization of the study area.
facility, a King County regional
stormwater detention facility. A gravel (C) Fisheries and Aquatic Resources
storage area is located in the southern
portion of this borrow site and is Although urbanization has significantly
predominately devoid of vegetation, altered channel morphology and fish habitat,
Miller Creek enters the north end of this Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks
area, flows past the north end of Lake continue to support populations of resident
Reba, and into Lora Lake. Forested and anadromous fish, other fishes, and
wetland is the most common vegetative associated aquatic biota. Historically, Miller
community in the North Borrow Area. and Des Moines Creek basins supported large

runs of coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch)
5. South Borrow Area (On-site and perhaps small runs of chum salmon (O.

Borrow Source Areas 1-4) keta).13/ Presently, both basins support only
small runs of coho salmon, which appear to

The South Borrow Area is bound on the be maintained by annual releases of hatchery-
south by S. 216th Street, on the north by reared fingerlings raised by the Des Moines .-....
S. 200th Street, on the east by 16th Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited. W'DFW
Avenue S., and on the west by 24th has not conducted any spawner surveys on ......
Avenue S. Des Moines Creek Park is either Miller or Des Moines Creeks since
located in the central portion of this area, 1985; no spawning eoho were observed in the
between Borrow Areas 1 and 2. Both 1985 survey.L* The Des Moines Salmon
upland and wetland second-growth Chapter of Trout Unlimited reported about 91
deciduous forest are prevalent vegetative fish in a recent coho spawner survey
components of the South Borrow Area. conducted on Miller Creek._ / There is no
Des Moines Creek flows through a steep known chum salmon or steelhead use of
forested ravine from the north side of this
area to the southwest comer.

(13)WiidlifeSpecies .I.1: Disturbance to birds by gas compressor noise
stimulators, aircraft, and human activity in the

Wildlife habitat within the Airport vicinity MackenzieValleyand North Slope, 1972. Arct. GasBiol. Rep. Ser. 14. Gurm, W.W.H., and J.A.
has been highly modified through Livingston,exis.,1974.
urbanization and residential development. 12, Managementof WildlifeHabitatsin Forestsof Western
Much of the study area is protected from Oregon and Washington, Vols.1and 2. Brown, E.R.
human and domestic animal intrusion through (ed).,U.S.ForestService,1985.
restricted access and fencing. When l_., Catalog of Washington StreamsandSalmon
considering habitat value from a regional Utilization.Williams,R.W.,R.MLaramie,andJ.J.Ames. WashingtonDepartmentof Fisheries. 1975.
perspective, the relatively undisturbed l_ Personal communicationwith Joe Rebel, Fisheries
vegetation communities in the area offer Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and
valuable habitat for wildlife. Wildlife.August8, 1994.

1,5.' PersonalcommunicationwithAllenMiller,Restoration
Coordinator,Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout
Unlimited. July 18,1994.
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either creek.L_d2 / Barriers to upstream fish sampling locations, is likely Bow Lake and
passage limits salmon use of Miller Creek to the Northwest Ponds upstream of S: 200th
the area below the culvert at 1st Avenue S. Street. Though no comprehensive population
(about 2 miles) and to the below S. 200th studies have been conducted on either creek,
Street on Des Moines Creek (about 2.5 recent electrofishing surveys conducted on
miles). Des Moines Creek and limited observations

made on Miller Creek, suggested that these
In addition to anadromous fish, both Miller creeks support relatively small populations of
and Des Moines Creeks support resident salmonid and nongame fish species.
populations of cutthroat trout (O. clarki) and
pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus)._ (3) FUTURE CONDITIONS
Des Moines Creek also supports resident
populations of rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus Potential impacts on vegetation communities and
raykiss), bluegill(Lepomis macrochirus), wildlife habitat are discussed in the following
black bullhead (Ictalurus melas), and section. Potential construction and operational
largemouth bass(Microptergs salmoides). In impacts for each of the "With Project"
addition, Miller, Walker, and Des Moines alternatives are evaluated by the yeats 2000,
Creeks likely support small populations of 2010, and2020.
native nongame fishes, including sculpin
(Cottus sp.) and other nongame fishes Construction and operation impacts on fish and
indigenous to the area. Electrofishing aquatic biota that could result from the proposed
conducted on Des Moines Creek in four alternatives include effects on water quality,
reaches (one downstream and three upstream water quantity, and aquatic habitat. It is
of S. 200th Street) captured five rainbow anticipated that required mitigation would
trout, 13 bluegill, 17 black bullhead, and two prevent such impacts, however.
largemouth bass. 19/ Bluegill, bullhead, and
largemouth bass appear to be restricted to the (A) Do-Nothing (Alternative 1)
Northwest Ponds, Bow Lake and slower
water habitats at the Tyee Valley Golf The following paragraphs summarize the
Course. In a recent (October 1994) impact of Alternative 1 on vegetation,
electrofishing survey at seven locations on wildlife and fish.
Des Moines Creek between Marine View
Drive and S. 200th Street, a total of 50 1. Vegetation
salmonids were captured, including 48
cutthroat trout ranging from about 3 to 13 The Do-Nothing alternative would result
inches and two juvenile echo salmon. 2°/ in the Airport area remaining as it exists
Lengths of juvenile echo were not reported, today, with the exception of minor
Cutthroat trout were captured at all seven improvements. Therefore, no impact on
locations, but juvenile echo were captured vegetation and wildlife habitat would be
only at the most downstream station. In expected as a result of continued
addition, 14 pumpkinseed sunfish were functioning of Airport facilities. Due to
captured, ranging from about 1.5 to 2.5 the completion of the SASA development
inches. The source of pumpkinseed sunfish, approved in the 1994 SASA Final EIS,
which were caught at six of the seven about 142 acres of land would be

affected. The primary vegetation
affected (60 percent) would be managed

16, Personalcommunicationwith Joe Rebel, Fisheries grassland. Construction activities
Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and associated With the SRS09/South Access
Wildlife. August8, 1994. Road project would result in the

17, PersonalcommunicationwithPhil Schneider,Fisheries permanent loss of between 28 and 56
Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and acres of vegetation, depending on the
Wildlife. August18, 1994. selected alternative.

18, Personalcommunicationwith Alan Johnson,Aquatic
Scientist,AquaticResourceConsultants,November12,
1994. 2. Wildlife Species

19 SouthAviationSupportAreaFinalEIS. Portof Seattle.
1994. The Do-Nothing alternative would result

2._ Personalcommunicationwith Alan Johnson,Aquatic in the Airport area remaining as it exists
Scientist, Aquatic ResourceConsultant, August 18, today, with the exception of
1994. improvements such as the SASA and the
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SRS09/South Access road project, creeks and the total pollutant loads for
Habitat degradation and vegetation the entire Miller and Des Moines Creek
removal as a result ot construction would basins. Most of the total estimated
result in displacement of wildlife species, annual pollutant loadings for total
Noise disturbance related to construction suspended solids, oil and- grease, total
activities may cause disturbance-sensitive copper, total lead, total zinc.-biochemical
species to avoid potential habitat in an oxygen demand, and total phospho.rus
area surrounding the construction zone. comes from other residential,

commercial, and light industrial areas in
3. Fish and Aquatic Resources these basins (see Chapter IV, Section 10

"Water Quality and Hydrology" and
Fish and aquatic biota will continue to be Appendix M for a more detailed
adversely fiffeeted by existing degraded di-s_ussion of pollutant loading
water quality, water q.uantity, and stream contributions from the Airport and
habitat conditions that result trom copper toxicity). However, the Airport
various land uses in these basins. About may contribute a relatively high
2,200 feet of open channel of tributary_ proportion of total loadings of the more
0377, a Class 3- intermittent segment of toxic dissolved forms of copper and zinc.
Des Moines Creek, would require Additional studies are being conducted
relocation due to SASA. Water quality by the Port of Seattle to evaluate the
of Miller and Des Moines Creeks could toxicity of stormwater runoff on the

aquatic biota in Miller and Des Moines
Creeks.

rove due to implementation of
ES permit requirements for the

Airport. Several other proposed
developments in the basins (e.g., SR509 (13) "With Project" Alternatives
extensmn) could adversely affect (Alternative 2, 3 and 4)
hydrology, water quality, and aquatic
habitat in Miller and Des Moines Creeks The following paragraphs summarize the
and Puget Sound if not adequately impact of "With Project" alternatives on
mitigatea, vegetation, wildlife and aquatic resources.

Stormwater runoff from the Airport 1. Vegetation
contains pollutants that can be toxic to
aquatic bmta at levels above acute and The primary effect on vegetation
ctironic toxicity standards. Standards are communities from construction is the

generally established below levels direct removal of vegetation. Thisobserved to have toxic effects on the
impact is similar among all "With ....

most sensitive test organisms. Toxicants Project" alternatives but varies infound in stormwater runoff include
dissolved copper and zinc, glycols, and_ severity depending on the type and
ammonia. Acute and chronic toxicity ot quantity of vegetation that would be
these pollutants on aquatic biota in Miller affected. Loss of plant communities that
and Des Moines Creeks depend on other offer limited habitat value, such as
receiving water qualities, _m_.eluding;H, managed grassland, result in less of an
hardness, and temperature. The toxi.city adverse effect than loss of more complex
of metals is inversely proportional to vegetation associations, such as mature
water hardness (toxicity increases as
hardness decreases). Ammonia toxicity forests, wetlands and riparian zones.
varies as a function of pH and Table IV.16-2 shows the approximate
temperature. Based . on existing amount of each vegetation community
stormwater monitoring data, levels of that would be lost as a result of each
copper, zinc, and ammonia oceasional!y alternative. All "With Project"
ap.pe_._._._._._._._._xto exceed acute and chrome alternatives would result in a direct
toxicity standards. Glycol levels .in conversion of approximately 10 acres of
stormwater runoff generally appear to be wetland, 52 acres of unmanaged
several orders of magnitude -lower than grassland, 269 acres of upland forest, 78
those causing acute toxic etleets on acres of shrub, and 303 acres of managedsalmonids but could contribute to chronic
effects on aquatic biota, grassland to impervious surfaces. Slightdifferences in impacts between the "'With

The actual quantities of these pollutants Project" alternatives would occur as a
in receiving waters and corresponding result of the different terminal location.
toxicity to aquatic biota depend on
concentrations of these pollutants in the
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TABLE 137.16-2

IMPACTS ON VEGETATION AND WILDLIFE HABITAT

AREA IMPACTED (acres)*
Alternatives

Vegetation Class Existing Area (ac) Alt 1 Alt 2 Air 3 Alt 4
Managed Grassland 900 85 303 283 311
Grassland 142 0 52 57 57
Shrub 253 20 78 83 71
Wetland

Forested Wetland 52 2 7 7 7
Scrub-shrub Wetland 51 0 1 1 1

Emergent Marsh 41 0.2 2 2 2
Deciduous Forest 723 34 251 255 244
Coniferous Forest 112 1 18 14 14
Mixed Forest 78 0 0 0 0

Total 2,352 142.2 711.7 701.7 706.7

* Assumes8,500-footrunwayalternativeseparatedby2,500feet from 16L/34R.

Source: ShapiroandAssociates,Inc. 1994

Phase 1 construction activities scheduled minimize wetland impacts, Borrow Area
for completion by the year 2000 would 8 would not be used as a fill source. No
affect the greatest amount of vegetation, excavation would occur in this portion of
Construction areas for this phase total the site. Grading, clearing, and
over 300 acres (for an 8,500-ft new excavation of Borrow Areas 1,2,3,4, and
parallel runway). Phase 1 construction 5 would be expected to occur during
activities would include construction of Phase 1.
the new parallel runway, realignment of
S. 156th Way and S. 154th Street, and Construction activities that would be
construction of specified airport scheduled for completion by the year
infrastructures. 2010 (Phases 2 and 3) would be limited

to airport infrastructures required to
Construction of the proposed new support airport operations, including
runway itself would require the clearing, expansion of existing parking areas and
grading, and filling of over 200 acres of creation of a new parking garage, and
upland forest, shrub, grassland, and expansion of the north and south satellite
wetland communities. Phase 1 concourses. Construction activities for
construction with either the 7,500-foot Phases 2 and 3 would require the
runway or 7,000-foot runway options clearing, grading, and filling of
would require the removal of similar approximately 100 acres of upland forest,
vegetation communities in comparison to shrub, grassland, and wetland
the 8,500-foot option; however, communities.
construction of either of the shorter
runway options would result in a Construction activities that would be
correspondingly lower impact on these scheduled for completion by the year
communities. In addition to the 300 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would include
acres of vegetation removed as a result of construction of new taxiways, additional
Phase 1 construction, approximately 221 expansion of the north and south satellite
acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland, concourses, additional expansion of
and wetland vegetation would be cleared existing parking facilities, and new
in Borrow Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. To aircraft maintenance facilities within

ChapterIV - IV.16-7 -
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SASA. Construction activities associated
with these efforts would occur Disturbance caused by construction
predominantly in former residential areas activities in the study area may have an
that are part of the Port's Noise Remedy adverse impact on wildlife by disrupting
Program. Primary impacts would involve feeding and nesting activities. Clearing
the removal of approximately 90 acres of and grading activities in the South
grassland and shrub communities. Borrow Area, adjacent to the large

forested tract that encompasses Des
Cumulative impacts on plant Moines Creek Park could have an impact
communities could occur as a result of on breeding wildlife. This habitat is used
concurrent or future construction of extensively by neotropical migrant and

several other proposed projects in the resident songbirds for breeding.
Airport vicinity. The pnmary impacts Significant noise disturbance, especially
associated with construction and in this relatively undisturbed area of the
operation of these projects are habitat site, could cause birds to abandon their
degradation and removal of vegetation, nests.
These impacts would contribute to
additional loss of native vegetation and Construction activities associated with
habitat, thus further reducing the limited any of the "With Project" alternatives
natural resources in the vicinity of the could have adverse effects on wildlife
Airport. Vegetation communities populations in aquatic habitats.
potentially affected include managed Approximately 10 acres of wetland loss
grassland, shrub, mixed would occur as a result of filling and
deciduous/coniferous forest, and wetland, grading. A variety of small mammals

and amphibians would be directly
No loss of vegetation communities would impacted by this loss because they rely
be anticipated during the operational on these areas for foraging, breeding, and
phase of the proposed Master Plan overwintering habitat. Because of their
Update alternatives. Indirect impacts limited mobility, these taxa would likely
may occur as a result of increased local perish during construction activities.
development associated with increased Many of the aquatic habitats have been
human use of the area. previously degraded by activities such as

construction, fuel spills, and refuse

Impacts on vegetation communities as a dumping. Exposing soil and removing ....
result of Alternative 2, 3 and 4 are vegetation could result in an increase in
similar. Slight differences in impacts sediments and other non-point pollutants
would occur as a result of the different entering adjacent wetlands, contributing
terminal locations. These differences to further degradation of aquatic habitat.

Many amphibian species are sensitive to
would almost entirely involve managed pollutants, and water quality in aquatic
grassland, habitats on the site may be a limiting

factor for some of these species.
2. Wildlife

The conversion of one habitat type to
Construction activities associated with another, such as forested tracts to
development of any of the "With Project" managed grassland, can have a profound
alternatives would result in the effect on the complement of wildlife
displacement of wildlife species. Highly species using an area. Loss of forested
mobile animals such as large mammals parcels in the study area would further
and birds are able to move away from stress those species dependent on
disturbances into nearby habitats. It is forested habitats because these species
generally assumed, however, that these would be displaced to similar habitats
habitats are at or near carrying capacity elsewhere. Increasing urbanization over
and these animals would be required to the past 15 years has fragmented existing
compete for already limited resources, forested tracts and greatly reduced the
Less mobile animals such as small area of forest habitat available for
mammals, amphibians, reptiles, young wildlife.
animals, and nesting birds, would most
likely perish during construction.

Chapter IV - 1V.16-8 -
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The effects of habitat fragmentation on these areas would be directly impacted as
_- wildlife has been well documented for described above. Phase 1 construction

birds, but recent studies have been with 7,500-foot runway or 7,000-foot
conducted with other taxa. In general, runway options would require the
the number of species using a particular removal of similar habitat in comparison
habitat decreases as the distance between to the 8,500-foot option; however,
patches of habitat increases (i.e., construction of either shorter new runway
fragmentation of habitats typically results option would result in a correspondingly
in loss of species). Studies with birds lower impact on wildlife species and
have shown that smaller patches of habitat. In addition to the 100 acres of
habitat, with proportionately more edge, habitat removed as a result of Phase 1
may be associated with increased construction, approximately 221 acres of
predation and nest parasitism. _ upland forest, shrub, grassland, and

wetland habitat would be cleared in

The long-term effect of conversion of one Borrow Areas 1,2,3, 4 and 5.
successional habitat to another is a shift Construction of the new runway would
in the local carrying capacity, require the use of approximately 17
Populations of species that utilize million cubic yards of fill. The north and
grasslands and more urbanized habitats south borrow source areas have been
such as American robin, European identified by the Port as potential fill
starling, house sparrow, raccoon, source areas (with the exception of
opossum, and deer mouse would likely Borrow Area 8, where no fill excavation
increase after construction of the will occur). Grading, clearing, and
proposed Master Plan Update excavation of Borrow Areas 1,2,3,4 and 5
alternatives, and species that utilize would be expected to occur during Phase
older, more complex successional stages 1.
would experience population decreases
due to habitat loss.22/ Construction activities that would be

scheduled for completion by the year
As is noted in the FAA's Aviation Noise 2010 (Phases 2 and 3) would require the
Effects "The effects of aviation noise on clearing, grading, and filling of an

- animals ... have revealed that the effects additional 100 acres of upland forest, "
are highly species-dependent and that the shrub, grassland, and wetland habitat.
degree of the effect may vary widely." Impacts on wildlife communities related
Upon construction of the proposed new to these construction activities would be
parallel runway, aircraft would approach relatively low, in comparison to Phase 1-
the Airport at varying altitudes and related impacts. Of the 100 acres of
locations in comparison to current habitat removed during these phases,
approach procedures. The varied approximately 60 acres would be
approach procedures may cause some managed grassland. This vegetation
wildlife species to avoid the Airport area. community offers little wildlife habitat

due to low species diversity and frequent
Phase 1 construction activities that would mowing.
be scheduled for completion by the year
2000 would have the greatest effect on Construction activities that would be
wildlife communities. The construction scheduled for completion by the year
footprint for this phase covers over 300 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would require the
acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland, removal of approximately 90 acres of
and wetland habitat with a new runway grassland and shrub habitat. This would
length up to 8,500 feet. This mosaic of occur mostly in the former residential
habitats is located in the area west of the areas of the site. These open grassland
airfield and wildlife species inhabiting areas currently provide habitat for small

mammals, birds, and reptiles which, in
turn, provides foraging habitat for raptors21_ SpeciesRichness.PopulationDynamics,and Wildlife

ConservationinFragmentedLandscapes. Lehmkuhl, and predatory mammals. A relative
JohnF. Collegeof ForestResources,Universityof abundance of these urban grassland areas
Washington,1985. are available in the Airport vicinity and

22_ ConservationBiology:The ScienceandScarcityof raptors and coyote likely would move
Diversity. Soul_,MichaelE. 1986.
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away from disturbed areas on the habitat. For the 8,500-foot new runway
construction site to these areas, option, about 3,700 feet of Miller Creek

and its tributaries would be realigned and
Cumulative impacts on wildlife relocated, including about 980 feet of
communities may occur as a result of Miller Creek and 440 feet of the tributary
other projects proposed in the Airport south of Lora Lake (see Appendix P).
vicinity. Fragmentation of habitat, This entire 980-foot section of Miller
wildlife disturbance caused primarily by Creek is adjacent to the Vaeca Farms and
vehicular traffic and airport operations, has a ditch-like character with a sandy
and other activities associated with bottom. About 200 feet of Des Moines
urbanization have diminished wildlife Creek tributary 0377, a Class 3
use of the area. Continuing development intermittent stream, would require
in the vicinity would contribute to relocation to complete the extension of
additional loss of wildlife habitat and Runway 34R. It is assumed that
further reduce the limited wildlife proposed improvements identified in the
resources in the area. South Side Aviation Support Area EIS

also would be implemented. This would
Cumulative impacts on wildlife require relocation of 2,200 feet of open
associated with increased local channel of tributary 0377, a Class 3

development would be related to the loss intermittent segment of Des Moines
of wildlife habitat and displacement of Creek. 2.// A 7,500-foot runway alignment
wildlife species, option would require relocation of a total

of about 2,700 feet of Miller Creek and
No loss of habitat would be anticipated its tributaries, including about 400 feet
during the operational phase of the the tributary south of Lora Lake with
proposed Master Plan Update undetermined salmonid use. A 7,000-
alternatives. Indirect impacts may occur foot runway alignment would require
as a result of increased local development realignment and relocation of about
associated with increased human use of 2,300 feet of Miller Creek tributaries.
the Airport area. These tributary reaches are intermittent

Class 3 streams.

Impacts on wildlife as a result of .-
Alternative 2, 3, or 4 are similar. Slight Of the different new runway lengths, the
differences in habitat impacts would 8,500-foot option would directly affect
occur as a result of the different terminal the greatest amount of stream. The
locations. These differences would 7,500-foot and 7,000-foot runway
almost entirely involve managed alignments would affect about 27 percent
grassland, and 38 percent less stream channel,

respectively, than the 8,500-foot runway
3. Fish option. Stream sections directly affected

by runway fill would be replaced by
Potential construction impacts on fish reconstructing new channels with
and aquatic biota would be both short and enhanced aquatic habitat at relocated
long-term in nature. If not effectively alignments under all new runway options
mitigated, erosion of exposed surfaces at and alternatives.
construction sites could contribute to
temporary increases in total suspended Potential operational impacts on fishery
solids and sedimentation in Miller and and aquatic resources would also include
Des Moines Creeks. (See Chapter IV, adverse effects on water quality and
Section 23 "Construction Impacts") water quantity (i.e., hydrology). Chapter

IV, Section 10 summarized the
Potential long-term impacts on fish and hydrological impacts. Pollutant toxicity
aquatic biota would result from planned and potential water quality impacts are
fill activities under the different new discussed in Appendix M and Chapter
runway options. All new runway options
would require the realignment and 22/ South Aviation Support Area Final Environmental
relocation of portions of Miller Creek Impact Statement. U.S. Departmentof Transportation,
resulting in the loss of existing fish Federal AviationAdministration,and Port of Seattle,Seattle,WA. 1994.
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IV, Section 10. Reduced groundwater 1. Vegetation
recharge and reduced base flows could
occur in Miller and Des Moines Creeks Like all "With Project" alternatives, the
as a result of the proposed Master Plan preferred alternative would result in a
Update alternatives. All new runway direct conversion of approximately 10
length options would result in increased acres of wetland, 52 acres of unmanaged
impervious surface area, contributing to grassland, 269 acres of upland forest, 78
reduced groundwater recharge and acres of shrub, and 303 acres of managed
possibly reduced base flows in the grassland to impervious surfaces.
creeks. Reduced base flows could
adversely affect stream temperature and Phase 1 conslruction activities scheduled
dissolved oxygen levels. Exeeedingly for completion by the year 2000 would
high temperatures (above 70°F) and low affect the greatest amount of vegetation.
dissolved oxygen (below 6 mg/L) could Construction areas for this phase total
be lethal or have other adverse affects over 300 acres. Construction of the
(e.g., reduced growth) on salmonids and proposed new runway itself would
other aquatic biota. It is unlikely that require the clearing, grading, and filling
base flow reductions that would be of over 200 acres of upland forest, shrub,
caused by the "With Project" alternatives grassland, and wetland communities. In
would contribute to lethal temperatures addition to the 300 acres of vegetation
or dissolved oxygen levels, removed as a result of Phase 1

construction, approximately 221 acres of
Cumulative Impacts: Even with upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
successful implementation of proposed wetland vegetation would be cleared in
mitigation, construction and operation of Borrow Areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. To
the proposed Master Plan Update minimize wetland impacts, Borrow Area
alternatives and other planned 8 would not be used as a fib source. No
development in the area could contribute excavation would occur in this portion of
to cumulative impacts on fish and aquatic the site.
resources. Although stormwater drainage
controls would reduce pollutant loading Construction activities for Phases 2 and 3
to Miller and Des Moines Creeks some would require the clearing, grading, and
increased pollutant loads would reach filling of approximately 100 acres of
receiving water bodies. Potential upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
cumulative impacts would be greatest for wetland communities. Construction
bottom dwelling fish and invertebrates activities scheduled for completion by the
that are exposed to pollutants near the year 2020 (Phases 4 and 5) would include
sediment-water interface or in construction of new taxiways, additional
contaminated sediments, expansion of the north and south satellite

concourses, additional expansion of
(C) Preferred Alternative existing parking facilities, and new

aircraft maintenance facilities within

As is described in Chapter II, the Port of SASA. Construction activities associated
Seattle staff have recommended the with these efforts would occur

predominantly in former residential areas
implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit that are part of the Port's Noise Remedy
Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a Program. Primary impacts would involve
length of 8,500 feet. All of the "With the removal of approximately 90 acres of
Project" alternatives, including the preferred grassland and shrub communities.
alternative, would affect plants and animals.
Appendix P contains a proposed mitigation Cumulative impacts on plant
plan for this the creek relocations that would communities could occur as a result of
compensate for the segments of the creek concurrent or future construction of
affected by the proposed airport several other proposed projects in the
improvements. Airport vicinity. These impacts wouldcontribute to additional loss of native

vegetation and habitat, thus further
reducing the limited natural resources in
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the vicinity of the Airport. Vegetation to further degradation of aquatic habitat.
communities potentially affected include Many amphibian species are sensitive to ........
managed grassland, shrub, mixed pollutants, and water quality in aquatic :
deciduous/coniferous forest, and wetland, habitats on the site may be a limiting .....

factor for some of these species.
2. Wildlife

The conversion of one habitat type to
Construction activities associated with another, such as forested tracts to
development of any of the preferred managed grassland, can have a profound
alternative would result in the effect on the complement of wildlife
displacement of wildlife species. Highly species using an area. Loss of forested
mobile animals such as large mammals parcels in the study area would further
and birds arc able to move away from stress those species dependent on
disturbances into nearby habitats. It is forested habitats because these species
generally assumed, however, that these would be displaced to similar habitats
habitats are at or near carrying capacity elsewhere.
and these animals would be required to
compete for already limited resources. The long-term effect of conversion of one
Less mobile animals such as small successional habitat to another is a shift
mammals, amphibians, reptiles, young in the local carrying capacity.
animals, and nesting birds, would most Populations of species that utilize
likely perish during construction, grasslands and more urbanized habitats

such as American robin, European
Disturbance caused by construction starling, house sparrow, raccoon,
activities in the study area may have an opossum, and deer mouse would likely
adverse impact on wildlife by disrupting increase after construction of the
feeding and nesting activities. Clearing proposed improvements, and species that
and grading activities in the South utilize older, more complex successional
Borrow Area, adjacent to the large stages would experience population
forested tract that encompasses Des decreases due to habitat loss._'
Moines Creek Park could have an impact
on breeding wildlife. This habitat is used Phase 1 construction activities scheduled . .......
extensively by ne_tropical migrant and for completion by the year 2000 would ' _
resident songbirds for breeding, have the greatest effect on wildlife -.-
Significant noise disturbance, especially communities. The construction footprint
in this relatively undisturbed area of the for this phase covers over 300 acres of
site, could cause birds to abandon their upland forest, shrub, grassland, and
nests, wetland habitat with a new runway length

up to 8,500 feet. This mosaic of habitats
Construction activities could have is located in the area west of the airfield
adverse effects on wildlife populations in and wildlife species inhabiting these
aquatic habitats. Approximately 10acres areas would be directly impacted as
of wetland loss would occur as a result of described above. In addition to the 100
filling and grading. A variety of small acres of habitat removed as a result of
mammals and amphibians would be Phase I construction, approximately221
directly impacted by this loss because acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland,
they rely on these areas for foraging, and wetland habitat would be cleared in
breeding, and overwintering habitat. Borrow Areas 1,2,3, 4 and 5.
Because of their limited mobility, these
taxa would likely perish during Construction activities scheduled for
construction activities. Many of the completion by the year 2010 (Phases 2
aquatic habitats have been previously and 3) would require the clearing,
degraded by activities such as grading, and filling of an additional 100
construction, fuel spills, and refuse acres of upland forest, shrub, grassland,
dumping. Exposing soil and removing and wetland habitat. Impacts on wildlife
vegetation could result in an increase in
sediments and other non-point pollutants
entering adjacent wetlands, contributing . 2_q ConservationBiology: TheScienceandScarcity of

Diversity. Soul_,MichaelE. 1986.
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communities related to these construction extension of Runway 34R and the
activities would be relatively low, in development of the South Aviation
comparison to Phase 1-related impacts. Support Area.2_/ This would require
Of the 100 acres of habitat removed relocation of 2,200 feet of open channel
during these phases, approximately 60 tributary 0377, a Class 3 intermittent
acres would be managed grassland. This segment of Des Moines Creek.
vegetation community offers little
wildlife habitat due to low species Potential operational impacts on fishery
diversity and frequent mowing, and aquatic resources would also include

adverse effects on water quality and
Construction activities scheduled for water quantity (i.e., hydrology). Chapter
completion by the year 2020 (Phases 4 IV, Section 10 summarized the
and 5) would require the removal of hydrological impacts. Reduced
approximately 90 acres of grassland and groundwater recharge and reduced base
shrub habitat. This would occur mostly flows could occur in Miller and Des
in the former residential areas of the site. Moines Creeks as a result of the proposed
These open grassland areas currently Master Plan Update alternatives. All of
provide habitat for small mammals, birds, the "With Project" alternatives, including
and reptiles which, in turn, provides the preferred alternative, would result in
foraging habitat for raptors and predatory increased impervious surface area,
mammals. A relative abundance of these contributing to reduced groundwater
urban grassland areas are available in the recharge and possibly reduced base flows
Airport vicinity and raptors and coyote in the creeks. Reduced base flows could
likely would move away from disturbed adversely affect stream temperature and
areas on the construction site to these dissolved oxygen levels. Exceedingly
areas, high temperatures (above 70°F) and low

dissolved oxygen (below 6 nag/L) could
Cumulative impacts on wildlife be lethal or have other adverse affects
communities may occur as a result of (e.g., reduced growth) on salrnonids and
other projects proposed in the Airport other aquatic biota. It is unlikely that
vicinity. Fragmentation of habitat, base flow reductions would contribute to
wildlife disturbance caused primarily by lethal temperatures or dissolved oxygen
vehicular traffic and airport operations, levels.
and other activities associated with
urbanization have diminished wildlife Cumulative Impacts: Even with
use of the area. Continuing development successful implementation of proposed
in the vicinity would contribute to mitigation, construction and operation of
additional loss of wildlife habitat and the proposed Master Plan Update and
further reduce the limited wildlife other planned development in the area
resources in the area. could contribute to cumulative impacts

on fish and aquatic resources. Although
3. Fish stormwater drainage controls would

reduce pollutant loading to Miller and
Potential long-term impacts on fish and Des Moines Creeks some increased
aquatic biota would result from planned pollutant loads would reach receiving
fill activities. The proposed new parallel water bodies. Potential cumulative
runway would require the relocation of impacts would be greatest for bottom
about 3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its dwelling fish and invertebrates that are
tributaries, including about 980 feet of exposed to pollutants near the sediment-
Miller Creek and 440 feet of Class 2 water interface or in contaminated
tributary south of Lora Lake (see sediments.
Appendix P). This entire 980-foot
section of Miller Creek is adjacent to the
Vacca Farms and has a ditch-like
character with a sandy bottom. About
200 feet of Des Moines Creek tributary 2,_ South Aviation Support Area Final Environmental

0377, a Class 3 intermittent stream, lmpactStatement.U.S. Departmentof Transportation,
would require relocation to complete the Federal Aviation Administration, and Port of Seattle,

Seattle, WA. 1994.
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(4) MITIGATION Potential adverse impacts on aquatic habitat from
channel realignment and relocation or flow

Safety issues concerning wildlife-caused aircraft regime modifications could be mitigated through
accidents are a serious concern to both Port and properly reconstructing the stream channels to
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). In provide enhanced fish and aquatic biota habitat
accordance with FAA requirements, a Wildlife conditions. It is assumed that no stream
Hazard Management Plan was preparedfor Sea- realignment mitigation of Des Moines Creek is
Tac Airport. A wildlife control program was necessary for extension of Runway 34R because
developed as part of this management plan and the entire length of tributary 0377 flowing
consists of both lnng-term and short-term through Tyee Golf Course would be aligned
programs for controlling wildlife populations in based on mitigation proposed in the SASA Final
the immediate vicinity of the Airport. The EIS. The U.S. ArmyCorpsof Engineers (Corps),
primary goals of these programs focus on: and WDFW would be consulted to ensure that
identifying potential wildlife attractants on-site specific features and design standards are
and altering or eliminating these features to implemented to mitigate direct impacts on stream
reduce the risk of a wildlife and aircraftcollision, habitat caused by filling of existing stream

channels. Proposed realignment and relocations
Potential construction and operation impacts on of Miller and Des Moines Creeks or their
water quality, hydrology (i.e., flow regime), and tributaries would require various permits,
aquatic habitat would be reduced or avoided by including a Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA)
proposed mitigation as discussed in Appendices from WDFW and a Section 10/404 permit from
G and P. In addition, several required elements the Corps. Design requirements and specific
of the Port of Seattle NPDES permit for conditions of the HPA and Section 10/404
discharges of stormwater runoff and the permits would be complied with in the proposed
Industrial Waste System, including the stream channel relocation designs. I-IPA
Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan and the regulations specify that such plans must provide
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasures comparable or better habitat in realigned and
Plan, would reduce pollmant loads to Miller and relocated sections of streams, including habitat
Des Moines Creeks andPuget Sound. type and structure, channel gradient, substrate

composition, and ri;_arian or strearnside
Impacts fromAirport stormwaterrunoff would be vegetation.2_
mitigated by implementing Washington
Department of Ecology detention and treatment In addition, City of SeaTac (SeaTac) Zoning
requirements for stormwaterrunoff. Although Code contains provisions relating to stream
implementation of detention requirementsfor the relocations and to protection of streams and
2-, 10-, and 100-year design storms are expected aquatic resources. These provisions are
to control increases in peak flows compared to summarized as follows. Stream buffers range
existing conditions, they would not mitigate from between 100 feet (Class 1) and 25 feet
increased duration and frequency of higher flows (Class 3), depending on stream class and
following storms. Because there alreadyis a lack presence of salmonid fishes. A buffer of 50 feet
of high flow habitat in both Miller and Des is required for Class 2 streams, which are not
Moines Creeks, additional mitigation could be used by salmonids. Class 1 streams are those
requiredto minimize adverse impacts on resident identifiedas "Shorelines of the State" in adopted
and anadromons salmonids caused by high flow shoreline master programs. Class 2 streams axe
events. Potential changes in flow regime could perennially flowing streams, and Class 3 streams
be mitigated by implementing stormwater have intermittent flow and are not used by
releases and drainage controls that emulate salmonids. Stream buffers begin at the ordinary
existing flow conditions. This could include high water mark or top of the bank on either side
infiltrating treated stormwater runoff (e.g., roof of the stream and extend perpendicular away
and sidewalk runoff) to reduce stormwaterrunoff from the stream. Stream relocations are
volumes and rates. This would also increase permitted subject to the stream alteration and
groundwater recharge and maintain base flows, mitigation requirements of the zoning code.
Potential adverse impacts on high and low flows Special studies and mitigation plans are required
also could be reduced by constructing emergent that demonstrate maintenance of base flood
wetlands that moderate flood flows and

contribute to base flows. 2_ Washington Administrative Code - Hydraulic Code
Reg::!a_'_tions. Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife. 1994.
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storage volume and functions, replacement or plans would result in improved water quality and
improvement of water quality and fish habitat, associated benefits to fish and other aquatic biota.
and maintenance or _mprovement of other
biological and hydrological functions of the
stream. Relocated streams have the same buffer
requirements as the previously unaltered stream.

The cities of SeaTac and Des Moines have

adopted measures for protecting streams from
potential water quality and water quantity
impacts, resulting from increased stormwater
runoff. Both local governments have adopted the
King County Surface Water Design Manual
(SWDM), which has specific designs standards
for stormwater management facilities (e.g.,
detention ponds and biofiltration swales). The
SWDM is in the process of being revised. The
revised version is expected to contain design
standards that are comparable to or more
stringent than those of the Stormwater
Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin.

As noted in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use",
the Port of Seattle is involved in interlocal
negotiations with the City of SeaTac concerning
jurisdictional authority. This process, which is
not expected to be completed until after the Final
EIS is issued, is expected to resolve the issue of
applicability of City of SeaTac regulations to the
Master Plan Update.

Potential adverse impacts of Airport operations
on high and low-flow in-stream habitat could be
mitigated by constructing high and low flow
habitat in the relocated and realigned sections of
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. This would be
accomplished using in-stream structures, such as
large organic debris and other channel roughness
features, altering the existing channel geometry,
and constructing scour pools. The channel
improvements would be based on hydrologic and
hydraulic analysis to determine where and how
structures should be placed to create optimum
benefit. This mitigation plan for the stream
relocation and habitat improvement in Miller
Creek was developed in cooperation with
resource management agencies and others
including the Corps of Engineers, the Washington
State Department of Fish and Wildlife, King
County, and the Des Moines Salmon Chapter of
Trout Unlimited.

The Port continues to actively participate in the
development of cooperative basin plans that
include measures to reduce and control point and
non-point pollution throughout the Des Moines
Creek basin. Effectively implemented basin
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CHAPTER IV, SECTION 19

EARTH

This section describes existing topography, regarding geologic and soil conditions and
geology, soils, and sensitive hazard areas sensitive haTard areas within the detailed study
associated with the proposed Airport Master Plan area. Results of geoteclmical investigations and
Update alternatives. Potential impacts on earth preliminary engineering design analyses for
resources that could result from construction and projects included in the Master Plan alternatives
operation (including clearing, grading, have been summarized in this document.i/, 2/
excavation, and fill placement), are evaluated and
potential mitigation measures identified. Source Substantial amounts of fill would be needed to
of fill materials, depth of fill placement, and construct the proposed airside and landside
methods of placement and compaction also are improvements. Potential sources of large
addressed. Actions that would occur in sensitive amounts of fill have been identified on Port of
hazard areas are identified and described. Seattle-owned properties on and adjacent to the

Airport (on-site) as well as off-site properties.
The Master Plan alternatives would require the Impacts to on-site borrow source areas are
movement of the following quantities of earth: included in this section. Because impacts to off-

site borrow source areas have already been
Million Cubic Yards documented during the permitting process for

Alternative of Fill these facilities, they are not addressed in this

Alternative 1 (Do-Nothing) 2.4 document.
Alternative 2 23

Alternative 3 (PreferredAir) 23 (2) EXISTING CONDITIONS

Alternative 4 23 The following paragraphs summarize the existing
topography and geology.

Note:Alternatives2, 3 and4 assumea newparallelrunway
witha lengthupto 8,500feet, located2,500ft west of
Runway16L/34R. (A) Topography

Approximately 17.25 million cubic yards of flU Sea-Tae Airport is located along a north-south trending ridge, with elevations
would be needed for a proposed 8,500-foot new decreasing to the west toward Puget Sound.parallel runway. Preliminary investigations
indicate that all of the required fill could be Exhibit IV.19-1 shows topography.
obtained from a combination of Port of Seattle- Elevations east of the Airport range fromabout 325 to 450 feet above mean sea level

owned property, and off-site borrow sources. (MSL). Elevations just west of the Airport

Two seismic haTard areas have been identified by range from about 250 to 400 above MSL, but
drop to sea level within approximately two

the City of SeaTac on the site of the proposed miles. North and south of the Airport,new parallel runway. They are small areas of
shallow, loose sediment that likely would liquefy elevations generally range from 125 to 400
during a seismic event. During construction this feet above MSL. From north to south,
sediment would be removed and replaced with elevation at the main runways ranges fromabout 420 feet 340 above MSL.
compacted fill.

Slopes along the east side of the Airport are
Erosion of exposed soils in areas of excavation, generally moderate. Slopes north and south
fill, and stockpile would occur during of the Airport are slightly steeper,
construction. The amount of erosion would particularly those associated with Des
depend on the design and implementation of an Moines Creek on the south end and Miller
Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan. Creek on the north end. The steepest slopes

(1) METHODOLOGY
11 Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport Third Dependent

Methods used to prepare the discussion on earth RunwayPreliminaryEngineeringReport,HNTB,1994.
impacts included review of existing information 2/ SouthAviationSupportArea FinalEIS, Port of Seattle,1994.
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in the detailed study area exist west of the is comprised of deposits fromthe Vashon
Airport and are associated with Miller Creek, glaciation. This ridge is dissected by -
before the creek turns westward to drain into several swales and gulleys, which have
Puget Sound, and within two large swales been partially filled as part of the
that drain westward towardthat creek, extensive grading performed during

initial construction of the airfield and
The South Aviation Support Area (SASA) is subsequent expansions. Deposits of the
located on a hillslope that generally slopes older Salmon Springs glaciation are
westward to Des Moines Creek. That creek exposed along the walls of stream and
is located along the eastern margin of the river valleys.
SASA site, and separates it from the adjacent
airport. Elevation ranges from 425 feet to Surface geology typically encountered in
250 feet above MSL. Slopes from east to the vicinity of the Airport is described
west generally are moderately steep. Fill below.
material for the existing runway and taxiways
is located in the northwest comer of the site. • Lacustrine Deposits: These deposits
The fill is at an elevation of 340 feet, and has consist of peat, silt, and clay and
embankment slopes of 50 percent, typically occur in shallow

depressions overlying
The topography of the Des Moines Creek glaciolacustrine sand and recessional
Technology Campus (DMCTC) site is gently outwash. These materials are
rolling with slopes that range from nearly generally not suitable fill or subgrade
level to about 6 percent. Des Moines Creek material.
flows just outside the northwest boundary of
the site. The creek ravine is about 70 feet * Recessional Outwash: This unit
deep and has side slopes of 40 to 60 percent, typically overlies Vashon till and
Elevation on the sites ranges from 275 to 350 partly fills depressions and former

glacial channels. The predominant
feet above MSL. type is a medium sand with localized

03) Geoloffv depositsof coarse sand and gravel.
• Glacial (Vashon) Till: This unit is

The existing geology and subsurface exposed at the ground surface or .....
conditions are described in the following underlies a variable thickness of
section. Recessional Outwash. It typically :

consists of an unsorted mixture of
1. Regional Geniot,v and Strati_ranhv highly compacted sand, silt, and

gravelthat is often cemented.
The Airport and vicinity are located • Kame Terrace Deposits: A kame
within the Des Moines Drift Plain of the terrace is stratified drift that has been
Puget Lowland subprovince of the deposited between a glacier and an
Pacific Border physiographic province, a adjacent valley wall. It is comprised
north-south trending structural and of silty sand and gravel with lenses of
topographic depression bordered on the glacial till and sand, silt, and clay.
west by the Olympic Mountains and on
the east by the Cascade Mountains. • Advance Outwash: This unitunderlies the till and typically

The Puget Lowland physiographic consists of dense medium sand withvariable amounts of gravel. Advancesubprovince is underlain by Tertiary
volcanic and sedimentary bedrock, which outwash deposits beneath the Vashon
is covered with Quaternary glacial and Till comprise the uppermost aquifer
nonglacial sediments to the existing land in the Airport area.
surface. Deposits of at least four * Salmon Springs Drift: These
glaciations have been identified with the sediments range from fine-grained
Vashon period being the most recent lacustrine silts and volcanic ash to
(ending approximately 11,000 years ago). silty sand and gravel. This unit

includes glacial and non-glacial
The area around Sea-Tat occupies the sediments.
top of a north-south trending ridge, which
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2. Site SubsurfaceConditions lower, west side of the SASA is
_-- predominantly recessional outwash that

Surface geology of the Airport area has overlies glacial till. In some places, the
been modified by extensive grading and recessional outwash directly overlies
filling during construction of the original advance outwash. Lacustrine deposits,
airfield and subsequent expansions. Fill chiefly silt and clay, occur in the vicinity
of variable thickness overlies native of Des Moines Creek near the western
deposits over most of the Airport. margin of the site. Fill material

associated with the south end of the
The site of the proposed new parallel Airport covers the northwest comer of
runway is primarily underlain by till, the site. Shallow (perched)groundwater
often with a thin covering of recessional occurs on the site at depths of 10 to 28
outwash. 3/ Perched groundwater occurs feet below ground surface.
during the winter wet season at depths of
5 to 15 feet below ground surface, and Surface geology on the DMCTC site is
permanent groundwater occurs in primarily glacial till. Recessional
advance outwash at a depth of 27 feet outwash overlies the till in the northwest
(300 feet above MSL). Fill material comer of the site. Shallow groundwater
ranging from 15 to 42 feet thick overlies occurs in wetland areas and in localized
the native soils at two locations within areas of perched groundwater above the
this area: one is located south of S. 176th till.
Street, and the second is located west of
the airfield and north of S. 168th Street. (C) Soils
The fill is of variable quality and
consistency and contains variable Soils in the portion of the study area south of
amounts of asphalt and cement concrete S. 192nd Street are identified in the 1973
and wood debris. It is not likely to be King County Soil Survey as belonging to the
suitable subgrade material. Isolated Alderwood Soil Association. s/ Soils north of
lenses of perched groundwater occur S. 192nd Street were not mapped during the
within the fill. Soft, wet soil and 1973 soil survey, but were identified as
recessional outwash silt, ranging from _ Alderwood soils in a 1952 soil survey.f

- to 20 feet thick, occur within swales that However, since that survey, much of that area
extend across the proposed new parallel has been excavated and covered with varying
runway site. These materials have low thickness of fill.
bearing capacity and compressibility, and
are generally not suitable fill or subgrade The Alderwood Soil Association consists of
material. Similar low bearing-capacity moderately well drained, undulating to hilly
soils are expected to occur at the north soils that have dense, very slowly permeable
end of the north safety area embankment, glacial till at depths ranging from 20 to 40

inches. The association is comprised of
Surface geology on the higher, east side about 85 percent Alderwood soils, 8 percent
of the SASA is primarily advance Everett soils, and 7 percent less extensive
outwash sand that is underlain by a thick soils. The Alderwood Association occurs as
stratum of dense gravels. -_ Glacial till large tracts on uplands and terraces in both
overlies the advance outwash in the the northern and southern parts of King
northeast and southeast comers of the County. It occupies approximately 52
site. About 30 feet of fill has been placed percent of the soil survey area in King
on the Seattle Christian School property, County.
which is located in the southeast comer
of the site. The fill is comprised of The Alderwood soil series is made up of
various materials including glacial till, moderately well drained soils that have a
concrete rubble, and other debris. The "weakly consolidated" to "strongly

consolidated" substratum at a depth of 24 to

3, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Third
Dependent Runway Preliminary Engineering
Report, HNTB, 1994. 5, Soil Survey of King County Area , Washington,

USDA Soil Conservation Service, 1973._/ Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Third
Dependent Runway Preliminary Engineering f$ Soil Survey of King County Area , Washington,
Report, HNTB, 1994. USDA SoflConservation Service, 1952.
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40 inches. These soils have formed under King County Soil Survey. 9/ The area
conifers on glacial uplands. Slopes are located south of S. 192 Street is within -
convex and generally range from 0 to 30 the limits of the soil survey. Within this
percent, but range as steep as 70 percent, area, King County and the City of SeaTae
Slopes greater than 15 percent are considered have identified erosion b_7_rd areas
an erosion haTard, along segments of Des Moines Creek.

Because the study area located north of
The Everett soil series is made up of S. 192 Street, including the site of the
somewhat excessively drained soils that are proposed new parallel runway, is outside
underlain by very gravelly sand at a depth of the limits of the soil survey, no erosion
18 to 36 inches. These soils formed in very hazard areas have been identified in this
gravelly recessional outwash deposits, under area by King County or the City of
conifers. They exist on terraces and terrace SeaTac. The embankments along the
fronts and are gently undulating and west side of the existing airfield could
moderately steep with slopes ranging from 0 potentially be an erosion hazard area,
to 30 percent. Slopes greater than 15 percent however.
have a moderate to severe rating for erosion
hazard. 2. Landslide Hazard

The less extensive soils in this association In landslide-sensitive areas, unstable or
occur in depressions or on terraces along potentially unstable conditions increase
small streams. These soils, mostly the the risk of a slope failure. Criteria used
Norma, Bellingham, Orcas, Shalcar, and for determining landslide sensitivity
Seattle soil series, have impeded drainage include slope percentage and gradient,
and are subject to flooding. There are soil type, character of underlying
substantial areas of Kitsap soils, which have stratigraphie units, presence of springs or
a silty substratum, in the major valleys, seepage, and type of vegetative cover.

No landslide hazard areas have been

(D) Hazard Areas identified in the study area by King
County or the City of SeaTac. Fill

The City of SeaTac and King County have material on the Seattle Christian School
ordinances regulating the use and property within the SASA site may be a .-
development of environmentally sensitive landslide hazard; the hazard potential of
areas and have developed map folios this fill has not been verified. _°/ During a
indicating h_Tard areas within their stream survey of Miller Creek (Appendix
jurisdietions.7/,_ For Earth resources, hazard F of the Draft EIS), a recent
areas would include erosion b_7_rd, landslide slump/landslide scar was identified on
hazard, and seismic ba7ard. The extent of the left bank (looking downstream) of
these hazard areas in the vicinity of the Miller Creek, near its confluence with the
Airport are shown in Exhibit IV.19-2. Burien Lake tributary.

1. Erosion Hazard 3. Seismic Hazard

Erosion hazard areas are defined by King Seismic hazards include ground shaking
County and the City of SeaTae as areas and associated ground failure (including
with soil types that have been rated by landslides), soil liquefaction, and surface
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) as fault rupture resulting directly from
having severe to very severe erosion earthquakes. The Puget Lowland
baTard. Because this definition is based physiographic subprovince is a
on SCS soils classification, the County seismically active region and historically
and City sensitive-areas studies identify has experienced thousands of
erosion hazard areas only in portions of earthquakes. This has led to the
the county that have been covered by the designation of the subprovince in the

Soil Surveyof King CountyArea, Washington,USDA
2/ SensitiveAreas Ordinance,KingCounty,1990. Soil ConservationService,1973.
_/ EnvironmentallySensitive Areas Ordinance, City of 2._ South AviationSupportArea FinalEIS, Portof Seattle,

SeaTae,1994. 1994.
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Uniform Building Code for Puget Sound the total wetland impacts). Four borrow sites
as a zone 3 for seismic risk on a scale of are located south of the Airport and two are
1 (lowest) to 4 (highest).l-t/ No evidence located to the north. Additionally, some of
has been reported that shows a fault trace the required fill could be supplied by the
across the project area,U/_. Although the excavation of SASA.
Airport is in proximity to the Seattle
fault, which is recognized as seismically 1. Borrow Source Area 1
active, the relationship between the
Seattle fault and seismic activity in the Area 1 is an approximately 110-acre
vicinity of the Airport remains former residential area within the south-
uncertain.15 runway protection zone of the existing

runways. The area slopes gently to
Seismic haT_rdareas are defined by King moderately to the northwest, toward Des
County and the City of SeaTac as areas Moines Creek. Elevation ranges from
subject to severe risk of earthquake 250 to 350 feet above MSL. A small
damage as a result of seismically induced portion of the north side of Area 1 is
settlement or soil liquefaction. These mapped as a seismic hazard area. An
conditions occur in areas underlain by erosion hazard area for this area is
cohesionless soils of low density usually mapped in the southwest corner of the
in association with a shallow site (Exhibit IV.19-2). No landslide
groundwater table. Such conditions are hazards have been identified on the site.
found in areas of recent river, lake, or
beach deposits, and areas of artificial fill. Higher elevations of Area 1 are underlain
Several seismic hazard areas have been by glacial till. In places, the till has a
identified in the study area by the County thin mantle of silty sand fill and
and the City of SeaTac. These areas recessional outwash. Lower elevations in
occur in lacustrine deposits and along the northern and western parts of the site
segments of Miller, Walker, and Des are unoerlain by recessional outwash. At
Moines Creeks. Two seismic hazard the extreme northern end of the site, the
areas occur on me site of the proposed outwash is overlain by organic silt
new parallel runway, lacustrine deposits. Advance outwash

was encountered beneath the till and
(E) Borrow Source Areas recessional outwash. Depth to

groundwater ranges from 30 to 49 feet
Preliminary evaluation of potential borrow below ground surface (bgs). Seasonally
source areas indicates that a substantial perched groundwater occurs at depths of
portion of the anticipated fill needs could be up to 7 feet in recessional outwash that
obtained from six sites on Port-owned overlies glacial till, and at a depth of 4
_5/ropertieson and adjacent to the Airport._ feet in the lacustrine deposits.

The sites, labeled Areas 1 through 5, and
Area g, total approximately 335 acres. 2. Borrow source Area 2
Potential on-site borrow source area locations
are shown in Exhibit IV.19-1. As is noted Area 2 is an approximately 20-acre site
in Section 11 "Wetlands", maximum use of of mostly undeveloped land situated
these on-site borrow areas would result in north orS. 216th Street between 15th and
21.3 acres of wetland impacts (about 74% of 16th Avenues. Slopes are gentle to

moderate to the northwest, becoming
steeply sloping in the extreme northwest

11, Uniform Building Code, International Congress of corner near Des Moines Creek.
Building Officials, 1988. Elevations range from 175 to 275 feet

1...22/Seismotectonic Map of the Puget Sound Region, above MSL, with the majority of the site
Washington, Gower,H. D., J. C. Yount,and P,. S. being at or above 225 feet above MSL.Crosson, 1985. U.S.G.S. Map No. 1-1613.

13_ Personal communication with Steve Palmer, U.S. An erosion hazard area associated with
Geological Survey, Olympia Office, September 8, 1995. the Des Moines Creek Ravine is mapped
Seattle-TacomaInternationalAirport Third Dependent along the northern margin of the site.
Runway Preliminary Engineering Report, HNTB, 1994. No seismic or landslide hazards have

15/ Draft Borrow Source Study, Proposed New Roadway, been identified on the site.
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, SeaTac,
Washington, AGI, April, 1995.
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Surface geology is predominantly glacial northern part of the site. Groundwater
till. Till thickness ranges from 17 to 31 conditions on the site are highly variable. ......
feet. Up to 13 feet of recessional Groundwater was encountered in the
outwash overlies the till in the southern advance outwash and perched on top of
portion of the site. Advance outwash the pre-Vashon dri_ ranging in depths
underlies the till throughout the site. from 10to 100 feet bgs.
Depth to groundwater ranges from 34 to
39 feet bgs. No perched groundwater 5. Borrow Source Area5
was encountered during drilling
performed in December, 1993 and Area 5 is approximately 60 acres of
November, 1994. vacant and cleared former residential

property situated immediately north of
3. Borrow Source Area 3 SR-518, south of 146th Street, and west

of 24th Avenue S. The site slopes
Area 3 is an approximately 60-acre moderately to the southwest, toward SR-
former residential area that is within the 518. Elevation ranges from 275 to 475
fenced security portion of the Airport feet above MSL. A landfill is located in
runway protection zone. Des Moines the north part of Area 5. A seismic
Creek Park is located immediately south hazard area is mapped along the
of Area 3. Elevations range from 250 to southwestern boundary of the site. No
350 feet above MSL, sloping gently to landslide or erosion haTard areas are
moderately to the southeast. Moderate to identified by King County or the City of
steep slopes occur in the south-central SeaTac.
portion of the site, in an area that appears
to be a former borrow site. Abandoned The site is underlain by glacial till that
playing fields east of the site also appear extends to depths of 57 to 103 feet before
to have been used as a former borrow contacting the underlying advance
source, outwash. Recessional outwash up to 10

feet thick and fill material overlie the till
Recessional outwash blankets Area 3. It in places. The landfill material ranges
occurs to depths more than of 49 feet in from 7 to 17 feet thick and is comprised
the southern part of the site, but is of silty sand to sandy silt with asphalt, _.:-.
underlain by glacial till at depths of about concrete, and wood construction debris.
10 feet in the northern part of the site. The landfill also is reported to contain
Permanent groundwater occurs between 50,000 to 70,000 cubic yards of
34 and 87 feet. No seismic or landslide petroleum hydrocarbon-contaminated
hazards have been identified on the site. street sweeping material. The fill is

underlain by 4 to 17 feet of recessional
4. Borrow Source Area 4 outwash which, in turn, is underlain by

glacial till. Depth to groundwater ranges
Area 4 is an approximately 40-acre area from 110 to 118 feet bgs. In places,
on an undeveloped wooded hill situated perched groundwater occurs in
west of Tyee Valley Golf Course, which recessional outwash on top of the till.
is immediately south of Sea-Tac. The top
of the wooded hill is about 395 feet 6. Borrow SoureeArea8
above MSL. The site slopes moderately
to steeply down all sides of the hill. No Area 8 is an approximately 55-acre site
seismic, erosion, or landslide hazard that has been used in the past for both
areas are identified by King County or borrow and fill disposal. It is located
the City of SeaTac. between S. 154th Street and SR 518,

immediately north of the existing
Till was encountered along the east slope runways. A moderate to steep slope
of the hill. Till thickness averages about extends northward down from S. 154th
20 feet. The hilltop and the west and Street to the site. The slope becomes
north slopes appear to be underlain by gently sloping further to the northwest,
advance outwash that occurs at depths of toward Lake Reba. Elevations range
118 feet on the hilltop. Pre-Vashon drift from 270 to 375 feet above MSL,
underlies the advance outwash in the although most of the site is at or below
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325 feet above MSL. An area designated for retaining wall construction and about
as a seismic haTard is located along the 20,000 ey of material would be needed to
northeastern boundary of the site. No complete grading for the 34L runway safety
erosion or landslide h,7_rd areas are area.
identified by King County or the City of
SeaTac. Approximately 192,000 to 529,000 cubic

yards of material would be excavated for
A steep slope in the southeast corner of construction of the Des Moines Creek
Area 8 appears to be largely comprised of Technology Campus (DMCTC) site,
fill. Numerous small piles of debris are depending on the grading option selected.LT/
located immediately south of Lake Reba. Some of this material could be used on-site as
Surface water and shallow groundwater backfill. Approximately 11,000 to 518,000
associated with Lake Reba occur in the cubic yards of excess material would be
northern low-lying portions of the site, generated.
and about 20.7 acres of the site is

wetland. The eastern portion of the site Extensive earthwork would be required to
has a substantial thickness of fill that prepare the SRS09/South Access roadbeds
contains large pieces of asphalt and for construction. Between 3.7 and 7.5 miles
concrete debris. Till occurs in the of new roadway and impervious surface area
southwest corner of the site to depths of could be created, depending on the selected
about 12 feet. Advance outwash alternative. At its maximum extent, the
underlies the till and fill material. Depth SR509 corridor would cross erosion and
to groundwater varies from about 6 to 35 landslide hazard areas associated with Des
feet bgs. Moines Creek, Massey Creek, and the north

and south forks of McSorley Creeks. Two
7. Other On-Site Sources additional erosion hazard areas, and up to

five seismic hazard areas could be located

It is anticipated that the Port of Seattle within the proposed alignments. 18
will investigate the availability, of Approximately 3.2 to 4.2 million cubic yards
additional borro_ source sites on other of material would be excavated during
current or future Pen-owned land. Such construction of the SR 509/South Access
sites could include the South Aviation road project, depending on the alternative
Support Area (SASA), where material selected. Between 3.2 and 8.6 million cubic
could be excavated, and then replaced yards of fill would be required for
through a landfill-type operation. Prior embankment and roadbed construction.L9/
to the use of this material, the Port would
comply with all requisite environmental (B) Alternative 2 (Central Terminal)
analysis.

Impacts on earth resources as a result of the
(3) FUTURE CONDITIONS "With Project" alternatives would include

changes to topography, construction in
The following sections summarize the impacts of seismic hazard areas, and soil erosion.
the four Master Plan Update alternatives on earth Measures to control erosion during
resources, construction could be required to comply

with state and applicable local regulations.
(A) Do-Nothing (Alternative 1) Transportation-system impacts related to

transport of fill materials are addressed in the
As is identified in the Final EIS for the South
Aviation Support Area (SASA),
approximately 2.38 million cubic yards (mcy)
of fill would be excavated from the SASA 12, Port of SeanleDes Moines CreekTechnology Campus
site tO complete the approved preferred DraflEIS, CH2MHILL,1995.
alternative.-L¢ About 2.16 mcy could be used 18/ SR-5Og/SouthAccess Road Corridor E1S Phase I1
as backfill on the site. About 300,000 cubic Study Geology Discipline Report, Shapiro andAssociates,Inc.,March,1995.
yards (ey) of imported fill would be needed 1_ Draft EnvironmentalImpactStatementand Section4(39

Evaluation, SR 509/South Access Road Corridor
Project, U.S. Departmentof TransportationFederal

Final EnvironmentalImpactStatement,South Aviation Highway Administration and Washington State
SupportArea, Portof Seattle,March,1994 DepartmentofTransportation,Deeernber, 1995.
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Chapter W, Section 23 "Construction develop the airfield level facilities of the

Impacts" ofthisreport. SASA as currently proposed. Sixteen (i
potential off-site borrow sources have

1. Borrow R_luirements been identified that could supp_l_ the
remaining volumes of required fill. 2°/

The most extensive earthwork associated

with the Master Plan alternatives would Construction of terminals, airport support
occur from the proposed new parallel facilities, utilities, and roads would occur
runway, the 600-foot extension of in developed areas that previously have
Runway 16L/34R, runway safety area been excavated and filled. Relatively
improvements, and site preparation of the minor amounts of fill would be required
SASA. These elements of each "With for their construction and could be
Project" alternative would require a total supplied by off-site borrow sources.
of approximately 23 million cubic yards
of compacted fill (Table IV.19-1) with As described in Section 11 "Wetlands",
approximately 17.25 million cubic yards the disadvantage of using the on-site
for an 8,500-foot new runway; 2.4 borrow areas could be the impact of
million cubic yards for extension of about 2.4 acres of wetland. However, as
Runway 16/34R; 0.98 million cubic yards is discussed in Section 23
for the runway safety area improvements; "Construction", if these borrow areas are
and 2.38 million cubic yards to level the not used, an increase in off-airport truck
SASA in preparation for support facility trips would be required to import fill to
construction. The 7,500-foot and new Sea-TacAirport.
parallel runway options are estimated to
require 13.52 and 16.77 million cubic 2. Excavation and Fill Placement
yards of fill, respectively. Cut and fill
estimates for the aircraft apron area, The following sections summarize the
additional taxiways, and relocation of S. excavation and fill placement associated
156th Way are not available at this time, with each of the major construction sites.
but are not expected to be of the
magnitude of the other airfield projects, a. New Parallel Runway

Preliminary estimates indicate that The aerial extent of runway
approximately 3.1 million cubic yards of excavation and construction is shown
the required fill could be generated on Exhibit IV.19-1. The new
during excavation of the new runway runway site would f'n_tbe stripped of
site, and approximately 2.16 million all vegetation and topsoil.
cubic yards of fill could be generated Subsurface material over most of the
during SASA site excavation, site is primarily till and recessional

outwash that has moderate to good
Approximately 17.73 million cubic yards bearing capacity, low to moderate
of additional fill would be needed, compressibility, and is suitable
Preliminary evaluation of potential on- subgrade material. Over-excavation
site borrow source areas indicates that 4 of unsuitable subgrade materials
to 8 million cubic yards of the required beneath the proposed new runway,
borrow could be obtained from Port- taxiways, and embankment toes
owned properties on and adjacent to the would be required, however. Over-
Airport. Resource verification would be excavation would include 10 to 20
necessary to confirm availability, feet of soft soils in swales that cross
quantity, and quality of fill materials at the new runway and north safety
each potential on-site borrow source area, area; two existing fills, ranging from
however. The borrow potential of 15 to 42 feet thick; and, potentially,
additional current or future Port-owned soils in wetland areas (as sho_,vn in
properties also may be evaluated. Exhibit IV.U-2). Temporary
Additional fill could be excavated from control of groundwater would be
the SASA property for construction of
the new parallel runway. This material
would have to be replaced, however, to 2_/ Seattle.TacomaInternationalAirport Third Dependent

RunwayPreliminaryEngineeringReport,HNTB, 1994.
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needed in the swale and wetland Fill zones may be used to maximize
areas. Over-excavation materials use of on-site fill and produce a new
would be either distributed over the runway that would have acceptable
infill area or disposed of at approved strength, compressibility, and long-
disposal sites, term fill settlement. Three general

zones are proposed:
Additional site preparation would
include keying and benching along • Zone A. High strength and low
the existing embankment to create a compressibility would be
stable fill base where the existing required to a depth of 5 feet
grades slope beneath the proposed below runway and taxiway
new runway embankment, pavement subgrade. High
Streamflow within the swales that quality, import select fill should
cross the proposed site would need to be used in this zone to achieve
be intercepted and controlled to consistent, higheompaction.
protect embankment fill stability. • Zone B. Moderate strength and
Subdrains should also be installed low compressibility would be
behind any reinforced earth slopes required at depth beneath the
and walls, runway and taxiways, and for

construction of reinforced earth
The new runway would require slopes. Import select fill or on-
construction of an extensive fill site fill may be used in these
embankment to establish the areas to provide consistent,

.... proposed runway and runway safety moderate to moderately high
area grades. Upon completion, compaction.
runway grades would range from 410
feet above MSL at the north • Zone C. General compacted fill

with moderate strength andthreshold to 350 feet above MSL at
the south threshold. To establish compressibility would be

these grades, fill thickness would acceptable for the infill zone ofthe embankment between an_
range up to approximately 160 feet at
the maximum depth, with typical reinforced earth slopes and the
depths ranging between 30 and 100 runway and taxiway fill zones.Because more variable, low to
feet. Cuts in existing grade of up to moderate compaction is
20 feet would be required, acceptable in Zone C, on-site fill

could be used.
Unreinforeed fill slopes no steeper
than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical are Embankment settlement could result
recommended for most of the safety from settlement of the underlying
area embankment west of the new native soils, settlement of
parallel runway. The fill would be embankment fill during placement
placed in layers using common due to self weight, and post-
construction techniques. Reinforced placement settlement of fill due to
earth embankments, allowing creep and inundation.
embankment slopes of up to 55

degrees from the horizontal, could be Over the long-term, differential
used along portions of the west settlement of the new parallel runway
embankment, where practical, to and taxiway pavements would occur
minimize encroachment onto in proportion to variations in fill
adjacent areas. Construction of thickness along the alignment.
reinforced embankments involves Differential settlement criteria for the
establishing a zone of moderately runway pavement is limited to less
well-compacted fill with layers of than 0.5 inch in 50 feet. Based on
steel or polymer reinforcement, currently proposed new runway
Retaining walls would be used elevations and corresponding fill
wherever practical to minimize thickness, it appears feasible that the
encroachment on SR 509. proposed fill zones can achieve the

required differential settlement
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criteria over runway alignment and b. Runway Extension and Safety
the runway and taxiways. Mitigating Area .....
measures may be necessary to meet
differential settlement criteria in Construction of fill embankments
areas where there are large changes would be needed for the proposed
in fill thickness over relatively short extension of Runway 34R and safety
distances, which could occur in the area. Approximately 3.38 million
vicinity of the existing fill slope cubic yards of fill would be needed
south of S. 176th SWeet, and where for embankment construction. Upon
the proposed parallel taxiway would completion, the elevation of the
straddle the existing airfield runway and safety area would be
embankment north of S. 170th Street. about 340 feet above MSL.

Runway construction is scheduled for Site preparation, construction
completion by the year 2001. To requirements, fill placement, fill
meet this schedule, year-round settlement, and seasonal construction
construction of the embankment may restrictions would be similar to those
be necessary. Import-select fill has described for the new runway.
low moisture sensitivity and can
generally be used during wet c. SASA Site
weather. The majority of on-site
borrow source materials is The SASA would require extensive
moderately to highly moisture- earthwork to prepare the site for
sensitive because of its high fines paving and construction of Airport
content. This material would not be support facilities. The finished area
suitable for year-round construction would be approximately 80 acres
in. fill zones requiring consistent, with a total paved area of about 56
moderate to high compaction, acres. The excavation and
Construction sequencing could be construction area footprint is shown
established to use ali-weather in Exhibit IV.19-1. The footprint
construction material from off:site arez would be levele_ to grades of
sources in these areas during the about 0.7 percent by excavating the
winter months. It should be feasible higher eastern side of the site and
to achieve low to moderate filling the lower west side of the site.
compaction with on-site borrow Des Moines Creek would be
material during the wetter winter relocated to the east. Post-
months, construction elevation would be

about 450 feet above MSL. Fills up
Four stockpile sites have been to 70 feet thick and cuts up to 60 feet
identified on Port property near the would be necessary to achieve the
new runway site. These four sites, proposed grades. Because
identified as Stockpile Sites AB, C, J, groundwater has been observed at
and O on Exhibit IV.19-1, have a depths of less than 10 feet below
total estimated stockpile capacity of ground surface, dewatering would be
580,000 cubic yards. 21/ required in some areas during

excavation.

Approximately 2.38 million cubic
yards of material would be
excavated, most of which could be
used on-site as compacted backfill.
About 0.22 million cubic yards of
topsoil and other material not
suitable for fill would need to be
disposed of either on Port property
for the runway safety area or off-site

21/ Sea.TaclnternationalAirport,DesignDevelopraent at a pre-approved disposal site.
for a NewRunway,Draft FillMaterialStockpileSite
Study, HNTB,December,1994
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A series of retaining walls would be walls, pipe trenches, and other
constructed around the site. A structures.
reinforced earth wall is proposed for
the west side of the site. The walls During .excavation, shallow
would have a maximum height of 90 groundwater likely would be
feet, and would be constructed in encountered in wetland areas and in
tiers about 30 feet in height with a localized areas of perched
30-foot setback to the next tier. A groundwater above the till.
permanent tieback pile wall would be Trenching and sump pumps could be
necessary on the east side of the site. used to control perched groundwater.
The tieback walls would have a Permanentdrainage _stems may be
maximum height of 63 feet and needed in wetlands and low-lying
would be nearly vertical. Import fill areas to maintain stability of fill
would be needed to construct the slopes and retaining structures.
reinforced earth wall as on-site fill is
unsuitable for this purpose because e. Airport Area
of its high moisture sensitivity.

Construction of facilities within the
d. Des Moines Creek Technology airfield, terminal, and support facility

Campus areas would require minor amounts
of earthwork relative to construction

The technology campus would be of other elements included in the
constructed on 54 acres of the 90- "With Project" alternative. Because
acre site. This site is a large portion construction would occur in nearly
of the Borrow Area 1 already level, developed areas that have
identified. As identified in the Draft previously been excavated and filled,
EIS for the Des Moines Creek required amounts of excavation and
Technology Campus, two grading fill, and consequent changes to
options are under consideration, existing topography, are expected to
Grading Option A would conform to be small.
the existing topography as closely as

- possible. Approximately 192,000 f. Borrow Source Areas
cubic yards of material would be
excavated, most of which could be On-site borrow source areas likely
used on-site as compacted backfill, would be used to the maximum
Approximately 10,000 cubic yards of extent possible to minimize off-site
excess material would need to be borrow source area utilization.
disposed of either on Port property or Deposits on the sites were divided
at an approved disposal site. Under into soft units, and samples from each
Grading Option B, the hilly terrain of unit were analyzed to evaluate their
the site would be leveled and finished suitability for use as fill material and
gradeswould more closely match the to develop preliminary design
lower elevations of the northwest criteria. In general, the majority of
comer of the site. Approximately potential fill material from on-site
529,000 cubic yards of material borrow source areas would be
would be excavated; 11,000 cubic derived from recessional outwash,
yards of this could be used on-site, till, and advance outwash deposits.
Approximately 518,000 cubic yards Fill derived from advance outwash
of excess material would be and recessional outwash deposits
generated. These cut and fill would likely be less moisture-
estimates assume that all on-site sensitive than material derived from
material is suitable for reuse. Most till deposits. The maximum borrow
of the excavated material would be soil volume (in place) was estimated
glacial till, however. Till has limited for each on-site source area. These
use for general site grading and estimates are based on a maximum
cannot be used for structural backfill, cut of 10 feet above the water table
Imported select fill would be required or to the pre-Vashon drift across each
for backfill around footings, retaining area; a minimum 30-foot-wide buffer
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from adjacent property lines; and cut which could result in the removal
slopes at 2:1 (horizontal:vertical). of up to 2.2 million cubic yards ......
Other assumptions specific to of material. Both estimates
individual borrow source areas are assume no material would be
discussed below, excavated within the SR509

corridor.

The following borrow estimates are • Area 5. About 1.1 million cubic
based on in-place soil volumes on the yards of fill material could be
borrow sites. Volumes of the in- obtained using a uniform 15-foot
place material may either increase or cut. Up to 1.75 million cubic
decrease after excavation, placement, yards of material may be
and compaction. The amount of fluff excavated using a maximum cut
(increase) or compression (decrease) of 35 feet in places. Petroleum
varies with the soil material type and hydrocarbon-contaminated fill
the degree of compaction after that occurs on the site is included
placement. Fluff and compaction in these estimates.
factors are expected to range from
+12% to -9%, respectively, for • Area 8. About 20.7 acres of
material obtained from the on-site wetland occur on the site.
borrow source areas.TJ4 ....Additionally, the site is located

near the Lake Reba detention
• Area 1. About 2.3 million cubic facility. To avoid impacts on

yards of material could be wetlands and the lake, no
obtained using a uniform 15-foot material will be excavated from
cut and no material is removed Area 8.
from the DMCTC site. Deeper
cuts of up to 45 feet on portions 3. Hazard. Areas
would result in the removal of up
to 4.0 million cubic yards of Under Alternative 2, excavation and
material. Excavation of the low- construction would occur in areas that
lying area at the north end of the have been identified as seismic hazards
site was not included in the by the City of SeaTac (Exhibit IV.19-
estimates because of the likely 2).2_/ Soils in seismic hazard areas are ......
occurrence of shallow prone to liquefaction during an
groundwater. The current plans earthquake, which could result in vertical
for this site call for the removal displacement of embankments and
of up to 500,000 cubic yards, pavement. Two of these areas are

located on the SASA. Geotechnical
• Areas 2. About 330,000 cubic analysis of soils in these ar_as indicates

yards fill material could be that these soils would not liquefy during
obtained using a uniform 15-foot a seismic event and these areas,
cut. Deeper cuts appear feasible therefore, do not pose a seismic baTArd._4_
and could provide up to 650,000 Two seismic hazard areas occur on the
cubic yards of fill material, site of the proposed new parallel runway.

• Area 3. Excavation depths of 0 Geoteclmical invest/gations indicate
to 30 feet at the south end of these seismic hazards are loose, saturated
Area 3, and 0 to 55 feet at the sediment, about 5 to 20 feet deep, that
north end could produce up to likely would liquefy during a seismic
2.9 million cubic yards of event. During runway construction, the
material, sediment would be removed and replaced

• Area 4. About 300,000 cubic with compacted fill Seismic hazard
yards fill material could be areas also occur on Borrow Source Areas
obtained using a uniform 15-foot 1, 5, and 8. Excavated cut slopes in these
cut. Deeper cuts up to 30 feet
may be feasible west of the
proposed SR509 right-of-way, 23, EnvironmentallySensitiveAreas Map Folio, City ofSeaTac,1991.

2,_ SouthAviationSupportArea Final EIS,Portof Seattle,
221 DraftBorrowSourceArea Study,AGI,April,1995. 1994.
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: _ areas would be prone to failure duringa elements includedin Alternative 3. Because
seismic event, construction would occur in nearly level,

developed areas that have previously been
No landslidehazardshave been identified excavated and filled, required amounts of
in the study area, based on existing excavation and fill, and consequent changes
information sources. Fill material on the to existing topography, are expected to be
Seattle Christian School property within relatively small.
the SASA may be a landslide hazard,
however.25: The types of material and (D) Alternative 4 ( South Unit Terminal)
placement method used to construct this
fill should be investigated to evaluate its Under Alternative4, impacts associated with
landslidepotential, developmentof the new parallel runway and

the SASA, airfield improvements,relocation
Erosion hazards are identified in the of S. 156th Way, and excavation of on-site
northwest comer of the DMCTC site, borrowsourceareas would be the same as for
along the western margin of Borrow Alternative2.
Source Area 1 and along the northern
margin of Borrow Source Area 2 Similarto Alternative2, constructionwithin
(Exhibit IV.19-2). These hazard areas the airfield, terminal, and support facility
are associated with steep ravines along areas would require minor amounts of
Des Moines Creek. No development or earthwork relative to construction of other
borrow excavation would occur within elements includedin Alternative 4. Because
these haTardareas and their associated cons_uction would occur in nearly level,
buffer areas, developed areas that have previously been

excavated and filled, required amounts of
4. Erosion excavation and fill, and consequent changes

to existing topography, are expected to be
Erosion of exposed soils in areas of relatively small.
excavation, fill, and stockpile would
occur during construction. Erosion and (E) Preferred Alternative (Alternative 3)
sedimentation estimates _or the new
parallel runway, runway improvements, As is described in Chapter II, the Port of
and on-site borrow source areas are listed Seattle staff have recommended the
in Table IV.23-3, and discussed in implementation of Alternative 3 (North Unit
Chapter IV, Section 10, "Water Quality Terminal) with a new parallel runway with a
and Hydrology", and Section 23, len_h of 8,500 feet. The following
"Construction Impacts", of this Final summarize the earth impacts of this
EIS. An Erosion and Sedimentation alternative.
Control Plan would be designed and
implementedto control erosion, dust, and 1. Borrow Requirements
waste disposal and minimize impacts.

The most extensive earthwork associated
(C) Alternative 3 (North Unit Terminal) with the Preferred Alternative would

occur from the proposed new parallel
Under Alternative 3, impacts associated with runway, the 600-foot extension of
development of the new parallel runway and Runway 16L/34R, runway safety area
the SASA, airfield improvements, relocation improvements, and site preparation of the
of S. 156th Way, and excavation of on-site SASA. These elements would require a
borrow source areas would be the same as for total of approximately 23 million cubic
Alternative 2. yards of compacted fill with

approximately 17.25 million cubic yards
Similar to Alternative 2, construction within for an 8,500-foot new runway; 2.4
the airfield, terminal, and support facility million cubic yards for extension of
areas would require minor amounts of Runway 16/34R; 0.98 million cubic
earthwork relative to construction of other yards for the runway safety area

improvements; and 2.38 million cubic
yards to level the SASA in preparation

25_ South AviationSupport Area Final EIS, Port of for support facility construction. Cut and
Seattle, 1994.
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fill estimates for the aircraft apron area, stripped of all vegetation and topsoil.
additional taxiways, and relocation of S. Subsurface material over most of the
156th Way are not available at this time, site is primarily till and recessional -
but are not expected to be of the outwash that has moderate to good "
magnitude of the other airfield projects, bearing capacity, low to moderate

compressibility, and is suitable
Preliminary evaluation of potential on- subgrade material. Over-excavation
site borrow source areas indicates that 4 of unsuitable subgrade materials
to 8 million cubic yards of the required beneath the proposed new runway,
borrow could be obtained from Port- taxiways, and embankment toes
owned properties on and adjacent to the would be required, however. Over-
Airport. Resource verification would be excavation would include 10 to 20
necessary to confn'm availability, feet of soft soils in swales that cross
quantity, and quality of fill materials at the new runway and north safety
each potential on-site borrow source area, area; two existing fills, ranging from
however. The borrow potential of 15 to 42 feet thick; and, potentially,
additional current or future Port-owned soils in wetland areas. Temporary
properties also may be evaluated, control of groundwater would be
Additional fill could be excavated from needed in the swale and wetland
the SASA property for construction of areas. Over-excavation materials
the new parallel runway. This material would be either distributed over the
would have to be replaced, however, to infill area or disposed of at approved
develop the airfield level facilities of the disposal sites.
SASA as currently proposed. Sixteen
potential off-site borrow sources have Additional site preparation would
been identified that could supply the include keying and benching along
remaining volumes of required f'dl. the existing embankment to create a

stable fill base where the existing
Construction of terminals. :firport support grades slope beneath the proposed
faciliues, utilities, and roa_ would occur new runway embankmen'_
in developed areas that previously have Streamflow within the swales that
been excavated and filled. Relatively cross the proposed site would need to
minor amounts of fill would be required be intercepted and controlled to
for their construction and could be protect embankment fill stability ....
supplied by off-site borrow sources. Subdrains should also be installed

behind any reinforced earth slopes
As described in Section 11 "Wetlands", and wails.
the disadvantage of usifig the on-site
borrow areas could be the impact of The proposed new runway would
about 2.4 acres of wetland. However, as require construction of an extensive
is discussed in Section 23 fill embankment to establish the
"Construction", if these borrow areas are proposed runway and runway safety
not used, an increase in off-airport truck area grades. Upon completion,
trips would be required to import fill to runway grades would range from 410
Sea-TacAirport. feet above MSL at the north

threshold to 350 feet above MSL at
2. Excavatio_t a_d Fill Placement the south threshold. To establish

these grades, fill thickness would
The following sections summarize the range up to approximately 160 feet at
excavation and fill placement associated the maximum depth, with typical
with each of the major construction sites, depths ranging between 30 and 100

feet. Cuts in existing grade of up to
a. New Parallel Runway 20 feet would be required.

The aerial extent of proposed runway Unreinforced fill slopes no steeper
excavation and construction is shown than 2 horizontal to 1 vertical are
on Exhibit IV.19-1. The proposed recommended for most of the safety

' new runway site would first be area embankment west of the
i
f
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proposed new parallel runway. The e. SASA Site
fill would be placed in layers using
common construction techniques. The SASA would require extensive
Reinforced earth embankments, earthwork to prepare the site for
allowing embankment slopes of up to paving and construction of Airport
55 degrees from the horizontal, could support facilities. The f'mished area
be used along portions of the west would be approximately 80 acres
embankment, where practical, to with a total paved area of about 56
minimize encroachment onto acres. The footprint area would be
adjacent areas. Construction of leveled to grades of about 0.7 percent
reinforced embankments involves by excavating the higher eastern side
establishing a zone of moderately of the site and filling the lower west
well-compacted fill with layers of side of the site. Des Moines Creek
steel or polymer reinforcement, would be relocated to the east. Post-
Retaining walls would be used construction elevation would be
wherever practical to minimize about 450 feet above MSL. Fills up
encroachment on SR 509. to 70 feet thick and cuts up to 60 feet

would be necessary to achieve the
Fill zones may be used to maximize proposed grades. Because
use of on-site fill and produce a new groundwater has been observed at
runway that would have acceptable depths of less than 10 feet below
strength, compressibility, and long- ground surface, dewatering would be
term fill settlement. Embankment required in some areas during
settlement could result from excavation.
settlement of the underlying native
soils, settlement of embankment fill Approximately 2.38 million cubic
during placement due to self weight, yards of material would be
and post-placement settlement of fill excavated, most of which could be
due to creep and inundation, used on-site as compacted backfill.

About 0.22 million cur_c yards of
Four stockpile sites have been topsoil and other material not
identified on Port property near the suitable for fill would need to be
new runway site. These four sites, disposed of either on Port property
identified as Stockpile Sites AB, C, J, for the runway safety area or off-site
and O on Exhibit IV.19-1, have a at a pre-approved disposal site.
total estimated stockpile capacity of
580,000 cubic yards. A series of retaining walls would be

constructed around the site. A
b. Runway Extension and Safety reinforced earth wall is proposed for

Area the west side of the site. The walls
would have a maximum height of 90

Construction of fill embankments feet, and would be constructed in
would be needed for the proposed tiers about 30 feet in height with a
extension of Runway 34R and safety 30-foot setback to the next tier. A
area. Approximately 3.38 million permanent tieback pile wall would be
cubic yards of fill would be needed necessary on the east side of the site.
for embankment construction. Upon The tieback wails would have a
completion, the elevation of the maximum height of 63 feet and
runway and safety area would be would be nearly vertical. Import fill
about 340 feet above MSL. Site would be needed to construct the
preparation, construction reinforced earth wall as on-site fill is
requirements, fill placement, fill unsuitable for this purpose because
settlement, and seasonal construction of its high moisture sensitivity.
restrictions would be similar to those
described for the new runway.
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d. Des Moines Creek Technoloev e. Airport Area
Campus ....

Construction of facilities within the
The technology campus would be airfield, terminal, and support facility
constructed on 54 acres of the 90- areas would require minor amounts
acre site. This site is a large portion of earthwork relative to construction
of the Borrow Area 1 already of other elements. Because
identified. As identified in the Draft constrnetion would occur in nearly
EIS for the Des Moines Creek level, developed areas that have
Technology Campus, two grading previously been excavated and filled,
options are under consideration, required amounts of excavation and
Grading Option A would conform to fill, and consequent changes to
the existing topography as closely as existing topography, are expected to
possible. Approximately 192,000 be small.
cubic yards of material would be
excavated, most of which could be f. Borrow Source Areas
used on-site as compacted backfiU.
Approximately 10,000 cubic yards of On-site borrow source areas likely
excess material would need to be would be used to the maximum

disposed of either on Port property or extent possible to minimize off-site
at an approved disposal site. Under borrow source area utilization.
Grading Option B, the hilly terrain of Deposits on the sites were divided
the site would be leveled and finished into soil units, and samples from each
grades would more closely match the unit were analyzed to evaluate their
lower elevations of the northwest suitability for use as fill material and
corner of the site. Approximately to develop preliminary design
529,000 cubic yards of material criteria. In general, the majority of
would be excavated; 11,000 cubic potential fill material from on-site
yards of this could be used on-site, bor,-ow source areas would be
Approximately 518,000 cubic yards der ed from recessional outwash,
of excess material would be till, and advance outwash deposits.
generated. These cut and fill Fill derived from advance ourwash
estimates assume that all on-site and recessional outwash deposits
material is suitable for reuse. Most would likely be less moisture- '. .....
of the excavated material would be sensitive than material derived from
glacial fill, however. Till has limited till deposits. The maximum borrow
use for general site grading and soil volume (in place) was estimated
cannot be used for structural backfill, for each on-site source area. These
Imported select fill would be estimates are based on a maximum
required for backfill around footings, cut of 10 feet above the water table
retaining walls, pipe trenches, and or to the pre-Vashon drift across each
other structures, area; a minimum 30-foot-wide buffer

from adjacent property lines; and cut
During excavation, shallow slopes at 2:1 (horizontal:vertical).
groundwater likely would be Other assumptions specific to
encountered in wetland areas and in individual borrow source areas are
localized areas of perched discussed below.
groundwater above the till.
Trenching and sump pumps could be The following borrow estimates are
used to control perched groundwater, based on in-place soil volumes on the
Permanent drainage systems may be borrow sites. Fluff and compaction
needed in wetlands and low-lying factors are expected to range from
areas to maintain stability of fill +12% to -9%, respectively, for
slopes and retaining structures, material obtained from the on-site

borrow source areas.

• Area I. About 2.3 million cubic
yards of material could be
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obtained using a uniform 15-foot
cut and no material is removed 3. Hazard Areas
from the DMCTC site. Deeper
cuts of up to 45 feet on portions Excavation and construction would occur
would result in the removal of up in areas that have been identified as
to 4.0 million cubic yards of seismic hazards by the City of SeaTac.
material. Excavation of the low- Soils in seismic hazard areas are prone to
lying area at the north end of the liquefaction during an earthquake, which
site was not included in the could result in vertical displacement of
estimates because of the likely embankments and pavement. Two of
occurrence of shallow these areas are located on the SASA.

groundwater. The current plans Geotechnical analysis of soils in these
for this site call for the removal areas indicates that these soils would not
of up to 500,000 cubic yards, liquefy during a seismic event and these

• Areas 2. About 330,000 cubic areas, therefore, do not pose a seismic
yards flU material could be hazard. Two seismic hazard areas occur
obtained using a uniform 15-foot on the site of the proposed new parallel
cut. Deeper cuts appear feasible runway. Geotechnical investigations
and could provide up to 650,000 indicate these seismic hazards axe loose,
cubic yards of fill material, saturated sediment, about 5 to 20 feet

• Area 3. Excavation depths of 0 deep, that likely would liquefy during a
to 30 feet at the south end of seismic event. During runway
Area 3, and 0 to 55 feet at the construction, the sediment would be
north end could produce up to removed and replaced with compacted
2.9 million cubic yards of fill. Seismic hazard areas also occur on
material. Borrow Source Areas 1, 5, and 8.

Excavated cut slopes in these areas
• Area 4. About 300,000 cubic would be prone to failure during a

yards fill material could be seismic event.
obtained using a uniform 15-foot
cut. Deeper cuts up to 30 feet No landslide hazards have been
may be feasible west of the identified in the study area, based on
proposed SR 509 right-of-way, existing information sources. Fill
which could result in the removal material on the Seattle Christian School

of up to 2.2 million cubic yards property within the SASA may be a
of material. Both estimates landslide hazard, however. The types of
assume no material would be material and placement method used to
excavated within the SR 509 construct this fill should be investigated
corridor, to evaluate its landslide potential.

• Area 5. About 1.1 million cubic
yards of fill material could be Erosion hazards are identified in the
obtained using a uniform 15-foot northwest corner of the DMCTC site,
cut. Up to 1.75 million cubic along the western margin of Borrow
yards of material may be Source Area 1 and along the northern
excavated using a maximum cut margin of Borrow Source Area 2. These
of 35 feet in places. Petroleum hazard areas are associated with steep
hydrocarbon-contaminated fill ravines along Des Moines Creek. No
that occurs on the site is included development or borrow excavation would
in these estimates, occur within these hazard areas and their

associated buffer areas.
• Area 8. About 20.7 acres of

wetland occur on the site. 4. Erosion
Additionally, the site is located

near the Lake Reba detention Erosion of exposed soils in areas of
facility. To avoid impacts on excavation, fill, and stockpile would
wetlands and the lake, no occur during construction. Erosion and
material will be excavated from sedimentation estimates for the new
Area 8. parallel runway, runway improvements,
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and on-site borrow source areas are listed were not located in a seismic hazard area._
in Table IV.23-3, and discussed in Two seismic hazards occur on the site of the new .......
Chapter IV, Section 10, "Water Quality parallel runway in relatively small areas of loose,
and Hydrology", and Section 23, shallow sediment. During runway construction,
"Construction Impacts", of Sis Final this sediment would be removed and replaced
EIS. An Erosion and Sedimentation with compacted fill. If future subsurface
Control Plan would be designed and investigations verify the occurrence of seismic
implemented to control erosion, dust, and baT_rds on Borrow Source Areas 1, 5, and 8,
waste disposal and minimize impacts, special measures to maintain cut slope stability

during excavation in these areas may be required.

(4) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS A landscaping plan would be developed for areas
of excavation and construction. For the borrow

The cumulative impact of the SeaTac. Master source areas, the landscaping plan could include
Plan and other proposed projects within the recontouring, seeding, and planting of trees and
vicinity would be an increased the amount of shrubs. Potential mitigation measures for
excavation, fill, and modification of existing aesthetic impacts of the proposed new runway are
topography within the vicinity of the Airport, and included in Chapter IV, Section 24 "Aesthetics
an increased potential for erosion. Many and Urban Design" of this Final EIS.
proposed projects, such as the Regional Transit
Project, would require use of substantial fill,
which, together with the Sea-Tac Master Plan
Update airport improvements, would increase the
borrow demand within the Region.

(5) MITIGATION

An Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan,
including measures specific to site conditions,
would be designed and implemented to minimize
erosion and sedimentation levels. The plan
would include elements for site stabilization, :""-
slope and drainageway .protection, sediment
retention, and dust control on haul routes and --
borrow sites. Approval of the plan by the
applicable local authority and the Washington
State Department of Ecology would be required
prior to project construction.

As stated in Chapter IV, Section 2 "Land Use",
the application and implementation of City of
SeaTac regulatory provisions to the Master Plan
Update improvements is currently the subject of
negotiation through interlocal processes between
the Port and City.

If applicable as determined from the result of the
interlocal negotiation process between the Port of
Seattle and the City of SeaTac (not expected
prior to issuance of the Final EIS), the City of
SeaTac Environmentally Sensitive Areas
Ordinances allow alterations to seismic hazard

areas only if (1) site-specific subsurface
investigations •show the site is not a seismic
hazard or (2) mitigation is implemented that
renders the proposed development as safe as if it

2.6: Environmentally Sensitive Areas Ordinance,City
of SeaTac, 1994.

Chapter IV - IV.19-18 -
Earth ......,
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Sea-Tac Airport Master Pt,., Update Final EIS

TABLE 137.19-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Environmental Impact Statement

FILL AND BORROW REQUIREMENTS

(Million Cubic Yards)

Master Plan Update Total Fill Requirements (Million Cubic Yards)

Construction Activity Minimum Maximum

8,500 Ft. Runway 17.25 19.84
RSA Improvements 0.98 1.13

Relocation of S. 154th Street 0.13 0.14

Sub-Total 18.36 21.11

Runway 34R Extension 2.40 2.76
SASA Facilities 2.20 2.53

Sub-Total 4.60 5.29

Total Fill Required 22.96 26.40

On-Site Available On-Site Fill (MCY)
Borrow Source Minimum Maximum

Area 1 0.00 0.50
Area 2 0.00 0.65
Area 3 0.00 2.90
Area 4 0.00 2.20
Area 5 0.00 1.75
Area 8!/ 0.00 0.00

Sub-Total 0.00 8.00

Common Excavation -2/ 2.90 3.10
Total Available Fill 2.90 11.10

2 Material will not be excavated from this on-site borrow source due to the large quantity of wetland.

2, Grading and excavation in the fill placement area will generate additional fill material.

Chapter IV - IV.19-18A -
Earth
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October 6, 1992

Re: Flight Plan: Non.Project (Programmatic) Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) •

Dear Reader:

The central Puget Sound region is faced with growing demand for commercial air
transportation services and a limited capacity at the existing Seattle-Tacoma
tnternational Airport (Sea-Tac). Without expansion of airport capacity or other steps to
address the increase in mid- to long-range travel needs, the result will be delays for air
travelers, which could ultimately affect the region s economy. The solution to this
chatlenge must strike a balance betwee/i _environmental impacts, quality of life factors,
and the travel needs of the region's populace.

The Flight Plan Project has been a joint effort of the Puget Sound Regional Council and
the Port of Seattle. The project was initiated by the Puget Sound Council of
Governments (predecessor to the Puget Sound Regional Council) and the Port of Seattle
to research airport system alternatives to meet the region's Ion.g-term air transportation
need. ton October 1, 1991 the Puget Sound Council of Governments (PSCOG) was
oissowea and replaced by the Puget Sound Regional Council.) The PSCOG and the
Port established the Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee (PSATC), which was
composed of citizens, elected officials and private sector interests, to propose solutions to
the region's air transportation needs. The Flight Plan's Draft Report, prepared by the
Regional Council and the Port of Seattle and issued on January 7, 1992, included a non-
proJect, draft environmental impact statement (DEIS) regarding the PSATC's advisory
.recommendations. Section 1.1.3 of this FEIS describes the changes from the DEIS
incorporated into the final EIS.

The Regional Council and Port of Seattle then sponsored eleven public hearings to
solicit comments from private citizens on the DEIS and draft proposal of the PSATC.
Responses to the oral and written comments from the public review process are reflected
in this Final Environmental Impact Statement as refinements and modifications to the
presented alternatives, supplemental information and factual corrections. The public
revuew comments are reproduced in three supplemental volumes to this FEIS. (These
comments are responded to by cross-referencing from the letters in the supplements to
the appropriate section of the FEIS or by cross-referencing to a set of supplemental
responses contained in Appendix E.) Following the public review process, the PSATC
adopted its final recommendation. See Section 1.5 and Appendix A.

It is important to note that there is no agency-preferred alternative in this non-project
FEIS. The purpose of the FEIS is to present and compare system-level alternatives for
meeting forecasted travel needs. Additional site specific information will be developed
(and subsequently presented in project-level EISs) after a system-level alternative has
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been selected. The Regional Council does provide for an optional administrative appeal
process for reconsidering the adequacy of its FEISs.

The following key issues are addressed in the FEIS. [
L What are the major implications and trade-offs between the regional alternatives?

Section 1.0 summarizes the implications and trade-offs of the system-level alternatives.
Section 2.0 presents the problems statement; Section 3.0 describes the system-level
alternatives; and Section 4.0 desm"oes the sit,niflcant environmental impacts and
identifies potential mitigation measures.

2. What is the probable long-term demand for commercial transportation?
h.

The Flight Plan Project addresses future commercial air transportation demand and
capacity. The forecasts estabtish thresholds from which a preferred future can be
selected from a f2mily of alternative futures. However, in terms of making a system-
level decision, it is not as important to know when these thresholds witl be reched as it is
to know that there will be capacity limitations in the future. Section 1.1 summarizes
both the population and employment forecasts for the region and the air passenger and
a/rcrah operation forecasts derived from the regional forecasts, section 2.0 discusses in
detail the demand forecasts and related points.

3. What are the alternative regional air transportation systems?

Alternatives range from no-action, to building a new airport, to phased distribution of
service to Sea-Tac and other existing or new airport sites. Mitigation, demand
management, and institutional elements may also be part of a comprehensive action
package. Section 1.2 briefly presents the system-level alternatiye airport configurations;
Section 3.0 describes them in detail. The evaluation methodology is described in Section ........
3.7.

L

4. What are the impacts with respect to noise, air quality, land use, and other
community factors?

The environmental impacts of the system alternatives are summarized in Section 1.3.
More detailed analyses for each assessment are presented in the corresponding parts of
Section 4.0, including the discussion of potential mitigation measures and the
identification of unavoidable adverse impacts.

5. How does commercial air transportation capacity planning relate to other [
regional planning activities?

Reg1"onA!air tramportation, decisions, must .be compatible with other regional decisions
regarding the economy, high capaaty transit, high-speed ground transportation,
intermodal transportation plann/ng required under new federal legislation, and especially
comprehensive growth management planning required under the state Growth
Management Act. Two fundamental considerations in this planning are the use of
common growth forecasts and the importance of airport site identification and [
preservaU_on to meet long-term needs. Many of the planning and timing relationships
are explored in Sections 3.S and 4.4.6, and Appendix B.

The Regional Council is scheduled to adopt an amendment to the Regional Airport
System Plan (RASP) for the long-term commercial air transportation capacity needs of

r
I̧ L
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theregioninMarch 1993.Majorconsiderationswillbe theFlightPlanFEIS,public
comment, review by the Washington State Air Transportation Commission of the
PSATC's demand and capacity assessment, research by the High Speed Ground
Transportation Commission, and additional information to be developed by the Council

• between now and when it makes its decision. In addition, subsequent site and project
level analyses and actions are required of several other agencies, depending upon the
regional system-level action taken.

Sincerely,

erald D. Dinndorf, Responsible SEPA Official
get Sound Regional Council
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FACT SHEET

BRIEF DESCRIPTION This non-project Final Environmental Impact Statement
(FEIS) evaluates the impacts of five different airport
system alternatives and a variety of options within each
alternative to provide for the long-term commercial air
transportation needs of the central Puget Sound region.
The FEIS does not identify an agency preferred
alternative.

TENTATIVE DATE OF The Regional Council plans to submit an amendment
IMPLEMENTATION to the Regional Airport System Plan (RASP) for long-

term commercial air transportation capacity needs of
the region to the Executive Board and General
Assembly for approval in February and March 1993,
respectively. The Port of Seattle Commission is
scheduled to consider the PSATC recommendations
thisfall.

LEAD AGENCY The Regional Council and the Port of Seattle are co-
lead agencies for the FEIS, which is published in partial
fulfillment of the requirements of the State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA)(Chapter 43.21C
RCW) and the SEPA Rules (Chapter 197-11 WAC).
The Regional Council holds nominal lead responsibility
(WAC 197-11-944). The Regional Council is lead
agency for the Regional Transportation Plan (the
Regional Airport System Plan is a component). The
Port of Seattle is the lead agency for decisions and
actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. -'_

Puget Sound Regional Council (nominal lead agency)
216 First Avenue South
Seattle, Washington 98104

Port of Seattle (co-lead agency)
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, Washington 98168

RESPONSIBLE OFFICIAL Gerald D. Dinndorf
Director of Growth Management Planning
Puget Sound Regional Council

AUTHORS & PRINCIPAL Puget Sound Regional Council
CONTRIBUTORS Port of Seattle

Parametrix, Inc.
P & D Aviation
Mestre Greve and Associates
Peat Marwick Main and Co.
Apogee Research

DRAFT EIS DATE OF 7 January 1992
ISSUE
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FINAL EIS
DATE OF ISSUE October 6, 1992

COMMENTS The period for public comment on the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) occurred _ .
between 7 January 1992 and 23 March 1992.

TIME AND PLACE
OF PUBLIC HEARINGS The Regional Council and Port of Seattle received public

comments on the DEIS at eleven public hearings held
during the public review period at the following locations:
Everett, Mukilteo, Seattle, SeaTac, Bremerton, Tacoma,
Lakewood, Olympia, Tumwater, Federal Way, and
Arlington.

FINAL ACTION The Regional Council plans to submit an amendment to
the Refoonal Airport System Plan (RASP) for long-term
commercial air transportation capacity needs of the
region to its Executive Board in February and its General
Assembly in March 1993. This date is subject to change.
The Assembly's approval of the amendment constitutes
the final action of the Council The Port of Seattle
Commission plans to submit the FEIS to its Commission
in Fall 1992.

SUBSEQUENT
ENVIRONMENTAL
REVIEW The Flight Plan Project is considered to be a "nonproject

" proposal" (WAC 19'/-11-442). It describes a regional
program, a broa6 package of proposed policies for
implementing agencies to follow in meeting future ......
commercial air transportation system needs. The '
sponsoring agencies recognize that subsequent siting and '
project-level environmental reviews will be necessary.
The Regional Council and the Port of Seattle have not
determined when these reviews will take place, but have
addressed in the FEIS how all of this work relates to a
range of regional and local planning activities in the
serrate area.

COST The FEIS is distributed to those agencies and others
listed on the Distribution List (Appendix F), including
public libraries throughout the region. Additional copies
of the FEIS may be purchased from the Regional Council
Information Center (206-464-7532) or the Port-of Seattle
Noise Remedy Office at the Maywood School (206-431-
5913) for $10.00. Supporting documents can also be
purchased for additional cost at these same locations.

r
t
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L0 SUMMARY and DECISION CONTEXT

The Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) is divided into four major sections.
These are: (1.0) the Summary and Decision Context; (2.0) the Problem Statement: Air
Capacity Issues; (3.0) the System-level Alternatives; and (4.0) the Affected Environment,
Significant Impacts and Mitigation.

The commercial air transportation capacity planning alternatives presented in this FEIS are
discussed within the context of several other new regional planning activities affecting land
use and surface transportation. Activities in these other areas contribute to the uncertainty
of the long-term impacts, but also provide substantial opportunities for mitigation.

The system level alternatives included in the FEIS present a range of actions: capacity
improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, the development of a multiple
airport system, the replacement of Sea-Tac with a new airport, and the no action alternauve.
The major implications of these actions are summarized below:

• Improvements at the existing Sea-Tac International Airport focus on operational
concerns. At present aircraft are limited to using a single runway during bad weather
conditions. Actions to resolve this situation could also reduce other problems related
to inefficient operations, such as near-term noise.

There are three main options related to improvements at the present Sea-Tae site:
(1) broad system management, (2) a new dependent third runway, and (3) a remote
airport operated in tandem with Sea-Tac.

1) A broad system management strategy at Sea-Tac includes (a) demand
_management strategies, (b) the development of new technologies, and (c) the
use of high speed rail in the I-5 corridor. Demand.management includes a

- range of pricing and regulatory techniques. Such management techniques may
be effecuve in moderating the impact of increased commuter traffic at Sea-
Tac and may defer the need for other actions for some time. New
technologies can play an important role in making the most efficient use of
existing airport facilities, but are not a solution to capacity needs. High speed
rail would reduce the number of commuter flight operations in the I-5
corridor. The estimated cost for a rail system is $10 billion. Projections
indicate that rail would reduce total forecasted operations by about eight
percent in the year 2020.

2) A new dependent third runway at Sea-Tac would allow two staggered streams
of aircraft to land during bad weather. A third runway would increase
capaci.'ty and reduce noise, since fewer operations would spread into early
morning and later nighttime hours.

3) A remote airport such as Boeing Field or Moses Lake (Grant County Airport)
requires a ground link on dedicated right-of-way to work, and is most effective
when there are large numbers of connecting passengers. Since Sea-Tac has
a low number of connecting passengers, this alternative is not as effective in
meeting capacity needs. A remote airport at Boeing Field would like!y, be
used for commuter flights, while a remote airport at Moses Lake would hkely
be used for transcontinental or overseas international flights.

B

Flight Plan Project
Final Progrmnmatic F.IS Page ].2 Summary and Decision Contoct
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• The multiple airport system alternative includes Sea-Tac and supplemental passenger
service airport(s)to the northand/or the southof Sea-Tac.The alternativeadds
new noise to the supplemental sites. .......

• A reolacement airport dismantles the existing Sea-Tac Airport. The major trade-off [
-- " ° ° " ° • "ris between reducing commumty impacts at the present sRe versus _eaung. large m

quality impacts on a regional basis. These air quality impacts woulO Oe aue to _e
increased vehicle miles that would be traveled to reach a potential replacement site.
Additional impacts include loss of open space and impacts to the natural
environment.

• The no-action alternative brines economic risks and exposes the greatest number of
people to moderately loud noLle. Next to the replacement ,airport,this alternative
produces the greatest amount of air pollutants. Economic unpacts _e not the L
sub'ect of thi_ FEIS, but should be weignea atongsiae me environmentat impacts oz
the 'Jalternatives.

1.1 PROBLEM STATEMENT

The purpose of the Flight Plan Project is to. plan forth e^future air transp.on.ation needs of
the central Puget Sound region through me year zuzu ano oeyona, wRnout aemana
mitigation strategies, the increasingpopularity of air travel and growing population of the
region will creme a demand that is forecasted to saturate the existing operational capacity
at Sea-Tac Airport before the year 2000. (Efficient capacity is defined in Section 2.3, and
illustrated in Figures 1-1, and 1-2.) Increasing demand without increasing airpon ca.pacity
in the region will result in longer and longer delays for air travelers and ultimately will hurt
the trade-oriented regional economy.

The Flight Plan Project addresses future commercial air transportation demand and
capacity. Alternatives are evaluated against forecasted future demand, but are not
dependent upon precise dates as to when these activity levels will be achieved. The need " :
to make a regional decision regarding future regional commercial air transportation, serv:i.'ce
is driven by both the demand forecasts and, equal to mis, the possible loss aue to macuon
of available long-term alternative sites.

In addition, the relationship between commercial air transportation decisions and other
growth management decisions needs to be understood. The current reduction in aircraft
capacity at Sea-Toe Airport during poor weather conditions also is addressed. Finally, the
relationship between commercial air transportation planning and other regional growth
management decisions is discussed. [

Refional Growth Forecasts

Regional population and employment forecasts developed during the Puget Sound Council
of Governments' (PSCOG) VISION 2020 planning process were used in Flight t'lan.
VISION 2020 has subsequently been adoptedas the Regional Growth and Transportation
Strategy by the succeeding agency and current participant in the Flight Plan Project, the
Puget Sound Regional Council (Regional Council). These forecasts for the four-county
region (King, Kitsap, Pierce, and Snohomish counties) projected a 61 percent increase in I
pdpulation and a 72 percent increase in employment between 1988 and 2020. These
numbers were used as input to the air travel demand forecasts produced during Phase I of

Planrn,i_
FinalProgmmma_EIS Page1-2 Summaryand DecisionConto:t
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Figure1-1
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the Flight Plan Project (ended in July 1990). The forecasts indicate strong regional growth
over the next several decades. The current population of 2.7 million is forecasted to grow
by 1.3 million for a total of 4.0 million in 2020.

Fii2ht Plan Air Passenger and Aircraft Operations Forecasts

Commercial air passenger demands are forecasted by Flight Plan to increase more rapidly
than population or employment. Passenger demand is forecasted to nearly triple between
1990 and 2020, from 16_. million annual passengers to 45 million annual passengers. This
is not only driven by population and employment growth, but also by rising overall per
capita demand. A state commission is currently reviewing the Flight Plan forecasts. Their
report is due December 1, 1992.

Between 1970 and 1990, passenger volumes more than tripled from 4.6 million annual
passengers to today's levelof over 16 million. This represented nearly a doubling in per
capita demand. Due to anticipated increases of average commuter and heavy passenger
aircraft size, the total aircraft operations _landings and takeoffs) needed to accommodate
the forecasted passengers are expected to increase from 355,000 arrivals and departures in
1990 to 411,000 in the year 2000 and 524,000 in the year 2020. However, Sea-Tac only has
adequate capacity to handle 380,000 aircraft operations per year with minimal delay and
related impacts. Above this level, average delay will rise rapidly and could routinely exceed
one hour. Sea-Tac with Broad System Management may serve to alter the actual dates
when these activity levels will be reached, although the forecasts do include the use of larger
aircraft.

With the current runway configuration, the airplane arrival delay increases rapidly beyond
a certain level of operations. This is shown in Figure 1-1 for those times when aircraft are
arriving and departing in a south direction (71 percent of the time, see Table 2-5). While
man](,variables come into play, average annual delay can also be modeled for existing and
posstble runway configurations. Figure 1-2 shows that as annual operations increase, the
average annual delay could nearly double between 1990 and 2000 (for example, rising from
five minutes to nine minutes). It also illustrates that if a new air carrier runway were built
(one component of several regional airport system alternatives presented in Section 3.2.2),
delays would be held to a lower level(seven minutes) even as average annual operations
increase (to 480,000). The average delay figures mask the individual flight delays of over
one hour which can be expected during peak travel periods and during bad weather if no
actionistaken.

1.1.1 The Re_onal Airnort System Plan (RASP) and the FEIS

The proposed action of the Puget Sound Regional Council and the Port of Seattle is to
comprehensively address andresolve the commercial air transportation capacity issues. The
solution should also acknowledge other community capacity measures.

One of the purposes of the Flight Plan project is to provide input for updating and
amending the Regional Airport System Plan (RASP). The RASP is part of the Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP) maintained by the Regional Council to meet the near- andlong-
term transportation needs of the region. The RASP was last amended in 1988. The airport
system plan is important not only to the region, but also to the entire Pacific Northwest.

Flight Plan Project
Final Ptogtmnma_ EIS Page 1-5 Summary and Decision Contoct
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L1.1.1 What is Flight Plan?

As part of the commercial air transportation capacity planning effort, in 1989 the Puget •....
Sound Council of Governments and the Port of Seatde appointed and co-sponsored a broad v
advisory, com-titte_ the ,Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee (PSATC). The ',
L:ommlrtee was a ._y-memoer vomnteer group made up of citizens, local and state elected
officials, representatives of the business and aviation communities, and environmental

Irommterests King, Snohomish, Pierce, Kitsap and Thurston counties. The PSATC
researched air transportation needs, identified a wide range of possible solutions, and
developed a PSATC recommendation to the sponsoring agencies. Numerous documents and
study products were developed for flight plan (including a draft final report and draft EIS).
Those products were used to help develop this FEIS and are hereby incorporated by
rexerence, r

i
k

The PSATC study products, findings, and recommendations comprise the Flight Plan Project
and axe hereby incorporated by reference.

unePSATC recommendation was completed and transmitted to the sponsoring agencies on
e. 17, 1992. The Flight Plan work, of which the PSATC recommendation is a component,

prowdes a long-term planning perspective for addressing capacity requirements and air
carrier system capacity thresholds starting witll the year 2000 and then well beyond (e.g.,
2020 to 2050), with a range of alternative system-level solutions. The PSATC
recommendation calls for a multiple airport system which includes a new dependent third
runway at Sea-Toe.

In addition to a RASP amendment (in March 1993), the implementation of a commercial
air transportation capacity decision will require amendments to the plans of the Port of
Seattle and possibly to the master plans of other airport owners/operators (under the
possible multiple mrport system alternatives). The Flight Plan Project and the PSATC
advisory recommendation axe input to this regional decision process. The RASP is to be
mtegrated wi.'th broader transportation and growth management planning activities now
requireo unaer recent state and federal legislation. (These are identified and addressed in - .....
_ection 4.4.6 of this FEIS.) Permit actions will be addressed in the project EISs and are not
addressed in this FEIS.

1.1.2 Flight Plan Obieetives and Relationshins to the Regional Airnort System

The proposed action of the Puget Sound Regional Council and the Port of Seattle is to
comprehensively address and resolve regional commercial air transportation capacity issues.
The solut.ion should be .a balance between complex and sometimes conflicting community
goals sucn as .commu.mty c_haracter and regional economic vitality. The KASP is one
component ot me ttebnonat transportation Plan maintained by the Regional Council, under
federal andstate statutes. The Flight Plan Project serves as input to possible amendments
to me ttA,be ana me RTP. These functional plans, in turn, are part of a broader
comprehensive planning program initiated under Washington state's Growth Management
Act (GMA). 'l_ese planning efforts are related to other planning required of the _ort of
Seattle and other ah-pon operators in the region, r

it
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1.1.3 Description of the Flight Plan Final Environmental Imnact Statement

The State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) requires public agencies to consider
environmental impacts in making public policy decisions. The specific purpose of this non-
project (t'ro_rammatic) Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) is to evaluate the
regional envaronmental impacts of various airport system alternatives (see Sections 1.2.1 and
3.0). This will enable regional decision makers to consider environmental issues along with
economic, operational, and institutional issues when choosing a solution for our long-term
air travel needs.

This is a non,project EIS.

Section 197-11-A.A.2of the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) allows agencies to
prepare non-project environmental impact statements (EISs). This is a non-project EIS and
part of a phased environmental review process (WAC 197-11-060(5)). According to the
SEPA rules (WAC 197-11-774), "'non-project'means actions which are different or broader
than a single site-specific project, such as plans, policies, and programs. In other words,
non-project studies (also referred to as "programmatic"studies) deal with general solutions
or plans rather than specific actions at specific sites. Since Flight Plan was intended to
examine general commercial air travel solutions (also called "system alternatives") instead
of specific plans at given airport sites, this FEIS is prepared at the non-project ......
(programmatic),. level of analysis and represents the first level of study of our region's futureatr travel neeas.

This Flight Plan non-project FEIS must be followed by a second level of specific siting and
project-level analyses (e.g., project EISs) and actions by other agencies. One of the project
EISs may be prepared jointly for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport by the Federal

Aviation Administration (.FAA) and the Port of Seattle, under the National Environmentalolic_ Act (NEPA). Further siting studies and site master plans for other airports may be
reqmred.

The likelihood of needing to reevaluate the regional alternatives in site-level studies is
minimized since this FEIS retains more than one site option for each of the regional
alternatives and for the Sea.Tac Airport component of these alternatives.

What Changes are Reflected in the FEIS?

The FEIS incorporates or refines information presented in the DEIS. Public review
comments received at hearings and in writing between January 7, 1992, and March 23, 1992,
have influenced the content of this comprehensive FEIS. Responses to comments include
refinements and modifications to the presented alternatives, supplemental information and
factual corrections.

The refinements and modifications made in this FEIS include:

• An agency '_referred" alternative is not yet identified. Although the PSATC's final
recommendations are discussed in Section 1.5 and Appendix A, the purpose of this
FEIS is to present and compare system-level alternatwes for meeting our forecasted
future air travel needs.

Flight Plan Project
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• A dear distinction is made between the general level of analysis done for this Flight
Plan FEIS and the need for specific analyses to be done in subsequent project-level
EISs once a .systemlevel alternative has been selected. For example, regionwide air
pollution enussmns are addressed in this FEIS, but site-level impacts are deferred to
the project level. _ ....

• A range of capacity actions is presented for Sea-Tac, and multiple site options are
considered for supplemental and replacement airports.

• The No Action alternative (Section 3.6) does not include imposed demand
management actions, and a more developed demand management alternative has
been added (Section 3.2.1).

r
• Supplemental information is provided on agency decision making (Section 1.2.2), l

institutional needs (Appendix 13),project forecasts (Section2.2), impacts for the years
2000 and 2010 as well as 2020 (parts of Section 4.0), integration win other regional
transportation and land-use planning activities (Section 4.4.6), mitigation
(summarized in Section 1.3 and presented in Section 4.0), phasing of program
elements (Section 3.8), and safety and energy (Sections 4.8 and4.9, respectively).

• Comments received during the public review process are reproduced in three
"Supplements"to thi.sNon-Project FEIS. These comm.ents are responded to by cro.ss- ,-
referencing from the letters in the Supplements to me appropriate sections of me
FEIS, or by cross-referencing to a set of supplemental responses contained in
Appendix E.

1.2 ALTERNATIVES

Air transportation solutions examined in Flight Plan are general in nature and are referred
to as _system-level" alternatives. They are designed to represent a range of non-site-specific .....
solutions to the Puget Sound Region's future commercialair transportation needs. Analysis r
of system alternatives does not address all of the concerns with specific sites or specific site L
improvements, but represents rather a broad look at the question "Whatare our choices and
how do they compare to one another?" However, in order to evaluate system alternatives,

of test sitesa range for each must be used. These test sites are referred to in Flight Plan
as "site options. _ Project-level studies to be conducted following Flight Plan will look at the
questions of where exactly should we implement a chosen system alternative (other than No
Action) and specifically how will it be operated? Section 3.0 identifies the site options used
for the System alternatives and Section 4.4 discusses potential airport related impacts.

1:2.1 System Alternatives and A_en_ Actions

All of the system-level alternatives acknowledge the importance of (a) demand management,
Co) mitigation, and (c) timing, phasin_ and implementation of a selected regional airport
system configuration decision, and institutional tools. The demand management alternative
is listed as part the Broad System Management alternative and is addressed in Section 3.2.1.
Some demand management strategies would be included in any future regional course of
action. Possible mitigation actions are consolidated in Section 1.3. Timing, phasing, and
institutional needs are addressed in Appendix B and 3.8.3.

L
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The system-level alternative airport configurations are:

• Sea.Tat Airport Capacity Enhancement Measures.

1) Sea.Tac with Broad System Management: This is an alternative that attempts
to meet our region's future travel needs without building any new runways.
It includes the use of demand management, new technologies, and high-speed
raft (upgraded Amtrak, high-speed raft or magnetic levitation trains).

2) Sea-Tac with a new dependent third runway: This runway would be able to
accommodate both landings and takeoffs of commuter and jet aircraft.

3) Sea-Tac in conjunction with a remote airport: A remote airport is a second
airport such as Boein_ Field or Moses Lake (Grant County A/rpon) that
would be functionally linked and operated in tandem with Sea-Tac. (It would
not be oriented toward local origin and destination traffic, as is the case with
the supplemental airports in the Multiple A/rpon System alternatives.)

• Two-Airport Multiple Airport System: One supplemental passenger-service a/rport
would either be located to the north or south of Sea-Tac. Sea-Tac would either
retain its current airfield configuration or would be expanded.

• Three-Airport Multiple Airport System: Two supplemental passenger-service
airports, one located north of Sea-Tac and one locatedsouth of Sea-Tac, would be
developed. Sea-Tac would either retain its current airfield configuration or would
be expanded.

• Replacement Airport: Sca-Tac Airport would be closed and a new, larger airport
with three runways would be constructed in a new location.

• No Action: Sea-Tac would continue to be the region's only passenjger-service airport.
No capacity improvements related to commercial passenger service would be made
to any Puget Sound area airports.

The PSATC recommended aphased three-airport multiple airport system includin_ a
dependent third runway at Sea-Tac. The importance of demand management and mitigation
was rese.ar.ched.andacknowledged, but not detailed in the final recommendation. This FEIS
adds addiuonal mformauon on demand management and mitigation. The PSATC assumed
that demand management and mitigation would be part of any alternative selected. The
PSATC w_ also concerned with both the limited bad weather arrival capacity at Sea-Tac
now, a.no me xorecasted long-term operational needs of the region. See Section 1.5 and
Appendix A.

1.2.2 Decisions bv Public A_enfif.¢

A regional airport system will involve many interrelated actions by public agencies. The
presentation of agency decisions, required in EISs, is very involved. An integrated decision
calendar is provided in Section 4.4.6. An analysis of the consequences ot' only partially
implementing any of the possible regional alternatives is presented in Section 3.8. If
inability to implement all of a selected alternative results in a need to select a different
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regional alternative, this FEIS would be reviewed, augmented with an addendum or a
supplement if necessary, and then used in making a second regional selection.

In summary, current statutes and authorities are adequate for public agencies to jointly _'
accomplish the siting and operational elements of a regional air transportation package.
However, if all of the affected agencies are not willing to jointly implement a regional
_Iternative, thi_ is not likely to occur. The Regional Council is scheduled to take action in
March 1993 on an amendment to the 1988 Regional Airport System Plan (RASP). A
complete presentation of public agency decisions and institutional needs is presented in
Appendix B.

1.3 TRADEOFFS/ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS/POSSIBLE MmGATION
MEASURES r

L
The environmental impacts of the system alternatives are summarized below and in Table
1-1. More detailed analyses for each topic is presenteo in the corresponding parts of
Section 4 of this FEIS. A discussion of the tradeoffs and potentiat mitigation measures tor
the impacts follows. The goal of mitigation is to hold impacts to a minimum, rectify adverse
impacts, reduce impacts over time, or in some way compensate tor impacts, tt is important
to note that negative environmental impacts cannot .alwaysbe mitigated. Site-specific EISs
may reveal such impacts, with the result that a site or sites could be discarded as an
alternative for air carrier capacity. ,-

The Regional Council intends to identify the most appropriate and effective mitigation .art.d
abatement actions that might be addressed at the regional level, and how the acuons might
vary among the regional alternatives. This is scheduled to be done prior to the March 1993
acuon date mentioned in the cover letter to this FEIS and presented in Section 4.4.6.

* Noise: In all cases, modeling indicates that the use of quieter Stage 3 aircraft by the
year 2000 will result in declining average daily nose levels over Sea-Tac,
Supplemental Airport sites impact the fewest number of residents with moderately •
loudnoise. However, the supplemental sites expose large numbers of people to new ,-
aircraft noise.

• _I,_...QIIi0,_: Aircraft emissions are highest for alternatives that rely on existing
capacity at Sea-Tac since aircraft delays result in higher levels of emissions.
Alternatives that allow the airport to operate more efficiently reduce emissions.
Vehicle emissions are least for those alternatives that reduce travel distance to
airport sites.

,...

• _.£gII_U_: Vehicle miles of travel are lower for alternatives that have airport
sites that are closer to the users and are higher for alternatives that are more remote.
Correspondingly, air quality and traffic impacts are generally lower for the close-in
sites and higher for the more remote sites.

• Land Use/Natural Environment: The most significant land use impacts result from
construction of new facilities or closure of existing facilities. Impacts to the natural
environment are greater at undeveloped sites than at existing a_rports.

• Construction of a new dependent runway at Sea-Tac ;would displace
populations in neighborhoods immediately west of the airport.

Flight Plan Project
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• Construction of a replacement airport would result in significant land
use changes at the replacement site, and displacement of population.

r

• Closure of Sea-Tac would have a severe negative impact in the near
term on the businesses around Sea-Tac,

• The use of Moses Lake would result in significant changes in
community character.

• A replacement alrp0n"rt would result in large impacts to wetlands,
vegetation,andwildlif todue development of relatively undisturbed
sites, r

L
1.3.1 Noise

Trld  s

One of the most si_cant conclusions of the noise analysis is that improved technology is
making aircraft qmeter. The Federal Government has mandated that older, noisier "Stage
2" a/rc_a_twill not be allowed to operate in the U.S. after the year 2003. Beyond this, the
Mediated Noise Agreement in effect at $ea-Tac AL,-ponsets a schedule for phase-out of
Stage 2 aircraft by 2001. As more Stage 2 aircraft are replaced with the qmeter Stage 3
type, the noise impacts from single airplane flyovers and noise measured on an average dally
basis will be reduced. Maps of impacted areas are shown in Appendix C.

The noise analysis in this FEIS uses several measures in addition to the federally recognized
65 Ldn (day-oi_t noise level). The 65 Ldn contour represents a compromise between noise
impacts and nutigation costs.

Dispersal of airplane flight paths to new airports spreads noise from airplane flyovers over
an increased population, m exchange for improved system operational capacity and
efficiency. The year 2020 population within the 65 Ldn noise contour is greatest under No
Action (25,.000). The number within the more inclusive 55 Ldn contour could be 175,000
under No Action, and between 135,000 and 181,000 under the other alternatives. The
number within the 80 sound exposure level (SEL) is 120,000 with No Action, and between
120,000 and 252,000 under the other alternatives. The locations of impacts vary with each
alternative. (For the definition of Ldn and SEL, please refer to Section 4.1 and the
Glossary.)

Noise impacts from Flight Plan actions could combine with ground noise or other factors
at some sxtes.This is not included in the results of aircraft noise simulation models reported
in thi_ non-project FEIS. For example, in south King County and in Pierce County, the

i flight p.aths in and out of Sea-Tat interact with military operations at McChord by confining
the military flights to lower altitudes. Also, at $¢a-Tac Airport, noise from a possible third
runway could be 1700 feet closer to residential communities west of the airport than is now
the case.

I i
a
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Potential Regional and Site Snecific Actions

* Continue implementation of the 1990 Noise Mediation Program at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport to achieve 100 p.ercentStage 3 aircraft by 2001 but also protect
other reliever airport sites in the regmn.

• Amend the FAA Four-Post Plan (this Plan mandates a four-cornered pattern of
airplane arrival and departure routes and climb rates for Sea-Tac Airport_ in order
to minimize low-altitude overflights of residential areas. Regional cooperauon would
be required, beginning with a collective recommendation to the FAA submitted
throug_ the Regional Council. (Regional Council, FAA)

• Accelerate and fund implementation of multifaceted noise mitigation, supported all
or in part by current funding sources such as Passenger Facih.ty Charges (PFCs).
PFC.sare a federally authorized surcharge that can be added to tl3ecost of individual
.a_lane tickets; See Appendix B.) This is a complex.issue involving the Airport
Nmse and Capacity Act of 1990, the Federal Aviatmn Kegulations (FAR) Part 150
Noise Control Program, reviewing noise mediation and compensation area
boundaries, and limiting the encroachment of local land uses into impacted areas.
(FAA, Port of Seattle and adjacent communities)

• Develop i:egionallyconsistent operational restrictions (e.g., affecting types of aircraft,
late night operations, takeoff and climb-out procedures, steeper descents prior to
final approaches, roiling takeoffs during late hours, preferential use of runways, and
cumulative flight and ground noise). (FAA and airport operators)

(Note: The noise analysis in Appendix C assumes local controls at the
Su]_lemental airport sites. Long Beach and John Wayne Airports in
California are two present examples. Noise limitations result in a
larger assumed aircraft passenger load, and reduce the number of
flights by approximately 30 percent.)

• Implement new technology such as Microwave Landing Systems (MLS) and possibly
Global Positioning Systems (GPS) which might allow curved flight tracks and water
approaches at Sea-Tac with improved accuracy and safety. The Flight Track
Management System (FTMS) is operational, but is dependent upon equipment
located on the airplane. The Airport Noise Operation and Management System
(ANOMS) will improve airport noise enforcement capabilities. A test MLS project
is currently under consideration for implementation at Sea-Tac in accordance with
the noise mediation program.

• Install additional noise monitoring equipment off the airport sites, to verify
information developed indirectly through modeling. Consider measured impacts as
a basis for working with impacted communities. (Airport operators)

1.32

Tradeoffs

Under the different alternatives, ground transportation emissions in 2020 would be a small
share of the regional total (1.8 to 2.5 percent of carbon monoxide, 3.4 to 8.1 percent of
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nitrogen oxides, and 3.1 to 6.9 percent of hydrocarbons). Dispersal of some ground traffic
to supplemental airport sites results in fewer air pollution emissions at the regional level
than if Sea-Tac remains the only passenger service airport. Site-level analysis will focus
more on the local level and localized congestion, and the project-specific air quality r
requirements of the federal and state Clean Air Acts. Pollutant emissions rise dramatically
as travel speeds decline.

Demand management steps that increase airline efficiency (average airplane capacity and
load factors) and improved airport capacity moderate the increase in air pollutants from
aircraft. Improved aircraft engines (Stage 3) dramatically reduce pollutants on a per aircraft
basis from earlier technologies.

Potential Regional and Sit_Soecific Actions r
k

• Implement federal statutes (the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency
Act-ISTEA, the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, an0 the Washington state Clean
Air Act). Include airport surface transportation and access plans m the air quality
State Implementation Plan, thereby ensuring that aviation capacity is not overlooked.
(Regional Council, local governments and state agencies)

• Reduce aircraft delays and excessive idle/taxi times by controlling landing and
departure times, utiliT-ing"gatehold" procedures, and other steps to be identified and
reviewed at the site level. (FAA, airport operators)

• Improve surface transportation network providing access to airport facilities.
(Regional Council, local governments and state agencies)

• Select a regional airport system that minimizes automobile trip length and
congestion.

1.3.3 Transnortation
k

Tradm

Unless the goal of greater urban densities includes very serious efforts to alter travel
behavior and upgrade existing facilities, the accessibility of all urban services, including
airports, will continue to deteriorate. In this case the supplemental airport sites offer a
tradeoff between convenient airport locations for local service and resulting noise events
beyond those otherwise experienced in the areas served (e.g., ground noise from the
TRAMCO airplane maintenance facilities at Paine Field). r

Ground transportation to the airports may account for 2 to 5 percent of total ground
transportation in the region and a much larger share of peak travel near the airport(s).

Overall regional passenger mileage is the least for the multiple airport systems. This
advantage Is gained at the cost of greater local congestion, particularly at Sea-Tac and in
the urban areas containing candidate supplemental airport facilities. This is among the
issues to be detailed in the site-level studies called for by this FEIS. r

The replacement alternative imposes the greatest ground mileage requirement, but avoids
adding to congestion at airport sRes in urban areas and reduces acuvRy at the present Sea-
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Tac location. The system management alternative offers the potential to substitute High-
Speed Ground Transportation in place of some short-haul flights, probably north and south
to Portland and to Vancouver, B.C., but its huge capital costs and the amount of traffic that
could be served raises questions about its viability.

Potential Regfi'onaiand Site-Specific Aetionq

• Through ISTEA, coordinate ground access for the selected alternative with High-
Speed Ground Transportation (HSGT)(possibly over the long term), local rapid
transit and (with local governments) GMA land-use actions. In this region, t-his
includes, for air quality purposes, a Congestion Management System to be
accomp.lished by the Regional Council, the state, and transit operators. (Regional
Council, state Department of Transportation)

• Continue to implement broad transportation-system-management and transportation-
demand-management programs within the reglon. (Employers and local governments)

• Work to expand and improve service presently provided by airport buses, transit
buses, taxis, shuttles and limousines serving the region s airport(s), and aggressively
examine the merits of remote passenger check-in terminals. (Port of Seattle, airport
operators, private transportation companies)

• Assign high priority (in the Regional Transportation Plan and its funding elements,
and state plans) to funding of airport-access facilities, and generally to local
facilities impacted by siting of commercial airport services. (Regional Council, state
Department of Transportation)

1.3.4 -n.l,dl._L__

Tradeoffs "

The ma'or._......land-use tradeoff is between the protection of widespread res_dentml
commumUes from au'craft noise at emstlng sites and the protection of sparsely developed
areas outside of the urban growth areas from new airport development. Depending upon
severity, aircraft noise from flyovers might contribute to pressures for residential
development at the urban fringe because of land removed from residential development
adjacent to the urbanized airpon sites.

Secondary tradeoffs involve impacts on alternative sites within the developed parts of the
region, spedfically between Sea-Tac and supplemental airport sites, and between alternative
supplemental sites north and south of Sea-Tac, respectively. Supplemental airport sites can
serve as additional centers within the VISION 2020 regional growth strategy... The Growth
Management Act does allow for new fully contained communities oumde the initially
designated urban growth boundary, provided that the respective county has established a
process for reviewing proposals and that the proposal meets certain criteria.

The land-use impacts involve induced activities near existing or new airport sites, changes
in property values for residential and other land uses, and the relationsh_ between ai ort
siting decisions and broader planning required by the state Growth ManaPgement Act. r_e
greatest number of homes directly affected (acquired) occurs under the replacement
alternative site options in Pierce County, and to a lesser degree, at Sea-Tac Airport in those
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alternatives involving a third runway. Total reduction in residential property values can be
calculated in site-level studies, using methods in information begun in this non-project FEIS.

Potential Regional and Site.Specific Aqtions r .
L

• Develop and implement a regional policy on relocation assistance and compensation
for areas directly displaced or subject to noise impacts, consistent with FAA
gmdelines. Non-federal agencies also have the latitude to go beyond what is funded
Underfederal programs (i.e., mitigation within the 65 Ldn contour). (FAA, Regional
Council, and airport operators)

• Encourage compatible land-use planning and regulation for areas subject to noise
and transportaUon system impacts over the long term. Where appropriate, local r"
governments can adjust local permitting in light of already existing noise impacts. L.
(Countywide GMA planning)

• Directly address the issue of offensive and incompatible land uses and activities in
areas adjacent to airports. (Countywide GMA planning policies, state legislation)

• Help finance, through FAR Part 150 and other sources, school sound insulation at
least within the 65 Ldn contour, and purchase aviation easements from existing
incompatible land uses. (Airport operators, local jurisdictions, and school districts) ,-

• Work toward a comprehensive regional noise management program addressing
traditional noise contours and flight track single-event noise. (FAA, Regional
Council, and airport operators)

• Directly address airport siting in GMA countywide and multi-coun,_y planning
policies.(Local governments)

1.3.$ Public Services. Utilities and Schools •
L

The local infrastructure costs of growth are a topic to be systematically addressed as part
of local comprehensive planning requirements under the GMA and pro_ect-level airport
EISs. This FEIS is not required to provide a benefit/cost analysis for meeting the objectives
of Flight Plan. General information on impacts is provided.

Tradeoffs/Environmental Imnacts

The major concern is impactsat the site level This analysis is deferred. The range of site _"
options includes urban and relatively rural locations.

Potential Ret,ional and Site-Snecific Actions

• Local plans done under the GMA must meet statutory concurrency requirements =f
provision of services. (Local governments)

• Through state legislation, earmark some state-level revenues generated by statewide
air travel capacity (involving siting of facilities of regional and statewide significance) i
to help local governments meet their concurrency requirements under the GMA. L
(counties and the state)
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• Include airport-related needs in the capital elements of plans done under the G/viA,
and possibly in the six-year capital element required of the state Office of Financial
Management.

• For noise impacts on schools, please see Sections 4.1.2.1 and 4.1.2.6.

1.3.6 Natural Environment

The natural environment includes two categories of resources. These are wetlands and
water, and plants and animals.

Tradeoffs/Environmental Imnacts

The primary natural environment tradeoffs involve reducing the impact to undisturbed areas
by developing airport facilities within the existing urban area. Although natural environment
impacts may be reduced by doing this, impacts to humans in the form of noise and air
pollution may be increased.

Potential Reeionai and Site-Snf¢ific A¢tign_

• Deal with important site issues at the site level. Address hazardous waste and
solid waste management concerns. Proper timing of construction activities might
reduce direct wildlife impacts. Site clearing and grading should not be done during
the spring and early summer. And for sites with threatened or endangered species
of plants and animals, additional site specific biological assessment and mitigation
work would be necessary. (Airport operators, local governments)

• Selection of sites that are already developed or otherwise disturbed would reduce the
extent of natural habitat that would be lost.

• Within any given site option, the actual layout of the facilities could be planned to
avoid the most valuable wildlife habitats. In particular, wooded areas and wetlands
should be left undisturbed to the extent poss_ble.

• Develop in VISION 2020 a regional natural systems element that is supportive of
local comprehensive plans. (Local governments working through the Regional
Council)

• Review water quality issues at the site level. (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Ecology,
Corps of Engineers)

• At the site level, address runoff volume and quality, and groundwater protection, in
drainage plans. (Airport operators, local governments)

1.3.7 Earth

Tradeoffs/Environment al Impac,t._

A major concern to be addressed at the site level is the impact of earth preparation (cut and
fill), both on natural systems and on local traffic. The Sea-Tac site reqmres the transport
of a large amount of flU to the site if a third runway option component is part of the
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selected regional alternative. The replacement airport site involves the largest amount of
site preparation (on-site cut and fill) .....

Potential Re_i'onal and Site.Specific Actions ._

Mitigation measures of impacts to earth movement will be addressed at the site level.
1,3.S JFalm

Energy consumption per capita varies between modes of transportation, but is comparable.
Fuel prices influence choices between transportation systems and how much they are used.
In addition, airport and air system management alternatives entail differences in energy
consumption due to idling times on the ground and delays in the air.

• [F.

Tmdmm L

Based on mileage, energy consumption traveling to and from the airport(s) is least for the
multiple airport systems. However, the share that this energy saving is of total energy
consumption for all ground travel in the region is insignificant. The replacement airport
alternative is the most energy intensive due to the greater average travel distance involved.

The possibly significant energy tradeoff over the long term is between modes of
transportation. These are HighCapacity Transit (HCT), local rapid transit in the urban "_
region, High-Speed Ground Transportation (HSGT) in major state corridors, and the private
automobile. Energy efficiency is improving in all categories. Tradeoffs are also involved
between different kinds of energy sources. It is beyond the scope of this air carrier FEIS
to document these relationships between different modes of transportation. As planning
evolves, this may be a task to be assigned to the state Energy Office.

Potential Regional and Site-Specific Actions

• Implement new mandated federal and state transportation planning requirements, r
(Regional Council and local governments) ,-

* Implement the multimodal aspects of the federal ISTEA legislation. (Regional
Council, the state, and local governments)

• Work toward greater airport capacity and efficiency of operations, and continue to
develop multimodal passenger and cargo handling capabilities. (Port of Seattle)

Safety trends are improving yearly for air carrier and commuter aircraft. Accidents are due
to several causes. Safety data are not significant in ranking regional airport system
alternatives. Airspace reconfiguration (related to safety) is addressed as part of Sections
.1.3.10 and 4.10. The No Acuon alternative does reduce the margin of safety as flights
increase m number.

Tradeoffs/Environmental Imnacts ,.

Air travel safety is improving every year for both commuter and jet aircraft. Safety actions
involve personnel, technology and operations. Improved navigational and airplane
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equipment can increase the capacity of existing facilities. Mitigation of some alternatives
involves moderate reconfiguration of airspace, depending upon the system plan selected.
The FAA 1990 Four-Post Plan-which can be amended-trades improved efficiency
(involving safety) for a widened dispersal of flight track noise over the region. This arrival
and departure pattern was put m place by the FAA and addressed in a federal
Environmental Assessment.

Potential Regional and Site-Specific Actions

Safety will be addressed in the project-level studies; e.g., height clearances of surrounding
buildings. A variety of improvements nationally and locally are evident in training,
equipment, and procedures. See also Section 1.3.10.

1.3.10 Airsnaee Management and General Aviation

Following selection of a regional airport system alternative, regional airspace can be
modified to accommodate this action and to provide mitigation. Additionally, general
aviation needs can be addressed.

Tradeoffs/Environmental Impacts

A broad regional task force should be formed to systematically resolve airspace issues within
the region. Key issues include the interaction between possible muluple airports, the
interactions with military and with general aviation, and noise impacts.

Potential Re_onal and Site-Snecific Mitigation Actions

• Convene local governments, the general aviation community and the public to refine
the general aviation element of the Regional Airport System Plan. (Regional
Council, Federal Aviation Administration)

• Limit practice Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) approaches by general aviation aircraft
duringpeak IFR traffic periods. Divert practice IFR approaches to relief airports
l.ocatecl outside of heavy air traffic areas. (The adopted 1988 Regional Airport
System Plan recommends these actions, consistent with local airport master plans.)

• Continue to give priority to air carrier IFR operations over general aviation and
commuter service during peak periods in heavdy used airspace.

• Work toward the regional consensus necessary to distribute regional air traffic
in.cludin..gtraffic from militar_ operations. This might moderate net noise impacts as
mr earner service increases m the region. (For example, relocation of the National
Guard unit from Paine Field to either Whidbey Island Naval Air Station or Fort
Lewis, co-location and operation of smaller Air Force planes at Fort Lewis, and
limiting C-141 touch-and'go training to Moses Lake.)

1.4 PUBLIC PARTICIPATION AND REVIEW PROCESS

The Flight Plan Project public review process included informational steps and a formal
public review process. The formal process applied to both the draft proposal of the PSATC
and the non-project DEIS of the sponsoring agencies. The informational steps included a
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newspaper supplement distributed through 15newspapers in the greater Puget Sound region,
newsletters, slide shows, briefings, press releases andmedia contacts, focus groups, public
op'mion surveys, and the use of a full-time public involvement coordinator. Open houses

and seeping meetings were held in November of 1990. [
Following the selection of a PSATC draft preferred alternative (4 December 1991), the
public review process involved eleven formal public hearings and receipt of written public
comments during an extended 75-day public review period (7 January 1992 through 23
March 1992). The most frequent comments are reflected in the revised format and content
of this FEIS. Over 2,100 written comments were received and nearly 650people gave verbal
testimony. All of the written comments and verbatim transcripts of the hearings are
reproduced in three "Supplements" to this FEIS. "Supplement !" contains comments and
hearings from Snohomish and Island Counties, "Supplement 2 contains comments and •
hearings from King County and areas outside the Puget Sound region, as well as comments L
fTom state agencies, and "Supplement 3' contains comments and hearings from Pierce,
Kitsap, and Thurston Counties.

Issues raised in the comments on the DEIS and the PSATCs draft recommendations are
euSpppondedto in one of three ways: 1) by cross-referencing from the letters in the comment

lements to the appropriate section of the FEIS which addresses the concern, 2) by
cross-referencing to a set of specific supplemental responses which are presented in
Appendix E, or 3) with the note "comment acknowledged." _,,=,,._ ........ _ .....

The public also has the opportunity to broadly address air carrier issues and other related
growthmanagementissuesinthepublicreviewprocessesestablishedineachcountyunder
theGMA. FutureplanningprocessesoftheRe_.ionalCouncil-includingamendmentofthe
RegionalAirportSystemPlan(RASP)-alsowillinvolvefurtherpublicparticipation.

The RegionalCouncilprovidesa processforrequestingthe ResponsibleOfficialto
reconsider the adequacy of this FEIS. The process is optional. Failure to use it does not ._......
preclude use of any other appeal rights. But using the process does improve the ability of r :
the Regional Council and ultimately the entire community, to make the best decision _
possible based on the best information available.

A request for reconsideration must be received by the Regional Council within thirty days
of the issuance of this FEIS. The request will be considered either by the Responsible
Official or, at his or her option, by a Hearing Examiner who shall make recommendations
to the Responsible Official. The process is further set out in PSRCs SEPA Resolution
Section18(6).

ir

A judicial challenge to the adequacy of the FEIS must be commenced within ninety days of
the second newspaper notification of a "Notice of Action Taken". Amendment oft he
Regional Ah'port System Plan by the Regional Council would prompt the publication of a
"Notice of Action Taken."

State law also provides for judicial challenges to the substantive decisions made under
authority granted by SEPA. Appeals regarding the use of SEPA's substantive authority must
be filed within this same 90 day period.

If significant new information about the proposal or its impacts becomes available, a !
supplemental EIS may be required. See WAC 197-11-600(3)(b). If a person believes that
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a supplemental EIS is required, the person has an obligation to inform the Responsible
Official and give him or her a chance to consider the request. See PSRC SEPA Resolution
Section 18(7) for the procedures for requesting a supplemental EIS. Failure to use this
administrative process for requesting a supplemental EIS may preclude the right to bring
a judicial appeal on the issue.

1.5 PUGET SOUND AIR TRANSPORTATION COMMITTEE (PSATC)
FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee (PSATC) devoted two-and-one-half years
of study and extensive public review to the region's commercial air transportation needs.
They developed a rmsslon statement, reviewed alternatives, and prepared a final
recommendation. Documentation of their work is provided in three reports cited
throughout this FEIS: Phase I: Forecasts (July 1990), Phase II: Development of Ahernativ¢,_
(June 1991), and the Phase III: Draft Final Report (January 1992). The Draft Final Report
included several appendices documenting the PSATC decision criteria. One of these
appendices was the agency DEIS.

This section presents the PSATC vision statement, recommendations and findings. The
complete statement of PSATC Findings and Recommendations is included as Appendix A.
The reader is encouraged to read Appendix A for a thorough discussion of PSATC findings.

1.5.1 Visipn Statement

The Flight Plan vision statement identified a broad range of PSATC goals. The PSATC
Vision Statement was approved by the sponsoring agencies. The summary reads as follows:

We have an integrated air, land, and sea transportation system that will serve the region's travel
worldwide to the year 2050 and thereafter. The transportation system enhances the livability and
environmental integrity of the Pacific Northwest, is convenient and accessible to its users,
promotes the economic vitality of the state, and serves as a gateway to all domestic and world
markets. This transportation system is recognized worldwide as a leading model of
transportation development.

1.5.2 Final Recommendation

The PSATC final recommendation of 17 June 1992 is summarized as follows:

Whereas, the complete work of the PSATC stresses the region's need to prepare to meet
future demand and acknowledges the importance of:

(a) reasonable demand management techniques,

Co) mitigation measures,

(c) phasin8 of regional and site-specific decisions and actions addressing airport
operauonal capacity and the _mpact and benefits to the served community;

Now therefore be it resolved, that the Puget Sound Air Transportation Committee has
completed its deliberations; and hereby transmits its findings and recommendations to the

Flight Plan Project
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Puget Sound Regional Council and the Port of Seattle, calling for the phased
implementation of a Multiple Airport System including the addition of:

-

• a dependent air carrier runway at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport before the •
year 2000, and L

• the introduction of scheduled air carrier service to Paine Field before the year 2000,
and

* the identification of a two-runway supplemental airport site in Pierce County for
development by the year 2010 in collaboration with the military, and failing that, the
identification of a suitable location in Thurston County.

During its two-and-one-half years of work, the PSATC developed and examined the P
ternatives presented in this FEIS (See Section 3.0). Variations of the Multiple Airport [_

System alternatives reflected in this FEIS are narrowed from the longer list studied by the
PSATC. The alternative recommended by PSATC is one option wimm the "ThreeAirport
System" alternative. Differences between the presentation of regional alternatives in this
FEIS and the earlier DEIS are identified in Section 1.1.3.

1.$.3 Findln_s Relative to the Other Alternatives

The PSATC evaluated their final recommendation and compared it to the other alternatives, r
The evaluation in Appendix A considers operational, economic, and environmental factors.
With regard to the recommended alternative, the PSATC discussion highlightsmreecriteria:
environmental quality and livability, regional economic vitality, and integrated transportation
systems (all components of the PSATC vision statement).

The alternatives comparison focuses on several evaluation points reviewed by the PSATC
during the entire Flight Plan Project. Much of their work was assisted by expert panels
convened specifically to address economic factors, demand management, forecasting and
institutional issues. Perspectives developed by the PSATC are indicated here, but should s-
be read in their entirety (Appendix A). ,-

• The No Action alternative results in increasing airline delays and declining service
as passenger levels continue to rise, and will hurt the region economically. Air
quality and noise impacts (within the federally recognized mitigation boundaries) are
also worse under No Action than under several of the other alternatives.

• The PSATC concluded that demand management is a short-term strategy, and
that it does not add to current capacity. Similarly, high speed ground ,"
transportation (a component of the Broad System Management alternative,
together with demand management and improved airplane and airport
technology) would not address the major share of forecasted air passenger
demand and also involves very high capital costs.

• Construction of a third runway at Sea-Tac, by itself, would not be able to meet the
capacity needs of our region to the year 2020. Sea-Tac operated in conjunction with
a remote airport is either impractical or very costly, depending upon whether Boeing
Field or Moses Lake is considered. _ -

k
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• The three-airport s.ystem is reported as offering greater benefits over the long
term than the two-mrport system.

• The replacement airport alternative is rejected because of the ground travel
distances involved, the impact on the regional urban pattern and the namr_
environment, and high capital costs.

• The recommended specific multiple airport system is compatible with the proposed
regional high capacity transit system.

FlightPlan Project
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U,S. Department
of Transportation

FINALSUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTALIMPACT STATEMENT

FOR THE
Federal Aviation
Administration

PROPOSEDMASTERPLAN UPDATEDEVELOPMENTACTIONS

AT
Port of Seattle

SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

Volume 1 - Main Text and Appendices A through C.1

This statement is submitted for review pursuantto the requirements of Section 102(2)(C) of the National Environmental
Policy Act of 1969 (42 tJS.C. 4321 et seq): E.O. 11990, Protectionof Wetlands; E.C). 11998, FloodplainManagement; 49
USC Subtitle VII; 42 U.S.C. 7401 et seq; Department of Transportation Act Section 4(f) - 49 USC 303 (c); 49 U.S.C.
47101 et seq; Washington State EnvironmentalPolicy Act (RCW 43.21C); and other applicablelaws. This Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) is a combined National Environmental Policy Act and Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) document. With regard to SEPA requirements, this Supplemental EIS represents the
third step of a phased environmental review which began with publication of the 1992 Flight Plan Final EIS, which
assessed alternatives for addressing regional aviation needs, and the issuance of the Final EIS for the Master Plan
Update. This Final Supplemental EIS also contains a final conformity analysis, as required by the Clean Air Act
amendments.

The Port of Seattle, operator of Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport, has prepared a Master Plan Update for the Airport.
The Plan shows the need to address the poor weather operating capability of the Airport throughthe development of an
8,500 foot long third parallel runway (Runway 16X/34X), separated by 2,500 feet from existingRunway 16L/34R, with
associated taxiways and navigational aids. Other needs include: extensionof Runway 34R by 600 feet; establishment of
standard Runway Safety Areas for Runways 16R/L; developmentof a new air traffic controltower; development of a new
north unit terminal, Main Terminal improvements and terminal expansion; parking and access improvements and
expansion; development of the South Aviation Support Area for cargo and/or maintenance facilities; and relocation,
redevelopment, and expansion of support facilities. The EIS assesses the impact of alternative airport improvements,
includinginstallation of navigational aids, airspace use, and approachand departure procedures. With the exceptionof the
34R runway extension, the proposed improvementswould be completed during the 1997-2010 period, with initial 5-year
development focused on the proposed new parallel runway, and existing passenger terminal, parking and access
improvements. The proposed improvements and their alternatives would result in wetland impacts, floodplain
encroachment, stream relocation,impacts to locallysignificanthistoricalsites, social,noise,water, and air quality impacts.

This Supplemental EIS was preparedto address the environmental impacts that could result if the most recent growth in
aviation activity levels continues.

Responsible Federal Official: SEPA contact:
Mr. Dennis Ossenkop Ms. Barbara Hinkle
Federal Aviation Administration Health, Safety and EnvironmentalManagement
Northwest Mountain Region Port of Seattle
1601 LindAve, S.W. P.O. Box68727
Renton, Washington 98055-4056 Seattle, Washington 98168

Date: May, 1997
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- FederalAviationAdministration Portof Seattle
NorthwestRegion Seattle-TacomaIntemationalAirport
1601 Lind Ave, SW P.O. Box 68727
Renton,Washington 98055 Seattle,Washington 98168

May 13, 1997

Dear Reader:

Officials of the Central Puget Sound Region have been faced with developing a plan to meet the future
transportationdemands in the Region,that exist now and will continueto grow inthe future. The Master
Plan Update for Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport has confirmed earlier studieswhich indicated that
poorweather conditionscurrently produce significantdelays and that the present airside, terminal, and
landsidefacilities will no longer be able to efficientlyaccommodate air travel needs. The Master Plan
Update identifies the need for a third runway at Sea-Tac Airport, in additionto numerousterminal and
landsideimprovements necessaryto accommodatethe futuregrowthin air travel in the region.

in April 1995, a Draft EIS for the proposed Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle Tacoma
International Airport was prepared for these improvements. Public comments were received through
Augustof 1995. The Final EIS, titled "Final Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed Master Plan
Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" includingthe draft air quality
conformity determination, was issued on February 9, 1996. The draft conformity determination
documentwas available for publicand agency review and commentthroughJune 1996. This document
is a supplement to the February, 1996 Final EIS.

A Draft Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (Draft Supplemental EIS) was prepared as a
result of the Federal Aviation Administration(FAA) and Port of Seattle (Port) review of recent growthin
air travel demand at Sea-Tac Airport. During1994, 1995, and 1996, air travel demand at Sea-Tac grew
at a 7% annual growth rate, which is substantiallygreater than the national average. As a result, the
1996 annual aircraft operationslevels at Sea-Tac Airport (395,200 operations)exceededthe Master Plan

-- Update forecast for the year 2005. In addition,the FAA's fiscal years 1996 and 1997 Terminal Area
Forecast OAF) for Sea-Tac anticipatesfaster growth rates than were used in the Master Plan Update.
As a result, the Port prepared a new forecast for Sea-Tac Airport that reflects current population and
income growth in the Puget Sound Region, as well as the most recent forecast of how air travel ticket
fares could change in the future. The new data indicatesthat demand at Sea-Tac by 2010 could be 17
percent higher than was forecastby the Master Plan Update.

This Supplemental EIS examinesthe impact of the new forecast and other data on:

• Project Purpose and Need
• Alternatives
• Affected Environment (notingchangesthat have occurredsince issuanceof the Final EIS)
• Environmental Consequencesof the new data

This Environmental Impact Statement has been a joint effort between the Federal Aviation
Administration(FAA) and the Port of Seattle, withthe FAA taking the lead in preparationof the technical
analysisand report production.

The Draft Supplemental EIS (DSEIS) and updateddraft clean air act conformity analysiswere released
on February 14, 1997 with the announcementof a 45-day publicand agency comment period. A public
headngwas conducted on March 4, 1997 and the closeof the publiccomment periodoccurred on March
31, 1997. Simultaneous with the 45-day comment period conducted in accord with the National
Environmental Policy Act, a 30-day comment periodwas initiatedon the conformityanalysis. Based on
public and agency comment, the air quality conformity comment period was extended until March 31,
1997.
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FederalAviationAdministration Portof Seattle -
NorthwestRegion Seattle-TacomaIntemationalAirport
1601LindAve,SW P.O. Box68727
Renton,Washington98055 Seattle,Washington98168

This Final Supplemental EIS reflectscomments received at the hearing and dudng the comment period.
Appendix F contains a summary of the comments received and detailed responses. As noted in that
appendix, changes to Chapters 1 through5 were made where appropriate. Based on public comments,
an index was added as Chapter 6. Appendix G containsthe publiccomments.

As is noted in Appendix F, the most notable changes made in preparing the Final Supplemental EIS
relate to respondingto issuesand comments raised concemingthe air qualityanalysis and revised draft
air quality conformity analysis. While the emissions inventory has been corrected and amended in
responseto the comments,conformitywith the State Implementation Plan has been demonstrated based
on two analyses: the emissionsinventory showing that project related impacts do not exceed the de-
minimis levels; and the dispersionanalysis showingthat the project will not create new exceedances or
exacerbate any actual or modeled exceedances. In responseto the agency comments conceming the
draft, a final conformity analysis has been prepared and a 30-day public comment period is being
conducted on only this portionof the Final Supplemental EIS. Comments concerningthis analysis are to
be submitted by June 23, 1997 to Mr. Dennis Ossenkop, ANM-611, Federal Aviation Administration,
Northwest Region, Room 540, 1601 LindAve, S.W., Renton, Washington98055-4056

Federal Approval Declaration

After careful and thoroughconsiderationof the facts containedherein, and followingconsiderationof the
views of those Federal agencies having jurisdiction by law or special expertise with respect to the
environmental impactsdescribed,the undersignedfinds that the proposedFederal actionsare consistent
with existing national environmentalpoliciesand objectivesas set forth in Section 101(a) of the National
Environmental PolicyAct of 1969.

Lowell H. Johnson Date
Manager
Northwest Mountain Region AirportsDivision
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FACT SHEET

Project Title: Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

Description of Project: The proposedMaster Plan Update improvements at See-Tee Airport would reduce existing
poor weather aircraft operating delay and accommodate forecast growth in passengers,
cargo, and aircraft operations. Port of Seattle staff have recommended Alternative 3 - North
Unit Terminal with a new 8,500 foot long parallel runway. Proposed airport improvements
would include:

• Third parallel runwaywith a lengthof up to 8,500 feet located about 2,500 feet west of
existingRunway 16L/34R, and associatedtaxiways, safety areas, relocated utilities, and
navigationalaids

• 600 foot extensionsouthwardof Runway 34R

• Standard Runway Safety Areas for existingRunways 16R and 16L

• Terminal improvements and expansion, including the development of a North Unit
Terminal

• Parkingand access improvements and expansion

• Development of the South Aviation Support Area

• Relocation,redevelopment,and expansion of supportfacilities

Project Sponsor: Port of Seattle

Lead Agencies: The Federal AviationAdministration (FAA) and the Port of Seattle are joint lead agencies for
the purpose of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and State Environmental
PolicyAct (SEPA) Environmental Impact Statement (EIS).

The Port of Seattle contact is: Ms. Barbara Hinkle, Health, Safety and Environmental
Management Division,Port of Seattle, P.O. Box68727, Seattle, Washington, 98168.

The FAA responsibleofficial is: Mr. Dennis Ossenkop, Northwest Mountain Region, Airports
Division, Federal Aviation Administration, 1601 Lind Avenue, S.W., Renton, Washington
98055-4O56.

Cooperating Agency: The U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers is a cooperatingagency under NEPA.

Licenses, Permits and Federat. FAA Record of Decision, Air Quality Conformity Determination; DOT Section 4(f);
Other Approvals and approvalof the Airport Layout Plan; U.S. Army Corpsof Engineers Section 404 permit;
Potentially Required:

State: Department of EcologyWater Quality Certificationand National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Permit for Stormwater; Dam Safety Approval; Department of Fisheries
and Wildlife Hydraulic Project Approval; Temporary Modification of Water Quality,
Department of Natural Resources Forest Practices Permit and Surface Mining Reclamation
Permit, Governors Clean Air andWater Certification;

Locat. Puget Sound Regional Council Review; Port of Seattle Commission project
decisions; City of SeaTac comprehensive plan and zoning process, clearing and grading
permits, floodplainfilling permits,demolition permits, and others.

Principal Authors and This NEPA/SEPA Supplemental EIS was prepared underthe direction of the Federal
Contributors to the Aviation Administrationand Port of Seattle. Technical analysis was provided by:

Final Supplemental EIS:
Landrum & Brown, Incorporated
Shapiro and Associates, Inc.
INCA Engineers, Inc.
Gambrell Urban, Inc.
Parametrix, Inc.
Synergy Consultants,Inc.
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__ FACT SHF_ET (Continued)

Date of Issue: May 13, 1997

Comment Period: A public comment period is not being conductedon the Final Supplemental EIS. However,
this report containsthe Final ConformityAnalysis, and a 30-day public and agency comment
period is being conducted on this portion only of the report. Comments must be submitted
by June 23, 1997 to Dennis Ossenkop. Federal Aviation Administration, Airports Regional
Office, Room 540, 1610 LindAvenue, SW, Renton, WA 98055-4056.

Public Meetings: During preparation of the Draft and Final EIS, two scoping meetings were held and two
public hearings. An additional public hearing was held on March 4, 1997 conceming the
Draft Supplemental EIS. Copies of the hearing transcript and comments received on the
Draft Supplemental EIS are provided in Appendix G; responsesto applicable comments are
provided inAppendix F.

Approximate Date of Final In accordance withthe National Environmental PolicyAct, the issuanceof the Final Supple-
Action by Lead Agencies: mental EIS followed by a 30-day cool down period, which will end on June 23, 1997. After

compliance with applicable requirements, the FAA will then issue a Record of Decision.
Similarly, the Port of Seattle action approving the Master Plan Update is expected in May
1997.

Approximate Date of Limitedterminal development, cargo area expansion, developmentof an On-Airport hotel,
Implementation: expansion of employee and public parking, expansion of terminal facilities, and existing

terminal entrance roadway improvements could be initiated as early as 1997. The new
runway, and associated navigational aids and taxiway development, could be completed by
2005.

Availability of Copies: Copies of the Final Supplemental EIS are available for inspectionat:

Federal Aviation Administration,Airports Federal Way Regional Library, 34200-1st
Regional Office, Room 540, 1610 Lind South, Federal Way
Avenue, SW, Renton, WA Foster Library, 4205 South 142nd, Tukwila
Port of Seattle, Aviation Planning, 3rd Kent Regional Library, 212 - 2nd Ave N,
floor, Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport, Kent

and Pier 69 Bid Office, 2711 Alaskan VashonOber Park, 17210 Vashon
Way, Seattle Highway, Vashon " .......
Puget Sound Regional Council,
InformationCenter, 216-1st Avenue, Tacoma Public Library, 1102 Tacoma Ave - ....
Seattle S,, Tacoma

Beacon Hill Library, 2519 - 1st Avenue, Universityof Washington, Suzallo Library,
South, Seattle Government Publications, Seattle

Valley View Library, 17850 Military Road
Boulevard Park Library, 12015 Roseberg South, SeaTacSouth, Seattle
Seattle Public Library, 1000 - 4th Avenue, West Seattle Library, 2306 - 42rid Ave
Seattle SW, Seattle

Magnolia Library,2801 - 34th Ave W, BellevueRegional Library, 1111 - 110th
Seattle Ave NE, Bellevue

Columbia Library, 4721 Rainier Avenue S.,
Rainier Beach Library, 9125 Rainier
Avenue S., Seattle Seattle

Bothell Regional Library, 9654 NE 182nd, Holly Park Library, 6805 - 32nd Avenue
Bothell South, Seattle

Burien Library, 14700--6thSW, Burien Douglas-Truth Library, 2300 E. Yessler
Way, Seattle

Des Moines Library, 21620-11th South,
Des Moines

To Purchase A Copy: This document is available for public reproductionat Kinko's located at Kent-Des Moines
Way and International Blvd./SR 99. Phone (206) 878-5043.

Locations of Other The Flight Plan EIS issuedin 1992, and the Draft and Final EIS for the Master Plan Update
Document=: Development Actions, technical reports, backgrounddata, adopted documents, and material

incorporatedby referencein this Supplemental EIS are, unless otherwisestated in this EIS,
located at:

Federal Aviation Administration,Airports Regional Office, Room 540, 1601 Lind Avenue,
SW, Renton, WA

Port of Seattle, Aviation Planning, 3rd Floor, Terminal Building,Sea-Tac Airport
Puget Sound Regional Council, informationCenter, 216-1st Avenue, Seattle
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION

In the May of 1996, the Northwest Mountain Region Office of the FAA identified the availability
of the fiscal year 1996 Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
(Sea-Tac Airport), prepared by its headquarters Office of Policy and Plans. In December 1996,
the FAA Office of Policy and Plans released the fiscal year 1997 TAF. The 1996 and 1997 TAFs
show airport activity (passengers and operations) growing at a rate faster than predicted by the
Master Plan Update. Aviation demand forecasting is often incorrectly perceived as a science,
where all variables are predictable and known. However, as is shown by comparing any forecast
to conditions that actually occur during the period that was forecast, forecasting is more an art
than a science. As a result, precise forecasting for specific future years, particularly years more
than 10 years in the future in the volatile air travel industry, is very difficult.

As airport master plans are conducted, forecasts are the foundation upon which a future plan is
built. In the forecasting process, projected air travel demand is assigned to specific time periods.

Due to the need to base these assumptions on a number of variables, airport master plan
improvements are typically associated with a level of activity instead of a precise year, as was the
approach taken in the Sea-Tac Airport Master Plan Update. The Final EIS recognized the
difficulty in forecasting and presented three possible scenarios of how growth might differ from
the Master Plan Update forecast. Appendix R of the Final EIS (located in Volume 4) identified
the possible environmental impacts associated with the three scenarios, which included a slower
growth scenario and two faster growth scenarios. The new forecast prepared by the Port of
Seattle (hereafter referred to as "the Port") for the year 2010 are slightly higher than was
examined for the faster growth scenarios (17.9 million enplanements versus 17.3 million
enplanements) contained in the Final EIS.

AS a consequence, the Port and FAA evaluated the FAA's TAF data: 1) to determine it's
reliability and 2) to examine the impacts of demand growing faster than the Master Plan Update.
Based on this review and the development of the new Port forecast, the FAA and the Port then
agreed that additional environmental analysis was warranted to assess the impacts of the Master
Plan Update improvements relative to the higher passenger and operations forecast.

The purpose of this report is to document the additional data that has arisen since publication of
the Final EIS, including new aviation demand forecast information and to identify the resulting
environmental impacts from this new data. This report contains the following chapters:

• Chapter 1 - this introduction and summary
• Chapter 2 - Impact on Project Definition and Purpose and Need
, Chapter 3 - Alternatives
• Chapter 4 - Affected Environment
e Chapter 5 - Environmental Consequences

Chapter 1 - 1-1 -
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The following sections of this chapter summarize the detailed information presented in Chapters 2
through 5.

The Draft Supplemental EIS was released for agency and public review in February 1997 with a

45-day comment period. Simultaneously, a 30-day comment period was initiated concerning the
updated drai_ air quality conformity analysis; the air conformity comment period was emended

until March 31, 1997 to coincide with the overall comment period. The Final Supplemental EIS
was prepared reflecting the comments received. Appendix F contains a summary of the
comments while Appendix G contains the comments. Table F-2 (located in Appendix F)
provides an index to the comments.

2. NEW FORECASTS AND IMPACT ON PURPOSE AND NEED

The analysis contained in this additional environmental analysis document reflects an updating by
the Port of Seattle of the Master Plan Update forecast. The new Sea-Tac forecast prepared by
the Port is 17% greater (in terms of both passengers and operations) than the forecast prepared
for the Master Plan Update in 1994Y These new forecasts are anticipated to exceed the
operational capability of the existing airfield between 2005 and 2010. Therefore, a review of
forecast issues and their relationship to the purpose and needs identified by the Master Plan
Update was conducted.

TABLE 1-1

COMPARISON OF DEMAND FORECASTS

(Master Plan Update, FAA TAF, and new Port of Seattle forecast) ....

Unconstrained Aviation Demand Forecast Comparison
1995 2000 2005 2010

Opemtio_
Master Plan Update N/A 379,200 392,500 405,800
FAA 1997 TAF 386,536 433,470 478,050 528,200
New Port of Seattle 386,536 409,000 445,000 474,000

EnplanedPassengers
Master Plan Update N/A 11,900,000 13,600,000 15,300,000
FAA 1997 TAF 11,386,000 13,920,000 16,290,100 18,950,000
New Portof Seattle 11,386,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000

N/A= Notavailable

Table 1-1 provides a comparison of the Master Plan Update forecast,the FAA's fiscal year 1997
Terminal Area Forecast, and the new Port of Seattle forecasts. For the year 2010, the FAA's

TAF is approximately 10% greater than the Port's operations forecast and 17% greater than the
Master Plan Update forecast. The TAP"enplanement forecast is also 6% greater than the Port's
forecast and 23% greater than the Master Plan Update forecast for the year 2010.

1/ ChapterII_fthisrep_rtackn_w_edgesadi_erencebetweeathenewP_rtand_sc_year_997FAAT_f_. The
Port forecast was reviewed and accepted by the FAA regional office and deemed appropriateforuse in planning at Sea-
Tac.
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A) Aviation Demand and Activity Forecast

In preparing the updated forecast for Sea-Tat Airport, two specific conditions were
examined:

, a Demand Forecast -- "With Project" forecast: this forecast represents an unconstrained
level of demand for air travel within the Puget Sound Region. It represents the total
passengers that wish to fly assuming that sufficient facilities are available to accommodate
the demand. This level of activity is presumed to occur with the "With Project"
alternative;

* Activity Forecast - Constrained "Do-Nothing" forecast -- this forecast represents the level
of activity that the existing facilities at Sea-Tee Airport are capable of accommodating due
to constraints in the airport system. These constraints could result in less than the total

....... demand being satisfied, if demand exceeds the capability of the system.

In preparing the forecasts, first the demand for air travel was identified. The extent of the

constraints associated with the existing airfield, terminal facilities, support facilities, and
landside/roadway system were then identified. Then the passengers and resulting aircrafc
operations forecast were prepared based on the capabilities of the system to serve that level of

activity. Table 1-2 lists the Do-Nothing and "With Project" enplanement and operations
forecast.

TABLE 1-2
COMPARISON OF THE NEW PORT OF SEATTLE FORECAST

"With Project" to Do-Nothing

With Project Do-Nothing
Operations 2000 2005 2010 2000 2005 2010

Annual 409,000 445,000 474,000 409,000 445,000 460,000
Peak Month 38,600 41,800 44,000 38,600 41,500 42,100
Peak Month/Avg Day 1,246 1,352 1,423 1,246 1,341 1,360
Avg Annual Day 1,121 1,219 1,299 1,121 1,219 1,260
Peak Hour 78 94 99 78 82 82
Enplaned Passengers

Annual 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000
iPeak Month 1,540,000 1,730,000 1,940,000 1,540,000 1,730,000 1,940,000
Peak MontlVAvg Day 49,500 55,700 62,400 49,500 55,700 62,400
Avg Annual Day 37,534 43,014 49,041 37,534 43,014 49,041
Peak Hour 5,210 5,740 6,300 5,210 5,460 5,930

Source: P&D Aviation, December 1996.

Chapter 2 of this report contains a description of the FAA fiscal year 1997 Terminal Area
Forecast and the new forecasts prepared by the Port. Because the Port forecasts are prepared
at a level of detail that enables the analysis of environmental conditions, they were used to

assess the environmental impacts that could result if demand grows as forecast. Appendix D
identifies likely impacts in the year 2020 based on an extrapolation of activity and impacts in
year 2010. The FAA's TAF does not provide the level of detail needed for environmental
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analysis such as noise impacts or surface transportation conditions. Because the Port's

forecast reflects, where appropriate, Sea-Tac specific conditions, and was produced at a
detailed level, with information such as the aircraft fleet mix and peak hour conditions, it was
used for this Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement analysis.

Because demand would not exceed the maximum annual airfield capability of the Airport until
around 2008, Sea-Tac would likely accommodate all of the forecast demand for air travel until
that time. By 2005, 94 operations could be accommodated in the peak hour if additional

airfield capability were available. Due to the existing constraints, it would likely not exceed
82 operations. In all years, there would likely be a slight difference in aircraft operations
levels between what a constrained or unconstrained airfield could accommodate because of

the hourly levels of activity. On a peak month average day (PMAD) basis, the constrained
operations in 2010 would be about 5% less than the unconstrained (unconstrained at 1,423

'_ operations and 1,360 constrained operations). However, due to an anticipated flattening of
the peak, where the peak month average day will look more and more like an average day.

To accommodate the constrained level of activity, a number of congested and inefficient
conditions would result:

• Gates would be used for an average of 5.0 to 5.5 flights a day. This type of gate usage
would resemble today's PMAD. As is shown by this analysis, without implementation of
the Master Plan Update improvements, the peak month is likely to represent a less distinct
peak in the future (congested conditions would become more of an everyday condition);

• Some growth in the number of passengers per narrowbody equivalent gates v per year
would occur as a consequence of the expected growth in average aircraft size, average
load factors, and the number of passengers per gate per day; ........

• Remote aircraft parking and passenger loading would occur, as is used at locations such as
Los Angeles, Dulles, and (until the recent improvements were completed) at Pittsburgh or
O'Hare; and

• Much of the terminal space (ticketing, gates, and baggage claims) would operate at levels-
of-service F as measured by the International Civil Aviation Organization (where A is the
most efficient/least congested and F is the most inefficient/congested). As conditions
become constrained, passengers would avoid ticket cheek-in areas (through advance ticket
purchases, and electronic ticketing, etc.), rely on carry-on baggage and/or would arrive at
the Airport sooner. It is assumed that ground travel time would increase 25% to 50%.
Thus, the time passengers would spend in the terminal area would increase from 30
minutes to 45 minutes.

B) Purpose and Need

The following four purpose and need statements were defined in the February, 1996 Final
Environmental Impact Statement:

(1) Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that accommodates
aircraft activity with an acceptable level of aircraft delay;

_/ Narrowbody equivalent gate is ameasurement system used to account forthe difference in sizes between gates that
accommodate larger, widebody aircraft versus the smaller, narrowbodyaircraft.
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(2) Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate warm weather operations without
restricting passenger load factors or payloads for aircraft types operating to the Pacific
Rim;

(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that meet current FAA standards; and

(4) Provide efficient and flexiblelandsidefacilitiesto accommodate future aviation demand.

The only significant new purpose and need information that has been made available since
publication of the Final EIS is the Port's initiation of correcting the Runway Safety Area for
34R (thus, the only remaining corrections are for 16L and 16R) and the new forecasts that
show a potential need to accelerate, sooner in time, the terminal and landside facilities.

Relative to the proposed third runway, this analysis evaluated a longer construction schedule
in contrast to the accelerated schedule presented in the Final EIS. Therefore, this
Supplemental EIS evaluates the commissioning of the third runway in late 2004, with
construction hauling occurring between 1997 and 2002.

Increased demand and/or the other new data would not affect the need to bring the runway
safety areas up to standard, nor would it affect the proposed extension of Runway 34R.

The proposed Master Plan Update terminal and landside improvements were identified to
address growth in passenger, cargo, and aircrai_ operations up to 19 million annual
enplanements. As the updated forecasts now anticipate that 19 million enplanements would
be reached soon after 2010 (instead of 2020), the timing of facilities could change, if the
growth in activity continues as predicted by the new forecasts. As a result, the projects that
were slated to be implemented by 2005, could be needed by 2000. Similarly,projects slated
to occur by 2015 could be needed by 2005 and projects slated to occur between 2016-2020
could be needed by 2010.

Three changes in the proposed improvements have been identified. These changes, described
in Chapter 2, reflect improvements in parking and surface transportation conditions to address
issues associated with airport landside requirements.

3. ALTERNATIVES

The Final EIS examinedthe alternatives shown in Table I-3. No new significant information has
come to light concerning any alternative that has not already been discussed by this Supplemental
EIS, such as timing of demand. The new demand forecasts, and operating capability of the
existing and future airport facilities would not affect the viabilityof any alternative considered in
the Final EIS.

AS a result of the faster growing air travel demand, and the resulting increased demand for
parking at Sea-Tac, a re-examination of alternatives for public, rental car, and employee parking
was conducted. This review showed that the parking locations identified by the Master Plan
Update continued to represent the preferred location for parking. However, as was discussed

' earlier, the quantity of new parking in each construction phase would increase to accommodate
the higher demand.

Concurrent with its approval of the third runway on August 1, 1996, the Port of" Seattle
Commission directed Port staff to give additional consideration to use of new technologies to
satisfypoor weather operating needs. In response to this request, the Port convened a technology
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conference at the SeaTac Hiltonon September 25, 1996. Speakers at the conference included the
Federal Aviation Administration, NASA, Alaska Airlines, Airline Pilots Association, Boeing, Air ....
Transport Association, consultants, and a company developing new technologies. This
investigation concluded that technologies, based on the global positioning system(GPS) and flight ....
management system (FMS), will provide aviation system capacity relief in the future. However,
no technologies were identified that would alleviate the need for the new runway or change the
viability of other closer spaced options due to the 2,500 foot spacing requirement between
runways that is attributed to wake vortex conditions.

TABLE 1-3

SUMMARY OF ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

(1) Improve The Poor Weather Airfield (3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that
Operatin£ Capability In A Manner That Meet Current FAA Standards.
Accommodates Aircraft Activity with an

Acceptable Level of Aircraft Delay. • Use of Declared Distances with displaced
runway thresholds;

• Use ofOtherModes ofTransportation • Clearing,grading

• Use of Other Airports or Construction of a • Delayed Alternative

New Airport • Do-Nothing/No-Build
• Activity/Demand Management " .......

• Runway Development at Sea-Tac

• Use of Technology
• Delayed or Blended Alternative (4) Provide Efficient and Flexible Landside

Facilities to Accommodate Future Aviation
• Do-Nothing/No-Build Demand

• UseofOther Modes of Transportation

(2) Provide Sufficient Runway Length to • Use of Other Airport/Development of A New
Accommodate Warm Weather Operations Airport
Without Restricting Passenger Load Factors

• Activity/Demand Managementor Payloads For AircraR Types 0pemting to
the Pacific Rim. * Landside Development at Sea-Tac Airport

• Delayed or Blended Alternative
• Extension of Runway 16L/34R

• Do-Nothing/No-Build
• Extension of Runway 16R/34L

• Development of a new runway with a 12,500
foot length

• Delayed Alternative
Technically,the literalDo-Nothingis not an option for• Do-Nothing/No=Build addressingthe RSA issues.ThePortofSeattlehas
two optionsforaddressingRSAs,bothofwhich
requiresomeaction: gradeand developthe requisite

stance off the ends of the runwaysor establish
d_temaular_distance.pro_.L_s_. ._.e Do-Nothing

ve presentedm the EISandthisSupplemental
EIS analysisreflects the non-developmentaction
(declareddistances).
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4. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

Since the issuance of the Final Environmental Impact Statement in early February 1996, a number
of actions have been taken within the region related to Sea-Tac Airport. The purpose of Chapter
4 is to summarize these actions and identify if, or how, the actions affect the Master Plan Update
improvements.

Key actions include:

• The final decision of the Expert Panel on Demand/System Management and Noise;

• The PSRC amendment to the Metropolitan Transportation Plan approving the third runway at
Sea-Tac;

• The Port of Seattle Commission Approval of the Master Plan Update;

• Port and FAA approval and initiation of the Runway Safety Area for 34R corrections;

• Port of Seattle discussions with Seattle Water concerning the development of the employee
lot north of SR 518; and

• Other actions, including local municipal land use actions.

In its final order of March 27, 1996, the majority (two members, with one dissenting opinion) of
the Expert Panel on Demand/System Management and Noise concluded that "although the Port of
Seattle has scheduled, pursued, and achieved an impressive array of noise abatement and
mitigation programs, the Port has not shown a reduction in real on-the-ground impacts sufficient
to satisfy, the noise reduction condition imposed by Resolution A-93-03." The Panel concluded

"that the Port could have done more, and that, had it done so, the additional improvement
probably would have made a material difference in real, on-the-ground noise impacts, turned a
marginal improvement into a meaningful one, and therefore affected the final outcome of this
proceeding." In conclusion, the Panel offered a list of recommended noise reduction measures to
be considered.

At its April 25, 1996 meeting, the PSRC's Executive Board agreed to use the recommendations in

the Panel's March 27, 1996 Final Decision on Noise Issues as the basis for deciding what

additional noise reduction measures should be part of including a proposed third runway at Sea-
Tac Airport as an amendment to the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP). Resolution A-96-
02, amending the Metropolitan Transportation Plan (MTP) to include a third runway at Sea-Tac
Airport with specific noise reduction measures based upon the recommendations of the Expert
Panel, was approved by the PSRC General Assembly on July 11, 1996.

A number of actions have been taken by the Port of Seattle since issuance of the Final EIS.
Actions related to the Master Plan Update improvements include:

• Issuance of a Mitigated Determination of Non-Significance (MDNS) and Determinations of
Non-Significance (DNS) - a MDNS was issued for the 34R RSA and a DNS was issued for
the Federal Express facility expansion. Both projects will be completed in 1997.

* Passage of Resolution 3212 - On August 1, 1996 the Port of Seattle Commission approved a
resolution that: 1) found the EIS is adequate and meets the requirements of SEPA; 2) adopted
the Master Plan Update and Airport Layout Plan (ALP); 3) approved the third parallel runway
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and associated improvements;4) agreedto undertake the PSRC Resolution A-96-02 Section I
mitigation; 5) authorized participation in a multi-agencyair quality monitoringprogram and 6)
directed staff to monitor and evaluate changes in airportactivity and how the changes might -
affect environmental conditions and mitigation. In addition, the Commission instructed staff
to evaluate new technologies to satisfy poor weather operating constraints.

Three primary actions have been undertaken by other parties:

• Heating conducted by U.S. Congressional Aviation Subcommittee- On March 18, 1996 then
Congressman Randy Tate, a member of the House Aviation Subcommittee of the
Transportation and InfrastructureCommittee, held a heating at the Des Moines Field House
on the proposed third parallel runway at Sea-Tac Airport. Testimonywas provided by three
panels, each consisting of three individuals. Congressional membersof the subcommittee then
questioned the panel members.

• Local Land Use Actions - Land use planning activities have continued to be undertaken within
the jurisdictions in the immediate airport area. Most notably, the PSRC's MTP will require
the local jurisdictions to amend or adopt transportation components of their comprehensive
plans that are compatible with the Updated MTP.

• Lawsuits and SEPA Appeals - the AirportCommunities Coalition brought a lawsuit against
the Port and PSRC concerning the PSRC approval of the MTP. The Airport Communities
Coalition and the City of SeaTac also filed appeals underthe State EnvironmentalPolicy Act
(SEPA) challenging the Port Commissionapprovalon August 1, 1996.

5. IMPACT ON ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES

Chapter5 of the SupplementalEIS presentsthe impactsof the new forecastsand new information
on key environmental characteristicsthat would be affected.

5-1 Surface Traffic Analysis

Continued regional population growth will impact the surface transportation system in the
vicinity of Sea-Tac Airport regardless of the improvementsundertakenat the Airport. The
surface transportationanalysis,using thenew forecast shows the following:

• Total Airport traffic is expected to increasefrom approximately72,500 vehicles per
day in 1994, to approximately 114,000 vehicles per day for the Do-Nothing
Alternative(Alternative1) or approximately113,300 vehicles per dayforthe Preferred
Alternative (Alternative3) in theyear2010. The differencesbetween theDo-Nothing
and the Preferred Alternative traffic volumes relate to the availability of on-site
parking available through each alternative an how the availabilityof parking affects
vehicular access to the Airport.

. No significant surface transportation impacts have been identified for the Preferred
Alternative in comparison to the Do-Nothing Alternative for any of the evaluated
intersections and freewayrampjunctions.

• The Preferred Alternative would generate an additional95 PM peak hour trips in the
year 2010 over the Do-Nothing Alternative.
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* Impacts associated with Alternative 2 (Central Terminal) and Alternative 4 (South
Unit Terminal) were also considered and showed that the surface transportation
impacts of these alternatives would be the same as the Preferred Alternative.

* The transportation improvement project that would have the greatest impact on
conditions in the Airport area is the construction of the State Route 509 Extension and
South Access.

Appendix C-1 presents a detailed summary of the surface transportation analysis, and
Section 5-4 presents the construction related surface transportation impacts.

5-2 Air Quality

Like the Final EIS, this Supplemental EIS evaluated the air quality impacts associated with the
Master Plan Update improvements through a review of:

• Aircraf_ emissions inventory in tons per year for comparison to the State Implementation
Plan;

• Local areawide dispersion analysis of"Airport and non-Airport sources for comparison to
the Ambient Air Quality Standards (AAQS); and

• A local roadway intersection dispersion analysis for comparison to the AAQS.

This analysis confirmed the results of the Final EIS, which showed that even with a higher
demand forecast, that aircraft emissions would be below the 1995 SIP levels regardless of
whether the improvements are undertaken at Sea-Tac Airport. The dispersion analysis shows
that even with the higher demand forecast that the predominant air pollution source in the
Airport environs are surface transportation vehicles.

The intersection dispersion analysis was conducted to examine conditions in the Airport area
that would be affected by the proposed improvements. This analysis shows that, with the
worst case modeling assumptions, the AAQS for Carbon Monoxide could be exceeded
regardless of whether improvements are completed at Sea-Tac Airport due to high volumes of
surface traffic on International Boulevard (SR 99). With the higher air travel demand forecast
and the changes in the proposed Master Plan Update improvements described in Chapter 2 of
the Supplemental EIS, the intersection analysis shows that the improvements associated with
any of the "With Project" alternatives would result in pollutant concentrations equal to or less
than would occur in the Do-Nothing.

Because the demand forecast has increased and changes were made in the phasing and
definition of the proposed improvements, a Final Conformity Analysis was prepared and is
available in Appendix B. Included in Appendix B (Attachment A) are responses to
comments concerning the draft air conformity analysis presented in the February, 1996 Final
EIS. Comments concerning the February 1997 Updated Draft Conformity Analysis are
summarized in Appendix F.

The analysis contained in this Final Supplemental EIS reflects responses to these comments
and a thorough quality assurance review of"the data input to the models. While some
estimates of future air emissions have changed over the levels presented in the Draft
Supplemental EIS, the conclusions of the Draft remain the same and are supported by the
revised analysis contained in this Final Supplemental EIS.
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5-3 Npise Exposure

Using the new forecasts, noise exposure contours were prepared for the Do-Nothing and
Preferred Alternative to show areas impacted by aircrat_noise of 60 DNL, 65 DNL, 70 DNL,
and 75 DNL (Day-Night Average Sound Level). As was shown in the Final EIS, noise
exposure impacts are expected to be less than current impacts, as follows:

65 DNL andGreaterNoise ExposureImpacts
Year Population Housing Area (sq. mi)

Existing (1994) 31,800 13,620 12.23

Do-NothingAlternative(AlternativeI)
2000 11,310 4,820 6.81
2005 10,450 4,450 6.61
2010 11,940 5,060 7.08

65 DNL andGreaterNoise Exvosure Impacts
Year Population Housing Area Isq.nu)

"With Project"(Alternatives2, 3, and4)
2000 11,310 4,820 6.81
2005 10,440 4,400 6.85
2010 13,220 5,520 7.69

Note - theareaaboveincludesall land, includingairportpropertywithinthe contours

The 65 DNL and greater noise exposure contours associated with the new forecast are about
12% greater than the noise contours prepared using the Master Plan Update forecast in the
Final EIS. The new noise contours for the year 2010 would exceed the boundaries of the
Port's existing Noise Kemedy Program boundary by several blocks on the northwesterly edge
of the Noise Remedy Program Boundary. In addition, a number of residential areas would
experience a 1.5 DNL increase in noise (when comparing the "With Project" to the Do-
Nothing) in year 2010. Section 5-6 "Land Use Impacts" describes the impact of the noise
on noise sensitive land uses.

5-4 Construction Impacts

Since publication of the Final EIS, new information has arisen that has lead to construction
related changes:

• Third parallel runway l_ul duration - the Final EIS analyzed a 3-year haul, with the
runway being available for use in the year 2000. This Supplemental EIS analyzes a 5-year
haul, with the runway available for use in late 2004. Under this new construction
schedule, the peak of hauling would occur in year 2000, with the haul complete in 2002.
While day-to-day truck traffic levels could vary, the lengthening of the haul duration could
reduce the number of average daily truck trips;

• Additional haul routes have been identified - the Final EIS examined the primary haul
routes that are anticipated to be used. Based on a further examination of barge/rail
transfer opportunities, several additional routes were identified.

• Examination of two temporary_interchanges - In addition to the identification of additional
haul routes, two temporary, construction-only interchanges were identified: from SR 518
near 20thAvenue South and from SR 509 near South 175mStreet.

No changes in the total quantity of fill material have been identified since publication of the
Final EIS, yet this Supplemental EIS examines a greater quantity of fill excavated from On-
Site Borrow Source 1 and no excavation from On-Site Borrow 5.
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Based on the new constructionschedule,the minimum use of on-site material option (that
maximizesoff-site material useand, thus, truck haul), would result in 66 one-way truck trips
during the average hour adjusted for peaking, in contrast to the 109 trips examined by the
Final EIS. This Supplemental EIS examined the impact of 109 one-way trips on I-5, SR 509,
and SR 518 and 66 one-way trips on other possible haul routes. While the Final EIS identified
several hours of operation constraints at various intersections along the arterial, this reduced

i level of truck trips could minimize these effects.

Section 5-4 "Construction Impacts" of this Supplemental EIS summaries the new
construction impact evaluation and presents an updated/revised surface transportation
analysis, noise, air quality, visual conditions, social impacts, and a detailed listing of overall
possible construction best management practices.

5-5 Biotic Communities_ Floodplains, and Wetlands

Chapter IV of the Final EIS (located in Volume I) presents the impacts of the Master Plan
Update improvements relative to biotic communities (including creeks), wetlands, floodplains.
Since the issuance of the Final EIS, information concerning two key areas has been produced:

• Submission of the wetland fill Joint Aquatic Resource Permit Application (JARPA)
Section 404 permit application to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and further definition
of wetland mitigation and Miller Creek relocation mitigation; and

• Survey ofraptors in the area of the third runway.

Section 5-5 of this Supplemental EIS contains a discussion of the wetland impacts and a
surrurmry of the detailed mitigation plan.

- In December 1996, the Port submitted a application to the Army Corps of Engineers for a
.permit to fill wetlands at Sea-Tac Airport associated with the Master Plan Update
improvements in compliance with the Clean Water Act, Section 404. The 404 permit
application submitted to the Corps of Engineers includes a completed Joint Aquatic Resources
Project Application (JARPA) form, in a report entitled "JARPA Application for Proposed
Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" dated December 1996.

The Final EIS noted that about 10.4 acres of wetland would be filled in order to complete the
proposed improvements. Since issuance of the Final EIS, the Port has refined its evaluation of
the projects affecting wetlands, including identification of about 2 additional acres of wetland
impacts, and documented its review of in-basin mitigation options, and further defined plans
for development of a wetland mitigation site in Auburn.

Based on a refined evaluation of the wetlands, the following impacts were identified:

Project Element New Data Final EIS
Runway impacts

Embankment 5.46 5.48
Borrow Source impacts 1.92 2.38

Runway Safety Areas 16L/R 2.34 Includedabove
Runway 34R Extension 0.00 0.00
Terminal/Landside

N. Employee Parking lot 0.81 0.81
Development in SASA 1.70 1.70

Total 12.23 10.40
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To mitigatefor the unavoidableimpactsto wetlands, the Port proposes to createnew wetlands on
a 47-acre site of an approximately 69-acre parcel located within the city limits of Auburn,
Washington. Wetland mitigationat the Airport, within the watersheds where the impacts may _:-
occur, is not feasiblefor threereasons: (1) most of the area surroundingthe Airportis developed, _,
and not enough availableland exists in the watershedto create compensatorymitigation wetlands
without relocation of additionalbusiness and residences;(2) the FAA has indicated that "wildlife
attractions"within 10,000fl ofthe edge of any activerunwayis notrecommended;and(3.)wildlife i
control activitiesin wetlandsnear the airport would conflictwith wetland habitat mitigauongoals.
However, the hydrologicfunctionsthe wetlandsperform would be replacedat the airport sitewith
the proposed storm water management facilities, and relocation of the drainage channels, and
relocation of affectedportions ofbfiller Creek.

In addition, the Port performed a follow-up review of the westside of the airfield to determine
if raptors (such the red-tailed Hawk) were nesting in the area. This survey indicated that no
nests are occurring, but that raptors forage in the airport area.

5-6 Land Use Impacts (Land Use Compatibility, DOT 4(0, Archaeological/Cultural/
Historic Sites)

As is indicatedin Section 5-3, aircraf_noise impactsare expected to be greaterwith the new
(higher) forecasts forboth the Do-Nothing and "WithProject" alternatives.The greater noise
exposure area would result in greater impacts to population, residences, ancLother noise
sensitive facilities, includingschools, nursinghomes, hospitals, libraries,parks, churches, and
historical sites.

As was noted earlier, a comparison of the "With Project" conditions to the Do-Not_.hing
indicates that the Master Plan Update improvementswould result in residential"_:eas
experiencing 1.5 DNL or greaterincreases in aircraftnoise exposure. The areas that would
experience 1.5 DNL or moreincreases are located in the west side acquisitionarea or directly
underthe northandsouth approachpath to the runwayfor a distanceof about 3 miles to the .......
north and a mile and a half to the south of the third runway. Much of this area overlies the : "
existing Noise Remedy Program boundary, where residences are currently in the process of
being sound insulated. While impacts in all future years would be less than current exposure,
upon commissioning of the third parallel runway, the contours are expected to lie within the
boundaries of the existingNoise Remedy Program in 2004/2005. However, as demand for air
travel grows, the noise contours would begin to increase in size. By 2010, residential areas
outside the existing Noise Remedy Program boundary would be expected to be exposed to 65
DNL and greater noise levels, an increase of 1.5 DNL or greater than levels under the Do-
Nothing condition. By 2010, this area would include about 170 residences.

In addition, about 10 noise sensitive facilities (four schools and three locally, significant
historic sites - one site is both a school and historic site) are within the 65 DNL noise contour
and could experience a 1.5 DNL or more increases in noise when comparing the "With
Project" to the Do-Nothing. The properties where the use may be incompatible with the
forecast noise are:

1. Sea-Tat Occupational Skills Center (S102) would experiencean increase of 4.41 DNL
in 2010;

2. Woodside Elementary School (S105) would experience an increase of 3.1 DNL in
2010;

3. Sunny Terrace Elementary School (S106) would experience an increase of 5.2 DNL in
2010;
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4. SunnydaleElementary ($21/A16) would experiencea 2.8 DNL increasein year 2010

5. Albert Paul House (A57) would experiencean increase 3.9 DNL in 2010;

6. Coil House (N16) would experiencean increaseof 1.9 DNL in2010; and

7. BryanHouse (A29) would experiencean increase of 5.0 DNL in 2010.

Section 5-6 presents a detaileddescriptionof the noise sensitive facilities. Future noise, with
and without the proposed improvementswould be less in the future at all of these sites with
the exception of theBryan House.

Because locally significanthistoricsites could be exposed to greater noise with the proposed
improvements a DOT 4(0 evaluation(located in this SupplementalEIS beginningon Page 5-
6-12) was performed, and provides a basis for determiningthat no 4(0 impactswould occur.
Section 106 consultationis underwaywith the StateHistoric Preservation Officer (SHPO) to
determineif these sites are eligiblefor inclusioninthe NationalRegister of Historic Places.

The following land use relatedmitigationis proposed:

MitigatingSignificantNoise Impactson PublicFacilitiesandLocally SignificantHistoric Sites
- Impactson the residentialand school/educationaiuse facilitieswill be mitigatedby acoustical
insulationthat would allow their uses to be compatiblewith increased noise levels. Two of
the schools are currentlynot being used for educationaluses, and future plans for these
buildings need to be confirmed with the Highline School District. Port Commission
Resolutions 3125 and 3212 and the 1993 Update to Sea-Tac's Pan 150 Noise Compatibility
Program contain Port intentions to expand the Airport's insulation programs for public
buildings. The Port has been discussing school insulationwith the Highline School District,
and throughResolution 3212 has agreed to commit$50 millionto the insulationof schools.
Dependingupon the District's designationof the long-term use of the two impacted schools
and on the District's desire to have these buildingsinsulated, they would undergo insulation

__ treatment as needed for compatibility independent of a formal school or public building
iz/sulation program. The residences would be addressed by the. existing Noise Remedy
insulation program if the owners agree. Because of their historic value, these facilities could
require custom treatment to avoid significantalternation of the architectural style. In pursuing
sound insulation of these structures, the Port's Noise Remedy Office will work with a
historian to preserve such characteristics.

Provide Directional Soundproofing:Residences that were insulated prior to 1992 may need
additional directional soundproofing to mitigate noise generated from a new flight path from
the operation of the proposed new third runway. To mitigate noise caused by the proposed
airport improvements, these facilities would be further insulated. The Port of Seattle
esumates that some 60 to 70 houses were evaluated and/or insulated prior to 1992 and could
require additional soundproofing at a cost of about $6,000 to $10,000 per residence. The
additional sound insulationmeasures that could be required include new windows, new doors,
and thicker walls.

Acquisition in the Approach TransitionalArea - In recognition of the fact that the standard
Runway Protection Zone (RPZ) dimensions do not always provide sufficient buffer to the
satisfaction of nearby residents, the FAA has indicated that funding could be available to
airport operators acquiring "up to 1,250 feet laterally from the runway centerline, and
extending 5,000 feet beyond each end of the primary surface.* Based on the configuration of
current airport land, local streets, and residential development patterns, the approach and

_/ FAA Memorandum, Action:Land Acquisition- eligibleRunway Protection,ObjectFreeArea and Approachand
TransitionalZones,datedApril30,1991.
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transitional area selectedfor use as a potentialmitigation area includesthe standard Runway
Protection Zone anda rectangularextensionof the RPZ outward another2,500 feet.

The acquisition of properties within the approach transitional areas north and south of the _
proposed runway may serve as a feasible and appropriate mitigation measure. This measure
would involve the acquisition of all residential uses, and any vacant, residentially zoned
properties which cannot be compatibly zoned, within selected areas both to the north and the
south of the new runway ends. Commercial land uses, which make up most of the eligible
area to the south, need not be acquired and may remain in place on both runway ends.

In the northern approach transitional area, 82 single-family residential parcels, 2 apartment
buildings (with 28 units), and 2 mobile home parks, with 96 units, would be acquired. To the
south, 71 single-family residential parcels and 6 apartment buildings (with 32 units) would be
acquired. Based on the current assessed value of these 309 residential homes and multi-
family buildings, it is estimated that the cost of acquisition and relocation would be
approximately $35 million.

As was noted in the Final EIS, input from the affected residents is necessary to design and
initiate an acceptable relocation program. Such input was solicited during the Drait EIS's 90-
day public commentperiodand throughdisplay boards, which were created and used at the
June 1, 1995 Public Hearing for the express purposes of solicitingfeedback from the affected
residents concerning this action. As is shown in Appendices g and T of the Final EIS, few
comments concerning the program were received. Therefore, as the probable impact of low
flying aircraft would not be experienced until the opening of the proposed new parallel _
runway, this option will receive further consideration during the forthcoming Sea-Tac Airport
FAR Part 150 Update, which the Port anticipates undertaking during 1997. It is anticipated
that during the Part 150 Update, the Port would further explore this action with the specific
residents within the Approach Transition Area, and, if the residents so desire, establish a
program including relocation objectives, timing and funding priorities.

Sound insulation of residences affected by 1.5 DNL or greater within 65 DNL noise exposure p_
- Approximately 1,000 residents living in 460 housing units would be impacted by 65 DNL in
2010 as a result of the proposed improvements in comparison to the Do-Nothing alternative.
About 170 of these homes within 65 DNL would be exposed to a 1.5 DNL higher noise levels
as a result of the proposed improvements and are not already subject to the Port's existing
Noise Remedy Program. No residential areas outside the existing Noise Remedy Program
boundaries would experience 1.5 DNL increases in year 2005 as a result of the proposed
improvements.

The Port will develop an implementation strategy to sound insulate these 170 additional
homes within the 65 DNL noise contours as part of the Part 150 Noise Compatibility Plan
study effort that will be initiated in 1997. The purpose of delegating finalization of the
implementation approach for this action to determination during the Part 150 is to ensure that
consideration is given to the proposed Approach Transition Area acquisition and the
relationship of that area to the existing Noise Remedy Program boundary, as well as the
westerly expansion of the Noise Remedy Program to accommodate this added insulation.

Port Resolution 3125 dated November 1992 states "Port staff is also dire_ed to develop and
implement an plan to insulate up to 5,000 eligible single family residentcs in the existing noise remedy
program included on the waiting list as of December31, 1993, be2forecommencingconstructionof the
proposedrunway.The remainingeligiblesinglefamilyresidencc,s on the waitinglistarctobe insulatedprior
to operationofthe proposedrunway.Inaddition,the Port commitsto completeinsulationof all single-family
residencesthattmcomeeligiblefor insulationas a resultof actionstakenbasedon thesite-specificEISandarc
on the waitinglistas ofDecember31, 1997,priorto commencingoperationsof saidrunway."
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For the purpose of the Resolution, the term "eligible" is all single family properties located
within the Noise Remedy Boundary, as established by the Port's 1985 Pan 150 Study, with

..... the exception of homes built after appropriate building codes were enacted after the Part 150
Study in 1985. As a result of this resolution and on-going implementation of the Part 150
Study, residents located in the Noise Remedy Boundary have come to expect the Port to
complete the program, regardless of future airport facility improvements. Therefore, included
as mitigation for implementing the third parallel runway, the Port agrees to insulate these
single family residential areas regardless of the existing or future noise exposure.

5-7 Other Environmental Issues

Section 5-7 of the Supplemental EIS summarizes the environmental impacts associated with
the remaining environmental issues. The new information, and the new forecasts, are not
anticipated to result in a notable change in the impacts in the following areas. As a result, the
findings in the Final EIS were summarized in this section.

1. Prime and Unique Farmland, 8. Public Services and Utilities,

2. Social Impacts, 9. Earth,

3. Human Health, 10. Solid Waste,

4. Induced Socio-Economic Impacts, 11. Hazardous Waste and Materials,

5. Water Quality, 12. Energy Supply and Natural Resources,
6. Coastal Zone Management and Coastal and

Barriers, 13. Aesthetics and Urban Design.
7. Wild and Scenic Rivers,

........ Since publication of the Final EIS in February 1996 and the Draft Supplemental EIS in
• February 1997, two additional studies have been completed concerning water resources in the

Airport vicinity. Section 5-7 of the Final Supplemental EIS summarizes the conclusions of
these studies and the effects on the analysis presented in the Final EIS and Supplemental EIS.

Numerous appendices are included in this Supplemental EIS. Appendix A contains responses to
comments on the February, 1996 Final EIS. Appendix B contains the final air conformity
analysis. Appendix C contains a detailed presentation of the technical analysis presented in
Chapter 5. Appendix D provides an evaluation of year 2020, based on conditions presented in
Chapter 5.

As was noted previously, Appendix F contains a summary of the comments received on the Drat_
Supplemental EIS and responses to those comments. Appendix G contains the comments
received concerning the Draft Supplemental EIS and updated draft air conformity analysis.
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CHAPTER 2

IMPACT ON PROJECT DEFINITION AND PURPOSE AND NEED

The need for airport master plan improvements are identified and scheduled based on the
relationship of existing and future demand to the level of service afforded by the existing facility.
Therefore, if activity levels grow slower than was forecast, facilities could be scheduled before
they are needed. Conversely, if demand grows faster than anticipated, facilities could be needed
sooner than the schedule indicates. The Master Plan Update improvements for Sea-Tac Airport
were identified based on a forecast of aviation activity (enplaned passengers and aircraft
operations), in which enplaned passengers were anticipated to grow at a rate of 2A% per year and
operations at a rate of 0.8% per year. Terminal and landside facilities were to be phased-in in a
manner that would make facilitiesavailablein time to address the demand.

As is shown by the analysis presented in this chapter, aviation demand is forecast to increase
above the levels predicted by the Master Plan Update. The new Port of Seattle forecast indicates
that aircrai_ operations are anticipated to reach 474,000 annuallyby 2010, a level that is about 17
percent greater than the Master Plan Update forecast. Enplaned passengers are anticipated to
reach 17,900,000 by 2010 or nearly 5-8 years sooner than was forecast by the Master Plan
Update. These new forecasts are based on new information concerning air fares and Puget Sound
Region per capita income. As these forecasts exceed the operating capability of the existing
airfield, a Do-Nothing forecast of 460,000 annual operations was identifiedY These forecasts
serve as the basis for evaluating the environmental issues presented in Chapter 5.

Based on the new forecast, the purposes and needs identified by the Master Plan Update were
examined. As the Master Plan Update improvements were identified to address specific needs in
specific timeframes, the primary effect of this accelerated demand is that terminal and landside
facilities could be needed earlier than originallyanticipated. The need for the third parallel runway
would not be affected by the accelerated demand because its primary purpose is to address
existing airport constraints, to reduce delay, and to improve the reliability of the existing airfield
during poor weather (a condition that occurs 44%of the year).

This chapter presents:

a New Aviation Demand Forecasts
. Effects of New Aviation Demand Forecasts on Purpose and Need
* Impact of the Forecasts on the Master Plan Update Improvement Projects
• Long-Term Development Capabilityof Sea-Tac Airport

The environmental impacts of a demand forecast that is higher than predicted by the Master Plan
Update is presented in Chapter 5 of this report.

Y The Flight Plan Study, referenced by the Master Plan Update Final EIS, identified a maximum operating capability of the
existing airfield at 460,000 operations. This Supplemental EIS reaffirmed this constraint.
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1. NEW AVIATION DEMAND FORECASTS

Aviation demand forecasting is ot_en incorrectly perceived as a science, where all variables are
predictable and known. However, as is shown by comparing any forecast to conditions that
actually occur during the period that was forecast, forecasting is more an art than a science. As a
result, precise forecasting for specific future years, particularly years more than I0 years in the
future in the volatile air travel industry, is very difficult. It is not uncommon for forecasts to show
more or less airport activity for a particular year than actually occurs. When forecasts turn out to

be different than the subsequent actual experience, it is sometimes the amount of future growth
which does not match reality, but much more often is the difficulty in forecasting the precise
timeframe in which specified amounts of growth will occur. Although forecasts for near-term
years may not match actual experience, typically those differences are relatively small. For more
distant years, forecasting is much more uncertain. This uncertainty is inherent in the nature of
forecasting and the nature of the air travel industry and cannot be cured by changing forecasting
techniques. Multiple forecasts performed at the same time may reach different conclusions, but
there is no reliable way of determining which is more likely to be correct than another. The FAA
and the Port of Seattle have performed the most reliable forecasts they can, given this uncertainty.
Several forecasts performed for different purposes have been compared and their conclusions are
within a reasonable range.

This section summarizes the new forecasts that have been prepared since issuance of the Final
EIS.

A. Revised Forecasts

In December 1996, the Federal Aviation Actministration headquarters Office of Policy and
Plans issued its fiscal year 1997 Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport that showed that forecast demand could grow significantly faster than ......
was predicted by the Master Plan Update. In response to these forecasts, and in an attempt to
validate the work of the FAA, the Port of Seattle prepared a new (updated) demand forecast.
Table 2-1 contrasts the two demand forecasts. The Port's new forecast, while slightly lower
than the FAA's forecast, shows that demand could grow faster than was previously identified,
based on several new or updated information.

TABLE 2-1

COMPARISON OF DEMAND FORECASTS
(Master Plan Update, FAt_ TAF, and new Port of Seattle forecast)

Unconstrained ("With Proiect")AviationDemandForecastComparison
1995 2000 2005 2010

Operations
Master Plan Update N/A 379,200 392,500 405,800
FAA 1997 TAF 386,536 433,470 478,050 528,200
New Port of Seattle 386,536 409,000 445,000 474,000

Enplaned Passengers
Master Plan Update N/A 11,900,000 13,600,000 15,300,000
FAA 1997 TAF 11,386,000 13,920,000 16,290,100 18,950,000
New Port of Seattle 11,386,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000

N/A = Not available
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The following subsections summarize the methodology and results of the new FAA and Port
forecasts.

1) FAA Terminal Area Forecasts

Each year the FAA prepares a Te_nal Area Forecast (TAP') for the busier airports in the
country. These forecasts are prepared for FAA purposes, such as "developing its program
plans and in assessing the level of resources needed to meet anticipated demand for its

services. ''_ While FAA also indicates that these forecasts could be used by local airport
authorities in airport planning activities, the information is not prepared at a refined level

(such as by fleet mix or peak periods) to enable their use in evaluating environmental
impacts at a major air carrier airport. In addition, the FAA's TAF does not reflect existing
facility constraints or proposed future airport improvements. Table 2-2 lists the FAA's
fiscal year 1997 TAF for Sea-Tac.

....... TABLE 2-2

FISCAL YEAR 1997

FAA TERMINAL AREA FORECAST

FederalAviationAdministrationTerminalArea Fore.st
Annual Enplaned

Year Operations Passengers

1995 386,536 11,386,500
2000 433,474 13,920,000
2005 478,053 16,290,000
2010 528,205 18,950,000

Source: FederalAviationAdministration. December1996.

The TAF was prepared using a linear multiple regression technique based on actual data
through the year 19957/ The fiscal year TAT for Sea-Tat is predicated on the following:

• Domestic air fares are anticipated to continue to decline at a rate of 1.2% while
international airfares are anticipated to increase;

• Domestic air carrier passengers are anticipated to grow at an annual growth rate of
3.4% while international passengers are anticipated to grow at 0.6% per year;

• The domestic air carrier load factor (actual percentage of passenger occupying
available seats) was assumed to remain constant at 65.3%;

• Air carrier seats per departure could increase from 153.4 in 1995 to 158.6 in 2010,
based on recent year changes at Sea-Tat;

• Commuter passengers were forecast as a function of FAA's forecast of national trends
in domestic enplanements;

• Commuter operations could increase at a rate of 3.8% per year, with an average seats
per departure increasing from 30 in 1995 to 47.1 in 2010.

TerminalAreaForecasts-FiscalYears1992-2005,FAA,July1992,Prefacepage
FAA interactfile:http://api.hq.faa.gov/apo_.pubs.htm- tableofcontents- page3, ForecastProcess
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The FAA prepares a Terminal Area Forecast each year, based on the most recent
information on how factors that affect the demand for air travel are changing. Thus, it is
important to consider how accurate the FAA's TAF process has been in the past at
predicting growth in air travel. Exhibit 2-1 shows a comparison of past TAF forecasts to
actual annual airerai_ operations. As is shown, TAF forecasts for Sea-Tat during the mid
1980s significantlyunderestimated actual activity levels.

EXHIBIT 2-1

FAAI TAFCOMPARISONS
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

530,000

480,000 mmmActua I

430,000 --B-- 1977 TAF

380,000 _ 1985 FAA330,000 _ 1986 FAA
---IK-- 1987 FAA

280,000 -.-0-- 1993 TAF

230,000 _ 1997 TAF

160,000

130,000

Year

The graph above compares actual activity with forecasts that were prepared in earlier
years. As this chart shows, the actual activity shows a greater deviation from the forecast
further out in time, reflecting the inherent difficulties in forecasting. .....

2) Port of Seattle Updated Forecasts

In preparing updated forecasts for the Airport, the Port examined two specific conditions:

• Demand Forecast -- "With Project" forecast: this forecast represents an unconstrained
level of demand for air travel within the Puget Sound Region. It represents the total
passengers that wish to fly assuming that suttleient facilities are available to
accommodate the demand. This level of activity is presumed to occur with the "With
Project" alternative;

• Activity Forecast - Constrained "Do-Nothing" forecast -- this forecast represents the
level of activity that the existing facilities at Sea-Tae Airport are capable of
accommodating due to constraints in the airport system. These constraints could
result in less than the total demand being satisfied, if demand exceeds the capability of
the system.

In preparing the forecasts, first the demand for air travel was identified. The extent of the
constraints associated with the existing airfield, terminal facilities, support facilities, and
landside/roadway system were then identified. Then, the passengers and resulting aircraft
operations forecast were prepared based on the capabilities of the system to serve that
level of activity. At the point where demand exceeds the capability of a constrained
system, a lesser amount of activity could be accommodated by the existing facilities
(referred to as the Do-Nothing condition) versus alter completion of the Master Plan
Update improvements (referred to as the "With Project").
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The forecasts analyzed by this Supplemental EIS reflect projected air travel demand of
nearly 18 million enplaned passengers that is now predicted to occur by 2010. The
Master Plan Update predicted air travel demand and identified terminal and landside
improvements to address 19 million enplanements, which was predicted to occur in
2020. It is an important distinction to make that the Master Plan Update improvements
were identified to accommodate a demand, that was once thought might occur in year
2020. Based on the new forecasts, demand could likely approach 19 million
enplanements between 2010 and 2015 (about 7-8 years sooner). As this report
demonstrates, greater degrees of uncertainty exist concerning the timing and amount of
demand in the outlying years, as the aviation industry appears to be emerging from a
decade of high volatility. Because of the uncertainty, this analysis addresses impacts
through the year 2010. Appendix D presents an analysis of possible environmental
impacts in 2020, based on an extrapolation of conditions in 2010.

A detailed discussion of the preparation of the new Port of Seattle Forecasts are discussed
in Working Paper 1 - Unconstrained Aviation Forecast Update and Working Paper 2,
Constrained Aviation Forecast Update, Forecast Update, Capacity Analysis and
Landside Evaluation for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, prepared by P&D
Aviation dated January 1997. This report is incorporated by reference and is available for
public review during normal business hours at the FAA offices in Renton, Washington,
and the Port of Seattle Offices at Sea-Tat Airport. The following summarizes the
methodology and results of the two Port forecasts.

(a) Demand Forecast -- With Project Forecast

In updating the prediction of future aviation demand, the variables that affect demand
were examined. The following primary characteristics were updated:

• passenger airfares,
• demographics of the Puget Sound Region, including population and per capita

income was updated from 1992 PSRC data to 1994 PSRC data; and

. actual airport activity.

In preparing the new demand forecast for Sea-Tat Airport, the same forecast model
that was used in the Master Plan Update was used. However, the Master Plan Update
model was updated to reflect current activity and current growth tends. To estimate
the largest component of passenger activity (domestic passengers), this model relies on
two principal variables: personal income in the Puget Sound Region, and average
domestic airfares.

The Master Plan Update forecast used projections of per capita income prepared by
the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) through the year 1992. In 1994, the PSRC
updated the per capita income projection for the region, assuming that it would
increase at a slightly slower rate than was previously anticipated. By itself, this new
assumption would likely produce less demand for air travel.

During the Master Plan Update, many in the aviation industry anticipated that average
air fares would begin to increase as a result of tremendous financial losses and airline
consolidations that had been experienced during the late 1980s and early 1990s.
However, the Port's new forecasts assume that airfares are likely to continue to
decline. In the last several years, there has been an increase in new-entrant, low-cost
airlines which has produced greater competition for passenger service. The FAA and
other industry forecasters now expect the current trend toward declining airfares to
continue. The Port's new forecast assumes that airfares would continue to decline at a
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rate of 1.2% annually through the year 2007. However, between 2005 and 20]0, the
Port anticipatesthat averageaiffares coulddecreasebut at a slower rate. Based on
published reports, -_average Sea-Tac airfares per passenger mile have declined slightly
faster than the average U.S. airfare due to competition created by Southwest Airlines
and other low cost operators at Sea-Tae. Current airfares at Sea-Tat are about 17%
less than the U.S. average. Thus, it is anticipated that this margin would shrink before ....
2010, as more eastern U.S. markets are penetrated further by low-cost carriers.

While a slightly slower per capita income assumption would result in slightly less
passenger demand, the decreased air fare assumption produces an anticipated increase
in demand for air travel. Thus, domestic enplanements are anticipated to increase from
10.6 million in 1995 to 15.7 million in 2010 -- an annual growth rate of about 2.5%.
Table 2-3 summarizes the new "With Project" forecast.

TABLE 2-3

UPDATED DEMAND FORECAST ........
"With Project" Conditions

Actual Forecast
1995 2000 2005 2010

Enplaned Passengers:

Domestic I0,600,000 12,400,000 14,000,000 15,700,000
International 800,000 1,300,000 1,700,000 2,200,000
Total Enplanements 11,400,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000

Origin and Destination EPS 7,900,000 9,450,000 10,800,000 12,250,000

Aircraft Overations:

Air Carrier 222,000 262,000 298,000 328,000
Air Taxi/Commuter 138,000 116,000 114,000 110,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 22,000 " 25,000 .........
Gen. Aviation/Military 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000 :r '
Total Operations 387,000 409,000 445,000 474,000 _ -

Tons of Cargo 408,000 509,000 621,000 732,000

Average Day Operations 1,060 I, 121 1,219 1,299
Peak Month/Average Day 1,198 1,246 1,352 1,423
Peak Hour Operations 75 78 94 99

EPS = Enplanements

Source: Port of Seattle and P&D Aviation. The Demand forecast represents the unconstrained demand
seeking air travel from Sea-Tac. However, as the new parallel runway would not be completed
until 2005, the year 2005 peak hour and peak month average day reflect constrained demand.

Because this projection represents an unconstrained level of activity, which could be
accommodated efficiently with the proposed Master Plan Update improvements, it was
used to assess the impacts of the "With Project" condition presented in Chapter 5.

e For example, the General Accounting Office GAO/RCED-96-79 "Airline Deregulation: Changes in Airfares, Service, and
Safety at Small, Medium-sized, and Large Communities" April 1996.
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(b) Activity. Forecast -- Do-Nothing Forecast

The 1996 Final EIS indicated, based on the 1992 Flight Plan Study evaluation, that the
annual service volume of the existing airfield is approximately 380,000 operations, but
that a greater level of activity could be accommodated assuming users are willing to
withstand greater inefficiencies (i:e., delay). The Flight Plan found that the capacity of
the existing airfield could be expanded to about 460,000 annual operations as hourly
peaks are spread (either through delay or flight scheduling). Using the Master Plan
Update forecasts, demand was not projected to be high enough to exceed this
constraint [The Master Plan Update forecast 19 million annual enplanements carried
on 441,000 operations in year 2010]. However, based on the unconstrained demand
identified by the new forecasts, the existing airfield is not capable of accommodating
more than 460,000 annual aircraft operations, which is now anticipated to occur by the
year 2008.

The review of activity constraints first focused on the individual capability of the
airfield and the terminal/landside. As is shown in the following summary, the airfield
has hourly operating constraints, which are higher than the constraints of the terminal
and landside system. As a result, it is believed that passenger behavior would evolve
as congestion mounts, without a loss in demand until the maximum airfield operat.ing
capacity is exceeded. Such an evolution would result in passengers incurring
additional time accessing the Airport (either through congestion on the roadway
system, difficulty in finding parking at the Airport, waiting in ticket check-in lines,
etc.). This is the historical trend of busy, congested airports through, out the world. As
a result, airfield capacity represents the greatest constraint m accommodating
passenger demand.

This analysis identified an activity forecast that would likely occur if no improvements
were made in the existing airport facilities, based on the following information
concerning Sea-Tat Airport constraints:

Airfield Constraints - Based on the updated forecast, a review of the constraints
of the existing airfield was performed? / This review considered: delay, airline
scheduling flexibility, and passenger demand for air travel. Early studies
conducted concerning Sea-Tac's existing capacity, identified 380,000 operations
as the annual service volume of the Airport. This level of activity has been
interpreted as an ultimate limit on the level of activity that could be accommodated
by the two parallel runways. However, as is shown by current actual activity
levels, demand for air travel at Sea-Tac produced nearly 387,000 operations in
1995 and 395,200 in 1996. The 380,000 annual service volume represents the
threshold where inefficiencies in the airfield operating system become highly
visible. As activity has exceeded the annual service volume, delay has increased.

During the FAA's 1995 Capacity Enhancement Update, delay during, various
operational modes was evaluated. That study confirmed the earlier capacity study,
that found significant delays occur at Sea-Tat Airport during poor weather due to
the close spacing between the existing parallel runways. Table 2-4 lists projected
delay associated with two forecast activity levels evaluated by the 1995 FAA
Capacity Enhancement Update.

The 1992 Flight Plan Study Environmental Impact Statement found that the
maximum theoretical capacity of the existing airfield is 460,000 operations,
assuming that operations are extended into the late evening and early morning, and

s/ Working Paper 2, Constrained Aviation Forecast Update, Forecast Update, Capacity Analysis and Landside Evaluation
for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, P&D Aviation, January 1997.
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that greater levels of delay would be experienced. As the demand for air travel is
now forecast to exceed this maximum capacity, the issue of maximum capacity
was reconsidered as part of this Supplemental EIS. As is shown by the following
paragraphs, the Flight Plan Study maximum capacity analysis was reafSrmed as
460,000 annual operations.

TABLE 2-4

AVERAGE ALL-WEATHER DELAY
AverageDelay (minutes)Existing Airfield

Estim. Average
Operations Arrival Departure Taxi Operation
345,000 7.7 1.3 0. i 4.5
425,000 * 22.2 2.6 0.2 12.4
525,000 * 63.7 11.6 0.4 37.7

ARRIVAL DELAY

Average ArrivalDelay (minutes)Existing Airfield
Operations VFR1 VFR2 IFR1 IFR2/3 IFR4 All-Weather
345,000 1.0 11.4 21.7 21.7 333.2 7.7
425,000 * 1.6 41.8 71.2 101.0 524.5 22.2
525,000 * 3.1 163.6 181.3 219.4 711.9 63.7

Source: FAACapacityEnhancementUpdate,DataPackageNo. 12,June,1995.
• Assumesfullimplementationofthe2.5nauticalmileseparation.

Exhibit 2-2 contrasts the results of the 1995 Capacity Enhancement Plan Update
with actual current delay data, as reported by the FAA's Airline Service Quality

........ Performance (ASQP) data. The ASQP is data collected by the airlines and
reported to the FAA as a measure of the airline's on-time performance. AS is
shown, the computer model (SIMMOD) predicted levels of delay (identified by the
curve) correspond to the actual delays reported by the ASQP data. Also shown on
this chart are three ranges of activity-to-delay relationships, based on the existing
fleet mix: 1) practical capacity as defined by the National Plan of Integrated
Airports System (NPIAS) at 4-6 minutes of delay; 2) severely congested delay, as
identified by the NPIAS at 9 minutes; and 3) a theoretical maximum capacity,
assuming a constant fleet mix, based on delay actually that occurred at the busier
airports.

To identifya more realisticmaximum capacitylevel,delayatbusierU.S. airports
was examined.Itisreasonableto assumethatifdelaycouldreachtheseextreme
levelsatothercapacityconstrainedbusierairports,thatitcouldalsoreachthose
levelsatSea-Tac.UsingtheFAA's AirlineServiceQualityPerformance(ASQP)
data,theaveragetotaldelay(inminutes)experiencedat I0 of thebusiestU.S.
airportswas considered.Duringthefirsteightmonthsof 1996,thegreatestlevels
of delaywere experiencedattwo oftheNew York areaairports(Newark and
_K_) with 16.79and 17.24minutesof totalaveragedelay.The corresponding
delaylevelatSea-Tacwas 10.72minutes.AS isevidencedby theNew York
airports,wheredemand exceedscapacity(and_K wherea Federallyimposedrule
capspeakhouractivity),demand hasgrown;withthegrowthinactivity,delayhas
increased.Assumingthatairlineschosetosatisfythedemand atSea-Tac,delay
would increasecommensurablywiththepresentairfield.ActivitylevelsatSea-Tac
couldrangefrom425,000to450,000basedon theexistingfleetmix and demand
profile,assumingthat15-20minutesof delayexperiencedattheseotherU.S.
airports.
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Based on data produced during the FAA's Capacity Enhancement Plan, the
average weather weighted level of hourly operations that could be accommodated
by Sea-Tac's existing airfield was calculated as 82.5 operations (arrivals plus
departures) per hour. This hourly capacity would be higher during VFR1
conditions and lower during VFR2 and IFR conditions. To calculate an extreme
capacity of the existing airfield at Sea-Tac, this hourly capacity could be multiplied
by the number of hours in a day, and days in the year. Theoretically, 481,800
operations would be accommodated, reflecting that air travel demand is typically
concentrated into a 16 hour period (6 am to 9 p.m.) based on today's fleet mix and
passengerdemand profile.

EXHIBIT 2-2

Delay Curve for Existing Airfield
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During Visual Flight Rule conditions, about 99 operations an hour can be
accommodated on the existing airfield. However, when weather worsens to
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VFR2,_ the operating capacity decreases 43% to 57 operations an hour. When
weather further worsens to IFR 1/2 conditions, the hourly capacity decreases to
about 50 operations (a decrease of 50% from VFR1). Exhibit 2-3 shows the
existing hourly activity levels relative to the all-weather existinghourly capability.

EXHIBIT 2-3

COMPARISON OF HOURLY ACTIVITY LEVELS
(1993 to 1996 at Sea-Tat _rpo_

2O

0_0 200 4:00 8:00 8_0 10:00 12:00 14.'00 16.00 18.00 20:00 22.00

Time of Day

tiA.g.l.3 ^_..o=yc==.y -i--A.o.l.e ]

The unconstrained forecast indicates that over the next 10-15 years the average
seat size ofaircra_ operating at Sea-Tac would increase from 155 seats in 1993 to
161, 166, and 170 seats per aircraft in 2000, 2005, and 2010, respectively. The
percentage ofaircra__with 170 seats or moi-eis anticipated to increase from 32.2%
m 1993 to 42% by 2010. Because there would be more larger aircra_ in the fleet
in the future, requiring greater separation, capacity would be reduced. Based on
the 481,800 maximum capacity, the greater separation requirements of larger .... "
aircrat_ would likely result in a three to four percent reduction in capacity. The
reduced separation standard, due to B757 wake vortex issues, was enacted in mid
1996,r and is not reflected in the hourly capacity of 82.5 operations per hour.
FAA anticipates that this rule would reduce existing hourly capacity by about two
percent.

Adjusting the maximum hourly operations capacity at Sea-Tat for fleet mix and
traffic separation requirements, places the hourly weighted operations capacity
between 456,000 and 464,000. Therefore, the mid-point of 460,000 reflects a
revalidated maximumexisting airfield capacity. This level of aircra_ operations
would translate to about 17.8 million enplanements. The ability to accommodate
more than 460,000 annual operations with the existing airfield is limited by the
traveling public's desire to fly at certain times. These phenomenon are discussed
in detail in Appendix R of the Final EIS.

Terminal/Landside Constraints - As was noted in the FinalEIS, the terminal and
landside facilities represent less of a constraint than the existing airfield. Terminal
and landside facilities, similar to the airfield, can deteriorate with lower levels of
service, and still service the traveling public. Passenger trip behavior would

t/ VFR2 or worse weather 0FR) occurs 44 percent of the year. Source of hourly operating capacity, FAA Capacity
Enhancement Study

7_/ "Wake Vortex Analysis Preliminary Results (Annotated Slides)" CAASD by Mitre Corporation, July 1996.
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evolve, as has occurred in the past at other busy airports, where efficient terminal
and landside facilities are not available.

In evaluating the terminal/landside constraints at Sea-Tac, focus was placed on
several components: gate usage, passenger check-in/ticket space, baggage claim,
terminal drives, and parking. In 1995, Sea-Tac's 75 gates served an average of
253,330 passengers per narrow body equivalent gate (WBEG).• In comparison,
Los Angeles International Airport (LAX) accommodated 358,170 passengers per
gate and San Diego accommodated 366,970 passengers per gate. Other airports,
such as Pittsburgh and O'Hare, before their current/most recent improvements,
processed passengers per gate significantly higher than theses rates, closer to
430,000 - 450,000 passengers per NBEG. In addition, airports achieve these
levels through the use of remote aircraft parking or hardstands, such that
passengers are bussed from a central terminal to a remote aircraft parking location,
using existing pavement. When air travel demand at Sea-Tac reaches 19 million
enplanements (now forecast to occur _er the year 2010), the average NBEO
would reach 422,200 passengers/NBEG. Clearly, by comparing Sea-Tac to
conditions at other airports prior to recent expansion programs is an indication that
severely congested gate and terminal conditions are not sustainable over a long
period. Thus, constraints at the gates and terminal would likely prevent this level
from being reached. With remote hardstanding (a paved aircraR parking area
where passengers are bussed from the terminal to the aircraft) of aircraft, it is
assumed that 398,000 passengers per NBEG would be served at Sea-Tac. This
would correspond to about 17.9 millionenplanements.

The capacity of the terminal is also a function of the passenger ticketing or check-
in areas. Variability in passenger check-in space is a function of check-ins that
occur at the terminal curbside, check-in at the gates and airline clubs, security
requirements on check-in, as well as the most recent inauguration of electronic
ticketing. In 1995, about 4,600 peak hour enplanements, with 3,200 originating
passengers, occurred at Sea-Tac and were served in about 29,000 square feet of

: lobby space. This would translate to 13 square feet per originating passenger.
This equates to a level-of-service of D (adequate level of service, condition of
unstable flow, unacceptable delay for short periods; adeauate level of corrLfort3.... . . . . _ ° • l,

based on Internauonal C_v,,iAvmUonOrgamzaUonterminal guidelines. When Sea-
Tac reaches 17.9 million enplanements, about 6,300 peak hour enplanements or
4,410 originating enplanements, are expected to occur. This would translate into
6.6 square feet per passenger -- or LOS F (inadequate level of service, severe
congestion). As a likely result, increased pressure would occur for passengers to
check-in at locations other than the terminal lobby, such as at the gate locations.
While the use of other existing check-in locations would increase the passenger per
square footage of lobby space, the conditions would likely still produce a LOS F.
As a consequence, the delays and length in the ticket counter queues would
increase such that the total travel time (time the passengers leave their
home/hotel/office until they board a flight) would increase, resulting in passengers
having to plan to arrive earlier at Sea-Tac in order to avoid missing their flights.
This would not produce significantchanges in travel behavior, but would continue
to flatten the peaking characteristics of passenger access to Sea-Tac. Baggage
claim space requirements are typically less of a constraint to capacity as delays in
obtaining baggage do not result in passengers missing flights. However, like the
ticket check-in process, passenger total travel time would increase as they await

i¢ The NBEG is a measure of gates which normalizes the number of gates reflecting the differences in sizes between a
widebodygateandanarrowbodygate,usinga 150seataircraftasareference.

2/ The scaleoflevel-of-servicerangesfromLOS A,whichisthemostefficient/leastcongested,toLOS F,whichismost
congested/leastefficient.
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baggage on return trips. In turn, passengers using Sea-Tac would be more likely
to carry bags on-boardflights ratherthanwait in line to check bags.

In the future, the regional roadway system is anticipated to continue being
congested regardless of the improvementsat Sea-TacAirport,as was shown in the
FinalEnvironmentalImpactStatement. The Airportand regionalroadway system
are already operatingat congested levels of service duringpeak operating periods.
The Airport's existing curbside roadway system would reach critical capacity
between noon and 1 p.m. when Sea-Tac reaches 14 millionenplanements (around
the year 2000), with the upper roadway system being at capacity first. When the
Airport's curbside reaches capacity, passenger behavior would likely change. This
could include: passengers and visitors arriving earlier for flights; passengers driving
directly to the parking garage, instead of being dropped-off at the curbfront;
checking-in passengers may have visitors drop them off at the deplanement level
(lower level) curbfront; passengers would use off-site parkingfacilities and drop-
off features; and visitors may not accompany passengers to the Airport.

As a result, passengers would be likely to spend an even greater quantity of time in
the airport system, as roadway and parking travel time uncertainty increases. The
landside modeling assumed that existing mean arrival and departure times for Sea-
Tac passengers and visitors is about 30 minutes. With increased congestion in the
terminal and landside system,this was assumed to increase to 45 minutes. More
simply stated, to ensure that passengers do not miss their flights, they would be
likely to leavetheir origination location earlier to assure that time is allowed in the
roadway system and that sufficienttime exists to park and get to the gate.

One question raised by the increasing level of terminal/landside congestion and
lower level of service, is how this might affect passenger desires to drive versus
fly. As is shown in the Final EIS (Page II-l through II-5), other modes of
transportation are not a feasible alternative, even with increasing roadway
congestion, because less than 5% of passengers are traveling to locations within a
reasonable driving distance. In addition, the amount of delay incurred on the
regional roadway systemwould not likely be offset by the difference in the overall
travel time of drivingversus flying.

The passenger forecast noted in this analysis represents the number of people who
are seeking air travel. AS this forecast represents the demand for travel,
passengers would likely increase their ground trip travel time by 15 minutes or less
because of a less efficient airport system in the Do-Nothing condition. This would
reduce the peak hour number of passengers accessing the Airport, fi'om 6,300 in
an unconstrained demand to 5,930 passengers with facilityconstraints.

Based on these constraints, a Do-Nothing forecast was prepared, as shown in Table 2-5.

As is found when comparing the unconstrained forecast ("With Project") to the constrained
forecast (Do-Nothing), Sea-Tac is anticipated to accommodate the entire annual passenger
demand for air travel assuming the levels of activity currently forecast to occur through the
year 2010. While the annual demandfor air travel would be accommodated, because demand
would exceed the operating capabilities of the Airport system, peak hours of alrcraf_
operations would begin to flatten and during peak hours, the hourly demand would not be
satisfied. Instead, slight shifting of flights and passengers would occur, especially as demand
approaches the airfield constraint of 460,000. Table 2-6 presents the comparison of the
Unconstrained ("With Project")demand to the Constrained (Do-Nothing) activity levels for
the peak hour, peak month/average day (PMAD), peak month, and for the year.
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Because air travel demand would not exceed the maximum annual capacity until around 2008,

Sea-Tat would likely accommodate all of the forecast demand for air travel until that time. It

is important to note that the peak hour of demand is being affected today by the constraints of

the existing airfield. As is shown in Table 2-6, 88 operations could be accommodated during

the peak hour if additional airfield capability were available. However, due to the constraints,

it would likely not exceed 78 operations. In all years, there would likely be a slight difference

in the aircrai_ operations levels during the peak month between what a constrained or

unconstrained airfield could accommodate, because of the hourly levels of activity. Peak hour

operations, if unconstrained by facilities, could reach 99 operations an hour by 2010.

However, if constrained by airport facilities, peak hour operations would not exceed the

present airfield capability of 82 operations per hour. On a peak month average day (PMAD)
basis, constrained operations in 2010 would be about 5% less than the unconstrained

(unconstrained at 1,423 operations and 1,360 constrained operations). Based on the

estimated spreading of operations during the PMAD, peak hour enplanements in 2010 are

projected to decrease from 10.1% ofPMAD enplanements to 9.5%.

TABLE 2-5

UPDATED ACTIVITY FORECAST

°-''- ..... "Do-Nothing" Conditions ......

Actual Forecast
1995 2000 2005 2010

Enplaned Passengers:
Domestic 10,600,000 12,400,000 14,000,000 15,700,000
International 800,000 1,300,000 1,700,000 ...... 2,200,000 ......

- Total Enplanements 11,400,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000

Origin and Destination EPS 7,900,000 9,450,000 10,800,000 12,250,000

Aircraft Operations:
Air Carrier 222,000 262,000 298,000 320,000
Air Taxi/Commuter 138,000 116,000 114,000 104,000
All-Cargo 16,000 20,000 22,000 25,000
G-en.Aviation/Military 11,000 11,000 11,000 11,000
Total Operations 387,000 409,000 445,000 460,000

Tons of Cargo 408,000 509,000 621,000 732,000

Average Day Operations 1,060 1,121 1,219 1,260
Peak Month/Average Day 1,198 1,246 1,341 1,360
Peak Hour Operations 75 78 82 82

Source: Port of Seattle& P&DAviation. This forecastrepresentsthe demandthatcouldbe accommodatedby
the currentairportfacilities- which,due to the constraint,is less than the totaldenlartd.
EPS = Enplanements

To accommodate the constrained level of activity, a number of congested and inefficient
conditions would result:

• Gates would be used for an average of 5.0 to 5.5 flights a day. This type of gate usage
would resemble today's peak hour, which would be expected to occur more frequently, as
more hours of the day approach the current peak conditions;
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• Somegrowth in passengersprocessedby each narrowbodyequivalentgates per year
wouldoccuras a consequenceof the expectedgrowth in averageaircraft size, average
load factors, and increasednumber of departures per gate per day;

• Remote aircraft parking and passenger loading would occur, as is used at locations such as
Los Angeles, Dulles and (until the recent improvements were completed) at Pittsburgh or
O'Hare.

• Much of the terminal space (ticketing, gates and baggage claims)would operate at levels-
of-service F. As conditions become constrained, passengers would avoid ticketing,
through advance ticket purchases, electronic ticketing, rely on carry-on baggage and/or
would arrive at the airport sooner. It is assumed that ground travel time would increase
25% to 50%. Thus, the time passengers would spend in the terminal area would increase
fi'om 30 minutes to 45 minutes.

The Northwest Mountain Region Office of the FAA has reviewed the new Port forecasts and
underlying assumptions and accepted them for use in local planning activities, such as this
additional environmental analysis. Because the Port forecasts were prepared at a detailed
level (peak period, peak hour, fleet mix, etc.), these forecasts were used to assess the
environmental impactsassociated with the higher level of aviationdemand.

• • TABLE 2-6

COMPARISONOFDO-NOTHINGTO"WITHPROJECT"ACTIVITYLEVELS

With Pro[ect Do-Nothing

Operations 2000 2005 2010 2000 2005 201Q
Peak Hour 78 94 99 78 82 82

PeakMonth/Avg Day 1,246 1,352 1,423 1,246 1,341 1,360 •.......
Peak Month 38,600 41,800 44,000 38,600 41,500 42,100 i

Annual 409,000 445,000 474,000 409,000 445,000 460,000
Avg Annual Day 1,121 1,219 1,299 1,121 1,219 1,260
Enplaned Passengers
Peak Hour 5,210 5,740 6,300 5,210 5,460 5,930

Peak MontlVAvg Day 49,500 55,700 62,400 49,500 55,700 62,400

Peak Month 1,540,000 1,730,000 1,940,000 1,540,000 1,730,000 1,940,000
Annual 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000 13,700,000 15,700,000 17,900,000
Avg Annual Day 37,534 43,014 49,041 37,534 43,014 49,041

Source:P&D Aviation, WorkingPapers #1 and #2, January, 1997.

Year 2000 "With Project" reflects the Do-Nothing activity levels, as the third parallel runwaywould not be available.

It is important to note that airport master plans are typicallyundertaken every 7-10 years; for
airports with faster than average growth, master plans are often undertaken every 3-5 years.
Therefore, it is anticipated that the Port of Seattle would likely undertake a new master plan
for Sea-Tac near the year 2000. Because the Master Plan Update did not identify demand
greater than 38 millionannual passengers (MAP), facilities to accommodate a greater level of
demand were not identified. However, to visualize how the proposed facilities could
accommodate a greater level of demand, the final section of this report discusses the longer-
term development capability of Sea-Tac. Included in this discussion are the likely constraints
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of the Master Plan Update improvements on future demand. Appendix D contains an

evaluation of impacts in year 2020, based on an extrapolation of conditions in 2010.

B. Comparison of Forecasts

As this chapter describes, a number of forecasts have been prepared to date for Sea-Tac
Airport. Table 2-1 contrasts the 1996 and 1997 TAF, the Master Plan Update forecast and
the new Port of Seattle forecasts. Comparison of the results and methodologies used in
developing the forecasts shows that key assumptions concerning per capita income, air fares,
and the costs associated with air fares, such as fuel prices have a dramatic effect on demand
for air travel. If ticket prices were to increase, demand would not grow as quickly as now
predicted and the forecasts prepared by the Master Plan Update would likely be more

representative of that condition. However, more recently, aviation forecasters anticipate that
competition would likely keep airfares low over the foreseeable future. Assuming consistent
assumptions regarding per capita income, lower air fares would generate greater demands for
air travel, making the forecasts prepared for this analysis probable.

To facilitate a review of the forecasts prepared for this analysis, a detailed comparison of the
new forecasts was made relative to the FAA's 1997 Terminal Area Forecast and to the

forecasts prepared for the Master Plan Update.

Exhibits 2-4 and 2-5 compare the Master Plan Update forecasts with the new Port forecasts
and to the FAA's 1997 Terminal Area Forecast. For the year. 2010, the FAA's TAF is

approximately 10% greater than the Port's unconstrained operations forecast and 17% greater
than the Master Plan Update forecast. The TAF enplanement forecast is also 6% greater than

the Port's unconstrained forecast and 23% greater than the Master Plan Update for year 2010.

The primary differences between these forecast are:

• Differences between the Master Plan Update and the new Port of Seattle forecasts are:

1. Personal income, as forecast by the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) is now
expected to be about 1.8% less than was forecast at the time the Master Plan
projections were prepared for the year 2010.

2. Domestic airfare per passenger mile was assumed by the Master Plan Update to
increase from 12.27 cents 0993) to 14.28 cents by 2010. The new Port forecasts,
based on FAA and industry assumptions, is anticipated to decrease from 10.34 (1995)
to 9.63 cents per passenger mile by 2010.

3. The Master Plan Update forecasts were prepared in 1994, based on actual activity
levels through 1993. The new Port forecast reflects activity through mid-1996. From
1993 to 1995, annual activity at Sea-Tac increased 21% as measured by enplanements,
or 14% as measured by aircraft operations. In 1996, activity continued to increase at
the same rate.
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EXHIBIT 2-4

OPERATIONS FORECAST COMPARISON
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4. These forecast assumptions result in an increase in passenger demand forecasts from
11.9 million in 2000 to 13.7 million enplanements and from 15.3 million to 17.8
million enplanements by 2010. Aircraft operations were forecast by the Master Plan
Update to reach 379,200 operations by 2000 and 405,800 by 2010. The updated
forecast are 8% greater (409,000) than the Master Plan for 2000 and 17% greater
(474,000) for the year 2010.

• Differences between the new Port forecast and the FAA TAF are:

1. The FAA TAT assumes that domestic air fares nationwide would continue to decline
at a rate of 1.2% while international airfares are anticipated to increase. While the new
forecasts assume that airfares are going to continue to decline, research shows that
Sea-Tac airfares have been declining faster than the US average. The Master Plan
Update assumed that because Sea-Tac's fares had already been affected by the lower
cost operators, that the decrease would not be as great between 2005 and 2010 as the
US average.

2. Consistent information was used concerning per capita income of the region.

3. As was indicated earlier, the FAA TAF for 2010 is 10% greater than the new Port
forecast for operations and 6% greater for enplanements. The Port's forecast reflects
a greater growth in air carrier seats per departure than the FAA's TAF, accounting for
the primary difference between the two forecasts of aircraft operations. The Port's
forecast uses 1 seat per departure increase per year, whereas the FAA's uses 0.35
seats per departure. The Port's seat per departure forecast reflects a review of airline
acquisitions/order information for the airlines using Sea-Tac, FAA national forecast
assumptions, as well as forecasts prepared by McDonnell Douglas.

4. The FAA TAF assumed that the air carrier load factors would remain at 65.3%, while
the Port forecast assumed that the load factor would increase from 65*,6 to 66% by
2010.

5. The FAA TAF assumed that commuter seats would increase from 30 seats per
departure to 47.1 seats by 2010. The FAA TAT commuter forecast reflects national
assumptions concerning commuter activity. Based on discussions with Horizon and
United Express, the Port's new forecast assumes that commuter seats would grow
from 30 to 39 by 2010. The Port's forecast reflects Horizon's orders for aircral_ that
would be classified as air carrier, and thus would exceed the seat classification used for
the commuter designation. As a result, these larger Horizon aireraf_ would contribute
to the seat assumptions for domestic air carriers, which operate aircraft with 60 seats
or more. This commuter assumption difference results in a greater number of aircra__
operations in the TAF relative to the number of enplaned passengers.

Despite these differences, the FAA Northwest Mountain Region has reviewed and accepted
the Port's new forecast for local planning purposes.

2. PROJECT PURPOSE AND NEED

The following four purpose and need statements were defined in the Final Environmental Impact
Statement:

(1) Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that accommodates
aircraft activity with an acceptable level of aircraft delay;
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(2) Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate warm weather operations without
restricting passenger load factors or payloads for aircrat_ types operating to the Pacific
Rim;

(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that meet current FAA standards; and : -

(4) Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.

Each of these purpose and need statements were formed based on particular issues that were
identified by the Master Plan Update. Upon examination, each of these needs were found to have
separate utilities -- as the needs were separate and distinct.

Relative to the new forecasts and any new information that has come to light since the publication
of the Final EIS, the purpose and need was reviewed and are discussed in the following sections.

A. Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that
accommodates aircraft activity with an acceptable level of aircraft delay.

No new information concerning weather conditions has arisen since the Final EIS was

published. Sea-Tae Airport continues to operate in an inefficient manner during poor weather
conditions, defined as VFR2 (Visual Flight Rule Conditions, where ceiling is between 2,500
feet and 4,999 feet and visibility is more than 3 miles) and IFR (Instrument Flight Rule
conditions - where ceiling is less than 2,500 feet or visibility is less than 3 miles). Poor
weather occurs 44 percent of the year, reducing the arrival acceptance rate from 60 arrivals in
good weather to 48 arrivals in VFR2 or 24 arrivals in IFR2, 3 or 4.

The Final EIS presented eight actions that had been undertaken by the FAA to reduce delay
between 1989 and 1996. Thus, the preferred alternative is the development of a new 8,500-
foot long runway, located about 2,500 feet west of existing Runway 16L/34R. As described .....
in the Final EIS, a number of ways exist to quantify delay, based on the purpose of the
quantification. One measure identified in the EIS, is the FAA's Air Traffic Operations
Measurement System (ATOMS). This measurement quantifies the number of aircraft
operations that experience 15 minutes or more of delay in any one of the four air traffic
operating segments. For Sea-Tat, data through August 1996, confirms that ATOMS
measured delay has substantially decreased since 1989 and has stabilized. As is described in

on Pages H-12 through H-17 of the Final EIS, delay has been reduced as far as it can through
other non-development actions.

The airlines also measure the efficiency of their operation at various airports by an on-time
performance, and is referred to as the Airline Service Quality Performance (ASQP) measure.
For Sea-Tae, while the number of aircraft operations delayed over 15 minutes have declined
over the 7 year period, the airlines average on-time performance record has continued to

worsen. ASQP data for Sea-Tat between 1994 and 1996 shows a steady degradation in the
on-time performance by the reporting airlines. In 1994, over 80% of the arrivals to Sea-Tae

were on time. By 1996 (January-September), average on-time performance had declined to
about 69%. The ASQP data, while it does not identify the cause of the delay, is consistent

with the FAA's evaluation during the Capacity Enhancement Update, which projected delay
to continue to increase as aircraft operations increase.
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B. Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate warm weather operations without
restrictin_ passenger load factors or payloads for aircraft types operating to the
Pacific Rim.

No new information concerning the length of runway needed to serve the Pacific Rim during
warm weather periods has arisen. Based on the projected demand, the runway extension
would be needed after 2010. For evaluation purposes, this project was assumed to be
available in year 2010.

C. Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that meet current FAA standards.

Since the issuance of the Final EIS, the FAA has issued a record of decision for correcting the
runway safety area for Runway end 34R. Upon approval, construction was initiated during
the summer of 1996 and the embankment will be completed in August 1997.

Because of the need to relocate 154/156th Street South around the end of these runway safety
areas and because the westerly alignment of the road would depend upon approval of the third
parallel runway, the alignment of the road was evaluated in several manners:

• RSA Option 1: Alignment shown in the Final EIS (relocated around 16L, 16R and new

run_waY16X)

* RSA Option 2: Alignment just around 16L and 16R, and connecting back to the present
alignment as soon as operationally feasible

Exhibit 2-6 shows the alignments of these options. Option 1 would serve as an interim

alignment until the third parallel runway is undertaken. Chapter 5 of this report summarizes
the environmental consequences of these alternatives.

D. Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation
demand.

No new significant information concerning the terminal and landside facilities needed to
accommodate the forecast growth in air travel was identified, with the exception of additional
parking needs in the later phases of the Master Plan Update. One of the assumptions of the
Master Plan Update is that facilities would be built just-in-time to accommodate growth that
occurs. As a result, the timing in which several facilities would occur would be altered, which
is described in the following section.

3. IMPACT OF NEW FORECAST ON THE MASTER PLAN UPDATE

During the Master Plan Update, the construction of new or expanded facilities were identified to

address specific needs. The third parallel runway is proposed to address an existing operational
constraint that exists during poor weather -- the limitation to a single arrival stream during poor
weather. Likewise, the upgrades in the Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) are proposed to bring these
areas up to current FAA safety standards. The 600 foot extension of Runway 34R and the
proposed terminal and landside improvements were proposed to address growing air travel
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demand. As a result, if demand were to grow faster than forecast by the Master Plan, or an
updated forecast, additional terminal and landside facilities could be needed sooner.

Table 2-7 lists the individual elements of the Master Plan Update,by purpose and need, as they
were assessed in the Final Environmental Impact Statement and indicates the assumptions of this
additional analysis. 'v The additional environmental analysis, while primarily focusing on how the
higher levels of aircraft and passenger traffic affect environmental conditions, also must reflect the

following: ......,, ,_.

• Changes in the timing in which the Master Plan Update improvements would be needed, based
on faster growing demand; and

a Changes in the projects, reflecting refinements in the proposed improvements.

The following section summarizes these effects.

A. Changes in the Phasin2/Timin2 of Facilities .....

As was noted in the Final Environmental Impact Statement, projects were identified to
address the purpose and need. Similarly, the discussion of purpose and need also identified

the timing of the need being addressed.

= Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that accommodates
aircraft activity_with an acceptable level of aircraft delay. As was identified in Chapter I of
the Final EIS, the disparity between good weather operating capability and poor weather
operating currently occurs. The Final EIS identified that the third runway could be
operational in 2000. This operational schedule was predicated on a 2.5 year construction
haul to place the 17 million cubic yards of fill, with a 4 year embankment construction.
Upon re-examination, Port staff now recommend that the third runway be operational by
2005. This schedule reflects a 1 year initiation of acquisition, hauling of fill for 5 years, a 1
year for the fill to settle, and 1 year to construct the runway.

Reconsideration of the completion date of the new runway is a reflection of the
examination of financial resources in light of accelerated need for terminaglandside
facilities in addition to the runway. As this document identifies, as passenger demand
increases, terminal and landside improvements will be necessary at Sea-Tat. For most
passengers, their first experience with the airport system, is in the terminal and landside
portions of the system. Whereas today, inefficiencies occur due to the poor weather
related airfield system, in the future it would be the entire passenger system and sooner
than was predicted by the Master Plan Update. Recognizing the terminal and landside
needs, and the competition that could exist between funding for the runway and these
other improvements, a slower runway construction schedule was examined. Based on
these issues, Port of Seattle staff developed construction phasing plans that balance the
terminal/landside facility requirements and funding issues, with the timing of completion of
the runway.

The five-year delay in the commissioning of the third parallel runway would cause
significant inconvenience to the traveling public and additional costs to airport users. As
described in the February, 1996 Final EIS, poor weather delay costs travelers time and
aircraft operators incur additional operational costs. Delay at Sea-Tac in 1993 resulted in

tv All"WithProject"alternativeswouldrequirethePhaseIdevelopmentshowninTable2-7.Alldifferencesinlater
phaseswoulddependontheterminalconfiguration(i.e.,NorthUnitTerminal,SouthUnitTerminal).
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TABLE 2-7
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

MASTER PLAN UPDATE IMPROVEMENTS - PHASING

Changes in Phasing

Proj ect or Pro iects Definition

_e._._.=_!_e!_x_._d_..*._!_t_e.d.._p_er_t!_p.r_.e..d_ure_a_d_.....
Acquisition of land for the new parallel runway 1996-2000As the runway movesto the 2nd

now

Relocation of ASR and ASDE . 1996-2000
Relocation of S. 154/156th around16X end 1996-2000

Temporary construction interchange off SR-509 and SR-518 Previouslyassumed

Construction of the new parallel ranwav 1997-2004First vear ofo_eration 2005
2010

Extension of Runway, 34R b_ 600 feet

Clearing and Grading For the Runwa_ Safe._ Areas
.........D..eye.19l_.m.cnt.of....._...e....R.S.A.e.mb_en_............................................................................... 1996-2000

Relocation of S.154/156th around 16Land 16RRSAs 1996-2000

Terminal and Landside Improvements

...............................................................L996_o0o(Ph_e!)...............................................................
)f Concourse Terminal atA No

Improvements to the Main Terminal roadway and reeircolation roads, No Change-clarification of action
including a partial connection to the South Access Roadway and a ramp
roadway,from the u..p2erlevel roadway to the air._....r.t.ex!t............................................. ........, .................. r. ............................................................................

Overhaul and/or .._..p.lacementof the STS ........ No !
Expansion of the main parking garage to the South,. North and East Phase 1]and 111expansion of the main

was moved to this

......._i"g_'p_"p;_;;_"ioi';;o_'o?gi_'_'i'/i"ior';'mpi'o_'_;'_"i3"_iSb".............MovedfromPhaseSII(2006-2010)to
...._l.s_.. ........................................................................................................................................................Phase 1 !996-2000
......c.o.,_.'on.o..f....m..e._..e._h,t._.P.._h,n..g..a.P.r.°..n.................................................................._.°.t2.r._'_.°...u..s.!_...s..e_...a..':...a.t..e._.!..a._.."..t/f.'-e...a•..........

.......co._o._.o.f._._. n_.....m..._e..¢.o.n._..o.!..tow._r_..C.O_........................................
........_m,o_..of.th,e.._!a,,_..._rc.,.s.h.o!d..o.n....g....unwa_...!._.h....................................................
........_L_....._..._..n._.f.._..m..._.c....ar.g.°_.a._.t.°_.=...w._..c...°.._._kT_°w._.r..............................................

Expansion or redevelopment of the cargo facilities in the north cargo No Change
comp.lex ..................................................................

........D_e[opment of'a'n_'snow"'eq_'pment'sto_ge" facility between RPZ and 34L No Change

......._a34x ..................................................................................................................................................

.........s.!t._._._.....ara....u..._..n._..a.t_.s._.s.._t._._.f._r_.s._1a._._.f..a.._._!_!_.¢.s_........................................................No
Removal of the Northwest I-Iang._ - ....r_.laeementin SASA ................... No
Development of a ground support equipment location at SASA Previously assumed, but not separately

listed

........iS"g_io_;m_'ffo?_'/_Eo_'Ta"t';'a_a_'o;iYa_ii'i_/_k-;Fg_g_;Tff;_'_id ........ Previouslylistedas 2001-2005
location ....................................................................................................................................

......."i3_e'iopment'of a new airport maintenance building and demolition of Moved from Phase 11(2001-2005) to
existing facility Phase 1

.......D_]o_.m_.."..t_.o...f._D_s._M_!..n._.s._c..rt.._k_.T_...ht..._]_._.c.._...ut.........................................so
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TABLE 2-7

Sea-Tac International Airport

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

MASTER PLAN UPDATE IMPROVEMENTS PHASING

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
......._.._w..a_....3...4._..............................................................................................................................................................._.o.....c.._¢e..................................

Improved access and circulation roadway improvements at the Main No Change Plaza moved from Phase 111

......T...e._...._..._._._°v!..a.._-_..m._..._e.._!t_.t._e._.t..¥.._;."....._._:_!.._._.t........................................(?...0..q..6=..e.O..S...0L.t.°...&h._e.LS.SL°..q./:L°...°._.).........
......A.a.._.u.'..o....._...._._Lo..n....?.f.t.h.e.._._._...as.._.n._._.e....................................................................................................._.o.....C.._..................................

Expansion of the north employee parking lot (North of SR518) to 6,000 stalls Added intersections improvements to
including improvements to the intersection ors. 134th/24th Ave. S. address this lot and the ramps associated

with the North Unit Terminal at 24 _ Ave.
S. at SR 518

.......@.n.._.o...n...9.f....s._9..n.._.n._..o..f.._...t a.p.r.9.n..............................................................................W..._.._.me.a..._.o...m..e.t..e_.a...!....._e.S.........
Development of the first phase of the North Unit Terminal (south Pier), Moved from Phase 111(2006-2010) to

development of the ramps off SR-518 near 20 th Ave. S. and intersection Phase 11 (2001-2005, identified the
improvements to S. 160th St. to address surface transportation issues ramps separately, and added surface
associated with the closure of S. 170th Street to through traffic, transportation improvements at S. 160_

Street�International Blvd.
...............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

Construct first phase of the North Unit Terminal parking structure for public Moved from Phase I (1996-2000) to Phase

......._..4._.n._.._.............................................................................................................................................................................s..s..(.?...o..o...s=?..0.o...s..)..............................
Development of the North Unit Terminal Roadways Moved from Phase Ill (2006-2010) to

Phase II (2001-2005)

........i'_7_g'n_"_Ti%Tf"_'i'_'7"or'aT_;;'to"_;'73"mpT_x.................................................7_;ev;o';_Tj;7_'_';_Te_'7;;"_'_'7;7o_eD";7;:;e7....
•........_o._Zo.':..c_.':!_.._.._Z_.':_.t_/&!_e.n_t!_e_.......

Relocate ARFF facility to north of the North Unit Terminal Moved from Phase 111 (2006-2010) to

......................................................................................................................................................_..............................................._.e...(!..(..?.o...0.!.-..2...0..o...52..........................
Additional improvements to the South Access Roadway connector Moved from Phase 111 (2006-2010) to

......................................................................................................................................................................................................s_.._zeE..C._0.o.s.:Lo.os).......................

........_.ig._.u.]gnO.f._.e,..U..m.'t_.._n,te._.c,,e...c..9.mp_l.e..x.t°..S6._..............................................................No.t.e.F.e.v!o.u..s/.v.,se.e.ar,,ate#.Lt._st.e_a...............

..........C..o.n.._.u.._.e...x:n..a.,.m.._..n.of...t.h....e.,n.o.._...c.ar._9....f.ac._!..t!.'..e.s_.................................................................................................._.o...C.....h_..._...................................

.........................................................2o_-.2o.1..o.LP..h_e..!!!)...........................................................................................................................................................

........_e_..o.._.eS..._9._..u..._t..r..._!._.._..o._._!_r)...................................................................................U_.teh_._. _o._._z.eh.e_._...............
Additional taxiway exists on 16L/34R Moved from Phase 1V(2011-2020) to

......................................................................................................................................................................................................_h.._.e_/..s..s..._o.o.._.oJ...q2.......................
Complete connectors to South Access Roadway (to eventual SR 509 Now separately identified

......._t._Lo._.._..a...So.._t.h...d_e_)............................................................................................................................................................................................................

........A,..dq!tj.o.n,al.e.x.,_..qn_!on..ef.m.a!n.p..a._k..!.ng..ga_q.ge..........................................................................................................New...P._pl;ec.t....................................

..........,5..d...d!'..t!n._..!_!.o._..o..f._9.__n!_..!..o.t.t?..6:.?.O.O._!.s................................................................................_.o...?...._...._..................................

........_._s...e.,_lmn.._r._eZ.e!.?t_.e._t.9.f._9._.g_.o.....cp....m.;n!.e.x..........................................................................._o.....c..g_...................................

........!_.4._9._...u....a!.'.t.T._.;n_&._._.e.fg.r..n..u.h!!._..._..._..nS................................................................_n...?...._...._....................................

..............................................................z...°..1..!.:..e..9...i..9....(_.a..!.e...!_............................................................................................................................................................

.........D.._.e.!..o.p...m...e..n...t.._...n..e.._.tg...a.e.._..._....!..e.._...o._.i.n....d...e._..d"..............................................................................._..o....e._.e......................................
SR 509 Extension/South Access Not previously listed/part of Do-Nothing

and With Project
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nearly 26,000 hoursof delay,with a cost of $42 million. As activhy levels have increased
nearly 16% between 1993 and 1996, continuing the increase in passenger inconveniences
and delay.

Poor weather related arrival delay would not be resolved and as activity levels grow, delay
levels would be expected to increase. The Final EIS and Table 2-4 summarize the delay -
conditions that will occur as demand increases. By 2000, when activity is now anticipated
to reach 409,000 annual operations, average all weather delay levels will have increased to
about 11 minutes. By 2004, activity would reach 437,000 operations annual which would
result in average all weather delay levels of over 23 minutes. Thus, the during the period
in which the runway is not available, the growth in air travel demand is expected to result
in an increase in total average all weather delay by about 155%.

However, as a practical matter, the third parallel runway cannot be completed much
sooner than 2004. Obstacles exist to fast-track development of the third runway
including: limitations on financial resources and the short time available to acquire and
relocate residences and businesses. Thus, the new phasing plan represents a compromise,
which among other things, will sacrifice considerable bad-weather airfield reliability and
service for several years.

The year 2005 could be the first full year of operation of the third parallel runway. The
differences between the shorter construction period presented in the Final EIS, and the
construction phasing of this additional analysis bracket the likely conditions that could
occur in building the runway.

• Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate warm weather operations without
restricting passenger load factors or payloads for aircratt types operating to the Pacific
Rim. The extension of 34R was identified as needed between 2015 and 2020. Based on
the updated forecasts, the same levels of activity are now likely to occur by 2010.

• Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSAs) that meet current FAA standard_. As was
identified in the Final EIS, the Port has entered into grant assurances that require it to
bring these RSA's into compliance. To date, only 16L and 16R require action to bring
these runway ends up to meeting the current RSA standard. Thus, upon environmental
approval, these improvements would be anticipated. As a result, they would remain in the
first phase (1996-2000) as was identified in the Final EIS.

• Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.
The proposed terminal and landside improvements were identified to address growth in
passenger, cargo, and aircratt operations up to 19 million annual enplanements. As the
updated forecasts now anticipate that 19 million enplanements could be reached soon after
the year 2010 (instead of 2020), the timing of facilities was altered. As a result, the
projects that were slated to be implemented by 2005, have now been scheduled to occur
by 2000. Similarly, projects slated to occur by 2015 were accelerated in the schedule to
occur by 2005 and projects slated to occur between 2016-2020 were accelerated to 2010.

B. Chaw, es in the Project Definition/Location

The following refinements were made in the Master Plan Update improvements:

• Improve the poor weather airfield operating capability in a manner that accommodate._
aircraft activity with an acceptable level of aircraft delay. No changes were made in the
third runway project. However, to clarify the various elements of this project that were
assessed in the Final EIS, the relocation of S. 154th/S. 156th has now been separately
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identified,as well as therelocationof the navigationaids, and the possible construction of
a temporary interchange off SR-509 and SR-518 to enable haul vehicles to directly exit
these roads onto airport property.

* Provide sufficient runway length to accommodate warm weather operations without
restricting passenger load factors or payloads for aircrafttypes operatingto the Pacific
Rim. No changes were made in this project.

e Provide Runway SafeWAreas (RSAs) that meet currentFAA standards. No changes
were made in the RSA projects. However, to clarify the various elements of the 16L and
16K KSA projects that were assessed in the Final EIS, the relocation of S. 154th/S. 156th
has now been separately identified.

. Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.
The majority of changes in the terminal and landside related to earlier timeframes for these
projects. To clarify projects that were assessed in the Final EIS, several other terminal
and landside projects were separated from a larger project and are now listed individually
in the table (e.g., overnight parking apron, development of a ground support equipment
facility, etc.). Several changes in the project definition are reflected in the table. First,
additional expansion of the Main Parking Garage would occur in the 2006-2010 timeframe
over what was examined in the Final EIS, which reflects additional flexibility in how
parking demand could be satisfied. Second, in expanding the.North Employee Parkin_
Lot (North of SK 518) between 2001-2005, improvement to tlae intersection of S. 154 /
24_ Avenue S would be needed. These improvements would include construction of dual
northbound left-turn lanes, an additional westbound departure lane, construction of a
southbound right-turn lane and construction of a right turn lane, as well as changes in the
signalization. Finally, the development of the North_Unit"T_r/ninal_'0i_Phase II 2001-
2005) at S. 170th Street would cut off access throu_ Airport property from eastern
SeaTac to western SeaTac, as public traffic uses S. 170_ Street/Air Cargo Koad/S. 154th
Street. As a result, the completion of the North Unit Terminal would include

..... improvements to S. 160u'Street to address additional traffic through this intersection that
would have used S. 170thStreet. Improvements include: construction of dual northbound
turn lanes, construction of a high capacity eastbound right-turn lane, and signa!ization
changes. Such improvements at S. 154_/24thAvenue South and International Blvd./S.
160t_Street are reflected in the City of SeaTac Transportation Improvement Plan.

The changes in the timing of proposed improvements, in accordance with changes in forecast
demand, as well as the refinements in the projects, were reflected in the additional environmental
analysis documented in Chapter 5.

4. LONG-TERM DEVELOPMENT CAPABILITY

One of the predominantcommentsmadeby opponentsof the proposed runwayand Master Plan
Update improvements is that the improvements have a short life; that a new airport would be
needed in the future to serve the air travel demand of the Region. The Master Plan Update
improvements were developed to accommodate a forecast demand for air travel of 19 million
enplanements or 38 million annual passengers (enplanements and deplanements). Therefore, the
capabilities of the future airport facilities were examined relative to their longer-term capability;
key elements of airport facilitieswere examined to determine how many passenger and/or aircraft
operations could be served.
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(A) Airfield Capabili,W,With A Third Parallel Runway

Based on the same evaluation methodology used in assessing the operating constraint
associated with the existing airfield, the operating capability of a third runway airfield was ..........
assessed. The 1995 FAA Capacity Enhancement Plan Update did not identify a weighted :
hourly operations for a third runway airfield. Therefore, no extrapolations can be prepared
using that methodology. Instead, the following three conditions were considered: 1) practical
capacity as defined by the National Plan of Integrated Airports System (NPIAS) at 4-6
minutes of delay; 2) severely congested delay, as identified by the NPIAS at 9 minutes; and 3)
a Theoretical Maximum Capacity, assuming a constant fleet mix, based on delay at the busier .......
airports. "/

Exhibit 2-7 contrasts the delay curve of the existing airfield with comparable delays if a third
runway were available. Also shown on the exhibit are the three delay conditions. As is
shown, with a third runway, Sea-Tac would reach its theoretical maximum capacity at
600,000 to 630,000 annual operations. Using a linear extension of the updated forecasts, this
would likely occur aRer the year 2030. With improvements in technology (air traffic
technology and video conferencing) that are anticipated to occur around the year 2020, this
could likely emend the operating capability of Sea-Tat well beyond 2030.

(B) Terminal Capability With the Master Pifm Update Improvements

As is described in Master Plan Technical Report 7A, the Master Plan Update terminal facilities
were anticipated to accommodate a forecast of 19 million enplanements or 38 million annual
passengers. With the proposed terminal facilities identified by the Master Plan Update, the
airport's narrowbody equivalent gates (NBEG) would increase from 90 to about 120 NBEG.
The gate use per passengers would reach 317,000 passengers per NBEG which is greater than
today's gate usage. As activity levels grow beyond 19 million enplanements, levels of service
would decline. Beyond 19 million enplanements, either additional gates could be necessary or
remote parking locations would be needed to accommodate passengers during peak periods.
To achieve the gate use assumed by the Do-Nothing/constrained forecast (396,000
passengers/N-BEG), enplanements would reach 23.7 million (48.4 MAP). Assuming a linear : ....
extension of the new Port forecasts, this could occur by 2024. However, to maintain an __
efficient terminal/landside operation, it would not be preferable to allow the level-of-service to
deteriorate.

As a consequence, it would be anticipated that additional terminal and landside facilities could
be necessary between 2010 and 2020, well before additional airfield capability would be
needed, if demand were to continue to grow at the current rate. In examining terminal
options, several issues became apparent. First, the preferred concept (the North Unit
Terminal), could be expanded beyond the footprint identified by the Master Plan Update. This
expansion would come at the cost of displacing adjoining cargo and support facilities currently
located along Cargo Drive. Expansion in this fashion could result in the addition of one or
more pier like concourses in a northerly direction from the new terminal. If this were not
desirable, the option of pursuing continued expansion from the Main Terminal in a southerly
direction, similar to the Master Plan Update's South Unit Terminal expansion might be
possible. A future Master Plan for Sea-Tat would be expected to examine and identify any
terminal improvements to accommodate more than 19 million enplanements.

(C) Landside Capability With the Master Plan Update Improvements

As is described in the Master Plan Update and Final Environmental Impact Statement, the
roadway system in the immediate airport vicinity currently operates at a very low level of

Jz/ Working Paper 1, Unconstrained Aviation Forecast Update, Forecast Update, Capacity Analysia and Landside
Evaluation for Seattle-Tacoma b_ternational Airport, P&,DAviation, January1997.
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service and is expected to continue to operate at a low level of service. As airport activity is
anticipated to grow in proportion to the growth in population and per capita income, a similar
or greater growth is anticipated in use of regional roadways by non-airport related traffic. By
2020, the Final EIS (and this Supplemental EIS as well as regional planning documents)
anticipate that most of the intersections along International Blvd. (SR 99) in the immediate
airport vicinity would operate at Levels of Service D or F, regardless of whether
improvements are undertaken at Sea-Tat. As the region continues to grow, and greater
demands are placed on the conventional roadway travel system, greater and greater roadway
related delays would be anticipated. Therefore, in the long-run, surface transportation is likely
to serve as the greatest constraint to the long-term development of Sea-Tat Airport.

Recognizing the significance of congestion on the regional roadway system, the region has
had under consideration various initiatives, such as the Regional Transit Authority (RTA)
plan. Additional surface travel relief would be anticipated as a result of the Region's approval
of the RTA plan to develop a light rail system. Current plans for the light rail would connect
Sea-Tat Airport with downtown Seattle and portions of north Seattle. The RTA plan was
included in the 1995 Metropolitan Transportation Plan for the Puget Sound Region and is
anticipated to be complete by 2010. As a result, it was reflected in the Final EIS as well as
this additional environmental analysis. Such a system could serve passengers and employees
using the Airport. It is anticipated that the RTA's availability between 2010 and 2020 would
reduce the pressures on the regional and airport roadway network.
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SECTION 5-4

CONSTRUCTION IMPACTS

Since publication of the Final EIS, new information has arisen that has lead to possible changes in
the construction of the Master Plan Update improvements. Chapter 2 of this Supplemental EIS

describes the effects of the new Port forecasts on construction phasing. Other construction

related changes include:

• Third parallel runway haul duration - the Final EIS analyzed a 3 year haul, with the
runway being available for use in the year 2000. This Supplemental EIS analyzes a 5-year
haul, with the runway available for use in late 2004. Under this new construction
schedule, the peak of hauling would occur in year 2000, with the haul complete in 2002.
The lengthening of the haul duration would likely reduce the number of average daily
truck trips; _1

• Additional haul routes have been identified - the Final EIS examined the primary haul

routes that are anticipated to be used. Based on a further examination of barge transfer
opportunities and a review of alternative material delivery methods, several additional
routes were identified.

• Examination of two temporary_ interchanges - In addition to the identification of additional

haul routes, two temporary, construction-only interchan_s were identified: from SR 518
near 20=Avenue South and from SR 509 near South 176 Street.

No changes in the total quantity of fill material have been identified since publication of the Final
EIS.

At this time, detailed design and construction plans have not been prepared. Therefore, it is not

possible to identify the specific types of construction equipment and frequency of usage that could
occur with construction of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements. However, based on

a refined examination of possible equipment, additional analysis of possible construction impacts

has been prepared. This section identifies a range of construction impacts, assuming two
alternative scenarios:

1. Option 1: minimum excavation from on-site sources, and

2. Option 2: maximum excavation from on-site sources.

To implement the proposed new parallel runway and other Master Plan Update improvements,

one or more permitted material site(s) off of Port owned land may be used to supply the required

fill (or serve as transfer sites from barge to truck). Permitted material sites have or will be

subjected to environmental review as part of the appropriate regulatory process that granted the

. permits and which established conditions of operations. Several municipalities have recently

adopted truck route ordinances that may pose additional conditions on operations from individual

'/ TheFebruary1996FinalEIS examined109 one-wayho_ly trucktripsbase_lona3-year haul. ThisSupplementulEIS,
unlessotherwisenoted,examines66one-wayhourlytrucktripsbasea_ a._-y_ham..these tru_levemrep_.s_ntan
averagehourlytruckleveloverthedurationofthehaul.Therefore,conditionsaunnganyoneaaycomarecurmgneror
lowertrucktriplevels.
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material sites. The process of removingfill material from the source location and transporting it
to the fill site must comply with valid and legally enforceable local permits, operating conditions,
legal load limits, and restoration associated with the source site(s) and haul routes. This is
standardprocedure for construction projectsin thePuget Sound Region.

Provisions of FAA Advisory Circular 150/5370-10 "Standards for Specifying Construction of
Airports",would be incorporatedinto construction specifications.

• (A) METHODOLOGY

A number of assumptions were made concerning the construction of the Master Plan Update
alternatives:

• Schedule:

1. Activities involving the hauling of embankmentfill materialfor the construction of the
proposed new parcel runway,the expansionof Runway SafetyAreas, and the haul of fill
material for the South Aviation Support area are anticipated to occur over a five year
period between 1997 and the year 2002. The runwaywould be availablefor use in late
2004.

2. Year 2000 would represent the peak year of'haul activity.

3. Transport of fallmaterial from off=site sources could occur as much as 270 days per year
and 16 hours per day. Transportof fill material from on-site sources could occur as much
as 210 days per year and 16 lioursper day. It is anticipated that during peak periods, haul
could occur morethan 16hours a day.

4. While the analysis presente.din this study reflects an average annual haulover the 5 year
period, peak conditions with greater truck levels could occur. For instance, during good
summer weather periods, truck haul would be anticipated to be as high as 109 one-way
truck trips. During winter periods, of cold or wet weather, truck trips could be expected
to be substantially reduced.

• On-Site Borrow:

1. The Final EIS, and this Supplemental EIS, addresses both the likely minimum and the
likely maximum use ot on-site fill (Option 1 and Option 2 defined previously).

2. The Port will explore non-trucking alternatives for material extracted from Port land.
Alternatives such as conveyer belts could be used to move fillwithin Port-owned land. To
present a worst case assessment, this EIS assumes that on-site fill is transported to the
embankment area 0y truck. Impacts associated with alternative on-site movement or-
material would be expected to lessen the environmental impacts of conventional truck
haul.

3. The analysis prepared for the SupplementalEIS reflect the average on-site haul over the
construction penod. It is anticipated that the time to excavate any individual site could
take as little as 4 months to as much as about38 monms.

a Off-Site Borrow:

1. At this time, it is not possible to determine the exact off-site material sources that will be
used. Several permitted sites exist within 20 miles of the Akp.ort, sufficient to supply
some or all of tlae material needed for the Master Plan Update improvements. Given file
flUrequirements of the Master Plan Update, it is also poss_le that new material sites could
be economically developed and permitted. A selection will be made among the material
sites based on availability, costs, mitigation requirements for the use of t-hose material
sites, and other considerations.

Section 5-4 - 5-4-2 - ...... .
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2. Fill may be transported by rail or.barge to locations near to the Airport and then trucked
or conveyed by belt systems to the Airport construction sites. To present a worst case
assessment, this EIS assumes that fill will be most likely transported by truck (or by barge
to a transter site, wl_ere trucks would transport the material the remaining distance).

3..Material transported by truck will use freeway, highway, arterial class roadways,
0esignated truck routes, permitted local streets, or Port properties, until reaching the on-
ai.rport haul routes. Include in this analysis is use of existing permitted barge transfer sites
where material could be transferred from barge to truck.

Table 5-4-1 shows fill requirements associated with the Master Plan Update improvements. The
compacted in-place fill requirements were increased by 15 percent to account for swell/shrinkage
during placement of transported fill material. Based on an assumed average capacity of 22 cubic
yards per truck, about 1,200,000 truck loads of fill would be needed to complete all of the
improvements included in the Master Plan Update. Using the five year construction haul period,
the average number of trucks required to haul the required material could range from 44 one-way
truck trips to 17 trips per hour, per direction for Option 1 (minimum on-site) and Option 2
(maximum on-site) respectively. A factor of 1.5 was assumed to account for average peaking of
truck traffic, resulting in off-site truck traffic rates of 66 and 26 trucks per hour, per direction for
Option 1 and 2, respectively. On-site truck traffic necessary to haul material would average 33
trucks per hour, per direction or adjusted for peaking to 50 trucks per hour, per direction.
Construction vehicles, such as scrapers or loaders, are anticipated for use in moving the common
excavation material, with no trips on public roads.

The following contrast the assumptions of this Supplemental EIS with those of the Final EIS:

Supplemental 1996 Final
EIS EIS

Haul Duration 5 years 3 years
Total Fill Required(MillionCubicYards) 23.64 23.64
On-Site/Off-Site Fill Sources Ovtion 1 Option2 Option 1 Option 2

On-Site (MillionCubicYards) 0 12.35 0 8.0
Off-Site (MillionCubicYards) 20.74 8.19 20.74 12.54
Common (Milh'onCubicYardsf 2.90 3.10 2.90 3.10

Average Hr Traffic/Peaking Option 1 Option 2 Option1 Option 2
On-Site truck tra_c (1 direction) 0 50 0 33
Off-Site track traffic (1 direction) 66 26 109 66

Option1= Minimumuseof on-sitematerial Option2= Maximumuseofon-sitematerial

As is shown above, and in Table 5-4-1, this Supplemental EIS examines possible use of a greater
quantity of fill from on-site sources. This Supplemental EIS Option 2 (maximum use of on site
sources) evaluated a greater quantity from On-Site Borrow Source #1 relative to the Final EIS,
the same as the Final EIS for On-Site Sources #2 through #4, and no material from On-Site
Source #5. The revision to On-Site Source #1 reflects the quantity identified by the Preliminary
Engineering Study. On-Site Source #5 will not be used to provide material due to the potential
operational costs associated with excavation. The net result is that the Supplemental EIS

_/ Materialmovedfromoneportionoftheconstructionsitetoanotherlocationinthesite.
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examines a greater quantity for Option 2 for on-site sources (12.35 MCY versus the Final EIS
evaluationof8.0MCY). :/

Of the on-site options, Option 1 would result in the greatest amount of off-airport truck traffic.
For Option 1, the Final EIS examined 109 hourly truck trips on all roads, whereas with the new
construction schedule and fill source assumption, the average truck trips could be lessened.
Therefore, the analysis described in the Supplemental EIS reflects a lower, more realistic level of
truck travel on the arterials in the airport area (with 66 on-way truck trips per average hour).
With the exception of International Blvd.(SR99), the off-airport site haul routes converge on
three roads (I-5, SR 509, SR 518). For these three roads, the analysis relies on the evaluation
prepared for the Final EIS with the higher truck trips, which under the longer construction haul
period would reflectpeak constructionconditions on these roads.

i_

03)StlRVACETRANSPORTATION,

The following section summarizesconstruction relatedsurfacetransportation impacts. Off airport
hauling could affect the level of service on freeways, highways, arterials, and permitted local
streets used for hauling. The degradationof service levels would be significant if hauling occurs
in congested areas during peak traveltimes. However, these impacts would be temporary and
would be mitigated as a part of actions to be included in the Construction and Earthwork
Management Plan and similarmitigation measures. For the purpose of the construction surface
transportation analysis, a significant impact was found if the construction activity would create

,_ ..... ..... "" " _...... _'-in',_LOSE or LOS F) or worsen an existing LOS E intersvction_ _-,,,am_,,

(1) On-Site Source Transportation

Source Locations: Due to wetland impacts, type of material, and operational costs, four of
the eight on-airport sites identifiedby the PreliminaryEngineering Study would likely be used
to extract fill (Source locations #1 through 4). The location of those sources and potential
haul routes are shown in Exhibit 5-4-1.

On-site Sources #1 through 4 are located south of South 188thStreetand north of South 216th
Street. All of Site #2 and portions of#1 and #3 lie within the City of Des Moines. Portions
of#1 and #3, and all of Sites #4 and #5 lie withintheCity of SeaTac.

This analysis assumes a constant hourlyrate of truck trips, and accounted for the ability to
construct duringpoor weather. A construction haul period of 210 days peryearwas assumed
to account for the water sensitivenatureof the on-site materialsource soils.

Haul Conveyance Mechanism: As was noted earlier,several means exist for the transport
offiU. While trucks are anticipatedto be used, contractorsmaybid use of conveyor systems
for the on-site sources. The Final EIS, and this SupplementalEIS, presents a worst case
evaluationby assumingtruck modes. Use of conveyorswould reduceor eliminatetruck trips.

Haul Routes and Service Levels: Transportof the material fi'om the southern on-site
material sources would most likelyuse on-site haul routes constructed within or adjacent to
the on-site sources to reach South 200th Street,whereupon the trucks would either access
directly into the area known as SASA or to the on-airport roadway system. Construction
activity could cross South 188thStreetvia the runwaybridge or an at-grade flagged crossing
(which would not be used duringpeak traffichours). Because off:site routes could be used,
the EIS assessed theiruse.
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-- Construction trucks from On-Site Sources #1 through 4 could use South 200th Street to
access Des Moines Memorial Drive and StarlingDrive at the intersection with South 188th
Street. Both South 200tb Street and Des Moines MemorialDrive in this area are designated
truck routes. ,Asresidences exist along both South 200th Strut and Des Moines Memorial
Drive, travelconditions were examinedalong these routes. This analysis showed that entering
sight distance, roadway width, and shoulder conditions are adequate for safe truck traffic
along these roadways. Through the year 2000, all intersections along this alternative
construction route are expected to operate at LOS C or better. The use of both South 200th
Street and Des Moires Memorial Way may require rehabilitationof the pavement at the end
of the construction period.

On-Site Source #2 is anticipated to be connected to Site #1 via a constructed east-west haul
route, and then use the on-site haul route through Site #1 to South 200'h Street. This route
would roughly parallel South 216" Street, traversingthe existing WsDOT SR 509 Extension
right-of-way. In the event that this haul route could not be constructed, the Port could seek
permitsfrom the City of Des Moines for the use of South 216thStreet as an alternative route,
between Sites #1 and #2.

As was noted earlier,no material is anticipated to be excavated from On-Site Source #5 or #8.

(2) Off-Site Source Transportation

As noted earlier, the amount of truck trips that would occur would depend on the quantity of .....................
soil obtained on-site versus off-site, as well as the source of material, its quality, and weather
conditions. Using the new construction timetable, Option 1 (minimum on-site) versus Option
2 (maximum on-site) off-site truck tripsnecessary to transport requiredimportmaterial could
range from 66 to 26 trucks per hour, per direction respectively, adjusted for peaking
conditions. As was noted earlier,the evaluation preparedfor this SupplementalEIS reflects
the use of this lower,average annual haul, while the converge points in the Airportvicinity (I-
5, SR 509, and SR 518) reflect the higher 109 one-way trips, reflecting the greater possibility
of peak traffic occurringon these roadways.

Source Locations: Eighteen (18) off-site material source locations were identified in the
Final EIS. Potential haul routes to access those sites are depicted in Exhibit 5-4-2. Based on
a further review of the off-site sources, the truck haul would most likely focus on Off-Site
Sources 4 (SeaTac-Kent-Tukwila), 7 (Auburn), 9 (Maltby), 11 (Black Diamond), 11A (Black
Diamond), 12 (Covington/Kent), 13 (North Bend), 15 (Maury Island), and a potential future
site at the Maury Island King County Park (15A) due to the quantity of material these sites
can provide, and the condition of the roadway access to these sites. Table 5-4-2 lists the
following haul route characteristics for these off-site locations: roadway jurisdiction; roadway
classification; number of lanes; current pavement condition; speed limit along route; and
existing average dailytraffic volumes.

Most of the probable off-site material locations are currently permitted. Sites llA, 13, and
the Maury Island King County Park site could require additional permitsY Most likely a
combination of sites would be required to comply with hours of operation and future truck
route conditions. For these off-site sources, the expected haul routes are arterial or highway
roads, in 'fair' or better pavement conditions. No safety concerns are anticipated due to sight
distance or roadway configuration. Table 5-4-3 summarizesthe conditions along the off-site
haul routes, and Final EIS evaluationsof potential use of the off-site material sources.

a/ _tly, the/daury Island King County Park site is not permitted, although one would be anticipated with the grsdin_
associated with the King County project. The other Maury Island site has been exlmustcd of fill material under tl_
present permit reqtfiremcnts. Weyerhaeuser is presently working with the owner concerning expansion of the fill
capability.
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The Port also anticipates the use of suitable fill material from other construction projects in
the region as well as possible sourcesoutside the region/state or country. The Final EIS and
this Supplemental EIS analyze the impact of virtuallyall likely routes that converge on the
Airport construction site. Transport of material in the immediate vicinity of those other
regional construction projects would be assessed in the environmentalapproval documents for
those projects.

Haul Conveyance Mechanism: Similar to the on-site source conveyance, trucks are
expected to be the likely mode of transport from off-site sources. Other potential ways of
providing material to the constructionsite involve barges to the Duwamish area from sites #15
and the King County Parks site (#15A), and/or rail suppliedmaterial fromsite #9 to either the
Duwamish or Kent Valley areas. Material barged or rail transported to the Duwamish could
be truckedto the Airport via SR 509. In 1996, the Port of Seattle completed the first phase
of artAlternative Delivery Method Study that identified several barge sites in the Duwamish
where fill could be transferredfrom barge to truck. The feasible sites include several existing
private operations (including Lone Star, Cadman, Ash Grove, etc.), and Port properties at:
Terminal 105, Terminal 115, and Terminal 106 West-Container Freight Station (W-CFS).
Capacity exists, as the private operators currentlyoperate subject to appropriatepermits for
the transfer of such fallmaterial, and these facilities could be used in accordance with their
permit requirements. Port owned land was also considered. Terminal 2 and Terminal 18
could also be used, but would require haul traffic to cross congested intersections at
Southwest Spokane Street. Portowned propertiesat Terminal 105 and Terminal115, and the
private operations have existing capacity to enable barge traffic associated with the Sea-Tac
Airport fill requirements and are located south of Southwest Spokane Street, along West
Marginal Way (a four lane arterial that is in good condition with light to moderate traffic
volumes). SR 509, south of West Marginal Way, currently operates at LOS E and is
anticipated to remainat LOS E through the year 2010. Exhibit 5-4-3 shows the locations of
these sites.

Material transported by rail to the Kent Valley area could be trucked to the site, but due to _
roadway congestion in that area, trucking may be limited to evening and night periods.
Required environmental review would be conducted and compliance with permitting
requirements would occur prior to development of a new rail station or rail spur for this rail
alternative.

An alternative to the import of off-site material by truckshas been suggested. This alternative
could use a conveyor belt system to transport materialbarged or transported by rail to a site in
the general vicinity of the Airport. Based on one proponents suggestion, several conveyance
routes were reviewed. These include: conveyance south from the Duwamish industrial area
along SR 509, conveyance from the Kent valleywest along Orilla Road, and conveyance from
Puget Sound, along the Des Moines Creek= The Port's 1996 Alternative Material Delivery
Study performed a more detailed consideration of the alternatives. That study found that only
the Des Moines Creek and SR 509 routes to be technically viable alternativesto conventional
truck haul. The SR 509 route would result in significantright-of-way difficulties.

The Des Moines Creek route is in the initial stages of development by a private proponent. It
is anticipated to require an in-water of Puget Sound off-load and docking station near the Des
Moines Beach Park, and installation of an above-ground conveyor belt system approximately
two miles along the Des Moines Creek Park via a Midway Sewer District easement to the
construction site. The advantages of this proposalis that it has been used effectively on other
large scale projects and it could effectively eliminate all off-site flUmaterial truck transport.
Due to the size and quality of the material sites that could barge material, this alternative
could also eliminate the need for use of the on-site material sources. The conveyor belt
proponent has obtained an agreement with the SewerDistrict for the use of the easement, but
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has not obtained other permits or environmental review which could be insurmountable.
Thus, the Final EIS (and this Supplemental EIS) assumes transport of materialby truck (and a
truck/barge combination). Required environmental review would be conducted and
compliance with applicable permitting requirements would occur prior to development of an
off-site conveyor system and any associated facilities.

Haul Routes and Service Levels: The FinalEIS examinedthe haul routes that were believed
to be the routes most likely to be used. However, since completion of the Final EIS,
additional routes have been identifiedthat could be used by construction traffic. Routes that
were not examined in the Final EIS, but assessed in this additionalanalysisare:

• I-5 from the North or South to South 188thStreet, to StarlingDrive
• I-5 from the South to South 200_ Street to International Blvd. to South 18@ Street to

Starling Drive
* I-5 from the South to Kent-Des Moines Road (SR 516) to International Blvd./SR99 to

South 188thStreet to Starling Drive
• South 154_/156a Street, SouthcenterBlvd., SW C-radyWay
• State Route 509 to South 176'_Street temporary construction traffic access
• State Route 518 to 20thAvenue South temporary constructiontralSc access
• State Route 518 to InternationalBlvd. to South 192"aStreet
• I-5 from the North or South to South 188u' Street, to 28ta Street South to South 192_

Street
• I-5 from the North or South to South 200thStreet, to 2@ Street South to South 192"d

Street
• I-5 from the South to Kent-Des Moines Road (SR 516) to International Blvd./SR99 to

South 192"dStreet

All haul routes considered by this SupplementalEIS are shown in Exhibit 5-4-2.

Contractor use of off-site material sites east of I-5 would require the use of I-5 or 1-405 to
reach SR 518 and SR 509 to access the Airport construction site. Use of material sources
located on Maury Island, Port Gamble,or the Dupont area are expected to be barged into the
Duwamish and trucked to the Airport construction site. Level of service analysisthroughout
the day for year 2000 volumes at key locations with conditions expected to cause congestion
impacts due to increased volumes of heavy vehicles were performed. Year 2000 traffic was
chosen as a worst case condition, even though most constructionhaul activities are to occur
before then, as well as up through 2002. Year 2000 is anticipated to represent the peak
period of haul.

As is shown in Exhibit 5-4-2, all haul routes (with the exception of SR 99/InternationalBlvd)
converge on either I-5, SR 509 or SR 518 in the immediate Airport vicinity. Therefore, for
the purpose of this evaluation, I-5, SR 509 and SR 518 were evaluatedusing a 109 one-way
peak hour truck trips and the remainingroadways were examined using the lower 66 one-way
truck trips. The higher 109 trips reflect peak construction conditions on these converge
points, while the lower 66 represents the peak construction conditions on these other
roadways, either due to congestion or distance/locationrelativeto the construction site.

Results of the level of service analysisare summarized in Table 5-4-4. Analysis conducted
by the Final EIS for both minimum and maximum off-site truck traffic found that varying
impacts to the regional transportation network were predicted where background levels of
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congestion are near or exceed roadway capacity and where extended grades exist._ The
minimum off-site truck traffic examined in the Final EIS corresponds to the maximum truck
traffic now expected as a result of the changes to the Airport Master Plan discussed
previously in this supplemental analysis. The year 2000 was used as the forecast year in the
Final EIS analysis of the regional system, and under the new construction schedule would
represent the peak year of construction activity for the third parallel runway.

In the Final EIS, there were six (6) locations where the maximum (109 one-way truck trips)
off-site haul truck volumes would reduce the expected operating conditions to LOS F from a
LOS E or higher (or deeper into LOS F) relative to the "Do Nothing" condition. These
included:

1. I-5 southbound between SK518 and South 188thStreet during the Midday and PM peak
hours of the day.

2. SR 518 westbound between 1-5and SK 99 during the PM peak.
3. SR 18 westbound, between 1-5and SR 167 during all hours except the evening and night

hours.
4. SK 167 southbound, between 1-405/Carr Street, during the PM peak.
5. 1-405 northbound between SK167 and I-5, during the AM peak and the PM peak.
6. 1-405 southbound between SR 167 and I-5 during the Midday and PM peak.

At the reduced volumes associated with a longer construction period, deterioration to LOS F
from "Do Nothing" conditions occurs at five (5) regional system locations:

1. Interstate 5 Southbound between SR 518 and South 188thStreet during the PM peak.
2. SR 18 westbound, between 1-5 and SR 167 during all hours except the evening andnight .........

hours.

3. State Route 167 Southbound, between Interstate 405 and SW 34thStreet, during the PM
peak.

4. Interstate 405 Northbound, between State Route 167 and Interstate 5, during the AM and
PM peak.

5. Interstate 405 Southbound, between State Route 167 and Interstate 5, during the Midday
and PM peak.

Haul truck access directly to the Third Runway construction site from either State Route 509
at South 176a'Street or from State Route 518 in the area of 20a'Avenue South may be occur
through the development of construction only temporary interchanges. Construction access
from State Route 509 and State Route 518 would be temporary, being used only during
construction of the Third Runway by construction related traffic. Key issues involved in
WSDOT permitting of these access points would be operational affects on State Route 509
and State Route 518, as well as safety and traffic control. LOS conditions with these facilities
are:

State Route 518
• West Bound OffKamp to 20_ Avenue South LOS C
• East Bound On Ramp from 20thAvenue South LOS B

t/ Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, February 1996, Section 23,13-2, p. IV 23.4
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State Route 509
-- • South Bound Off'Ramp to South 176thStreet LOS C

• North bound On Ramp from South 176thStreet LOS B

Peak Hour (PM) level of service analysis was performed for major intersections along these
routes for the five year haul process. Level of service results are summarized in Table 5-4-5.
Of the 40 intersections analyzed, 14 degraded to LOS E, or further into LOS F, when
compared to the Do-Nothing condition as a result of the construction truck traffic.

Most intersections listed in Table 5-4-5 are only affected by a few of the alternative truck
routes. Level of service was calculated for all intersections for all alternatives in order to also
determine the affects of trips generated by the Preferred Alternative and construction
employee traffic. As was the case for the Final EIS, construction employee traffic was
estimated as 50 vehicles per hour during the peak hour.

Potential airport vicinity haul routes were reviewed to supplement off-site route analysis
performed under the Final EIS. A summary of that review is included as Table 5-4-$.

All of the additional haul routes identified through the Alternative Materials Delivery Study
are minor arterial or above in classification, in fair or better pavement condition. Evaluated
routes within the City of SeaTac are designated truck routes, althougl_. South 188th Street,
South 200 thStreet, and Des Moines Memorial Drive south of South 188t_ Street has abutting
residential land use._ All the additional routes considered serve commercial or industrial areas
and have existing truck movements. The additional routes are classified appropriately for use
by truck traffic, subject to any truck ordinance restrictions or street use permits.

(3) Temporary Construction Only Interchan2es

- The Port of Seattle is considering the development of construction-traffic-only interchanges
that would be developed to enable transport of fill material directly from State roads onto
Airport property. Two interchanges are being considered: 1) from SR 518 near 20th Avenue
South and 2) from SR 509 near South 176= Street. Use of these interchanges would be
envisioned to be used solely by airport construction traffic. The purpose of their
development and use would be to minimize impacts to the off-airport arterial roadway system
and adjoining neighborhoods.

The SR 518 interchange could be completed in the location of the future ramps proposed by
the Master Plan Update near 20thAvenue South. While the ramps are not needed for public
traffic until the development of the North Unit Terminal, the ramps could be developed earlier
to serve as an interchange for the construction traffic. No homes or businesses are located in
the immediate vicinity of this location and, therefore, no adverse impacts on the built or social
environment would be expected. All natural resource (water, wetland, biotic communities,
floodplains) impacts associated with the use of a construction interchange would be the same
as would occur with the public access ramps addressed by the Final EIS and this Supplemental
EIS. Air quality impacts would be less than if all trafiSc were to access the site from South
160thStreet/SR 509, which is projected to be well below the AAQS.

The SR 509 interchange would occur in the vicinity of the South 176a'Street overpass. This
interchange would be developed to only accommodate airport related construction traffic, and
would be abandoned after completion of the runway embankment. This interchange could be
developed within the current WSDOT fight-of-way, and thus would not disrupt any
significant natural resources. Homes on the east side of SR 509 are being acquired as part of

_/ City of SeaTac, Comprehensive Transporgafion Plan, February, 1994, Figure 3, Truck Route Plan
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the Master Plan Update. A few residences exist west of SR 509, along South 176thStreet.
Impacts to these residential areas would be similar to those that would occur if the existing
South 160tbStreet were used, and arediscussed throughoutthis section, which would not be
significant.

During construction of the temporary interchange(s) construction impacts would occur
including, additional roadway traffic, movement of earth to develop the interchanges, etc.
Construction impacts would be minimized through the implementation of the construction
best management practices shown in Table 5-4-8.

(4) Cumulative On-Site and Off-Site

The proposed new Runway embankmentand runway safety areas lie along the west side of
the existing airfield. Potential direct access from existing roadways include South 154/156th
Street, South 160th Street, Starling Road, Airport Perimeter Road, and associated airport
security roads. Haul traffic would reach these roads from SR 518, the Northern Airport
Expressway, Air Cargo Road, Des Moines Memorial Drive, SR 509, South 188s Street, and
24= Avenue South. Construction traffic transporting off-site fill material requirements for
SASA are antidpated to use SR 509, South 188th Street, and 28th Avenue South. The traffic
level of serviceboth with and without construction trafficwas calculated at key intersections
and freeway locations, and for combinationsof on-site and off-site truckvolumes.

Airport construction traffic could result in a degradation in levels of service on area roads
during construction. This degradation could be significant, particularly where background
levels of congestion are at or exceed capacity. However, there are periods and routes which
can be used to haul the requiredmaterialto the site without significantdegradation of levels of
service.

WSDOT, upon review of the informationdevelopedfor Final EIS, requestedseveral
conditions as mitigationfor use of the State Highway System: Based on WSDOT comments
and the revised surface transportation analysis, the following were identified in addition to
those listed in Table 5-4-8:

• Legal load limit and other hauling requirementsmust be enforced on State Highways. In
addition to weight requirements,this requirestop of loads to be 6 inches or more below
top of truck bins (freeboard) or use of coveredloads.

• Coordination must occur with the WSDOT Construction Traffic Office regarding all haul
routes on State Routes. Coordination must be maintained through the Construction
Traffic Office in order to minimizeconflicts between Port construction activities and any
WSDOT projectsalong the haul routes.

• The Port should consider restricting hauling activities during peak hours through
congested areas of the State Highway System.

• Provisions should be considered that would handle complaints of broken windows and
other damage to vehicles caused by flying debris off the trucks identified as associated
with these projects.

• Haul truck traffic should avoid or minimize use of arterial routes with aRernoon peak hour
congestion of LOS E or LOS F. This would include State Route 99 between State Route
518 and State Route 516, South 188th Street, and South 200th Street.

• Haul truck traffic should avoid or minimize use of arterial routes during evening and night
conditions with abutting residential land use. This would include South 188th Street,
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South200thStreet,South154thStreet/SouthcenterBoulevard/C-radyWay, and Des
MoinesMemorialDrive.

s Many ofthepotentialhaulroutesarescheduledforreconstructionorimprovements
between1997andtheyear2005.Haultrucktrafficshouldavoidorminimizeuseofthose
routeswhileunderconstruction.The contractorshouldbe requiredto coordinate
activitieswithcontractorsworkingonroadwayprojects.

(C)SITE AESTHETICS

As partofcontinuedpreliminarydesignassociatedwiththeproposedthirdparallelrunway,
additionalconsiderationhasbeengiventothelayoutoftheareawheretherunwaywouldbe
developed.Additionalreviewwasalsoperformedoftheon-siteborrowsources.Thefollowing
summarizethese efforts.

I. Westside Third Runway Embankment

A number of commentshave been received requestingclarificationof how the embankment
would look when complete and how it would appearto residentsliving west of the Airport.
Exhibit 5-4-5 illustratespossible conditionsin the northernportion of the site as well as the
southern portion. These illustrationsshow a sitewhere a retainingwall may be used while the
other site shows the earthembankmentwith a 21 slope.

2. Borrow Source Areas

The following summarizethe on-site borrowsource locations, Whichare shown in Exhibit 5-
4-1. The Master Plan Update does not identify an eventual use of this land, as no specific
users or uses have been identified. However,to provide a greaterunderstandinghow the site
would be excavated, a visualization of the property afier excavation was undertaken. The
following paragraphs summarizethe sources and possibleaRer-useoptions:

• Borrow Site Area 1 - this site consists of approximately111 acres and is located South
of the Airport at the corner of South 216thStreet and 24e' Avenue South. The north and
west sides of the site is bound by Des Moines Creek Park and the Washington State
Department of Transportation (WSDOT) SR 509 Extension fight of way and is located in
the City of Des Moines and City of SeaTac. The site is mostly vegetated by a mixture of
Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Aider, Cottonwood, Ferns, Salal, English Ivy, and
Brambles. Existing topography is characterized by gently sloping from the east to the
west toward Des Moines Creekwith significantlysteep slopes on the northwest side.

• Borrow Site Area 2 - is located south of the Airport approximatelyat the comer of South
216th Street and 15thAvenue South and consists of 17 acres. Bordering the site to the
west and the south is residentialdevelopment, with future Business Park zoning to the
south. The north and east sides are bound by the Des Moines Creek and the existing
WSDOT fight of way. The site lies entirelywithin the limits of the City of Des Moines.
Primarily existing vegetation includes mostly grasses with some mix of Douglas Fir,
Western Red Cedar and minimal ornamental shrubs, the northwest comer of the site is
heavily wooded with Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Aider, Cottonwood, with an
understory of ferns, salal, and blackberry. The existing topography is primarily gently
sloping toward the Des Moines Creek drainage area. This site has been identified as the
potential park and recreational opportunity area with view points identified in the
northwest comer at approximatelyelevation250.

• Borrow Site Area 3 - consists of approximately60 acres at the northwest comer of South
200thStreet and 15thAvenue. Borderingthe site to the north and east is WSDOT right of
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way and Des Moines Creek Park. To the west is residentialdevelopmentand to the south
is Des Moines Creek. The site is split between the City of Des Moines and the City of
SeaTac at approximatelySouth 208" Street. The site is mostly vegetated heavily with
Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Alder, and Cottonwood with an understory of
blackberries, salal, ferns, English Ivy, and grasses. The existing topography is
characterized as gently sloping to the southeast with steep slopes adjacent to the Des
Moines Creek ravine on the southern end of the site. The southern end of the site is
identified as having potential for recreational/openspace opportunitieswhich will link to
the potential park site in Area 2. The site offers view opportunities down to the Des
Moines Creekfrom the southeast corner of the site.

. Borrow Site Area 4 - Site 4 is an area of approximately40 acres in size and is located to
the west of Tyee Golf Course. Bordering the siteto the north is South 196thStreet which
includes existing residentialdevelopment. The site is bound by South 200*hStreet to the
south and the proposed WSDOT right of way to the east. Area 4 lies solely within the
City of SeaTac and its futurezoning designatedby the city is Industrial. Access to the site
is primarilyfrom South 196thStreet and 18e'Avenue South. The site is heavily wooded
with a mix of Douglas Fir, Western Red Cedar, Alder, Cottonwood, Salal, ferns, and
blackberry. The existing topography of the site is described as a hillside with a knoll
located approximatelyin the centerof the site,with primarydrainageto the golf course.

• Borrow Source Area 5 and 8 - Severalborrowsource areas were identifiednorth of the
existing airfield. Because of operational issues, the Port does not propose to excavate
material from Borrow Source 5. No material would be excavated fromBorrow Source 8
due to the quantity of wetland on that site.

In examining how the sites could be left upon excavation, a number of possible objectives
were identified,including:

• Access and Circulation _ -

1. Link the variousfunctionaluse portions of the site with pedestrianand bicycle trails.
2. Provide adequate vehicular access to redevelopment. Access could be from South

216thStreet, 24thAvenue South, 15_ Avenue South, 18*hAvenue South, South 200th
Street,the proposed SR 509 Extension.

3. Take advantage of SR 509 alignment for traillocations.
4. Exploreuse of the Des Moines Creek natural area for trailuse.
5. In conjunction with commercial redevelopment,explore a multi-purpose trail system

throughout the borrow area to optimize pedestrian and bicycleopportunities.

e Redevelopment Sites
1. Adequately buffer the borrow site(s) from adjacent residential areas. As is shown in

Exhibit 5-4-6, about 96 acres of open space could serve as a buffer to surrounding
land uses (Area 1 could provide 34 acres, Area 2 - 17 acres, Area 3 - 21 acres, Area 4
- 24 acres);

2. Site grading should optimize the amount of borrowmaterial from redevelopment sites.
3. Contour edges of borrow sites to optimize stands of existing trees to maximize

buffering opportunitieswhile minimizingcosts to Port of Seattle. The slopes could be
terraced with new evergreen and deciduous plants to provide a visual buffer to
adjacent land uses. Existing vegetation would be preservedwithin a 30-foot right-of-
way adjacent to redevelopmentareas.
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4. Maximize opportunities within overall borrow site for redevelopment.Approximately
132 acres of land could be developed for commercial uses.

No specific development plans exist for the borrow source locations after material is
excavated. However, the features identified in the preceding section represent possibilities
that the Port would pursue in obtaining any permits to excavate the material.

(D) NOISE

Noise impacts will occur in the vicinity of the construction sites associated with the "With
Project" alternatives. Earth work and site preparation activities will result in elevated levels of
noise generated by the types of equipmentused on most construction sites. Noise from this
equipment would vary from model to model, and would change according to the operation (type
of construction) involved. Table 5-4-6 lists an estimate of the typical sound level energy from
each basic type of construction equipment. The total sound level energy is essentially a product
of the machine's sound level, the number of such machines in service, and the average time they
operate.

TABLE 5-4-6

CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT NOISE

Typical
SoundLevel

Type dB(A)at50'
DumpTruck 88
PortableAir 81
ConcreteMixer 85
Jackhammer 88
Soraper 88
Dozer 87
Paver 89
Generator 76
PileDriver 101
RockDrill 98
Pump 76
PneumaticTools 85
Backhoe 85

Source:Handbookof NoiseAssessment,,May,D.N.Page215. VanNostrand
ReinholdCompany,HewYork,1978

Although pile drivers and rock drills produce the greatest sound levels, it is dump trucks, air
compressors, and concrete mixers that, due to their greater number or longer operating times,
produce the most total sound energy. However, with a few exceptions, there would be limited
off-airport construction-related noise impacts because of the distances of most residential areas
from the sound sources at the various construction sites. A pile driver and rock drill are not
anticipated to be used in the borrow source areas or in the runway embankment area. Therefore,
the primary vehicles to be used in the construction of the embankment would be dump .trucks
(Option 1 with minimum use of on-site material could result in 66 average off-site truck trips per
hour). Therefore, dump truck traffic noise would be the most significant during the construction
period.

Based on the maximum hourly number of truck trips prepared for the February, 1996 Final EIS,
the FHWA's STAMINA 2.0 model was used to quantify the changes in noise exposure to
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residentialareas located along the haul routes. The analysisfrom the Final EIS was not updated,
as the higher trat_c levels associated with the Final EIS (with 109 average hourly one-way trips)
was shown to not produce a significant change in roadway related noise levels. The following
peak hour average sound level changes were identified,based on the February, 1996 Final EIS ....
average 109 hourly trips:

• With maximumuse of on-site material, property located along South 200thStreet,between the
on-site borrow sources and Des Moines Memorial Drive could experience construction noise
levels of as high as 5.5 dBA overexisting roadway-relatednoise levels if South 200 thStreetis
used as a haul route. However, in this area, aircraftnoise levels are substantiallygreater than
the peak hour average construction relatedroadwaynoise levels;

• Residences facing Des Moines Memorial Drive, between South 200'h Street and SR 509
would experience an increase in sound level of about 3.6 dBA due to airport-related
construction haul;

............ • With maximumuse of off-site sources, residencesfacing South 160_ Streeteast of the SR 509
interchange could experience an increased peak hour average roadway-relatednoise levels of
about 7.6 dBA due to airport-related construction haul. Because of this increase noise level,
the area between Des Moines Memorial and the new runway embankment is proposed for
acquisition.

With the 5-year haul presented earlier,the Option 1 truck trips would be 66 per hour instead of
the 109 analyzed above. As less truck traffic would generate less noise, the longer construction
duration would reduce hourly and dailynoise levels. However, instead of occurringover a 3 year
period, the noise exposure would occur over a 5 year period.

While construction related noise could increase by 5 dBA or more above existing or Do-Nothing
(a substantial increase)with the 109 one-waytruck trips assessed in the February 1996 Final EIS,
according to Washington State Department of Transportation guidelines, these impacts are not
permanent changes in noise levels, and are, thus, exempt from the 5 dBA criterion. The . ......
construction noise impact exemption, however, does not apply duringnighttime hours (10 p.m. to
7 a.m.). As a result, the Port will develop the Construction and Earthwork Management Plan to
minimize nighttime noise impacts on noise sensitive facilities adjacent to the haul routes.
However, even with noise management actions in use during the nighttime hours, residents west
of the proposed runway may experience dump truck related construction noise. Consideration
was also given to the noise that could be experienced in the residentialareas near the borrow
source locations. The following summarizesthese noise levels:

• Runway Embankment - the earth moving equipment in this area is anticipated to generate a
noise level of 91 dBA at 50 feet from the noisiest source. Sound would be reduced to noise
levels equivalent to ambient daytimenoise in nearbyresidentialareas (about 60 dBA). During
periods of low aircraft traffic, residential areas west of Des Moines Memorial Way could
experience elevated sound levels from construction activity associated with the third parallel
runway embankment.

• Borrow Source Areas - based on the anticipated usage of earth moving equipment, maximum
noise levels 50 feet from the equipment could reach 94 dBA. However, given the proposed
site grades, buffering, and distances of the sites from residential areas, construction noise
levels would be less. Each of the borrow source locations is directlyunder the flight path of
the existing runways and currently receive average noise levels in excess of 70 DNL.
Residential areas to the west of Borrow Source Areas 2, 3 and 4 could experience elevated
noise as a result of construction activity when aircraftoverflightsarenot present.
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(E)Am QUALITY

Construction will have a short-term impact on local air quality. Air pollution levels during the
construction period would be a consequence of one or more of the following activities: Vehicular
activity in support of construction; wind erosion of soils; the movement of construction vehicles
along haul routes; excavation; and cement and aggregate handling. Air pollution impacts would
be most pronounced at the individual construction sites and along the construction haul routes.

The air quality impacts associated with the hauling of construction fill material was evaluated
through a separate pollutant dispersion modeling analysis. The analysis presented in the Final EIS
is repeated here, and is based on I09 peak hour truck trips, instead of the longer construction
period trips of 66 trips per hour. CAL3QHC, a USEPA approved model used to predict pollutant
concentrations from motor vehicles, was used to examine construction related pollutant Carbon
Monoxide concentrations. Vehicle emission rates for input into the CAL3QHC model were
derived from two other USEPA air quality models, MOBILE5A for carbon monoxide emissions
and PART5 for particulate matter.

Particulate matter (PMI0) is usually the pollutant of greatest concern related to construction
activity. To quantify the effects of dispersing the pollutants within the surrounding environs,
receptors were modeled at three meters (12 feet) from the edge of the roadways along each of the
proposed haul routes.

It should be noted that the methodology used in this analysis relies on the use of modeling default
values and input assumptions, as determined in consultation with the Department of Ecology and
USEPA. Because of lack of data concerning the Puget Sound Region, this analysis used the more
arid (dry) environment associated with Spokane. These assumptions tend to overstate PMI0
concentrations associated with construction activity at Sea-Tac Airport.

TABLE 5-4-7

CONSTRUCTION AIR POLLUTION CONCENTRATIONS

COConcentrationsform)
1-Hour 8-H0ur

HaulRoute Do- With Do- With
Nothing Project Nothing Project

SR 509 fromSR518to S. 160thStreet 1.4 1.5 1,0 1.1
South 160thStreetfromSR 509 toDes MoinesMemorialDrive 2.1 2.5 1.5 1.7
Des MoinesMemorialDr.from S. 16@ Streetto 8thAve.South 1.8 2.1 1.3 1.5
Des MoinesMemorialDr. from 8_ Ave. Southto 148thStreet 1.5 2.0 1.1 1.4
Des Moines MemorialDr. fromS. 200tbStreetto S. 188_ Street 3.2 3.5 2.2 2.4
South200_ St.fromDes MoinesMemorialto26_ Ave. South 3.5 3.7 2.5 2.6
Unpavedon-AirportRoad southairfield 0.I - 0.I
AmbientAirQualityStandard 35 35 9
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PM10 Concentrations(ug/m3)
24-Hour Annual

Haul Routf Do- With Do- With
Nothing Proieft Nothing Proiect

SR 509 from SR 518 to S. 160 th Street 156 253 31 51
South 160 thStreet from SR 509 to Des Moines Memorial Drive 105 352 21 70
Des Moines MemorialDr. from S. 160_ Street to So' Ave. South 84 311 17 62
Des Moines Memorial Dr. from 8e_Ave. South to 148 'h Street 67 318 13 64
Des Moines Memorial Dr. from S. 200 thStreet to S. 188 th Street 154 276 31 55
South200thSt. fromDes MoinesMemorialto 26e'Ave.South 164 309 33 62
Unpavedon-AirportR_d southairfield - 462 93

AmbientAirQualityStandard 150 150 50 50

Som'ce: Final EIS, Chapter IV, Section 23 Tables 13/.23-6 and 13/.23-7.

(1) Carbon Monoxide Concentrations

The use of diesel haul trucks would not be expected to produce substantial carbon monoxide
(CO) emissions. As shown in Table 5-4-7, the maximum 1-hour and 8-hour CO
concentrations along each of the haul routes would be expected to be well below the CO
ambient air quality standards. The "With Project" concentrations would all be well below the
Ambient Air Quality Standards.

(2) PM10 Concentrations

The high volume of construction truck activity would be expected to generate considerable
fugitive dust emissions, or particulate matter especially during dry conditions. Without --
mitigation or the use of control measures, the results would be particulate emissions above the
ambient air quality standards along each of the proposed construction haul routes. Table 5-4-
7 presents the maximum 24-hour and annual PM10 (particulate matter of 10 microns ore
smaller) concentrations along each construction route based on arid assumptions.

Based on arid assumptions and the use of no controls, the PM10 concentrations could exceed
the 24-hour and annual standards along all routes with the 109 hourly truck trips. If truck
trips were reduce by 30 percent (to 66 truck trips). At the reduced trip level (longer
construction period), the annual AAQS would not be expected to be exceeded, but the 24-
hour standard could be exceeded during arid conditions along all haul routes.

(3) Mitigation Measures

Control measures for paved roads focus on either preventing material from being deposited on
the roads (preventive controls), or removal from the travel lanes of any material that has been
deposited (mitigative controls). Preventive measures include policies requiring "wetting" of
material being hauled, cleaning vehicles before they leave a construction site, using 'bump
strips' or grates to 'shake' dust from vehicles, or by paving the construction site access roads
nearest to the paved roads. Table 5-4-8 lists construction BMP's that would be used to
reduce PMl0 emissions.

For example, vacuum sweeping along each route would reduce particulate matter by almost
40 percent. Flushing the roadways with water followed by sweeping could reduce particulates
by over 90 percent if performed frequently. However, the Port's Temporary Erosion Control
Plan does not allow for flushing of streets because of potential water quality impacts. Control
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measures for unpaved roads will include frequentlyapplying water or chemical stabiliTers,
- paving, and traffic control measures limiting vehicle speeds and traffic volumes during dry

periods. These measures could achieve up to 80 percent reduction in fugitivedust during dry
periods.

(F) SOCIAL

This section summarizes potential social and neighborhood impactsfrom track hauling of fill for
the construction of the new parallel runway and runway safety areas. As is noted in Table 5-4-3,
residential neighborhoods are located along a portion of the haul routes from the following off-
sites borrow sources:

• Site 2 (Des Moines MemorialDrive/SR 509) residents abut Des Moines Memorial Drive,
* Site 6 (FederalWay) residentsalong MiltonRoad;
. Site 7 (Auburn) residents along 41st and EUingson;
• Site 9 residentsalong MaltbyRoad.
. Alternative haul routescould resultin truck trafficusing InternationalBlvd./SR 99, South

18@ Street, South 192_ Street,South 200a Street,South 154s Street, SR 516 (Kent-Des
Moines Road) etc. Residential areas about or are in close proximity of these busy
roadways.

• The temporaryconstructiontrafficonly interchangesoff SR 509 at South 172naStreet and
SR 518 near 24= Avenue South would have residential areas in close proximity of these
interchanges.

In addition, residential properties are located along the southern on-site borrow source routes:
Des Moines Memorial Drive (the most likely haul route for the southern on-site material) is a

- minor arterial, with residentialdevelopment located on the east and west sides of the street. On-
site haul routes have been revised to include routes consisting mostly of Port-owned land (see
Exhibit 5-4-1, which shows potential on-site haul routes). The routes would help to minimize
social and neighborhood impacts from truck traffic. South 160" Street, between SR 509 and the
Airport, could also potentially be used as a haul route. About 15 residential properties face this
street.

Temporaryconstructionimpactswould includeincreasednoise,dust,vibration,congestion,and
trucktraffic nearresidences,businesses,andinstitutionslocatedalongconstructionroutesnear
on-siteconstructionareas.Normalvehiculartrafficpatternswouldbedisruptiveif regional traffic
choseto cut-throughneighborhoodsto avoid congestionalong haul routes. Neighborhood
cohesion could be adversely affected by increased traffic.

Construction traffic using SR 509, SR 518, and Interstate 5 likely would not result in significant
impacts to schools because they are limited access highways,with grade separated crossings. The
following schools are located in the vicinity of these limited access haul routes: Dunlap
Elementary; Highline High; Woodside Elementary (currently an administrative center); Thorndyke
Elementary; Holy Innocents; and Sea-Tat Occupational SkillsCenter.

The following schools are located near or along haul routes in the immediate Airport area (other
than SR 509, SR 518, and 1-5) and could be adversely affected: Angle Lake Elementary,
Maywood Elementary, Normandy Christian,Sunny Terrace Elementary (currently a mental health
facility), Sunnydale Elementary, and Tyee Jr. High School. A number of churches, parks, and
nursing homes are located along or in close proximity to these routes.
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At this time, haul routes have not been finalized;specificroutes will depend upon final borrow
source usage, phasing, selected contractor(s)means andmethods, and method used to transport
fill. Some routes for on-site borrow sources are being investigated that maximize use of Port
property. The potential for social impacts at public facilities noted previously as well asresidential areas would be reduced with the use of these routes. The use of routes on Port
property for On-Site Borrow Sources #1 through 4 could result in potential indirect impacts
(primarilynoise, fugitive dust, vibration,and truck trafficon nearby roads) on Des Moines Creek
Park which could adversely affect public enjoyment of this limited access park area during the
construction period. While the park is a designated park facility, limited access is allowed in the
area of the on-site borrowsources.

Because of the social disruption that would occur in the general vicinity of the new runway
construction activity, a construction mitigation acquisitionprogramhas been recommended. This
acquisition includes about 70 residentialand commercial properties located east of Des Moines
Memorial Drive between SR 509 and SR 518. Current Port plans include acquisition of these
residential areas and commercialbusinesses. However, the commercialbusinesses will be allowed
to remain,as they are compatible with the location of the runway, if the owner determines that the
construction activities would not have an adverse impact on the business. Only 15 residences
would remain in close vicinity to the merge points between on-site and off-site haul traffic. These
residences, and those closer to the off-site sources, would experience increased air and noise
pollution during the construction period and could, during peak traffic periods experience
difficultyin entering and exiting theirproperty.

(G)I_DUCED SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPACTS _ ................ 4

The new construction schedule would not likely affect the socio-economic impacts identified in
the Final EIS. These include:

ConstructionRelatedEmployment .-
Do-Nothing (Alternative 1) .

Direct Jobs 3,687
IndirectJobs 4,465

Total 8,152

"With Project" (Alternative2, 3 and 4)
Direct Jobs 20,559
Indirect Jobs 24,894

Total 45,453

(G)WATER QUALITY

Potential constructionimpactsincludetemporaryincreasesin suspended sedimentconcentrations
caused by an increase of eroded materials entering/reachingMiller and Des Moines Creeks.
Construction activities including clearing, grading, and filling at the runway site. The new
forecast, construction phasing, and construction duration would not alter the effects of
constructionon waterquality, as describedin the FinalEIS.
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(It)SOLIDWASTE

The new forecast, construction phasing, and construction duration would not alter *.he effects of
construction on solid waste, as described in the Final EIS. A substantial amount of demolition
and construction waste will be generated. The majority of the waste material will result from off-
Airport site building, road, and associated infrastructure demolition, as well as on-site building,
road, and taxiway demolition to accommodate new and expanded landside and airside facilities at
the Airport.

(1) CUMULATIVE IMPACTS

The completion of the proposed Master Plan Update improvement, in combination with other
regional construction projects, could have an impact in the Airport area. As is described in
Appendix C-1 and C-4 of this Supplemental EIS, a number of roadway improvements are
anticipated to occur in the Airport area between 1997 and 2005. Construction activity associated
with the Master Plan Update improvements and these regional roadway projects could worsen the
levels of service afforded at already congested intersections along International Blvd. Contractor
construction best management practices for the Airport construction project would be expected to
minimize the adverse impacts by using less congested routes.

(3) MITIGATION

Based on the selected hauling plan, the Port of Seattle will develop a Construction and Earthwork
Management Plan. Table 5-4-8 lists general construction best management practices designed to
minimize congestion and pollution related effects of construction activity.

Because of the social disruption that would occur in the general vicinity of the proposed new
runway construction, a construction mitigation acquisition program will be implemented. This
acquisition includes about 70 residential and commercial properties located east of Des Moines
Memorial Drive between SR 509 and SR 518.

It is anticipated that the Port of Seattle will coordinate with surrounding jurisdictions and
WSDOT on the proposed schedule for improvements to the regional roadways and the
relationship of these improvements to the proposed Master Plan Update improvements. The
purpose of this coordination would be to coordinate construction activity and to evaluate the
merits of accelerating or delaying such improvements if appropriate to minimize the adverse
impacts from multiple construction activities.

Section 5-4 - 5-4-19 -
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TABLE 5-4-1

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Suppl_'m_talEnvironmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION FILL REQUIREMENTS

Fill Available

Available On-Site Fill

On-Site (Million Cubic Yards)
Borrow Source Minimum Ma_mum

Area 1 0.00 6.60**
Area 2 0.00 0.65
Area 3 0.00 2.90
Area 4 0.00 2.20
Area 5 0.00 0.00"*
Area 8 0.00 0.00

Subtotal 0.00 12.35

Common Excavation 2.90 3.10

Total On-Site Fill Available 2.90 15.45

Fill Requirements

Total F'dlRequirements
Master Plan Update (Million Cubic Yards)

Construction Activity. In-Place Ad.iusted

8,500 Foot New Parallel Runway 17.25 19.84
RSA Improvements 0.98 1.13
Relocation of South 154th Street 0.13 0.14
SASA Facilities 2.20 2.53

Subtotal 20.56 23.64

Runway 34K Extension 2.40 2.76

Total Fill Required 22.96 26.40

** Reflects changes in fill availabilitysince publicationof the Final EIS. Availabilityis based on the Preliminary
EngineeringStudy, Volume2, March1994

Source: INCA Enginec_stJanuary1997.
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" TABLE 5-4-3

Seattle-Tacoma Intenmtional Airport
Suppl=ncntal Environmental Impact Statement

SUMMARY OF CONSTRUCTION TRAFFIC IMPACTS
REVIEW FOR USE OF OFF-SITE BORROW SOURCES ACCESS ROUTES

Borrow Feasible Site: Residential Safety Roadway Roadway
Source Quality/ Concerns Concerns Classifications Condition Comments

Quantity,
1 Limited Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory' limited quality or quantity.

Class C Use not anticipated.
2 Limited Des Momes Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory ' limited quality or quantity.

Class C Drive Use not anticipated.
May be on SR
509 Alimammat

3 B/C Along Ch-iliia Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality or quantity.
Road and Usenot anticipated

South 1ggth

4A/4B Yes . [ Satisfactory, Satisfactory, Satisfactory,
5 Yes Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality or quantity.

Use not anticipated.
6 Yes Along Milton Satisfactory Sausfaetory Satisfactory Looal access route

Road congested throughout the
day. Use not anticipated.

7 Yes, Could Along 41st/ Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory
Supply All Ellm_son

8 Yes Satisfactory Satisfactory satisfactory limited quality or quantity.
Use not anticipated

9 Yes Along Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory " Potential Rail Source
Maltby Road

10 Yes, Could Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality. Use not
Supply All antici_ted.

l 1/ 11A Yes Satisfactory Satisfactory, Satisfactory,
12 Yes Satisfactory.Satisfactory. Satisfactory
13 Yes, Could Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory

SupplyAll
t4, 15, Yes, Could Satisfactory Satisfactory Satisfactory
15A SupplyAll
16 Class C Satisfacto_' .... Satisfactory Satisfactory limited quality or quantity.

Usenot anticipated.

Off-site borrow source construction truck traffic could range from 66 truck trips to 109 truck trips per hour. Exhibit IV.23o2
shows the possible off-site sources.

Source:.INCA Engineers, January 1997.
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TABLE 5-4-5
Page1 of 8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 1 Route 1-A Route 2
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

SouthboundSR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B B B B B B B B B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps& SR 518 A A A A A A A A A A
DesMoines&EBSR518On-Ramp A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F F F F F F
Des Moines & 8th Ave South B B B B B B B C B B
InternationaFSR99 & S 154th St. E E E E E E E E E E
24thAveS&S154thSt. C E D D D D D D D D
Des Moines & S 156th St. C C C C C C C C C C
SouthboundSR509&S160thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
Northbound SR 509 & S 160th St. A A A A A A A A A A
DesMoines&Sl60thSt. B B B B B B B B B B

Air Carso Rd & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B
InternationaFSR99&S 160thSt. D D D D D D D D D D

Air CargoRd & Airport Expressway B B B B B B B B B B
Air Carso l_d & S 170th St. E F E E E E E E E E
AirportExpressway & S 170th St. B B B B B B B B B B
Intematiomd/SR 99 & S 170th St. F F F F F F F F F F
IntemationaFSR 99 & S 176th St. C C C C C C C C C C
International/SR99 & S 180th St. D D D D D D D D D D
SouthboundSR 509 & S 188th St. A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & S 188th St. C C D C C D C C D C
28th Ave S & S 188th St. C B B B B B B B B B
International/SR99 & S 188th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 188th St. E E E E E E E E E E
SouthboundI-5 Ramps & S 188th St. D D D D D D D D D D
NorthboundI-5 Ramps & S 188th St. F E E E E E E E E E
28th Ave S & S 192nd St. B B B B B B B B B B
IntemationaFSR 99 & S 192nd St. D C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & S 200th St. B B B B B B B B B B
28th Ave S & S 200th St. C B B B B B B B B B
Intemational/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 200th St. / SB I-5 Ramps F E E E E E E E E E
Militaxy Rd & Northbound I-5 Ramps C C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B B B B B B B B B

Pacific Hi_;hway/SR99 & S 216th St. E E E E E E E E E E
Pacific Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E E E E E E
SB I-5 Ramps & SR 516 F F F F F F F F F F

Option1 - Max off-site(66 trips);Option22t - Maximumon-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option2B - MaximumOn-Site
usingon-siteRouteB (26trips)

Route1 StateRoute518, AirportExpressway,AirCargoRoad,South156thStreet

Route1A State Route518, to 20thAvenueSouth,TemporaryConstructionAccess
Route2 State Route518, Des MoinesMemorialDriveSouth,South156thStreet

Section5-4 - 5-4-29-
Construction
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TABLE 5-4-5
Page2 of 8

199%2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 3 Route 4 Route 4-A
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B B B C B B C B B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & EB SR 518 On-Ramp A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F F F F F F
Des Moines & 8th Ave South B C B B B B B B B B
International/SR 99 & S 154th St. E E E E E E E E E E
24thAveS&S154thSt. C D D D D D D D D D
Des Moines & S 156th St. C C C C C C C C C C
SouthboundSR 509 & S 160th St. D D D D E D D D D D
NorthboundSR509&S160thSt. A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B

Air Carso Rd & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B
InternationaFSR 99 & S 160th St. D D D D D D D D D D

Air Car_o Rd & Airport Expressway B B B B B B B B B B
Air Cargo Rd & S 170th St. E E E E E E E E E E
AirportExpressway & S 170th St. B B B B B B B B B B
International/SR99 & S 170th St. F F F F F F F F F F
InternationaI/SR99 & S 176th St. C C C C C C C C C C
Intemational/SR99&S 180thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
SouthboundSR 509& S 188th St. A A A A i A A A A A A .
Des Moines & S 188th St. C C D C C D C C D C
28th Ave S & S 188th St. C B B B B B B B B B
Intemational/SR 99 & S 188th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Milita_ Rd & S 188th St. E E E E E E E E E E
SouthboundI-5RAmps&S 188thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
NorthboundI-5 Ramps & S 188th St. F E E E E E E E E E
28th Ave S & S 192nd St. B B B B B B B B B B
International/SR99 & S 192nd St. D C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & S 200th St. B B B B B B B B B B
28th Ave S & S 200th St. C B B B B B B B B B
lnternafioual/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Militm'yRd & S 20OthSt. / SB I-5 Ramps F E E E E E E E E E
iMilitm'yRd & Northbound I-5 Ramps C C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B B B B B B B B B

P_fic Hi_hway/SR 99 & S 216th St. E E E E E E E E E E
Pacific Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E E E E E E
SB I-5 Ramps & SR 516 F F F F F F F F F F

Option1 - Max off-site(66 trips);OptionZA- Maximumon-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option2B -MaximumOn-Site
usingon-siteRouteB (26 trips)

Route 3 StateRoute 518,Des MoinesMemorialDriveSouth,South160thStreet

Route4 StateRoute518, StateRoute509, South160thStreet

Route4A StateRoute518, StateRoute509, South176thStxeet,Temporm_ConstrictionAccess

Section5-4 - 5-4-30-
Construction
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TABLE 54-5

Page 3 of 8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CONTINU_)

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 5 Route 6 Route 7
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B B B B B B B B B

Northbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & EB SR 518 On-Ramp A A A A A A A A A A

Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F F F F F F
DesMoines&gthAveSouth B B B B B B B B B B

International/SR 99 & S 154th St. E E E E E E E E E E

i24thAveS&S154thSt. C D D D E D D D D D

Des Moines & S 156th St. C C C C C C C C C C

SouthboundSR509&S160thSt. D D D D D D D E D D
Northbound SR 509 & S 160th St. A A A A A A A A A A

Des Mnines & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B

Air Cargo Rd & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B
InternatinnA1/SR 99 & S 160th St. D E E E D D D D D D

Air Cargo Rd & Airport Expressway B B B B B B B B B B

Air Carso Rd & S 170th St. E E E E F E E E E E

Airport Expressway & S 170th SL B B B B B B B B B B
Intemational/SR 99 & S 170th St. F F F F F F F F F F

lnternational/SR 99 & S 176th St. C C C C C C C C C C

International/SR99&S lg0thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
Sonthbound SR 509 & S 188th St. A A A A A A A A A A

Des Moines & S 188th St. C E D D C D C C D C

28thAveS&S188thSt. C B B B B B B B B B
International/SR 99 & S 188th SL F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 188th St. E E E E E E E E E E
SouthboundI-5Ramps&S188thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
Northbound I-5 Ramps & S 188th St. F E E E E E E E E E
28thAveS&S192ndSt. B B B B B B B B B B

lnternatinual/SR 99 & S 192rid St. D C C C C C C C C C

Des Mntnes & S 200th St. B B B B B B B B B B

28thAveS&S200thSt. C B B B B B B B B B
InternationaFSR 99 & S 200th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 200th St. / SB 1-5 Ramps F E E E E E E E E E

Military Rd & Northbound I-5 Ramps C C C C C C C C C C
Des Moine_ & Marine View Drive B B B B B B B B B B

Pa_fic I4igbway/SR 99 & S 216th St. E E E E E E E E E E

PaORc Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E E E E E E
SB I-5 I_amps & SR 516 F F F F F F F F F F

Option 1 - Max off-site (66 trips); Option 2A - Maximum on-site using Route A (26 trips), Option 2B - Maximum On-Site
using on-site Route B (26 trips)

Route 5 State Route 51g, International Boulevard / State Route 99, South 18gth Street, Starling Drive

Route 6 State Route 509, State Route 518, AirportExpressway, Air Cargo Road, South 156th Street

Route 7 State Route 509, South 160th Street

Section 5-4 - 5-4-31 -
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TABLE 5-4-5
Page4 of8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (COICIINU_)

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 7-A Route 8 Route 9
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

!Southbonnd SR 509 l_am,nS& SR 518 B B B B B B B B B B
!Northbonnd SR 509 ]_mps _ SR 518 A A A A A A A A A A
DesMoine_q&EBSR518On-Ramp A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F F F F F F
Des Moines & 8th Ave South B B B B B B B B B B
lnmrnational/SR 99 & S 154th St. E E E E E E E E E E
24thAveS&S154thSt. C D D D D D D D D D
Des Moine_ & S 156th St. C C C C C C C C C C
So_:thho__inclSR 509 & S 160th St. D D D D D D D D D D
Northbonnd SR 509 & S 160th St. A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moin_ & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B

Air Carso Rd & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B
lnternAtional/SR99 & S 160th St. D D D D D D D D D D

Air Cargo 1_ & AirportExpressway B B B B B B B B B B
Air Carso Rd & S 170th St. E E E E E E E E E E
Airport Expressway& S 170th St. B B B B B B B B B B
lnternnticmnl/SR99 & S 170th St. F F F F F F F F F F
Internaticmnl/SR99 & S 176th St. C C C C C C C C C C
]nternaticmal/SR99 & S 180th St. D D D D D D D D D D
Sonthbonnd SR 509 & S 188th St. A A A A A A , A A A A
Des Moineg & S 188th St. C C D C D D D E D D
28th Ave S & S 188th St. C B B B B B B B B B
lnternatinual/SR 99 & S 188th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 188th St. E E E E E E E E E E
ISonthholmd I-5 Ramps & S 188th St. D D D D D D D D D D
Northbo-nd I-5 p_mns & S 188th St. F E E E E E E E E E
28th Ave S & S 197nd St. B B B B B B B B B B
International/SR99 & S 192nd St. D C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & S 200th St. B B B B B B B B B B
28th Ave S & S 200th St. C B B B B B B B B B
Internntional/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F F F F F F F F F

Military Rd & S 200th St. / SB I-5 Ramns F E E E E E E E E E
l_ilitnry Rd & Northbonnd I-5 l_amps C C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B B B B B B B B B

Pacific Highway/SR 99 & S 216th St. E E E E E E E E E E
pa_fic Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E E E E E E
SB I-5 l_amns & SR 516 F F F F F F F F F F

Option1 - Maxoff-site(66trips);Option2A - Maximumon-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option213- MaximumOn-Site
usingon-siteRouteB (26trips)

Route7A StateRoute509, to South176thStreet,TemporaryConstxucgonAccess

Route8 StateRoute509, South18gthStreet,StarlingDrive

Route 9 Interstate5 (fromNorth),South188thStreet,StarlingDrive

Section5-4 - 5-4-32-
Construction "_'_-.
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TABLE 5,4-5
Page5 of 8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CO_D)

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 10 Route 11 Route 12
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

!Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B B B B B B B B B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & EB SR 518 On-Ramp A A A A A A A A A A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F F F F F F
Des Moines & 8th Ave South B B B B B B B B B B
Inter_tional/SR 99 & S 154th St. E E E E E E E E E E
24thAveS&S154thSt. C D D D D D D D D D
Des Moine$ & S 156th St. C C C C C C C C C C
SonthbonndSR 509 & S 160th St. D D D D D D D D D D
Northbound SR 509 & S 160th St. A A A A A A A A A A

Des Moines & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B

Air Carso Rd & S 160th St. B B B B B B B B B B
Intern_tional/SR99&S 160thSt. D D D D D D D D D D

Air Car_oRd & AirportExpressway B B B B B B B B B B
Air Carso Rd & S 170th St. E E E E E E E E E E
AirportExpressway & S 170th St. B B B B B B B B B B
Internntion_l/SR 99 & S 170th St. F F F F F F F F F F
lntern_tionA1/SR99 & S 176th St. C C C C C C C C C C
lntemationAI/SR99&S180thSt. D D D D D D D D D D
SonthhoundSR 509 & S 188th St. A A A A A A A A A A
Des Mnines & S 188th St. C E D D E D D E D D
28thAveS&S188thSt. C B B B B B B B B B
Interr_tiorml/SR 99 & S 188th St. F F F F F F F F F F

MilitaryRd & S 188th St. E E E E E E E E E E
SonthholmdI-5 R_mps & S 188th St. D D D D D D D D D D

iNorthbound I-5 P,mnps & S 188th St. F F E E E E E E E E
28th Ave S & S 192nd St. B B B B B B B B B B
Inmrnationai/SR 99 & S 192ridSt. D C C C C C C C C C
Des Moines & S 200th St. B B B B B B B B B B
28thAveS&S200thSt. C B B B B B B B B B
lnternntional/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F F F F F F F F F

MilitaryRd & S 200th St. / SB I-5 Ramps F E E E F F F E E E
MilitaryRd & Northbonnd I-5 Rm_ps C C C C C C C C C C
Des Moine_ & Marine View Drive B B B B B B B B B B

P¢cific I4i_hway/SR 99 & S 216th St. E E E E E E E E E E
P_Ofic Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E E E F E E
SB I-5 R_mps & SR 516 F F F F F F F F F F

Option1 - Maxoff-site(66 trips);Option2A - Maximumon-siteusingRouteA (26 Uips),Option2B - MaximumOn-Site
usingon-siteRouteB (26 trips)

Route10 Intm'sta_5 (fi'omSouth),South188thStreet,StarlingDrive
RoW.ell _ 5 (fromSouth),South200thStreet,lmematiemlBoulevard/ StateRoute99,Soulh188thStreet,Starlin8_ve
Route12 _ 5 (fz_,,South),Kent-DesMoinaRoad/StateRoute516,lmemafionalBoulevard/ StateRoute99,South188thStreet,

StarlingDrive

Section5-4 - 5-4-33-
Construction
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TABLE 5..4-5
Page 6 of 8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CONWINUED)

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 13 Route 14 Route 15
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 A A A A A n/a A A n/a A
DesMoines&EBSR518On-Ramp A A A A A n/a A A rda A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F F F F n/a F F n/a F
DesMoines&SthAveSouth B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
International/SR99&S 154thSt. E E E E E n/a E E n/a E
24thAveS&S154thSt. C D D D D n/a D D n/a D
Des Moines & S 156th St. C C C C C n/a C C n/a C
SouthboundSR509&S160thSt. D D D D D n/a D D n/a D

NorthboundSR509&S160thSt. A A A A A n/a A A n/a A
DesMoines&S160thSt. B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
Air CargoRd&S160thSt. B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
International]SR99&S 160thSt. D D D D E n/a E D n/a D

Air CargoRd & AirportExpressway B B B B B n/a B B rda B
Air CargoRd&S170thSt. E E E E E n/a E E n/a E

Airport Expressway & S 170th St. B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
InteraafionaUSR99 & S 170th St. F F F F F n/a F F n/a F

International/SR 99 & S 176th St. C C C C C n/a C C n/a C
International/SR99&S lS0thSt. D D D D D n/a D D n/a D
SouthboundSR509&S188thSt. A A A A A n/a A A n/a A

IDes Moines & S 188th St. C C D C C n/a C E n/a D
28thAveS&S188thSt. C B B B B n/a B C n/a B .....

Internafional/SR 99 & S 188th St. F F F F F n/a F F n/a F

Militm7Rd&S188thSt. E E E E E n/a E E n/a E
Southbound I-5 Ramps & S 188th St. D D D D D n/a D D n/a D
NorthboundI-5Ramps&S 188thSt. F E E E E n/a E E n/a E
28thAveS&S192ndSt. B B B B B n/a B B n/a B

_International/SR 99 & S 192nd St. D C C C D n/a C C n/a C
DesMoines&S200thSt. B B B B B n/a B B n/a B
28thAveS&S200thSt. C B B B B n/a B B n/a B
InternationaUSR99 & S 200th St. F F F F F n/a F F n/a F

Military Rd & S 200th St. / SB I-5 Ramps F E E E E n/a E E n/a E

Military Rd & NorthboundI-5 Ramps C C C C C n/a C C n/a C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B B B B n/a B B in/a B

Pacific I-lif_hway/SR99 & S 216th St. E E E E E n/a E E n/a E
Pacific HwT./SR 99 & SR 516 E E E E E n/a E E n/a E
SBI-5Ramps&SR516 F F F F F n/a F F n/a F

OptionI - Maxoff-site(66 trips);Option2A- Maximtunon-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option2]3- _um On-Site
using on-siteRouteB (26 trips)

Route13 South154th/156thStreet

Route14 StateRoute518, InternationalBoulevard/ StateRoute99,South192ndStreet

Route 15 StateRoute509, South 188thStreet,28th AvenueSouth,South192ridStreet

Section5-4 - 5-4-34 -
Construction ......
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TABLE 5,4-5
Page7 of 8

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CONTINUED)

..... " Preferred Alternative with Trucks

' Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 16 Route 17 Route 18
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B 1 2A 2B

Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
- Northbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 A A n/a A A n/a A A n/a A

DesMoines&EBSR518On-Ramp A A rda A A n/a A A n/a A
DesMoines&WBSR518Off-Ramp F F n/a F F n/a F F n/a F
DesMoines&SthAveSouth B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B

iInternational/SR 99 & S 154th St. E E n/a _ E E n/a E E n/a E
124thAveS&S154thSt. C D n/a D D n/a D D n/a D
IDesMoines&S156thSt. C C n/a C C n/a C C n/a C
SouthboundSR509&S160thSt. D D n/a D D n/a D D n/a D
NorthboundSR509&S 160thSt. A A n/a A A n/a A A n/a A
DesMoines&S160thSt. B B n/a, B B n/a B B n/a B
Air CargoRd & S 160th St. B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
International/SR 99 & S 160th St. D D n/a D D n/a D D n/a D

!Air Car_oRd & AixportExpressway B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
Air CargoRd & S 170th St. E E n/a E E n/a E E n/a E

Airport Expressway&S 170thSt. B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
.... International/SR 99 & S 170th St. F .F n/a F F n/a F F n/a F

International/SR 99 & S 176th St. C C n/a C C n/a C C n/a C
Intemational/SR99&S 180thSt. D D rda D D n/a D D n/a D
SouthboundSR509&S 188thSt. A A n/a A A n/a A A n/a A
Des Moines & S 188th St. C C n/a C C n/a C C n/a C
28thAveS&S188thSt. C C n/a B C n/a B B n/a B
International/SR99&S 188thSt. F F n/a F F n/a F F n/a F

MilitaryRd&S188thSt. E E n/a E E n/a E E n/a E
SouthboundI-5Ramps&S188thSt. D D n/a D D n/a D D n/a D
NorthboundI-5Ramps&S 188thSt. F E n/a E F n/a E E n/a E
28thAveS&S192ndSt. B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
InternationaFSR99&S 192ndSt. D C n/a C C n/a C C n/a D
DesMoines&S200thSt. B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
28thAveS&S200thSt. C B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B
International/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F n/a F F n/a F F n/a F

MilitaryRd&S200thSt./SBI-5Ramps F E rda E E n/a E F n/a E
Military Rd & Northbound I-5 Ramps C C n/a C C n/a C C n/a C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B n/a B B n/a B B n/a B

PacificHi_hway/SR99&S216thSt. E E n/a E E n/a E E n/a E
PacificHwy./SR99&SR516 E E n/a E E n/a E E n/a E
SB I-5 Ramps & SR 516 F F n/a F F n/a F F n/a F

Option1 - Maxoff-site(66 trips);Option2A - Maximumon-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option2B -Max_um On-Site
using on-siteRouteB (26trips)

Route 16 Interstate5 (fromNorth),South188thStreet,28thAvenueSouth,South192ridStreet
Route17 Interstate5 (fromSouth), South lggth Street,28thAvenueSouth,South192ridStreet

Route18 Interstate5 (fromNorth),South200thSUecq,28thAvenueSouth,South192ridStreet

Section 5-4 - 5-4-35-
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TABLE 5-4-5
Pageg of g

1997-2002 HAUL PROCESS INTERSECTION LEVEL OF SERVICE SUMMARY (CONTINUED) •....

Preferred Alternative with Trucks

Evaluated Intersection Do-Nothing Route 19 Route 20
Alternative 1 2A 2B 1 2A 213

Southbound SR 509 Ramps & SR 518 B B n/a B B n/a B
Northbound SR 509 Ramps& SR 518 A A n/a A A n/a A
Des Moines & EB SR 518 On-Ramp A A rda A A n/a A
Des Moines & WB SR 518 Off-Ramp F F n/a F F n/a F
Des Moines & 8th Ave South B B n/a B B n/a B
InternationaYSR99 & S 154th St. E E n/a E E n/a E
24th Ave S & S 154th St. C D n/a D D n/a D
Des Moines & S 156th St. C C n/a C C n/a C
Southbound SR 509 & S 160th St. D D n/a D D n/a D
Northbound SR 509 & S 160th St. A A via A A n/a A
Des Moines & S 160th St. B B n/a B B n/a B

Air Carso Rd & S 160th St. B B n/a B B n/a B
lnternational/SR 99 & S 160th St. D D n/a D D n/a D

Air Carso Rd & Airport Expressway B B n/a B B nYa B
Air Car_oRd & S 170th St. E E n/a E E n/a E
AirportExpressway & S 170th St. B B n/a B B n/a B
IntemationaYSR 99 & S 170th St. F F n/a F F n/a F
Intemational/SR 99 & S 176th St. C C n/a C C n/a .C
International/SR 99 & S 180th St. ' D D n/a D D n/a D

SouthboundSR509& S 188thSt. A A n/a A A n/a A .-_.
Des Moines & S 188th St. C C n/a C C n/a C :
28th Ave S & S 188th St. C B n/a B B n/a B
InternationaYSR99 & S 188th St. F F n/a F F n/a F

Military Rd & S 188th St. E E n/a E E n/a E
Southbound I-5 Ramps & S 188th St. D D n/a D D n/a D
Northbound I-5 Ramps & S 188th St. F E n/a E E n/a E
28th Ave S & S 192nd St. B B n/a B B n/a B
International/SR99 & S 192nd St. D C n/a C D n/a D
Des Moines & S 200th St. B B n/a B B n/a B
28th Ave S & S 200th St. C B n/a B B n/a B
Intemational/SR 99 & S 200th St. F F n/a F F n/a F

MilitaryRd & S 200th St. / SB I-5 Ramps F F n/a F E n/a E
Military Rd & Northbound I-5 Ramps C C n/a C C n/a C
Des Moines & Marine View Drive B B rda B B n/a B

Pacific Hishway/SR 99 & S 216th St. E E n/a E E n/a E
Pacific Hwy./SR 99 & SR 516 E E n/a E F n/a E
SB I-5 Ramps & SR 516 F F n/a F F n/a F

Option 1 - Max off-site (66 trips);Option2A - _um on-siteusingRouteA (26 trips),Option2B - MaximumOn-Site
usingon-siteRouteB (26 trips)

Route19 Interstate5 (fromSouth),South200thStreet,28thAvenueSouth,South192ndStreet

Route20 Interstate5 (fromSouth),Kent-DesMoinesRoad/ StateRoute516, InternationalBoulevard/ State Route99,
South192ndStreet
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TABLE 5-4-8

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS)

The following constructionmanagement practices are typically includedin the Port of Seattle's contract
specification. It is anticipatedthat this listingwouldbe includedin the requestsfor bids,and included in
contractors construction plans:

A. The Port will monitor all off-site loading operations, haul routes, and on-site operationsto ensure
compliance with all applicablemitigationprovisions....

B. The Contractor will be requiredto identify and assign a Haul Route Supervisor. The Haul Route
Supervisor shall be a supervisory person, well-trained, and experienced in handling excavated
materials both with =on-highway"and "off-highway"equipment. The Haul Route Supervisor shall be
completely familiar with the approved haul routes. The Haul Route Supervisor shall document all
activities and answer all complaints regarding spillage,traffic violations, property damage claims,
safety, equipment breakdowns,and the terms and conditionsof required bonds and permits. The
Haul Route Supervisor need not be a full-time employee dedicated to this project. The
responsibilitiesmay be shared with other project personnelprovided the above-stated qualifications
are satisfied.

C. The Contractor will be required to maintaindocumentationconcerningits activities. The Contractor
will maintain project recordsconcerning fill material borrowsite and haul routes. Before any material
is loaded at the fill material sourceborrowsite, the Contractorshallsubmit the following information:
(a) Haul Route to the site and return. (b) Copies of permits, agreements, or letter of understanding
from regulatory agencies, towns, cities, or other govemmental entities. (c) Description, owner,
vehicle number, and license number of each haulingvehicle. (d) Each vehicle operator's name and
ddver's license number.

D. Vehicles delivering materialsto or haulingmaterial, shall access the site from [to be inserted] via
the contractor's access route. These routes and a specificcontractor hauling plan will be reviewed
by the Port and approved priorto implementation. When reviewing requested haul routes, the Port
will considerthe potential impactson traffic congestion, roadway conditions, impactson neighboring
properties, and other relevant factors. Based on this consideration,and in consultationwith other
jurisdictions (such as WSDOT and adjacent cities), the Port may accept or reject proposed haul
routes or impose conditions on the use of haul routes, includinghoursof operating and number of
vehicles permitted to use the route. The hauling vehicle shall proceedto the project site via the
approved haul route. Any deviation from the approved haul route shall be approved by the Haul
Route Supervisorand the Port.

E. The Contractor shall provide an asphalt or concrete paved drive for haul truck access to and exit
from the construction site. This paved/concrete drive, in conjunctionwith a rock run-out area, should
be 500-1,000 feet continuousfrom connectionto publicroadsor the projectsite.

F. Contractors will be required to maintain and repair all equipment in a manner that reasonably
minimizes adverse environmental impacts, such as air pollution, noise, and entrainment of dust.
Contractors will be required to maintain minimum freeboard on all hauling trucks with continuous
monitoring for compliance. The Haul Route Supervisor will ensure that all haul vehicles have
effective mufflers at all times and that Jake Brakes are not used except in specificallydesignated
areas.
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TABLE 5-4-8 (Continued)

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement _ "

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS)

G. The vehicleoperatorshallconformto the agreeduponall operationalproceduresestablishedbythe
site operatorandthe Contractor.The procedureshallincludebutnot be limitedto, traffic control,
turn-outs,turn-arounds,queuetime,truckwashingfacilities,gate secudty,etc. Thecontractorwill
provideallflagging,signing, lighting,etc.,as requiredbytheapplicablejudsdiction(includingCity
of $eaTac, King County,State of Washingtonor the Portof Seattle)to provideall reasonable
safety measuresto protectall personsusingthe roads The contractorshallobeyall vehicular
weightand speed limitsestablishedby the applicablejurisdiction.Flagging,signsand all traffic
controldevicesshallconformto WAC 296-155.300,-05, -310 and -315 andspecificregulationor
requirementsof the City of SeaTac. Flaggers must meet the requirementsof the State of
Washington,Departmentof Laborand Industries(WAC296-155-305). All workersengaged in
flaggingortrafficcontrolshallwearreflectivevestsandhardhats. Contractorswillusetruckscales
or loadingequipmentscalesat borrowsitesto ensurecompliancewithlegalloadlimits.

The localjurisdictionmay notifythe Port if a safetyissuearises,and subsequentto the Port and
Contractortakingreasonablestepsto promptlyaddressthesafety issues,may assigna uniformed
officerto enforcesafetyregulations,includingoverweightvehicleenforcement.

The Contractorshallappointoneemployeeas the responsiblerepresentativein chargeof traffic
controland safety. The appointedrepresentativeshallhave authodtyto act on behalf of the
Contractorand shall be available,on call, twenty-fourhoursa day throughoutthe pedod of
constructionfor the Contract. A twenty-fourhourphonenumbershallbe providedto the Port of
Seattlefor usein caseof an off-houremergency.TheContractorshallprovideimmediateresponse
to correctanyandalldeficienciesuponnotificationandkeepa logof the responseandactionstaken
to addressdeficiencies.

H. The contractorshallcontinuouslysweep and wash-downaccessroutesto the constructionareas
andexistingadjacentpavingareas. Theseareasshallbekeptfreeof debdsat alltimes. Sediment
shallbe removedfromroadsbyshovelingor sweepingandbe transportedandplacewithinthe fill
area. Coordinatethe sedimentdisposalarea withthe Port of Seattle. Street washingshallbe
allowedonlyaftersedimenthasbeenremoved.Thecontractorshallflushandcleanstormdrainage
systemsalongthe haulroutewithin1,000feet of thesitewhensodirectedbythePort. Water may
be usedfor dustcontrolpurposesprovidedthat runoffdoesnotdischargedirectlyinto a receiving
stream.

I. Anydamage(includinglanestdpingandlaneturtles)alongthecontractoraccess/haulroutesdueto
the contractorsuseforthisprojectshallbe repairedimmediately.At the completionof the project,
all pavementsandsurfacesalongtheaccessroutesthatwere existingatthestart ofthe projectshall
be restoredto theirodginalconditionorfees paidin lieuof repairsas agreedbythe Portand local
jurisdiction.The contractorshallrepairany damageto the haulroaddueto theiroperations.The
contractorshall coordinateand meet the cleaningand repair requirementsset by other public
agenciesfor use of their roadsfor $ea-Tac Airportrelatedwork. Existingpavements,facilities,
utilities,orequipmentwhicharedamagedshallbereplacedorreconstructedto odginalstrengthand
appearanceatthe Contractor'sexpense.The Contractorshalltakeimmediateactionto replace any
damagedfacilitiesandequipmentandreconstructanydamagedareawhichisto remaininservice.
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TABLE 5-4-8 (Continued)

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS)

J. The contractor shall keep a vacuum sweeper truck and a water truck on site at all times dudng the
working and non-working hours and shall maintain the site free from dust and objectionable
debris. During the periods of time that there is no constructionactivity (i.e., between work shifts),
the water truck must be readywithon-site contractor=spersonnelavailableto respondimmediately to
a dust problem, as identifiedby AirportOperationsstaff orthe Port Engineer. At no time shall there
be more than a 20 minute responsetime to calls concemingdust/debdsproblemsduringwork hours
and a 90-minute response time at all other tomes on a 24-hour per day basis. The Contractor's
method for dust controlwill be continuouslymonitored and if the methodis not controllingthe dustto
the satisfaction of the Port, the Contractorwill be required to improve the method or utilize a new
method at no additionalcost to the Port.

The contractor shall providewhatever means are necessaryto prevent foreignobject debris (FOD) in
aircraft movement areas on a 24-hour basis. Trucks and equipment shall have all loosedirt, rocks,
and other materials removed when accessingthe Airport OperationsArea or when leaving the work
area and using publicroads. They will be continuouslymonitoredby the Port and if the Contractor's
method is not adequate, the Contractor will be required to improve their method or utilize a new
method at no additionalcostto the Port>. .....

The Contractor shall provide truck washes, rumble strips, stabilized construction entrances,
shakers or whatever means are necessaryto prevent any foreign material from being deposited on
publicroads.

When Airport roadways and public highwaysare used in connection with construction under this
contract, the Contractorshall remove all debrisclutteringthe surfaces of such roadways. Trucks and
equipment shall have all accumulateddirt, mud, rocks, anddebris removedbefore accessing the site
andwhen leaving the workarea. Loads shall be struckflush and securedto prohibitloss of material.
If spillage occurs, such roadways shall be swept clean immediately after such spillage to allow for
safe operation of vehicles as determined by the Port of Seattle. If the Contractor is negligent in
cleanup and Port forces are requiredto performthe work, the expenseof said cleanup shall be paid
by the Contractor.

K. At all times keep objectionable noise generationto a minimumby: (1) Equip air compressors with
silencing packages. (2) Equip jackhammers with silencers on the air outlet. (3) Equipment that can
be electrically driven instead of gas or diesel is preferred. If noise levels on equipment cannot
reasonably be broughtdown to criteria, listed as follows, either the equipmentwill not be allowed on
the job or use time will have to be scheduled subject to approval of the Port of Seattle.
Objectionable noise received on neighboring(non-Port-owned) properties is defined as any noise
exceeding the noise limits of State Regulations(WAC 173-60-040) or Cityordinance,or as any noise
causing a public nuisance in residential area, as determined by the Port and community
representatives, or by the nuisance provisionsof local ordinances. The noiselimitationsestablished
are as set forth in the following table after any applicable adjustments provided for herein are
applied:

RECEIVING PROPERTY
Noise Source Residential Commercial Industrial
Airport 50 dBA 65 dBA 70 dBA

Between the hours of 10:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. on weekdays and 10:00 p.m. and 9:00 a.m. on
weekends the noise limitationsabove may be exceeded for any receivingpropertyby no more than:
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TABLE 5--4-8 (Continued)

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement . .

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS)

(a) Five dBA for a total of 15 minutes in any one hour period;or (b) Ten dBA for a total if 5 minutes
in any one hourperiod;or (c) 15 dBA for a total of 1.5 minutes in any one hour period.

In addition to the noise controlsspecified, demolition and constructionactivities conducted within
1,000 feet of residentialareas may have additionalnoisecontrolsrequired.

L. To minimize pollutionemissions,the Contractorshall:

1. Develop and submit for approval a Contractor Erosion Control Plan (CECP). The CECP shall
include all the erosion and sedimentation control features required by: (1) The project
specifications.(2) The Temporary Erosion and SedimentationControlPlan (TESCP); (3) Storm
Water Management Manual for the Puget Sound Basin (Volumes l and II). (4) Regulatory
agencies and such additional controls made necessary by the Contractor's operation. The
Contractorshall maintain a copyof the CECP and all referencesat the job site.

2. Designate an experienced Sedimentationand ErosionControl Representative (SEC). The SEC
shall have authorityto act on behalf of the Contractorand shall be available, on call, 24 hoursa
day throughoutthe periodof construction. A 24 hourphonenumbershall be providedto the Port
of Seattle. The Contractorshall provide immediate responseto correctall deficiencies.

3. Coordinate and schedule the installation of the controls, features, and best management
practices (BMPs) identified in the Contractor ErosionControl Plan. Coordinatethe erosion and
sedimentation control work with the other contract work in order to provide continuous erosion
and sedimentationcontroland protection.

4. Maintain the installed BMPs and controlsfor the duration of the project or as indicated in the
contract documents.

5. Provide periodicinspectionand responseto ensure that the installedBMPs function during any
and all storm events. Contractor shall be responsible for erosion and sedimentation control
24 hoursa day, seven days a week, includingholidays.

6. Remove all temporary controlsat the end of the projector when no longerneeded as determined
by the Port of Seattle.

7. Conduct project operationsin accordancewiththe State National Pollution Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit for stormwater dischargesassociatedwithconstruction activity.

8. No grading or earthwork shall be started before the CECP is submitted and the Best
Management Practice (BMPs) erosion and sedimentation control items are in place and
functioning. BMPs once installed shall be maintained for the life of the project or until their
erosion and sediment controlfunction has been completed. BMPs shall be reviewed after each
major storm event. BMPs shall be maintained duringall suspensionsof work and all non-work
periods.

9. Clearing limits, sensitive/criticalareas and their buffers, trees, drainage courses, and wetland
areas shall be clearly delineated in the field. Extreme care shall be taken to prevent sediment
deposition or contamination of the golf course property, wetland areas, existing drainage
courses, or publicstreets. In the event that these areas suffer degradationin the opinion of the
Port of Seattle, the Port Engineer may stop construction activities until the situation is rectified.
BMPs intended as sediment trapping measures shall be installed and functional before land
disturbing activities take place. Properties and waterways downstream shall be protected from
erosion due to increases in the volume, velocity and peak flow rate of storm water from the
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TABLE 5-4-8 (Continued)

Seattle-Tacoma International ._,port
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

CONSTRUCTION BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (BMPS)

project site. All temporary on-site conveyance channels shall be designed, constructed and
stabilized to prevent erosionfrom the expected velocity of flow from a 2 year, 24 hourfrequency
storm for the developed condition. When warranted, applicationfor a Temporary Modificationof
Water Quality Certification, 401 Permit will be made. All requirements of the permit will be
adhered to for the durationof the project.

10. All temporary erosionand sediment controlBMPs shall be removed within30 days after final site
stabilization is achieved or after the temporary BMPs are no longer needed. Disturbedsoil areas
resultingfrom removal shall be permanentlystabilized.

11. Dewatedng devices shall discharge into a sediment trap or sediment pond. All pollutants other
than sediment that occur on-site during construction shall be handled and disposed of in a
manner that does not contaminatestormwater.

12. A designated maintenance area will be established for all construction sites with appropriate
pollution controls. Fueling of Contractor'sequipment will be performed away from storm drain
inlets in areas designated by the Contractorand reviewed by the Port of Seattle. Extreme care
shall be taken to prevent fuel spills. Contractor's representative shall be present at all times
when equipment is being fueled. In the event of a spill the Port of Seattle Fire Department shall
be called by way of the Port of Seattle. Place oil absorbent pads and drip pans beneath the
vehicle beingfueled and underparked vehicles (overnightand otherwise). Provide and maintain
absorbent materials,shovels, and five gallon bucketsat the fueling area for spill cleanup.
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SECTION 5-5

BIOTIC COMMUNITIES 1WETLANDS AND FLOODPLAINS

ChapterIV of the FinalEIS (located in VolumeI) presentsthe impactsof the MasterPlan Update
improvementsrelativeto biotic communities(includingcreeks), wetlands, floodplains. Since the
issuance of the FinalEIS, informationconcerningtwo key areashasbeen produced:

* Submission of the wetland fill Section 404 permitapplication to the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers andfurtherdefinitionof wetlandmitigationand MillerCreek relocation mitigation;
and .....

• Surveyof raptorsin the area of the thirdrunway.

This section of the additionalenvironmentalanalysispresents the new information.

The FinalEIS (ChapterIV, Section 16) states:

Approximately40 percentof the detailedstudy area is occupiedby Sea-Tac Airportand is
characterizedby frequentlymowedgrasslandbisectedby serviceroadsandtaxiways. This area
provideslittlewildlifehabitatvalue. Wildlifehabitatsurroundingthe airfieldconsistsof fragnented
habitat,whichis composedof forest,shrub,andgrasslandwithscatteredwetlands.Theseareas are
subjectto a varietyof airport-relateddisturbancesaswell as increasingresidential,commercial,and
industrialdevelopment.Eachof the "WithProject"alternativeswouldremoveapproximatelythe
sameamountsofvegetation(about712acrestotal). Ofthattotal,the majorityis managedgrassland

- (about303 acres),whichprovidestittlewildlifehabitatvalue. Inaddition,about269 acresof forest,
78 acresof shrub,52 acresof unmanagedgrassland,and10 acresof wetlandswouldbe removed
undereach"WithProject"alternative.

About3,700 footof MillerCreekand its tributarieswouldrequirerealignmentand relocationto
completethe runway.About200 feetof DesMoinesCreekwouldrequirerelocationdueto the 600
f[ extensionof Runway34R. About2,200feet of openchannelon DesMoinesCreekwouldrequire
relocationdueto the SouthAviationSupportArea. The 200-footsectionof Des MoinesCreekthat
wouldbe affectedby the extensionof Runway34R is withinthe areathatwouldbe realignedas
mitigationfor SASA. Proposedmitigationwouldreducepotentialimpactson the hydrology,water
quality,andaquatichabitatandbiotaof MillerandDes MoinesCreeksandPugetSound.

The findings of the Final EIS remain current. The following summarizethe status of other
processes and informationdeveloped as part of the mitigation planning, further investigations
were undertakenconcerningwetland impacts,and streamrelocation,andpossible use of the site
by raptors.

1. Wetland Impacts and Relocation of Miller Creek

December 1996, the Port submittedan applicationto the ArmyCorps of Engineersfor a permit
to fallwetlands at Sea-Tac Airport associated with the Master Plan Update improvements in
compliance with the Clean Water Act, Section 404. The 404 permitappficationsubmitted to the
Corps of Engineers includes a completed Joint Aquatic Resources Project Application (JARPA)
form, in a report entitled "JARPA Applicationfor Proposed Improvementsat Seattle Tacoma
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International Airport" dated December 1996. Copies of this document, that includes the

jurisdictional delineation of wetlands at Sea-Tac, the proposed Wetland Mitigation Plan, the
proposed mitigation for relocation of Miller Creek, and accompanying tables and drawings are
available for review at the Port of Seattle Engineering Office at Sea-Tac Airport and the
Northwest Mountain Region FAA Office in Rentort, Washington at the addresses noted on the
cover of this Supplemental EIS. These documents are hereby incorporated by reference.

The Final EIS noted that about 10.4 acres of wetland would be filled in order to complete the
proposed improvements. Since issuance &the Final EIS, the Port has refined its evaluation of the
projects affecting wetlands, including identification of nearly two (2) additional acres of wetland
impacts, documented its review of in-basin mitigation options, and further defined plans for
development of a wetland mitigation site in Auburn.

Based on a refined evaluation of the wetlands, the following impacts were identified:/._

PrelectElement NewData FinalEIS
Runwayimpacts

Embankment 5.46 5.48
BorrowSourceimpacts 1.92 2.38

RunwaySafetyAreas16L/R 2.34 ]_cludedabove
Runway34RExtension 0.00 0.00
Terminal/Landside

N. EmployeeParkinglot 0.81 0.81
Developmentin SASA 1.70 1.70

Total 12.23 10.40

As is noted in Chapter 2 (page 2-19) two alternatives are possible for the relocation of S/154th/S.
156th around the Runway Safety Areas for 16L/16R. Option 1 would result in the relocation of
the road just around the existing RSA, and connect to the existing alignment of the road (it would
not address the alignment of the third parallel runway). This option would affect 2.34 acres of
wetland. Option 2 would account for the new parallel runway, and would relocate the roadway
as shown in the Preferred Alternative (Exhibit 3-3) around the RSA's for all three runways.
Wetlands impacted by Option 2 would include the 2.34 acres from Option 1 plus an additional
0.73 acres that is included in the runway impacts above (5.46 acres noted for the embankment
includes the 0.73 acres for the road relocation), for a total of 3.04 acres.

To mitigate for the unavoidable impacts to wetlands, the Port proposes to create new wetlands on a
47-acre site of an approximately 69-acre parcel located within the city limits of Auburn, Washington.
Wetland mitigation at the Airport, within the watersheds where the impacts may occur, is not feasible
for three reasons: (1) most of the area surrounding the Airport is developed, and not enough available
land exists in the watershed to create compensatory mitigation wetlands without relocation of
additional business and residences; (2) the FAA has indicated that '_vildlife attractions" within 10,000 fl
of the edge of any active runway is not recommended; and (3) wildlife control activities in wetlands
neartheairportwouldconflictwithwetlandhabitatmitigationgoals.Becauseofwildlifeath-_ction
issues,thePortcannotcommittomaintainingsiteson orneartheAirportaswetlandhabitatmitigation

L/ Thequantityof wetlandtobefdledis basedonthebestinformationavailableatthistime.ThePortandFAAdo nothave
accesstoallpropertytobeacquiredforconstructionofthethirdrunway.Itis possiblethatsomeadditionalwetlandareas
couldbe identifiedwhenaccessis availabletoallpropertyintheacquisitionarea.
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in perpetuity. If a wetlandsite were to become a safety concernbecause of its attractionto wildlife,
._ particularlybirds,andjeopardizeaircraftsafety,thePortwouldbe compelledtO removethe hazard,

includingflora and/orfauna. However,the hydrologicfunctionsthe wetlandsperformwouldbe
replacedat the Airportwith the proposedstorm water managementfacilities,relocationof the drainage
channels,and relocation of affectexlportionsofbfiller Creek.

Because much of the wetland mitigationwas establishedbasedon FAA guidance, the FAA Advisory
Circular,approved on May 1, 1997hasbeenincludedin itsentiretyat the endof thissection.

(A)Impacts to Wetlands

Implementationof the proposedSea-TacAirportMaster PlanUpdate improvementswould impact
all or portions of 36 wetlands. The total area of wetland impactis 12.23 acres. Most impacts
wouldoccurduringthe firstphase(1997-2000)ofimplementation,whichincludesconstructionof
thenew parallelrunway,northemployeelot,sitepreparationofthelandknownasSASA, and
runwaysafetyareaupgrades.Thewc_dandmitigationwouldcompev_sateforallanticipated
wetlandimpactsattributedto fullimplementationoftheproposedMasterPlanUpdate
improvements.Table5-5-1liststheimpactsbywetlandlocationandtype.

The ecologicalcharacteristicsofwetlandswithintheproposedimpactareashavebeen
evaluatedandincorporatedintothemitigationdesigntoensurethatmitigationcompensates
forunavoidablewetlandimpactsfromtheentireMasterPlanUpdate.Due tosimilaritiesin
vegetation,manyoftheaffectedwetlandsservesimilarphysicalandbiologicalfunctionsand
havebeengroupedforecologicalassessment.WetlandswithintheimpactareaoccurintheDes
Moines Creek and IV'fillerCreek drainagebasins,where natural habitats (includingwetlands) are
fragmentedby urban development. In addition to substantialfragmentationof habitat, the small
sizeofmostimpactedwetlandssuggeststhattheyfunctionindependentlyratherthanasa natural
ecologicalsystem,

According to the WashingtonState NaturalHeritagePrograminformationsystemand field studies,
no rare plants, high-qualitynative wetlands,or high-qualitynativeplantcommunitiesoccur in the
study area. Nineteenvegetation comnmnitieswere identifiedinthe proposedMasterPlan Update
study area, includingnine (9) wetland and ten (10) uplandvegetationcommunities. The wetland
vegetationcommunitiesincludeforestedwetland, shrub wetland,and¢mcngentwetland.

Wetland Functions and Values: The biologicalandphysicalfunctions of wetlandswithinthe
studyarea were assessedto identifyimportantqualitiesthat shouldbe replicatedby the mitigation
design.

Impacts associated with the Master Plan Update improvementsare to small (<0.5 acre)
wetlands that are isolated from other significantaquatic or semi-aquatichabitat,and occur in a
landscape fragmented by streets, commercial,residential, or airportdevelopment. Therefore,
for most functions, the wetlands were not considered to provide high function. Emergent
wetlands (some with associated shrubhabitat) were rated low for the following functions:
export of production; baseflow support; and control of fioodflow. Forested wetlands (some
with associated shrub habitat) received a low functional value for export of production and
stormwaterrunoff storagefunctions.

The wildlifehabitatfunctionsare generallysignificantto the local vicinity(ratherthanto a larger
landscapeor watershed)becauseurbandevelopmentisolatesthe areafor manyspeciesof wildlife,
and the size of manyof the wetlandsare smallerthan the habitatrequirementsof many mammal
and bird species. The biologicalfunctionsof wetlandsare furtherlimitedby the lackof permanent
open water, the short duration of seasonalpondingor soil saturation,and the highoccurrenceof
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non-native plant species in some emergentwetlands. The wildlife habitat value increases where
trees and/or shrubs areadjacent to the grass-dominated emergent areas. ___

TABLE 5-5-I

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement

CLASSIFICATION, SIZE, AND IMPACTS TO WETLANDS

Vegetatio_ Cover Types Impacted
(Acres)

Wetland Wetland Size Total ImpacP Shrub-
Number Classification t (Acres) (Acres) Forested Scrub Eme_ent

1 Forested 0.07 0.07 0.07 - -

......2..........F.__t .(_/._.0)..........................o:.74.......................o_.74................o:..44..............-...............o:2..9......
3 Forested 0.56 0.19 0.19 - -
4 Forested 5.02 0.46 0.46 - -

.......................................................................................... 4:.5..8. 1.69 0.17 1.525 Fore.M/Shrub-Scrub(I0/90) .......................................................................................--. .........
6 Shrub-Sc_rub 0.87 0.00............................................................................................................ ...................................... ..'7:............... ..-................... ..=.........

.......7............F__.w ._..._.__....._t...................6.:20".......................0_. .................:...................-..................-:.........

........s...........s._s_._.t. .......................................4.:2.s..........................o_..o9...................:...................--_.................:. ........

.........9............._...___..(.6.0/._.0)_..........................._.:.s..s_......................0.1_3_.............o.o.s..................:..................o.:o.s........
10 Shrub-_'ub 0.31 0.00 - - -

.1...1..........Eo_._..._t..(.s.o_.o)_............................o..5o.......................o:..4Z..............._o:E...................:...............o:o?.......

.1_2..........._....__.__.£s.o_o)......................o_1......................o_j............o__..............:.........._!..6......
L3..........._._t ........................................................o.o.5........................o_o.s................=...............:.................o_As"......
14 Forested 0.19 0.19 0.19 - -

Ls.............._..._._.t......................................................oA.s.........................o..zs"...................-...................=..............0,2..s......
L6.............._._._t...............................................................0...0.6.........................0:_....................,..................: ...............o__...........
.1...7.......,..._...._._t.........................................................o,.o_.........................o:o3.....................:.................: ................o:o_......
18 Forested 0.12 0.12 0.12
19 Forested 0.57 0.57 0.57 - -

_2..o..........s...._...E__!...(2o./.!.o).....................o....o:_....................o:_ ..................-_...............o.o.6............._o...o.l_......
21 Forested 0.22 0.22 0.22 - -

At ..........tm__L(9.°/._.°). ................. 0,_..............o._o6........ : ......... 0..oA............O.os.....
.2...3.............._...._._!................................................._7..s..................o:.?.s.s...............: .............._-.............0.Ts__
.2..4............._...._!...............................................O:L4- .................oj..4........... =.......... -...........0,!4.....
25 Forested 0.06 0.06 0.06 - -

26 Em..._..._t 0.02 0.02 - - 0:0.2....
7:7 17--12.2I-.7.111Z111._,........

_._..........._.w:_. fs___.(.o/.__)................LS_p...................o._..............- ...........o_._.............-........
29 Forested 0.74 0.74 0.74 -

......3.o............_st__.S_.b...(..S.0_0)..........................O.S0.......................0.SO...............0.AO..........oAo...........=.........
.3..1............,,_.,_._t.......................................................o.o,,5........................o.._................=...................c................._. ...._ ..............._......_.._t.............................................................o...o5...................._o5...............=..................=..............................
33 Forest_Shrub-Scruh/Emergeat/Opea 17.60 0.00 - - -

Water ............................................................................................................................................................._o_-_o_ ....................

......_ ............_.w._.t_......................................................i.,40..................0__................=..............=............-_._'s-...........3..s..........._._. ....................................................oA!...................oAs ...............=..............-_..........................

......_6.......:....._,.o_,,_. _t............................................o_.3.o.................o__......................=...........=............."d._6............E............_..o.__.s_._Z°./..3.°).............................k_.................L_@...............MZ...........=....................

......_..s............_......_.._.v..s_..s_..'................................o..._....................o__.._.............=.................=..............=........
39 Forested 0.07 0.00 - - .............-....

....._6...........__ ...........,...........................................i_:i_..................b-'.6_--....... 67o"¢"..... =" . .... -........
.-::::7:::::::::::::7::-::: 2..:L.:L_o.o......
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VegetationCoverTypesImpacted
(Acres)

Wetland Wetland Size Total Impacts Shrub-
Classification I..E.._.....__.................................................................................(_;2 ................_._ ............._.._.. .........S.._..b..........E..._.___t...

......42.......,_..._,_.t................................................................o...5.o.......................o:,_.........................-........................-................................
43 Emcrgvnt/Shrub-Scrub/Forcsted/Opan 30.3 0.00 - - -

Water ........................................

.._._....... .F._..._...S...._....b:.S_.b.....................................O.=7O..........................0...00........................-........................-........................-.........
45 Em_.._t ............................................. 5..OO.....................0:._..................-:...:............=..............- ....
46 _ Water 0.06 0.00 - - -
47 _ Water 0.20 0.00 - - -
4s Em_..._._t 0.02 0.00 - - -....................................................................................................................._i_........................- .................,-"..............."/ilia'i".....49 _...e_. ont 0.02

................. ........................................................................Z Z!ICIZZZIIZZIZZ    ZZZI-IZI

.................................................................................................................... 0.48 0.48 -51 Forested 2.41 ..........................................................................

..................................................................................................................... ].00 0.90 0.10 -52 Forested/Shrub-Scrub (90110) .......... .1.:OO..........................................................................
_'_ "Vor_t_...................... 0.60 .............o.:.6.o...................o..._..................-:.................... ......

......_ ........__'_/;_" ................................._£_'6""........ o.oo ....:. ..........._ .............=.._.55 Sh_b-S_b o.o4 o._.....................: .................................................
¥5_ +.......................................................i_']:_..................ii.5 ?._ 2.00 2.ss

I All wetland are pal_c based on USFWS classification system. Where more than one cover type is present, the percent
impact to each cover type is shown in pamntl_sis.

2 Fill of this wetland completed with an approved Section 404 Nationwide 26 permit.

a This wetland was determinednot to bea regulated wetland by the City of Sea-Tac and the Corps of Engineers-

4 Values are rounded to two si_mificant figures. Actual values/totals may differ slightly due to the effects of rounding.

5 -Exact areas of wetland impact are subject to minor changes due to final engineering design and completion of wetland
delineations on private property.

-- Hydrologicfunctions (such as floodflow storage, groundwater discharge, and stormwater
detention) arepotentiallyimportantat the watershed level,because,when present, they may affect
hydrologic and habitat conditions in off-site locations, especiallyfish habitat in lVf.tllerand Des
Moines Creeks. Forested wetlands, on groundwater seeps adjacent to Miller and Des Moines
Creeks,helpto supportthe baseflowof the creeksby providingseasonal or perennialsources of
water. Some of the forestedwetlandsassociatedwith the creekstemporarilystorefloodwaters,
which alleviatesthe severity of downstreamflooding and stresmbankerosion. Other wetlands
help reduce peak flows by collectingand storing storm nmofl_reducing the rateand volume of
water that reachesthe stream systemsduringstorms. The on-sitewetlands havea limitedabilityto
provide these functions,largely dueto their smallsize,the lack of directconnectionsto the creeks,
or topographic conditionsthat limitseasonaldetentionof stormwater.

The groundwater recharge functionof wetlands appearsto be limitedthroughout much of the site.
Many wetlands occur on compact till soils (Alderwood Series) above the lVfillerCreek ana Des
Moines Creek ravines. The wetlandshave formed in shallowdepressionswhere a perched water
table has developed on low permeabilitytill. Due to the low permeabilityof the till layer, it is
unlikelythese wetlands contn_outesignificantlyto recharge of groundwater.

These functional assessmentswere used in developingthe appropriatenn'figationfor the proposed
improvementsat Sea-Ta¢Airport.

As was noted earlier, wetland impacts will occur due to the three specific development
actions: l) development of the third parallel runway and use of on-site borrow sources, 2)
Relocation of S. 154_ Street due to the Runway Safety Areas; 3) development of the No.rth
Employee Parking Lot (north of SR 518); and 4) Development of the area known as tile
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South Aviation Support Area (SASA). The following summarizethe alternatives to these
projects:

(1) Third Parallel Runway/Use of On-Site Borrow

The following alternatives were considered for the thirdparaUelrunway and borrow source
areas;

* Use of OtherModes of Transportation - Threeforms of other modes of transportation
were considered(Auto/Bus, Rail, and Telecommunication)and are described on Page 3-1
and 3-2 of this SupplementalEIS. As discussed, less than 5% of passengers could use
alternative of modes of transportation. A reduction in trafficby 5% would not eliminate
the need for the proposed project. Therefore,while this alternative is feasible,2/it would
not address poor weather operating requirementsof the Airport. The FAA's 1995
Capacity Enhancement Studyfound that currently,poor weather related delay causes the
airlines increasedoperating costs of about $24 million annually. When aircraftoperations
reach 425,000 (now forecast to occur by 2003), delay levels would reach about 82,000
hours at a cost of $132 million annually. When activity reaches 525,000 operations (now
forecast to occur aroundthe year 2019), delay levelswould reach 283,000 hours at a cost
of $454 rnillion._t/

e Use of OtherAirportsor Constructionof a New Airport- A substantial amount of study
and deliberationover an 8 year period has been conducted concerningthe development of
a new/replacement airportor a supplementalairport. The regional consideration of this
alternative showed that this is not a feasiblealternativebecause: 1) there is not sponsor for
such an undertaking, 2) regional consensus is that there is no "feasible" site, and 3)
neither the lack of sponsor nor the conclusion of the PSRC's regional planning process
appears to depend on the level of airtraveldemandin the region.

s Activity/DemandManagemen_- The primaryobjectiveof activitymanagementalternatives
is to increase airport efficiency by the airport operator's establishment of pricing or
regulatory actions, thereby delaying or eliminating the need for future airport _"-
development. The Flight Plan Study concluded that "... demand managementmeasures
will at best delayfor a few yearsthe needfor capacityimprovements. For purposes of this
analysis, therefore,it was assumed the maximumdemandmanagementset of measures will
delay capacityimprovementsfor five years." This conclusion has been supportedby the
PSRC Expert Panel on Noise and Demand/System Managementin their December 8,
1995 final order on system/demandmanagement. Therefore, as this action would not
satisfy the need,currentpoorweather demandswould remainand would continue to grow
in the future. While this is feasible, it is not a prudentalternativebecause of the delay
costs incurred at Sea-Tac. The FAA's 1995 Capacity EnhancementStudy found that
currently,poorweatherrelateddelay causesthe airlinesincreasedoperating costs of about
$24 millionannually, when aircraftoperationsreach425,000 (now forecast to occur by
2003), delay levels would reach about 82,000 hours at a cost of $132 million annually.
when activity reaches 525,000 operations (now forecast to occur aroundthe year 2019),
delaylevels would reach283,000 hours at a cost of $454 million.

e Other Development at Sea-Tac Airport - Several alternative runway layouts (locations,
lengths, and orientations) were considered. As was shown, only a parallel air carder
length runway,with a 2,500 foot separation fi'om 16L/34Rwould satisfy the poor weather
operating needs. An air carrierrunwayof any length, with the anticipated demand for air

travel that is now forecast, would likely result in 1.5 DNL or greater noise levels at these
historic sites. Runways with a separation of less than 2,500 feet were considered, these

gJ Feasible for this analysis is defined as a action that can be enacted through sound en0nesrin8 principles.

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, Capacity Enhancement Plan Update, FAA, July 1995. Page 19.
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locations could not be used during poor weather conditions and thus the existing poor
weather delay would not be addressed. While this is a feasible alternative, it is not prudent
due to the delay levels that would be experienced. The FAA's 1995 Capacity
Enhancement Study found that currently, poor weather related delay causes the airlines
increased operating costs of about $24 million annually. When alrcraR operations reach
425,000 (now forecast to occur by 2003), delay levels would reach about 82,000 hours at
a cost of $132 million annually. When activity reaches 525,000 operations (now forecast
to occur around the year 2019), delay levels would reach 283,000 hours at a cost of $454
million.

About 1.92 acres of wetland impacts are associated with the excavation of fill material
from on-site sources. Alternatives to the wetland fill would be use of off-site sources.

The Final EIS,-"vas well as Section 5-4 of this Supplemental EIS, describe the impacts that
would result from the construction haul, including social impacts, noise impacts, air
quality impacts, etc. Impacts to the wetlands at these on-site borrow source locations
could be avoided, but would result in environmental related tradeoffs, primarily
construction related surface transportation. The following contrast the wetlands at each
of the on-site borrow source locations:

On-SiteBorrow FillAvailable Wetlands PossibleDaily
Source (MCY) (Acres) 1-Way Trips

#1 6.60 0.68 225
#2 0.65 0.0 22
#3 2.90 1.24 99
#4 2.20 0.0 75
#5 1.75 0.81 60

#8 0.30 20.7 ........ 11 .............................................

The Port of Seattle has agreed to not excavate material from On-Site Sources #5 and #8.
Impacts to wetlands associated with Borrow Area #5 could occur regardless of excavation
for the runway, as the site is planned for use as a future employee parldng lot, as is
discussed later in this section. Therefore, the project scope has been designed to avoid
20.7 acres of wetland associated with Borrow Area #8. Further trade-offs could occur by
not excavating fill from other on-site sources, but would result in use of off-site material
and the associated off-airport truck trips. For each lmillion cubic yard of material
imported from off-airport sites, about 45,460 truck trips would result, which could
amount to an average 33 truck one-way trips per day (or about 3 one-way trips during a
peak hour). Because of the negative impacts associated with off-airport truck trips, and
the ability to provide equal or better wetland resource through mitigation, avoidance of
wetland fill of the on-site sources is not prudent.

• Use of Technology - As is shown, no technology exists (or appears eminent) that would
address the poor weather operating constraints experienced at Sea-Tat. While a Localizer
Directional Aid (LDA) would address visual flight rule conditions, it would not address
the instrument flight rule conditions (poor weather) and it would likely result in increased
noise exposure at other residential and locally significant historic sites. Because half of the
poor weather constraint would not be addressed, delay would result. While this
alternative is feasible, it is not a prudent alternative. The FAA's 1995 Capacity
Enhancement Study found that currently, poor weather related delay causes the airlines
increased operating costs of about $24 million annually. When aireraR operations reach
425,000 (now forecast to occur by 2003), delay levels would reach about 82,000 hours at

O_ Final Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma
InternationalAirport, FAA and Port of Seattle, February, 1996.
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a cost of $132 million annually. When activity reaches 525,000 operations(now forecast
to occur around the year 2019), delay levels would reach 283,000 hours at a cost of $454 . ....
million.

• Delayed or Blended Alternatives - This alternative has become the Preferred Alternative,
as the new construction schedule for the runway would entail it being available 5 years
later than was addressed in the Final EIS.

• Do-Nothing - as is discussed, the Do-Nothing alternative would prevent the adverse
impact to the 4(f) properties, but would not satisfy the purpose and need and as a result
poor weather related arrival delay would increase. The FAA's 1995 Capacity
Enhancement Study found that currently, poor weather related dday causes the airlines
increased operating costs of about $24 million annually. When alrcraf_ operations reach
425,000 (now forecast to occur by 2003), delay levels would reach about 82,000 hours at
a cost of $132 million annually. When activity reaches 525,000 (now forecast to occur
around the year 2019), delay levels would reach 283,000 hours at a cost of $454 million.
Therefore, it is not a prudent alternative. _..................

(2) Runway Safety Areas 0LSAs)

The following alternatives were considered for the Runway Safety Areas:

• Declared Distances/Displace the runway threshold: Recognizing that airports may incur
difficulty in achieving the full RSA standard, the FAA has enacted declared distance
criteria. With the declared distance criteria, the FAA requires that an airport declare
which portions of the runway are available for take-off and landing, so that the full 1,000-
foot safety areas are provided for operations on the runway. Those portions of the
runway declared not usable for takeoff and landings are then considered part of the RSA.
The following declared distance/displaced thresholds were considered:

- Runway 16R: - .....

-- (Alternative RSA-1A) A 250-foot displacement to the threshold of Runway End
16tL This alternative would include a partial grading and filling for 750 feet of the
area north of the existing runway threshold. With the 250-foot displacement, the
full 1,000-foot long RSA would be provided. This alternative would avoid the
northward relocation of South 154th Street, but would require the construction of
a retaining wall along the roadway and relocation of api_roaeh lights and other
navigational aides. However, when in north flow (arrivals on 34L or departures on
34L) the ASDA (accelerate-stop distance available) and LDA (landing distance
available) would be reduced by 250 feet. In south flow, a reduced LDA of 250
feet would occur. The Port estimated that this option would cost between $3-6
million to complete. For these reasons, this alternative was found unreasonable.

-- (Alternative RSA-2A) A 450-foot displacement to the threshold of Runway End
16tL This alternative is the same as the above, except with an expansion of the
existing RSA out to 550 feet, using a 450 displacement of the north runway end to
achieve the requisite 1,000 feet. While other lengths could occur, this distance
would avoid the development of the retaining wall. As a result, a 450-foot
reduced LDA to the south on Runway 16R would occur. The Port estimated that
this option would cost between $1.0 and $3.0 million to complete.

The reduced landing distances would restrict the usage of taxiway M to some
aircraft, thus increasing the runway occupancy. For these reasons, this alternative
was found unreasonable.
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-- (Alternative RSA-3A) A 770-fo0t displacement to Runway End 16R. This
alternative would use the existing 230 feet of full-width RSA with a 770-foot
displacement. This alternative would result in a 770-foot reduction in the LDA to
the south and a 770-foot reduction in the ASDA to the north. A relocation to
South 154th would not be required. The Port estimated that this option would
cost between $0.5-1.5 million to complete.

Because of the reduced available runway length, aircraft landing would not be able
to use the existing taxiway exits in an efficient manner. Thus runway occupancy

I would be increased or additional taxiway exits would need to be developed, For
these reasons, this alternativewas found unreasonable.

Runway 16L:

-- (Alternative RSA-1B) A 300-foot displacement to 16L (which is currently
displaced 490 feet - thus theexisting displacementwould be reduced), and a slight
buildout of the 16L RSA to 700'. As a result of the displacements,the south flow
LDA would be reducedto 11,600 and the ASDA would be 11,900 feet. In north
flow, the LDA would be reduced to 11,600 andthe ASDA would be reduced to
11,600 feet. Due to the length requirementof 12,500 feet identifiedin the Master
Plan Update, displacement of this runway was not considered a realistic
alternative.

Relative to declareddistances, the FAA noted to the Port in a February1993 letter "The
FAA strongly recommends that declared distances not be used at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport. Aircraft operations during low visibilityconditions are a major
concern. Declared distancelightingwould he requiredin additionto low visibility lighting
and result in a confusing lighting system during low visibilityoperations. We recommend
you consider relocating the threshold to adjoin the starting boundary of the RSA"._/ For
these reasons, these alternatives were not found reasonable. However, because the Port
must address the RSA compliance issue, if clearance, grading and filling were not
undertaken, the declared distances would be the Do-Nothing action.

• Clearance, grading, filling and development of the req-lsite areas for 1,000 feet beyova
the existing pavement end: These alternatives would result in the conventional
configurations for the RSAs.

• Runway 16R (Alternative RSA-4A): To provide the necessary area, the north RSA
would require the relocation of South 154th Street around the RSA. About 2.34 acres
of wetland would be affected by the relocation of South 154th Street around a
corrected RSA for this runway. While the road could be tunneled under the RSA, the
cost of such tunneling is prohibitive, about $40 million. Consideration was given to
avoiding the tunnel, and attempting to minimize the impactsof the RSA by developing
a retaining wall. The cost of a retaining wall to avoid the tunnel would cost about
$12.5 million more than the Preferred Alternative to avoid the impacts to wetlands,
but would result in 1.13 acres of wetland impact.

_5/ LetterfromPaul Johnson,CivilEngineer,SeattleAirportsDistrictOffice tothePortof Seattle,February19, 1993
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The following contrasts the costs of the South 154_' Street relocation options:

Wetland
Scenario Imoact(ac) Cost

Tunnel- AvoidW_dands 0.00 $46.2million
RetainingWall- MinimizeImpacts 1.13 $19.3million
PreferredAlternative 2.34 $6.8 million

Source:HHTB,December1996

As compliance with RSA standardsmust occur, the only other alternativewould be
use of the declared distances, which is not prudentwith the Region's low-visibility

_.............. :..... conditions as discussedearlier, or the fill of wetlands with mitigation provided by
equal or higher qualitywetlands as is proposed.

- Runway 16L (Alternative RSA-4B): CurrentlyRunway 16L is displaced460 feet due
to trees that once penetratedthe approach surfacesto the runway. Therefore, two
options exist: 1) maintain the current threshold and clear and grade the requisite 1,000
feet or 2) remove the displacementand clear and grade the requisitearea. The first
optionwould requireclearingand gradingfor 310 feet, while the second option would
require800 feet. In eithercase, South 154tbStreet and the airportservice road would
requirerelocation. While neither of the options for this runway end would affect
wetlands, the relocationof South 154thStreet would requirecoordination with the
RSA for 16R.

• Delayed Alternative- As is noted earlier, SEPA requires the considerationof the benefits
and disadvantages of delaying implementation of the proposed alternative. Delaying
implementation of actions to addressing the RSA issues is not possible, due to the FAA
grant assurances. Therefore, the only non-development options would _be the
establishment of declared distanceprocedures and displacedrunway thresholds.

• Do-Nothing/No-Build 6, This alternative would maintain the current RSA dimensions,
which do not meet FAA requirements. As this option may result in the FAA bringing an
RSA enforcement actionagainst the Port of Seattle, it is not a reasonable alternative. The
result of a Do-Nothing alternativewould be the requirement that displaced thresholds be
developed, as described previously. While this option is considered to be a last resort
action for airports with low visibility conditions, it is technicaUy feasible; declared
distances are not recommended due to the low visibility lighting confusion that pilots
could experience. Each displacement would require relocation of approach lights and
other navigation aides.

(3) North Empio_'eeParkin2 Lot

As a landsiderelated project, the following alternativeswere considered:

• Use of Other Modes of Transportation Alternatives - Alternative modes of
transportation were evaluated in terms of their capability to meet the needs of freight
shippers and travelers who presently use Sea-Tac Airport. Based upon the
characteristics of freight shipments and travelers from Sea-Tac, alternative modes of

Technically,theliteralDo-Nothingis.not an optionforaddressingtheRSA issues. ThePortof Seattlehas_ opfio_lar_f_
addressingRSAs,bothof whichreqmresome_tion: grade.anddevelopoff _ ea_ of me .runwaysorestablxsn.Ce_lareddistanceprocedures.TheDo-Nothingalternativepresentedm thisEISreflectsthenoa-aevelopmentactiontaec
distances).
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transportation, such as rail (traditional or high speed) or automobile/bus, cannot be
- realistically considered as providing a suitable solution to needs identified in this study

at Sea-Tac Airport.

• Use of Other Airports or Development of a New Airport Alternatives - An extensive
study of the development of a replacement or supplemental airport was conducted by
the Puget Sound Regional Council. This study found: "The Executive Board
concludes that there are no feasible sites for a major supplemental airport within the
four-county region and that continued examination of any local sites will prolong
community anxiety while eroding the credibility of regional governance. ''7' Based on the
analysis presentedearlierandthe findings of the Puget Sound RegionalCouncil, it is unlikely
that use of otherairportsor developmentof a new airportarereasonablealternativesto serving
future air traveldemands.

• Activiw/Demand Alternatives - Another group of alternatives which are frequently
suggested when considering airport development include traffic demand management
and activity restrictions. As was described in a preceding section, activity alternatives
would not reduce demand such as to prevent the need for improvements at Sea-Tac
Airport.

• Landside Development at Sea-Tac Airport Alternatives -Chapter 3 of this
Supplemental EIS, beginning on Page 3-14 discusses the alternatives to this project.

• Delayed/Blended Alternative - Delaying implementation of the SASA would result in
the Do-Nothing for some period. This alternative is not a reasonable alternative as it
would not satisfythe need_

• Do-Nothing/No-Build Alternative - The Do-Nothing alternative would result in the
Airport remaining as it is today. Therefore, future operational congestion and delay
would not be relieved, and would increase. Although this alternative may not be
prudent, it is feasible, and therefore, is one of the alternatives considered throughout
the Environmental Impact Statement.

(4) Development of SASA

The following summarize the alternatives to satisfying future terminal/landside improvements
that envision the development of cargo and maintenance functions in the area known as the
South Aviation Support Area:

• Use of Other Modes of Transportation Alternatives Alternative modes of
transportation were evaluated in terms of their capability to meet the needs of freight
shippers and travelers who presently use Sea-Tac Airport. Based upon the
characteristics of freight shipments and travelers from Sea-Tac, alternative modes of
transportation, such as rail (traditional or high speed) or automobile/bus, cannot he
realistically considered as providing a suitable solution to needs identified in this study
at Sea-Tac Airport.

• Use of Other Airports or Development of a New Airport Alternatives - An extensive
study of the development of a replacement or supplemental airport was conducted by
the Puget Sound Regional Council. This study found: "The Executive Board
concludes that there are no feasible sites for a major supplemental airport within the
four-county region and that continued examination of any local sites will prolong

_TJ PSRC Executive Board Resolution EB-94-01.
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community anxietywhile eroding the credibilityof regional governance."-• Basedonthe
analysispresentedearlierandthe findingsof the Puget SoundRegionalCouncil,it is unlikely -:-
thatuseof otherairportsor developmentof a newalrpor_are reasonablealternativesto serving
futureair traveldemands.

• Activity/DemandAlternatives- Another group of alternatives which are frequently
suggested when consideringairport development include trafficdemand management
and activity restrictions. As was described in a preceding section, activity alternatives
would not reduce demand such as to prevent the need for improvements at Sea-Tac
Airport.

• Landside Developmentat Sea-Tat AirportAlternatives- The following summarizes
options to addressingcargoand maintenancefacilities.

Centralized Cargo Option - About 176 acres of land would be required to centralize
the cargo facilities in a single complex. To centralize the facilities, it is assumed that
the existing cargo facilitieswould be abandoned and redeveloped at another location
on-airport. Two locations for centralizedfacilities were identified: the area known as
the South Aviation Support Area (SASA) and a north site. Because of the site
characteristics and size requirementsand cost, the complete redevelopment of a new
centralizedcargo complexis not practical.

Decentralized Cargo Option - The decentralized cargo option would result in
supplementing existing cargo facilities at new sites on-airport. Decentralized cargo
facilitiescould be developedwithin the existingcargo development (to the north of the
Main Terminal),furthernorth on existing airport propertyor in the SASA. Within the
existing cargo area, all of the year 2005 needs can be served and about 67% of the
year 2010 cargo building area needs can be accommodated and about 57% of the
hardstand needs. The post year 2005 forecast needs can then be accommodated in the
SASA.

AircrcrftMaintenance - As is describedin the Final EIS and Record of Decision of the
South Aviation Support Area (SASA), three principal objectives will be met through
the development of the SASA: to accommodate displaced line maintenance facilities,
to accommodate future line maintenance facilities, and to accommodate a major base
maintenance facility. That EIS addressed three sites for the development of aircrat_
maintenance needs: northeast, far north and southeast. The northeast was rejected as
there is insufficientland to develop the requisite 84 acres. The far north site (located
north of SR 518, west of 24th Avenue South) was rejected because of the cost of
developing a taxiway bridge over SR 518, and fallrequirement costs.

Because of the need to use portions of the SASA site for supplemental cargo facilities,
the extent of aircraft maintenance facility development in the SASA would be dictated
by the displacement caused by alternative terminal development.

= Delayed/Blended Alternative - Delaying implementation of the SASA would result in
the Do-Nothing for some period. This alternative is not a reasonable alternative as it
would not satisfythe need.

• Do-Nothing/No-Build Alternative - The Do-Nothing alternative would result in the
Airport remaining as it is today. Therefore, future operational congestion and delay
would not be relieved, and would increase. Although this alternative may not be

PSRC Executive Board Resolution EB-94-01.
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prudent, it is feasible, and therefore, is one of the alternatives considered throughout
- the Environmental Impact Statement.

(13)Evaluation of Mitigation In the Same Basin

The recommendedpreferencefor selectingwetlandmitigationsitesin Washingtonis as follows: (1)
on-site and in-kind; (2) off-site, withinthe watershed, and in-kind;(3) off-site, out of the
watershed, and in-kind;and (4) off-site, out of the watershed, and out-of-kind. The proposed
mitigationrepresentsoption 3 (off-site,out of the watershed,and in-kind). Mitigationwithin the
Sea-Tac Airportoperationsarea (on-site)was eliminatedl_omconsideration,because the siting
criteriafor the first and second preferencescouldnot be met. In addition,on-sitemitigationcould
be subjectto degradationf_omwildlifecontrolfor safetyreasons,or on-goingairportoperations.

In evaluating option2 (off-site,withinthe samewatershed),the 1W_dlerCreekbasin andDes Moines
Creek basins were examinedfor suitablemitigationdevelopment. All undeveloped,non-forested,
non-wetland siteswith average slopesless than 5% were identifiedin both basins. Based on these
criteria, 19 potentialmitigationsiteswere identified,six (6) of which are betweenairport runways
and taxiways at Sea-Tac Airportand cannotbe used for wetland mitigation.The suitabilityof the
thirteen remainingsites (althoughall are withinthe 10,000-ftradiusof concernfor wildlifehazards
to aircraft) for wetlandmitigationwas evaluatedfurther. Exhibit 5.5-1a and 5.5.1b shows the
sites considered.

For this level of analysis,it was assumedthat each site identifiedcould be modified to perform
hydrologically,so evidenceof high water tableswas not considered. Large sites(in this instance
greater than 30 acres) are pmfcn-edbecause combining the functions of several small, isolated
wetlands in a singlelarge wetlandmitigationsite enhancesthe probabilityof achievingmitigation
goals, ensuringlong-termprotection,andultimatelyprovidingwetlandfunctionsto compensate for
project impacts. A site at least 30 acres in sizewould allow an averagemitigationratio of 2:1 with
adequate buffers. Compensating for wetland impacts on more than one site offers fragmented
habitat blocks of less overallvalue. However,in order to adequatelyaddressthe issueof mitigation
within the watersheds,smallersites(at least l0 acres) were alsoevaluated.

Fieldverificationof each site identifiedprimarylimitingfactorsfor wetland mitigationwithin the
watersheds:

1. Most of the potential sites are too smallto supportthe compensatorymitigationon one site,
which would resultin two or moresites without habitat connectivityto each other or to other
habitat areas;

2. The watersheds are largelyurbanizedand most of the potential sites are fragmentedby home,s,
roadways, or other development;and

3. Proximity to the existingandproposedrunwayscreates a potentialb_7__rdbetween birds and
aircraft.

Table 5..5-2 liststhe evaluationconsiderationsforeach of the 19areas.

The primary reason for pursuing mitigation outside the airport area is due to potential bird
strike incidents. Increased aircraft operations frequently results in conflicts between aircraft
and birds. Bird strikes and jet-engine bird ingestion have caused in the worst situations,
aircraft to crash and resulted in loss of human life, or in lesser cases millions in dollars of
aircraf_damage. Such examples include a Boeing E-3 that crashed at Elmendorf Alaska in
September 1995 after it ingested about 30 Canada geese on departure, resulting in the crash of
the aircrai_,killingall 24 on board.
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Jet engines are more vulnerable to birds than prop ah'craft. Although the largerengines are
designed to withstand ingesting an occasional small bird, a large bird or large number of
smaller birds sucked into a jet aircraftengine can do significantdamage and/or disable the
engine. When flyingat 200 milesper hour, a two-poundgull can produce the force equalof
over 10,000 pounds. In a jet flyingat 600 mph, the samegull would produce a force of 36
tons. Bird strikes in North America are most frequentduringthe months of August through
October. Between 1986 and 1990,nearly 7000 bird strikes were reportedin North America.
According to the FAA's AeronauticalInformationManual, 90 percent of bird strikes occur
when aircraRare under3,000 ft altitude, which typicallyoccurs with 3-5 miles of an airport.
Over 50 percent of the strikes were reported when aircrai'_are below 100 feet altitude (above
the airfield),or within 1,000 feet of touchdown.

A variety of birds findairportlandsattractivefor feeding,roosting,andloafing. Large soaring
or flocking birds, such as raptors, gulls and blackbirdsrepresent the greatest hazards.

..... Airports serve as attractantsto birds for reasons ranging from the airport being a large
undeveloped landsource in an urbanarea, to the actualbirdattractantpropertiesof the airport
itself. Runways drawbirdsduringcolder seasons, as pavement is typicallywarmerthan grass,
and birds settle around the heat. Second, a wet runwayreflects its adjacentairfieldlighting.
At night, this causes the pavementto resemblea lake, attractingshorelinebirds. Because of
the natural attraction provided by airportfacilities,FAA discouragesairportsfrom providing
furtherattractionsof water, feedingand restinghabitat.

AtSea-TacAirport,approximately20birdstrikeincidentsoccureachyear.9_Currently,thePort
ofSeattleisattemptingtodecreasethebirdstrikehazardsbyremovinglargetreesthathavegrown
neartherunwaysandbyrelocatingpopulationsofCanadageesefromTyeeValleyGolfCourse.
Creationofadditionalwildlifehabitatthatwouldincreaseuseoftheareabybirdswouldnotmeet

' the goals of the MasterPlan Updateimprovementsin whichlandingand take-offsafetyis a major
consideration.

(C)prop_sed Wetland Mitigation in Auburn

The 47-acre mitigation site is part of a 69-acre parcel located within the City of Auburn
immediately west of the Green River. The undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the recent
past and currently supports a mix of upland pasture grasses and forbs that are common to
abandoned agricultural land in the Puget Sound basin. Approximately 4.3 acres of emergent
wetland was delineated during previous site investigations and is included in the 47-acre
portion of the site proposed for mitigation (only 0.27 acres of these wetlands would be
impacted by the mitigation). The wetland mitigation would be located a minimum of 200 R
west of the ordinary high water mark of the adjacent GreenRiver.

The site is bound by a variety of land uses including agriculture to the north and south;
undeveloped land, multi-family housing, and a drive-in theater to the west; and the Green
River, patches of dparan forest, and undeveloped, forested slopes on the east side of the
Green River. King County is proposing to construct a trail along the Green River, east of the
proposed mitigation project. The site is currently zoned single-family residential (R2) by the
City of Auburn and the 1995 Comprehensive Plan designation is singl.e-family. The site is
nearly level but gently slopes to the northwest, with elevations ranging from 45 ft in the
northwest corner to 52 R along the eastern property boundary. The mitigation site is within
the boundaries of the DraR Mill Creek Special Areas Management Plan (SAMP).

9./ Portof Seattlerecords,December1996.
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- The overall wetland mitigationgoal is to compensate forunavoidablewetland impactsby in-kind
replacementof habitat. Thiswould be accomplishedby creatinga diverse replacementhabitatwith
a net gain in functionalvalueand acreage. Specifically,mitigationgoalsare as follows:

1 - Create about 21 acres of palustrineforested, scrub/shrub,and emergentwetland at an average
replacement ratioof 1.5:1;

2 Consolidate impactsof many lowerfunctioningwetlandsinto one large wetland ecosystem on
a single site with long-term protection. Maximize habitat value of the new wetland by
providinghabitat connectionsor corridorsto other significanthabitatareas;

3 Provide in-kind wildlifehabitat replacementwhile maximizingpublic safety and minimizing
wildlife hazardstoaircraJt;and

4 Mitigateforall impactedhydrologicfunctions(waterquality,floodstorage, andstormwater
storage) within the lvfiller Creek and Des Moines Creek watersheds, with an overall
replacementratio of at least 1:1.

Table 5-5-2 fists the goals of the mitigation site. The off-site wetland mitigation site is
designed to provide in-kindreplacement of wetland habitatfunctions affected by the proposed
Master Plan Update improvements. Although not related to impacts of the proposed Master

.................Plan Update improvements, additional Green River floodplain storage capacity would be
created as part of the design process to assist issues being faced by the City of Auburn.

Wildlife Habitat - Construction of the forested, shrub, and emergent wetlands would create
conditions that provide habitat for a variety of wildlifespecies. Habitat structure and availability
would change as vegetation matures over the next several decades,and the wildlifespecies using
the site are expectedto change over time.

Post-constructionhabitatstructureinproposedforested wetlandswouldbe similarto regenerating
forest, and would develop mature forest habitat attributes after several decades. The shrub
understory would enhancethe development,of habitat structure. Songbirduse, in early stages of
habitat development,would include foliage and bark-gleaningspecies (kingiet,chickadee, bushtit,
vireo) that forage in the area. In later years, Oregon ash, vine maple, willow, red cedar, and
hemlock seed production would be used by additionalsongbird species. Smallmammals would
likelyforage on the forest floor for seeds andinvertebrates,eventhough optimalhabitat conditions
would not occur for one or more decades. As a tree canopybeginsto develop, it would provide
nestinghabitat and cover for predator avoidance.

Post-construction habitat structure in shrubwetlands would generallybe similarto that of forested
systems during the first severalyears of development. However, since shrub communities would
periodicallybe flooded, ground-dwellinganimalswould be less common. The shrubcommunity
would reach functionalmaturityin 15to 25years followingplanting.

Emergent communitieswould providerestingand foraginghabitatfor shore and water birds within
one (1) year of planting. Following two (2) to three (3) years, most of the intended wildlife
functions should be present, and followingfive(5) to ten (10) years, relativelymature communities
shouldbe present.

Tree-nesting songbirds (such as thrushes, vireos, and warblers) are expected to use horizontal
branches for nesting when the canopy closes enough to provide cover. Leaf litter and forest
detrituswould begin to accumulate,providinghabitat for the invertebratesthat amphibians(such as
ensatina), smallmammals,andground-foragingbirdsfeed on. Smallmammals,in turn, are likelyto
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become food for predators,suchas barredowls. Overthe course of severaldecades,competition
for light, or disease would result in mortality. Dead and decayingtrees would provide woody .....
debrisand snaghabitatfor flickers,woodpeckers,and smallcavity-nestingbirds.

The shruband emergentwetlands shouldreachstablehabitatconditionsearlierthanthe forested
wetland community. Shrubwetlandcommunitiesshouldproduceforageand nestingopportunities
withintwo to ten years. Swainson'sthrushand Wdsods warblersuse moist shrubhabitatsfor
nesting and foraging. Berriesproducedby salmonberry,elderberry,and red-osierdogwood are
used by several songbirdspecies to supplementfall and winter diets. Shrews and other small
mammalswould consumeinsectandaquaticinvertebratesthat thrivein shruband emergent
wetlands.Wadingbirds,suchasgreatblueheronsandbitterns,canfeedonsmallmammalsand
amphibians.

Although flooded emergent wetlands can provide substantialforage opportunitiesfor ducks,
habitatuse would varywith proximityto uplandpredatorcover. Waterfowl,which are waryof
denseshrubsthat allowpredatorsto approachundetected,preferinterspersionof floodedemergent
vegetation and open water. Slough s_. go, spike rush,and scouringrushare all speciespreferred
by dabblingducks and geese duringnugration.Narrow-leafburreedis preferredby dabblersand
migratingwood ducks. As decayingvegetationbuildsup in flooded areas, shovders,pintails and
other diving species coulduse gro.wingpopulationsof plankton,algae,,aquatic insects, and snails.
Additionally,some amphibiousspecw,s, suchas Pacificgiant salamander,northwesternsalamander,
and rough-skinned newt commonly migrate through terrestrial habitats and could use the
mitigation site. _-,......

Constructionof the mitigationwetlandwould requirethe excavationof about 375,000 cubic yards
of soil. A basinwould be excavatedthat would rangein depth from 4 to 12 feet. Approximatdy
one-third of the materialwould be selectivelystockpiled on the site for use as backfill The
remainingmaterialwould be availablefor uses, includingfill for nearbyarea developments, or
possiblyas part of the fillrequirementat Sea-TacAirport.

Stormwater runoffcould cause erosion of the soilsdisturbedduringground clearing,excavation,
and stockpilingof earthmaterials. Stormwaterrunoffmay also carryother pollutants,such as oil
or fuel, from constructionequipmentand vehiclesinto nearbywater courses. Mitigationmeasures
to control impacts from stormwatorrunoffduringconstruction could includethe following: 1)
protectionof disturbedareas by coveringstockpiledsoilswith plastic and exposedsoilswith stravr,
2) minimizationof the extent and durationof exposed soilswith revcgetationas soon as possible;
3) use of silt fences,hay bales,sedimenttrapsor other constructionBest ManagementPractices to
control eroded sedimentfrom leaving the site; and 4) construction equipment would be well
maintainedto ensurethat they are not leakingfuel oroil.

The constructionequipment accessingthe site would be expected to use South 277= Street and
AuburnWay North. If materialwere transportedto Sea-Tac, it would then use the haul routes
discussed in Section 5-4 "Construction Impacts". If it were used to satisfyfallrequirementsfor
other regional developments,access would be expected from Auburn Way to that site. Because
AuburnWay is a major arterial,with significantaveragedailytrafficlevels,the additionof as many
as 30-40 truck trips per hour would not be expected to have a significanteffect (the truck trips
would representloss than 3% of total traffic)on surfacetransportationconditionson any major
arterialor highwayinthe vicinityof the mitigationsite. No changes wouldbe expected in levelsof
serviceon these roadways.

The Final EIS =zmmarizeda site assessmentthat was performedfor this mitigationsite. No new
additional informationhas arisenconcerningthat assessment.
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These and related topics are discussed in more detail in the document "Wetland Mitigation Plan for
Proposed Master Plan Update Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" dated
Decmnber 1996, which is attached to the JAKPA application noted previously.

(D) Proposed Relocation of Miller Creek

The proposed Master Plan Update improvements include fill activities that would directly affect
three areas in the IVfiUerCreek watershed due to the proposed third parallelrunway embankment.
The IVfdlerCreek basin encompasses about 8 square miles and includes a smallportion of Sea-Tat
Airport, as well as parts of the cities of SeaTac and Burien. Sea-Tac Airport covers an estimated
5% of'the entire basin. The h/fdler Creekwatershed consists of drainagechannels that originate at
Arbor, Burien, and Tub lakes, surface water and seep drainages from the north end of Sea-Tat
Airport; and overflows from the Rdoa Regional Stormwater Detention Facility and Lora Lake.
The creek generally flows south and southwes toward Puget Sound. The are_ of this basin that
would be affected include: ....

I. Area 1 includes approximately 980 feet of iVfdler Creek. The affected portions e0aend
approximately 1,000 feet south of Lora Lake.

2. Area 2 includes Class Ill drainage channels totaling 2,080 feet, that originate as seeps in the
Airport Operations Area (AOA) then flow west to Miller Creek.

3. Area 3 includes 200 feet of the Class m headwaters of Walker Creek These waters, which
originate from seepage and storm water runoffat the comer of 12th Avenue South and South ...................._.....
176th Strut, flow northwest to SR 509.

The primary mitigation goal is to replace the basic characteristics and functions of the three
portions of lVfdler Creek and its associated drainage channels that would be affected by the
proposed airport improvements. 1VfiIlerCreek in Area 1 is no longer in a natural stream channel
because the creek has been dredged and straightened for farmland reclamation and wetland
drainage. Land development, roadway construction, and past airport development have also
altered the segment. The goal of the Miller Creek relocation (Area l) is to provide a new stream
channelofat leastthesamelengthastheexistingchannel,withenhancedfeatures.

A farmditchlocatedintheprojectareaflowsparalleltolVfillerCreekforapproximately800 feet.
The ditch provides positive drainage for the westerly portion of the farm, connecting to the main
channel near South 156th Way. A small segment of the side channel (approximately 250 feet)
would be impacted by the fill; however, because this segment is at the upper end of the side
channel, drainage and conveyance would not be affected. No habitat would be impacted, since the
channel flows intermittently in response to ra_ and has little riparian habitat due to fanning. For
these reasons, no mitigation is proposed.

Area 2 consists of two small intermittent drainage channels with an indication of minor seepage.
Area 3, the headwater of Walker Creek, contains a short segment of drainage channel. All three
drainage channels have been affected by existing airport drainage, perimeter road crossings, or
channelization. The mitigation goal for Areas 2 and 3 is replacing the drainage function of the
channels.

The proposed ]vffller Creek channel would be constructed near the bottom of a broad, fiat valley
located south of Lora Lake. The existin8 1,080-i_-long main channel of lVfdlerCreek would be
displaced approximately 200 feet to the west. The new ]VfillerCreek channel would be constructed
near the lowest path through the broad fiat trough that defines the creek floodplain in the project
area, with the channel edge offset from the proposed fill a _um of 25 feet to provide a buffer.
Channel slope and minimum flow depth would influence final channel alignment. The new creek
would connect with the existing Miller Creek channel downstream at the earliest possible point to
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I. INTRODUCTION

This Record of Decision (ROD) provides final Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) approval for the Master Plan Update

development actions adopted by the Port of Seattle (POS) on
August 1, 1996, in POS Commission Resolution # 3212, as amended
on May 27, 1997, in POS Commission Resolution No. 3245.

This ROD provides final approval for those agency actions
necessary in order to provide FAA support for a new 8500-foot
dependent air carrier runway, for a 600 foot southerly extension

of runway 16L/34R, for expanded runway safety areas for runways
16R and 16L, and for various landside Master Plan Update

improvements scheduled to be completed through the year 2010.
The phasing of these various projects is graphically presented on

pages 2-22 to 2-23 of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement [FSEIS], and is also presented in Appendix A of this
ROD.

II. BACKGROUND

Over the past decade, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
has worked closely with local and regional officials and with the
Port of Seattle (POS) aviation planning staff to investigate ways
in which to accomm_odate the increasing passenger and operational

activity demands at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-
Tac). As documented in Chapter I of the Final Environmental

Impact Statement (FEIS) and in Chapter 2 of the FSEIS, the
present airport runway configuration, with two closely-spaced

runways, is currently responsible for significant airside delays,

particularly during poor weather conditions, and is forecast to
be responsible for increasing such delays in the future.
Furthermore, the present design and configuration of airport

landside facilities cannot adequately accommodate projected
increases in activity without severe landside congestion.

On the regional level, the FAA has worked for a number of years

with the local metropolitan planning organization [currently
entitled the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC)], and with other
local planning agencies, to find solutions to the related
problems of inadequate capacity and increasing delays which are
forecast for See-Tac. The FAA participated in the 1989-1992

Flight Plan Study, which recommended a multiple airport system
that included a new runway at Sea-Tac. The agency also funded a
PSRC study of the feasibility of a major supplemental airport,
which concluded on October 27, 1994, with PSRC Resolution # EB-

94-01, determining that there were no feasible sites for such a
airport, and deciding not to proceed with further such studies on

3
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a regional level (See FEIS Appendix B for detailed information on
regional alternatives). --_

On January 5, 1994, the FAA began the public phase of the
environmental process involving POS site-specific development

proposals, which included a third Sea-Tac runway, by announcing
in the Federal Register its intent to prepare an Environmental
Impact Statement (EIS), and by requesting scoping comments (59
Fed. Reg. 645). Scoping meetings were held with the general

public and with Federal, State and local agencies on February 9
and 10, 1994 (See FEIS Appendix A for detailed information on
this scoping process).

During this same time frame, the POS began its Master Plan Update

study, designed to develop recommendations for improvements to
Sea-Tac which would reduce existing and forecasted poor weather

aircraft operating delay and would accommodate forecasted growth
in passengers, cargo, and aircraft operations. The Master Plan
Update study process occurred concurrently with the initial

environmental studies discussing the impacts of the development
actions being proposed.

On April 24, 1995, the FAA publlshed in the Federal Register a

Notice of Availability of the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS) [60 Fed. Reg. 20149]. Public comments were

taken on the DEIS from the date of its release until August 3,

1995. During the comment period, two public hearings were held,
on June 1, 1995 and June 14, 1995. Final Environmental Impact
Statement (FEIS) Appendix T, located in Volumes 5, 6, and 7, .......
contains the transcript from the public hearings, and letters

commenting on the DEIS which were received from the public and .....•
government agen_ccies. FEIS Volume 4, Appendix R contains

responses to the issues presented during the comment period.

The FEIS, approved by the FAA on February 1, 1996, was released

to the public on February 9, 1996 (.see 61 Fed. Reg. 5056). The

FEIS addressed areas of public concern by way of modifications to
the DEIS text and specific responses to public comments.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) published a notice
of the availability of the approved FEIS, pursuant to 40 CFR

1506.10 (61 Fed. Reg. 6243) in the Federal Register on February
16, 1996.

Although the FAA did not solicit public comments on the FEIS (on

issues other than air quality conformity), several public
agencies, community groups, and citizens nevertheless submitted

written comments for agency consideration on the FEIS. Appendix

A of the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
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(FSEIS) responds to substantive agency and public comments on the
FEI$, other than those pertaining to air quality conformity.

On July ii, 1996, in Resolution A-96-02, the PSRC General

Assembly approved an amendment to the Metropolitan Transportation
Plan to include a third runway at Sea-Tac Airport, with specific
noise reduction measures based upon the recommendations of an
expert Panel.

On August 1, 1996, the Commissioners of the Port of Seattle met

to discuss the Master Plan Update proposals discussed in the
FEIS. During the course of that meeting, by approving Resolution
No. 3212, they adopted and approved a preferred development
alternative, and authorized implementation of the first phase of

those development actions. To date, due to the superseding
events discussed below, no such implementation activity has taken
place.

In May of 1996 the FAA Northwest Mountain region became aware of
the fiscal year 1996 Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) prepared by the

FAA headquarters Office of Policy and Plans. The TAF suggested
that the air travel demand forecasts used in the Master Plan ..............._.....

Update may have significantly understated the actual demand

currently being experienced at Sea-Tac Airport and likely to be

experienced at the airport in the foreseeable future. Over the
next six months, a more detailed reexamination of those national

forecasts, with more focus upon local conditions, was undertaken
by the FAA and the Port of Seattle, together with their
consultants. In December 1996, the FAA decided that a

Supplemental EIS (SEIS) was necessary in order to reexamine, with

public participation, how this anticipated growth might affect

the conclusions reached in the February 1996 FEIS.

By Federal Register notice dated December 27, 1996 [61 Fed. Reg.

68327], the FAA published a Notice of Intent to prepare this
SEIS. On February 4, 1997, the FAA and the POS released a Draft

SEIS to the public. A public notice of availability of the Draft
SEIS was published in local newspapers on February 9, 1997, in

the Federal Register on February 13, 1997 [62 Fed, Reg. 6831] and
by the Environmental Protection Agency [EPA] on February 14, 1997
[62 Fed. Reg. 6969]. A public hearing was held at the Sea-Tac

International Airport on March 4, 1997, during which oral
comments were taken from approximately 26 members of the public.
By the March 31, 1997, close of the public comment period, 85
written public comments on the DSEIS had been received
[reprinted at Final SEIS Appendix G]. All substantive oral and

written public comments [including those pertaining to air

quality conformity] are responded to in Appendix F of the FSEIS.

5
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On May 13, 1997, the FAA signed and released the FSEIS to the

public. A public notice of availability of the FEIS was published ....
in local newspapers on May 19, 1997, in the Federal Register on

May 21, 1997 [62 Fed. Reg. 27831] and by the Environmental
Protection Agency [EPA] on May 23, 1997 [62 Fed. Reg. 28469].

Although not solicited, further public comments (not pertaining
to air quality) were received on the FSEIS, which are responded
to in Appendix D of this ROD. Public Comments on the FSEIS Air
Quality analysis are responded to in Appendix E of this ROD.

On May 27, 1997, the Commissioners of the Port of Seattle met to
discuss the Master Plan Update proposals discussed in the FSEIS.

During the course of that meeting, by approving Resolution No.
3245, they again adopted and approved a preferred development
alternative [as outlined in Appendix A of this ROD], and

authorized immediate implementation of the.-first phase of those
development actions.

III. THE PROPOSED AGENCY ACTIONS AND APPROVALS

FEIS page II-42 outlines a variety of actions that will require

Federal approval prior to undertaking the proposed development
actions. The majority of these actions will require FAA

approval. However, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, a
cooperating agency for the FEIS, will be responsible for
permitting processes under Section 404 of the Clean Water Act and
Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act. The necessary FAA

actions, determinationsand approvals are summarized below. .......

a. Determination of project eligibility for Federal grant- .-
in-aid funds (49 U.S.C. S 47101, et. Seq.) and Passenger Facility

Charge [PFC] funds (49 U.S.C. S 40117), for land acquisition and
relocation (49 CFR Part 24), site preparation, runway, taxiway,

runway safety area, and other airfield construction, terminal and
related landside development, navigational and landing aids, and

environmental mitigation.

b. Conclusions regarding air quality conformance of the
proposed facility with applicable air quality standards under the
Clean Air Act, as amended. (42 U.S.C. _ 7506, Section
176(c)(I)), and 40 CFR Part 93).

c. Approval for relocation/upgrade of the existing airport
traffic control tower and various navigational aids (49 U.S.C. §
44502(a) (i)).

d. Decisions to develop air traffic control and airspace

management procedures to effect the safe and efficient movement
of air traffic to and from the proposed new runway, including the

6
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development of a system for the routing of arriving and departing
traffic and the design, establishment, and publication of

standardized flight operating procedures, including instrument

approach procedures and standard instrument departure procedures
(49 U.$.C. § 40103(b)).

e. Determinations, through the aeronautical study process,
under 14 CFR Part 77, regarding obstructions to navigable

airspace (49 U.S.C. S 40103(b) and 40113).

f. Determinations under 14 CFR Part 157 as to whether or not

the agency objects to the airport development proposal from an

airspace perspective, based upon aeronautical studies (49 U.S.C.
§ 40113(a)).

g. Determinations under the 49 U.S.C. Sections 47106 and
47107 pertaining to FAA funding of airport development
[including approval of a revised airport layout plan (ALP), 49
U.S.C. § 47107(a) (16)], Environmental approval (see 42 U.S.C. §S

4321-4347, and 40 CFR S 1500-1508), and approvals under various
executive orders discussed in the ROD.

h. A certification that the proposed facility is reasonably

necessary for use in air commerce or for the national defense
(see 49 U.S.C. S 44502(b)).

IV. ALTERNATIVES ANALYSIS ....................

The Master Plan Update Study process identified four broad

development needs at Sea-Tac, which formed the basis for the
site-specific EIS. These four needs, discussed in detail An FEIS

Chapter I and in FSEIS Chapter 2, are s-mmarized as follows:

(I) zn_rove the poor weather airfield operating =apabilit_ in a
manner that accommodates aircraft activity with an acceptable

level cf aircraft delay;

(2) Provide sufficient runway length to acconenodate wamweather

operations without restricting passenger load factors or payloads

for air=raft typem operating to the Pacific Rim;

(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSA's) that meet _arrent FAA

standards; and

(4) Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to
aacx_nv_date future aviation demand.
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FEIS Chapter II and FSEIS Chapter 3 discuss in detail the
alternatives considered by the FAA and the POS during the EIS
study process for each of these four identified needs. For each

need, the no action alternative was also considered. A s-mmmry
of the FAA's consideration of alternatives for each of these
needs is set forth below:

(i) Improve _heI_oE weathez airfield operating capability in a

manner that a=cx_mmodatel air=raft a=t.ivity with an a==ept_ble
level of aircraft delay;

The Puget Sound region of Western Washington is renowned for its

poor weather, characterized by frequent precipitation, clouds and
fog. Under FAA aircraft separation criteria, the two existing
Sea-Tac runways are too close together to permit simultaneous

approaches to both runways during much of this poor weather.
Under these weather conditions, therefore, there is but one

usable approach path for aircraft landing at Sea-Tac. A one
runway airport operates much differently from a multiple runway
airport in terms of its ability to accommodate aircraft landings
during periods of heavy air traffic demand. The FEIS and FSEIS

document the current and forecasted aircraft delays resulting

from the inadequate spacing of the two existing Sea-Tac runways,
and the resulting single approach stream of air traffic during
poor weather.

_As_no_ed at the beginning of this ROD, the FAA has participated
for many years in regional attempts to find a solution to the

Sea-Tac delay problem through the development of a replacement or

supplemental airport or airports, or the expanded use of existing
airports, in the Puget Sound region, in order to reduce the
aircraft demand existing at and forecast for Sea-Tac (see FEIS
Appendix B). However, for the reasons documented in the EIS and

SEIS, the FAA has concluded that these regional solutions are
currently not reasonable alternatlves to meet the defined need.

Likewise, the FAA has considered the reduction and management of
demand at Sea-Tac through the use of other modes of

transportation, demand and system management alternatives, and

the use of additional air traffic and flight technology
alternatives, and concluded that these alternatives would not
meet the defined need.

As discussed at FEIS 1-13 and at FSEIS 3-5 to 3-6, the FAA and

the POS have in recent years made a n-mher of procedural and
technological improvements at Sea-Tac, which have increased the
efficiency of the air traffic flow. However, we have now

exhausted all known available and reasonable improvements of this
nature. Additional technological and procedural alternatives
which have been suggested are not reasonable solutions to the

defined need, for the reasons explained at FEIS II-14 through II-

B
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18, and in response to public comments in FEIS Appendix R and in
FSEIS Appendix F.

Finally, the FAA has considered the use of delayed or blended
alternatives as a means to avoid the immediate construction of a

new runway at Sea-Tac. For the reasons discussed in FSEIS pages
3-6 to 3-7, the FAA and the POS have decided that limitations on

financial resources, and a refined consideration of the
construction process, require extending the runway construction

period and delaying the commissioning of the runway until late in
the year 2004. It is recognized that this delay will cause
significant inconvenience to the traveling public and additional
costs to airport users. However, the phasing plan outlined at
FSEIS pages 2-22 to 2-23 represents a compromise which balances
construction-related financial constraints with the costs

associated with rapidly increasing airside delays.

As part of the POS Master Plan Update, an extensive evaluation
was undertaken, summarized at FEIS pages II-12-14, to identify

the appropriate alignment, spacing and length for a proposed
third runway. The FAA worked closely with the POS to develop the
assumptions and methodologies during this portion of the
alternatives evaluation, which relied upon FAA design standards

and the results of recent FAA Capacity Enhancement Plan updates.
The FAA believes that this evaluation process was appropriately
conducted, and therefore does not consider it necessary, in its

independent Federal consideration of alternatives, to undertake a

de novo comprehensive alternatives analysis of alignment,
spacing, and length issues. The Port of Seattle, as the sponsor
and airport operator, has the fundamental role of planning and

developing aviation facilities at Sea-Tac.

Considered further in FEIS Chapter IV and in FSEIS Chapter 5,

were the reasonably foreseeable environmental consequences of the

Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative and the site-specific runway
development alternatives. These evaluations concluded that the

proposed third runway project would not result in any significant
environmental impacts which could not be adequately mitigated
[see ROD Section VI and Appendix F for summaries of mitigation].

The Port's decisions, at its August 1, 1996, and May 27, 1997,

Commission meetings, to proceed with a third parallel runway
spaced at 2500 feet from runway 34R/16L, and 8500 feet in length,

are well supported by airspace, engineering, environmental, and
financial considerations, as documented in the Master Plan Update
and in the FEIS and FSEIS.

Under the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative, a third runway at Sea-
Tac would not be developed now or in the near future. However,

Federal adoption of this alternative would fail to alleviate the

9
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current and forecast airside delays at Sea-Tac which are
documented in the FEIS and FSEIS. Although the FEIS and FSEIS
find that, with appropriate mitigation, the POS preferred i

" alternative will have no significant environmental impacts, the
Do-Nothing/No-BuildAlternative would still be the least
environmentally impacting alternative, and thus the Do-

Nothing/No-Build alternative is environmentally preferable.
However, since it would fail to accomplish the principal purpose
and need for the project, this alternative is not supported by
the FAA.

In its consideration of alternatives, the FAA has been mindful of

its statutory charter to encourage the development of civil
aeronautics and safety of air commerce in the United States (49

U.S.C. 40104). We have also considered the congressional policy
declaration that airport construction and improvement projects
that increase the capacity of facilities to accommodate passenger
and cargo traffic be undertaken to the maximum feasible extent so

that safety and efficiency increase and delays decrease (49
U.S.C. 47101(a)(7)).

As a further policy consideration, the construction and operation
of the proposed third Sea-Tac runway will alleviate delays and

congestion at Sea-Tac International Airport, as extensively
documented in the administrative record for this ROD. Although
the $587 million cost for property acquisition, runway
construction, and environmental mitigation (as specified in the

SEIS) is significant by any standard, the annual delay savings
.... from an 8500 foot new runway are expected to be approximately

$438 million by the year 2005, and $646 million by the year 2010.

ROD Appendix G presents a recent Beneflt-Cost Analysis for the

third runway project, prepared by the agency's System and Policy
Analysis Division at FAA headquarters. That analysis reflects
that the total benefit of the proposed runway exceeds the total

project cost by a factor of approximately 5, based upon a
comparison of present values of benefits and costs. Based upon
the Appendix G figures, discounted to present value, it is

evident that if the third runway becomes operational by the year
2005, the delay savings will compensate for the runway costs
within a two year period.

Although the benefit/cost analysis reflects savings from both
airline operation and passenger delays, there are other more
qualitative considerations. The FAA and the POS seek to relieve

passenger and public inconvenience, and to make travel to and

from this region more attractive by reducing travel delay and

uncertainty. The FAA therefore concludes that the third runway
project is both cost effective, and otherwise worthy of Federal
support through the approvals in this ROD.

I0
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This support and these approvals do not, however, suggest that an
FAA commitment to provide a specific level of financial support
for the new runway project has yet been made. Future FAA

discretionary funding decisions will be based upon the statutory
criteria set forth in 49 U.S.C. § 47115(d), and upon the FAA

policy announced in the Federal Register on June 24, 1997 (62
Fed. Reg. 34108), or under subsequent revisions to that agency
policy.

After careful consideration of the analysis of the impacts of the
various alternatives considered, and of the ability of these

alternatives to satisfy the identified purpose and need for this

proposal; and after review and consideration of the testimony at
the various public hearings, of the comments submitted in

response to the circulation of the DEIS, FEIS, DSEIS and FSEIS
and of coordination with Federal, state and local agencies; and

after considering the policy matters discussed above; the FAA
hereby selects the runway alternative adopted and approved for

construction by the POS on August 1, 1996, and on May 27, 1997,
as the FAA's preferred runway alternative.

(2) Provide sufficient runway lengt_h to ac=ommodate warm weather

operations without rast._icting passenger load factors or payloads

for aircraft types operating to the Pacific Rim.

The FEIS documents the inability of existing Sea-Tac runways (at
9,425 and 11,900 feet) to service unrestricted warm weather non-

stop operations to Pacific Rim destinations. The inability of
Sea-Tac to accommodate unrestricted operations to these

destinations is expected to result in ever-increasing airline
economic losses throughout the planning period (estimated at $1.2

million in the year 2000 and $2 million by the year 2010).

The Master Plan Update determined that a 12,500 foot runway is
the minimum length necessary to permit unrestricted B747-200B

operations at 76°F. Although consideration was given to meeting

this need by extending runway 16R/34L to a length of 12,500 feet,
this alternative was rejected as unreasonable due to impacts on
wetlands and the expense of roadway relocations, as discussed in
the FEIS. Consideration was also given to development of a new

third runway with a 12,500 foot length, but this alternative was
also rejected due to the extensive disruption of existing

development and the expense associated with roadway relocation,
as discussed in the FEIS. The FEIS identifies a 600 foot

southward extension of Runway 16L/34R as being the most cost
effective and least environmentally damaging development
alternative. The net cost of this runway extension is estimated
at $12,700,000.

11
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With regard to the Delayed/Blended alternatives, although these
were considered at FEIS page II-21, they were dismissed from

further study and not chosen as the preferred alternative.
.... Although the POS had not earlier identified a preferred

development date for this aspect of the Master Plan Update (see
FEIS footnote #19, page II-44), the Final SEIS [at page 2-22]
states an intent to proceed with this development aspect of the
Master Plan Update in the year 2010, when it is anticipated that
this development project will become cost-effective (payback

period estimated at Ii.i years in year 2000 but reduced to 6.5
years by the year 2010). In order to maintain the integrity of
the FEIS environmental process, which requires the consideration
of connected, cumulative and similar actions in one document, the

FEIS and FSEIS evaluated this runway extension project during

this EIS process. Under FAA Order 5050.4A paragraph 102.b., a
written environmental reevaluation of this project will likely be

required prior to the commencement of construction.

Under the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative, a runway extension at
Sea-Tac would not be developed now or in the foreseeable future.
Although the FEIS and FSEIS find that, with appropriate

mitigation, the POS preferred alternative will have no
significant environmental impacts, the Do-Nothing/No-Build
Alternative would still be the least environmentally impacting

alternative, and thus the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative is
environmentally preferable. However, since it would fail to

accomplish the principal purpose and need for the project, this
alternative is not supported by the FAA.

Having considered the policies set forth at 49 U.S.C. sections
40104 and 47101, the ability of the available alternatives to
meet the articulated need, and the administrative record which

concerns the proposed runway extension, the FAA hereby selects as
its preferred alternative the runway extension alternative
identified in the FEIS as the POS planning staff's preferred
alternative, as adopted by the POS as part of its Master Plan

Update and ALP at its August I, 1996, and on May 27, 1997,

meetings.

The FAA's approval of the runway extension project in this ROD

signifies that the project meets FAA standards for approval of
the agency actions discussed in Section II of this ROD. It does

not, however, signify an FAA commitment to provide financial
support for the runway extension, which is a decision which may
not be made unless and until the project can be justified under
the criteria prescribed by 49 U.S.C. S 47115(d), and under the

agency policy announced in the Federal Register on June 24, 1997
(62 Fed. Reg. 34108), or under subsequent revisions to that

agency policy.
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(3) Provide Runway Safety Areas (RSA' s) that meet current FAA
standards.

The FEIS documents the fact that existing Sea-Tac runways do no_
meet current FAA safety design standards, in that three of the

four runway ends have RSA's which are of insufficient length to
ensure safe operations in the event of aircraft runway overruns
[As noted at FEIS 1-18 and at FSEIS 4-3, the RSA for runway end
34L was brought into compliance in 1995]. FAA approval of the
RSA for runway end 34R was provided in a FAA Record of Decision

dated April 18, 1996, notice of which was given through

publication of an announcement in several local newspapers
[discussed at FSEIS 3-8 and 4-3]. Construction is expected to be

completed in late 1997.

For the remaining two RSAs (16R and 16L), consideration was given

to the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative during the EIS process. A
literal do nothing approach (See FEIS II-24, footnote #12) was

rejected as an unreasonable option early in the process, since it
would not address the immediate need to correct a runway design
which does not meet current FAA standards. Considered further as

part of the detailed analyses of development alternatives 2, 3,
and 4, were the No-Build alternative (requiring the establishment

of displaced threshold/declared distance procedures for each
runway), and the POS preferred alternative, involving the

_ __. construction of a 1,000 foot RSA for the two remaining runway
ends, as well as standard size RSAs on both ends of the new

proposed third runway.

Under the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative, these runway safety

area improvements at Sea-Tac would not be developed now or in the
near future. Although the FEIS and FSEIS find that, with

appropriate mitigation, the POS preferred alternative will have
no significant environmental impacts, the Do-Nothing/No-Build
Alternative would still be the least environmentally impacting

alternative, and thus the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative is

environmentally preferable. However, since it would fail to

accomplish the principal purpose and need for the project, this
alternative is not supported by the FAA.

AS explained at FEIS page II-23, the FAA does not favor the
establishment of displaced threshold/declared distance procedures

at Sea-Tac, for reasons of safety and efficiency. Accordingly,

having considered the policies set forth at 49 U.S.C. sections
40104 and 47101, the ability of the available alternatives to
meet the articulated need, and the administrative record which

concerns the proposed RSA extensions, the FAAhereby selects as

the FAA's preferred alternative the RSA extension alternative

]3
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adopted by the POS as part of its Master Plan Update and ALP, at

its August i, 1996, and May 27, 1997, meetings. .....

The FAA's approval of the RSA extension projects in this ROD
signifies that the projects meet FAA standards for approval of
the agency actions discussed in Section II of this ROD. It does

not, however, signify an FAA co--,_ment to provide a specific
level of financial support for the RSA extensions, which is a

future decision which will be made under the agency policy
announced in the Federal Register on June 24, 1997 (62 Fed. Reg.
34108), or under subseguent revisions to that agency policy.

(4] Provide efficient and flexible landside facilities to

a=cxmnodate future aviation demand_

The FEIS and FSEIS document the need to incrementally improve
existing terminal and other landside facilities at Sea-Tac over
the next several decades, in order to alleviate the congestion

and passenger inconveniences anticipated to result from regional
growth and increased demand for airport services.

During the EIS process, the FAA considered but rejected for
further detailed evaluation, the reduction of demand at Sea-Tac

landside facilities through the development of a replacement or
supplemental airport or airports in the Puget Sound region,

through the use of other modes of transportation, or through
. demand and system management alternatives. For the reasons

discussed in the FEIS, the FAA concluded, as it did in the case P

of the proposed third runway project, that these alternatives
were unreasonable.

Although Delayed/Blended alternatives were also rejected in the
FEIS as not meeting the need for landside improvements, it should
be noted that the POS originally planned to incrementally expand
and improve the Sea-Tac landside facilities discussed in the FEIS

over the next 25 years, as the need for specific improvements was
justified by the rate of increased demand placed upon existing
facilities. With the accelerated demand forecast An the FSEIS,
the terminal and landside facilities are now needed even sooner

than originally forecast in the FEIS, and accordingly, the
Delayed/Blended alternative is an even more unreasonable

alternative. The current project phasing plans documented at

FSEIS pages 2-22 to 2-23 and in Appendix A to this ROD represent
earlier timeframes for many of these terminal and landside
facilities, in order to accommodate these increased demand
forecasts.

Carried forward for detailed evaluation in FEIS Chapter IV, and

considered also in FSEIS Chapter 5, were the Do-Nothing/No Build

14
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alternative, along with three development alternatives, centered
around a central terminal concept, a north unit terminal concept,

and a south unit terminal concept. As part of the POS Master
Plan Update, an extensive engineering and financial evaluation
was undertaken by the POS, to evaluate these proposed landside

improvements. The FAA worked closely with the POS to develop the
assumptions and methodologies during this portion of the
alternatives evaluation. The FAAbelieves that this evaluation

process was appropriately conducted, and therefore does not
consider it necessary, in its independent Federal FEIS
consideration of alternatives, to undertake a de novo

comprehensive alternatives analysis of these landside
improvements. The Port of Seattle, as the sponsor and airport

operator, has the fundamental role of planning and developing
aviation facilities at Sea-Tac. The preferred alternative

recommended in the FEIS and FSEIS by the POS's planning staff
(the North Unit Terminal concept), is well supported by airspace,
engineering, environmental, and financial considerations, as

documented in the Master Plan Update and in the FEIS and FSEIS.

Under the Do-Nothing/No-Build alternative, these landside

improvements would not be developed now or in the next several
decades. However, Federal approval of this alternative would
fail to alleviate the congestion and passenger inconveniences

anticipated to result from regional growth and increased demand
for airport services. Although the FEIS and FSEIS find that,
with appropriate mitigation, the POS preferred alternative will
have no significant environmental impacts, the Do-Nothing/No-

_- BuildAlternative would still have the fewest developmental

impacts. However, the Do-Nothing/No-BuildAlternative would not
be the environmentally preferable alternative, since it would

fail to alley!ate the significant environmental impacts

associated with increased surface transportation congestion,
which the preferred alternative is designed to remedy.
Furthermore, since the Do-Nothing/No-Build Alternative would fail

to accomplish the principal purpose and need for these landside
development projects, this alternative is not supported by the
FAA.

Accordingly, having considered the policies set forth at 49
U.S.C. sections 40104 and 47101, the ability of the available
alternatives to meet the articulated need, and the administrative

record which concerns these landside development projects, the

FAA hereby selects as the FAA's preferred alternative the
landside development recommended in the FEIS and FSEIS by the

POS's planning staff (alternative #3, North Unit Terminal), as
adopted as Part of its Master Plan Update and ALP, and as

partially approved for immediate construction by the POS at its'

August 1, 1996, and May 27, 1997, meetings.
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The FAA's approval of these landside expansion and improvement

projects in this ROD signifies that these projects meet FAA
.. standards for approval of the agency actions discussed in Section :

II of this ROD. It does not, however, signify an FAA commitment

to provide a specific level of financial support for these
projects, which must await future decisions to be made under the
criteria prescribed by 49 U.S.C. S 47115(d), and under the agency

policy announced in the Federal Register on June 24, 1997 (62
Fed. Reg. 34108), or under subsequent revisions to that agency

policy.

V. THE AGENCY FINDINGS

The FAAmakes the following determinations for this project,
based upon the appropriate information and analysis set forth in
the FEIS and FSEIS and upon other portions of the administrative
record:

A. The project is consistent with existing plans of public

agencies for development of the area surrounding the airport. [49
U.S.C. 47106(a)(1)].

The determination prescribed by this statutory provision is a
precondition to agency approval of airport project funding

applications ....It has_._g-standing policy of the FAA to
rely heavily upon actions of metropolitan planning organizations

(MPOs) in amending regional airport system plans (RASPs) to
satisfy the project consistency requirement of 49 U.S.C.
47106(a) (1)[see, e.g., Suburban O'Hare Com'n v Dole, 787 F.2d ....
186, 199 (7th Cir, 1986)]. Furthermore, both the legislative

history and consistent agency interpretations of this statutory
provision make it clear that reasonable, rather than absolute
consistency with these plans is all that is required.

Under the provisions of both Federal and State Law (see FEIS

Appendix S, and FEIS Appendix R, response to comment R-2-1), the
Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) has been designated as the

MPO for the Puget Sound metropolitan area, and given primary
responsibility for transportation planning in the region. On

April 29, 1993, the PSRC adopted Resolution No. A-93-03 amending
the Puget Sound area RASP, to provide for a third runway at Sea-
Tac. That resolution stated that a third Sea-Tac runway shall be

authorized by April 1, 1996, subject to the following three
conditions:

1. Unless shown through an environmental assessment, which will

include financial and market feasibility studies, that a

supplemental site is feasible and can eliminate the need for the
third runway. [By PSRC resolution EB-94-01, dated October 27,
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1994, the PSRC determined that a supplemental airport site was
not feasible].

2. After demand and system management programs are pursued and
achieved or determined not to be feasible, based upon independent

evaluation. [By final order dated December 8, 1995, the expert

panel appointed by the PSRC to independently evaluate this issue,
determined that that demand and system management programs were
not feasible].

3. When noise reduction performance objectives are scheduled,

pursued and achieved based on independent evaluation and based on
measurement of real noise impacts. [By final order dated March

27, 1996, a PSRC expert panel found that the POS had not
satisfied this condition. However, on July 11, 1996, in

Resolution A-96-02, the PSRC General Assembly approved an

amendment to the Metropolitan Transportation Plan to include a

third runway at Sea-Tac A/rport, with specific noise reduction
measures based upon recommendations of the expert panel].

In consideration of the above-described actions of the PSRC in

emending the local RASP to authorize the third runway project
[more fully described at FSEIS pages 4-1 to 4-2], the FAA is
satisfied that 49 U.S.C. 47106(a) (1) has been fully complied
with.

With regards to this issue, however, the FAA has also reviewed
the substantial documentation in the administrative record

demonstrating that throughout the EIS process the POS has shown
great concern for the impact of theproposed development actions
on surrounding communities, and has attempted to ensure the

consistency of its project proposals with the planning efforts of

neighboring communities. The administrative record for this
Record of Decision includes a detailed chronology of coordination

between the POS and neighboring jurisdictions concerning local

planning proposals, along with documents describing the extensive

public meetings, hearings, and other means by which public

participation in project planning was acco-__odated. Further
discussion of consistency of the proposed development projects

with public agency planning is summarized at FEIS pages IV.2-7
through IV-2-18, and at FSEIS Chapter 4.

As noted in the referenced text, Sea-Tac A/rport lies almost

totally within the boundaries of the City of SeaTac. The extent
to which City of Sea-Tat regulations apply to Sea-Tac Airport

development is unresolved, and the POS is currently involved in a
process with the City to resolve this question. Meanwhile the
POS has committed itself to participating in the City's land use

planning activities, to address any issues relating to the

proposed Sea-Tac Airport development to the extent required.
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As discussed at FEIS IV.2-10 through IV.2-16, the cities of Des

Moines, Normandy Park, Burien, and Tukwila have each engaged in
recent land use planning actions which appear designed to limit

airport expansion. These local plans and ordinances establish
land use compatibility guidelines with noise levels for
residential and other noise-sensitive areas that are

substantially more restrictive than those established by the FAA.
Some of these local plans and ordinances also establish zoning

policies (a prohibition on use of lands acquired by public
entities to be used for new commercial activities). These

ordinances purport to restrict the use of some lands within these
jurisdictions (e.g., for the third runway northern Runway
Protection Zone), needed by the POS in order to implement

important safety and aircraft operation aspects of its preferred
alternative.

It has not yet been decided under Washington state law whether
the Master Plan Update proposed development actions would be

subject to any of these plans and ordinances adopted by these
adjacent cities. Thus there may be little or no inconsistency
here. Wlth regard to noise planning, the FAA has considered the

fact that implementation of the POS preferred alternative will
not result, after mitigation, in any significant increases in
noise impacts on lands of these neighboring jurisdictions. To the

extent that these adjacent cities impose restrictions on land
acquisition by the POS for essential aviation safety and aircraft
operation purposes, the FAAbelieves that such planning policies

are inapplicable and invalid under Federal law.

In making its determination under 49 U.S.C. 47106(a)(i), the FAA
has considered the fact that each of these local governments has

been represented on the PSRC, and has participated as a member of
that organization in its decision to authorize the third runway

project at Sea-Tat (although some of these local governments may
have disagreed, as individual PSRC members, with that ult_nate
decision). The FAA has also reco_ized the fact that none of

these Jurisdictions has regulatory authority over airport
operations, since long-established doctrines of Federal

preemption preclude these communities from regulating aircraft
operations conducted at Sea-Tac.

Furthermore, these local government planning policies, which

appear designed to obstruct the proposed Sea-Tac development,

appear to be in conflict with provisions of the Washington State
Growth Management Act, 1990, such as those found at RCW SS
36.70A.100 and 36.70A.200, which require these city comprehensive
plans to be coordinated with and consistent with regional policy

decisions (e.g., the 1995 update of the Vision 2020 Growth and
Transportation Strategy. Vision 2020 is the region's long'range
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growth management, econom/c, and transportation strategy. The
_ransportation component of Vision 2020 specifically incorporates
PSRC Resolution A-93-03 which authorizes the third runway

project).

The Growth Management Act also requires these local plans to be
coordinated with and to be consistent with King County countywide

planning policies and the comprehensive plans of King County and
neighboring cities such as Sea-Tac, and prohibits any local
comprehensive plan from precluding the siting of essential public
facilities such as airports.

Given the FAA determination in this ROD, under appropriate
Federal law, that there is a compelling need for the proposed

Sea-Tac improvements, as documented in the FEIS, it is
inappropriate for these local conunities to attempt to exercise

local zoning control in a manner which would conflict with the
domestic and international aviation requirements of this airport.
If there were to be a conflict between Federal and local

policies, the local policies must give way to the Federal
policies, under the doctrine of Federal preemption.

B. The interests of the community in or near which the pro_ect

may be located have been given fair consideration.
L49 U.S.C. 47106(b) (2)]

The determination prescribed by this statutory provision is a
precondition to agency approval of airport development project

funding applications. The regional planning process over the
past decade and the environmental process for this project-
specific EIS which began in 1994 and extended to this point of

decision, provided numerous opportunities for the expression of
and response to issues put forward by communities in and near the
project location. Nearby communities and their residents have

had the opportunity to express their views during the Draft EIS
public comment period, at several public hearings and a

congressional hearing, as well as during the comment periods

following public issuance of the FEIS, the DSEIS, and the FSEIS,.
The FAA's consideration of these community views is set forth in

FEIS Appendix R, in FSEIS Appendix F, and in Appendix A of this
ROD.

C. The State of Washington has certified in writing that there
is reasonable assurance that the pro_ect will be located_
designed, constructed, and operated in compliance with applicable

air and water quality standards [49 U.S.C.S 47106 (c)(1)(B)].
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The determination prescribed by this statutory provision is a
precondition to agency approval of airport development project

- funding applications involving a major runway extension or new
runway location.

By letter dated December 20, 1996 [see Appendix B to this ROD],
the Washington State Department of Ecology, acting under

delegated authority from the Governor of the State of Washington,
provided this certification, conditioned upon a number of
mitigation measures tobe undertaken by the Port of Seattle.
Pursuant to general principles of agency and administrative law,
and absent evidence that delegation is unauthorized or unlawful
as a matter of state law, the FAA has interpreted this statute to

permit state chief executive officers to delegate this

certification responsibility to lower state officials with
appropriate subject matter jurisdiction over state air and water
quality [see FAA Order 5050.4A, paragraph 47e.(5)(e)]. As

described at FSEIS Appendix F, page F-79, the delegation to the
Department of Ecology which occurred in this case was appropriate

under Washington State law.

However given the public controversy which has arisen over this

delegation, by letter dated June 30, 1997, (see Appendix C to
this ROD], the Governor of the State of Washington further

certified that the airport project evaluated _n the FEIS and
FSEIS will be located, designed, constructed and operated so as
to comply with applicable air and water quality standards.

D. Effect On Natural Resources [49 U.S.C, _ 47106(c)(1)(C)]

Under this statutory provision the FAAmay approve f_nding of a
new runway or runway extension having a significant adverse

effect on natural resources, only after determining that no
possible and prudent alternative to the project exists and that
every reasonable step has been taken to minimize the adverse
effect.

As documented in the FEIS and FSEIS, for several natural resource

impact categories which have established significance levels, the

agency finds that, without implementation of the mitigation
s-mmarized in Section VI and Appendix F of this ROD, the
preferred alternative would have a significantly adverse affect.

However, given the inability of other alternatives discussed in
the FEIS and FSEIS, to satisfy the purposes and needs for the
preferred alternative, we have concluded that no possible and
prudent alternative exists to development of the proposed

alternatives. As discussed in Section VI and Appendix F of this

ROD, and documented throughout the FEIS, FSEIS and the

administrative record, every reasonable step has been taken to
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minimize adverse environmental effects resulting from the
project.

As discussed generally in FSEI$ Chapters I and 2, and more

specifically at FSEIS Appendix F, response to comment 2-J,

specific airport activity levels and their associated
environmental impacts were determined not to be reasonably
foreseeable at this tame following the year 2010. Accordingly,
that year was set as the end of the planning horizon for the
revised master plan update proposal evaluated in the FSEIS.

However, FSEIS Appendix D did present possible activity levels
and their associated environmental impacts for three test cases

through the year 2020, based upon an extrapolated quantification
of anticipated impacts prior to the year 2010. Although that

extrapolated presentation is quite speculative, for the reasons
explained in FSEIS Appendix F, the FSEIS does acknowledge that
after the year 2010 there will likely be some level of adverse
noise and land use impacts resulting from the approval of the

preferred development alternatives, when compared to the no
action alternative after that date.

Accordingly, in order to consider further mitigation under NEPA,
and to address any possible adverse environmental effects
resulting from the projects approved in this ROD, the FAA has

decided to condition such approval upon the following additional
noise and land use mitigation measure:

Following commencement of operations on the new runway, but prior
to the year 2010, the POS and the FAA will undertake a further
supplemental evaluation of noise and land use impacts anticipated

after the year 2010. That supplemental evaluation may be

included as part of a future Part 150 study undertaken by the
POS. Following completion of that evaluation, if significant
additional adverse environmental impacts are found, the Port of

Seattle will be required to adopt further noise and land use
mitigation measures designed to minimize any significant adverse
affects found An that evaluation. This conditional approval will

be enforced through a special condition included An future
Federal airport grants to the Port of Seattle.

The FAAhas reviewed the amount of such additional mitigation
which would be required if the maximum additional adverse
environmental effects estimated in FSEIS Appendix D should occur.

This additional mitigation required would be similar to

mitigation programs that have been implemented by the POS in the
past, and are expected to be implemented as mitigation in
connection with the projects approved in this ROD. Therefore,
the FAA concludes that such additional mitigation is feasible.
The POS has indicted that such additional mitigation would be

financially feasible if it were to be required, based on this
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special condition. The FAA also concludes that even if the
maximum additional adverse environmental effects estimated in
Appendix D should occur, it would still make the decisions set

forth in this ROD and would approve the projects, subject to the
special condition with respect to additional mitigation.

E. Appropriate action, including the adoption of zoning laws,
has been or will be taken to the extent reasonable to restrict

the use of land next to or near the airport to uses that are

compatible with normal airport operations. [49 U.S.C. S
47107(a)(10)].

The sponsor assurance prescribed by this statutory provision is a
precondition to agency approval of airport development project
funding applications. In addition to the actions described in
section IV.A. of this ROD, the Port of Seattle has worked

extensively with local jurisdictions over the past two decades to
develop and implement plans and policies to ensure compatible
land use An the airport vicinity.

FEIS pages III-2 through III-4 and FSEIS chapter four, describe

the current status of zoning and land use planning for lands near
the airport. FEIS Appendix C, pages 3-9 outline former and
existing noise programs which have been designed to either reduce
noise at the source or mitigate the noise received by sensitive

land uses in the airport vicinity. As explained in FEIS Chapter
IV, sections 1 and 2, and FSEIS Section 5-3, with planned
mitigation, development of the Master Plan Update proposals will

not result in any increased significant impacts on non-compatible
land uses. Based upon the entire administrative record for this

ROD, the FAA has concluded that existing and planned noise ....

reduction programs at Sea-Tac provide for appropriate action to
ensure compatible land use in the airport vicinity.

F. Clean Air Act, Section 176(c)(1) Conformity Determination

regarding Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update
Development Actions (42 U.S.C. S 7506(c).

The determination prescribed by this statutory provision is a
precondition for Federal agency support or approval of airport

development actions which are projected to exceed the de minimis
air emission levels prescribed at 40 CFR S 93.153. USEPA
regulations more generally governing the conformity determination

process are found at 40 CFR Part 93, Subpart B.

In the 1996 FEIS, the FAAmade a Draft Conformity Determination
on the POS Master Plan Update proposals [FEIS pages IV.9-10 and
IV.9-11]. Pursuant to the provisions of the USEPA regulations,
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_ the FAA published notice of this draft conformity determination
in the Federal Register on February 9, 1996 (61 Fed. Reg. 5055),

announced the availability of the draft determination in several
local newspapers, and provided notice to appropriate Federal,
state and local public agencies, In these notices, the agencies
and the general public were invited to review and comment on the
draft conformity determination. Through a series of Federal
Register notifications, the FAA ultimately extended this comment
period until June 6, 1996 (61 Fed. Reg. 27944). Comments
received during this 1996 comment period are presented at FSEIS
Appendix B, Attachment D and are addressed at FSEIS Appendix B,
Attachment A.

In February 1997, a Revised Draft Conformity Analysis was issued
as part of the Draft SEIS, with a 30 day comment period announced
in a February 9, 1997, Seattle Times advertisement. On March 7,
1997, the FAA announced an extension of the comment period on
this draft analysis until March 31, 1997 [62 Fed. Reg. 10606].

FSEIS Appendix G presents all public and agency comments on the
draft SEIS, including those pertaining to air quality issues.
FSEIS Appendix F, section six, responds to those comments which

concern air quality and conformity issues.

Due to a number of changes in the nature and timing of the Master

Plan Update Development Proposals from those originally evaluated
in the FEIS, the draft SEIS air quality analysis projected air

quality emission levels below the 40 CFR S 93.153 de minimis
levels.

Several commenters on the draft SEIS air quality and conformity
analyses stated that factual errors had been made in those
analyses. At the FAA's request, the EIS consultant then

performed a detailed quality assurance reevaluation for the data
input to the air emissions and dispersion models. This led to a

revised air emissions inventory, with several revisions to the
specific emission estimates presented in the draft SEIS.
However, this quality assurance process confirmed the overall

conclusion of the draft SEIS, which projected air quality
emission levels below the de minimis levels set forth in 40 CFR $

93.153. FSEIS Appendix B details the basis for this conclusion.

Accordingly, a formal conformity determination is not legally
required under applicable EPA regulations.

ROD Appendix E presents letters dated June 23, 1997, from the

United States Environmental Protection Agency, the State of
Washington Department of EcOlogy, and the Puget Sound Air

Pollution Control Agency. In their letters, each of these air
quality agencies has concurred with the FSEIS analysis conclusion

that the de minimis thresholds have not been exceeded for general
conformity under the Clean Air Act.
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However, in order to achieve maximum public disclosure and to •

...... address community concerns, the FSEIS nevertheless presents an ....
analysis of air quality impacts utilizing the regulatory
structure set forth in the EPA conformity regulations.
The FSEIS Appendix B analysis demonstrates that if the FAA were

legally obligated to make a conformity determination for the
projects approved in this ROD, the project would not cause or
contribute to any new exceedences of air quality standards. As
confirmed by the Washington State Department of Ecology, the

project conforms to the Washington State Implementation Plan.

As noted above, the Final SEIS, approved on May 13, 1997,
included as Appendix B a Final Air Quality Conformity Analysis.
At the request of several air quality agencies, the FAA agreed to
provide an additional 30 day comment period on the .FSEIS air
quality analysis, due to the revisions which had been made to
that analysis since issuance of the DSEIS. Notice of the

availability of that analysis for public review and comment was
published An the Federal Register on May 21, 1997 [62 Fed. Reg.
27830]. Appendix E to this ROD presents the comments received in
response to this notice and the agency's response to those
comments.

Based upo n the air quality information and discussion presented
in the FEIS, the FSEIS, and Appendix E of this ROD, and upon
other supporting material in the administrative record, the FAA
finds that the development actions s-mmarized in ROD Appendix B
will not cause air emissions that exceed de mlnimis thresholds

set forth in 40 CFR S 93 153, and conform to the provisions of ....:

the Washington State Implementation Plan and the National 3_bient
Air Quality Standards (AAOS).

Because projects at Sea-Tac Airport are governed by the
maintenance area designation, the FSEIS shows that the project
will _ot cause or contribute to any new violations of any of the
AAQS in the project area or the metropolitan area. Because the
computer modeling predicts that exceedances of the Carbon

Monoxide AAQS could occur in the future without the proposed
improvements (Do-Nothing/No-Build), consideration was also given
to the two non-attainment area principles, and the FSEIS showed
that the project will not increase the frequency or severity of
any existing violations of any AAQS, and that the project will
not delay timely attainment of the AAQS or any required interim
emission reduction in the project area.
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G. For this pro_ect, involving new construction which will
directly affect wetlands, there is no practicable alternative to

..... such construction. The proposed action includes all practicable

measures to minimize harm to wetlands which may result from such
use. [Executive Order 11990, as amended]

This executive order requires all Federal agencies to avoid

providing assistance for new construction located in wetlands
unless there As no practicable alternative to such construction

and all practicable measures to minimize harm to wetlands are
included An the action.

PEIS Chapter IV Section ii, and FSEIS Section 5-5 document that"

the preferred development alternative (North Terminal with 8500
foot runway) selected by the POS from the Master Plan Update
study will directly affect approximately 12.23 acres of wetlands.

Given the extensive FEIS and FSEIS alternatives analyses
(summarized at FEIS IV.11-5 and FSEIS Chapter 3) showing that

there are no other reasonable alternative to developing a third
runway at Sea-Tac, the FAA additionally concludes that there is

no practicable alternative to constructing such a runway,
resulting in these wetland impacts, given the purposes and needs
documented An the FEIS, consideration of environmental and
economic factors, and land use issues.

FEIS Chapter IV, Section Ii and FSEIS Section 5-5, state that for

each of the three landside development alternatives, an 8,500
. foot runway would result in impacts to slightly more wetlands

than would 7,000 foot or 7,500 foot runways. Additional runway

length beyond 7,500 feet would require filling additional
wetlands. Extending the runway to 8,100 feet requires filling
0.19 additional acres of wetlands, and extension to the full

8,500 feet requires filling a yet additional 0.86 acres. The

FEIS and FSEIS demonstrate that these are low quality wetlands.
Two of their significant functions, floodwater attenuation and

floodwater storage, would be fully mitigated within the airport
basin. Additional wetland functions for these wetlands will be

mitigated at the Auburn site as part of the overall wetlands
mitigation program.

An important purpose of the additional 600 and 400 feet of runway

(to 8,100 or 8,500 feet) beyond the 7,500 foot runway is to
provide the maximum air transportation service and efficiency

available to the POS and the national air transportation system.
Although a 7,500 foot runway provides many of the benefits of a
new runway, it does not provide all of the desirable benefits.

Alternatives of staggering runway ends or relocating the entire
runway are not practicable, because, among other reasons, they
would require considerable additional cost and complicate air

traffic control procedures. Considering these and other reasons
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described more fully in Appendix C of this ROD, considering the

standards set forth at 40 CFR 230.I0(a) (2), and taking into
consideration cost, existing air traffic control and aviation

technology and logistics, in light of the overall purpose of the ....

runway project, the FAA finds that there is no practicable
alternative to the wetland loss associated with an 8500 foot

runway.

As noted in FEIS Chapter IV, Section 11, FEIS Appendix P, and
FSEIS Section 5-5, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) has
worked with the FAA and the POS as a cooperating agency to ensure
that all practicable measures will be taken to minimize harm to
wetlands which will be impacted through development of the

preferred alternative, through Best Management Practices during
construction and the development of a wetland compensatory
mitigation site. Following issuance of t_is ROD , the COE, in

consultation with the Washington State Department of Ecology,

will complete its processing of a Section 404 permit, required
for the POS to proceed with development impacting wetlands. The
project approvals in this ROD and this wetlands determination are

expressly conditioned upon permit approval and conditions to be
outlined by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, and upon the POS
accomplishing the wetlands mitigation measures identified in the

FEIS, FSEIS, and any COE permit approval.

Although it is generally preferable to attempt to mitigate
wetland loss through replacement wetlands in the same watershed

[a goal reflected in the local regulations discussed at FSEIS
Appendix F, page 127], this is not the case where such

replacement would create man-made wetlands adjacent to airport
aircraft movement areas. Included at the end of FSEIS Section 5- •......

5 is a reprint of FAAAdvisory Circular 150/5200-33, dated May 1,
1997, which states the FAA's strong opposition to wetland

mitigation projects located within 10,000 feet of airports
serving turbine-powered aircraft [such as SEA-TAC], due to the

safety hazard such wetlands presen t as attractants of wildlife,
which significantly increase the risk of bird/aircraft strikes.

The safety standards set forth in this FAA policy statement are
recommended for the operators of all public-use airports.

Furthermore, for airport sponsors who are the recipients of
Federal grant funding, adherence to safety standards set forth in

FAA advisory circulars are a requirement of standard grant
assurance #34, as acknowledged in paragraph 4-6.a. of Advisory
Circular 150/5200-33.

This recent agency policy determination supports the FEIS and

FSEIS determinations that the replacement wetlands for the Sea-
Tac Master Plan Update development actions should not be located
in the vicinity of the airport. Given the limited land area in
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the Sea-Tac watershed available for wetland replacement, and the
hazard associated with the creation of wildlife attractions

within I0,000 feet of jet runways, there is no practicable
alternative to the replacement of these impacted wetlands outside
of the Sea-Tac watershed.

As detailed in FEIS Appendix P, and FSEIS Section 5-5, a detailed

wetland mitigation program has been developed to offset the
impacts of the project and to recognize other long-term

biological problems. The mitigation plan calls for replacing the
filled wetlands on a 47 acre mitigation site located on a 69 acre

parcel of land along the Green River in Auburn Washington.

H. For this project, involving a significant encroachment on a

floodplain, there is no practicable alternative to the selecte_
development of the preferred alternative. The proposed action
conforms to all applicable state and/or local floodplain
protection standards. (Executive Order 11988)

This executive order, together with applicable DOT and FAA

orders, establish a policy to avoid supporting construction
within a 100 year floodplain where practicable, and where
avoidance is not practicable, to ensure that the construction
design minimizes potential harm to or within the floodplain.

Chapter IV Section 12 of the FEIS explains that, without

mitigation, construction and operation of the Master Plan Update
preferred alternative could result in significant adverse
floodplain impacts in both the Miller and Des Moines Creek

basins. The FSEIS analysis does not alter the FEIS analysis, but
presents additional information at FSEIS Appendix F, pages 123-
124, based on a 1997 POS Stormwater Review Study.

As outlined in the "alternatives" discussion earlier in this ROD

and in the FEIS and FSEIS, there is no practicable alternative to

the preferred alternative. Development of this alternative

achieves the purposes and needs for the projects in the most
cost-effective manner with the least impact on the surrounding

land uses. As shown in FEIS Appendix P, a mitigation program has
been designed which will create an equivalent amount of
floodplain so that there would be no net loss of flood storage

capacity or increased risk of loss of human life or property
damage. This program has been designed to comply with applicable
requirements of the permitting agencies, with whom the FAA and
the POS have been coordinating in order to ensure that the

construction design minimizes potential harm to or within the
floodplain. Each of these agencies have agreed with the

mitigation plan in concept and the coordination will continue

throughout the permitting process.
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I. Relocation Assistance (42 U.S.C. _ 4601 et. seq.)

These statutory provisions, imposed by Title II of the Uniform
Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act

of 1970 (URA), require that state or local agencies undertaking
Federally-assisted projects which cause the involuntarily
displacement of persons or businesses, must make available
relocation benefits to those persons impacted.

As detailed in FEIS Chapter IV, S_ctions 6 and 8, the preferred

development alternative would displace up to 391 single family,
260 condos/apartments, and 105 businesses. Of the 105 businesses

identified by the FEIS, 88 are located in the Runway Protection
Area. While the FAA prefers airport sponsors to have control

over the land in the RPZ, exceptions to property ownership can
occur as long as the use of the land does not represent a hazard
to aircraft operation. The Port has surveyed these property
owners and their use.

The FAAwill continue to coordinate with the POS concerning the
.........need for acquisition versus the purchase of easements to ensure

the appropriate land use control. The FAA will require the POS

to provide fair and reasonable relocation payments and assistance
payments pursuant to the provisions of the URA. Comparable
decent, safe, and sanitary dwellings are available for occupancy

on the open market. (See FEIS, pages IV.6-5 to IV.6-7).

J. For any constructive use of lands with significant historic
sites? there is no prudent and prudent and feasible alternative

to using the land, and the project includes all possible planning
to minimize harm resulting from the use. [49 U.S.C. S 303(c)]

FEIS Chapter IV, Section 4, concluded that the Master Plan Update
development actions would not involve either the use or

constructive use of resources protected by this statutory
provision, more _ommonly referred to as _4(f)" resources.

However the FSEIS, at Section 5-5, pages 8-19, shows that when
comparing the no action and the preferred alternative using the
updated airport activity forecasts, several structures (one

school and three homes) which may be of local historical
significance, will experience noise impacts which exceed the
Federal standard (a 1.5 DNL'increase within the 65 DNL contour).

As discussed at FSEIS Section 5-5, pages 13-14, the FAA questions
whether most of these structures are truly of historical

significance, despite their designation as such by communities
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surrounding the airport. The FAA also questions whether these
structures will be "constructively used" under the circumstances
discussed in the referenced FSEIS text, because there will be no

significant degradation of the noise environment of these
structures since the time when they were designated as locally

significant, and thus there will likely be no significant
degradation of their historic or architectural values.

Nevertheless, assuming such "local historical significance" and
such a "constructive use _, the referenced FSEI$ tex_ demonstrates

that there is no prudent or feasible alternative to any such
constructive use. Furthermore, based upon the acoustical

insulation planned for these structures by the POS (discussed at
FSEIS Section 6-6, pages 17-19), the FAA concludes that there has

been all possible planning to minimize any harm resulting from
any such constructive use.

K. There are no disproportionately high and adverse human health
or environmental effects from the pro_ect on minority or low-

income populations. [Executive Order 12898]

Environmental justice concerns were addressed in Chapter IV.6,

page IV.6-6 and IV.6-7 of the FEIS, and it was concluded that no
minority, age or income group would be disproportionately
affected by displacements that would occur as a result of the
Preferred Alternative. Individual comments regarding

environmental justice were also addressed on page R-102 of FEIS
Appendix R. The FSEIS contained an extensive discussion of
environmental justice issues on page F-98 through F-101 in

response to comments on this issue. It was concluded that the

proposed noise_e exposure impacts from the Proposed Master Plan
Update improvements will not disproportionately affect minority
and low-income communities and that the impacts of the higher
demand forecasts were not different than those discussed in the
FEI$.

L. The FAAhas given this proposal the independent and objective
evaluation required by the Council on Environmental Quality. [4u
CFR 1506.5]

As outlined in the FEIS, there was a lengthy process that led to

the ultimate identification of the preferred alternative and

appropriate mitigation measures. This process began through the
FAA competitive selection of an independent EIS contractor which
was financially-disinterested in the project outcome, and
continued throughout the NEPA process. The FAAprovided input,

advice, and expertise throughout the planning and technical

analysis, along with an administrative and legal review of the
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project. From its inception, the FAA has taken a strong

leadership role in the environmental evaluation of this project,
and has maintained its objectivity.

VI. MITIGATION

In accordance with 40 CFR 1505.3, the FAA will take appropriate

steps, through Federal funding grant assurances and conditions,
airport layout plan approvals, and contract plans and

specifications, to ensure that the following mitigation actions
are implemented during project development, and will monitor the
implementation of these mitigation actions as necessary to assure
that representations made in the FEIS and FSEIS with respect to
mitigation are carried out. The approvals contained in this
Record of Decision are specifically conditioned upon full

implementation of these mitigation measures. These mitigation
actions will be made the subject of a special condition included

in future Federal airport grants to the POS.

FEIS Chapter V, and Appendix F to this ROD include summaries of
the mitigation actions discussed more fully in FEIS Chapter IV
and FSEIS Chapter 5, for each environmental impact category.
Based upon these discussions, the FAA finds that all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental harm have been adopted,

through appropriate mitigation planning. Mitigation measures for
those impact categories where mitigation measures are necessary
to avoid or minimize significant environmental impacts, as well

as identified or adopted monitoring and enforcement programs, are
summarized below:

A. Noise and Land Use

As discussed in FEIS Chapter IV, Sections 1 and 2, and FSEIS
Chapter 5, Sections 3 and 6, future noise impacts within the

study area will be less than current noise exposure due to the
continued phase-out of Stage II (noisier) aircraft. However in
the future the preferred alternative is expected to still result

in greater significant [1.5 DNL within the 65 DNL contour] noise
exposure in comparison to the future do-nothing alternative.
[See FSEIS Exhibit 5-6-1 for a graphic comparison of noise

exposure for no action alternative and the preferred alternative

in the year 2010].

To facilitate continued noise reduction, the following noise and

land use mitigation progr-_- now in effect will continue to be

implemented.
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• Noise Budget -- The goal of the Noise Budget of an all Stage 3
fleet is anticipated to be reached by the year 2001.

.... • Nighttime L_m_tations Program-- limiting the hours of operation
for Stage 2 aircraft.

• Ground Noise Control - reducing the noise of ground events such
as powerback operations, run-ups, and reverse thrust on landing.

• Flight Corridorization -maintenance of north flow east turn
runway heading flight track by departing jets until reaching
altitudes above 4,000 feet.

• Flight Track and Noise Monitoring -maintenance of noise level
records and flight track location information for identification
of deviations and communication with the public and users.

The FEIS concluded that since relatively few properties were

projected to experience significant impacts, and since they
already fall within the boundaries of one or more of the POS's

existing noise remedy programs designed to mitigate to non-
significance airport noise levels, no additional project-related

mitigation would be needed, as described at FEIS page IV.2-6,7.

However, the updated airport activity forecasts evaluated in the
FSEIS resulted in an increase of noise exposure of approximately

7.69 square miles, and Ii percent more persons [approximately

1,280 persons, in an additional 460 dwelling units) being

significantly affected by the preferred alternative in contrast
to the do-nothing alternative, by the year 2010.

Furthermore, by the year 2010, a small portion of this area [with

approximately 170 newly impacted residents], would be located
outside of the POS existing noise remedy boundary [This is

graphically shown in FSEIS exhibit 5-6-1]. The POS will be

_equired to modify its mitigation strategy, as described at FSEIS

pages 5-6-5 to 5-6-7, and in the following paragraph #4, to
include these 170 newly-impacted residents within in its Noise

Remedy Program.

To address changes in specific noise conditions, primarily
associated with the third parallel runway, the Port will be

required to undertake the following specific mitigation actions:

1. Mitigating Significant Noise Impacts on Public Facilities and
Historic Sites: The following nine public facilities or historic

sates would experience significant increased noise impacts (i.e.
an increase of 1.5 DNL or more) in the year 2010 in comparison

to the Do-Nothing alternative:

• Sea-Tac Occupational Skills Center;

• Woodside Elementary School;

• Sunnydale Elementary;
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• Albert Paul House;

• Homer Crosby House; --

.... • Sunny Terrace Elementary School;

• Brunelle Residence;

• Coil House;

• Bryan House.

Impacts on the facilities incompatible with noise associated

"With Project" will be mitigated by acoustical insulation that
would allow their uses to be compatible with increased noise
levels. Because of their historic value, the five residences

and Sunnydale School (locally significant historic facilities)
could require custom treatment to avoid significant alteration
of the architectural style. In pursuing sound insulation of
these structures, the Port's Noise Remedy Office will work with
a historian to preserve such characteristics.

2. Provide Directional Soundproofing: Residences that were
iDsulated prior to 1992 may need additional directional

soundproofing to mitigate noise generated from a new flight path
from the operation of the proposed new third runway. To

mitigate noise caused by the proposed airport improvements, the
Port will conduct audits and sound insulate these facilities if
additional insulation is warranted.

3. Acquisition in the Approach Transitional Area: In recognition
of the fact that the standard Runway Protection Zone (RPZ)
dimensions do not always provide sufficient buffer to the

satisfaction of nearby residents, the FAAhas indicated that

funding could be available to airport operators acquiring up to
1,250 feet laterally from the runway centerline, and extending
5,000 feet beyond each end of the pr4m_ry surface. Based on the

configuration of current airport land, local streets, and

residential development patterns, the approach and transitional
area selected for use as a mitigation area includes the standard
Runway Protection Zone and a rectangular extension of the RPZ
outward another 2,500 feet.

Acquisition would include all residential uses, and any vacant,
residentially zoned properties which cannot be compatibly zoned,
within selected areas both to the north and the south of the new

runway ends. Commercial land uses, which make upmost of the

eligible area to the south, will not be acquired. Input from
the affected residents is necessary to design and initiate an

acceptable relocation program. The Port will develop the
appropriate 4_D.lementation program for this action during the

forthcoming Sea-Tat Airport FAR Part 150 Update, which the Port
anticipates undertaking during 1997. The implementation plan

will include coordination with eligible residents concerning
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their desire to participate and then establish relocation
" objectives, timing and funding priorities.

Sound insulation of residences affected by 1.5 DNL or greater

within 65 DNL noise exposure: About 170 of these homes within
65 DNL would be exposed to 1.5 DNL or higher noise levels as a

result of the proposed improvements and are not already subject
to the Port's existing Noise Remedy Program. The Port will

develop an implementation strategy to sound insulate these 170
additional homes within the 65 DNL noise contours as part of the

Part 150 Noise Compatibility Plan study effort. The purpose of
delegating finalization of the implementation approach for this
action to determination during the Part 150 process is to ensure
that consideration is given to the proposed Approach Transition

Area acquisition and the relationship of that area to the
existing Noise Remedy Program boundary, as well as the westerly
expansion of the Noise Remedy Program to accommodate this added
insulation.

In Port Resolution No. 3125 dated November 1992, the POS co-,-_tted

to develop and implement a plan to insulate up to 5,000 eligible
single family residences in the existing noise remedy program

included on the waiting list as of Dec=_her 31, 1993, before
commencing construction of the proposed runway. The remaining
eligible single family residences on the waiting list are to be
insulated prior to operation of the proposed runway. In addition,

the Port has committed to complete insulation of all single-family
residences that become eligible for insulation as a result of
actions taken based on the site-specific EIS and are on the waiting
list as of December 31, 1997, prior to commencing operations of
said runway.

Pursuant to PSRC Resolution A-96-02, the POS will be required to
conduct a Part 150 study with the goal of assessing needed
additional noise abatement and mitigation. This study began late

in 1996, and is expected to take several years.

The FAA will consider as required mitigation a standard

insulation package for homes that fall both inside and outside
the 65 DNL project contours, which are within the POS noise
remedy program boundaries, since this was the intent of the PSRC

in conditioning its reglonal approval of the 3rd runway upon the
accomplishment of additional noise mitigation measures.

The FAA will continue to support and monitor the POS's existing
and future noise programs, in order to ensure that any

anticipated significant project noise and land use impacts are

fully mitigated by the time the third runway becomes operational.
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Finally, for significant project noise impacts which might occur
after the year 2010, the FAA will also require a supplemental

environmental evaluation and appropriate mitigation, as described
.... in Section V.D. of this ROD.

B. Archaeological, Cultural and Historical Resources

FEIS Chapter IV, Section 3, finds that no known significant

archaeological or cultural sites would by physically impaired as
a result of the preferred alternative, and that mitigation is
therefore not anticipated to be necessary. The FSEIS [Chapter 5,
Section 5-6] does not alter that conclusion. ROD Section V.J.

addresses the issue of mitigating any noise-based "constructive
use" of these resources.

Both the FEIS and the FSEIS state that in the event artifacts are

discovered during construction activities, construction in the
area will be halted immediately in order to record the finding,

determine its level of significance, and develop appropriate
mitigation measures.

As noted in FSEIS Section 5-6, the Sunnydale Elementary School
could receive significant increased noise in the future when a

comparison is made between noise associated "with project" versus
noise associated with the "do nothing" alternative. Because of

this noise increase, the agency, through its EIS consultant team,
initiated consultation with the Washington Department of

Community, Trade and Economic Development, Office of Archeology
and Historic Preservation (the State Historic Preservation
Officer, or SHPO). ++.

At the time tha_the FEIS was published in February 1996, a

significant change in noise impact to this school associated with
the project was not anticipated. However, since that time,
through preparation and publication of the FSEIS, the data

suggests that noise impacts associated with the higher forecast
operations might result in a significant noise impact to this

school. The following summarizes the noise impact at Sunnydale
Elementary School:

Do-Nothing With-Pro_ect

Existing 65.8 NA
Year 2000 61.6 61.6
Year 2005 61.7 63.7

Year 2010 62.3 65.1

As is shown in the above noise exposure data, _with-project" will
be less than existing or past noise exposure. During earlier
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years, this school was exposed to even greater noise exposure.
The 1984-1985 noise contour indicates that this school was

_ exposed to between 70-75 DNL sound levels during that period
(Sea-Tac International Airport Part 150 Study Noise Compatibility

Planning, dated February 1985, Exhibit 3-5).

While this site is not currently listed on the National Register
of Historic Places, during consultation on the 1996 FEIS, the
SHPO indicated that it could be eligible. Because of the change

in impacts, a follow-up request concerning eligibility was made
of the SHPO. On February 10, 1997, the SHPO stated "It is my

opinion that the Sunnydale School is eligible for National

Register listing. Information provided indicates that the school
has played a significant role in the development of the Burien
area, and retains character defining features conveying its
historic function as a school". As suggested by the SHPO, a

April 14, 1997, letter was forwarded to the Advisory Council on
Historic Preservation (ACHP) for the purpose of determining if

the ACHP wished to participate in the development of a Memorandum
of Agreement to address mitigation.

Because the school is currently affected by noise above 65 DNL,
and could continue to be affected in the future, the POS has

proposed to sound insulate this school. Recognizing it's
historic context, the FSEIS notes that "Because of their historic

value, these facilities [several homes which the SHPO has since

determined not eligible for inclusion on the National Register,

and $unnydale school] could require custom treatment to avoid
significant alteration of the architectural style. In pursuing
sound insulation of these structures, the Port's Noise Remedy

Office will work with a historian to preserve such

characteristics" [emphasis added]. The City of Burien Public

Hearing Draft Proposed Comprehensive Plan dated April 1997 (page
II-96) states "Cedarhurst and Sunnnydale elementary schools will
be remodeled to increase capacity to 650 students by the year

2002". The current capacity of Sunnydale is 525 students. Thus,
the sound insulation could be done as part of the scheduled
remodel and can be conducted to ensure compatibility of the
structure relative to its continued use as an educational

facility.

On April 14, 1997, at the request of the SHPO, the FAA's EIS
historic consultant sent a letter to Ms. Claudia Nissley of the

ACHP Western Office of Project Review summarizing this situation

and stating: _In response to a request from the SHPO, we are
asking if the Advisory Council would like to be involved in the
MOA...If I do not hear from you within (30) days after your

receipt of this letter, I will assume that you do not wish to
participate in the MOA". This letter was addressed to the ACHP
Western Office address of record and was not returned to the
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sender. However, as a courtesy, the consultant contacted the

ACHP Western Office in June 1977 to follow up on the letter. AS
part of this contact, the ACHP verbally indicated that At had not
received the letter, but that it would refer the issue to the

Washington DC office of ACHP. No response has been received from
either the ACHP Western Office or the ACHP Washington DC office

as of the date of approval of this ROD.

For the reasons discussed in FEIS section 5-6, the FAA questions

whether the consultation procedures under the National Historic
Preservation Act apply to the Sunnydale School. Nevertheless,
the FAA has attempted to consult with the appropriate agencies.

As is noted in the Final Supplemental EIS, relative to the
National Historic Preservation Act, this school is the only

property arguably affected. The FAA is approving the Master Plan
Update project at this time having considered the following:

• The noise impacts that would be experienced at this school
would be less than the current noise exposure;

• The noise exposure has not altered the use of this site as a
school and is not related to its historic significance;

• Appropriate mitigation has been proposed and will be required
by the FAA to address any significant aircraft noise exposure
impacts;

• In light of the failure of the ACHP to respond to
correspondence concerning this project, the FAA and the POS
have initiated additional consultation with the SHPO

concerning the development of a Memorandum of Agreement to
address sound insulation mitigation.

Consultations have occurred with the SHPO and have been attempted ....

with the ACHP as part of the FAA's comprehensive efforts to
involve all appropriate com_enters and as a courtesy, the FAA and

the POS will continue to work with the appropriate agencies. In
reaching its conclusions relative to the National Historic
Preservation Act, the FAA's findings are supported by the FSEIS

and ROD evaluation performed relative to DOT Section 4(f).

C. Social and Induced Socio-Economic Impacts

As detailed in FEIS Chapter IV, Section 6, the preferred

development alternatives would displace up to 391 single family,
260 condos/apartments, and 105 businesses. Of the 105 businesses
identified by the FEIS, 88 are located in the Runway Protection

Area. While the FAA prefers airport sponsors to have control the

land in the RPZ, exceptions to property ownership can occur as
long as the use of the land does not represent a hazard to

aircraft operation. The Port has surveyed these property owners
and their use and will continue to coordinate with the FAA
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concerning the need for acquisition versus the purchase of

easements to ensure the appropriate land use control. Given the
anticipated displacement and relocation of people, the FAA will
require the POS to provide fair and reasonable relocation

payments and assistance payments pursuant to applicable
provisions of 42 U.S.C. § 4601 et. seq. and implementing
regulations.

D. Air Ouality

As noted in ROD section V.C., the Governor of the State of

Washington has certified to the FAA after reviewing the FEIS and
FSEIS that the project will be located, designed, constructed,
and operated in compliance with applicable air quality standards.

In Section V.F. of this ROD air quality conformity under 42
U.S.C. S 7506(c) is discussed, and it is concluded that the

project will, although not exceeding the de minimis thresholds

for general conformity, nevertheless conforms to the Washington
State Air Quality Implementation Plan and the National Ambient
Air Quality Standards. With no significant air quality impacts,

no air quality mitigation is necessary.

FEIS Chapter IV, section 9 and its supporting Appendix D, had
included a worst-case intersection _hot spot H analysis of the
preferred alternative, which predicted slight potential

exceedences of air quality standards for carbon monoxide at two
key intersections at the northeast side of the airport, as the
year 2010 approached. The FEIS had contemplated future air

monitoring and evaluation in order to determine whether specific

mitigation of these exceedences would be required.

However, as explained at FSEIS page 5-2-10, project planning of
the surface transportation features for those two intersections
has since been modified so as to eliminate these modeled

potential exceedences, thus avoiding the necessity for future
mitigation of this nature. Specifically, the POS will accomplish
the following:

• At the time that the North Unit Terminal is undertaken, the Port

will develop additional southbound right turn and northbound
left turn capability at the intersection of S. 170th Street at
International Blvd., unless shown by then current conditions

that these _mprovements are no longer necessary; and

• At the time that the North _,_loyee Parking Lot is undertaken,

the Port will develop additional intersection turning capability
at the intersection of South 154th Street at 24thAvenue S.
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• To ensure that construction emissions do not exceed the air

conformity de-min_s levels, the Port will ensure that annual
construction-related truck haul does not exceed 280,700 two-way

trips by Heavy Duty Diesel Vehicles•

• To minimize construction related particulate emissions, the Port

will implement construction Best Management Practices (BMPs)as
noted in Table 5-4-8 in the Final Supplemental EIS.

E. Water Quality

As noted in ROD section V.C., the Governor of the State of

Washington has certified to the FAA after reviewing the FEIS and
FSEIS that the project will be located, designed, constructed,

and operated in compliance with applicable water quality
standards. Furthermore, the approvals in this ROD are expressly
conditioned upon the POS accomplishing the water quality

mitigation measures identified in the FEIS and FSEIS.

With implementation of the preferred alternative developments,

there would be widespread surface area disturbance throughout the
study area, which has the potential to significantly affect area

hydrology. Absent mitigation, the extensive earthmoving required
during project construction has the potential to significantly

impactthe flow rates and water quality of soil infiltration,
surface runoff, and stream flow.

FEIS pages IV. I0-16 through IV.10-20 provide an extensive set of
mitigation measures designed to avoid or minimize these
hydrological impacts. These include a set of stormwater

management measures based upon Department of Ecology standards,
BMPs (best management practices) required by applicable Federal,

state and local laws, policies and design standards, as well as
other requirements set forth in existing and additional NPDES
permits to be required of the POS.

Specifically, the POS will be required to implement the following
water quality and hydrology mitigation:

a. Construction Erosion and Sedimentation Control Plan. Prepare a

construction erosion and sedimentation control plan for the
construction of the new runway. The plan shall require use of

Best Management Practices (BMPs) including but not limited to
the following:

• Erosion control measures such as use of mulching, salt

fencing, sediment basins, and check d,m_ that are properly
applied, installed, and maintained pursuant to agreements with
contractors.
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• Spill containment areas to capture and contain spills at
construction sites and prevent their entry into surface or

.... ground waters. Install proper temporary fuel storage areas
and maintenance areas to reduce the potential for spills and
contamination.

• Phasing of construction activities to minimize the amount of
area that is disturbed and exposed at any one time.

• Where feasible, use of t-m_orary and permanent terraces for

fillslopes and cutslopes to reduce sheet and rill erosion and
reduce transport of eroded materials from the construction
site.

• Install gravel and wheel wash facilities on construction

equipment access roads and encourage covering of loads to
mln_m_ze sediment transport onto nearby roads.

b. Stormwater Management Plan. Prepare a stormwater management
plan for the new runway that includes the following:

• Detention criteria should be based upon Department of Ecology

standards l_m_ting 2-year peak flow rates from the developed
portions of the sate to 50% of the existing 2-year rate,
limiting the developed 10-year rate to the existing 10-year

rate, and limiting the developed 100-year flow rate to the
existing 100-year rate.

• Design stormwater facility outlets to reduce channel scouring,
sedimentation and erosion, and _m_rove water quality. Where
possible, flow dispersion and outlets compatible with stream

mitigation will be incorporated into engineering designs.

• Maintain existing and proposed new stormwater facilities.

Stormwater management facilities will be maintained according
to procedures specified in the operations manuals of the
facilities.

C. NPDES Permit Requirements. Comply with the requirements of
the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System permit for the

airport dated June 30, 1994, as may be revised from tame to time.

FSEIS pages 5-7-4 through 5-7-6 discuss additional mitigation
measures relating to groundwater concerns of the Seattle Water
Department. Additional related mitigation measures are set forth

in a June 20, 1997, agreement between the POS and The City of
Seattle Public Utilities Department, pertaining to the proposed

North Employee Parking Lot at SEATAC. That agreement is
incorporated by reference in this ROD.
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F. Wetlands

FEIS Chapter IV, Section 11, documents that the preferred
development alternative (North Terminal with 8500 foot runway)
will directly affect approximately 10.37 acres of wetlands.
FSEIS Section 5-5 modifies this figure to approximately 12.23
acres of wetlands. As noted An FEIS Chapter IV, Section 11,
FEIS Appendix P, and FSEIS Chapter 5, section 5-5, the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers (COE) has worked with the FAA and the POS as a
cooperating agency to develop a wetland compensatory mitigation

site. The mitigation plan calls for replacing the filled
wetlands on a 47 acre mitigation site located on a 69 acre parcel
of land along the Green River in Auburn Washington. As explained
in this ROD at Section V.G., this off-site, out-of-watershed

mitigation is consistent with FAApolicy, and will be required as
a condition of FAA grant assurances associated with Federal

funding of the Master Plan Update development projects.

In Dec6m_er 1996, the Port submitted an application to the Army
Corps of Engineers for a permit to fill wetlands at Sea-Tac Airport

associated with theM aster Plan Update 4m_.rovements in compliance
with the Clean Water Act, Section 404. The 404 permit application
submitted to the Corps of Engineers includes a completed Joint
Aquatic Resources Project Application (JARPA) form, in a report

entitled _JARPAApplication for Proposed Improvements at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport # dated DecAmber 1996. Upon issuance
of this ROD, the COE, in consultation with the Washington State

Department of Ecology, will complete its processing of a COE
Section 404 permit, required for the POS to proceed with
development impacting wetlands. + +

G. Floodplains

Chapter IV Section 12 of the FEIS explains that, without
mitigation, construction and operation of the Master Plan Update
preferred alternative could result in significant adverse
floodplain impacts in both the Miller and Des Moines Creek

basins. As shown in FEIS Appendix P, a mitigation program has

been designed which will create an equivalent amount of
floodplain so that there would be no net loss of flood storage

capacity or increased risk of loss of human life or property
damage. This program has been designed to comply with applicable
requirementsof the permitting agencies, with whom the FAA and

the POS have been coordinating in order to ensure that the
construction design minimizes potential harm to or within the
floodplain. Each of these agencies have agreed with the

mitigation plan in concept and the coordination will continue
throughout the permitting process. The FSEIS does not alter the

conclusions or mitigation approach discussed in the FEIS.
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H. Surface Transportation

FEIS Chapter IV, Section 15, presented the results of both an

initial analysis and a refined analysis of level of service
volumes for the preferred alternative, at relevant intersections
and freeway ramp junctions in the airport vicinity. The initial
analysis indicated a slight and nonsignificant degradation of
level of service at only one intersection, not requiring any
mitigation.

The FEIS refined analysis of the preferred alternative included
two scenarios, one assuming the construction of a SR 509

extension, and one assuming no such extension. This refined

analysis showed adverse impacts (defined as a significant
degradation in level of service when compared with the do-nothing
alternative) at a n-_her of intersections and at one freeway ramp

junction, with and without SR 509, requiring a variety of
intersection and ramp junction improvements as mitigation.

However, the revised surface transportation analyses presented in
the FSEIS reflected changes in the design and timing of the
surface transportation components of the Master Plan Update
development actions. The FSEIS analysis concluded that no

significant adverse changes in Levels of Service would result
from the preferred alternative for any of the evaluated
intersections and freeway ramp Junctions in the airport vicinity
during the project planning period. Accordingly, no surface

transportation project-related mitigation is required.

I. Plants and Animals

FEIS Chapter IV Section 16 discusses the impacts of the preferred

alternative upon vegetation and wildlife communities. Absent
mitigation, the greatest project-related impacts to these

resources would result from the degradation of area hydrology,
water quality, aquatic habitat and biota of Miller and Des Moines
Creeks, due to the realignment and relocation of portions of
these waterways.

FEIS pages IV.16-11 through IV.16-15 and FEIS Appendix P discuss

these anticipated impacts and planned measures to mitigate these
biological impacts. These mitigation measures include a wetlands
replacement plan, creek relocation and habitat improvement plans,
a stormwater pollution prevention plan, and a spill prevention

control and countermeasures plan. These plans are subject to
approval of a number of other Federal, state and local agencies,
as conditions to issuance of required permits.
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The FSEIS presents no additional information which would alter
the FEIS conclusions with regard to this mitigation.

.v.

J. Services/Utilities

FEIS Chapter IV Section 18 discusses the impacts of the preferred
alternative upon public services and utilities serving the
immediate airport vicinity. The greatestproJect-related impacts
to these resources would result from relocation or abandonment

of fresh water, sanitary sewer, electrical power and telephone

pipes and lanes which transverse the project area. FEIS page
IV.18-7 discusses the required mitigation, which includes POS

assuming the cost of these relocations and abandonments. The
FSEIS presents no additional information which would alter the
FEIS conclusions with regard to this mitigation.

K. Earth

FEIS Chapter IV Section 19 discusses the impacts of the preferred
alternative upon the geology, soils and hazard areas in the

i--,ediate airport vicinity. The greatest project-related impacts
to these resources would result from the extensive clearing,
grading, excavation, and fill placement required throughout the
project area. FEIS page IV.18-7 discusses mitigation measures,

which include the design and implementation of an erosion and

sedimentation control plan subject to approval by state and local ....
authorities, and a landscaping plan. The FSEIS presents no
additional information which would alter the FEIS conclusions

with regard to this mitigation. Specifically, the POS will

implement the following earth-related mitigation:

• The FEIS identifies two seismic hazard areas on the site of the

new runway, referred to as "relatSvely small areas of loose
shallow sediment". The Port will remove the sediment and

replace it wi_h compacted fill, or other appropriate engineering
approach to stabilizing these areas, should be included in the

final engineering plans.

• Prepare a landscaping plan for the new runway area, including
plans for seeding and planting of vegetation to stabilize areas

of fill that wall not be covered by _mpervious surface.

L. Hazardous Substances

FEIS Chapter IV Section 21 discusses the impacts of the preferred
alternative associated with hazardous substances. Concerns in
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this area include the exposure of contaminated soils during
_ excavation activities, release of hazardous substances during

underground storage tank removal and building demolition
activities associated with facility relocations, and spills of
construction-related hazardous materials. FEIS pages IV.21-8,9

discuss mitigation measures, which include the development of a
spill pollution, control and countermeasures plan for the
transport, storage and handling of hazardous materials, and a

hazardous substances management and contingency plan for the
removal, storage, transportation and disposal of hazardous

wastes. The FSEIS presents no additional information which would
alter the FEIS conclusions with regard to this mitigation.

M. Construction ..........._.0_._ ............._.....

FEIS Chapter IV Section 23 and FEIS Appendix J, discussed the
temporary impacts to the environment associated with the

construction activities necessary to implement the preferred

alternative. These temporary impacts included air, water and
noise pollution, social and socio-economic impacts, and the
disruption of surface transportation patterns. Since detailed
design and construction plans for the proposed projects had not

yet been prepared, it was not then possible to identify the
specific types of construction equipment or the frequency of its
usage. Accordingly, the FEIS discussed a range of construction-
related impacts, using worst-case assessments which assume a

range of excavation sources and means of transporting fill
material_

Under the FEIS worst-case analysis, absent mitigation, the most

significant construction-related impacts would be a temporary
degradation of the level of service levels on freeways, highways,
arterials, and permitted local streets used for truck hauling of

fill material through congested areas during peak travel times.

The FEIS construction impacts section discussed mitigation
measures, including the development of a construction and

earthwork management plan, which will specify hours of operation,
haul routes, and similar controls, and would discourage haul
activities along extremely congested routes and during extreme
roadway congestion periods. This plan would also provide for
signalization and other improvements to several intersections in

the vicinity of the airport which may be impacted by construction
hauling activity.

Additional construction-related mitigation measures include

property acquisition to minimize potential social and

neighborhood disruption, fill spillage prevention and removing
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procedures, fugitive dust prevention, and an erosion and sediment
control plan ........

FSEIS Chapter 5, section 5-4, presents additional information
developed since publication of _ne FEIS, including changes to
construction phasing, a lengthening of the runway haul duration,
the identification of additional haul routes, and the

identification of two temporary interchanges on SR 518 and SR
509. This additional information permitted a refined analysis of

possible construction impacts in the FSEIS, and the
identification of additional mitigation measures presented at
FSEIS Table 5-4-8.

Based on the selected fill hauling plan, the FAA will require the
POS to include essential provisiona of its construction and

earthwork management plan An construction earthwork bid documents
as contractual requirements.

VII. DECISION AND ORDER

Although the "No Action" alternatives have fewer developmental

impacts than the preferred alternative, they fail to achieve the
purposes and needs for these projects. For the reasons

s,_mmarized earlier in this ROD, and supported by detailed
discussion in the FEIS and FSEIS, the FAA has determined that the

preferred alternatives are the only possible and prudent
alternatives as well as the most practicable.

Having made this determination, the two remaining decision

choices available for the FAA are to approve the agency actions •
necessary for the projects' implementation, or tc not approve

them. Approva_ would signify that applicable Federal
requirements relating to airport development planning have been
met, and would permit the Port of Seattle to proceed with the

proposed development and receive Federal funds for eligible items
of development. Not approving these agency actions would prevent

the Port of Seattle from proceeding with Federally supported
development in a timely manner.

I have carefully considered the FAA's goals and objectives An
relation to various aeronautical aspects of the proposed master

Plan Update development actions discussed in the FEIS, including
the purposes and needs to be served by the projects, the
alternative means of achieving them, the environmental impacts of

these alternatives, the mitigation necessary to preserve and
enhance the environment, and the costs and benefits of achieving

these purposes and needs An terms of effective and fiscally
responsible expenditure of Federal funds.
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Based upon the administrative record of this project, I make the
certification prescribed by 49 U.S.C. S 44502 (b), that

implementation of the preferred alternatives approved in this ROD
are reasonably necessary for use in air commerce.

Therefore, under the authority delegated to me by the
Administrator of the FAA, I find that the projects summarized in

this ROD at Appendix B are reasonably supported, and for those
projects I therefore direct that action be taken to carry our the _ ......._

- agency actions discussed more fully in Section II of this Record, _.-- _
including:

A. Approval under existing or future FAA criteria of project
eligibility for Federal grant-in-aid funds and/or Passenger
Facility Charges, including the following elements:

1. Land Acquisition

2. Site Preparation
3. Runway, Taxiway, and Runway Safety Area Construction
4. Terminal and Other Landside Development

5. Certain POS-Installed Navigational Aids
6. Environmental Mitigation

B. Approval of a revised airport layout plan (ALP), based on
determinations through the aeronautical study process regarding
obstructions to navigable airspace, and that the agency does not

object to the airport development proposal from an airspace
perspective ....

C. Approval for relocation/upgrade of the existing Airport
Traffic Control Tower (ATCT], radars, and various navigational

aids. I specifically reaffirm, in the context of the policy
considerations set forth in this ROD, my April 4, 1997, approval
of the SEA-TAC ATCT Siting Study. As demonstrated by that study,

a replacement ATCT at SEA-TAC is required immediately, whether or
not the other Master Plan Update development actions are

approved.

D. The development of air traffic control and airspace

management procedures to effect the safe and efficient movement"
of air traffic to and from the proposed new runway, including the

development of a system for the routing of arriving and departing
traffic and the design, establishment, and publication of
standardized flight operating procedures, including instrument

approach procedures and standard instrument departure procedures.
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¸¸¸I¸B. Andriese Da_e

Regional Ac_ninistrator, .. ....:.
Northwest Mountain Region

RIGHT OF APPEAL

This decision constitutes the Federal approval for the actions

identified above and any subsequent actions approving a grant of
Federal Funds to the Port of Seattle. Today's action is taken

pursuant to 49 U.S.C. Subtitle VII, Parts A and B, and
constitutes a Final Order of the Administrator, subject to review

by the courts of appeals of the United States in accordance with
the provisions of 49 U.S.C. S 46110.
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165 F.3d 35 (Table) Page 1
Unpublished Disposition

(Cite as: 165 F.3d 35, 1998 WL 833628 (9th Cir.))

NOTICE: THIS IS AN UNPUBLISHED approval of the Master Plan development project
OPINION. adopted by the Port of Seattle for the expansion of

the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport ("Sea-

(The Court's decision is referenced in a "Table of Tac"). We affirm.
Decisions Without Reported Opinions" appearing in
the Federal Reporter. Use FI CTA9 Rule 36-3 for The Cities argue that the Administrator's decision
rules regarding the citation of unpublished improperly relied on a "no growth" demand model
opinions.) and a limited prediction forecast thereby failing to

accurately assess the project's environmental

United States Court of Appeals, impacts and necessary mitigation measures. Under
Ninth Circuit. the Airport and Airway Improvement Act

("AAIA"), 49 U.5 47106(c)(1)(C), an
Administrator may approve an airport development

CITY OF NORMANDY PARK; City of Des project that is found to have significant
Moines; City of Burien; City of Federal Way; environmental effects "only after f'mding that ...
City of Tukwila; Itighline School District, No. every reasonable step has been taken to minimize

401, individually and the adverse effects." Here, the Administrator's
collectively as the Airport Communities lengthy decision indicates a careful review of the

Coalition; Petitioners, project's potential environmental impacts, a host of
v. mitigation measures and the entire administrative

PORT OF SEATrLE, a Washington municipal record. Moreover, it was within the agency s
corporation, lntervenor-Respondent, discretion to select a testing method for determining

v. airport deman( S( Seattle Comm. Council
FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION; Federation v. Federal Aviation Admb 961 F.2d

U.S. Department of Transportation, 829, 833-34 (9th Cir.1991). Because intervening
Respondents. circumstances called into question the 2020 model's

accuracy, the Administrator was also entitled to rely
No. 97-70953. on a prediction forecast to the year 201_See City

Argued and Submitted Nov. 6, 1998. of Los Angeles v. Federal Aviation Adn 138
Decided Nov. 24, 1998. F.3d 806, 808 (9th Cir. 1998).

Petition to Review a Decision of the United States Next, the Cities argue that the Administrator's
Department of Transportation Federal Aviation decision violates the AAI, , 47106(a)(1), which
Administration. requires that "the project is consistent with plans ...

of public agencies authorized by the State in which
Before CANBY and HAWKINS, Circuit Judges, the airport is located to plan for the development of
and SILVER, [FN**] District Judge. the area surrounding the airport." The Cities'

argument is unavailing because the Administrator
FN** HonorableRoslyn O. Silver, United States was allowed to rely on the approval of the Puget
District Judge for the District of Arizona, sitting Sound Regional Council, the designated
by designation. Metropolitan Planning Organization responsible for

MEMORANDUM [FN*] transportation planning in the region, to satisfy the
consistency requiremen_ SeSuburban O'Hare

FN* This disposition is not appropriate for Comm'nv. Dole, 787F.2d 186, 199(7thCir.1986)
publicationand may not be cited to or bythe courts . Moreover, the administrative record indicates that
of this circuit exceptas providedby Ninth Circuit every effort was made to ensure consistency with
Rule36.3. planning efforts of local communities.

**1 Petitioners ("the Cities") appeal the Federal Finally, the Cities contend that the Sea-Tac project
Aviation Administration's decision granting final violates the Clean Air Act, 42 U.S. _ 7506(c),

Copr. © West 2001 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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165 F.3d 35 (Table) Page 2
(Cite as: 165 F.3d 35, 1998 WL 833628, *'1 (9th Cir.))

thatprohibitsfederalagenciesfromsupporting"any SoundAirPollutionControlAgencyallagreewith
activitywhichdoesnot conformto [theState's] theFSEISconclusion.
implementation plan." This contention also fails -

because the FAA conducted extensive The FAA Administrator's decision was supported
environmental analyses, including a conformity by substantial evidence.analysis, and ultimately found that the air emissions
levels would be "de nfinimis." 40 §F.R.
93.153(c)(I). Moreover, the United States **2 AFFIRMED.
Environmental Protection Agency, the State of
Washington Department of Ecology, and the Puget END OF DOCUMENT

Copr. © West 2001 No Claim to Orig. U.S. Govt. Works
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RESOLUTI()N NO. 3211

A RESOLUTION of the Port Comn of the Port of Seattle, King County.,
Washington, repealing sections 15.4 and 21 and subections
21.1, 21.2, 21.3, 21.4 and 21.5 of Port Resolution 3028, State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) procedures under oh.
43.21C RCW, and ____opdngnew Port SEPA appeal

WHEREAS, the State Environmental Policy Act (SEPAL ch. 43.21C Revised Code of

Washington (RCW), and h-aplementing rules in chapter 197-il Washington Administrative Code

COVAC)requirethe Port to enact a resolution integr_ng SEPA into the Port's procedures, and
i

WItERF.AS, on December 17, 1987, the Port adopted Resolution 3028 in accordance with

chapter 43.21C RCW and chapt_. 197-11WAC, contah_ingsections 15.4 and 21 and subections 21.1,

21.2, 21.3, 21.4 and 21.5 providing for0pdonal SEPA reconsideration procedures, and

WItEREAS, it is necessary to amend Resolution 3028 to repeal the reconsideration

- procedures insections 15.4 and 21 and subectiom 21.1, 21.2, 21.3, 21.4 and 21.5 and to establish a

new SEPA administrative appeal process to provide the public avcl interested parties with a consistent,

predictable and timely 'admirtistratwereview process for certain determinations it makes under SEPA,

consistent with the intent of regulatory reform legislation enacted by the State Legislature in1995 (ok

347, Laws of 1995), and

WHERE, AS, under WAC 197-11-800 (20), the adoption of SEPA procedures by local

governments are categorically exempt fi'om SEPA review, and

WHEREAS, the Port has provided public notice regarding this resolution and an opportunity

for public comment on the resolution,

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RKSOLVED, by the Port Commission of the Port of Seattle,

Washington,asfollows:

•_.... Section 1. Appeals. Port SEPA decisions may be appealed as provided in this section.

Section !.! SL.'_DAD_.isions Subject to Appeal The following SEPA
decisions of a Port respomtble official are appealable under this section: (a) adequacy
Of an environmental impact statement (F_JS), and (b) issuance of a mitigated
determination of nonsi_ (MDNS). Other Port SEPA decisiom and documents
arenot subjectto administrativeappeal.

Section 1.2 Who May Appeal. A party wishing to file an administrative appeal
of a Port SEPA determination under this section (Petitioner) must demomtratc that

or her interests are affably within the zone of interests protected by SEPA a_A that
the SEPA determination under _._al will cause the Petitioner injury-m-fact.

h:_filea_ertvirm_tviamt22.2i72.2
2/8,96 ll:l_t_l - '
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Section1.3TimingofAppeals.

I. Appealsmay notbe filedbeforethePort'sfinaldecisionon the
underlyingproposalfor whichthe EISorMDNS was prepared.

2. Appeah mug b_ filedby 5 p.m. of the 15thcalendarday following the
date the Port has madea finaldecisionon the underlying proposal for
which the EIS or MDNS was prepared. When the last day of the
appealperiod is a Saturday, Sunday, or a national, state, or Port

•holiday,theappealperiodnms u_iJ5p.m.onthenextbusinessday.

Se_tion 1.4 'Notice _ofDeCis_ on UnderlyingProposals. The Port shall
providepublicnoticeof a finaldecisiononan underlyingproposal.forwhich an EIS or
MDNS was prepared,inaccordancewiththissubsection.F,ilt,_toprovide,such
noti_doesnotwaivetheappealdeadlineorotherwiseaffectth_timingwithinwhich
the..appe_mnst_,_fi_ if_tho:Port.has.s_l._n,t_l!ycompliedwithsuchnotice'
requirerrents.The'Portnmst:

I. Publishnoticainanewspaperofgemralcirc_!_t_,uinthecounty,.city,
or genial areawlm_ theproposalis l__at__l(if there is rnorc than onc
n_wspapcr, the responsible offx_ may select one ncwspapex for
publication);: .....

2. Fumish:noti_:to anyoneorany groupwhohasspecificallyrequestedin
writing tObe notifiedabouttheparticularproposal

3. At its_n, useanyoftheoptionalnoticemethodssetforthinSection
15.2ofPortResolutionNo.30"28. "+

h.

Section1.5F'dingAppeals. Appealsnmst:

1. By in writing; . . -

2. Containa statenmnt that sets forth:

a. the basis for thePetitio_.r's standing,including:

L how thePetition.s interests are arguably within the
'zoneofinterestsprotectedbySEPA;and

iS how tba SEPAdacision being appe,aleA willcaum the
Pe_,ioner injury-in-fa_. If theallegedinjury-in-facthas
not already occurred, Pctitior_r must sot forth facts .....
establishingthe immediate,concrete,and specific
futureinjury-in-factthatwilloccurto.thatPetitioneras
a rmultofthe Sl_A _n underappeal;

b. dm specificallegederrom:intheSEPAdecisionappealed;

......... c. fl__lie, f rcqueated;and............ :

d. thesignature,address,andphonenumberofthePetitionerand
the narre and addressof Petitioner'sdesignazedrepresentative,
if anF, •

3. b¢accompaniedbyanappeal fee of $300;

• /
h:_fl_e.avimalaviamF_21 "F2.2 "--:..-"
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4. list as respondents all necessary, parties set forth herein. In any
administrative appeal brought under this section, .the following are
necessary parties to any appeal under this section and must be served
by Petitioner within 7 days aiter the filing of an appeal with a copy of
the appeal document: the appl_m of the underlying action that is the
subj_2tofSEPA reviewandtimPort'sresponsibkoffuciaLIntervention
duringthecourseofanadmitm"trativeappealunderthissectionshall
not be pem_ed; and

5. be maiied or delivered to the Gemml Counsel, Port of Seattle, Pier 69,
P.O. Box 1209, Scattie, WA 98111.

Failure to comply with the procedural requimn_nts of this section is grounds for
dismissal of an appeal

Section 1.6 Hearing Notic*_ Notice'of the appeal hearing mt be malied to

parties of record at least 15 days before the scheduled hearing date.

Section t.7 He_ring Examiner. Tim Port Commission will appoint an
individualfamiliarwithSEPA andhearingproc_inmsasHearingExaminer(Examiner)
for the Port.The Examinerwillhearand decide SEPA appcalsin accordance with this
Section 1.

Section 1.8 AppealProcedures.

I. Rules and pmcodnms. Tt'__ Shall follow tim procedures set
forthinthis'Section1; inclu_iingARachmentA tothisresolution, dnl_
ttm _and _-_ t0 _ theminany particular,ease;
AttachtmntA to this resolution contains tb.e basic procedural
framework that shall govern any appeals brought under this scctiom
Port staff will prepare a morn detailed set of rules and procedures,
consistent with the basic pt'oc_urcs set forth b.crcin and in Attachn_nt

A. i

2. Consolidation of appeals. All procedural SEPA appeal challenges will '
beheardbytheExaminerinonesinglesimultaneousappealbearing.

3. Burdenofproof.Thebu#_n ofproofison thePetitionertoshow that
tlmPortrtspomiblcofflcial'sd_siondoesnotcomplywithSEPA.

4. Standardofreview.The detc_on ofthePortresponsibleof_ial

shallbe accordedsubstantialweightby theExaminerinaccordanc,
withRCW 43.21C.075(3)(d).An MDNS shallbeoverturnedonlyif

foundtobe clear/,/erromous.An EIS shallbe ovextumcdordyif

foundtonotbead__t_eundertheruleofreason.

_....

5. Scope of review. Review by tim Examiner is limited to the vaaidity of
the challenged MDNS (i.e., whether an EIS is required) or the
adequacy of the chalL,mged EIS. TI_ issue s.hall alse be lirr_,ed to
those set forth in the Petitioner's notice of appeaL

6. Examiner's decision. The appeal decision shall be issued within
30 days of the conclusion of the hearing and closing argument. The
appeal decision shall be in writing and shall conudn findings and
conclusions that support the decision. The Examiner may affirm,
reverse, rcmaad, or modify the tts_onsibie official's decision.

b:_tet_m, itm_att'Z_ t "/2.2
_d_96 1[:I6AM
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7. Notice of decision. Copies Of the Examiner'sdecisionshall be mailed
to partiesof recordandthose requestingnotice.

Section 1.9 Exhaustionof AdministrativeAppeal Procedures.A party,seeking
judicial review of a Port SEPA decifionsubject to appeal uader _ Section 1 must.
beforeseeking anyjudicialreview,exhaust theappeal procedureof this Section 1.

Section 1.10 JudicialP,_view.

1. Decisionsof the Examinerunder this Section 21 may be appea_ to
• the KingCountySuperiorCourtby applicationforwrit of reviewbyan

appellant within21daysof the dat_ the decisionis issued.

2. Port SEPA decisionsnot subject to administran'veappeal under this
Section I may be appealed to the King County SuperiorCourt by
applicationfor writofrevk:w by anappellantwithin21 claysof the date "
the decisionis issued.

Section 1.11 Transitionto SEPAAppeal Procedures. Port SEPA decisions
issued by the responsibleo_lcial _er the effective date of this resolutionshall be
subject to the SEPA appeal provisionsof this resolutionand any hearing rulesof
practiceand procedureadoptedbythe Port.

Section 1.12 Authorityof Executive Director to Adopt HearingE_r
Rules of Practice& Procedure. The Executive Director shallhave the authorityto
_opt rules of pract_ and procedure for the Hearing Examiner to utilize in
implememingthisResolutionandmaydelegate thisauthorityto appropriatePortstaff..
Adoption or amendmentto theserulesof practiceandprocedureby Port staffdoes not

.... requirelegislativeactionby theCo_n

Section 2. Sevelability. If any provisionof this re.solutionis held invalid,the remainderof this

resolutionremains ineffect.

Section 3. Adoption. This resolutionis adopted by the Port Commissionof the Port of Seattle this

day of , 1996, and duly authenticated in open session by the signgures of the

Commissionersvoting in favorthereofandthe sealof theCommissiondulyaff_ed.

JACKBROCK

PAIGEMILL_P,
)

•_- (_ARYGR_1

PAULSCHELL

PATRICIADAVIS

PortCommission

hAfilel_envimWaviam/222172.2
21B196| I:I6AM
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ATTACHIV[ENT ATO PORT RESOLUTION'NO. 3211

...... aAslcpRocnaz reL wo cove,mN6
SEPA ADMINISTRATIVE APPEAL RULES AND PROCEDURES.

I. Preheating Conference. Once an apical has been filed, tim Examiner
shallschedulea Pr_beanngCon_rcncewiti'_21days.Eachparty,slmUbringtothe

Preheating Conf, renc_ a wdtton list preliminarily designating witnesses (both expert
and lay) and exkibits they intend to um ia the appeal: For e.ach witness id_mifx_, a
short written summary of t_ wRaess _ testimony and, in the ca.so of expcm wimesses,

. opinions, shall Im provided. At th_ Preheating Cot,re.fence,th_ Examir_r slmil include
discussion of the following, in addition to other iterm heor sire deen'_ appropriate:

a. R, vi_w of th_ Petitioner's legal issues to, if possibi_, simplify them for
the heamg; and

b. Proceduresfor tim appeal hearing date,and scl_ulcsfor preheating
submissions.

2. Adnmiamive Record. Wkhin one week afar the Pre_g
Conference, the Portshallissue the index to the administratiwrecordof th, SEPA

determimtion under appeal Tim Petitioner may file propos_i supplermntation of the
record within seven days after the Port's index has been tiled. The Examiner shall

....... exp¢ditiouslv _ on my objections tel*rant to the record.

3. Final Wimeas and Exhibit Lists.

3.1 Within five weeks after th, Pmhearing Conference, th_
Petitioner shall fil_ its final witness and exh_it list. The wimess list must include a

summary of each witness' testin_ny.

3.2 Within seven weeks after the Preheating Conference, the
Respondent shah file its final witness and exhibit list. Tim witness list must include a
summaryof each wkness' testimony.

4. HearingMernorandumt_pertTestimony.

4.1 Wkhin eightweeks afterth_ PreheatingConference,tl_
Petitionershallf_ its hearingrmmorandum. Tl_ Petitionersb.allalsofileatt_ san_

tirmany directexperttestimonyin writing,alongwithcopiesof any exl_'bits
introducedthroughorrcf_duponbytl_expertwimcsscs.

4.2 Within 10 weeks afterthe Pmhearh'_gConference,the

Respondent shall fi1_its hearing rmmorandum. Tim Respond,nt shall also fi1_ at th_
sarm time any direct exlw.rt testimony in writing, along with copie_ of any exhibits

..... introduced through or relied upon by the expert witnesses.
l

5. Production of Exhibits. Tea weeks after the Preheating Conference,
the parties shall fil_ with the __.mhaage a_ort_lete set of the exhibits they

"_intendto use_ the _'.#bsent a showing of good cause, no further exbabits stroll
-_-t_rmitted a_tl_ hearing.

6. Preheating Evidentiary Motion. The_ motions must be ffl_d seven business
days before the hearing date. Reply rmmoranda to any motions may be submitted, but they
must be filed four business days before the hearing date. The Examiner wiUissue a decision on
any preheating evidentiary motions one day befor_ the hearing date.

71 AppcalHearing. Theappealhearing shallbe conducted 12 weeks after
t.hePreheating Conference. The hearing shall consist of the following:

+

h:_ L-._ea_ron',tv_am_mru.d_
I1:I6AM
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7.I OpeningSmm.x_m.s.

7.2 PmJzionefsCase.The Pcr/fion_scaseatthehearingshallb¢
limkcdtodm pmsenm_n oflaytestimony,theRespondcm'scross-cxaminauonofany
expcr_te.sr/monyo_e.mdinwritingby thePetkioncrbeforetheheanng,andthe
Pcti_one.r'sre.directofanysuchcxp_ wmms.

7.3 Respondem'sCa_. TheRespondcnt'scaseattheh_/ngshall
belimitedtolaymsdmony,tl_Petition.scmss-cxamin_0nofanyexpc_tcs_nony
o_J'ad_ wrkes bytheRespondembeforethehearing,andd¢ Rcsponclcm'sredirect
ofanysuchcxpcawimess.

8. ClosingArgunmm. The ExaminershalldeJe.mdncwh_dmrclosing
argurmmwillbcdeliveredorallyorinwriting.The panMswillhavetheoptionof
subxrmmgproposed fittings andconclusions alongwiththeirclosingarguncm.

h:_de_,mvimmll,mlm_p_m,doc ,
li:I6AM --'"
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_ BEFORETHEHEARINGEXAMINER
! OFTHEPORTOFSEATrLE

_+

CITY OF DES MOINES, et al., ) NO. FIB 964}4
Petitioners )

)
vS. )

) FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS,

PORT OF SEATTLE, et al., ) AND DECISION
ltespmdents )

PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

This appeal challenges the adequacy of the environmental evaluation done by the Port of
Seattle ('Port') pursuantto the State Environm_atal Policy Act ('SEPA') for the expansion of Seattle-
Tacoma Intm_onal Airport ("STIA"). The Port i_ued a F_..I Environmental Impact Statement
("FEIS") for Its Aiq_ort Master Plan Update in February of 1996. Four appeals were filed of &at
FEIS. Appeals one andtwo were filed by Christopher P. Clifford and Ray Akers, The City of SeaTac
flied appeal number three, and appeal number four was filed by the Airport Co...._.:,,_es Coalition
('AC&), which is made up of the City of Des Moines, the City of Burien, the City of Federal Way,
the City of NormandyPark, the City of Tukwila, and Higifline School District _q01.

A pre--hearingconference was held on September 6, 1996 at STIA pursuant to the rules set
forth in Pore Resolution g3211, which are the rules governing admlnlgtrativeappeals of environmental
determinationsby the Port. On September 10, 1996, the Deputy Hearing E_nminer for the Port issued
a pre-heafiag Orderwhich set a schedule for the subm;_sionof documents, including exhibits, wimess
lists, and wimess testimony. The order stated _t the Examiner would commence hearlflg testimony

on January27,1997. Subsequent to the issuance of that order, the Deputy Hearing Ex_min_ refused
herself from hearing this matter.

At just about this game time, the Port and the Federal Aviation Admin|_tration ("FAA")
determinedthat additionalenvironmenulanalysiswas n_ baseduponnewforecastsfor the
nation's airports conducted by FAA. The Port issued a Draft Supplemental EIS ("DS_S') in
Februaryof 1997 based upon the new information as well as agency and public comments. A F;_i
Supplemental EI$ ('FSEIS') was published by the Port on May 13, 1997. The appeals of the same
four parties were reinstated.

While the supplemental environmental analysis was being condu_ by the Port and the FAA,
this E.xaminegwas retained to hear this mattex. A pre-hearing conferencewas conductedby telephone
conference call ou July 2, 1997, Pursuant to the rules, a new pre-hearing schedule was established by
order dated July 8, 1997, with deadlines for the submission of documents, including exhibits, witness
lists, and wimess testimony. A hearing was to be commenced on December I, 1997.
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......, OnJuly 10,,1997 the Portfiled a Motionm DismissPetifion¢_Cinistoph_ Cliffordand Ray
Akersfor failureto perfecttheir appeals. Both Petitionersrespondedandby MemorandumDecision
andOrderdatedAugust 14, 1997, theHearing_yam;-er dismissedtheappealsof PetitionersClifford
andAkers.

Oil Septt_mher 22, 1997, the Port submitted a Stipulation and Proposed Order di__mtt_in__the

City of SeaTac'sappeal. The Stipulationwas basedon the factthatthe City of SeaTa¢andthe Port
had reached a settlement a_ which Includeddismissalof the City's appeal. An Order
dismitaingthe City of SeaTac'$appealwas signedby the Examineron September25, 1997. Thatle_
theACCas the sole reu__i_nlnS petitionerin this action. Boththe Portandthe ACCadheredto the pre-
heating schedule except as modified by stipulation,and the hearing on this matterc6mmenced
_ber 1, 1997 in Seattleat the King CountyCourthouse. Duringa recess on the first day, the
Examinerconducteda sitevisit by drivingaroundthe perimeterof STIA.

Threeprimaryissues were raised by the Petitioners. The first is whetherthe EIS/SEISare
inadequatebecause they are based on the assumptionthat: (1) The proposedadditionalrunway at
STIA wouldhave no effect ou thegrowthin paue_gers or aircraftoperationsat the aixport,and (2)
Thatthesamenumberof passengerswoulduse STIAregardlessof whethertheprojectis built or not.
The second issue is whethertheEIS/SEISare inadequateb__.._ they did not adequatelyevaluatethe
Impactsof the STIA expansionafterthe year2010. Andthe thirdissue is whethertheEIS/SEIS are
inadequatebecamethey failedto properlyanalyzereduced;mact_ alternativesas requiredby $EPA.

The Hearinglastedfor five days from December1, 1997to December5, 1997. OnDecember
18, 1997, the Petitionersfiled a Closing ArgumentandBrief in support of its position, along with
ProposedFindings, Conclusions,andExhibits, On December24, I997, the Port similarly filed its
ClosingArgumentandBrief in supportof its position,alongwithExh_its andProposedFindings and
Condmio_.

After reviewing the Exh_its submitted before and after the hearing, reviewing expert .....
testimonysubmi_ before the hearing,and consideringthe testimonyat the hearing, the Hem'lag
Examinerherebym___ thefollowingFindingsof FactandConclusionsof Law:

I.FINDINGS OF I_ACT

A. General Findings of Fac_.

_1. In 1993, the Portinitiatedan AirportMasterPlanUpdate,whichidentified_ndstudied
alternatemeans of meetingthe following needs at STIA: (1)improve the poor weather airfield
operatingcapacityto an acceptablelevelof delay, (2) providesufficientrunwaylmgth to accommodate
warm weatheroperationswithoutrestrictingpassenger loadfacton or payloads, (3)provide Runway
Safety A_ea thatmeet currentFAA standards, and(4) provideefficientandflexiblel_.side facilities
to afq_mmt_atO futtlre aviation demand.

2. Also in 1993, pursuantto the NationalEnvironmentalPolicyAct (NEPA)and the St_te
EnvironmentalPolicy Act (SEPA), the FAA mintthe Port initiatedpreparationof a joint mS
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thoroughlyanalyzingthe altmu_es to, environmentalimpa_ of, andposs_le mitigatingmeasures
for the im[n-ovementsidentifiedin theMasterPlanUpdate.

3. In 1995, theFAA and thePort_ued theMasterPlanDEIS conductedtwo public
hearings,accepted and responded to _n-itten and oral o_mems, conductedadditionalstudies and
preparedprojectrevisionsin responseto publiccomments. OnFebruary9, 1996, the l_ortissuedthe
MasterPlan FEI$, which includedall co-meats on the DEIS andthe PortffAA responsesto each
comment,

4. On August 1, 1996, the Port CommissionadoptedResolutionNo. 3212, which
attachedandadoptedthe AirportMasterPlan Updatefor ffHA, andgrantedapprovalto developthe
third ranwayat STIA.

5. Subsequentto the publicationof the FEIS, the FAA Office of Aviation Policy and
Plans in Washington,D.C., issued ils fiscal year 1996 TerminalArea Forecast CTAF') for the
-__on's airports, including STIA, The fiscal year 1996 FAA TAF predicted levels of aircraft
operationsand passenger enplane.meatsat STIA that exceeded the numbers of operations and
enplanementsin the MasterPlan UpdateFEIS, whichhad reliedon the 1994 Master Plan Update
aviationdemandforecasts.

6. Whenthe FAA's 1996 TAF was released, a reviewof forecastaviationconditionsat
STIAwas initiatedto identifywhy the forecastwas higherandhow it would affectthe Master Plan
Update. P&D Aviation, the Port's Maste_Plan Update conu'ac_or,evaluatedthe FAA TAF and
supportedits generalconclusions that activitycould grow faster than identifiedby the 1994 Master

! PlanUpdate aviationdemandforec_ts, This evaluationled to thedevelopmentof new Port forecasts
which showed aircra_ operationsand passengersestimated to be approximately17% greater (for
planningyear2010) thanthe pdma_ MasterPlan UpdateFEISforecast. In order to fully evaluatethe
possibleproje_-Ievelimpacts(andpotentialmitigationmeasures)basedon the newPort forecasts,the
FAA NorthwestRegionandthe Portcommissioneda SupplementalE1S.

7. The DSEIS (eonnininga draft CleanAir Act Conform_ Analysis) was released in
February1997. Afterreceivingand respondingto extensiveag_cy and public comments, the FSEIS
(andfinal ConformityAnalysis)waspublishedon May 13, 1997.

8. The PortCommissionconsideredthe potentialenvironmentalimn_:tSand mitigating
measures discussed in the FEIS and FSEIS, and weighed that informationwith other relwant
considerationsincludingthe need for improvedair transportationfacilities to meet growing demand
andreducepoor weatherairtrafficdelay.

9, In light of the FSEIS, the Commk_ionr_ the approvals and commi_

madein Repletion No. 3212, including adoptionof the AirportMasterHa_, approval of the third
runway,and commitmentto tmdertakeadditionalnoisereductionmeasuresas called for in The Puget
SoundRegionalCouncil's("PSRC")ResolutionA-96-02. Thisappealto the Port'sHearingExaminer
followed.

10. The primaryneedfor new runwayimprovemeatsat STIA is the delay experiencedat
STIAduringpoorwe_t_ber.WhileSTIA operatmefficientlyduringgood weatherconditions (Visual
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........:._ RightRulei or VI_I conditions),thoseconditionsprevailonly56percentof thetimeattheahport.
:+/ Duringtheremaining44 percentof the time (VRF2andall InstrumentFlightRule or IFRconditions),

STIApgese_y operateswith anu_.captable level of delay. Thatdelayis expectedto rapidlyworsen ........
M the gegion grow]; and demalld fog commegclml aviation service COrgespondin_y rises. A primary
purpose of theproposedfacility improvezaenlzis to in,ease the ope_ efficiencyof STIAso that
theregiOn'Sresidentsandindustryareprovidedwithan acceptablelevel of commercialaviationservice
underthe maximumrangeof weatherconditions.

B. Findings On lteuomabimess of gl._qForeeast Methodology and Analysis Relating to
Numbersof Passengersand AireraltOperatiem

11. The ACC arguedthat the SSEISis inadequatebecause the forecasts on which it is
basedshowthe samen-tuberof eaplanemeats(passengers)underboththe WithProjectandNOAction
altern_ves, 'The ACC arguedthatthenumberof operationsandemplanemen_3_tJlthe projectwould
be highex thanthe EIS forecastsand the m_rnbez"withoutthe projectwould be lower than the EIS
forecasts.

12. Whea the Port and the FAA beganpreparationof the MasterPlan Update EIS, they
retainedP&DAviationto preparethe forecastthatservedas the basisfor the MasterPlanUpdateP_
(the "1994forecast'). Later, in 1996, whena decisionwas madeto updatethe forecast, the Portagain
retainedP&D Aviation to preparethe updatedforecast (the "1996forecast"). P&D Aviation had
experience in preparingaviationforecastsfor the PugetSound Region,havingpreparedthe foreca_
thatse_'vedasthebasisfor a FlightPlanEISissuedby the Portandthe PSRCia 1992.

13. The personat P&D Aviationprimarilyresponsiblefor the preparationof the STIA
forecastswasStephenL. Allison, SeniorAviationPlanner. Mr. Allisonhas30 yearsexperience in the :........•
aviationplanningandconsuitingfield, havingserved as projectmanageror lead aviationplanneron
the developmentof over 30 airport rnn_r plans and regional aviationsystem plans. While he
f_n_]oz_ as project manager or lead aviation planneron a varietyofairportpl_,ning assignments,his
specialtyis the preparationof forecastsof aviationactivityfor individualairportsandmultiple-abOrt
regions.

14. The approachused ia preparingthe STIA forecasts is widely accepted and used
throughoutthe aviationindustry. Mr. Allison generally describedthe process as consisting of the
followingsteps:

a. Analyzehistoric airportactivitydataand trends(such as passengers,air cargo,
aircraftoperatiotu).

b. Assess the conditions and factorswhich influencethe dm_nd for aviation activity,
including the local and nationaleconomies, air fares, changes in airline service,
competingairports,technologicaladvances in telecomm_mications,and International
economicgrowthandbilateralagreemeuts.

c. Obtaininput fromthe aviationcommunity,particularlythe airilnesserving STIA, to
obtaintheir opinionsregardingthe futureof aviationdemandin generalandat STIA.

d. Develop a mmhematicalrelationshipbetween a componentof airportact_rity (e.g.,
domestic passengers)and the factors (expl_n_.ry variables)which are historically
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shownto strongly affectit. Evaluatethis mathematicalrelatiombip,or "model,"to
• : emwmthatit is logicalfor forecastingaviationdemandandpasseskey statisticaltests.

e. Obtainproj_tiom of the factorsin themodelaffectingairportactivity,thin usethe
modelwith_e projctedfa_s m derive, fore_ of meairportactivity....

f. Evaluatethe probableeffec_ of the fxnecastof factorsnot explidtly at,countedfor in
the model, such u telecommueicatiom,demandnumagev,_e_ t_,haiques, and high
speedrail.

g, Developalternativeforecastapprotehmas a checkagain,stthe resultsof themodel,
h. Prepareupper-rangeandlower-rangeforecastsbasedon the alter-_ve approachesto

illustratethepotentialrangeof outcomes.
i, Comparethe masterplan forecastwith forecastspreparedin other studiesAndby the

FAA andevaluatedifferencesin the purposefor the forecast, the forecastapproach,
andassumptions.

15. "I'neevidence showed that three factors standout as generally having the greatest
in_ueaceon aviationdemand,andatSTIA these arethe threefactorwhichhave thegreatestpredictive
vMuefor estimatingfutureaviationdemand. Thesethreefactorsare(a) thepopulatlonof the airport's
service area, Co)personalincomein the servicearea,and(c) averageair fares. HigherlX_alationand
personalincomehavea positiveeffecton demandfor airtravel,andhigherair faresinfluencedemand
negatively.

16. Themodelsusedby P&D Aviationfor the 1994and1996forecastswere testedagainst
actual aviation activityat STIA from 1973 through 1993. The 1994 model showed a 99.6%
correlationwithdomesticpassengervariationandthe 1996modelshoweda 99% correlation. These
stafisti_ indicatethat the factomused in theP&D forecmtin_modelsareexcellent in explainingpast
variationsinnumbersof passengersatSTIA.

17. The forecastspreparedby P&.DAviationwerereviewedby theFAA's Northwest
MountainRegion.TheFAA reviewedtheforecastsintermsofthemethodology,forecastvariables
used, statisticalmeasures,and reasonablenessof the overallresults. The FAA acceptedthe P&D
forecastsandapprovedtheiruse for the preparationof the EIS/SEIS.

18, Theforecasts were Ms) reviewed by l-_ndrtlm& Brown, Inc., the prime consultant
sdectedby thePox andthe FAA to preparethe Master PlanUpdateEISandSEIS. The individualat
Landrum& Brownprimarilyresponsiblefor the review of the forecastswas Douglas F. Goldberg,
Vice PresidentandLeaderof the firm'sFacilitiesandOperatiomPractice, Mr. Goldberghas 14years
of experiencein aviationandairportplnnning,has been involvedin the plamfingof over30 airportsin
the U.S. and abroad,andhasparti6patedin demandforecastsata varietyof majorU. S. ai_s,

19. Mr. Goldbergreviewedthe forecastspreparedby P&.DAviationandfound themto be
consistentwith the industryaccepted methodologyand properlyprepared. He testified that the
methodology used by P&D Aviation has been used to provide the basis for implementing
improvementsat mostof the majorairportsthroughoutthe U.S. Landrum&Brownhasapplied this
techniquem developaviationforecastsfor manyairportclientsaroundthe world, includingthe Cityof
ChicagoDepartmentof Aviationandits two primacyairportsO'HareandMidway.
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_:,:_ 20. The ACC presentedthe testhnow/ of Dr. Clifford Winston, ,Senior Fellow at the
BrooidngsInstitution,in supportof its challengeto the aviationforecasts. Dr. Winstonstatedthat
expandedairportfacilities,includinga thirdrunway,wouldthemsdvescausea growthin d__,.mlfor
air travd. It was his position that, by act taking this factor into account, the STIA forecasts
understatedthe actual demandthat will occur once the _rovemems are constructed. The ACC ....
arsued that, as a result of =mdentatedforecasts,the EISs failed to comider and disclose the real
euvironmenmlimpactsof theproposedimprov_--oqtswhen comparedto theDo Nothingscenario. Dr.
W'mstonhad several basesfor his position th_ expandedairportfacilities would came a growth in
aviationdemandwhich arediscussedbelow, The ACC also arguedin favor of the wrollary to Dr.
Winston's theory. That is, traderthe Do Nothtn_scenario, if the Portdoes not build the airport
improvements,the numberof operationsand enplanementswill be ¢o_, Thus, they allege, the
_$ overstatedthe activity levels in the Do Nothingscenarioandfurtherunderstatedthe differences
betweenthe WithProjectandDo Nothingscenarios.

21. In respoese to Dr. Winston, the Port prtmmtatthe testimonyof Mr. Allison, Mr.
GoldbergandMs, MaryVigilantewho disagreedwith Dr. Whuton'sposldom. The testimonyof the
Port's witnesseswas crediblethataviationde.msndat STIA is not causedby expandedairportfacilities
andnot ¢omtrainedby thedelaycharacteristicsatSTIAso longas thereis sufficientairportcapacityto
servethe passengerswhowish to fly. Thus, aviationdemandat STIAcanbe adequatelypredictedby
using populationand income characteristicsof the marketarea, along with air fares, and not by
expandedairportfacilities. This is particularlytrue for STIA, becausethere are no other airportsin
the region that can meetthe de_,,_ becamethe delaysoccurduringpoor weather¢enditiom which
arenot predictable,andfor otherreasonsset forthbelow.

22. Dr. Winston stated that a reductionin delays associatedwith ak travel, and the
uncertaintiesassociatedwith that reduction, would generate_ demandfor tit travel. He
assertedthat eliminatingthe inconvenience and unreliabilityassociatedwith delay would cause ......

potential travelers to use more air services. Messrs. Allison and Goldberg disagreed with Dr.
Wiuston'sposition. Theirtmtin_ny wascrediblethatdelayatSTIAoccurs inpoorweatherconditions
andpoor weatherprimarilyaffectsarrivalsratherthandepartures.Becausepoorweather,particularly
on arrivals, is not predictable,the delay is not likely to have a significantimpact on travelers'
decisions. Moreover,airlineseau incorporateexpectedandroutinedelay into their flight schedules
andincorporatesophkficatedflightconsolidationprocedures. Thereate m other airportsin thePuget
SoundRegionthatprovidean aloe to STIA. Therefore,even withthe averagedelays projected
forSTIAduringthe pl_nnlnghorizon,eltemativemodesof travel (suchas autonmbiletravel) will still
be considerablylonger than air travel. For all these reasons,it is unlikelythat reductionsin delayat
STIAcausedby thepreferredalternativewill resultin substantialadditionaldemandfor air travel.

23. In responseto the ACe's argumentthat increasingdday at STIAwithout the project
will reducedemand,Mr. Goldberg and Ms. Allison testified crediblythat there will be sufficient
capacityat STIA to accommodatepassenger demandthroughthe MasterPlan Ulxlate's planning
horizon(beyondtheyear2010). "glzatis, throughmodestadju.Vanentsin the numberof passengersper
airplaneand the size of aircraft,as well as the hours of operation,STIA has the capacity to
accommodateall theprojecteddemandthroughtheplanninghorizon. This availablecapacity at STIA
would likely accommodatethe clem_,_leven as averagedelaD increased,_b,_-__-_ethat has been the
experienceat other congestedairports. Other airportsin the U.S. currentlyoperatewith levels of
delay ator greaterthan thedelaylevels projectedfor STIAbeyond2010. At some of these airports,
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.... such as O'Hare,the level of activity-issuch that the FAA has imposedlimits on the uumberof
operationsduringmost of theday, Despitethehighlevels of delayandthe limits on operations,the

-. activitylevels at these airportshavecontinuedto increasein responseto thedemand, Therefore,it is
not likelythatincreasingdelays atSTIAwill significantlyconstraindemandbetweennow and2010.

24. Dr. Winstonalso ______,4_that an increasein runwaycapacityand m expansion of
terminalandgroundtrmmporta_nfacilitieswouldenablethealrpo_ to expandthe numberof aircraft
operatiom at thehoursmost convenientto the travelingpublic. He assertedthatthb will result in m
increase in dis¢_etioaarytravel by penous who otherwisemighthave been discouragedfrom flying
becauseof the inconvenience,However,as testifiedto by Mr. Goldberg,the additionof theproposed
thirdrunwaywiU not add significantnew capacityat S'I-tAduring good weatherconditions,which
occur approximately56_ of the time. The puc_se of the new runwayis to improve efficiency In
poorweatherconditions,i.e., to providetwo streamsof aircraf_trafficduringpoor weath_ conditions,
the sameas occursnow (andin the futurewiththe new runway)in good weatherconditions. Because
poor weatheris not predictable,the additionof capacityin poorweatherconditionsshouldnot have a
significanteffecton the demandfor airtravel.

25. ]Basedon Dr. Winsmn'stestimony,theACCalso arguedthat expansionof the airport
facilitieswill lead to grea_ airlinecompetitionandreducedoperatingcosts, therebyreducingair fares
and inducing more air navel. The testimonyof the Port's witnes.u_was more credible that the
imnrovemenlsat STIA will not result in greaterairline competitionbecauseairlines addflights in
responsem increasingdemandnot in responseto increasedabort capacity, STIA alreadyenjoys a
high level of airline compeddoaand comparativelylower air faresthanthe rest of the country. Iu
addition,reducedairlinedelay costswill notlikelyre.suitin lower air fares, Savingsfromdelay costs
wLllbe partiallyoffset by the airlines'shareof the capitolimprovementexpenses. Also, the savings
from reduced delay costs, when spread among all airline passengers, represents a very small
percentageof airfaresandwill not likelyhavea majorimpacton traveldemand.

26. Dr. Winstonalsostatedthatmoreefficientandreliableairservicewouldbe a stimld_t
tOregional economicgrowth which, in ULrn,wouldgenerateincreaseddemandfor air travel. For
economicgrowthin a regionto be affectedby airportimprovements,therewouldhave to be a major
eh_nee from extremely inadeq_o service to adeq,;_.t_Ror better service. STIA already provides
adequateor better air sa'vice so the aL,Vort improvementsshould not result in significant new
economicgrowthin the region. In addition,as Mr.Goldbergtestified,the__S/SEISaviation forecx_
did notassumeanyconstraintsin airportcapacity,so it wouldbe illogicalto include in the forecastsa
factorfor increasedaviationactivityresultingfromthe airportimprovements. Also, Mr, Goldberg
testifiedthatDenver, whichrecentlyconstructeda newfive-runwaymodernxL-pon,has experienceda
declinein thenumberof passengersandoperationsfollowingcompletionof the new airport.

27. Finally, Dr. Winstontestifiedthathe developeda modelto test whethe_the additionof
a runwayfuels growthIn aviationdemand.Applyinghis modelto the top 150 airportsin the country,
he concludedthatthere is a _._t_tical corrdationbetweenthe numberof runwaysand the amountof
aviationactivityat an airport. This, he argued,is empiricalevidencedemon.qratingthatan additional
runwayat STIAwouldcauseadditionalgrowth. Thetestimonyof Mr. Allisonand Mr, Goldbergwas
cred_ie on this point. As they testified,Dr. Winston'sanalysisdid not test for a cause and effect
relationshipandcanonly show thata correlationexistsbetween_ withhigh demandandaix_rts
with multiplerunways. That is, the Winstonanalysis merelydemonstratedthatait_rts with greater
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_ aviation activity geaerally have more runways than airportswith le_s activity. This does not'ii

• .... demomtratethat the additionalrunways were the cause of greater activity levels am/ it could
damonsWatenothingmorethanthatbusyakpom build runways.

I
:

28, Mr.Allison alsotestifiedthattheadditionof the secondrunwayat STIAdid not result
in/ncreased av/ationdemand. The secondrunwaywas built af_ a periodof rapidgrowth at the
airport,but this growth was not sustaineda/_ the consu'uctionof the runway. The numbe¢of
pauenge_s grew at an annualaveragerateof 14.8 percentin the five yearsbeforethe runwaywas
completedandat an averagerateof 3,8 pet_nt in the threeyearsaftertherunwaywas completed, A
s_mii_ pam_n o_d with regal to the num_ of operations. As Mr. Allison crediblytestified,
th_Ais not an unusualoccurrea_. Aklx_ activity is typically cyclical (reflectingeconomic cycles),
with activitygrowingrapidlyfor severalyears thengrowingmore slowly for several yeats. Once an
airportexpansionhas occurred,the airportwill sometimmentera periodof slow or no growth.

29. TheFEI$ includedatAppendixP,, andthe FSEI$includedat AppendixD, analyzesof
certain"whatif"scenariosth_ respondtothe COmments that growth might be higher_n forecast. In
theseappendices,thePortconsideredthe possibleimpactsif the ACCallegationsarecorrectand __ffi__ed
airportcapacityresultsin highe_aviationactivity. In AppendixD, the Portconsideredin "Case 3' the
potential differences in imp.actsbetween (a) a With Project acenmrioin which operations _ul
enplanementsgrewat a 10_ fasterratethanforecastedand(b) a Do Nothingscenarioin which itwas
assumedthatthe numberof operationsandenplanemen_wouldbe limitedto their 2010 levels. This
_lysis, which was basedon an e.x_-_olationof pre-2010 impacts,comparedpotentialimpactsin the
areasof noise, airquality,surfacetraffic,andotherareas.

i1
30. The ACC asserted in its Closing Memorandumthat the SEIS was internally

inconsistentin that it predictedin AppendixD that the numberof passengerswouldbe the same in
2020 underboththe With ProjectandDo Nothingscenariosandyet the SEISalso statedthat severely
congestedconditionswouldpreventthe airportfromaccommod_ingthepredictedlevel of passengers
in 2020, However, as testifiedby MaryVigilantewho preparedit, AppendixD was not a forecastof
passengersandoperationsin the year 2020. It was an analysisof "whatif' scenariosin responseto
commentsfromtheACC. Cases I and2, reliedon by the ACC in its assertion,merelyconsidered the
impactsif the numberof operationsandenplanementswere the same in 2020 underthe With Project
andDo Nothingscenarios. Case 3 consideredthe situationif the ACCassertionswere correct, that
aviationactivitywouldbe differentunderthe WithProjectandDo Nothingscenarios.

31. The ACC asumed thatif Dr. Winston'stheoryis correct,that air pollutionandnoise
would increasewith the numberof operations. However, increasednumberof operatiolk_ under the
WithProjectscenariodoesnot necessarilytranslateto a comparableincreasein airpollution. Eugene
R. Peters is a Directorwith Landrum& Brown. He has over I0 years of environmental1_
experienceandhas conductedthe _-A'ysisof alxport-relatedactivityon regionalair qualityon airports
throughoutthe country. Mr.Peters, one of the principalair qualityprofessionalsworkingon the EIS,
provideda detailed,n,lysis in his writtentestimonythatwas consistentwith the SKISconclusionthat
NOx will de_ease even as the numberof operationsincreasesout to 2010, due to the impactof the
reductionsin delaywhichaccompanytheconstructionof the3rdRunway.

32. Withrespectto noise, the Portpresentedcredibletcstlmonyfrom Mr.Jon Woodward.
Mr. Woodwardhas morethan 25 yearsexperiencein programdesignandcommonnoise as_essrn*_.t
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i andlanduse analysis. He has prepat_ over 1500noise contourstudiesin his carem'.He hasworked
ou noise studies at majorairports throughoutthe menu-y, includingDallas-Ft.Worth,Los Angeles
International,Cincinnatl,St. Louis, Chimgo O'HareandToledo. Mr.Woodwardwas in chargeof
preparingthe noise contoursfor the EIS. Mr. Woodwardcorroboratedanalysis in the EIS which
demonseratedthe ded;n_-_size of the 65 DNL noise contoursundera do-aot_nt, scenariobetween
1994 and the year2010. Despitethe anticipatedincreasein op_atiom at STIA, noise impactsare
expectedto decline in thefuturerelativeto exirdngconditions. As Mr, Woodwardtestified,even if
the opetatiom forecastprojectedby Dr. Winstonwere to occur, the resultin_effect would be an
egpected increaseof 7/10 of one decibel (0.7 dBA) on averagenoise levels. Basedon the FAA
thresholdof significant_ of 1.5 DNL, the 0.7 dBA would not be significant. If any of the
c--errenttechnologicalinitiativesnow underway by NASA achieveeven 10_ of their gotls (i.e,, one
decibelreduction),this would more*h_noffset the increasednoise levelsassociatedwiththedifference
in forecastedoperationspredictedby Dr. Winston.

C. _ndlngs of Fact tm ]_m.umabknmsof Decision to Limit Detailed Analysis in SEIS to the
Year2010

33. At the time the MMtefPlanUpdateE1Swaspreparedin 1994, the airfaresnationally
andat STIAhadbeenrelativelystable. Thus, thosechargedwithpreparinglong-termairportforeca_
couldwithsomeassuranceforecastforlongerperiods.

34. Severalfactorscametogetherin the timeperiodbetweenthe MasterPlan Upd__ _l_
in 1994 and the SEISin 1996, each of which addedsignificantuncertaintyto the pl_nning efforts of
those professionalschargedwith attemptingto meaningfullyevaluatelong-termimpactsunderSEPA
al_ ]qEPA. The EI_ ¢013b'ultants.niformly agreed with the l_IS Project Manage_thz these factors
made it very difficult to meaningfullyevaluatethe environmentalimpactsof the MasterPlan Update
beyondthe year2010. Thefactorsincluded,but arenot limitedto:

a. A dramaticdropin airfares nationwidewhich ledto radicallydifferentFAA forecasts
in 1996;

b. A ¢al_gatedaviationforecastwhich indicatedan I7_ increasein the operationsat
STIAintheyear2OLO;

c. A major decisionby Boeingto discontinueproductionof an entireline of alrcrai_the
MI)-80;

d. The majorimpactof the arrivalof one of the nation'slowestairfareairlines,Southwest
Airlines,on STIAandthe changes in the fleet mixof both Southwestand the airlines
which were competing with Southwest, an impact which added great mgertaitwy to the

numberof operations,fleet mix, enginetype, day/nightsplit, andotherfactorswhich
areessentialto the analysisof noiseandair qualityimpacts;

e. The drasticdownsizingof the l_.gional TransportationAuthority'sroadnetworkand
light rail system, with the resulting unity in analyzing traffic at _ and
inabilityto rely on thePSRC'sregionaltrafficmodel;
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f. New hrvestmmEin noise and air pollutionresearchwhich are likely te significantly
reduceengine noise in new aircraftby tea dBsin tea years,startingin the year 2005
andinnew aircra/tstar,'noin thenext5-10 years;and •

g. The 1996 work of NASA, in conjunctionwith OE and other aircrait and eagine
manufa_uren to start a program with a specific goal of reducing aircraftNO_
emissionsby 70_ by theyear2001.

35. The testimony of the professionals participatingin the preparationof the EIS
establishesthat in variouskey areas, the SEIS-projectedperiodof _lysis of 13 years falls squarely
withinthe typicalrangefor studiesof this typethroughoutthecottony. Mr, Peterstestifiedthat the air
qualitystudiesvaried thestudy periodfrom5-15 yearsin thefurore. In the noisearea, Mr.Woodward
testifiedthatnoisecontourstudiesfor newrunwaystypicallyrunon it 10-12yearplan_g horizon,

36. While the ACC emphasizesthe relationshipof the planningperiod m the anticipated
dateof the nmway in the year 2004 or 2005, a more propercontextis to review the length of the
planningperiod from the date of the EIS in 1996, ratherthan the year 2004. Thus the appropriate
pl_-n;ngperiodtobeevaluatedis13 years.

37. One of the principaldecision makersin the determ;,nt_nof the planninghorizon in
SEIS was the EIS Project Manager,Mary Vigilante. Ms, Vigilantehas, in addition;o extensive
airportproject m_n._gementexperience,specializedexperiencein both air qualityadd noise analysis
fields. She conductedmuchof theoriginal analysis,as well as theresponseto commen_ in all of the
projectlevel environmentaldocuments, In additionto the reasonsset forth in AppeadixD of the

* SEIS, she testified crediblyas to the 13-ye_ planninghorizon. As Ms. Vigilantenoted, there were
rapidchangesin aviationactivity during the mid-1990sat ST/A, which made forecastingaviation
activityvery difficult. Ms. Vigilantereasonablyconcludedthat detailedanalysisof the years beyond ....
2010 in the EIS would be speculativeand could lead to a substantiallyinaccurateevaluationof
environmentaleffects. The quantificationof environmentalimpactsis dependenton factors such as
total aviationactivity, the time of day the activityoccurs,the aircrafttypes, and the engines on the
aircraft, Even slight changes in aircra/ttypes and their associatedengine types, for instances, can
result in substantiallydifferentimpact analysis. Due to the variousvol_'le factors identified and
becauseaircraitfleet mix and air fares could not be reasonablypredicted beyond 2010, the SEIS
concludedthat impactscannotbe reasonablyevaluatedbeyondthis time period. Ms. Vigilante also
describedin detail the differentforms of futureenvironmentalreview, both state andfederal, which
will analyzeposs_le adverseenvironmentalimpactsof theMasterPlanUpdateduringthe period 2010-
2020.

38. OneofthegreatestchangesfollowingissuanceoftheMasterPlan_ wasinthe1996
changeinprojectedakf_es=nn,_uncedby theFAA. WithrespecttothePort'supd_r:_avi_on
demandforecastpreparedfor the S_v.%aftercal_r_ng forlocal data,thisresultedin an 17% increase
in the D,,=_b_of operatlom anticipatedat STIA for the year2010 over the numberof opermioas
anticipatedunder the 1994 MasterPlan forecasts. The volatility in projectedairfaresrepresentedby
theFAA's changedairfareprojectionsm_lr_ it more difficultto reasonablyes_mntelong-termtrends
in numberof aircraftoperations,fleet mix, or day/mghtoperationsbeyond2010.
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•_ i_ 39. The for_____e_n__unce____ that _ in 1996 significandychangedthe ability to
analyzelong-termforecam, fleet mix, day/nightop_aticm, and createda correspondinguncertainty
fortheprofessionalsdmtgedwitheval_-g long-termairqualityandnoise impacts. In _m_,yupe_,
this uncm_inrydid not existtwo yearseadieLwhentheMasterPlanEISwasbeingprepared,

40. Thepreparationof the air quality_n_lysisin the SEISwastheproductof collaboration
amongthe three agencieswithregulatoryauthorityin thisarea, the PugetSoundAk PollutionControl
Agency ('PSAPCA'), the Washington State Departmentof P_ology ('DOE') and the U.S.
PmviroameatalProtect.AgencyCHPA'). DOE _r_i-_ an independentconsultantto assist in
detailedreviewandpreparationof commentsin its reviewof the SEIS. All threeageades participated _
in the air qualityanalysiswhich found that the year2010 was the logical planninghorizon for air
quality imnnetX. Although thethreeagencies had manyquestionsduringtheprocessandiu their
commeiltSon the DSEIS, they all approvedthe finalairqualityanalysiscontainedin theF SEIS.

41. Mr. Gene Petersalso testifiedthffitthe volatilityin alrfxes, forecasts,fleet mix, and
otherareasin the periodfollowing 1994mndek difficultin 1996to predictor reasonablyforesee air
qualityimpactsbeyondthe year2010,

42. The umcernlntyof long-termairfareprojectionsandtheresultingfluctuationin aircraft
operationforecasts at STIA addeda significantelementof uncern|nty in the ability of the noise
measurementprofe._ionalsto preparereliable long-termnoise contoursin the SEIS. While it is
theoretically_Dossibleto van noise contours,theexperiencednoiseprofessionalshiredby the Port. Paul
Dunhoiter and Jon Woodward,testified credibly that the reliability of this modeling d;m;-i_hes
significantlyas one goes furtherout in time. While a range of assumptionsor alternativesis
theoreticallypossibleto do andit is also possibleto runcontourmodelsat anytime, the usefulnessof
suchan exerciseis questionable,partic_dsrlygiven the timeandcost involvedin modeling,as it is not
likely to leadto meaningfulevaluation,

43. Because of the lack of reliabledatabeyondthe year 2010 to input into the standard
noise model (the INM model), the noise professionalspreparingthe S_l.q limiteddetailedanalysis to
thirteenyears fromthe 1996dateof the SEIS, becausenoise impacts_n_lysisbeyondtha_time would
be speculative_,d notlikely to lead to meaningfuleva/._tlon.Moreover, there are severaladditional
stepsof environmentalreviewwhichwill be completedin the futureat a timewhen those impactsare
more capable of being meaningfullyevaluated. These include the Part 150 Noise Compatibility
Program,future chaptersof the Port's MasterPlan Updateprocess, and any future planning and
eavirovmentllreview requiredunder the termsof the FAA Recordof Decision. Although manyof
thesehavefederalcomponents,thePortwill be takingactionsunderall of them which wi]l be subject
to SEPAreview.

44. The adve_tof SouthwestAirlinesto STIAhassince 1994had a significant Impacton
the fleet mix at the Airportby Southwestandits airlinemmpetitors. There has been a significant
changefrom three andfour-engineaircraftto medimn-dzedtwo-englnejet aircraft. The change in
fleet mix translatesdirectly into signifk_nt changes in the resultingair pollution m-_$iona. This
recentvolatilitymadelong termanalysisof air qualityimnactsmoredifficultin 1996than in t994

45. In additionto the inabilityto reasonablyforecastaviationdemandbeyond2010, there
were also independentchangesfollowing issuanceof the MasterPlan EIS which made meaningful
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evaleationof _rfac,e tramportationimpacts speculativein and around STIA beyond 2010. This
_-_!ysis dependsto a largeextenton the reliabilityof the PSRC'sregionalmodel, which was used by
INCA Englneet_as the foundationfor its analym in the Mastca-Plan EIS andthe SEIS. When the
SEISwas gettingm_et'way,there were threemajordnhangesafi_'ting arterialsandintersectionsin the
vicinityof the Airport,rune of which was includedin thePSRCmodel,

46. First. the state's largest public iaftamu_e project, the Regional Tr,wpotta_n
Authority('RTA') dramaticallychangedin scopefollowing m of the I_, f_om $13 billionto
$3-4 billion. This changewouldradicallyalterthe impactat _m andanedals in and erouad

•STIAafter2010 in waysthatcouldnot be felly understoodin 1996, as the impactsof this changewere
notyet includedinthe PSRCmodel.

47. Second, the state highwayadjacentto the Aizport,SR 509, _ experiencedmajor
planning changesfollowing issuanceof the _ Plan _r._. The routeand connections for the
proposede:uemionof $R 509 to Iaterstate5 was changed. Given its proximityto the Airport, this
changewouldalso haveverysignificantimpactson the analysisof trafficintersectionsin the areaafter
the year2010. None of thesenew impactswere evttuatedor includedin the PSRCtraffic modelon
whichINC_. reliedto conductits analysis.

48. Third,theCity of SeaTac'sproposedPersonalRapidTransitsystem, which was very
conceptualin 1994 whea the MasterPlan UpdateEISwas issued, was two years further into the
planning profess by 1996. As thiswasproposed in the juriMictionmwr0undingthe Airport. if
_m_c_d it too couldhave significantimpa_ on traffic in the area, which impactswere not yet
evaluaux[andnot includedin the PSRCmodel.

....... " .............._Jl_jt.____ .........

49, Therecordreflectsnumerou_e_-_le_ofongoingenvironmentalreviewwhichwillbe
conductedby the Por_and other stateagenciesof the future impactsfollowing the year 2010 of the
MasterPlan UpdateImprovements,Thoseinclude,butarenotlimitedto:

a) AdditionalMaster Pinn-relatMSEPA review by the Port. The Port Directorof
STIA, GtnaMarieLindsay,testifiedthisproce_ would likelyget underwayin thenext
severalyears,
h) The Port's portion of the Part l.q) Noise CompatibilityProgram. While ACC
_otre_y nora this is a FAA-amhorisedactivity, there was tmtimony outlinln_ the
Port's role in approvinga plan for FAA consideration. The Portdeci_m will be
subjectto SEPA requirements.The scope of this review includes comideratlon of
noise impactson affectedschools, The Porthas a well-_tablished track recordof
conductingPart150 review at regularintervals,andis _rrently collecting datafor the
Part 150ptoce_ now underway.
c) Port Review and Action Mandated by the FAA in it_ Record of Dee_
("ROD"). This will be requiredprior to 2010 and must indnde an "edequa_,
ae_-etacy,andvalidityof the _1 statemenL"Underthe termsof the ROD, "if this
reviewidentifie_additionalsignificantadverseenvkonmemalimpacts,the Port will be
required m adopt furthernoke and land use measuresdesigned to miniml2e any
signifiea=adverseeffe foundinthateval-n." (Emph isadded.)
d) SupplementalEnviremmmulRtview for Projects Not Underwayby June 2000.
Becausemanyof theMasterPlanUpdateimprovementswill not be initiatedunt_ after
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• the year2000, it is likely thata new or updatedenvironmentalanalysiswill occurto
cover these projects.
e) Air Quality ConformityReview is requiredunderstate law (althoughthe state is
applyingthe dutiesof the federalCleanAirAct,whichhavebeendelegatedto the state
and regionalagencies,) Under federallaw, any action in the Port's Master Plan
Update which is Dot commen_ within five years mllst undergo el_t_t_] review
again.
f) NIq)ES Permit Renewal Process. Althoughnot directly included in the ACC
appeal,the futureSEPA review will include considerationof stormwaterand water
qualityimpactsassociatedwiththe MasterPlanUpdate, as the Port mustevery five
yearssubmita detailedapplicationfor renewal.WAC 173-220-180(1), (2).

C. Findings of Fact Relating to the Issue of Whetha' the EIS/SEIS Adequately Evaluated
ReasonableAlternatives

50. The third issue for decision is whetherthe lead agency, under the rule of reason,
considereda reasonablerangeof alternativesin the MasterPlanEISandSEIS.

51. PetitionersallegethatthePort shouldhave considereda runwayshot',or(6000 to 6700
feet) thanthepreferredalternativerunway(8500 feet). Petitioners'proposedrunwaywouldalso have
a staggerednorththreshold- i.e., the northend of the new runwaywouldnot align with the north
endsof the existingtwo parallelrunwaysat STIA. Insteadthenorthendof the petitioners'proposed
runwaywould be 2000 to 2500 feet furthersouth than the northend of the existtn_runways.

i Petitionersallegethatsucha runwaywould requireIess fill andwould, therefore,havefewer impact_.

52. Both the preferredalternativethirdrunwayandpetitioners'suggestedrunwaywouldbe
located2500 feet to thewest fromthe existinginboardrunwayatSTIA.

53. The thresholdstaggerandrunwayseparationareimportantfactorsin airtraffic control
operationsat STIA. The existinginboardrunwayis Runway 16L/34R,whichis the runwayclosest
to the _ andis currently11,900 feet in length. The Port'sproposednewthird runwayis located
with its centerline2500 feet west of the centerllneof the existing inboardnmway. A 250G-foot
runwayseparationis the m|-imumrunwayseparationdistanceforconducting(1) dependeatarrivalsat
STIA (two coor0;n_t _'! su'e_=_ of arrivals) and (2) independent departures at STIA from the inboard

runway at the same time as arrivalsto the new outboardrunwayduringpoor weatherconditions
subjectto InstrumentFlight Rules ('IFR') andsouthflow. Unlikemost airportsin the U.S., IFR
conditions are common at STIA, occurring approximately25 perceut of the time. During
approximately3/4 of the IFR conditions,or approximately17 percentof the time, STIA is also
operatingin a "southflow"condition.

54. IndependentarrivalsanddepatmrmduringIFRconditions(departuresfromthe inboard
runway at the same time as arrivals on the new third runway)would be a relatively common
occurrenceat $TIA, The abilityto conductthose independentarrivalsanddeparturesis a factorin
reducingbadweathecdelay at STIA. The sitnationwouldbe common(as oftenat I5 to 17 percent of
the time) becausethe inboardrunway,being the longestrunwayat STIA, is bestsuitedfor departures
of all aircrafttypes. In addition,from an airtraffic controlperspective,it is preferableto taxi aircratt
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_ acrossarunwaywheredeparturesratherthanarrivals are occurring.Forbothremora,thesituation
• wheredeparturesare occurringon the inboardruawaywhilearrivalsaretakingplace on tim new third

runwaywould be a relativelycommon occunence at STIA. Moreover,it is desirable,in order.to .....
reduce air_tt_ operation delay at STIA, for the inboarddeparturesand outboardarrivals to be
"independent"so that the air trafficcontrollersdo not need to createa temporalseparationbetween
departingandarrivingaircraft.

55. UnderFAA planningguidelines and air trafficcontrolrequirenumts,2500 feet Is the
minimumrunwayseparationat STIA, during_uth flow IFR coudltlom,for indepmdenttakeoffsfrom
the inboardrunwaywhile landings are takingplace on theproposedthird runway. However,this Is
only true when the ends of the runwaysare aligned. For every500 feet of stagger on a runway
threshold,the FAA advisoryandairtrafficcontrolrequiremen_would requirean additional100 feet
ofseparationbetweenthe tworunways.

56, One of the reasons for this FAA requkementis to k__,_pdepmlJngaircrafta safe
distanceawayfromthe wakevorticesof arrivingaircratL

57. In order to maintainthe abilityto do independentlandingson the new runway and
landingson the existing inboardrunway, in south flow IFR conditions, the proposed itltel'oative
runwayproposedby petitionerswouldhave to be movedto the westby 400 to 500 feet. This would
result in additionalenvironmentalimpactsto wetlands,requiresignificantadditionalconstructionfill
hauling, would necessitatethe relocation of additionalstream channels, _nd would likely require
relocatingStateRoute509, the constructionof expensivereniningstructures,andthehaulingof large
additionalamountsof fill materisLIn addition,any movementwestwardof therunwaywouldrequire
filling severaladditionalwetlandareas.

58. In its Recordof DecisionapprovingthePort'sMasterplanUpdate,the FAA has stated
th_ a staggerednorththreshoLdrunwayis notpracticalor desirableat STIA.

59. Although theprimaryfunctionof the new runwayis to serve arrivals,which require
less runwaylengththan departures,the new runwayis plannedfor use by limiteddeparturesduring
cer_in conditions. This will enable air traffic controllersto offloaddeparturesfrom the primary
departurenmway duringlimitedp_t. periodsandduringconditionsin whichthe existingrtmwaysare
unavailable. Limiteduse of the new runwayfor departureswill also provideadded flexibility for air
traffic_ntrollers.

60. A significantpercentageof the fleet mix projectedto use STIA in the pining period
couldnot use the shorterrunwayproposedby theACCfor depmlm'es.

61. A great majorityof the fleet mix coulduse the proposedACC runwayfor landings,
basedon the standardbook value used for runwayplA,nlngpurposes. These "bookvalue" numbers
assume"stillwind"conditions. Still windconditionsarefrequentlynot present at$TIA andcannotbe
counteduponduringbadweatherconditiom.

62. The testimonydemonstratedthat m_-y pilots wouldrefuse a 6000to6700-foot
runway, given theavailabilityof a longerparallelrtmway. The statisticsused in the EI$ and by ACC
Withes StephenHockadayfor aircraftlanding/takeoffabilityon runwaysof various lengths are based
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......'_ on the _.,_,_;¢al c._bilitim of the aircra_, the "bookvalue." However, pilots are ultimately
J respomiblefor thecontrolof theiraircraft,andit h likely thatpilotsmayfrequentlyrefusetherunway

lengthproposedby theACC, especiallyduringbadweatheror ¢rosswindconditiom. Anytime a pilot
does so, additionaldelays and increasedair trafficcontrollerworkloadwill result. The availabilityof
an _O-foot runwaywould provide more flexibility to accommodatearrivals, regardlessof aircraft
type andweathercondi_us.

63. Because a smallerpetceemgeof the fleet wouldbe able to use a 6000 to 6700-foot
runway, as comparedto an 8500-foot runway, the shorterrunwaywould complicateak te_,_l
managementunder some circumstances,based on routineairtrafficcontrol proceduresat STIA. In
particular,certainlong-hanltrafficwouldhaveto be segregatedfromotherwaffle andresequencedinto
the approachpatternof the existinglongerrunway, This procedurewould tendto increasecontroller
work load,aircraftflyingtimeanddelays,

64. The administrativerecord shows that the Port considered tlmrter4ength runway
alternativesin the MasterPlan EIS/SEIS, includinga 7000-footrunwaylocated 2500 feet from the
existing inboard runway. The EIS/SEIS also consideredalternativerunway configurationswith
staggerednorththresholdsof 935 feet and1435feet. In additionto the informationin the MasterPlan
HIS/SKIS,the detailedAirsideOptionsEvaluationpreparedby P&D Aviationfor the Master Plan is
incorporatedby referenceintotheEISanddiscussesrunwayconfigurations.

65. The Port conductedan assessmentof airfieldoptions before the preparationof the
MasterPlan DEIS. That t_lysis consideredthe followingrepresentativealternatives: the existing

! airfield (Option 1 -- No-Action); two separate5200-foot commuter-lengthrunway configurations
(Options2, 3); a 7000- to 7500-footrtmwayin threeseparateconfigurations(options 4A, 4B, 4C);
and an 8$O0-footrunwayin two configuratiom(options C, D). Based on this earlyanalysis, thePort
determinedthat the commuter-length runway configurations(options 2, 3) would nOt meet the
prcposal'spurposeandneeds.

66. Because the comm_t_-Lengthrunway options (Options 2, 3) did not meet the
proposal's purposeand needs,they were not _lyzed in detailin the EIS. A rangeof other runway
lengthoptions(Options4A, 4]3,4C, 5, 6), includingrunwaylengthsfrom7000 to 8500 feet separated
by at least2500 feetfrom the existinginboardrunway,were analyzedin the MasterPlanl_.I.q/Sl_.I_,

67, The Ace c]_im_that shorterrunwayswere not discussedbecauseone of the Option4
alternatives(Option4B) was only discussedin a representativemannerin the MastexPlan EISISEIS.
A_ explainedin the F..IS/SEIS,this option's environmentalimpactswere consideredto be similar to
Options4A, 4C, and5.

68. The runwayalternativesanalysis in the MasterPlanI:.1_ISEISis or_ to present
representativealternativesand to use the preferredalternativeas a benchmarkfor the discussion of
other alternatives. The possible variationsarefirst presanted. P,eprmeaxativealternativeswere then
used for some groupsof alternatives. And the proposedactionwas used as a baseline to makethe
discussion of all alternativesunderstamtable.When the environmentalimpactsof shorter runway
lengthsdiffer froman 8500-footrunway,thoseimpactsareIdentifiedinthe EIS/SEIS.
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: :...,--., 69, TbeACC arguesthatthePortdid notdiscussthe_acts thatcouldbe avoidedby
adopting its suggestionof a runwaywith a staum'ed norththre_old. However, the EIS discusses
alternativerunwayconfigurationswitha staggerednorthtln'edmldaaddisclosesthatarunwaywitha
staggered north thrmimld would have differentimpam_from the _eferredatteruative(S._0-xtmt
runway). "lee Maste_PlaaFinal EIS, for example,showsflutta 1,435-footstaggerednorththreshold,
forexample,wouldrequire5 millioncubicyardsless fill m_ thwIthe Port'spreferredMtermtive.
The MasterPlan Final EIS also discloses thata 935-foot staggerednorththresholdwould require

4 rag!ioncubicyardsless fill thanthe prefectedalternative. The exxemtto which otherenvironmental
impact, includingwetlandimpacts,wouldbe differentfor a staggerednm_hthresholdoptionsis also
disclosed.

70. The ACCcriticizes theEIS for not consideringthedifference betweeothe volume of
fill materialat the ,.;=i.g site (wherethe materialwould be mined)andthe volumeof thatmaterialin
the trucks coming tO the STIA constructionsite. The ACC also argues that the HS/SEIS
underestimatedthe mount of Irucktrips neededto import the requiredvolume of fill because the
"swell"factorwas underest_. As PortengineeringexpertBob Mamska explained,the "swell"
factortranslatesthe compactedin-placevolume(atthe constructionsite) m the volumerequiredtOhaul
thatmaterialto the site in trud_, so that thenumberof trackscanbe predicted.

7]. As Mr. Maruska_ the Port's lraffic engineeringexpertJames Edwardscredibly
testified, the PoR's _n:_lDh Of constructionimpactsused a "swellfactor"of 15 percent, which was
based on regional conditions,empiricalevidencefrom local contractorsandm=e_ suppliers, and
thek experienceobtainedin simii_wpl"OjectS, Moreover,theconstructiontrafficanalysisin the Mareer
Plan EIS/SEISused an overall mmervativeapproachto trafficvolumes that likely overestimatesthe

--, probableconstructiontrafficrequiredfor thematerialhaul.

72. The ACCallegesthat the MasterPlanEISISEISignoredthe impactof BoeingField on
the operationof STIA. The evidence presentedby the testimonyof Mr. Goldberg discussed an
analysis performedby the FAA in 1992 which consideredinteractionswith Boeing Field. That
analysisconcludedthat theSTIAMasterPlanUpdatecouldachieveits delay reductionobjectives, As
Mr. Goldberg'stestimonypoints out, the EIS analysis did, in fact, consider the effect of airspace
interactionsbetweenSTIAandBoeLugFleId(KingCountyatt_rt).

73, In its briefingto the Examiner,the ACC alleges that the Port's EIS/SEISfailed to
considerthe potentialsocioeconomicimpactswhich could result fromhaulingthe requiredfill dirt to
the thirdrunwayconstructionsite. TheACCdid notpresentanyevidenceat the hearingshowing that
socioeconomicimpacts,suchas propertydevaluations,wouldactuallyoccur,

74. The ACCalleged in its briefingto the Examiner,that the Porthas failed to finalize a
plan formitigatingimpactsfromhaulingfill dirt. The testimonyof Mr. JamesEdwardsandMs. Gina "
MarieLind,mydiscussed the potentialBest ManagementPracticemitigationmeasureswhich the Port
will incorporateinto its hauling contractsin orde_tO mitigatepotential impactsassociated with the
constzmctionhaultraffic, includingbothshort-termandlong-termimpactsto arearoadways,
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II, CONCIA_ONS OF LAW ---,

--_ A. Geaa_ CmchmimmOf Law.

1. EISadequacyha been characU_rizedas a questionof law, Questionsof law generally
aresubjectto a de novostandardof judicialreview, Leff___t_Tm__nyo_vr.m...__ v. Washin_on State
Ht_uhwayCommission,84 Wn.2d271, 280-87, 525 P.2d 774 (1974). However, the de novo standard
of reviewis specificallyqualifiedby SEPA's stanttoryrequirementthatagemcydeterminationsof EIS
adequacy are entitled to substantial weight in a_Imlni_l_'ativeand judicial appeals. RCW43.21C.090.
QPALv, A_,_m__, 128 Wn.241869, 875, 913 P.2d 793 (1996).

2. The legalstandardby which KIXadequacymustbe determinedis the "t'tlleof reason."

3. Washingtoncourts consistentlyhave artio_,l_ the "ruleof reason_ as a "broad,
flexible ¢ost-effecfiveae_standard,"_ __nizemAl!ian_ v. Auburn,126 Wn.2d 356, 362, 894
P.2d 1300 (1995). Underthis standard,anEI$ is notto be a "mmpeadlumof everycon_vable effeez
or altern_tlveto a proposedproject." F.,_, ToandosPeninsulaAss'u v. JeffersonCounty, 32 Wn.
App. 473, 483, 648 P.2d 448 (1982), and L_requiredto Includeonly a "reasonablythorough
discussionof the significantaspects of the probableenvironmentalconsequences,"e.__., OPAL v.
Ad_m__County, _upra,128 Wash.2d at 875, andprovide"sufficientinformationm makea reasoned
decision." CitizensAlliancev. Auburn,supra,126 Wash.2d at 362.

4. Underthe "ruleof reason,"an EIS is not requiredto identifyor analyze impacts that
are "remoteandspeculative."_ L-'henevv. MoundakeTerrace,87 Wash.2d 338, 344, 552 P.2d
184 (1986)

5. The lead agency's determinationthat potentialenvirmunentalimnactsare remote or
speculativeandneednot be addressedin an EIS is entitledW substantialweightin an appealof E/S
adequacy. RCW 43.21C.090, _ 0PAL v. Adams Count, _u_Ora.

6. Underthe ruleof reach, onlya "reasonable"numberandrangeof alternativesneedbe
addressedin an EIS, fag_, (_i_.zs Alliancev. Auburn,supra;SWAPv. Okano_anCount-v,66 Wn.
App. 439, _.A _A_, 832 P.2d 503 (1992), and the word "reasonable"is intendedto limit/he number
andrangeof alternatives.WAC 197-11-440(5)(b)(i).

7. An agencyhas discretionto choose the reasonablealternativesto be addressedin an
EIS, SWaP v, Ok_lngtanCounty.supra. UnderRCW43._1C.090, an agency'schoiceof reasonable
alternativesshouldbe givensubstantialweight. Id. at 66 Wn. App. at 445:

8. Underthe rule of reason, an agency ha_broaddiscretionin decidingwhat poteatial
mitigationmeasuresshouldbe includedin an E3S. S_AP_Okano_Jn Count. _ Robertsonv.
MethowVaUevCitizensCoun.. 490 U.S. 332, 359, 109 S. Ct. 1835, 104 L.Ed.2d 351 (1989).
Neither SEPA nor NEPA requirethat an _s include a completeor detailedmitigationplan or a
commitmentto mitigate. _ 66 Wn.App. at447; 490 U.S. at 359.
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Wn. App,at447-4.48.

B. Conduslom Of Law Relating te theAviationForecastIssue.

I0, Washingtonmum have followed federal NEPA cases when mmtming SEPA,
F_._tlakeCommunityCoun_ v. RoanokeA_oclat_,t,82Wu.2d475, 488 (fn. 5), 513 P.2d 36 (1973).

11. The Portand theFAA are ageeci_ withexpertir_in forecastingaviationdemandand
shouldbe granteddeferm_ in choor,ing the appropriatemethodologyfor _ aviationactivity.

• Ci_ of Gra_vine v. Dept. of Transnortation,17 P.3d 1502, 1507(D.C. Cir. 1994) (courtdeferredto
the agency'sexpea'tise/nchoosingthe appropriatewayto meagre noise);SeattleCommunltvCouncil
Federationv: FederalAviationAdmlnia_._ion_961 F.2d 829, 833-34 (9th Cir. 1992)C[I]t-is within
an agency'sdiscretionto determinewhichtesting methodsaremost appropriate.');
Burlingtonv. Bmev, 938 F.2d at 200-201 (FAA'$choice of methodologyto mea.qu'ethe tmI_a,cts of
noise on the environmentwas an informeddecisionto whichthe court shoulddefer);
D_t._0f Transnertation_753 F.2d 120, 128 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (it is withinthe expertiseanddiscretion
of the FAA to determ/nethe propermethodto measureairportnoise); FloridaWildlifeFederationv.

506 F. Supp. 350, 376-77 (1981) (the trafficforecastin_methodologyused in an h-'l_
was adequatewhere the modelingwasconsL_tentwith the stateof the artat the time). The United
StatesSupremeCourthas agreedthata reviewingcourtn_,_t be its most deferentialwhen examining
the decisionof an expertagency which is making predictionswithin i= areaof special expertise.
BaltimoreGas andElectricCo. v. Namr_JResourcesDefenseCouncil 462 U.S. 87, 103, 76 L.Ed.2d
437, 103 5. Ct. 2246 (1983).

12. When an agency is presentedwith conflictingexpertopinion on an issue, it is the
agency'sjob andnot the job of the reviewingappellatebody, to resolvethose differen_-.s. Webbv,

699 F.2d I57, 160 (4thCir. 1983).

13. The Portandthe FAA used a forecastingmethodologyfortheSEISthatwas comistent
withindugry-ac.ceptedstandardsandwasprovenreliableover time. The MasterPlanUpdateforecasts
were reviewedandapprovedby theFAA's NorthwestMountainRegioni_ the Fora_t Branchof the
FAA Headquartersin Washington,D,C. The decisionto measureaviationdemandby the avi_on
forecastmethodologychosenis legally adequateundertheruleof reason.

14. Under the rule of reason,the Port andFAA reasonablyexercised their.discretlonin
determlninfthat, duringthe planninghorizonfor the MasterPlan Update, (a) the con_'uc_/onof the
proposed imnfovement_, including the third runway,would not came significant new growth in
aviationdemandand (b) not comtmcting the proposed improvementswould not came significant
decreasein demand. Therefore, the aviationdemandforecaststhatservedas the basis for the $EIS
analysis did not understateaviationactivity under the With Projectscenario and did not ovemate
activityunderthe Do Nothings_nario.

15. The EISs analyzedthe potential impactsof a higher aviationforec_t and compared
these impactsto those of a con,qrainedforecast in AppendixR m the FEIS and Appe._ix D to the
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FSEIS. Basedon the difficultyto reas0nabiyconductaviationdemandforecastingbeyondthe year.
2010, this analysiswas sufficientundertheruleof remon.

16. The differenceof opinion betweenthe ACC's expea witness and the Port's expert
witnesseswas discussedin the EIS$,which allowedthedecision-makersto be informedon this issue
priorto makingtheir decisions. "lee lead agency'sdecisionof which expe_topinionto follow and
whichforecastingmethodologyto adoptwas legallysufficientunderthe ruleof reason.

C. C_,_lusions of' Law Relating to the Lead ._n_'s Decision to Limit Detailed
EavirmmtentalImpact Analysis to the2010 PlanningHm'imn.

17. Under SEPA, the contentsof environmentalreview depend on the lead agcncy's
ex_tlng planning and decision-makingprocess, and on the time when alternativescan be most
meaning'fullyevaluated.WAC197-II-.060)(a)

18. SEPA's provisions relatingto analyzingthe long-termimpactsof a proposalover the
life-tlmeof the projectmust be viewed andappliedin thecontextof relatedSEPAprovisionssuch as
WAC 197-11-060(4)(a), which require considerationof impacts that are "likely, not merely
speculative."

19. $EPA only requiresa re,._onablythoroughdiscussionof the probableenvironmental
consequencesof an agency'sdecLsiou.OP_U-v. Adnm_County,128 Wn.2d 86P, 875, 913 P.2d 793
(1996).

20. Whendiscu_ing potentialimpacts,an_ is onlyrequiredto considerimpactsthatare
• "likely,not merelyspeculative"andremoteor speculativeimpactsneed not be dis_lssed. WAC 197-

" 11-060(4)(a);Mentor v. Khs_ County, 22 Wn. App. 285, 289, 588 P.2d 1226 (1978); Chenev v.
Moundak¢ Tf.rrace,87 Wn.2d 338, 346, 552 P.2d 184 (1976).

21. The decision in the SEIS to limit the detailedanalysis of impacts to the 13-year
pl_nn;,ghorizon,or theyear2010, was a reasonabledecisionandwas legally sufficientunderthe rule
of reason.

22. The conclusionin sheS_I._thatdetailedanalysisof environmenta/impactsbeyondthe
year 2010 would not be capableof m_,i-brful evaluationwasa reasonabledecision and sufficient
under the ruleof reason,pnrdculadygiven the extentto whichsubsequentenvironmentalreview and
additionalmitigation,if appropriate,wouldtakeplace underboth _P_____andfederalprocesses.

23. The purpose of SEPA was well served with this S]_IS. Even though detailed
evaluationbeyondtheyear2010 was speculativeandthusnot likely to lead to meaningfulevaluation,
the draftersof the SEIS included at AppendixD an extrapolatedestimateof possible impacts in the
year2020 In orderto providedecision-makerswith the analysisof possibleimpactsthroughthe year
2020 prior to their t_king action. The confirm_,tionin Port Resolution 3245 by the Port
Commi_-sionersof the informationin the EIS throughthe year 2020 indicates that _hi_ goal was
accomplished. Moreover,the discussionof the inform_on containedin the EISat A_etunent A to

19
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......... ResolutionNo. 3245 showsthatSEPA'sgoal of providingdecision-makerswith ioformafionto ensure
i . 1 aninformeddecisionwaswellservedinthisease.

D. Conclusionsof LawRelatingto the AlternativesIssue.

24. Ratherthan require agenciesto discuss every posfible option rcpetltiously and at
length, SEPA gives agenciesgreatdiscretionin how to discuSSaltematlvesandencouragesagenciesto
simplifythatdiscmsionby usingbenchmarkor representativealternatives,WAC 197-I1-440(5).

25. The amountof spacedevotedto eachalternativemayvary. One altern_ve (including
the proposedaction)maybe used as a benchmarkfor comparingalternatives.The 1_ may indicate
the mainreasonsfor eliminatingalternativesfromdetailedstudy. WAC 197-11-440(5)(¢Xv),

26. A rangeof alternativesor a few representativealtern_ves, ratherthan everypossible
reasonablevariation,maybe discussed. WAC197-11-4_(5)(c)(vi).

27. An EIS need not discms al_matives that are not reasonable, and reasonable
alternativesinclude actionsthat could feasiblyattainthe project'sgoals with a lower environmental
cost. WAC 197-11-440(5)(b).

28. The evidenceshowsthattheACC's proposedalternativeis not a reasonablealter-_ve
6,¢., not practicallyfeasible)andthe Portwasnot requiredto considerit in the EIS.

29. In the alternative, assumln_th_ the ACC's proposed alternative is a reasonable
alternative,the EIS/SFASconsideredrepresentativeshorterrunways,includingrunwayswith staggered
norththresholds,andidentifiedtheir impactsto the de, ion-makerto the ext_t those impactsdiffered
from thepreferredalternative. Undertheruleof reasonandunderthe SEPARules that allow the lead
agency to conside_ a few representativealtexuatives,rather the, every possible configurationof
runwaysthat couldpossiblybe placedon the STIAsite, the Port's considerationof altern_ives in the
EI$/SEISis legally sufficient, Here, the MasterPlanEIS/SEISdearly considereda reasonablerange
of runwaylengths andconfiguratlom,includingshorter-lengthrunwaysandrunwayswith stagg_ed
norththresholds,andcorrespondinglylesser constructionfill impel. This satisfies SEPA's rule of
fe&qoIL

30. Underthe rule of reason,the EIS/SEISadequatelydisclosed the potentialfor less fill
haulingfroma staggerednorththr_hold runwayconfiguration,

31. The EIS adequately disclosedthe potential _ of trucktrips from construction
fill. With respectto the "swellfactor"issue, the only relevantdifferenceis the "swell"or "shrink"
factordiffet_n.._Cebetweenthecompactedin-placevolumeat the constructionsite and thevolume in the
trucksbringing the materialto the constru_on site, The differencein volume between the in-bank

at a mining site and the product carried by a truckis not relevantin determining how m_my

truckloads of fill materialwill be requiredto constructtheproposednew runwayimprovements. With
respect to the difference in "swell factor"between the compactedin-place volume at the STIA
constru_on site and the volume in the truckshaulingthe dirt to that constructionsite, the Port's
analysisof constructionimpactswas legally adequateundertherole of reason, The Port's EISs useda
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.... "swellfactor"of 15 percent, which was reasonablybasedon regionalconditions,empiricalevidence
from local COuit-/_orsand materialsuppliers, and their experiemceobtainedin slmil_ projects.

- Moreover,the constructiontraffic analysisIn the MasterPlanEIS/S]_ used an overallconsecv=ive
approach.

32. An _t_ is not requiredto includea completedmitigzionplan, Therefore_the ACC's
argumentthata final dirt haul mitigation plan is not in place has no legal merit. In addidoa, the
Examinerooucludmthatthe Best Managmnen¢Practicesproposedby the Port to mitigatepou=tial
_m_,aCtSfl'omconszmctionhaulingis morethanad_uate underSEPA'sruleofreason.

33. So¢ioeconomi_impacts are not "environmental"impactscognizableunder SEPA,
Based on the evidence preeeated, the Port's KISIS_$ was not legally required to
socioeconomicimpacts. SEAPCv. CammackII Ot'chm'ds,,49 Wn.App. 609, 615-16, 744 P.2d 1101
(1987);WAC 197-II-448.

34. Any findingof factdeemedto be a conclusionof law is herebyadoptedas a conclusion
of law.

D_QN

BasedupontheFindings_Fact andConclusionsof Lawset forth above, it is the decisionof
theHearingExaminerto upholdtheadequacyof thePort'sMasterPlanUpdateEISand$EIS anddeny
theappealof theACC.

DATEDthis 30t day of January,1998.

PORTOFSEA'ITLEtri_ARINGEXAMINER
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AIRPORT COMMUNITIES COALITION, et al.,
2

Plaintiffs,
3

V.

4
PORT OF SEATTLE, et al.,

5
Defendants.

6

7

8
This consolidated actions in this lawsuit challenge: (1) the legislative decisions of the

9
Commissioners of the Port of Seattle adopting Port Resolution 3212 and Port Resolution 3245,

10
which approved the Master Plan Update development actions at the Seattle-Tacoma International

11
Airport, including construction of a new runway; (2) the Final Decision and Order ("FDO") of the

12
Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board ("Board") in CPSGMHB Case No. 97-3-

13
0014, which determining that the comprehensive plan of the City of Des Moines does not comply

14

_ith the Growth Management Act ("GMA") and invalidating two plan provisions; and (3) the quasi- __
15

judicial Findings, Conclusions And Decision of the Port of Seattle Hearing Examiner upholding the .....
16

adequacy of the Port's Master Plan Update environmental impact statement ("EIS") and
17

supplemental environmental impact statement ("SEIS"). The court has read and considered the
18

briefs of the parties and the administrative record as filed with the Court and as supplemented by
19

order of the Court. On June 23, 1998, the court heard oral argument on all of the remaining claims
20

in these four consolidated actions. On July 1, 1998, the Court received and reviewed supplemental
21

briefing on HB 1487.
22

At oral argument, the petitioner Airport Communities Coalition and its constituent member
23

cities ("Coalition") were represented by Cutler & Stanfield, L.L.P., and Perry Rosen, and by
24

Cairncross 8,: Hempelmann, P.S., and John Hempelmann. Respondents Port of Seattle, the Port of
25

Seattle Commissioners, the Port of Seattle Responsible SEPA Official, and the Port of Seattle
26
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I Hearing Examiner were represented by Foster Pepper & Shefelman PLLC and Tayloe Washburn and

2 Roger Pearce. Respondent Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board was

3 represented by the Washington Attorney General and Marjorie Smirch, and respondent Puget Sound

4 Regional Council ("PSRC") was represented by Bricldin & Gendler, LLP, and Jennifer Dold.

5 Based on the its review of the administrative record and the briefs of the parties, and its

6 rulings entered today concerning the application ofWAC Ch. 365-195, the Court enters the

7 following Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Final Decision.

8 I. FINDINGS OF FACT

9 1. The Seattle-Tacoma International Airport ("STIA") is the primary commercial service

10 airport for the Pacific Northwest region. STIA is the only airport that provides scheduled commercial

11 air carrier service to the 2.8 million residents of the four-county Central Puget Sound area.

12 2. The Port of Seattle ("Port"), which operates STIA, is a special district unit of

13 government under state law and is governed by an elected commission. The Port's governing

14 commission is elected by the voters of King County.

15 The Background Regional Planning Studies Address the Region's Need for Improved
Commercial Air Transportation Facilities at STIA.

16
3. In the mid-1980s, the Port completed the Airport Comprehensive Planning Review

17
And Airspace Update Study, which concluded that the existing runway system at STIA would not be

18
capable of efficiently serving the increasing demand for air traffic past the year 2000. The Federal

19
Aviation Administration ("FAA") initiated an Airport Capacity Enhancement Study, which

20
concluded that there was extensive delay at STIA, primarily in poor weather conditions, as a result of

21
the close spacing of the two existing runways. In 1995, the FA.A Conducted a Capacity Enhancement

22
Update Study, which confirmed the results of the earlier capacity study.

23
4. In 1989, the Port and the Puget Sound Regional Council of Governments initiated the

24
Flight Plan Project to study alternatives and recommend solutions for meeting the region's long-term

25
air transportation needs. As part &the Flight Plan Project, the Flight Plan programmatic EIS was

26
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1 prepared and issued in October 1992. The Flight Plan EIS analyzed 34 alternative strategies for __-

2 meeting the region's air transportation needs. At the conclusion of the Flight Plan studies and public

3 process in 1992, the Flight Plan Report recommended implementation of a multiple airport system,

4 including the addition of a new air carrier runway at STIA.

5 5. In April 1993, the PSRC General Assembly adopted Resolution A-93-03, amending

6 the Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP") to authorize development of a third runway at STIA: (1)

7 unless a supplemental airport site was proven to be feasible to eliminate the need for a new runway

8 at STIA, (2) after demand management and system management programs are achieved or proven

9 not to be feasible, and (3) when noise reduction performance objectives were scheduled, pursued,

10 and achieved based on independent evaluation and measurementof noise impacts. PSRC established

11 a detailed process to implement Resolution A-93-03, including studies of supplemental airport sites.

12 demand/system management, and existing noise management measures at STIA.

13 6. After these studies, PSRC concluded that there are no feasible sites for a major

14 supplemental airport within the four-county region.

15 7. An independent panel reviewed demand/system management programs and noise •

16 reduction performance at STIA. That panel concluded that demand/system management would not

17 eliminate the need for a third runway. The panel determined that the noise reduction standards of

18 Resolution A-93-03 had not been met, however, and suggested additional noise reduction measures.

19 The panel noted that the Port has been a national leader in efforts to reduce noise impacts on

20 residents surrounding STIA. The Port's SeaTac Communities Plan, the Part 150 Noise

21 Compatibility Plans, and the innovative Noise Mediation Project have collectively resulted in a

22 series of measures expected to significantly reduce aircraft noise by the year 2001.

23 8. On July 11, 1996, the PSRC General Assembly passed Resolution A-96-02, which

24 amended Resolution A-93-03 and included a third runway at STIA, with additional noise reduction

25 measures, in the region's RTP.

26
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1 9. On January- 23, 1998, this Court dismissed with prejudice the Petitioners' claims

2 challenging PSRC Resolution A-96-02 and the SEPA review for that resolution.

3 The Port of Seattle's Master Plan Update for STIA and Preparation of the Master Plan
Update Environmental Impact Statement.

4
10. In 1993, the Port initiated an Airport Master Plan Update for STIA, which identified

5
and studied altemative means of meeting the following needs at the Airport: (1) improve the poor

6
weather airfield operating capacity to an acceptable level of delay, (2) provide sufficient runway

7
length to accommodate warm weather operations without restricting passenger load factors or

8
payloads, (3) provide Runway Safety Areas that meet current FAA standards, and (4) provide

9
efficient and flexible landside facilities to accommodate future aviation demand.

10
11. Also in 1993, pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA") and the

11
State Environmental Policy Act ('°SEPA"), the FAA and the Port initiated preparation of a joint

12
Master Plan Update EIS to analyze the alternatives to, environmental impacts of, and possible

13
mitigating measures for the Master Plan Update improvements at STIA.

14
12. In 1995, the FAA and Port issued the Master Plan Update Draft EIS, conducted two

15
public hearings, accepted and responded to voluminous v,Titten and oral comments, conducted

16
additional studies, and prepared project revisions in response to public comments. The Coalition

17
cities submitted detailed comments on the Draft EIS. Throughout the preparation of the Master Plan

18
Update Final EIS, the Port coordinated with numerous agencies with technical expertise to ensure

19
that the most appropriate methodologies for measuring impacts w_ followed. In particular, the issue

20
of aviation demand forecasting was coordinated on an ongoing basis with the FAA.

21
13. On February 9, 1996, the Port issued the Master Plan Update Final EIS, which

22
included all comments on the DEIS and the PortfFAA responses to each comment. Among other

23
impact areas, the EIS identifies the quantity of fill needed for construction of the third runway and

24
the various locations where the fill might be obtained. The EIS identifies numerous haul routes that

25
could be used for transportation of fill. While there may be some flexibility in where the dirt is

26
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l obtained and how it is transported to the Airport, the EIS recognizes that securing dirt and

2 transporting it to the Airport is a necessary support activity for the expansion of STIA.

3 Port Adoption of Resolution 3212.

4 14. On August 1, 1996, the Port Commission adopted Resolution No. 3212, which

5 attached and adopted the Airport Master Plan Update for STIA and granted approval to develop the

6 third runway at STIA. Included with Resolution 3212 was a commitment to mitigate the impacts of

7 the improvements at STIA based on the impacts identified in the Master Plan Update EIS. This list

8 of mitigation measures was in addition to the noise reduction measures called for by the PSRC in its

9 Regional Transportation Plan, which the Port also committed to in Resolution 3212. The mitigating

10 measures are found at Attachment D to Resolution 3212. The PSRC noise mitigation measures are

11 included as Attachment E to Resolution 3212. The mitigation measures included in Resolution 3212

12 addressed noise, land use, water quality, wetlands, plants and animals, earth, and construction

13 impacts.

14 The Port's Preparation of the Master Plan Update Supplemental EIS.

15 15. After publication of the FEIS, the FA.A Office of Aviation Policy and Plans in

16 Washington, D.C., issued its fiscal year 1996 Terminal Area Forecast ("TAP") for the nation's

17 airports, including STIA. The fiscal year 1996 FA.A TAP predicted levels of aircraft operations and

18 passenger enplanements at STIA that exceeded the numbers of operations and enplanements in the

19 Master Plan Update Final EIS.

20 16. When the FAA's 1996 TAT was released, a review of the aviation forecasts at STIA

21 was initiated to identify, why the forecast was higher and how it would affect the Master Plan

22 Update. P&D Aviation, the Port's Master Plan Update contractor, evaluated the FAA 1996 TAF and

23 supported its general conclusions that activity could grow faster than identified by the Master Plan

24 Update aviation forecasts. This evaluation led to the development of new Port aviation forecasts that

25 showed aircraft operations and passengers estimated to be approximately 17 percent greater (for
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1 planning year 2010) than the primary Master Plan Update FEIS forecast. To fully evaluate the

2 possible project-level impacts (and potential mitigation measures) based on the new Port forecasts,

3 the FAA and the Port commissioned a Supplemental EIS ("SEIS").

4 17. The Draft SEIS (containing a draft Clean Air Act Conformity Analysis) was released

5 in February 1997. In the SEIS, the horizon for the project-specific impact analysis was revised from •

6 the year 2020 to 2010 for a number of reasons, including the following: aviation demand had

7 become impossible to forecast with substantial accuracy beyond 2010, airline ticket prices (the

8 primary, prediction of aviation demand) had become impossible to reasonably forecast beyond 2010,

9 airline fleet mix and engine mix were not reasonably predictable beyond 2010, new aviation engine

10 technology was not predictable beyond 2010, and background surface traffic was not reasonably

I 1 predictable beyond 2010 because major transportation projects in the STIA vicinity had been

12 recently and drastically revised.

13 18. Although the SEIS concluded that detailed impacts could not be meaningfully

14 predicted and analyzed beyond 2010, in order to aid the decision makers using the SEIS, the SEIS

15 contained at Appendix D projections of impacts (based on assumed steady growth rates) to the year

16 2020, as well as a higher growth rate scenario. Appendix D also contained a projection of impacts

17 based on a higher assumed growth rate.

18 19. The Coalition cities commented extensively during the comment period following

19 issuance of the Draft SEIS. After reviewing and responding to the Coalition cities' comments and

20 extensive agency and public comments, the Final SEIS (and final_lean Air Act Conformity

21 Analysis) was published on May 13, 1997. The Coalition cities appealed the adequacy of the

22 EIS/SEIS under SEPA to the Port's Hearing Examiner, but have not challenged it under NEPA.

23 The Master Plan EIS/SEIS Shows the Unique Situation at the Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport.

24
20. The Master Plan EIS/SEIS shows the special circumstances at STIA, which do not

25
affect most U.S. airports. First, STIA is the only commercial airport in the region _d is the primary
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I air transportation hub of Washington state and the northwestern United States. As measured by total

2 passengers, STIA is the 21= busiest airport in the country. It is the 18_ busiest cargo airport.

3 Because of the central Puget Sound's relative isolation from other parts of the country, there are no

4 other commercial airports within a reasonable driving distance from STIA. Second. the primary,

5 problem affecting air transportation at STIA is delay. Although delay is currently a problem during

6 bad weather conditions, those conditions occur 44 percent of the time at STIA. It is not

7 unreasonable to conclude that STIA currently operates at an unacceptable level of delay during bad

8 weather conditions, and that, if the Port does nothing, such delay will dramatically increase in the

9 upcoming decade.

I0 21. Regional planning studies document a critical need to improve the central Puget

I 1 Sound region's ability to meet the increasing demand for air transportation services. The regional

12 planning body has decided that "there are no feasible sites for a major supplemental airport within

13 the four-county region." Thus, after 10 years of planning, it is not unreasonable to conclude that

14 improvements at STIA are the region's only feasible solution for its air transportation needs.

15 Port Adoption of Resolution 3245.

16 22. On May 27, 1997, the Port Commission reaffirmed the approvals and commitments

17 made in Resolution 3212, including the adoption of the revised STIA IVlaster Plan Update and the

18 commitment to undertake the noise reduction measures called for in PSRC Resolution A-96-02.

19 Resolution 3245 included both a summary of the Commissioners' decision-making process

20 (Attach. A) and an updated and expanded list of mitigating measures (Attach. D to Resolution 3245).

21 The Resolution noted that the Final EIS and SEIS included a more complete list of possible

22 mitigating measures. The list of mitigation measures included in Resolution 3245 was subject to

23 fi.u'ther refinement and revision as plans were finalized and permitting processes were completed.

24

25
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1 The FAA's Record of Decision.

2 23. On July 3, 1997, the regional administrator for the FAA's Northwest Mountain

3 Region issued a Record of Decision ("ROD") approving the Master Plan Update at STIA. In

4 accordance with the requirements of the Airport and Airways Improvements Act, the ROD provides

5 comprehensive mitigation for the impacts of the third runway project. The ROD includes at

6 Appendix B a June 30, 1997 letter from Washington State Governor Gary Locke on behalf of the

7 Washington State Department of Ecology to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Transportation

8 which provides "reasonable assurance that the proposed airport development project involving the

9 SeaTac Airport third runway will be located, designed, constructed and operated so as to comply

I0 with applicable air and water quality standards." The ROD concluded that "all practical means to

11 avoid or minimize environmental harm have been adopted through appropriate mitigation planning."

12 24. The ROD also contains an analysis of the impacts of the project and a list of

13 mitigation measures required by the FAA. There -are comprehensive federal mitigation requirements

14 under the Airport and Airway Improvement Act ("AAIA") and the Clean Air Act. The ROD

15 mitigation measures include noise, land use, archeological, cultural and historic resources, social and

16 induced socio-economic impacts, air quality, water quality, construction, erosion and sedimentation

17 control, wetlands, flood plains, surface transportation, plants and animals, services/utilities, earth,

18 hazardous substances, and construction impacts.

19 Port/SeaTac Interiocai Agreement.

20 25. Before the adoption of the Port resolutions, the City. of SeaTac ("SeaTac") and the

21 Port were pursuing discussions concerning the regulatory authority, of the two jurisdictions on airport

22 and airport-related projects. These negotiations culminated in an Interlocal Agreement dated

23 September 4, 1997 ("ILA"), which resolved the outstanding jurisdictional issues. Because SeaTac is

24 the host jurisdiction for the STIA expansion, the ILA contains proposed land use policies to ensure

25
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l the consistency of the SeaTac Comprehensive Plan with the STIA expansion. The ILA also included

2 additional mitigation measures committed to by the Port to address the impacts of STIA expansion.

3 The Port's Commitment to Comprehensive Mitigation of the Impacts of the Master
Plan Update Development Actions.

4
26. The Port of Seattle, in Resolution 3245, committed to comprehensive mitigation for

5 the impacts of the Master Plan Update development actions, as disclosed in the EIS and SEIS.

6
Those mitigation measures are set forth in Appendix D to Resolution 3245. Most of the Port's

7 mitigation measures are also required by the FAA, pursuant to the Airport and Airways

8
Improvement Act, and outlined at Appendix F to the FAA's ROD.

9 27. With respect to noise impacts, mitigating measures include:

I0
• acoustical insulation of noise sensitive facilities such as schools, multi-family residences, and

I 1 institutional uses;

12
• acoustical insulation of nine significantly impacted buildings;

13
, acoustical insulation of all eligible single family residences on the Port's waiting list prior to

14 operation of the new runway;

15
• acoustical insulation of all single family residences that become eligible, based on the IVlaster ._.

16
Plan Update development actions, prior to the operation of the new runway;

17
• directional soundproofing for homes already insulated;

18
• acquisition of residences in the Approach Transition Area;

19
• continuation of the existing noise abatement and noise remedy program at STIA;

2O
• updates of the FAA Part 150 noise studies;

21
• continued work with local communities in locating compatible land uses near the airport;

22
upgrading the noise monitoring equipment at STIA;

23
• work with the FAA to reduce reverse thruster use, to voluntarily reduce night flights, and to

24
minimize the number of variances to the noise limitations program;

25
• work with foreign airlines to ensure the use of Stage 3 aircraft;
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I • work with operators to reduce the number of Stage 2 aircraft and to minimize night engine

2 testing;

3 • design and implement a noise compatible land use plazafor properties in the acquisition zone;

4 • complete the public buildings insulation pilot studies; and

5 • seek FAA commitment to preventing violations of north flow nighttime departure procedures.

6 28. With respect to mitigation of air quality impacts, the air quality agencies have

7 determined that the Master Plan Update development actions will be in conformance with the State.

8 Implementation Plan (SIP) and will meet National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS). Thus,

9 no mitigation is required. Nevertheless, to ensure conformity, the Port, pursuant to a Memorandum

10 of Agreement with the air quality agencies, has committed to fund air measurement studies by DOE

11 in the vicinity of STIA. The Port has also committed to detailed Best Management Practices during

12 construction to ensure that significant air pollution levels do not occur during construction. In

13 addition, the number of annual heavy-duty diesel trips during construction has been limited by the

14 FAA in its ROD.

15 29. With respect to mitigation of impacts to wetlands, the Port has committed to avoiding

16 and minimizing fill of wetlands whenever possible. For required wetland fill and creek relocation,

17 the Port has committed to no net loss of wetlands and wetland functions. The EIS and SEIS propose

18 replacement of the wetland functions and values in the vicinity of STIA, to the extent such

19 replacement is compatible with safe aircraft operations. The Port has proposed to replace all wildlife

20 attractant values by constructing compensatory wetlands in Auburn. Compensatory mitigation for

21 creek relocation is also proposed.

22 30. With respect to mitigation of water quality impacts, the Port has proposed a

23 stormwater management plan for the new runway that includes the following:

24 • detention criteria based on DOE standards;

25
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I • stormwater outlets designed to reduce channel scouring, sedimentation and erosion, and to _

2 improve water quality;

3 • stormwater outlets with flow dispersion compatible with stream mitigation;

4 • an ongoing maintenance plan for existing and proposed new stormwater facilities.

5 Water quality mitigation also includes compliance with the mitigating conditions in the Port's

6 National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit, which is re-examined and

7 revised from time to time by the Department of Ecology. In.addition, a construction erosion and

8 sedimentation control plan will be prepared for the construction of the Master Plan Update

9 improvements, which will incorporate Best Management Practices, including:

10 • erosion control measures such as mulching, silt fencing, sediment basins and check dams;

11 . spill containment areas to capture and contain any spills at construction sites and prevent their

12 entry into surface or ground water;

13 * installation of temporary, fuel storage and maintenance areas to reduce the potential for spills and

14 contamination;

15 * phasing of construction activities to minimize the amount of area that is disturbed at an)' one
-...

16 time;

17 * use of temporary and permanent terraces for ill! slopes and cut slopes to reduce erosion and to

18 reduce transport of eroded materials; and

19 . installation of gravel and wheel wash facilities on construction equipment access roads to

20 minimize transport of sediment onto nearby roadways. -

21 31. With respect to mitigation of construction impacts, the Port has committed to prepare

22 a construction and earthwork management plan to govern acquisition and placement of fill material

23 for the lVlaster Plan Update development actions. The plan will address the methods for acquiring

24 and transporting fill material, including designation of haul routes, hours of operation, traffic control

25 and route mitigation. The final content of the plan will depend on the methods of transport

26
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1 ultimately selected. The Port has also committed to a construction acquisition plan in order to

2 mitigate the disruption that could occur in the general vicinity of the proposed new runway

3 construction. The Port has also committed to the extensive Construction Best Management Practices

4 identified in the Final SEIS at Table 5-4-8 (SEIS at pp. 5-4-37 through 5-4-4 l).

5 32. With respect to mitigation of land use impacts, the Port has committed to the

6 mitigating conditions for noise discussed above. In addition, the Port has committed to work with

surrounding communities to develop compatible land use plans with the airport uses, to prepare a

8: compatible land use plan for the acquisition areas acquired by the Port for noise mitigation, and to

9 evaluate the acquisition of properties in the approach transition areas.

10 33. With respect to mitigation of transportation impacts, many of the transportation

11 improvements and parking improvements are included in the Master Plan Update proposal itself. In

12 addition, the Port has agreed to support and share in the costs of developing the 28'h/24 'hAvenue

13 South arterial and airport link roadway, to support the planned development of SR-509 by the State

14 of Washington, to develop the south airport access solution if SR-509 does not proceed for any

15 reason, to plan jointly with the City of SeaTac on transportation issues, and to construct roadway

16 improvements at the intersections of 24" Ave. S./S. 154'hSt. and at SR-99/S. 160_ St.

17 Growth Management Hearings Board Decision on City of Des Moines' Plan.

18 34. In February 1997, the Port filed a petition with the Central Puget Sound Growth

19 Management Hearings Board ("Board") challenging numerous policies in the Comprehensive Plan

20 of the City of Des Moines ("Des Moines Plan") as violative of theGMA. CPSGMHB Case No. 97-

21 3-0014.

22 35. On August 13, 1997, the Board entered a Final Decision and Order ("Board FDO"),

23 unanimously ruling that the Des Moines Plan did not comply with the GMA and invalidating two

24 plan policies. The Board ruled that STIA was an essential public facility ("EPF"), protected by

25 RCW 36.70A.200. The Board also held that the expansion of an existing EPF, including necessary

26
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• /

1 support activities associated with that expansion, was protected by RCW 36.70A.200. The Board ......

2 determined that the Des Moines Plan unlawfully precluded, by making impossible or impracticable,

3 expansion of STIA.

4 36. The Board ruled that the Des Moines Plan violated the GMA because the Plan

5 expressed the City's clear intent to exercise its municipal authority to prevent expansion of STIA,

6 not to mitigate its impacts. The policies at issue in the Des Moines Plan did not require mitigation,

7 but instead directed the City to oppose any new facilities at STIA that increased the impacts to the

8 City of Des Moines. The Board did not rule that the Port could avoid reasonable mitigation of

9 adverse impacts associated with the expansion of STIA.

10 37. Two members of the Board decided that it was unnecessary to reach the issue of

11 whether the Des Moines Plan also violated the interjurisdictional plan consistency and countywide

12 planning policy consistency requirements of RCW 36.70A.100 and .210. One Board member

13 decided that the Plan violated these provisions as well and wrote a concurring opinion to that effect.

14 38. In addition to finding the Des Moines Plan not in compliance with GMA, the Board

15 invalidated two Des Moines Plan policies because those policies substantially interfered with i

16 GMA's transportation goal which requires local governments planning under GMA to "[e]ncourage

17 multimodal transportation systems that are based on regional priorities and coordinated with county

18 and city comprehensive plans." Those invalidated policies are strategy 1-04-05 and strategy

19 5-04-04:

20 . Strategy 1-04-05: Inter_ovemmental Cooperation/Annexation: (1) When decisions

21 are made by state, county, regional agencies, tribes, or special purpose districts, and those
decisions are clearly in the best interests of the state, county or region, take appropriate

22 measures to implement those decisions within Des Moines and the Planning Area, unless the
decisions unfairly or negatively affect the residences or businesses in the Des Moines area.

23 (Emphasis added.)

24
• Strategy 5-04-04: Adopt development regulations as needed that provide a process for

25 the identification and possible siting of essential public facilities. Cooperatively work with

surrounding municipalities and King County during the siting and development of facilities26
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1 of regional significance. Oppose new facilities associated with Sea-Tac International Airport
that increase adverse impacts to the City of Des Moines. (Emphasis added.)

2

39. The record before the Board shows that in order to construct the STIA improvements
3

planned for in the Port's Master Plan Update, it is necessary for trucks hauling fill dirt to travel
4

through the streets of one or more of the cities of SeaTac, Des Moines, Burien, Tukwila and
5

Normandy Park.
6

40. The record before the Board shows that the City of Des Moines developed and
7

adopted certain comprehensive plan policies and development regulations which would permit it to
8

stop trucks moving fill, and thereby to directly or indirectly prevent STIA expansion.
9

41. Since 1993, the Coalition cities have entered into a series of interlocal agreements
10

with the primary stated purpose being to "stop the construction of any additional runways" at STIA.
11

42. Under the GMA, airports such as STIA are expressly included in the definition of
12

essential public facilities.
13

The Decision of the Port of Seattle Hearing Examiner Finding the EIS and SEIS to be
14 Legally Adequate.

15 43. The Master Plan Update Final EIS was issued in February 1996. In Fort Resolution

16 3212, the Port determined that EIS was legally adequate for its decision to approve the Master Plan

17 Update development actions. Because of the changed forecasts of aviation activity at STIA, the Port

18 and FA.A prepared the Master Plan Update SEIS. The Master Plan Update Final SEIS was issued on

19 May 13, 1997. In Port Resolution 3245, the Port determined that the SEIS was legally adequate for

20 its decision to approve the Master Plan Update development actions as amended. Both EISs were

21 administratively appealed by the Coalition cities to the independent Hearing Examiner of the Port of

22 Seattle.

23 44. The Hearing Examiner reviewed the extensive record on the EISs, reviewed written

24 testimony submitted by all parties, and heard five days of testimony and legal argument on

25 December 1 through 5, 1997. On January 30, 1998, the Examiner issued a detailed Findings,

26
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1 Conclusions And Decision ("Examiner's Decision"), which held that the EIS and SEIS are legally .....

2 adequate.

Findings Relating to the EIS Forecast Methodology and Analysis.
3

45. The Coalition argues that the EIS is inadequate because the forecasts on which it is
4

based show the same number of enplanements (passengers) under both the With Project and No5

Action alternatives.
6

46. When the Port and the FAA began preparation of the Master Plan Update EIS, they7

8 retained P&D Aviation to prepare the forecast that served as the basis for the lVlaster Plan Update

9 EIS (the "1994 forecast"). Later, in 1996, when a decision was made to update the forecast, the Port

10 again retained P&D Aviation to prepare the updated forecast (the "'1996 forecast"). P&D Aviation

11 had experience in preparing aviation forecasts for the Puget Sound region, having prepared the

12 forecast that served as the basis for the Flight Plan EIS issued by the Port and the PSP,.C in 1992.

13 47. The forecasting expert at P&D Aviation primarily responsible for the preparation of

14 the STIA forecasts was Stephen L. Allison, Senior Aviation Planner. IVIr.Allison has 30 years

15 experience in the aviation planning and consulting field, having served as project manager or lead

16 aviation planner on the development of over 30 airport master plans and regional aviation system

17 plans. While he functions as project manager or lead aviation planner on a variety of airport

18 planning assignments, his specialty is the preparation of forecasts of aviation activity for individual

19 airports and multiple-airport regions.

20
48. The approach used in preparing the STIA forecasts is widely accepted and used

21
throughout the aviation industry. Mr. Allison generally described the process utilized as consisting

22
of the following steps:

23
• Analyze historic airport activity data and trends (such as passengers, air cargo, and aircraft

24
operations).

25

26
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I • Assess the conditions and factors which influence the demand for aviation activity, including

2 the local and national economies, air fares, changes in airline service, competing airports,

3 technological advances in telecommunications, and international economic growth and

4 bilateral agreements.

5 • Obtain input from the aviation community, particularly the airlines serving STIA, to obtain

6 their opinions regarding the future of aviation demand in general and at STIA.

7
• Develop a mathematical relationship between a component of airport activity (e.g., domestic

8
passengers) and the factors (explanatory variables) which are historically shown to strongly

9
affect it. Evaluate this mathematical relationship, or "model," to ensure that it is logical for

10
forecasting aviation demand and passes key statistical tests.

11
• Obtain projections of the factors in the model affecting airport activity, then use the model

12
with the projected factors to derive a forecast of the airport activity.

13
• Evaluate the probable effects on the forecast of factors not explicitly accounted for in the

14

model, such as telecommunications, demand management techniques, and high speed rail.
15

• Develop alternative forecast approaches as a check against the results of the model.
16

• Prepare upper-range and lower-range forecasts based on the alternative approaches to
17

illustrate the potential range of outcomes.
18

• Compare the master plan forecast with forecasts prepared in other studies (such as flight19

20 plan) and by the FAA and evaluate differences in the purpose for the forecast, the forecast

21 approach, and assumptions.

22 49. The evidence showed that three factors stand out as having the greatest correlation

23 with aviation demand at STIA and the greatest predictive value for estimating future aviation

24 demand at STIA. These three factors are (a) the population of the airport's service area, (b) personal

25

26
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1 income in the service area,, and (c) average air fares. Higher population and personal income have a

2 positive effect on demand for air travel, and higher air fares influence demand negatively.

3 50. The models used by P&D Aviation for the 1994 and 1996 forecasts were tested

4 against actual aviation activity at STIA from 1973 through 1993. The 1994 model showed a 99.6%

5 correlation with domestic passenger variation, and the 1996 model showed 99% correlation. These

6 statistics indicate that the factors used in the P&D forecasting models are excellent in explaining past

7 variations in numbers of passengers at STIA.

8
5 I. The forecasts prepared by P&D Aviation were reviewed by the FAA's Northwest

9
Mountain Region. The FAA reviewed the forecasts in terms of the methodology, forecast variables

10
used, statistical measures, and reasonableness of the overall results. The FAA accepted the P&D

11
forecasts and approved their use for the preparation of the EISs.

12
52. The forecasts were also reviewed by Landrum & Brov,Tt, Inc., the prime consultant

I3
selected by the Port and the FAA to prepare the Master Plan Update EIS and SEIS. The individual at

14

Landrum & Brown primarily responsible for the review of the forecasts was Douglas F. Goldberg,
15

Vice President and Leader of the firm's Facilities and Operations Practice. Mr. Goldberg has 14
16

years of experience in aviation and airport planning, has been involved in the planning of over 30
17

18 airports in the U.S. and abroad, and has participated in demand forecasts at a variety of major U, S.

19 airports.

53. Mr. Goldberg reviewed the forecasts prepared by P&_DAviation and found them20

21 consistent with the industry standard accepted methodology and properly prepared. He testified that

22 the methodology used by P&D Aviation has been used to provide the basis for implementing

23 improvements at most of the major airports throughout the U.S. Landrum & Brown has applied this

24 technique to develop aviation forecasts for many airport clients around the world, including the City

25 of Chicago Department of Aviation and its two primary airports O'Hare and Midway.

26
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l 54. The ACC presented the testimony of economist Dr. Clifford Winston. in support of

2 its challenge to the aviation forecasts. Dr. Winston stated that expanded airport facilities, including a

3 third runway, would themselves cause a growth in demand for air travel. It was his position that, by

4 not taking this factor into account, the STIA forecasts understated the actual demand that will occur

5 once the improvements are constructed.

6 55. In response to Dr. Winston, the Port presented the testimony of expert Mr. Allison,

7 Mr. Goldberg and Ms. Mary Vigilante, all of whom disagreed with Dr. Winston's positions. The

8
Examiner found the testimony of the Port's witnesses to be credible that aviation demand at STIA is

9
not caused by expanded airport facilities and not constrained by the delay characteristics as STIA, so

I0
long as there is sufficien t airport capacity to serve the passengers who wish to fly. Thus, aviation

II
demand at STIA can be adequately predicted by using population and income characteristics of the

12
market area, along with air fares. This is particularly true for STIA, because there are no other

13
airports in the region that can meet the demand and because the delays occur during poor weather

14 "_""
conditions which are not predictable.

15

56. Mr. Allison and Mr. Goldberg disagreed with Dr. Winston's position. The Hearing
16

Fxaminer found the testimony of Mr. Allison and Mr. Goldberg credible that delay at STIA occurs in
17

poor weather conditions and poor weather primarily affects arrivals rather than departures. Because18

19 poor weather, particularly on arrivals, is not predictable, the delay is not likely to have a significant

20 impact on travelers' decisions. Moreover, airlines can incorporatedelay into their flight schedules

21 and incorporate sophisticated flight consolidation procedures. There are no other airports in the

22 Puget Sound Region that provide an alternative to STIA. Moreover, even with the average delays

23 projected for STIA during the planning horizon, alternative modes of travel (such as automobile

24 travel) will still be considerably longer than air travel. For all these reasons, it is unlikely that

25 reductions in delay at STIA caused by the Master Plan Update will result in substantial additional

26 demand for air travel.
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l 57. In response to the ACC's argument that increasing delay at STIA without the project

2 viii reduce demand, the Examiner found the testimony of Mr. Goldberg and Mr. Allison to be

3 credible that there will be sufficient capacity at STIA to accommodate passenger demand through the

4 Master Plan Update's planning horizon (beyond the year 2010). That is, through modest

5 adjustments in the number of passengers per airplane and the size of aircraft, as well as the hours of

6 operation, STIA has the capacity to accommodate all the projected passenger demand through the

7 planning horizon. This available capacity at STIA would likely accommodate the demand even as

average delays increased, because that has been the experience at other congested airports. Other

9
airports in the U.S. currently operate with levels of delay at or greater than the delay levels projected

10
for STIA beyond 2010. At some of these airports, such as O'Hare, the level of activity is such that

11
the FAA has imposed limits on the number of operations during most of the day. Despite the high

12
levels of delay and the limits on operations, the activity levels at these airports have continued to

13
increase in response to the demand. Therefore, it is not likely that increasing delays at STIA will

14
significantly constrain demand between now and 2010.

15

58. Dr. Winston hypothesized that an increase of runway capacity and an expansion of
16

terminal and ground transportation facilities would enable the airport to expand the number of
17

aircraft operations. However, as testified to by Mr. Goldberg and as found by the Examiner, the
18

addition of the proposed third runway will not add significant new capacity at STIA during good19

20 weather conditions, which occur approximately 56% of the time. The purpose of the new runway is

to improve efficiency in poor weather conditions, i.e., to provide two streams of aircraft traffic21

22 during poor weather conditions, the same as occurs now in good weather conditions. Because poor

23 weather is not predictable, the addition of capacity in poor weather conditions should not have a

24 significant effect on the demand for air travel.

25 59. Based on Dr. Winston's testimony, the ACC also argued that expansion of the airport

26 facilities ,,,,'ill lead to greater airline competition and reduced operating costs, thereby reducing air
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1 fares and inducing more air travel. Again the Examiner found the testimony of the Port's witnesses

2 more credible that the improvements at STIA will not result in greater airline competition because

3 airlines add flights in response to increasing demand not in response to increased airport capacity.

4 STIA already enjoys a high level of airline competition and comparatively lower air fares than the

5 rest of the country. In addition, reduced airline delay costs will not likely result in lower air fares.

6 Savings from delay costs will be partially offset by the airlines' share of the capital improvement

7
expenses. Also, the savings from reduced delay costs, when spread among all airline passengers,

8
represents a small percentage of air fares and will not likely have a major impact on travel demand.

9
60. Dr. Winston also argued that more efficient and reliable air service would be a

I0
stimulant to regional economic growth which, in turn, would generate increased demand for air

11
travel. As the testimony of the Port's witnesses showed, however, for economic growth in a region

12
to be affected by airport improvements, there would have to be a major change from extremely

13
inadequate service to adequate or better service. STIA already provides adequate or better air

14
service, so the STIA improvements will not result in significant new economic grov,-th in the region.

15

In addition, as Mr. Goldberg testified, the EIS aviation forecasts did not assume any constraints in
16

airport capacity, so it would be illogical to include in the forecasts a factor for increased aviation
17

activity resulting from the airport improvements. Also, Mr. Goldberg testified that Denver, which
18

19 recently constructed a new five-runway modem airport, actually has experienced a decline in the

number of passengers and operations following completion of thenew airport.20

61. Finally, Dr. Winston testified that he developed a model to test whether the addition21

22 of a runway fuels grow_ in aviation demand. Applying his model to the top 150 airports in the

23 country, he concluded that there is a statistical correlation between the number of runways and the

24 amount of aviation activity at an airport. This, he argued, is evidence that an additional runway at

25 STIA would cause additional growth. Again, the Examiner found the testimony of Mr. Allison and

26 Mr. Goldberg more credible on this point. As they testified, Dr. Winston's analysis did not test for a
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I cause and effect relationship and can only show that a correlation exists between airports with high

2 demand and airports with multiple runways. That is, the Winston analysis demonstrated that airports

3 with greater aviation activity, generally have more runways than airports with less activity. This does

4 not demonstrate that the additional runways were the cause of greater activity levels, and it could

5 demonstrate nothing more than that busy airports build runways. In addition, the statistical

6 correlation found by Dr. Winston was weak.

7 62. As Mr. Allison testified, the addition of the second runway at STIA did not result in

8 increased aviation demand. The second runway was built after a period of rapid growth at the

9
airport, but this growth was not sustained after the construction of the runway. The number of

I0
passengers grew at an annual average rate of 14.8 percent in the five years before the runway was

11
completed and at an average rate of 3.8 percent in the three years after the runway was completed. A

12
similar pattern occurred with regard to the number of operations. The Examiner found Mr. Allison

13
testimony credible that this is not an unusual occurrence. Airport activity is typically cyclical

14
(reflecting economic cycles), with activity growing rapidly for several years then growing more

15

slowly for several years, and is not dependent on the construction of new runways. _
16

63. The Final EIS included at Appendix R, and the Final SEIS included at Appendix D,
17

analyses of certain "what if' scenarios that respond to the comments that growth in aviation activity
18

19 might be higher than forecast. In these appendices, the Port considered the possible impacts if added

20 airport capacity results in higher aviation activity. In Appendix D of the SEIS, the Port even

considered the potential differences in impacts between (a) a With Project scenario in which21

22 operations and enplanements grew at a 10% faster rate than forecasted and (b) a Do Nothing scenario

23 in which it was assumed that the number of operations and enplanements would be limited to their

24 2010 levels.

25 64. The ACC asserted that if Dr. Winston's theory is correct, that air pollution and noise

26 would increase with the number of operations. However, increased number of operations under the
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1 With Project scenario does not necessarily translate to a comparable increase in air pollution.

2 Eugene R. Peters is a Director with Landrum & Brown. He has over 10 years of environmental

3 planning experience and has conducted the analysis of airport-related activity on regional air quality

4 on airports throughout the country. Mr. Peters provided a detailed analysis in his written testimony

5 that was consistent with the SEIS conclusion that NOx will decrease even as the number of

6 operations increases out to 2010, due to the impact of the reductions in delay which accompany the

7 construction of the 3rd Runway.

8
65. With respect to noise, the Port presented credible testimony from Mr. Jon Woodward.

9
Mr. Woodward has more than 25 years experience in program design and noise assessment and land

10
use analysis. He has prepared over 1500 noise contour studies in his career. He has worked on noise

11
studies at major airports throughout the country, including Dallas-Ft. Worth, Los Angeles

12
International, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Chicago O'Hare and Toledo. Mr. Woodward was in charge of

13
preparing the noise contours for the EIS. Mr. Woodward corroborated analysis in the EIS which

t4
demonstrated the declining size of the 65 DNL noise contours under a do-nothing scenario between

15
1994 and the year 2010. Despite the anticipated increase in operations at STIA, noise impacts are

16

expected to decline in the future relative to existing conditions. As Mr. Woodward testified, even if
17

the operations forecast projected by Dr. Winston were to occur, the resulting effect would be an
18

19 expected increase of 7/10 of one decibel (0.7 dBA) on average noise levels. Based on the FAA

threshold of significant impact of 1.5 DNL, the 0.7 dBA would not i_e significant. If any of the20

current technological initiatives now under way by NASA achieve even 10% of their goals (i.e., one21

22 decibel reduction), this would more than offset the increased noise levels associated with the

23 difference in forecasted operations alleged by Dr. Winston.

24

25

26
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1 Findings of Fact on the Port and FAA's of Decision To Limit Detailed Analysis in the
SEIS to 13 Years (to the Year 2010).

2

3 66. At the time the Master Plan Update EIS was prepared in 1994, the airfares nationally

4 and at STIA were relatively stable. Thus, those charged with preparing long-term airport forecasts

5 believed they could consider larger planning horizons than normal.

6
67. Several factors came together in the time period bet_veen the MPU EIS in 1994 and

7
the SEIS in 1996, each of which added significant uncertainty to the planning efforts of those

8
professionals charged with attempting to meaningfully evaluate long-term impacts under SEPA and

9
NEPA. The EIS consultants a_eed with the EIS Project Manager Mary Vigilante that these factors

10
made it very difficult to meaningfully evaluate the environmental impacts of the Master Plan Update

ll

beyond the year 2010.
12

68. The testimony of the professionals participating in the SEIS establishes that in various
13

key areas, the SEIS- period of analysis of 13 years falls squarely within the typical range for studies
14 .....

15 of this type throughout the country. Mr. Peters testified that the air quality studies variedthe study

16 period from 5-15 years in the future. In the noise area, Mr. Woodward testified that noise contour

17 studies for new runways typically run on a 10-12 year planning horizon.

18 69. While the Coalition emphasizes the relationship of the planning period to the

19 anticipated construction date, the runway in the year 2004, a more proper context is to review the

20 length of the planning period from the date of the SEIS in 1996. The planning period evaluated by

21 the Port and FAA was 13 years.

22 70. One of the principal decision makers in the determination of the planning horizon in

23 SEIS was the EIS Project Manager Mary Vigilante. In addition to extensive airport project

24 management experience, Ms. Vigilante has specialized experience in both air quality and noise

25 analysis fields. She conducted much of the original analysis, as well as the response to comments in

26
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1 all of the project level environmental documents. In addition to the reasons set forth in Appendix D

2 of the SEIS, she testified credibly that there were rapid changes in aviation activity during the mid-

3 1990s at STIA, which made forecasting aviation activity very difficult. Ms. Vigilante and all the

4 experts on the SEIS team concluded that detailed analysis of the years beyond 2010 in the EIS would

5 be speculative and could lead to a substantially inaccurate evaluation of environmental effects. The

6 quantification of project-level environmental impacts is dependent on factors such as total aviation

7 activity, the time of day the activity occurs, the aircraft types, and the engines on the aircraft. Even

8
slight changes in aircraft types and their associated engine types, for instance, can result in

9
substantially different impact analysis. Due to the various volatile factors identified and because

10
aircraft fleet mix and air fares are could not be reasonably predicted beyond 2010, the SEIS

11
concluded that impacts could not be reasonably evaluated beyond this time period, 13 years into the

12
future. Ms. Vigilante also described in detail the different forms of future environmental review,

13 ,,m_
both state and federal, which will analyze possible adverse environmental impacts of the Master Plan

14
Update during the period after 2010.

15

71. One of the greatest changes following issuance of the Master Plan EI S was the 1996
16

change in projected airfares announced by the FA.A. With respect to the Port's updated aviation
17

demand forecast prepared for the SEIS, after calibrating for local data, this resulted in an 17%
18

increase in the number of operations anticipated at STIA for the year 2010 over the number of19

20 operations anticipated under the 1994 Master Plan forecasts. The v_olatility in projected airfares

21 represented by the FAA's changed airfare projections makes it more difficult to reasonably estimate

22 long-term trends in number of aircraft operations, fleet mix, or day/night operations. Moreover,

23 when the SEIS was prepared, the FAA only estimated airfares to the year 2010 and not beyond.

24 72. The forecasting uncertainty that surfaced in 1996 significantly changed the ability to

25 analyze long-term forecasts, fleet mix, day/night operations, and created a corresponding uncertainty

26 for the professionals charged with evaluating long-term air quality and noise impacts. This level of
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1 uncertainty did not exist two and one-half years earlier, when the Master Plan EIS was being

2 prepared.

3 73. The preparation of the air quality analysis in the SEIS was the product of

4 collaboration among the three agencies with regulatory authority in this area, the Puget Sound Air

5 Pollution Control Agency ("PSAPCA"), the Washington State Department of Ecology ("DOE") and

6 the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("EPA"). DOE retained an independent consultant to

7 assist in detailed review and preparation of comments in its review of the SEIS. All three agencies

8 participated in the air quality analysis which found that the year 2010 was the logical planning

9
horizon for air quality impacts. Although the three agencies had many questions during the process

10
and in their comments on the draft SEIS, all three approved the final air quality analysis contained in

II
the final SEIS.

12
74. As Mr. Gene Peters testified, the volatility in airfares, forecasts, fleet mix. and other

13
areas in the period following 1994 made it difficult in 1996 to predict with substantial accuracy or to

14
reasonably foresee air quality impacts beyond the year 2010.

15
75. The uncertainty of long-term airfare projections and the resulting fluctuation in

16

aircraft operation forecasts at STIA added a significant element of uncertainty in the ability of the
17

noise measurement professionals to prepare reliable long-term noise contours in the SEIS. While it
18

is theoretically possible to run noise contours, as testified by the experienced noise professionals
19

Paul Dunholter and Jon Woodward, the reliability of this modelingdiminishes significantly as one20

21 goes further out in time. Their unrebutted expert testimony was that, while a range of assumptions

22 or alternatives is theoretically possible, the usefulness of such an exercise is questionable because it

23 is not likely to lead to meaningful evaluation.

24 76. Because of the lack of reliable data beyond the year 2010 to input into the standard

25 noise model (the INM model), the noise professionals in the SEIS limited detailed analysis to

26 thirteen years, because noise impacts analysis beyond that time would be speculative and not likely
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1 to lead to meaningful evaluation. In the future, there will be several additional steps of

2 environmental review which will be completed when those impacts are more capable of being

3 meaningfully evaluated. These include Part 150 Noise Compatibility Program, future chapters of the

4 Port's Master Plan Update process, and any future planning and environmental review required

5 under the terms of the FAA Record of Decision

6 77. The advent of Southwest Airlines to STIA has since 1994 had a significant impact on

7 the fleet mix at the Airport by Southwest and its airline competitors. There has been a significant

8
change from three and four-engine aircraft to medium-sized two-engine jet aircraft. The change in

9
fleet mix translates directly into significant changes in the resulting air pollution emissions. This

10
recent volatility made long term analysis of air quality impacts more difficult in 1996 than in 1994

11
78. The inability to reasonably forecast aviation demand beyond 2010 made it impossible

12
to reasonably model intersection-by-intersection traffic impacts beyond 2010. In addition, there

13
were also independent changes following issuance of the Master Plan EIS which made meaningful

14
evaluation of surface transportation impacts speculative in and around STIA beyond 2010. The

15

long-term analysis of background surface traffic depends to a large extent of the PSRC's regional
16

model, which was used by traffic expert Jim Edwards and INCA Engineers as the foundation for its
17

analysis of background traffic in the Master Plan EIS and the SEIS. When the SEIS was getting
18

19 underway, there were three major changes affecting arterials and intersections in the vicinity of

20 STIA, none of which was included in the PSRC model. --

21 79. First, the state's largest public infrastructure project, the Regional Transportation

22 Authority ("RTA") dramatically changed in scope following issuance of the EIS, from a $13 billion

23 project to a $3-4 billion project. This change would radically alter the impact at intersections and

24 arterials in and around STIA after 2010 in ways that could not be fully understood in 1996, because

25 the impacts of this change were not yet known or included in the PSRC model.

26
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l 80. Second, the state highway adjacent to STIA, SR 509, also experienced major planning

2 changes following issuance of the Master Plan EIS. The route and connections for the proposed

.3 extension of SR 509 to Interstate 5 was changed. Given its proximity to the Airport, this change

4 would also have very significant impacts on the analysis of traffic intersections in the area after the

5
year 2010. As explained by Mr. Edwards, the specifics of this new proposal was not known in 1996

6 and was not included in the PSRC traffic model on which INCA relied to conduct its analysis.

7 81. Third, the City of SeaTac's proposed Personal Rapid Transit system, which was very

8
conceptual in 1994 when the EIS was issued, was two years further into the planning process by

9
1996. As this was proposed in the jurisdiction surrounding STIA, if constructed it too would have

I0
significant impacts on traffic in the area, which impacts were able to be evaluated and not included

II
in the PSRC model.

12
82. In addition to showing the uncertainties of forecasting project-specific, intersection-

13
by-intersection impacts in 1996 for longer than 13 years, the record reflects numerous examples of

14

ongoing environmental review, to be conducted by the Port and other agencies, of the impacts of the
15

Master Plan Update improvements after the year 2010, at a time when those impacts can be
16

meaningfully analyzed. Those future reviews include:
17

* Additional Master Plan-related SEPA review bv the Port. The Port Director of STIA, Gina
18

19 Marie Lindsay, testified this process would likely get underway in the next several years,

20 * The Port's portion of the Part 150 Noise Compatibility Program. While this is a FAA-

21 authorized activity, the testimony outlined the Port's role in approving a plan for FAA

22 consideration. The Port decisions will be subject to SEPA requirements. The scope of this

23 review includes consideration of noise impacts on affected schools. The Port has a well-

24 established track record of conducting Part 150 review at regular intervals, and is currently

25 collecting data for the Part 150 process now underway.

26
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1 • Port Review and Action Mandated bv the FAA in its Record of Decision. This will be

2 required prior to 2010 and must include a review of the "adequacy, accuracy, and validity, of

3 the final statement." Under the terms of the ROD, "if this review identifies additional

4 significant adverse environmental impacts, the Port will be required to adopt further noise

5 and land use measures designed to minimize any significant adverse effects found in that

6 evaluation."

7
• Supplemental Environmental Review for Proiects Not Underway bv June 2000. Because

8
many of the Master Plan Update improvements will not be initiated until after the year 2000,

9
it is likely that a new or updated environmental analysis will occur to cover these projects.

10
* Air Quality Conformity Review. Air quality conformity is required under state law (although

11
the state is applying the duties of the federal Clean Air Act, which have been delegated to the

12
state and regional agencies.) Under federal law, any action in the Port's Master Plan Update

13
which is not commenced within five years must undergo environmental review again.

14

• NPDES Permit Renewal Process. Although not directly included in the ACC appeal, the
15

future SEPA review will include consideration of stormwater and water quality impacts
16

associated with the Master Plan Update, as the Port must every five years submit a detailed
17

18 application for renewal. WAC 173-220-180 (1), (2).

19 II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

20 Conclusions Relating to the Appeal of the Port Commishioners' Decisions.

21 1. In Case Nos. 96-2-20357-2KNT and 97-2-13908-2KNT, the Coalition is challenging

22 the legislative decisions of the Port Commissioners adopting Port Resolution 3212 and Port

23 Resolution 3245. The adoption of these two resolutions were legislative decisions reviewable only

24 under a constitutional writ of review.

25
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I 2. Under a constitutional writ, the Court's review is limited to a determination of

2 whether the Port Commissioners' legislative actions were arbitrary and capricious or illegal. Under

3 the arbitrary and capricious standard of reviewl the Coalition must show that the Port's action was

4 willful and unreasoning, taken without regard to or consideration of the facts and circumstances

5 surrounding the action. An action by an agency is not arbitrary and capricious when there is room

6 for two opinions, even though a reviewing court may believe it to be erroneous, if taken after due

7 consideration.

8 3. The Coalition claims that the Port has a legal duty under the GMA to comply with

9 each individual comprehensive plan of the Coalition cities. The Coalition relies exclusively on the

10 procedural criteria enacted by the state Department of Community Trade and Economic

I l Development ("CTED") at WAC ch. 365-195 in makin_ this argument. Chapter 36.70A RCW sets

12 forth the planning requirements for cities and counties subject to GMA. The GMA statute does not

13 contain any requirement that port districts comply with local comprehensive plans, and there are no

14 planning or compliance requirements in Chapter 36.70A RCW for special districts, including port

15 districts.

16 4. For reasons set forth in a separate Memorandum Ruling entered this day, the Court

17 has concluded that even ifWAC Ch. 365-195 were read to apply to the Port, its provisions in fact

18 undercut the challenges by the ACC to the Port's actions.

19 5. In the 1990 legislative session, the Washington Legislature passed a provision for

20 inclusion in Chapter 36.70A RCW that would apply GMA plan consistency requirements to special

21 districts. 1990 Wash. Laws, 1990 I= Ex. Sess. Ch. 17, § 18. This provision explicitly exempted port

22 districts from its requirements. The Governor vetoed this provision, in part because it did not apply

23 GMA plan consistency requirements to port districts. The Legislature had intended that the GMA's

24 requirements not emend to port districts. The Governor's veto does not and cannot act as an

25 affirmative enactment of the philosophy or rationale behind his veto. The Court's decision in this

26 case is therefore based on its reading of the law apart from this legislation and veto.
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1 6. Petitioners suggest that the legally binding nature of the CTED procedural criteria is

2 demonstrated by their use by the Growth Management Hearings Board. However, the Board

3 decisions show that the Board has consistently held that the procedural criteria are "purely advisory"

4 and have no regulatory effect. See, West Seattle Defense Fund v. Seattle, CPSGMHB Case No. 96-

5 3-0003 (Final Decision and Order March 24, 1997); Children's Alliance v. Bellevue, CPSGMHB

6 Case No. 95-3-0011 (Order Granting Dispositive Motion); Pilchuck v. Snohomish County,

7 CPSGMHB Case No. 95-3-0047 (Final Decision and Order December 6, 1995).

8 Conclusions of Law Regarding 47.80.030(3).

9 7. While the GMA does not contain any legally binding provisions governing port

I0 districts as port districts, a portion of the GMA does apply to major transportation projects,

11 irrespective of what type of agency is the project sponsor. In particular, RCW 47.80.030(3) provides

12 that:

13 (3) All transportation projects, programs and transportation management measures within the
region that have an impact upon regional facilities or services must be consistent with the

14 plan and with the adopted regional growth and transportation strategies.

15 The "plan" referred to in this case is the Regional Transportation Plan ("RTP") adopted by

16 PSRC. The "adopted re-_ional_growth and transportation stratejes_"" in this case refers to the

17 general policies in VISION 2020, also adopted by the PSRC, of which the RTP is a part.

18 Therefore, RCW 47.80.030(3) requires that a project such as the STIA expansion, which is a

19 transportation project with impacts upon regional facilities or services, must be consistent

20 with the RTP and with VISION 2020.

21 8. The Port's Master Plan Update development actions are consistent with the

22 RTP. Plans for a third runway at STIA are expressly incorporated into the RTP, if the Port

23
agees to the additional mitigation measures specified by the PSRC. In Resolution 3212, and

24 again in Resolution 3245, the Port commit-ted to those mitigation measures.

25

26
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__ _

1 9. The Court has reviewed the broad, general planning policies of VISION 2020,

2 including the policies regarding the siting of essential public facilities (RF-3 and RF-3.3)

3 although the Court recognizes that these policies are not to be read in isolation from all other

4 applicable policies in VISION 2020. The Court has also thoroughly reviewed the Port

5 decisions in Resolution 3212 and Resolution 3245, including the mitigation committed to by

6 the Port in those resolutions and elsewhere, and the mitigation required under federal law.

7 The Port decisions appropriately considered the range of additional local, state and federal

8 permitting requirements, as authorized by RCW 36.70A.420. The Coalition has not shown

9 that the Port Commissioners' decision violates RCW 47.80.030(3) or is inconsistent with

10 either the RTP or VISION 2020.

11 10. Based on the record before the Court and the mitigation to which the Port has

12 committed, the Coalition has not met its burden of proving that the Port Commissioners

13 adoption of Resolutions 3212 and 3245 was either arbitrary and capricious or illegal.

14 Conclusions Regarding the Growth Management Hearings Board Decision,

15 11. The Court also is reviewing a final decision and order of the Central Puget

16 Sound Growth Management Hearings Board under the Washington Administrative

17 i Procedures Act ("APA"). That case is King County Case No. 97-2-22276-1KNT.

18 1 12. Under the APA, the Coalition has the burden of proving that (I) the Board

19 erroneously interpreted or applied the law, (2) the GMA Board's FDO is not supported by

20 substantial evidence, or (3) the GMA Board's FDO is arbitrary or capricious. RCW

21 34.05.570(3).

22 13. The substantial evidence standard is a deferential standard of review that

23 requires the Court to view the evidence in the light most favorable to the party prevailing in

24 the highest forum that has fact-finding authority. Freeburg v. Seattle., 71 Wn. App. 367, 371,

25 859 P.2d 610 (1993). The substantial evidence test requires that the Court accept the fact

26
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I finder's views regarding the weight to be given competing inferences from the evidence.

2 Department of Corrections v. Ketmewick, 86 Wn. App. 521,529-30, 937 P.2d I I 19 (I 997).

3 14, On purely legal matters, the Court should give considerable deference to the

4 Board's interpretation of the law, if it is an area in which the Board has special expertise.

5 Northwest Steelhead & Salmon Council v. Del_artment of Fisheries, 78 Wn. App. 778, 786-

6 87, 896 P.2d 1292 (1995); Peter Schroeder Architects v. Bellevue, 83 Wn. App. 188, 19l,

7 920 P.2d 1216 (1996). Because the Board is the expert agency created by the Legislature to

8 determine issues of GMA compliance, the Board's legal interpretation of any ambiguous

9 GMA provisions should be given substantial deference by the Court. Kin._ County v.

10 Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board, Wn. App. ,951 P.2d

11 1151, 1157 (March 2, 1998).

12 15. Under the arbitrary and capricious standard, the Coalition must show that the

13 challenged agency action was willful and unreasoning, taken without regard to or

14 consideration of the facts and circumstances surrounding the action. Saldin Securities Inc. v.

15 Snohomish County, 134 Wn.2d 288, 296, 949 P.2d 370 (1998). An action by an agency is

16 not arbitrary and capricious where there is room for two opinions, even if a reviewing court

17 believes it to be erroneous. Abbenhaus v. Yakima, 89 Wn.2d 855,858-59, 576 P.2d 888

18 (1978).

19 16. The Board correctly ruled that the requirements of RCW 36.70A.200(2) apply

20 to all essential public facilities (EPFs), whether or not the EPF w_ in existence prior to the

21 GMA. The Board also correctly determined that STIA was an EPF subject to the protections

22 granted by RCW 36.70A.200. The GMA refers simply to essential public facilities, which

23 include airports, not to "proposed" or "future" or "new" essential public facilities. This plain

24 language employed in RCW 36.70A.200 provided the GMA Board with no basis for

25 d!stinguishing between existing and future EPFs

26
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l 17. The Board did not deviate from, or violate, any statutory rule of construction --

2 when it decided that RCW 36.70A.200 protects aI...jlEPFs, including those existing prior to the

3 enactment of the GM.A.

4 18. The Board's classification of STIA, and its proposed expansion as an EPF, did

5 not require retroactive application of the GMA. Ba¥1ess v. CommuniW Colle_oe Dist.

6 No. XIX, 84 Wn. App. 309, 315, 927 P.2d 254 (1996). The key time for application of RCW

7 36.70A.300 was not when STIA fn'st came into existence, but when the City, of Des Moines

8 amended its GMA plan.

9 19. The Board properly construed RCW 36.70A.200(2) to prohibit local

10 preclusion of activities necessary to construct and operate an EPF. The legislative purpose of

11 RCW 36.70.200(2) would be defeated if local governments could prevent the siting of an

12 EPF by preventing an activity essential to the EPFs construction or operation.

13 20. Substantial evidence in the record supports the Board's determinations that ( I )

14 fill dirt hauling is essential to the construction of the third runway and (2) trucks hauling fill

15 dirt will have to travel through Des Moines or other adjacent cities to reach the construction

16 site of the third runway.

17 2 I. The Board's jurisdiction is limited to deciding whether city and county

18 comprehensive plans and development regulations, as adopted in the abstract, comply with

19 the requirements of the GMA codified in RCW Ch. 36.70A. When comprehensive plan

20 provisions are appealed to the Board, review never relates to any specific project because

21 comprehensive plans have no regulatory effect. Citizens for Mount Vernon v. City of Mount

22 Vernon, 133 Wn.2d 861,873,947 P.2d 1208 (1997). In deciding whether comprehensive

23 plan policies and development regulations comply with GMA requirements, the Board

24 necessarily must consider potential consequences based upon the terms and scope of the

25: challenged local enactment.
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1 22. The Board's discussion of and findings related to specific activities which are

2 reasonably likely to occur. The Board properly decided that the Des Moines Plan violated

3 RCW 36.70A.200(2). The exact amount of cost or delay did not have to be conclusively

4 established for the GMA Board to determine that the Des Moines Plan policies in question

5 would as drafted be capable of precluding necessary support activities, such as fill dirt

6 hauling, and directly or indirectly stopping construction of the third runway, because the

7 policies at issue in the Des Moines plan unequivocally committed the City to opposing any

8 activity supporting the expansion of STIA. The Board's holding is consistent with the

9 purpose and intent of RCW 36.70A.200, and is not arbitrary or capricious. The Board did

10 not have to wait forthat plan to be so applied.

I 1 23. The Board properly ruled that because the Des Moines Plan had the effect of

I2 making STIA expansion incapable ofbeing accomplished by means at the Port's command,

13 it violated RCW 36.70A.200(2). Under RCW 36.70A.200(2), a city or county is not

14 permitted to "preclude" the siting of an essential public facility. The verb "preclude" means

15 to "render impossible or impracticable." Children's Alliance v. Bellevue, supra.

16 Impracticable is defined as that which cannot be accomplished by the means at the party's

17 command. Merriam Webster's Collegiate Dictionary. The Board properly determined that

18 the Port would be preclude d from constructing the third runway because, under numerous

19 Des Moines Plan policies, the Port could not proceed with construction by the means at the

20 Port's command. The Board's holding is consistent with the purpose and intent of RCW

21 36.70A.200, and is not arbitrary or capricious.

22 24. Based on the record before the Board, the Board's decision in CPSGMHB case

23 97-3-0014 was not an error of law, was supported by substantial evidence, and was not

24 arbitrary and capricious.

25
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\ /

! Conclusions Related to the Hearing Examiner Decision that the Master Plan
Update EIS and the Master Plan Update SEIS Are Legally Adequate .....

2
General Conclusions Of Law.

3
25. In Case No. 98-2-04911-1K_NT, the Coalition has appealed the Hearing Examiner's

4
decision that the EIS and SEIS are legally adequate. E/S adequacy has been characterized as a

5

question of law. Questions of law generally are subject to a de novo standard of judicial review.
6

Leschi Improvement Council v. Washington State Highway Commission, 84 Wn.2d 271,250-$7,
7

525 P.2d 774 (1974). However, the de novo standard of review is specifically qualified by SEPA's
8

9 statutory requirement that agency determinations of EIS adequacy are entitled to substantial weight

in administrative and judicial appeals. RCW 43.2.1C.090. OPAL v. Adams County, 128 Wn. 2d10

11 869, 913 P.2d 793 (1995).

12 26. The legal standard by which EIS adequacy must be detem_ined is the "'rule or'reason."

13 27. Washington courts consistently have articulated the "rule of reason" as a "broad.

14 flexible cost-effectiveness standard." Citizens Alliance v. Auburn. I26 Wn.2d 356, 362, 894 P.2d

15 1300 (1995). Under this standard, an EIS is not to be a "compendium ofeve_ conceivable effect or

16 alternative to a proposed project." Toandos Peninsula As_'rl v. Jefferson County, 32 Wn. App. 473,

17 483,648 P.2d 448 (1982). Rather, an EIS is required to include only a "reasonably thorough

18 discussion of the significant aspects of the probable environmental consequences" and provide

19 "sufficient information to make a reasoned decision." OPAL v. Adams County, 128 Wash. 2d at

20 875; Citizens Alliance v. Auburn, 126 Wash. 2d at 362.

21 28. Under the "rule of reason," an EIS is not required to identify or analyze impacts that

22
are "remote and speculative." Cheney v. Mountlake Terrace, 87 Wash. 2d 338,344, 552 P.2d 184

23
(1986).

24

25

26
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1 29. The lead agency's determination that potential environmental impacts are remote or

2 speculative and need not be addressed in an EIS is entitled to substantial weight in an appeal of EIS

3 adequacy. RCW 43.21C.090. OPAL v. Adams County, supra.

4 30. Under the rule of reason, an agency has broad discretion in deciding what potential

5 mitigation measures should be included in an EIS. SWAP v. Okanogan County, supra; Robertson ,:.

6 Methow Valley Citizens Coun., 490 U.S. 332, 359, 109 S.Ct. 1835, 104 L.Ed.2d 351 (1989).

7 Neither SEPA nor NEPA require that an EIS include a complete or detailed mitigation plan. Id., 66

8
Wn. App. at 447.

9
31. An agency determination of the nature and extent of potential mitigation to include in

10
an EIS is entitled to substantial weight. RCW 43.21C.090. SWAP v. Okanogan COVtnty, sttpra, 64

11
\Vn. App. at 447-448.

12
Conclusions Of Law Relating to the Aviation Forecast Issue.

13
32. Washington courts have followed federal NEPA cases when constr_ling similar

14
provisions of SEPA. Eastlake Community Council v. Roanoke Associates, 82 Wn.2d 475,488 (fn.

15

5. 513 P.2d 36 (1973).
16

33. The Port and the FAA are agencies with expertise in forecasting aviation demand and
17

should be granted deference in choosing the appropriate methodology for forecasting aviation
18

19 activity. City of Grapevine v. Dept. of Transportation, 17 F.3d 1502, 1507 (D.C. Cir. 1994) (court

deferred to the agency's expertise in choosing the appropriate was/to measure noise); Seattle20

21 Community Council Federation v. Federal Aviation Administration, 961 F.2d 829, 833-34 (gth Cir.

22 1992) ("[I]t is within an agency's discretion to determine which testing methods are most

23 appropriate."); Citizens Against Burlington, 9308 F.2d at 200-201 (FAA's choice of methodology to

24 measure the impacts of noise on the environment was an informed decision to which the court should

25 defer); Sierra Club v. Dept. of Transportation, 753 F.2d 120, 128 (D.C. Cir. 1985) (it is within the

26 expertise and discretion of the FAA to determine the proper method to measure airport noise);
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I Florida Wildlife Federation v. Goldschmidt, 506 F. Supp. 350, 376-77 (1981) (the traffic forecasting

2 methodology used in an EIS was adequate where the modeling was consistent with the state of the

3 art at the time). The United States Supreme Court has agreed that a reviewing court must be its most

4 deferential when examining the decision of an expert agency which is making predictions within its

5 area of special expertise. Baltimore Gas and Electric Co. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, 462

6 U.S. 87, 103, 76 L.Ed.2d 437, 103 S.Ct. 2246 (1983).

7 34. When an agency is presented with conflicting expert opinion on an issue, it is tlle

8
O' ' "a_ency s job and not the job of the reviewing appellate body, to resolve those differences. Wcbb v.

9
Gorsuch, 699 F.2d 157, 160 (4th Cir. 1983).

10
35. The Port and the FAA used a forecasting methodology for the SEIS that was

I1
consistent with indust_-accepted standards and proven reliable over time. The Master Plan Update

12
forecasts were reviewed and approved by the FAA's Northwest Mountain Region and the Forecast

13
Branch of the FAA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. The decision to measure aviation demand by

14
the aviation forecast methodology chosen is legally adequate under the rule of reason.

15

36. Under the rule of reason, the Port and FAA. reasonably exercised their discretion in
16

determining that, during the planning horizon for the Master Plan Update, (a) the construction of the
17

proposed improvements, including the third runway, would not cause significant new growth in
18

aviation demand and (b) not constructing the proposed improvements would not cause significant19

decrease in demand. Therefore, the aviation demand forecasts that served as the basis for the SEIS20

21 analysis did not understate aviation activity under the With Project scenario and did not overstate

22 activity under the Do Nothing scenario.

23 37. The EISs analyzed the potential impacts of a higher aviation forecast and compared

24 these impacts to those of a constrained forecast in Appendix R to the FEIS and Appendix D to the

25 FSEIS. Based on the difficulty to reasonably conduct aviation demand forecasting beyond the year

26 2010, this analysis was sufficient under the rule of reason.
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I 38. The difference of opinion between the ACC's expert witness and the Port's expert

2 witnesses was discussed in the EISs, which allowed the decision-makers to be informed on this issue

3 prior to making their decisions. The lead agency's decision of wlaich expert opinion to follow and

.4 which forecasting methodology to adopt was legally sufficient under the rule of reason.

5 Conclusions of Law Relating to the Lead Agency's Decision to Limit Detailed
Environmental Impact Analysis to the 2010 PlanningHorizon.

6
O •39. Under SEPA, the contents of environmental review depend on the lead a,.ency s

7

8 existing planning and decision-making process, and on the time when altematives can be most

9 meaningfully evaluated. WAC 197-11-060(2)(a)

10 40. SEPA's provisions relating to analyzing the long-term impacts of a proposal over the

11 life-time of the project must be viewed and applied in the context of related SEPA provisions such as

12 WAC 197-11-060(4), which require consideration of impacts that are "likely, not merely

13 speculative."

14 41. SEPA only requires a reasonably thorough discussion of the probable environmental

O15 consequences of an a=ency s decision. OPAL v. Adams County, 128 Wn.2d 869, 875,913 P.2d 793

16 (1996).

17 42. When discussing potential impacts, an EIS is only required to consider impacts that

18 are "likely, not merely speculative" and remote or speculative impacts need not be disc_tssed.

19 WAC 19%11-060(a); Mentor v. Kitsap County, 22 Wn. App. 285,289, 588 P.2d 1226 (1978);

20 Cheney v. Mountlake Terrace, 87 Wn.2d 338, 346, 552 P.2d 184 (1976).

21 43. The decision in the SEIS to limit the detailed analysis of impacts to the 13-year

22 planning horizon, or the year 2010, was a reasonable decision and was legally sufficient under the

23
rule of reason.

24
44. The conclusion in the SEIS that detailed analysis of environmental impacts beyond

25
the year 2010 would not be capable of meaningful evaluation was a reasonable decision and

26

Judge Robert H. Alsdorf
FINDINGS OF FACTAND CONCLUSIONSOFLAW- 39 King County Superior Court

Regional Justice Center
Kent,WA 9803;?
(206) 205-262(:
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1 sufficient under the rule of reason, particularly given the extent to which subsequent environmental

"_ review and additional mitigation, if appropriate, would take place under oo,, state and federal

3 processes.

4 45. The purpose of SEPA was well served with the SEIS. Even though detailed

5 evaluation beyond the year 2010 was speculative and thus not likely to lead to meaningful

6 evaluation, the drafters of the SEIS included at Appendix D an extrapolated estimate of possible

7 impacts in the year 2020 in order to provide decision-makers with the analysis of possible impacts

8
through the year 2020 prior to their taking action. The confirmation in Port Resolution 3245 by the

9
Port Commissioners of the information in the EIS through the year 2020 indicates that this goal was

10
accomplished. Moreover, the discussion of the information contained in the EIS at Attachment A to

II
Resolution No. 3245 shows that SEPA's goal of providing decision-makers with infon-nation to

12
ensure an informed decision was well served in this case.

13

14 III. ORDER

15 Based on the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and on the Court's .

16 Memorandum Ruling on Application ofWAC Ch. 365-195, it is ORDERED, ADJUDGED and

17 DECREED as follows:

18 1. The plaintiffs' claims brought in King County Case No. 96-2-20357-2KNT, in King

19 County Case No. 97-2-13908-2KNT, in King County Case No. 97-2-22276-1I_NT, and

20 in King County Case No. 98-2-04911-1KNT should be_-and hereby are, DISMISSED

21 WITH PRE/UDICE.

22 I

23 /

24 /

25 1

26 /

Judge Robert H. Alsdorf
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW - 40 King County Superior Court

Regional Justice Ce_',:r
Kent, WA 98037 .......
(206) 205-2620
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1 2. The Port of Seattle and the Central Puget Sound Growth Management Hearings Board are

2 the prevailing parties in this action and are entitled to costs and attorney fees to the extent

3 provided by law. The prevailing parties shall file a Cost Bill and any other appropriate

4 documentation and briefing related thereto within ten days of receipt of this order.

6 DATED this "-'day of July, 1998.

8
tto

9 Superior Court Judge

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

FINDINGS OF FACTAND CONCLUSIONSOFLAW - 41 Judge Robert H. Alsdorf
King County Superior Court

Regional Justice Center
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p SEPA ADDENDUM

January 24, 2000

This document is a SEPAAddendum to the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma IntemaEonal
Airport issued May 13, 1997 by the Federal Aviation Administration and the Port of Seattle. This
Addendum has been prepared in accordance with Chapter 197-11-625 Washington
Administrative Code, and Port of Seattle SEPAPolicies and Procedures Resolution No. 3028.
The purpose of this document is to describe and analyze the modification to the Master Plan
Update Development Actions for the Third Runway Project that was made aEer the
environmental documents were issued. These modifications include the quantity of wetlands
affected, the design of the retaining wall for the runway embankment, and the design of the
construction only-temporary interchange that is proposed to mitigate construction impacts.
These modifications do not substantially change the analysis of significant impacts described in
the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions at Seattle- Tacoma International Airport.

Project Name: Third Parallel Runway Wetland Fill, and Temporary Construction-Only
Interchange at SR 509/South 176_ Street POSSEPANo.00-02

Existing Environmental Documents:

Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development
Actions at Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport, FAA and Port of Seattle, February 1996

Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, FAA and Port of Seattle,
May 1997

Port of Seattle Contacts:

David McCraney Michael Cheyne
Environmental Program Manager Project Manager
Health, Safety & Environmental Management Port of Seattle
P.O. Box 1209 P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98111 Seattle, WA 98168-0727
(206) 728-3193 (206) 431-4994

Project Description

The report ADDENDUM To Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement For Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions At
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport prepared pursuant to the Washington State Environmental
Policy Act (Ch. 43.21C RCW) provides a detailed explanation of the proposed changes.
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In 1996, the Port of Seattle (Port) and the FederalAviationAdministration(FAA) issued the
Final Env/ronmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development
Actions at Seattle-TacomaInternational Airport (1996 FEIS). In 1997, the Port and the FAA .......
issued the F/hal Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Master Plan Update
DevelopmentActions (1997 FSEIS). This Addendumaddressesnew information that has come
to light since the issuanceof these EISs relating to: (a) wetlands and other aquatic resources
that would be affected by the planned new runway and other improvementsat Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport; and (b) potential impactsof temporary construction-relatedinterchanges
on SR 509 to be used by trucks delivering fill material to the planned new runway site. This
Addendum was prepared by the Port to report the Port's assessmentof the new information
and its determination that the existing environmental analyses under the Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) remain
adequate.

Chapter Zof the report containsan introduction and summary.

Wetland Impacts= ChaptersII-VI relate to impactson wetlands and other aquatic resources.
They summarize identification of affected wetlands in the 1996 FEIS,the 1997 FSEIS,and the
1996 ]oint Aquatics Resources Project Application (]ARPA). They contain the refined
identification of affectedwetlands based on new information. They presenta refined wetland
impact analysisand recent changesto the project to minimize wetland impacts. They focuson
the hydrologic and seismic impacts of the runway embankment and MSE retaining walls.
Finally, they describeand explainthe plannedwetland mitigation measures,on-site and off-site.

The analysis of wetland impacts in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEISwas based on wetland
delineations that have been revised recently as the Port has acquired, and gained access to, ':
approximately 390 parcels of land where Master Plan Update improvementswill be located. ....
The FSEISidentified a total of 12.33 acres of wetlands that would be affected by Master Plan
Update improvements. Of this total, 7.38 acres were identified as affected by the Runway
(including embankmentand borrow sources), 2.34 acres by the RunwaySafety Areas, and 2.51
acres by terminal and landsideimprovements.

Upon completion of the EIS process,the Port decidedto proceed with the Airport improvements
and received the approval of the FAA. The Port then initiated acquisitionof property. As land
was acquired and on-the-ground wetland studies were conducted, the Port found that the Third
Runway project would affect more wetlands than previously identified in the 1997 FSEIS.
Basedon the refined identification of wetlands in the study area, a revisedimpact analysiswas
prepared. Under the revised wetland impact analysis, the wetland acreage affected by the
project had increasedfrom 12.23 acresto 18.33 acres. Of this revisedtotal, 15.41 acres would
be affected by the runway (including embankment borrow sourcesand off-site mitigation), 0.14
acre by the Runway Safety Areas and 2.78 acres by South Aviation Support Area (SASA)
improvements. The refined analysis also identified 2.17 acres of wetlands that would be
temporarily affected by construction activities and 16.46 acres of wetlands that would be
modified, primarily beneficially, as a result of wetland mitigation measures. Becausethe value
of wetlands is determined more by their environmentalfunction than their acreage, the revised

Seattle-Tacoma
InternationalAirport
P.O, Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98168 U.S.A. ---_,
TELEX703433
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Port of ;tie
wetland impact analysis contained in this report focuses on impacts to wetland functions rather
than simply the affected acreage.

Construction-Only Temporary Interchange: Chapter VII relates to the potential impacts
of the temporary construction-related interchange on SR 509 to be used by trucks delivering fill
material to the planned new runway site. It analyzes potential noise impacts from trucks on the
interchange, considers the potential impacts of a temporary noise wall at the interchange on SR
509, and describes potential vibration impacts from the trucks.

The Final Supplemental EIS for the Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport evaluated the construction and use of temporary construct:ion-only
interchanges proposed for the purpose of mitigating traffic-related impacts from hauling fill to
construct the Third Runway and Runway Safety Areas. Since the publication of the Final
Supplemental EIS in May 1997, the Port has further refined the design for a temporary
construction-only interchange fadlity and conducted additional coordination with the
Washington State Department of Transportation. This addendum presents the evaluation of
noise and vibration that was conducted based on the design and alignment for the interchange
at SR 509 and South 176th Street. No other changes in effect are anticipated.

A vibration analysis was conducted to ensure that significant vibration effects would not occur
to residential areas in the vicinity of the temporary construction-only interchange. As this
analysis shows, only one home (the home on the north west corner of the SR 509/S.176 th
Street overpass) could experience vibration effects in excess of the DOT thresholds. As a
result, the Port of Seattle proposes to offer to acquire and relocate this homeowner.

The noise analysis was conducted in a manner that considers the possible distribution of traffic
haul that could occur. Until a contractor is selected to deliver fill material for the haul, it is not
certain as to the location where fill will be obtained. As a result, it is not possible to predict
whether or not night haul will be necessary. Consideration was given to four possible
scenarios: 1) all haul during daytime hours; 2) 10% haul during nighttime hours; 3) 50% haul
during nighttime hours and 4) 100% haul during nighttime hours. At this time the Port is not
proposing to haul any portion of fill during nighttime hours. These scenarios were considered
for the purpose of ensuring that adequate mitigation is provided. Based on this evaluation, this
mitigation item has been refined slightly to include:

o A noise attenuation wall to ensure that the high volume of truck traffic does not create a
significant noise effect on adjacent properties;

o Offer to acquire the residence closest to the southbound off-ramp (Home 1) at South
176_ Street due to the potential for significant vibration effects if the off-ramp pavement
becomes worn.

o Sound insulation of homes that would exceed the Washington State Department of
Transportation sound level standard as a result of the proposed haul.

Seattle-Tacoma
InternationalAirport
P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98168 U.S.A.
TELEX703433

FAX(206) 431-5912 3
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SEPA Review

The Port of Seattle has reviewed this proposal and determined that it is a minor revision that is
within the scope of the projects described in the Master Plan Update. The proposed revisions
do not change the analysis of significant impacts provided in the F/na/Supp/ementa/
EnvironmentalImpactStatementfortheProposedMasterplanupdateDevelopmentActionsat
Seattle-TacomaIntemaEonalA/rport,PortofSeattle,Hay 1997.

Date Addendum Prepared: 3anuary 24, 2000

SEPA Lead Agency: Port of Seattle (POS File No. 00-02)

SEPA Responsible Official:

Airport Facilities

Seattle -Tacoma

International Airport
p.o. Box68727
Seattle,WA98168U.S.A. "......."
TELEX703433
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Seattle-TacomaIntemati Airport
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

In 1996, the Port of Seattle (Port) and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued the

Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development

Actions at Seattle-Tacoma Intemational Airport (1996 FEIS). In 1997, the Port and the FAA

issued the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Master Plan Update

Development Actions (1997 FSEIS). This Addendum addresses new information that has come

to light since the issuance of these EISs relating to: (a) wetlands that would be affected by the

planned new runway and other improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport; and (b)

potential impacts of temporary construction-related interchanges on SR 518 and SR 509 to be
used by trucks delivering fill material to the planned new runway site. This Addendum was

prepared by the Port to report the Port's assessment of the new information and its determination

that the existing environmental analyses under the Washington State Environmental Policy Act

(SEPA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) remain adequate. As a result of this
assessment, the Port, as lead agency under SEPA, has determined that no additional

environmental analysis is required. This conclusion was based on the Port's findings that the

newly discovered areas of adverse impacts to wetlands, and the potential impacts of the

temporary construction interchanges, either were not environmentally significant, in light of

project changes and mitigation measures, or were adequately covered by the analyses of wetland

impacts in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS.

Chapter I of the report contains an introduction and summary.

Chapters II-VI relate to impacts on wetlands. They summarize identification of affected

wetlands in the 1996 FEIS, the 1997 FSEIS, and the 1996 Joint Aquatics Resources Project
Application (JARPA). They contain the refined identification of affected wetlands based on new

information. They present a refined wetland impact analysis and recent changes to the project to

minimize wetland impacts. They focus on the hydrologic and seismic impacts of the runway

embankment and MSE retaining walls. Finally, they describe and explain the planned wetland

mitigation measures, on-site and off-site.

Chapter VII relates to the potential impacts of the temporary construction-related interchanges on

SR 518 and SR 509 to be used by trucks delivering fill material to the planned new runway site.
It analyzes potential noise impacts from trucks on the interchanges, considers the potential

impacts of a temporary noise wall at the interchange on SR 509, and describes potential vibration

impacts from the trucks.

Chapter VIII discusses the conclusion that a supplemental EIS is not necessary as a result of this
new information.

l 01/22/00
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Seattle-Tacoma Intemational Airpon
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1. Backeround

In the late 1980's, the Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) and the Port jointly initiated a
regional study and decision-making process, known as the Flight Plan Project, to address the
growing demand for air travel and impending shortfall in commercial transportation airport
capacity in the Puget Sound region. In October 1992, the PSRC and the Port issued a Final
Environmental Impact Statement (Flight Plan EIS) for the Flight Plan Project. This EIS was a
non-project, programmatic EIS that comparatively analyzed the potential environmental impacts
of a wide range of alternative strategies for addressing impending severe constraints on air travel
capacity in this region.

The culmination of the Flight Plan Project, after nearly a decade of study, was a regional decision
to pursue a new air carder runway at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA or Airport),
among other strategies. The Port (as operator of STIA), in cooperation with the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), then initiated a planning process to develop and environmentally analyze
a Master Plan Update for the Airport. In February 1996, the FAA and the Port issued the Final
Environmental Impact Statement for Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions (FEIS).
The FEIS was a project-level, site-specific EIS that examined the potential environmental
impacts of the planned development actions. Shortly thereafter, following review of new
information regarding aviation forecasts, the FAA and the Port decided to prepare a supplemental
EIS. Accordingly, in May 1997, the FAA and the Port issued the Final Supplemental EIS for the
Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
(FSEIS). The 1996 Master Plan Update FEIS and 1997 FSEIS were prepared in accordance with
the requirements of NEPA (42 U.S.C. §§ 4321 et seq.) and SEPA (Ch. 43.21C RCW). .....

In 1997, following the issuance of the FSEIS, the Port approved the Master Plan Update, and the
FAA issued a Record of Decision authorizing development of the new runway and other
improvements at STIA. The Port then initiated the process of acquiring the property necessary
for the development of the Third Runway and other development actions, estimated in the Final
EIS to be approximately 388 single family houses, 260 condominiums and apartments, and 105
businesses.

Prior to gaining access to the properties, the Port estimated the location and areas of wetlands
and other waters to be affected by the development of the new runway and other Master Plan
Update actions. These estimates were made by studying aerial photographs, National Wetland
Inventory maps,.and local government sensitive area maps, and by making observations from
public rights-of-way. However, as documented in the FEIS and FSEIS, lack of access precluded
on-the-ground wetland delineations in the acquisition area. The Port, as it acquired properties
and conducted on-the-ground wetland delineations, discovered that the quantity of wetlands in
the acquisition area potentially affected by the proposed airport improvements was greater than
previously estimated. In addition, to avoid wetland impacts and relocation of a greater portion of
Miller Creek, the Port has completed additional work regarding the embankment and MSE
retaining walls, including new information regarding hydrology and seismic stability. This new
information on affected wetlands and other aquatic resources since the 1996 FEIS and 1997
FSEIS were issued is described in detail below.

2 01/22/00 "
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The FSEIS discussed the planned temporary interchanges on SR 518 and SR 509, to be used by
trucks delivering fill material to the plannednew runway site. Following issuance of the FSEIS,
the Port has prepared more detailed plans on construction of the new runway and other Master
Plan Update development actions. During this planning process, the Port has conducted more
detailed review of the planned temporary construction-related interchanges, including potential
noise and vibration impacts resulting from truck use of these interchanges.

The Port has assessed the new information regarding affected wetlands and the temporary
interchanges under the standards of SEPA governing when supplementation of an FEIS for an
ongoing proposal is required. The Washington SEPA Rules require a supplemental EIS if there
are:

• substantial changes so that the proposal is likely to have significant adverse
environmental impacts [not considered in the previous EIS]; or

• new information indicating a proposal's probable significant adverse environmental
impacts. 1

2. Summary of New Information on Affected Wetlands

The analysis of wetland impacts in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS was based on wetland
delineations that have been revised recently as the Port has acquired, and gained access to,
approximately 390 parcels of land where Master Plan Update improvements will be located. The
FSEIS identified a total of 12.33 acres of wetlands that would be affected by Master Plan Update
improvements: Of this total, 7.38 acres were identified as affected by the Runway (including
embankment and borrow sources), 2.34 acres by the Runway Safety Areas, and 2.51 acres by
terminal and landside improvements.

Upon completion of the EIS process, the Port decided to proceed with the Airport improvements
and received the approval of the FAA. The Port then initiated acquisition of property. As land
was acquired and on-the-ground wetland studies were conducted, the Port found that the Third
Runway project would affect more wetlands than previously identified in the 1997 FSEIS.
Based on the refined identification of wetlands in the study area, a revised impact analysis was
prepared. Under the revised wetland impact analysis, the wetland acreage affected by the project
had increased from 12.23 acres to 18.33 acres. Of this revised total, 15.41 acres would be
affected by the runway (including embankment, borrow sources, and off-site mitigation), 0.14
acre by the Runway Safety Areas and 2.78 acres by South Aviation Support Area (SASA)
improvements. The refined analysis also identified 2.17 acres of wetlands that would be
temporarily affected by construction activities and 16.46 acres of wetlands that would be
modified, primarily beneficially, as a result of wetland mitigation measures. Because the value
of wetlands is determined more by their environmental function than their acreage, the revised

l WAC 197-11-600(3)(b) and (4)(d).
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wetland impact analysis contained in this report focuses on impacts to wetland functions rather
than simply the affected acreage. ......

3. Summary of New Information on Teml3orarv Highway Interchanges

The Final Supplemental EIS for the Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma
Intemational Airport evaluated the construction and use of temporary construction-only
interchanges proposed for the purpose of mitigating traffic-related impacts from hauling fill to
construct the Third Runway and Runway Safety Areas. Since the publication of the Final
Supplemental EIS in May 1997, the Port has further refined the design for a temporary
construction-only interchange facility and conducted additional coordination with the
Washington State Department of Transportation. This addendum presents the evaluation of
noise and vibration that was conducted based on the design and alignment for the interchange at
SR 509 and South 176thStreet. No other changes in effect are anticipated.

A vibration analysis was conducted to ensure that significant vibration effects would not occur to
residential areas in the vicinity of the temporary construction-only interchange. As this analysis
shows, only one home (the home on the north west comer of the SR 509/S.176 _ Street overpass)
could experience vibration effects in excess of the DOT thresholds. As a result, the Port of
Seattle proposes to offer to acquire and relocate this homeowner.

The noise analysis was conducted in a manner that considers the possible dis_butioon, q_ traffic ........... ,_.
haul that could occur. Until a contractor is selected to deliver fill material for the haul, it is not
certain as to the location where fill will be obtained, As a result, it is not possible to predict " -
whether or not night haul will be necessary. Consideration was given to four possible scenarios:
1) all haul during daytime hours; 2) 10% haul during nighttime hours; 3) 50% haul during
nighttime hours and 4) 100% haul during nighttime hours. At this time the Port is not proposing
to haul any portion of fill during nighttime hours. These scenarios were considered for the
purpose of ensuring that adequate mitigation is provided. Based on this evaluation; this
mitigation item has been refined slightly to include:

• A noise attenuation wall to ensure that the high volume of truck traffic does not create a
significant noise effect on adjacent properties;

• Offer to acquire the residence closest to the southbound off-ramp (Home 1) at South 176th
Street due to the potential for significant vibration effects if the off-ramp pavement
becomes worn.

• Insulation of homes where the sound generated by the construction activity using the
temporary interchange would increase noise to sound levels above 67 DNL (the WSDOT
land use criteria). It is anticipated that the number of homes to be insulated would depend
on use of the interchange at night but would number less than a half dozen homes along
South 176_ Street west of the interchange.

Chapter VII of this report summarizes the analysis performed.
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Chapter II

ORIGINAL IDENTIFICATION OF AFFECTED WETLANDS

AND OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES

1. Previously Identified Wetland Impacts

In 1996, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), as lead NEPA agency, and Port of Seattle

(Port), as lead SEPA agency, issued the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) for the
Master Plan Update Development at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. Prior to issuance of
the Record of Decision, the FAA revised its forecast of aviation demand at Sea-Tac. As a result

of the revised aviation forecasts, the FAA prepared a Supplemental Environmental Impact
Statement to assess the consequences of accelerating the development of terminal and landside

improvements and delaying completion of the Third Runway until 2004. In May 1997, the FAA
issued the Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) and, in July 1997, the Record of Decision.

In December 1996, the Port submitted an application to the Army Corps of Engineers for a

permit to fill wetlands for the Master Plan Update improvements in compliance with the Clean

Water Act, § 404. The § 404 permit application was submitted as part of a Joint Aquatic

Resources Project Application (JARPA) and was accompanied by a report entitled "JARPA
Application for Proposed Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" dated
December 1996. These documents are hereby incorporated by reference. Copies of these and all

documents referenced herein are publicly available during regular business hours at the Port of

Seattle, Aviation/Project Management Group, Suite 301, Kilroy Building, 17900 International
Boulevard, SeaTac, WA 98188.

The purpose of this chapter is to summarize the analysis of wetland impacts contained in the
1996 Final EIS, JARPA, and the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS.

As shown in Table 2-1, the 1996 FEIS identified about 10.4 acres of wetlands that would be

filled in order to complete the Master Plan Update improvements. Prior to issuance of the Final

SEIS, the Port refined its evaluation of the projects affecting wetlands, documented its review of

in-basin mitigation options, and further defined plans for development of an off-site wetland
mitigation site in Auburn. As a result, the 1997 FSEIS identified 12.23 acres of wetlands that
would be filled.
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TABLE 2-1

Prior Studies - Wetland Impacts (acres)

Proiect Element Final SEIS Final EIS
Runway impacts

Embankment 5.46 5.48

Borrow Source impacts 1.92 2.38
Runway Safety Areas 16L/R 2.34 Included above
Runway 34R Extension 0.00 0.00
Terminal/Landside

N. Employee Parking lot 0.81 0.81
Development in SASA 1.70 1.70

Total 12.23 10.40

Source: Final Supplemental EIS for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, FAA, May 1997.

The following sections summarize the wetland impact analysis contained in these previous
environmental documents.

The 1996 Final EIS (Chapter IV, Section 16) stated:

Approximately 40 percent of the detailed study area is occupied by Sea-Tac Airport and is
characterized by frequently mowed grassland bisected by service roads and taxiways. This area

provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife habitat surrounding the airfield consists of ......
fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest, shrub, and grassland with scattered wetlands.

These areas are subject to a variety of airport-related disturbances as well as increasing

residential, commercial, and industrial development. Each of the "With Project" alternatives
would remove approximately the same amounts of vegetation (about 712 acres total). Of that

total, the majority is managed grassland (about 303 acres), which provides little wildlife habitat
value. In addition, about 269 acres of forest, 78 acres of shrub, 52 acres of unmanaged

grassland, and 10 acres of wetlands wouM be removed under each "With Project" alternative.
(ltalics added)

About 3,700 feet of Miller Creek and its tributaries would require realignment and relocation to

complete the runway. About 200 feet of Des Moines Creek would require relocation due to the

600 ft extension of Runway 34R. About 2,200 feet of open channel on Des Moines Creek

would require relocation due to the South Aviation Support Area. The 200-foot section of Des
Moines Creek that would be affected by the extension of Runway 34R is within the area that

would be realigned as mitigation for SASA. Proposed mitigation would reduce potential

impacts on the hydrology, water quality, and aquatic habitat and biota of Miller and Des

Moines Creeks and Puget Sound.

Implementation of the improvements was identified as impacting all or portions of 36 wetlands.

The total area of wetland impact was identified in the Final Supplemental EIS at 12.23 acres. Most

impacts would occur during the first phase of implementation (then planned to occur before year
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2000). Wetland mitigation would compensate for all anticipated wetland impacts attributed to full

implementation of the Master Plan Update improvements.

The !997 Final SEIS stated:

"Due to similarities in vegetation, many of the affected wetlands serve similar physical and biological
functions and have been grouped for ecological assessment. Wetlands within the impact area occur in the Des
Moines Creek and Miller Creek drainage basins, where natural habitats (including wetlands) are fragmented by
urban development. In addition to substantial fragmentation of habitat, the small size of most impacted wetlands
suggests that they function independently rather than as a natural ecological system.

According to the Washington State Natural Heritage Program information system and field studies, no rare
plants, high-quality native wetlands, or high-quality native plant communities occur in the study area. Nineteen
vegetation communities were identified in the proposed Master Plan Update study area, including nine (9)
wetland and ten (10) upland vegetation communities. The wetland vegetation communities include forested
wetland, shrub wetland, and emergent wetland."

In the 1997 Final SEIS, the functions and values of the wetlands to be affected were identified.

"Impacts associated with the Master Plan Update improvements are to small (<0.5 acre) wetlands that are
isolated from other significant aquatic or semi-aquatic habitat, and occur in a landscape fragmented by
streets, commercial, residential, or airport development. Therefore, for most functions, the wetlands were not
considered to provide high function. Emergent wetlands (some with associated shrub habitat) were rated low
for the following functions: export of production; baseflow support; and control of floodflow. Forested
wetlands (some with associated shrub habitat) received a low functional value for export of production and
storrnwater runoff storage functions.

The wildlife habitat functions are generally significant to the local vicinity (rather than to a larger landscape or
watershed) because urban development isolates the area for many species of wildlife, and the size of many of the
wetlands are smaller than the habitat requirements of many mammal and bird species. The biological functions
of wetlands are further limited by the lack of permanent open water, the short duration of seasonal pending or
soil saturation, and the high occurrence of non-native plant species in some emergent wetlands. The wildlife
habitat value increases where trees and/or shrubs are adjacent to the grass-dominated emergent areas."

Hydrologic functions (such as floodflow storage, groundwater discharge, and storm water detention) are
potentially important at the watershed level, because, when present, they may affect hydrologic and habitat
conditions in off-site locations, especially fish habitat in Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Forested wetlands, on
groundwater seeps adjacent to Miller and Des Moines Creeks, help to support the baseflow of the creeks by
providing seasonal or perennial sources of water. Some of the forested wetlands associated with the creeks
temporarily store floodwaters, which alleviates the severity of downstream flooding, and slreambank erosion.
Other wetlands help reduce peak flows by collecting and storing storm runoff, reducing the rate and volume of
water that reaches the stream systems during storms. The on-site wetlands have a limited ability to provide these
functions, largely due to their small size, the lack of direct connections to the creeks, or topographic conditions
that limit seasonal detention of stormwater.

The groundwater recharge function of wetlands appears to be limited throughout much of the site. Many
wetlands occur on compact till soils (Alderwood Series) above the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek ravines.
The wetlands have formed in shallow depressions where a perched water table has developed on low
permeability till. Due to the low permeability of the till layer, it is unlikely these wetlands contribute
significantly to recharge of groundwater."
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2. Original JARPA Mitigation Proeram

In the JARPA and accompanying report,the Portproposed a mitigation program designed to add
more wetland functions and values than would be lost as a result of the planned new runway and

other Airport improvements. It was not possible to provide all such mitigation "on-site," that is,
within the watershed where the affected wetlands were located, for three reasons:

• "Wildlife attractions" within 10,000 ft of the edge of any active runway are not
recommended; and wildlife control activities in wetlands near the airport would conflict
with wetland habitat mitigation goals.

• Land in the watersheds that is greater than 10,000 feet from the runways is unsuitable for
mitigation because of steep topo.graphy, lack of water, or presence of forest vegetation
(which agencies discourage removing for wetland mitigation).

• Beyond 10,000 feet from the runways, most of the area surrounding the Airport is
developed, and not enough available land exists in the watershed to create compensatory
mitigation wetlands without relocation of additional business and residences;

The off-site mitigation necessitated by potential wildlife attraction hazards would be provided on
land owned by the Port located within the City of Auburn immediately west of the Green River.
The undeveloped parcel has been farmed in the recent past and currently supports a mix of
upland pasture grasses and forbs that are common to abandoned agricultural land in the Puget
Sound basin. Approximately 4.3 acres of emergent wetland was delineated during previous site
investigations and is included in the 47-acre portion of the site proposed for mitigation (only 0.27
acres of these wetlands would be affected by the mitigation). The wetland mitigation would be
located a minimum of 200 ft west of the ordinary high water mark of the adjacent Green River.

The overall wetland mitigation goal on the Auburn site is to compensate for unavoidable wetland
impacts by in-kind replacement of habitat. This would be accomplished by creating a diverse
replacement habitat with a net gain in functional value and acreage. Specifically, this offsite
mitigation of lost wetland habitat functions would attain the following goals:

1 Create about 21 acres of palustrine forested, scrub/shrub, and emergent wetland at
an average replacement ratio of 1.5:1;

2 Consolidate impacts of many lower functioning wetlands into one large wetland
ecosystem on a single site with long-term protection. Maximize habitat value of the
new wetland by providing habitat connections or corridors to other significant
habitat areas;

3 Provide in-kind wildlife habitat replacement while maximizing public safety and
minimizing wildlife hazards to aircraft; and

4 Mitigate all adverse impacts on hydrologic functions (water quality, flood storage,
and stormwater storage) within the Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek watersheds,
with an overall replacement ratio of at least 1:1.

Table 2-2 lists the goals of the mitigation site. The off-site wetland mitigation site is designed to
provide in-kind replacement of wetland habitat functions affected by the improvements.
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Although not related to impacts of the Master Plan Update improvements, additional Green

River floodplain storage capacity would be created as part of the design process.

In 1998, the Port completed a SEPA checklist, and a Determination of Non-Significance for the

construction of the wetland mitigation site in Auburn.

3. Relocation of Miller Creek

The new runway embankment would directly affect three areas in the Miller Creek watershed. The

Miller Creek basin encompasses about 8 square miles and includes a small portion of the Airport,

as well as parts of the cities of SeaTac and Burien. The Airport covers an estimated 5 percent of the

entire basin. The Miller Creek watershed consists of drainage channels that originate at Arbor,
Burien, and Tub lakes; surface water and seep drainages from the north end of Sea-Toe Airport; and

overflows from the Miller Creek Stormwater Detention Facility and Lora Lake. The creek

generally flows south and southwest toward Puget Sound. The areas of this basin that would be
affected include:

• Area 1: approximately 980 feet of Miller Creek. The affected portions extend
approximately 1,000 feet south of Lora Lake.

• Area 2: Class III drainage channels totaling 2,080 feet, that originate as seeps in the
Airport Operations Area (AOA) then flow west to Miller Creek.

• Area 3:200 feet of the Class III headwaters of Walker Creek. These waters, which
originate from seepage and storm water runoff at the comer of 12th Avenue South and
South 176th Street, flow northwest to SR 509.

The primary mitigation goal is to replace lost values and functions of the three portions of Miller
Creek and its associated drainage channels that would be affected by the airport improvements.

The original mitigation plan was designed to ensure that present beneficial uses of Miller Creek
will not be reduced and that other beneficial uses will be added or enhanced. Beneficial use criteria

provide design standards and require consistency with the overall mitigation plan. The following

impact compensation goals were to be attained by the original mitigation program.

Miller Creek Goals

Goal 1: The creek would continue to provide base flow conveyance.

Goal 2: The new Miller Creek channel would provide improved fish habitat.

Goal 3: The mitigation would accommodate peak flows up to the 100-year flow; no net
reduction of 100-year floodplain storage or floodway conveyance.

Goal 4: Minimum flow velocity should minimize fine sediment deposition.

Goal 5: The channel would replace or increase riparian habitat.
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TABLE 2-2

SUMMARY OF WETLAND IMPACTS AND COMPENSATORY DESIGN OBJECTIVES

(Extracted from the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS)

Compensatory Design Potential Acreage Compensation Ratio _
Project Impact Objectives Provided _
Fill of 7.34 acres of forested Provide in-kind replacement
wetland and loss of of forested wetland 14.68 acres of forested 2.0:1

associated wildlife habitat, vegetation cover and increase wetland
overall wildlife habitat value.

Fill of 2.01 acre of shrub Provide in-kind replacement
wetland and loss of of shrub wetland vegetation 2.01 acres of shrub 1.0:1
associated wildlife habitat, cover and increase overall wetland

wildlife habitat value.

Fill of 2.88 acres of emergent Provide in-kind replacement
wetland and loss of of emergent wetland 4.32 acres of emergent 1.5:1
associated wildlife habitat, vegetation cover and increase wetland '

wildlife habitat value.

Loss of waterquality On-site replacement of NA
functions, surfacewater functions Best Management

would be included in the Practices for stormwater

engineering design of the quality would be
Master Plan Update followed.
improvements. The design
features would include 3-

celled wetponds (with a
maximum 48-hour

detention), wet vaults,
bioswales, and detention, as ......
necessary to meet or exceed
all BMPs.

Additional mitigation to Approximately 30 to 60 NA
provide flood storage acre-ft of flood storage
capacity in the Green River capacity.
drainage basin.

Loss of degraded wetland In-kind replacement for NA
buffers, upland buffer impacts and Approximately 3 acres

additional mitigation for of forested upland
wildlife using both wetland buffer.
and non-wetland habitats.

Acreages of mitigation and compensation ratios are identified as potential since verification of wetland impacts is
in process and because ratios would be subject to negotiation.

NA = Not applicable.

Source: Parametrix, December 1996. As reported in the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS.
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Miller Creek Goals (continued)

Goal 6: The channel cannot include expansive, long-standing water pools or wetlands that
could potentially attract wildlife.

Goal 7: The proposed Miller Creek corridor should accommodate passive recreational uses,
such as walking trails

Drainage Channel Goals

Goal 1: The mitigation drainage channel would continue to provide adequate flow
conveyance.

Goal 2: The mitigation drainage channel would collect seepage to maintain base flows.

Goal 3: The new drainage channel would provide an open channel of equivalent length as
the existing drainage channels.

The creek relocation site was chosen because it is relatively close to the edge of the third parallel

runway embankment, and therefore, requires the shortest stream relocation length. Also,
extremely fiat site conditions dictate that the proposed channel be as short as possible to provide

the maximum possible channel slope. The proposed realigned creek would be located as close to

the base of the fill slope of the Third Runway as possible. The downstream end of the channel

would connect with the existing Miller Creek channel at the closest possible point to minimize
stream relocation impacts. The channel edge would be a minimum of 25 feet from the base of

the slope, to accommodate a riparian buffer. However, because of the limited space between

Lora Lake and the embankment, narrower buffers might be required in this area. To compensate
for the restrictive high flow area, flows in excess of channel capacity will be diverted from the
main channel of Miller Creek into LoraLake and then reintroduced at the lake outlet channel.

The drainage channel mitigation site was selected as the only appropriate option for recreating the

equivalent drainage length for the filled drainage channels. The existing channels could not be left

undisturbed or reconstructed on the fill slope because of fill stability requirements.

Approximately 9,630 cubic yards of floodplain storage would be lost in the fill area due to the

Master Plan Update improvements. Approximately 10,000 cubic yards of floodplain storage and

floodway conveyance would be created, not including storage for the proposed stream channel.

Potential environmental impacts of relocating Miller Creek and its tributaries were discussed in

an attachment to the JARPA 404 permit application titled "Miller Creek Relocation Plan for

Proposed Master Plan Update Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airporf' dated

December 1996. This document, which included a detailed mitigation plan, was submitted as

part of the § 404 permit for the wetland mitigation site and Miller Creek relocation.
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Chapter III

REFINED IDENTIFICATION OF AFFECTED WETLANDS AND

OTHER AQUATIC RESOURCES

Since the completion of the 1997 Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS), the Port of Seattle has

acquired parcels on which the embankment supporting the new runway will be placed and has

conducted more precise on-the-ground delineations. This section summarizes new information

on the nature and extent of the wetlands that would be affected by Airport improvements.
Table 3-1 compares the affected wetlands as presently identified with the affected wetlands
identified in the 1997 FSEIS.

1. Wetland Identification Process

As is noted in the following description, the primary differences between the wetlands presently
identified and those identified in the Final EIS/Final Supplemental EIS relate to access to

property for purposes of identifying and delineating wetlands.

(A)Wetland Identification in 1996 Final EIS and 1997 Final Supplemental EIS

As is noted in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS, the development of the Third Runway

embankment necessitated the Port's acquisition of about 390 parcels of land located directly

west of the existing airfield. To avoid public perception of prejudicing the outcome of the

environmental review, the Port did not begin acquisition of these properties until after receipt

of the FAA Record of Decision approving the proposed Airport improvements. As a
consequence, access to the parcels for the purpose of surveying the conditions and

delineating wetlands could not be conducted without permission from the property owners.
During preparation of the 1996 Final EIS, letters were sent to such landowners seeking

access for the purpose of identifying resources, including wetlands. Right-of-entry was not
granted by nearly all of the property owners. As a result, no direct access was available at the

time of the Final EIS/Final Supplemental EIS to nearly all of the potentially affected parcels.

Therefore, the delineation of wetlands was based on interpretation of aerial photography,

topographic maps, and visual inspection from public rights-of-way or other parcels owned by
the Port.

(B) Refined Wetland Identification After Property Acquisition

In July 1997, the FAA issued the Record of Decision, and the Port initiated the acquisition

process immediately thereafter. By mid 1998, the Port had gained possession of about 30

properties and had initiated a wetland delineation and survey process for these parcels. At
that time, it became apparent that more or larger wetlands were present. The Port then

initiated an accelerated program of gaining access agreements to the remaining parcels that
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were to be acquired. On-the-ground delineation of wetlands on these parcels was then
conducted. .......

Field investigations for wetlands were completed for properties not previously accessible
between March 1998 and February 1999. During these site visits, properties were inspected
for wetland characteristics and other related drainage features. Project staff identified and
delineated wetlands in the study area using the Routine Determination Method outlined in the
Washington State Wetland Identification and Delineation Manual and the 1987 U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers Wetland Delineation Manual. Throughout this document, the refined
analysis reflects the delineations completed after access to most of the acquisition area had
been obtained.

The U.S Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) has verified the wetland delineations on all
properties within the impact area that are either currently owned by the Port, or to which the
Port has been granted access. Note that as of December 31, 1999 wetland delineations have
not been conducted on two parcels, comprising about 3.5 acres, where access has not been
granted (parcels 305, and 177). (USACOE Memorandum for Record: Field Review and
Jurisdictional Summary 1999) See Tables 3-1 and 3-2. To estimate probable wetland
impacts on these parcels, wetland identification was conducted by visual inspection from
adjacent properties, review of topography, and review of aerial photography. Wetlands on
parcel 177 have been delineated but not surveyed, because access to the site was revoked
following identification of wetlands on the parcel. Observations from off-site locations, and
other information indicate low probability of wetland occurrence on Parcel 305. The wetland
impact analysis assumes the existence of approximately one additional acre of affected
wetlands to account for these uncertainties and ensure that wetlands are not underestimated. :

2. Wetlands in the Study Area - Comparison of Original Identification of Affected
Wetlands With Refined Identification of Affected Wetlands

The 1997 FSEIS delineated 55 wetlands in the Airport study area totaling about 140 acres and
ranging in size from 0.02 acres to 30.3 acres. The refined delineation included more than ninety
wetlands, ranging in size from 0.01 to 35.32 acres. Wetlands comprise a total of about 170 acres
in the airport vicinity and include palustrine forested, scrub-shrub, emergent, and open-water
wetland habitat.

Table 3-1 lists the wetlands identified in the Airport study area. During the refined delineation,
the majority of new wetlands identified were small wetlands occuring on undeveloped portions
of residential property that appear to have been filled by those residential owners. Wetlands 1
through 55 were identified during the earlier study. Fifty-five additional wetlands were
identified by the refined study, ranging is size from 0.01 acres to 4.33 acres - the average being
0.22 acres. Ten of the wetlands identified were farmed wetlands. Eleven (11) of the already
identified wetlands were found to be smaller than originally estimated, while twelve wetlands
were found to be larger. Three wetlands dominate the increase in acreage in the refined
delineation wetlands (Wetlands 18, 28, and 37). Other Waters of the U.S. within the study area
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include Miller and Des Moines Creeks, as well as several drainage channels that convey natural

runoff to these creeks. While many of the wetlands are small, degraded by past and ongoing
human disturbance, and isolated from significant habitat, they provide some ecological functions
that will be replaced through mitigation.

Exhibits 3-1 and 3-2 show the location of each wetland listed in the table.
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TABLE 3-1

COMPARISON OF WETLANDS IN STUDY AREA (Acres) i

Size of Wetland (Acres) Project Fill

Odginal Original

Wetland Classifications Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

Other Waters of U.s.a 0.15 0.00 0,14 0.00

1 Forested 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.07

2 Forested 0.73 0.74 0.00 0.74

3 Forested 0,56 0,56 0.00 0.19

4 Forested 5.00 5.02 0.00 0.46

5 Forested/Scrub-Shrub 4.63 4.58 0.14 1.69

6 Scrub-Shrub 0.86 0.87 0.00 0.00

7 Forested/Open Water/Emergent 6.68 6.70 0.00 0.00

8 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4.95 4.95 0.00 0.00

9 Forested/Emergent (40/60) 2.83 2.85 0.03 O.13

10 Scrub-Shrub 0.31 0.31 0.00 0.00

11 Forested/Emergent (80/20) 0.50 0.50 0.34 0.47

12 Forested/Emergent (20/80) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

13 Emergent 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

14 Forested 0.19 0.19 0.19 0.19 .....

15 Emergent 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28

16 Emergent 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06

17 Emergent 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03

18 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 3.56 0.12 2.60 0.12
(50/20/30)

19 Forested 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.57

20 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (90/10) 0.57 0.06 0.57 0.06

21 Forested 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22

22 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (10/90) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

23 Emergent 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.78

24 Emergent 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

25 Forested 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

26 Emergent 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00

28 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent/Open 35.32 18.10 0.07 0.06
Water (65/15/20)

29 Forested 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.74
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Size of Wetland (Acres) Project Fill

Original Original

Wetland Classifications Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

30 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (80120) 0.88 0.50 0.00 0.50

31 Emergent 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00

32 Emergent 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.O5

33 Forested/Shrub- 17.60 17,60 0.00 0,00
Scrub/Emergent/Open Water

34 Open Water 1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00

35 Forested/Emergent (40/60) 0.67 0.21 0.67 0.18

36 Forested/Emergent 0.30 0.30 0,00 0.00

37 Forested/Emergent (70/30) b 5.76 2,41 4.08 1.68

38 Emergent/Shrub Scrub 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

39 ForestedC 0.89 0.07 0.00 0,00

40 Scrub-Shrub 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.09

41a Emergent/Open Water 0.35 NA 0.35 NA

41b Emergent 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08

43 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 30.30 30.30 0.00 0.00
(estimated -50/30/20)

44 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (70/30) 3.04 0.70 0.26 0.00

45 Emergent 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00

46 Open Water 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00

47 Open Water 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00

48 Forested/Emergent (20/80) 0.46 0.02 0.14 0.00

49 1 Emergent 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03

50 1 Shrub-Scrub 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.12

51 Forested 16.00 2.41 0.00 0.48

52 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4,90 1.00 0.54 1.00
(80/20/20)

53 Forested 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60

54 Shrub-Scrub/Open Water ;>5.70 25.70 0.00 0.00

55 1 Shrub-Scrub 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04

A 1 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4.51 NA 0.59 NA
(15115/70)

A 2 Scrub-Shrub 0.05 NA 0.00 NA

A 3 Scrub-Shrub 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

A 4 Scrub-Shrub 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

A 5 Emergent 0.03 NA 0.03 NA

A 6 Forested 0.27 NA 0.27 NA
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Size of Wetland (Acres) Project Fill

Original Original

Wetland Classifications Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

A 7 Forested 0,30 NA 0,30 NA

A 8 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0,48 NA 0.48 NA

A 9 Scrub-Shrub 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

A 10 Scrub-Shrub 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

A 11 Scrub-Shrub 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

A 12 Scrub-Shrub 0.11 NA 0.02 NA

A 13 Forested 0.12 NA 0.00 NA

B 1 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.27 NA 0.00 NA

B 10 Forested 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

B 11 Emergent 0.18 NA 0.18 NA

B 12 Scrub-Shrub 0.07 NA 0.07 NA

B 14 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (70/30) 0.78 NA 0.78 NA

B-15a Shrub 0.21 NA 0.19 NA

B-15b . Shrub 0.02 NA 0.02 NA

B 4 Scrub-Shrub 0.07 NA 0.00 NA

B 5 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (40/60) 0.08 NA 0.00 NA

B 6 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.55 NA 0.00 NA

B 7 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

B 9 Forested 0.05 NA 0.00 NA

E 1 Forested 0.23 NA 0.00 NA

E 2 Forested 0.04 NA 0.04 NA

E 3 Forested 0.06 NA 0.06 NA

FW 1 Farmed Wetland 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

FVV2 Farmed Wetland 0.09 NA 0.00 NA

FW 3 Farmed Wetland 0.59 NA 0.00 NA

FW 5 Farmed Wetland 0.08 NA 0.08 NA

FVV6 Farmed Wetland 0.07 NA 0.07 NA

FW 8 Farmed Wetland 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

FW 9 Farmed Wetland 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

FW 10 Farmed Wetland 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

FW 11 Farmed Wetland 0.11 NA 0.00 NA

G 1 Emergent 0.05 NA 0.05 NA

G 2 Emergent 0.02 NA 0.02 NA

G 3 Emergent 0.06 NA 0.06 NA
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Size of Wetland (Acres) Project Fill

Original Original

Wetland Classifications Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

G 4 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.04 NA

G 5 Emergent 0.87 NA 0.87 NA

G 6 Emergent 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

G 7 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.50 NA 0.50 NA

G 8 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R 1 Emergent 0.17 NA 0.13 NA

R 10 Forested 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

R 2 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (70/30) 0.12 NA 0.00 NA

R 3 Scrub-Shrub 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

R 4 Emergent 0.11 NA 0.00 NA

R 5 Emergent 0.05 NA 0.00 NA

R 6 Forested/Emergent (25/75) 0.21 NA 0.00 NA

R 7 Forested 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R 8 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (40/60) 0.06 NA 0.00 NA

R 9 Forested 0.38 NA 0.00 NA

W 1 Emergent 0.10 NA 0.10 NA

W 2 Forested/Emergent (20/80) 0.22 NA 0.22 NA

Auburn 4 Emergent 5.58 NA 0.02 NA

" Subsequent to publishing the functional assessment and natural resource mitigation plan, the Corps requested
impacts to other waters of the U.S. be expressed in acres instead of linear ft. Impacts to Waters A, B, and W are

reported as 0.13 acre in the Public Notice (September 30, 1999); however, actual impacts [refer to MFR dated
June 1999 to September 1999 (ACOE 1999)] are 0.14 acre.

b The size of this wetland was reported as 5.74 acres in the 1999 re-evaluation document.

° These areas were incorporated into Wetlands B 11, B4, and 52, respectively.
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Table 3-2. Summary of wetland impacts for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update
improvements by construction project (all values are in acres). -_

Ecology Fill Vegetation Types Impacted

Wetland Rating HGM Class Classification Impact Forested Shrub Emergent

Runway Safety Area

5 III Slope Shrub 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.00

Subtotal 0.14 0.07 0.07 0.00

New Third Runway

9 III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.02

11 HI Slope Forested/Emergent 0.34 0.27 0.00 0.07

12 III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.21 0.04 0.00 0.17

13 III Slope Emergent 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

14 III Slope Forested 0.19 0.19 0.00 0.00

15 III Slope Emergent 0.28 0.00 0.00 0.28

16 III Depression Emergent 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

17 III Depression Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

18 II Slope Forested/Shrub/Emergent 2.60 1.30 0.52 0.78

19 III Slope Forested 0.56 0.56 0.00 0.00

20 II Slope Shrub/Emergent 0.57 0.00 0.51 0.06

21 III Slope Forested 0.22 0.22 0.00 0.00

22 III Slope Emergent/Shrub 0.06 0.00 0.01 0.05 i

23 IV Depression Emergent 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.77

24 III Depression Emergent 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14

25 III Depression Forested 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00

26 IV Depression Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

W1 III Depression Forested/Emergent 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.10

W2 III Depression Forested/Emergent 0.22 0.04 0.00 0.18

35a-d III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.67 0.27 0.00 0.40

37a-f II Slope Forested/Emergent 4.08 2.86 0.00 1.22

40 III Depression Forested 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00

41a and b III Depression Emergent a 0.44 0.00 0.00 0.44

44a and b II Slope Forested 0.26 0.18 0.08 0.00

A1 II Depression, Forested/Shrub/Emergent 0.59 0.09 0.09 0.41
Riparian

A5 IV Depression Emergent 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03

A6 III Slope Forested 0.27 0.27 0.00 0.00

A7 III Slope Forested 0.30 0.30 0.00 0.00

A8 III Slope Forested/Shrub 0.48 0.14 0.34 0.00

A12 III Slope Shrub 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00
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Ecology Fill Vegetation Types Impacted
Wetland Rating HGM Class Classification Impact Forested Shrub Emergent

FW5 and 6 IV Depression, Farmed Wetland 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.15
Riparian

RI III Riparian Emergent 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13

Subtotal 13.94 6.8 1.60 5.54

South Aviation Support Area (SASA)

52 II Slope Forest/Shrub/Emergent 0.54 0.54 0.00 0.00

53 III Depression Forested 0.60 0.60 0.00 0.00

E2 III Slope Shrub 0.04 0.00 0.04 0.00

E3 III Slope Shrub 0.06 0.00 0.06 0.00

G1 IV Slope Shrub (Slope) 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00

G2 IV Slope Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

G3 IV Slope Emergent 0.06 0.00 0.00 0.06

G4 IV Slope Emergent 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.04

G5 IV Slope Emergent 0.87 0.00 0.00 0.87

G7 III Slope Forest/Shrub 0.50 0.13 0.37 0.00

Subtotal 2.78 1.37 0.42 0.99

Borrow Area and Haul Road

28 II Depression, Emergent 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.07
Riparian

48b II Slope Forest/Emergent 0.14 0.03 0.00 0.11

B11 Ill Depression Emergent 0.18 0.00 0.00 0.18

B12 II Slope Forested 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.00

B14 III Depression Shrub 0.78 0.00 0.55 0.23

Bl5a and b b III Slope Shrub 0.21 0.00 0.21 0.00

Subtotal 1.45 0.03 0.83 0.59

Mitigation

Auburn 4 III Depression Emergent 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

Subtotal 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.02

TOTAL c 18.33 8.27 2.92 7.14

" Includes 0.18 acre of open water habitat

b These wetlands extend off-site.

c These values represent an increase of 0.05 acre of impacts to Wetland 53 made subsequent to completing the
impact assessment and natural resource mitigation plan. The change is reflected in the ACOE public notice for
the project.
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Table 3-3. Summary of permanent wetland impacts by project and wetland category" (in acres).

Project Category II Category III Category IV Total

RSA 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.14

Third Runway 8.10 4.87 0.97 13.94

Borrow Area 1 0.28 1.17 0.00 1.45

SASA 0.60 1.20' 0.98 2.78'

Mitigation 0.00 0.02b 0.00 0.02

TOTAL 8.98 7.40 c 1.95 18.33"

a Ecology (1993)

b Impacts result fi'om a permanent access road in an emergent wetland at the Auburn mitigation project.
c These values represent an increase of 0.05 acre of impacts to Wetland 53 made subsequent to completing the impact

assessment and natural resource mitigation plan. The change is reflected in the ACOE public notice for the project.

Table 3-4. Summary of temporary construction impacts to wetlands in the proposed STIA Master Plan
Update improvement area.

Subtotal

Wetland Rating HGM' Class Vegetation Types Total Forest Shrub Emergent

Runway Safety Area Extension

3 II Slope Forested 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00

4 II Slope Forested 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00

5 III Slope Shrub 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.00 -

Third Runway

9 III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.02

11 III Slope Forested/Emergent 0.13 0.10 0.00 0.03

18 II Slope Forested/Shrub/Emergent 0.36 0.18 0.07 0.11

37 II Slope Forested/Emergent/Shrub 0.71 0.50 0.10 0.11

44 II Slope Forested 0.30 0.20 0.10 0.00

A1 II Depression, Forested/Shrub/Emergent 0.05 0.01 0.01 0.03
Riparian

A12 III Slope Shrub 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00

A 13 III Slope Forested 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00

Borrow Site I Wetlands

48 II Slope Forested 0.10 0.10 0.00 0.00

B15 III Slope Shrub 0.10 0.00 0.10 0.00

South Aviation Support Area

52 II Slope Forest/Shrub/Emergent 0.10 0.00 0.05 0.05

TOTAL 2.17 1.31 0.51 0.35

Hydrogeomorphic classification system used to evaluate wetland functions.
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Table 3-5. Summary of wetlands subject to mitigation activities.

Vegetation Type Impacted

Wetland a Rating HGM Class Vegetation Types Total Forest Shrub Emergent

Wetlands subject to temporary impacts associated with mitigation activities including excavation and replanting or
restoration of temporary access roads

AI b II Depression, Forested/Shrub/Emergent 3.74 0.56 0.56 2.62
Riparian

A2 b IV Depression Shrub 0.05 0.00 0.05 0.00

A3 b IV Depression Shrub 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

A4 b IV Depression Shrub 0.03 0.00 0.03 0.00

FW 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, IV Depression Farmed Wetlands 1.04 0.00 0.00 1.04
8, 10, and 11 b

Auburn Area 1 c IV Depression Emergent 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.29

Auburn Area 4 c IV Depressmn Emergent 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.14

Auburn Area 5 d IV Depression Emergent 0.09 0.00 0.00 0.09

Auburn Area 7 d IV Depression Emergent 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17

Auburn Area 8 e IV Depression Emergent 2.20 0.00 0.00 2.20

Auburn Area 9 d IV Depression Emergent 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.03
Subtotal 7.79 0.56 0.65 6.58

Wetlands subject to temporary impacts resulting from mitigation enhancement plantings

18 f II Slope Forested/Shrub/Emergent 0.91 0.91 0.00 0.00

37a f I1 Slope Forested/Emergent 1.71 1.71 0.00 0.00

A 1 f II Depression, Forested/Shrub/Emergent 0.34 0.34 0.00 0.00
Riparian

A10 f IV Depression Shrub 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

- A11 f III Slope Shrub 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00

FW 9 f IV Depression Farmed Wetland 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.01

R1 f III Riparian Emergent 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.17

R2 f III Riparian Shrub/Emergent 0.12 0.00 0.00 0.12

R3 f III Riparian Shrub 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.00

R4 f III Riparian Emergent 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.11

R5 f III Riparian Emergent 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.05

R6 f III Riparian Forested/Emergent 0.21 0.05 0.00 0.16

R7 f llI Riparian Forested 0.04 0.04 0.00 0.00

R8 f III Riparian Shrub/Emergent 0.06 0.00 0.02 0.04

R9 f III Riparian Forested 0.36 0.36 0.00 0.00

R10 f III Riparian Forested 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.00

28 g II Depression, Emergent 4.50 0.00 0.00 4.50
Riparian

Subtotal 8.67 3.44 0.07 5.16

TOTAL b 16.46 4.00 0.72 11.74

° OtherWatersof the U.S.VI andV2 (0.02 acre)not includedin thistable.
b Temporaryimpactsassociatedwithrestorationactivitiesat the VaccaFarmsite.
c Temporm'yimpactresultingfrom constructingtemporaryroadsto provideaccessto,and withinthe mitigationsite in Auburn.
a Theseareaswill be convertedto shrub andemergentwetlands at the Auburnsite.

A maximumof 2.20 acreof existingditches andfarmedwetland at the Auburnsitewill be convertedto a wetlanddrainagechannelthat connects
the mitigationsite to the 100-yearfloodplaintothe north.

r Wetlandslocatedwithinthe proposed 100-ttMillerCreekbuffer, southof the Vacca Farmsite.
g Wetlandlocatedat the TyeeValley GolfComse.
b Formatof this table has beenchangedat the requestof the ACOE subsequentto issuanceof thereevaluationdocument,impactassessment, and

mitigationplan.
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3. Characterization of Wetlands

A variety of wetland conditions are present within the project impact area. These wetlands range

from small highly modified wetlands, subject to on-going human disturbance, to less modified
wetlands that are gradually recovering from past logging or farming activities and perform a
variety of wetland functions. Moderate to high value habitat function occurs in larger wetlands
(for example Wetland 37, A-l, and 30) where native vegetation is recovering from past
disturbances. Low value habitat functions typically occur in numerous smaller wetlands that are

subjected to ongoing disturbance. Hydrologic and water quality functions of wetlands vary

depending on their landscape position and numerous site-specific factors. Several wetlands
(Wetland 52, Wetland 37, and Wetland 44) appear to provide groundwater discharge functions
that enhance baseflow in adjacent creeks. Wetland A-1 and Wetland 28 provide high function
for reducing floodflow and for water quality enhancement.

The ecological functions of these wetlands are discussed in more detail below. In general, the
functions and values of the affected wetlands remain the same as those identified in the EIS and
FSEIS.

Biological Functions

The refined delineation identified additional affected wetlands but did not identify any new

or unrecognized biological functions in the area. Wildlife use of the study area and its
associated wetlands is largely limited to species tolerant to disturbance. The study area is
fragmented by urban development, limiting access to the area for most large mammals:
Faunal diversity is frequently limited in wetlands because they are too small to meet habitat

requirements for many wildlife populations. The high degree of urbanization within the area
may limit the numbers and diversity of amphibians present. No federal or state-listed
threatened or endangered wildlife species use the areas planned for Master Plan Update
improvements. Coho salmon, a federal candidate species, occurs in Miller Creek and Des
Moines Creek.

The forested wetlands within the study area lack true aquatic habitat, and the wildlife
function of these wetlands is similar to that of upland areas with comparable vegetation
communities. Small passerine birds use forested habitat in the study area for nesting and
feeding. Forested areas are also used by small mammals for breeding and cover. Some
amphibians may use portions of the wetlands for resting, foraging, and breeding.

Habitat functions of shrub wetlands include nest and cover habitat for songbirds and small
mammals. Shallow areas of seasonal ponding in shrub wetlands are uncommon, but, when

present, they provide habitat for amphibian breeding. Shrub wetlands lack the woody debris
that is desirable to terrestrial amphibians, such as ensatina.

Emergent wetlands in the study area provide habitat for songbird species that use the
vegetation for nesting and foraging. Small mammals forage on emergent vegetation. In
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certain wetlands (Wetland A'l) amphibian species may use emergent vegetation that occurs ......
in standing water for egg mass attachment. Many of the emergent wetlands in the study area
are small, isolated, and recently disturbed by human activities. Wetlands located within the
current airfield and Tyee Valley Golf Course are mowed several to many times per year.
This mowing limits their function as wildlife habitat. Most emergent wetlands have
intermittent surface flows or seasonal standing water which also limits the overall value of
their habitat function. _-..... _ ,.__

The wildlife habitat functions of the affected wetlands are generally significant only to the
local vicinity (rather than to a larger landscape or watershed) because urban development
isolates the area from other large undeveloped habitat areas. The sizes of most of the
wetlands are smaller than the habitat requirements of many native mammal and bird species.
The biological functions of wetlands are further limited by the lack of permanent open water,
the short duration of seasonal ponding or soil saturation, the high occurrence of non-native
plant species in some emergent wetlands, and the fragmented habitats. The wildlife habitat
function increases where trees and/or shrubs are adjacent to the grass-dominated emergent
areas.

Physical Functions

The physical functions provided by the newly identified affected wetlands are of the same
general quality and significance as those identified in the FSEIS. Hydrologic functions

(flood storage, groundwater discharge, and storm water detention) affect hydrologic and
habitat conditions in both on,site and off-site locations (especially fish habitat in Miller and
Des Moines creeks). Riparian wetlands on groundwater seeps adjacent to Miller and Des
Moines creeks support stream baseflow by providing seasonal or perennial sources of water
and moderate stream temperatures. Wetlands associated with the Miller Creek Regional
Detention Facility function by temporarily storing floodwaters, which may reduce
downstream flooding and streambank erosion. Other wetlands help reduce peak flows by
collecting and storing storm runoff, thereby reducing the rate and volume of water that
reaches the stream systems during storms. Many of the isolated on-site wetlands have a
limited ability to provide hydrological functions, because of their small size, lack of direct
connections to streams, or topographic conditions that limit the amount and duration of
seasonally detained stormwater.

The groundwater recharge function of most of the wetlands appears to be limited because
many of them occur on low permeability till soils (Alderwood Series). The wetlands have
formed in shallow depressions where a perched water table has developed. Due to the low
soil permeability, evapo-transpiration, and the short duration of soil saturation, it is unlikely
that these small wetlands contribute significantly to recharge of groundwater.

4. Location of Miller Creek

As noted in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS, the northern end of the runway embankment
requires the relocation of a portion of Miller Creek. Another portion of Miller Creek was .....
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identified in close proximity to the near center point of the runway embankment. The FSEIS
(Section 5-5), concluded that a retaining wall would avoid relocation of the creek in that area.

During the wetland survey for newly delineated wetlands, the location of Miller Creek

throughout the acquisition area was also surveyed. The creek was found to be 83 feet closer to
the runway embankment than previously indicated. Exhibit 3-3 shows the original location of

the creek relative to the Third Runway, and compares that location with the newly identified

location. As a consequence of this new information on the creek's location, the Port undertook a

detailed engineering study to examine various options for avoiding relocation of this portion of

the creek and impacts to additional riparian wetlands. The following section discusses the
changes that were made to the embankment to avoid relocating the creek.
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Chapter IV

REFINED WETLAND IMPACT ANALYSIS

The previous section described the new information on the nature and extent of wetlands and

other waters of the United States that would be affected by the Airport improvements. The new

information obtained after previously inaccessible properties became accessible was referred to
as the "refined" wetland and stream "delineation" or "identification." The refined delineations of

affected wetlands and streams were compared qualitatively and quantitatively to the "original"
delineation in the 1997 FSEIS and 1996 JARPA. See Table 3.1.

This section reports the Port's re-evaluation of the environmental impacts associated with the

new information on the nature and extent of wetlands and stream areas that would be affected by
the Airport improvements. The re-evaluation analyzed permanent, temporary, indirect, and

cumulative impacts on newly discovered wetland and stream areas.

Permanent impacts result from the direct filling of wetlands to transform their use. Temporary

impacts result from short-term construction, and will be rectified upon program completion.

Indirect impacts are largely associated with potential changes to wetland hydrology, increased
noise, and increased human disturbance in wetland areas. Cumulative impacts refer to impacts

associated with this project in combination with other projects planned in the area.

_- Each of these categories of impact was analyzed on the basis of key elements of Airport
improvements: the third runway, borrow areas, runway Safety areas (RSA), south aviation

support area (SASA), and mitigation areas. The general categories of impact also are subdivided

on the basis of the various wetland and stream functions affected and the State Department of
Ecology (Ecology) Wetland Categories.

The re-evaluation of wetland and stream impacts also explicitly takes into account several
changes in the proposed project that were made in response to new information on the exact

location of Miller Creek and certain wetlands in relation to the proposed third runway

embankment. Actual on-the-ground surveys revealed that Miller Creek was closer to the
proposed embankment than previously determined and identified additional wetlands near the

embankment. As a result of this new information, to avoid relocating that portion of Miller
Creek and to avoid wetlands, the Port decided to utilize a retaining wall to reduce the horizontal

reach of the embankment. This design change avoided the necessity to relocate a portion of

Miller Creek and eliminated impacts on the creek buffer and newly discovered wetlands.
Utilizing the retaining wall also reduced the amount of fill needed for the third runway by

250,000 cy. Table 4-1 compares the quantity of fill for the third runway estimated in the 1997

FSEIS with lower current estimates as a result of the design change incorporating the retaining
wall.
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Table 4-1
--4--

Runway Embankment Fill Quantity

Current Estimated FSEIS Estimated

Quantity(CY) Quantity(CY)

1. Proieet Requirements

Total Project Embankment 16,500,000 17,250,000

OnSiteCommonExcavation 2,400,000 2,900,000
TotalProjectImportRequired 14,100,000 14,350,000

2. Material Imported To Date .........
1997 Stockpile Project 370,000

1998 Embankment Project 870,000

StockpileNorthof 154_ Street * 200,000

Total Imported Thu 1999 1,440,000

Total Import Remaining (as of 1999) 12,660,000

• Material is currently being placed at this site and therefore the quantity is an approximate estimate only.

Note: The estimated quantities are based on three-dimensional computer modeling and a review of
material placed to date. All quantities are in-place and do not accbunt for any material that may be
imported from the Port-owned borrow sources.

The runway embankment fill quantity estimate contained in the FSEIS assumed 2:1 fill slopes
without retaining walls. Since completion of the FSEIS estimate, the embankment requirements
have been recalculated to incorporate current design concepts, including drainage benches along
the 2:1 slopes and retaining walls in three locations along the embankment. Incorporation of the
current design elements resulted in additions to and subtractions from the estimated fill
requirements. However, as shown in the above table, the net result is a modest reduction in the
quantity of fill.

In identifying the impacts to wetlands, the following Department of Ecology rating categories
were used:

Category I
These wetlands are the "cream of the crop". Generally, these wetlands are not
common and would make up a small percentage of the wetlands in the state.
These are wetlands that: (1) provide life support function for threatened or
endangered species that has been documented, and the wetland is on file in
databases maintained by state agencies; (2) represent a high quality example of a
rare wetland type; (3)are rare within a given region; or (4)are relatively
undisturbed and contain ecological attributes that are impossible to replace within
a human lifetime, if at all. We cannot afford the risk of any degradation to these
wetlandsl Examples of the latter are mature forested wetlands that may take a
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century to develop, and bogs and fens with their special plant populations that
have taken centuries to develop.

Category II

These wetlands are those that: (1) provide habitat for very sensitive or important

wildlife or plants; (2)are either difficult to replace; or (3)provide very high
functions, particularly for wildlife habitat. These wetlands occur more commonly
than Category I wetlands, but still need a high level of protection.

Category III

These wetlands provide important functions and values. They are important for a
variety of wildlife species and occur more commonly throughout the state than

either Category I or II wetlands. Generally these wetlands will be smaller, less

diverse, and/or more isolated in the landscape than Category II wetlands. They
occur more frequently, are difficult to replace, and need a moderate level of
protection.

Category IV

These wetlands are the smallest, most isolated, and have the least diverse

vegetation. These are wetlands that we should be able to replace and, in some

cases, be able to improve from a habitat standpoint. However, experience has

shown that replacement cannot be guaranteed in any specific case. These
wetlands do provide important functions and values, and should to some degree

be protected. In some areas, these wetlands may be providing groundwater

recharge and water pollution prevention functions and, therefore, may be more
important from a local point of view. Thus, regional differences may call for a
more narrow definition of this category.

Washington State Wetlands Rating System, Washington State Department of Ecology Publication
93-74, August, 1993, pp. 3-4.

1. Permanent Impacts

Permanent impacts will occur on about 18.33 acres of wetlands within the project area. Of the

wetland subject to permanent impacts, 7.14 acres are emergent, 8.27 acres are forested, and 2.92

acres are scrub-shrub wetland. The permanent impacts are summarized by project elements and
Ecology categories in Table 4-2:
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TABLE 4-2

Summary of permanent wetland impacts by project and wetland category • (in acres).
Project Category II Category III Category IV Total
RSA 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.14
Third Runway 8.10 4.87 0.97 13.94
Borrow Area 1 0.28 1.17 0.00 1.45
SASA 0.60 1.20 c 0.98 2.78 c
Mitigation 0.00 0.02b 0.00 0.02
TOTAL 8.98 7.40 c 1.95 18.33 c
• Ecology (1993)

b Emergentwetlandimpactsresultfromapermanentaccessroadtothe Auburnmitigationproject.
c These values represent an increase of 0.05 acre of impacts to Wetland 53 made subsequent to completing the

impact assessment and natural resource mitigation plan. The change is reflected in the ACOE public Notice for the
project.

Taking intoaccount the refined delineation of wetland and stream areas affected by the proposed
Airport improvements, the permanent impacts on such areas were re-evaluated, as follows: The re-
evaluation separately analyzed the permanent impacts of the various elements of the proposed
Airport improvements and the wetland categories and functions affected.

Runway Safety Areas - Permanent wetland impacts associated with extension, of the RSAs

on existing runways are limited to about 0.14 acres of Wetland 5. This impact will remove
forest from a Category III wetland and shrub vegetation that provides habitat for small
mammals and songbirds. The affected portion of Wetland 5 is on a moderate slope where

groundwater discharge occurs most of the year. Because of the slope of the wetland, this area
does not detain or store stormwater. The groundwater discharge supports wetland hydrology
in downslope portions of the wetland, and ultimately base flow in Miller Creek.

The design of retaining walls to minimize fill in Wetlands 3, 4, and 5 will incorporate
internal drainage systems that allow groundwater to continue to discharge in this area, and
this function will not be lost or significantly diminished. The area may provide limited water
quality enhancement functions. However, stormwater runoff from upslope areas is
channelized limiting the water quality functions this wetland may provide through
biofiltration.

Third Runway - The embankment needed to support the Third Runway will have permanent
impacts on about 13.94 acres of wetlands. These wetlands vary from lower quality Category
IV farmed wetlands to higher quality Category II wetlands.

• Habitat Functions - About 8.98 acres of Category II wetlands will be permanently
affected by the runway, including portions of Wetlands 18, 20, 37, 44, and A-1. These
wetlands typically contain a mix of early successional forested, blackberry and willow
dominated shrub, and non-native emergent wetland plant communities. With the
exception of Wetlands 18, 37, and A-I, these wetlands are not riparian to Miller Creek.
Portions of Miller Creek will be relocated in conjunction with the filling of a portion of
Wetland A-1. The riparian wetlands protect and provide fish habitat in Miller Creek
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through shade and detrital input that supports invertebrate food production within the
stream.

Several Category III wetlands will be permanently affected by the runway embankment.

These wetlands are typically dominated by young deciduous forest, blackberry and
willow shrubs, or non-native emergent plant species. The wetlands provide habitat to

birds and small mammals, but because they are generally small in size, poorly buffered,

and subjected to past or on-going disturbance, they represent lower quality habitat than
the Category II wetlands. The wildlife habitat functions of these wetlands will be lost but

replaced by mitigation measures.

Several Category IV wetlands (Wetlands 23, 26, A-5, FW-5, and FW-6) are dominated

by non-native grasses or plowed. These wetlands typically provide habitat for a limited

array of wildlife including waterfowl, pigeons, and crows (Wetlands FW-5 and FW-6).

Most other Category IV wetlands are mowed lawn, and support fewer wildlife species

that are typical of disturbed urban environments (robin, sparrow, starling).

• Hydrologic Functions - Wetlands permanently affected by the Third Runway

embankment occur on gentle slopes, shallow depressions, and riparian areas along Miller

Creek. These geomorphic positions control, in part, the hydrologic functions the

wetlands provide. Some of these functions will be eliminated by the fill for the Third
Runway embankment, and replaced by mitigation measures.

Most slope and depression wetlands are saturated during the winter and spring months

when rainwater appears to perch on till soils. These wetlands provide winter baseflow

support to Miller Creek, but do not support low summer base flows because they are dry
by late summer and early autumn. The wetlands provide some detention functions and

desynchronize stormwater runoff by reducing runoff rates. This function is limited by the

small storage provided by the shallow depressions or the tack of storage in slope
wetlands.

The wetlands also provide water quality functions in that they receive untreated runoff

from adjacent streets and lawns and potentially remove pollutants. Depression wetlands

are likely to provide high water quality functions due to longer storage times that promote

contaminant removal. Slope wetlands have short retention times and provide fewer water
quality benefits.

Several slope wetlands are areas of groundwater discharge (Wetlands 15, 18, 37) that are

saturated throughout the year. These wetlands convey groundwater downslope to Miller
Creek. The presence of surface water in the wetlands throughout the summer indicated

the wetlands provide base flow support functions to Miller Creek. Wetland impacts from

borrow site development are limited to Borrow Area 1, where small areas of Category II

and Category III wetlands are altered. These wetlands are dominated by shrub and forest
vegetation and provide habitat functions as described in Table 4-3. The largest wetland

impacted in the borrow area (Wetland B-14) is a shrub dominated wetland that is in an
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abandoned residential neighborhood. This wetland provides limited habitat for small
mammals and songbirds. Since standing water and saturation are of short duration, the
wetland does not provide aquatic habitat for amphibians or other organisms.

Wetlands 48 and B-12 and B-15 occur on the west side of the borrow area and extend off-
site and downslope to Des Moines Creek. These wetlands convey stormwater and other
runoff from the previously developed areas of the borrow site downslope to Des Moines
Creek. They provide some biofiltration functions. Due to the shallow depth of the
depression, Wetland B-14 provides biofiltration and limited stormwater detention
functions.
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South Aviation Support Area (SASA) - Wetlands in the SASA area are typically
dominated by early successional deciduous forests and shrub wetlands, or are emergent
wetlands plated as golf course greens. The golf course wetlands (Wetland 52, G-l, G-2,
G-3, G-4, G-5, G-6, and G8) provide limited wildlife habitat to foraging waterfowl and
songbirds.

Most wetlands affected by SASA are slope and depression wetlands that are seasonally
saturated, They likely provide biofiltration to stormwater runoff and limited stormwater
detention functions. They provide baseflow support to Des Moines Creek during the
winter months, but are dry during the late summer months when low flows occur. An

exception to this is Wetland 52 where groundwater discharges throughout the summer.

This wetland provides baseflow support to the creek during low flow periods. Project
impacts to the wetland are limited to a bridge crossing, and the groundwater discharge
functions will not be impacted.

2. Temporary Construction Impacts

The re-evaluation of temporary (construction) impacts to wetlands are reported in this section.

Specific construction activities that temporarily affect wetlands are summarized in Table 4-4 by
the wetland affected and the nature of the impact.

Runway Safety Area Extension - Wetlands 3, 4, and 5 are located near the north end of the .........

existing runways where required runway safety area extensions will be constructed.
Temporary disturbance to small portions of these wetlands (about 0.25 acres) could result
from placement of silt fences and required temporary erosion and sediment control (TESC)

actions. Minor siltation could occur within the 0.25-acre disturbance area during
construction. 2/

During the relocation of S. 154 thSt., temporary disturbance to wildlife is likely to occur in
Wetlands 3, 4, and 5. Wildlife in these wetlands, are tolerant of aircraft noise from existing

runways and roadway noise from SR-518 and the existing S. 154 thSt. Additional disturbance
to wildlife is likely to be minor, and limited to the south edges of the wetlands.

2 TESCBMPsareimplementedpriortoconstructionofallMasterPlanprojectsandtheireffectivenessisstrictly
monitored.Theadequacyof theseBMPsis monitoredunderthereviewedandapprovedprovisionsofsite-specific
monitoringplansasaredescribedinthisreport.During1998-1999embankmentconstruction,nowaterquality
violations(includingsedimentdischargeto wetlands)occurred.
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Table 4-4.Summary of temporary impacts to wetlands from the STIA Master Plan Update improvements.

Wetlands Temporary Impacts

Runway Safety Area Extension

Wetlands 3, 6, 7, and 10 Wildlife could possibly be disturbedby constructionnoise near Wetlands 3, 6, 7,
and 10;however wildlife is alreadytolerantof air trafficand roadway (SR 518
and S 154th St.) noise.

Wetlands 4 and 5 Temporarydisturbance is poss_le to small portionsof wetland along southern
borderof Wetlands 4 and 5 adjacentto retainingwall.

Siltation could cause impacts along southern wetland boundaries.

Conslruction activity and noise could cause disturbance to wildlife.

Third Runway

Wetlands 9 and 11 A small portion of Wetland 9 and the remaining portion of Wetland 11 could be
disturbed.

Siltation could cause impacts within the southern portion of Wetland 9 and the
remaining portion of Wetland 11.

Wildlife could be disturbed by construction activity and noise.

Wetlands R1, R2, R3, R4, Construction impacts will be minimized because of a 50-foot setback from Miller

R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, and Creek.
RI0 Disturbance will be in limited areas including the S 15@ St. bridge crossing area

(Wetlands R1 and R2) and the storrnwater outfall location (adjacent to Wetland
R6).

Siltation could cause impacts at the bridge crossing area (Wetlands R1 and R2).

There could be disturbance to wildlife from construction activity and noise,
especially in the bridge crossing area (Wetlands R1 and R2) and stormwater
outfaU location (adjacent to Wetland R6).

Wetlands A5, A9, A 10, Temporary disturbance is possible to small portions of Wetland A 12 outside the
AI 1, A12, and AI3 footprint of fill slope and Perimeter Road.

Siltation is possible within portions of Wetlands A5, A6, AS, and AI2 that are
immediately adjacent to the footprint of fill slope and Perimeter Road.

Construction activity and noise could cause disturbance to wildlife.

Wetlands 18 and 37 Disturbance (0.17 acres) ispossible from the consa'uction of temporary
construction stormwater management facilities (e.g., detention pond) in Wetland
37. (Note: Permanent stormwater management facilities will be located outside
of wetland areas.)

A narrow band of temporary disturbance (0.38 acres) is immediately adjacent to
the fill pad footprint and roadbed for the Perimeter Road (outside of temporary
stormwater facility areas). This disturbance will come within 30 ft of Miller
Creek in Wetland 37.

There may be limited areas of siltation within Wetlands 18 and 37.

Construction activity and noise could cause disturbance to wildlife.

Temporary disturbance is possible to wetland drainage patterns/hydrology in
Wetland 37 due to the construction of the temporary stormwater management
facilities.
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Wetlands TemporaryImpacts

Wetland 44a Temporary disturbance of a limited area immediately adjacent to the fill pad
footprint and the roadbed for the Perimeter Road is possible.

Limited areas of siltation are possible immediately bordering the fill pad footprint.

Construction activity and noise could cause disturbance to wildlife.

Staging Areas No temporary impacts are expected. All staging areas will be a minimum of 50 fl
from Miller Creek and placed outside of wetland areas.

In wetlands bordering intended staging areas, wildlife may be disturbed by
activity and noise during construction of each staging location.

Borrow Area 1

Wetlands B1 and 32 Excavation will avoid Wetlands BI and 32; all other wetlands will be
permanently impacted by excavation or dewatering.

Interruption in hydrology for Wetlands B1 and 32 is not anticipated; buffers will
maintain seasonal perched water regime.

Wildlife will be disturbed by excavation activities and noise.

Borrow Area 3

Wetlands 29, 30, B5, B6, All wetlands are being avoided and 50-foot setback maintained. Wetland
B7, B9, and B 10 hydrology will be maintained by preserving conditions in watershed basin

upgradient and immediately surrounding each wetland; no alteration to site
hydrology will occur.

Wildlife will be disturbed by excavation activity and noise.

South Aviation Support Area

Wetland 52 Disturbance of wildlife from construction activity and noise.

Potential minor sedimentation or water quality impacts.

Mitigation Area

Farmed wetlands and Wetlands will be excavated, graded, and replanted with native vegetation.

Wetland A1 in Vacca Farm; Temporary disturbance of wildlife due to human activity and construction noise.
emergent wetlands on the
Auburn site. Temporary sedimentation and water quality impacts.

Third Runway: Wetlands 9 and 11 lie at the northern end of the Third Runway. During the
relocation of South 154th St. for the runway safety area, small portions (0.03 acres) of
Wetland 9 and the remaining portion (0.16 acres) of Wetland 11 will be disturbed by
construction activity. Minor siltation within these wetlands during construction could occur.
Wildlife will likely be eliminated from remaining portions of Wetland 11 during construction
and be disturbed near the south edge of Wetlands 9 by construction activity and noise.

Temporary disturbance will occur in portions of Wetlands 18 (0.36 acres), 37 (0.71 acres),
and 44 (0.30 acres) 3, located outside the footprint of the fillslope and the perimeter road.
Minor siltation could occur in limited portions of these wetlands as a result of installing silt
fences and up-slope construction. Physical disturbance to Wetlands A9, A10, A11, and A13

3 This area of 0.30 acre has been rounded up and differs from 0.29 acre reported in the reevaluation document.
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is not proposed however temporary disturbance to wildlife could result from construction

activity and noise. _

Temporary impacts to Wetland 37, Wetland 18, and Wetland 44 include disturbance from the
construction of temporary stormwater management facilities, including detention ponds,
during the construction phase of the Third Runway. These stormwater facilities will be
removed and the wetland area restored after the completion of the Third Runway. Permanent
stormwater facilities will be located outside of wetland areas.

Disturbance to riparian wetland will occur in three limited areas: at the proposed S 15@ St.
bridge crossing (affecting the southern edge of Wetland R1 and the northern edge of Wetland
R2, and a stormwater outfall that will lie adjacent to Wetland R6. Minor siltation could
occur in the temporarily disturbed portions of Wetlands R1 and R2. Disturbance to wildlife
from construction activity and noise could occur in all riparian wetlands, but is most likely in
Wetlands R1, R2, and R6 because in these areas construction will be near the wetland edge.

Construction Staging Areas - Construction impacts to wetlands in the staging areas are not
expected because all staging activity will be placed outside of any wetland areas and a
minimum of 50 feet from Miller Creek. In wetlands bordering intended staging areas,
wildlife will likely be disturbed by traffic activity and noise

Borrow Areas - Within Borrow Area 1, Wetlands B-I, B-4, and 32 will be avoided and
protected with a minimum 50-foot buffer. Indirect impact to wildlife using these
Category III wetlands may occur once the Third Runway is in operation. Other wetlands in ....
Borrow Area 1 will be permanently affected by excavation. Borrow Area 3 has been
redefined to protect all wetlands with a 50-foot buffer. Temporary impacts to wildlife using
Category II (Wetlands 29, 30) and Category III (B-5, B-6, B-7, B-9, B-10) could result from
construction noise and other human activity. Since the borrow areas will be greater than 200
feet from Des Moines Creek, no impacts to the creek are anticipated.

South Aviation Support Area - Wetland 52, a Category III wetland adjacent to the SASA,
would be temporarily affected by construction. Impacts to this wetland would include
temporary disturbance to wildlife due to construction noise and other human activities.
Construction impacts to the wetland also could include minor sedimentation or soil
disturbance resulting from construction of the taxiway bridge connecting SASA to the
airfield.

Mitigation Impacts - Several wetlands would be temporarily affected during construction of
on- and off-site wetland mitigation. In general, these impacts occur to Category III or
Category IV wetlands that are farmed, or dominated by non-native vegetation, and would not
displace significant numbers or types of wildlife. Wetland A-1 (a Category II riparian
wetland would be temporarily disturbed by construction associated with the relocation of
Miller Creek. Following implementation of the mitigation projects, wetland areas will be
restored to higher quality Category II wetlands by improved hydrologic conditions and
greater diversity of plant types.
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3. Indirect Impacts

Indirect impacts include potential long-term effects of construction and operation of the Master
Plan Update projects near wetlands. These include potential alteration of wetland hydrology and

ongoing disturbance of wildlife by aircraft noise and human disturbance.

Runway Safety Area Extension -Eight wetlands (Wetlands 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 10) are near the

north end of the existing runways. The relocation of S 154th St. to accommodate the RSAs

will decrease the amount of wetland buffer. Increased traffic noise may disturb wildlife using

these wetlands. This impact is not expected to be significant because wildlife species in these

wetlands already are tolerant of high levels of noise from aircraft and automobile traffic on
SR 518.

Other operational impacts could occur from changes to wetland hydrology as a result of

construction near the wetlands. The retaining wall used to minimize wetland fill and creek

relocation will include an intemal drainage system that will allow ground water to continue

to enter the wetland. Stormwater runoff (water quality and quantity) conditions will be

improved because the new roadway will include detention and water quality treatment.

Third Runway: Wetlands near the north end of the Third Runway will be subjected to

greater amounts of aircraft noise, which may cause increased disturbance of wildlife. The
relocation of S 154 _ St will decrease the amount of wetland buffer, which could result in

increased disturbance of wildlife using these wetlands because of greater traffic noise. This
impact is not expected to be significant because wildlife species in these wetlands are tolerant

of high levels of noise from aircraft and automobile traffic on SR 518. This potential impact

would be offset by elimination of humans and pets from the overall area, which will improve
the habitat value of the wetlands. The sparse vehicular traffic on the safety and perimeter

roads will not adversely affect wildlife.

Operational impacts could occur from changes to wetland hydrology as a result of

construction near the wetlands. Retaining wails will allow ground water to continue to enter

the wetlands. Stormwater runoff (water quality and quantity) conditions will be improved
because the new facilities will include detention and water quality treatment.

Long-term indirect impacts to several isolated Category III wetlands and three Category II

wetlands could result from changes to the amount and timing of water entering the wetlands.

The potential impacts to the hydrology of these wetlands will be minimized using several
approaches that will maintain ground water flow to the wetlands, provide surface water flow

to the wetlands, and allow flexibility in the amount of water directed to the wetlands. These

measures are expected to provide ground and surface water necessary to maintain the
wetlands.

Potential impacts to water quality in the wetlands would not occur. Any stormwater entering

the wetlands will be treated using water quantity and water quality best management
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practices (BMPs). Since the existing area lacks water quality and quantity treatment BMPs, a
net improvement may occur.

Wetlands occur on hillslopes immediately west of the existing fill that continue to be wet
following the expansion of the airfield during the early 1970s. The wetlands (Wetlands 19
and 20) contain no field evidence that wetland size has been reduced since the 1970 airport
expansion. For example, no relic hydric soils were observed and no remnant facultative-
wetland or facultative plant communities dominate the area outside the existing wetland
boundaries as would be expected if hydrologic conditions had been recently altered. This
indicates that these wetlands have remained stable even with the excavation and fill activities

immediately to the east.

Ten small wetlands (Wetlands R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7, R8, R9, and R10) lie
immediately adjacent to Miller Creek along the western periphery of the Third Runway
expansion area. Negative impacts to the riparian wetlands will not occur because the
wetlands will be protected with 50-foot minimum buffers. Most of these areas currently lack
buffers. Moreover, runoff from all new facilities must include management for stormwater
quality and quantity. Under current development, runoff is untreated. Impacts from humans
and pets will be eliminated from the overall area, which will improve the habitat value of the
area. The sparse vehicular traffic on the safety and perimeter roads will not adversely affect
wildlife since it will be over 50-feet from the wetlands. No increased level of disturbance to

wildlife is expected in Wetlands R1 and R2 at the new 154_ St. bridge crossing since this
new bridge will simply replace an existing bridge, •

i

Staging Areas - Long-term impacts from construction staging would not occur since these
are temporary land-uses that would be removed following project construction.

Borrow Areas -Two wetlands in Borrow Area 1 (Wetlands B-1 and 32) will be avoided. All
remaining wetlands will be permanently impacted by excavation or dewatering (Wetland B-
4). Setbacks will maintain the current seasonal perched water regime for Wetlands B-1 and
32. No long-term impacts are expected.

All wetlands in Borrow Area 3 will be avoided, and a 50-foot setback will be maintained.
Wetland hydrology will be maintained by preserving conditions in the watershed basin
upgradient and immediately surrounding each wetland. Groundwater analyses indicate that
groundwater movement is from northwest to southeast. The areas west and northwest of the
wetlands will remain undisturbed.

South Aviation Support Area (SASA) - The SASA will be designed to avoid significant
impacts to Wetland 52 by avoiding the wetland and providing a 75-foot buffer. This wetland
will be subjected to greater amounts of aircraft noise, which may increase disturbance of
wildlife. This impact is not expected to be significant because wildlife species in these
wetlands are tolerant of noise from aircraft.
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Operational impacts to the wetlands could occur from changes to wetland hydrology as a

result of construction near the wetlands. Stormwater runoff (water quality and quantity)

conditions will be improved because the SASA facility would be built with water quantity
and quality treatment BMPs that would replace golf course and parking areas that lack
stormwater management facilities.

4. Cumulative Impacts

Additional impacts to wetlands could occur as a result of other projects planned in the vicinity of

the Airport. These projects include Washington Department of Transportation's proposed SR-

509/South Access Freeway, the Des Moines Creek Regional Detention Facility, the LINK light
rail project, and potential redevelopment of Borrow Areas.

Each of these projects may have direct or indirect impacts to wetlands near the airport and result

in some unknown cumulative loss of wetland area and functions. SEPA, NEPA, and § 404

review for these projects are required to evaluate options that avoid and minimize impacts to
wetlands and the aquatic environment. Under § 404, mitigation must be provided for
unavoidable impacts to wetlands.

5. Impact Avoidance and Minimization

To the extent feasible and practical, the development projects have been designed and redesigned
to avoid and minimize impacts to wetlands. Over 170 acres of wetlands are known to exist near

the Airport, and it is likely that un-inventoried wetlands exist on private property that will not be
affected by the project. Un-inventoried wetlands are likely to include numerous small wetlands

in developed and partially developed residential areas. These wetlands are likely to be similar in
character and function to many of the smaller wetlands occurring within the acquisition area.

While a number of small wetlands would be affected or eliminated by the Master Plan

improvements, several large wetland complexes would not be affected by the improvements.

These wetlands contain physical and biological features that indicate a variety of wetland

functions at high to moderate levels. A 30-acre wetland (Wetland 43) occurs between Des
Moines Way and SR 509 immediately north of S 176 St. This wetland contains a diversity of

vegetation types, including forested, shrub, emergent, and open water wetlands. Walker Creek

flows through the wetland. The diversity of plant types, the presence of permanent" open water,
and hydrologic connections to Walker Creek indicate the wetland provides moderate to high

biological functions for a variety of wildlife groups (resident fish, passerine birds, small

mammals, amphibians, and waterfowl). Its location near the headwaters, the presence of

adjacent developments, and topographic conditions in the depression the wetland occupies
suggest it also provides substantial physical functions, including baseflow support, surface runoff

storage, sediment trapping, and water quality benefits.

A 17-acre wetland (Wetland 33) occurs south of Sunset Park and includes Tub Lake. This

wetland contains forested, shrub, emergent, and open water wetland classes, and Miller Creek

flows through the wetland. The diversity of wetland classes, the presence of permanent open
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water connections to other undeveloped land, and hydrologic connections to stream habitat result
in moderate to high biological function for a variety of wildlife groups (resident fish, passerine
birds, small mammals, amphibians, and waterfowl). The location near the headwaters of Miller
Creek, presence of upslope development, and topography of the basin indicate the wetland
provides major physical functions, including baseflow support, surface runoff storage, sediment
trapping, and water quality benefits.

Bow Lake is a 25-acre wetland (Wetland 54) located east of SR 99 and north'0f S 188th St. This :_ : ..............
wetland contains open water and shrub vegetation classes, and forms the headwaters of the East
Branch of Des Moines Creek. The biological functions of the wetland are limited by the
proximity of adjacent commercial and residential development. However, the wetland probably
provides moderate biological function for passerine birds; small mammals, waterfowl, and
amphibians. Likely physical functions provided by the wetland include groundwater recharge,
storage of runoff, and water quality improvement.

Wetland 28 is adjacent to the Tyee Golf Course and is about 35 acres. The wetland is composed
of open water, emergent, and shrub wetland habitat. A tributary of Des Moines Creek flows
through the wetland. The presence of open water, habitat diversity, and hydrologic connections
to stream habitat result in moderate to high function for a variety of wildlife groups (resident
fish, passerine birds, small mammals, amphibians, and waterfowl). The wetland is a headwater
of the West Branch of Des Moines Creek, is downslope of developed areas, and is in a favorable
topographic setting to provide physical functions, including baseflow support, surface runoff
storage, sediment trapping, and water quality benefits.

A series ofwetlands (Wetlands 3, 4, 5,* 6, 7, 8, and 9) totaling about 25 acres comprise the
Miller Creek Detention Facility. The wetlands consist of open water, emergent, shrub, and
forested wetlands that are hydrologically connected to Miller Creek. The diversity of wetland
classes, permanent open water, and hydrologic connections to stream habitat indicate the wetland
provides moderate to high biological function to a variety of wildlife groups (resident fish,
passerine birds, small mammals, amphibians, and waterfowl). The location near the headwaters,
presence of adjacent developments, and topographic conditions suggest the wetland also provides
physical functions such as baseflow support, surface runoff storage, sediment trapping.

* Minor fill impacts (0.14 acres) occur in this wetland. Because this fill will be located above the floodplain,
near disturbed areas, and along the perimeter of the wetland, significant impact to the functions of this
wetland is not expected.
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Chapter V

HYDROLOGY AND SEISMIC STABILITY

Upon gaining access to the properties on which the embankment will be developed, the Port was
able to conduct additional geotechnical explorations. These studies have clarified a number of

issues that were raised in the public comments. The following subsections address the impact of

the development of the embankment and associated retaining walls on area hydrology and slope
stability, including:

* Mechanically Stabilized Earth

• Fill Zones and stability

• Impact on Hydrology

• Mitigation of Post-Construction Hydrogeology

1. Mechanically Stabilized Earth

During the past two years, Port staff and consultants have completed geotechnical, hydrologic and

wetland studies, to identify alternatives and verify that proven mechanically stabilized earth (MSE)
technology can provide safe and relatively cost-effective construction of retaining walls for soil

conditions at the site. A large number of embankment slope and retaining wall alternatives were

..........................................considered to avoid or reduce impacts to Miller Creek and adjacent wetlands. MSE retaining walls

were selected as the recommended alternative to be developed, as follows:

• At the north end of the embankment, MSE walls will be used to limit the impact to Miller
Creek and the extent of filling of Wetlands A-1 and 9.

• Near the middle of the west side of the embankment, an MSE wall will be used to avoid
filling a significant part of Wetland 37a, and to avoid relocating part of Miller Creek.

• Near the south end of the new runway, an MSE wall will be built to limit the extent of
filling of Wetland 44a.

MSE is a method of constructing earth embankments using a combination of compacted soil and

reinforcing elements. MSE technology includes a range of steel and polymer (plastic) products

(mesh, strips, and grids) used to retain and reinforce soil, and provides a number of advantages

over other types of retaining walls. The MSE technology improves soil strength by incorporating
reinforcing strips or sheets (geogrids or geotextiles) into the soil embankment.

2. Fill Zones and Stabili_

Native soils, which will provide a suitable foundation to support the embankment, have been

observed at depths ranging from zero to around 20 feet below the existing ground surface across
the site. Available information generally indicates very little subgrade preparation will be

needed on most of the site. Wetland soils and other unstable soils in some specific areas will
have to be improved or replaced to support the fill and MSE walls.
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Existing subgrade soils which are unsuitable to provide structural support for the embankment
(because they are soft, wet, or contain organic materials), will be removed and replaced with
compacted structural fill, or improved in situ. The unsuitable subgrade material that is removed
will be reused where possible in non-structural areas of the embankment, to minimize export and
disposal of waste soils.

The Third Runway embankment will be designed as a zoned embankment, with different types of
soil and/or degrees of compaction used in specific areas to meet strength, compressibility and
drainage requirements. These zones include:

• Pavement Subgrade. High-strength, low-compressibility granular soil used in the upper
few feet immediately below airfield pavements.

• Drainage Material. Free-draining fill used in the underdrain and in areas of
overexcavation to improve foundation support.

• Pavement Support Fill. Low-compressibility embankment fill used below the pavement
subgrade zone.

• MSE Reinforced Backfill. High strength granular soil used in the reinforced zone
behind retaining walls.

• Common Embankment Fill. Moderate strength compacted fill.
• N0n-structural Fill. Soil removed from foundation areas because it is unsuitable for

foundation support.

Construction of a zoned embankment in this manner provides significant environmental benefits,
including:

• Seasonal accommodation of high quality, low fine content material in wet weather will
reduce erosion and sediment control problems;

• Regional conservation of high quality gravel resources by use of relatively silty soils as
"fair weather fill" for common embankment construction during dry weather months; and

• Ability to construct an embankment underdrain which collects infiltration and seepage,
for controlled discharge to promote infiltration, and preserve groundwater recharge to
downgradient wetlands and Miller Creek.

In light of new retaining wall concepts, and further information about the soil stability in the
area, the Port conducted "proof of concept analyses" of embankment slope stability, as well as
representative MSE wall sections in, or adjacent to, wetlands for both the north and west areas.
These analyses were conducted to re-verify suitability of the embankment slopes and retaining
walls, and to assess base preparation required to avoid instability.

The analyses confirmed that the safety target factors could be attained for the Wetland 37 wall
and, with proper soil replacement or in situ improvement, safety target factors could be attained
for the wall slope combinations analyzed for the north end of the embankment (in the area where
Miller Creek will be relocated).
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3. Impact on Hvdrolo_

Post-construction effects of the embankment on the Miller Creek drainage were analyzed. These
effects include the extent to which infiltration into the new embankment and from the existing
airfield will recharge groundwater. While the relative amount of runoff will increase in new
paved areas and embankment slopes, infiltration is anticipated to increase on about 80 acres of
relatively fiat grassland between the runway and taxiway pavements.

In the area affected by construction, specific groundwater recharge contributions to Miller Creek
will include:

• Infiltration into the top surface of the new embankment;
• Infiltration into the side slopes of the new embankment and management of runoff from

the side slopes;
• Maintenance of existing shallow interflow below the embankment; and
• Flow from the Shallow Regional Aquifer into Miller Creek.

Infiltration into the unpaved portion of the top surface of the new embankment will exceed
existing on-site infiltration in the same area for the following reasons:

• Large area (about 80 acres) of relatively flat grass land between runway and taxiway
pavements will permit greater infiltration compared to pre-construction sloping ground in
the same areas;

• Post-construction grass area between pavements will have less evapo-transpiration (ET)
compared to scrub forest onthe pre-construction slopes; and

• Soil conditions within the embankment will promote infiltration in some areas and have
better average groundwater transmission characteristics compared with the underlying
native soils (glacial till, glacially overridden silty advance sand, and hard silt units).

The depth of the embankment (ranging from essentially zero on portions of the western edge to a
maximum height of about 165 feet) provides significant buffering of storm water infiltration,
increasing the available groundwater recharge and short-term storage before seepage reaches
Miller Creek.

Seasonal infiltration into the embankment soil mass will occur until the soil reaches a condition

referred to by soil scientists as "field capacity." Additional infiltration will then percolate
downward into the embankment. This percolating water will eventually intercept the
embankment underdrain at the base of the fill, and most of this seepage will then flow to the
west. About 10 percent of the total infiltration is expected to continue to percolate downward to
recharge the Shallow Regional Aquifer directly below the embankment.

Infiltration into the new embankment side slopes (nominal 2 horizontal to 1 vertical) is
anticipated to be slightly less than existing infiltration over the "foot print" area of the side slopes
(38% of rainfall, down from 50% for pre-construction infiltration). The reduction is mainly the
result of the increased slope causing increased runoff which is mitigated somewhat by improved
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infiltration capacity of the embankment fill relative to the existing glacially overridden soils, and
reduced evapotranspiration.

Infiltration into the new embankment side slopes will percolate downward until it is also
intercepted by the underdrain discussed above. This seepage will be increased slightly by
additional infiltration along storm water swales that collect runoff from the embankment slopes.

In addition to intercepting seepage infiltration downward from the top of the embankment, the
embankment underdrain also provides a means for existing seepage in the filled area to continue
to flow downgradient to the west. The existing ground surface below the embankment will
largely be left undisturbed prior to fill placement, as discussed later in this report. Shallow
interflow seeps, expressed where silty soil perching layers outcrop on the slope, will be able to
continue to discharge into the underdrain, or will continue to flow downslope below the
underdrain.

Where soft soils need to be removed to provide embankment foundation support, these areas will
be backfilled with free-draining sand and gravel hydraulically connected to the underdrain. In
this way existing seepage into wetlands which are filled will continue to be available as seepage
through the underdrain downgradient to the west.

The drain layer enables beneficial discharge of water that infiltrates into the embankment from
above or below. The completed underdrain will be separated from the surface of the airfield by
the full thickness of the embankment. In the event of a contaminant release (such as an airfield
fuel spill), there would be substantial opportunity to accomplish source control and remediation
because of the long flow path before any contaminants could reach Miller Creek.

A geotechnical analysis was used to assess whether the weight of the embankment would
significantly reduce the amount of existing base flow from the Shallow Regional Aquifer to
Miller Creek. Experience with earth dams shows seepage under an embankment is typically not
reduced by the weight of the fill, and grout curtains or sheet pile cutoffs are typically constructed
where control of seepage is necessary below embankments. None the less, the effect of the
embankment on seepage below the new fill was calculated.

These calculations indicate that the void ratio within the Shallow, Intermediate, and Deep
Aquifers in the area immediately underlying and adjacent to the embankment would be reduced
by roughly 1 to 3 percent due to the maximum weight of the embankment. For perspective, this
corresponds to about a 4-inch maximum change in thickness for the 50-foot-thick Shallow
Aquifer. The magnitude of the change in void ratio would diminish rapidly both laterally and as
a function of depth. There would be no effect in the Shallow Aquifer more than 50 feet from the
edge of the embankment, and no effect in the Deep Aquifer more than about 500 feet from the
edge of the embankment.

Reductions in permeability on the order of 2 to 5 percent corresponding to the change in void
ratio are estimated immediately below the embankment, with the effects decreasing with depth.
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The estimated 2 to 5 percent change is insignificant, given that differences in permeability are
usually evaluated in terms of orders of magnitude (powers of 10).

Effects of the magnitude estimated could conceivably produce a slight groundwater mounding in
the Shallow Regional Aquifer on the upgradient side of the embankment (i.e., below the existing
airport), but this would probably not be measurable. Baseflow to Miller Creek located west of
the embankment is not likely to be affected, since the effect of the mounding would be to locally
increase the groundwater flow gradient resulting in no net loss of baseflow.

No impacts are anticipated to drinking water resources in the Intermediate and Deep Aquifers.
The effect of the embankment weight diminishes with increasing depth and distance from the fill.
There are no wells within the affected area.

4. Mitigation of Post-Construction Hvdrogeologic Impacts

The following actions will be undertaken to minimize hydrogeologic impacts upon completion of
construction:

Management of Storm Water Runoff - Storm water runoff from the embankment will be

collected and handled as described in the following documents (which may be updated
during the permitting process for the Master Plan Update Development Actions): (a) Natural
Resource Mitigation Plan, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update
Improvements, prepared by Parametrix, dated August 1999; and (b) Comprehensive

- Stormwater Management Plan, Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan
Improvements, by Parametrix, dated November 1999. Both of these documents are hereby
incorporated by reference. Copies of these and other documents incorporated by reference,
and their updates if any, are publicly available during regular business hours at the office of
the Port of Seattle, Aviation/Project Management Group, Suite 301, Kilroy Building, 17900
International Blvd., SeaTac, Washington 98188. Storm water runoff from the sloping face of
the embankment will be collected in a permanent swale alongside the security road and
conducted to detention facilities below the toe of the slope. The swales provide some
opportunity for infiltration. These swales will be rock-lined or otherwise protected against
erosion along the toe of MSE walls. Infiltration in this area will recharge the Shallow
Regional Aquifer and enhance groundwater discharge into wetlands and Miller Creek.

Discharge of Seepage from the Embankment Underdrain - Most seepage collected from
the embankment via the underdrain will discharge into a collection swale at the toe of the
slope or below the toe of the MSE wall. The remainder will infiltrate directly into the
Shallow Regional Aquifer under the embankment footprint. Seepage into the swale is likely
to occur discontinuously along the length of the embankment, with flow concentrating at
topographic low spots or in areas where there are pre-existing seeps.

The purpose of the swale is to collect seepage from the underdrain and conduct it laterally along
the toe of the embankment for surface discharge to wetlands. Additional infiltration to recharge
shallow interflow and the Shallow Regional Aquifer, will occur along the swale. Facilities to
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enhance infiltration can be constructed at specific locations to augment water supplies for
existing wetlands that are left undisturbed beyond the area of impact for the project. Facilities .....
will be designed to infiltrate water from the drainage layer into the shallow subsurface soils that
form the delineated wetlands.

Post-Construction Base Flow to Miller Creek and Riparian Wetlands - The embankment
underdrain plays a key role in collecting percolating water that has infiltrated into the surface
and facing slopes of the embankment. The underdraln intercepts percolation and enables
some control of groundwater recharge for the Shallow Regional Aquifer beneath the
embankment. Collecting and re-infiltrating seepage from the tmderdrain as described above,
the impact of runway construction on baseflow to Miller Creek will be minimal.
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Chapter VI

WETLAND AND AQUATIC RESOURCE
MITIGATION PROGRAM

The Port has committed to comprehensive mitigation measures designed not only to fully
compensate for adverse impacts to wetland and other aquatic resource functions, but also to
positively augment, improve, and enhance the wetland and other aquatic resource functions.
This is done by mitigating the acceptable wetland functions and values in the basin, and only
mitigating those functions and values outside the basin that can not safely be mitigated in-basin.
This section describes and explains all mitigation measures incorporated into the Master Plan
Update improvement projects that will avoid, minimize, rectify, or compensate for adverse
impacts to wetlands and other aquatic resources. Some of these mitigation measures have been
developed and added to the Port's commitments very recently as a result of the new information
on the nature, extent, and location of affected wetlands and other aquatic resources. Table 6-1
summarizes such mitigation actions and their relationship to NEPA, SEPA, and the Clean Water
Act. Table 6-2 summarizes on-site and off-site compensatory mitigation for watershed, wetland,
and stream impacts of the proposed Airport improvements.

As a result of the Port's mitigation commitments, including recent additional mitigation
commitments in response to new information on affected wetlands and other aquatic resources,
all significant adverse impacts to such resources will be mitigated below the level of
significance.

It is not possible to mitigate most impacts on the avian habitat function of affected wetlands
within the same watershed or basin. Wetland habitat attracts birds and, thus, presents potential
aircraft dangers if located within 10,000 feet of active runways. Beyond I0,000 feet from the
runways, but within the same watershed, adequate suitable land for the mitigation of adverse
impacts on habitat functions is not available. Consequently, adverse impacts on most wetland
functions (hydrologic, water quality, fish habitat) will be mitigated within the same watershed
("on-site" or "in-basin"). But most adverse impacts on wetland bird habitat functions must be
mitigated outside of the watershed on a 69-acre parcel in the City of Auburn immediately west of
the Green River and within 6 miles of the airport.

1. On-Site fin-Basin) Mitigation

In-basin mitigation to compensate for potential impacts to the hydrology and aquatic habitat of
Miller and Des Moines creeks will create significant stormwater management facilities, restore
riparian buffers, restore segments of the Miller Creek channel and streams, establish a watershed
trust fund, and improve base flows. This mitigation plan focuses on potential in-basin stream
impacts by improving hydrology, water quality, and aquatic habitat in both creeks.

Most mitigation for wildlife habitat (bird and small mammals) is provided out-of-basin in a large,
high-quality wetland system in the City of Auburn. At this location the mitigation complies with
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the FAA Advisory Circular regarding wildlife attractants near airports. In-basin mitigation in the
Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek basins are summarized in the following Sections and Tables
6-1 and 6-2.

Miller Creek Floodplain Buffer Enhancements

A buffer area will be established along the east side of the relocated segment of Miller Creek
between the creek and the new 154_ Street. The buffer will be a minimum of 50 ft wide and

will provide soil stabilization functions and also reduce human intrusion into the riparian
zone.

A 25-ft buffer will be established around the west and north perimeter of Lora Lake. This
mitigation action is intended to avoid existing impacts from residential uses (e.g., structures,
lawn, and lawn chemicals) next to Lora Lake, and to establish woody vegetation around the
lake. Existing features, such as houses, outbuildings, driveways, and other structures, will be
removed. The 25-ft buffer will be established from the edge of ordinary high water mark
(OHWM) landward surrounding the iaorth and west sides of Lora Lake; it will be enhanced
with native trees and shrubs to provide approximately 0.60 acre of shoreline buffer. This
buffer will reduce waterfowl habitat by eliminating lawn areas used as foraging habitat.

A buffer between the floodplain enhancement area and Des Moines Memorial Drive will be
established and enhanced. This area will be planted with native upland vegetation to provide

.... a physical buffer between the road and the enhanced shrub floodplain wetland and relocated
creek. The width of this buffer will vary between 20 and 50 ft. :

The Miller Creek floodplain area in the vicinity of the Vacca Farm will be restored to a
native shrub vegetation community. The restoration will convert the existing farmed area to
native shrub wetland community. This conversion will reduce chemical runoff reaching
aquatic environments and fish populations in Miller Creek, increase nutrient removal and
recycling in the riparian zone, and decrease wildlife attractants within 10,000 feet of the
airfield (as required by FAA).

Miller Creek Buffer Enhancement

Downstream of the floodplain enhancement areas, on the west side of Miller Creek a 100-ft
buffer will be established along the west side of approximately 6,500 linear ft of Miller Creek
(within the acquisition area). The buffer enhancements will improve creek habitat and
eliminate yard chemicals, untreated stormwater runoff, and septage from reaching the creek.
They will enhance water quality and aquatic habitat.

This buffer enhancement project will protect a total of about 24 acres of riparian habitat along
Miller Creek. Buffer averaging will be used on the east side of the creek, where a minimum
50-ft buffer will be established. Where the embankment design allows, buffers will be
increased so the average buffer width on the east side of the creek is 100 ft. Stormwater
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facilities will be included in the calculation of average buffer widths because they will

receive infrequent human use and are protective of riparian functions.

The planting approach along the length of the buffer will vary depending upon the existing

condition of the buffer, in sections of the buffer that are primarily lawn, areas will be planted

with native trees and shrubs. Areas that contain some native and some non-native vegetation,

would be enhanced by either inter-planting native species to produce a continuous tree
canopy or under-planting native shrubs beneath an existing canopy that lacks understory

vegetation. Some areas that contain invasive species (such as Himalayan blackberry and

Japanese knotweed) will be cleared, graded, and also planted with native woody vegetation.

In-Stream Habitat Features

In-stream habitat enhancement will occur at four locations within Miller Creek (see Figure

4.1-1). The first will occur south of the Vacca Farm site, enhancement will include removal

of rock riprap from portions of Miller Creek, removal of footbridges, and removal of trash.

Large woody debris would be placed throughout these sections of the creek and ditch. The
associated wetland and upland areas along the creek will be planted with native wetland and

upland vegetation species.

Approximately 200 fi north of South 160th Street, the second enhancement project would

consist of three primary actions. This would include installing large woody debris in the

creek channel, grading a small section of the west bank of the creek to create a gravel bench
in the flood plain, and planting the upland area with native trees and shrubs.

South of the South 160 _ Street culvert, the third enhancement project would consist of

grading a section of the west bank to re-establish a floodplain along the creek. Additional
enhancement in this location includes removing a rubber tire bulkhead and installing large

woody debris in the creek and on its banks. The buffer areas will be planted with native trees
and shrubs.

In the southern portion of Miller Creek, east of 8thAvenue S., enhancement will be similar to
that described for the South 160thStreet project, above, except that grading will occur on both

the east and west banks. Footbridges and portions of concrete block walls will be removed.

In addition to these specific enhancements, debris such as tires, garbage, and fences will be

removed throughout the entire stretch of Miller Creek from the Vacca Farm site south to Des
Moines Memorial Drive. In areas where access is readily available, large woody debris will

be selectively placed throughout the creek to improve in stream habitat conditions.

Drainage Channel Mitigation

Approximately 1,290 linear feet of drainage channels located west of the airfield will be

filled to accommodate the Third Runway embankment. The functions of these channels will

be replaced by a drainage channel located between a perimeter road, and the Third Runway
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embankment. The drainage channels will be revegetated with native grass and low growing
shrubs.

Restoration After Temporary Impacts

Approximately 2.71 acres of forested, emergent, and shrub wetland located west of the Third
Runway embankment, north of relocated South 154_ Street and west of the Miller Creek

relocation project will be temporarily filled or disturbed during construction of the .......

embankment and several retaining walls designed to minimize permanent impacts to these
wetlands.

After construction activities are complete, fill material will be removed, pre-disturbance '_......................

topography will be recreated, and the wetlands will be planted with native shrub vegetation.
All of these areas will be monitored.

Tyee Valley Golf Course Wetland Restoration

To improve water quality and riparian habitat within the Des Moines Creek Basin,

approximately 4.5 acres of an existing turf emergent wetland area, located within the existing
and active Tyee Valley Golf Course, will be restored to a native shrub vegetation community.

The restoration actions will be coordinated with plans to construct a regional detention

facility (RDF) on the golf course. Shrub communities planned for the wetland will be

tolerant of the planned hydrologic regime of the final RDF design. Planting a native shrub

community on the golf course will reduce chemical runoffreaching aquatic environments and

fish populations in Des Moines Creek, increase nutrient removal and recycling in the riparian
zone, enhance water quality functions, and decrease wildlife attractants within 10,000 feet of

the airfield (as required by FAA).

In-Basin Stormwater Mitigation

The Port will construct the necessary stormwater conveyance, detention, and treatment
facilities to manage runoff from both newly developed project areas and existing airport

areas. These facilities will not only mitigate new construction impacts, as required by current
stormwater regulations and mitigation goals identified during the environmental review

process, but they will also help to reduce current flood peaks in these basins to further
mitigate the impacts of airport stormwater discharges.
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Stormwater Detention Based on Higher Stormwater Standards

Detention storage provided would exceed that normally required by local regulations, and

result in additional mitigation of stormwater impacts from Master Plan Update improvement
project areas. To reduce the peak stormwater runoff impacts on Miller and Des Moines
creeks, the flow control standards adopted by the Port will comply with the approved Master
Plan Update FEIS/FSEIS, the Governors Certificate, the King County Surface Water Design
Manual, and SMMPS (Ecology 1992).

At a minimum, stormwater detention from Master Plan Update development projects will be

designed to an enhanced Level 1 standard (e.g., control of the 2-, 10-, and 100-year peak
flows to pre-developed conditions) 4, as measured at the points of discharge to the streams and
at downstream locations on Miller and Des Moines creeks.

The total volume of proposed new stormwater detention storage is 76.6 acre-feet, to be
constructed in 8 separate facilities.

Retrofit existing airport areas with stormwater detention

To further reduce stormwater peak flows and flow volumes, and to comply with the

redevelopment provisions of Ecology's stormwater manual that requires retrofitting of

stormwater detention to existing airport areas, the Port has committed to achieving Level 2-

type streamflows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks (e.g., control of flow duration between 50

percent of the 2-year and 50-year events to pre-developed conditions).

On Miller Creek, storage in the existing Miller Creek Regional Detention Facility will be

expanded by 16.4 acre-feet. This would achieve the target watershed flow regime for all
areas draining to that facility. Stormwater detention facilities that drain to lower Miller

Creek, which includes a large portion of the Third Runway, will be designed to King

County's Level 2 standard because the Miller Creek Detention Facility cannot achieve the

target watershed flow regime in that portion of the stream.

On Des Moines Creek, the proposed Des Moines Regional Detention Facility will retrofit

detention storage to mitigate the impacts of past development. The facility also will achieve

the target watershed flow regime in Des Moines Creek under full Master Plan Update

development, through on-site facilities designed to the enhanced Level 1 standard. In

cooperation with King County and the cities of SeaTac and Des Moines, the Port is providing
financial assistance and property for the proposed regional facility.

4 All hydrologic analyses are performedusing the HydrologicSimulationProgram- FORTRAN(lisP'r) model.
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Maintain base flows

i

To lessen the impacts of new impervious surfaces, which reduce groundwaterrecharge and
result in decreased base flow rates, existing water fights along Miller Creek will be acquired
to eliminate currentsurface water diversions from that stream. On Des Moines Creek, a flow
augmentation project is planned, to provide supplemental water to the stream during critical
low-flow summer months.

Provide infiltration at stormwater detention facilities

Further improvements to base flows can be achieved by infiltrating stormwater at the
detention facilities. Because site conditions must be favorable for infiltration to be feasible, _ _'_
the Port will evaluate infiltration during the project design phase. Infiltration will be
incorporated into constructed facilities when geologic conditions permit.

Watershed Basin Trust Funds

Watershed trust funds will be established, to enhance aquatic habit in Miller Creek and Des
Moines Creek. These trust funds will provide $150,000 for restoration projects in each basin
for projects that comply with the FAA Advisory circular regarding wildlife attractants near
airports. Examples of projects eligible for trust fund monies will be defined by the Des
Moines Creek Basin plan, the Stream Survey Report for Miller Creek, or other projects that
meet the key criteria used to evaluate proposals. Requests for monies must be made by King
County, City of SeaTac, City of Des Moines, City of Burien, City of Normandy Park, special
districts, tribal governments, non-profit organizations, or combinations of such governments
through interlocal agreements.

Water Quality Mitigation

The Master Plan Update improvements are not expected to affect existing water quality
because:

1. the quality of runway stormwater has been shown to be comparable to or better than
regional urban stormwater, and

2. in contrast to existing land uses, all projects will be served by BMPs in compliance with
the Stormwater Management Manual for the Puget Sound (bioswales, filter strips, wet
vaults, infiltration).

Since both Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek drain urban watersheds, both are subject to
inputs of heavy metals, oils and grease from nearby urban highways, fecal coliforms from
failing residential septic systems and adjacent farms, suspended solids and litter carried in
urban runoff, and increased levels of phosphorus and nitrogen from fertilization of cultivated
areas. These impacts are typical of an urban environment supporting an assortment of
residential, commercial, and industrial activities. Sources of many of these pollutants will be
removed as part of implementing development within the approximately 258-acre acquisition
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area. Because actions to mitigate impacts to water quality will be in place, the quality of
• stormwater runoff in the future will be equal to or better than, current stormwater quality.

The following actions will be undertaken by the Port to mitigate potential impacts to future
water quality impacts.

• Employ source identification and control (sweeping, rooftop coatings, etc.) to reduce
sources of particulates and the leaching of pollutants entering surface waters.

• Divert de-icing compounds in snowmelt to the Industrial Wastewater System (IWS).

• Construct erosion and sedimentation controls to reduce the impacts of suspended and
settleable solids to the streams.

• Enhance wetlands in both Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek to improve water
quality by trapping particulates and assimilating dissolved pollutants.

• Restore and enhance stream channels and buffers in Miller Creek to improve
biofiltration of runoff from areas adjacent to the stream.

• Restore and enhance buffers in Miller Creek to provide shade that will reduce stream
temperature and increase dissolved oxygen capacity.

• Implement level 2 hydrologic controls (larger stormwater detention volumes) to
reduce erosive peak stream flows, thereby reducing sediment supply to downstream
reaches.

2. Off-Site Avian Habitat Mitigation

Off-site mitigation of impacts to wetland avian habitat function is proposed because FAA
- regulations prohibit the siting of potential wildlife attractants (including wetland mitigation)

within 10,000 ft of active runways. The Port has concluded that potential wetland habitat
mitigation sites are not available in either the Des Moines Creek or Miller Creek watersheds.
These watersheds are almost totally within the 10,000-foot exclusion area for wildlife habitat
mitigation. The areas of the watersheds that are more than 10,000 feet from existing runways are
not suitable for mitigation due to their small size, developed nature, forested condition, or the
lack of hydrologic conditions necessary to support wetlands.

To mitigate loss of wildlife habitat on site, the Port will construct a 34.56-acre wetland
mitigation area on a 67-acre parcel in the city of Auburn. This wetland mitigation area will
replace lost wetland functions at a 2:1 ratio by providing a diverse wetland habitat.
Approximately 26 acres of forest, 3.4 acres of shrub, 5.2 acres of emergent, and 0.1 acres of open
water wetland habitat will be created at the Auburn site. In addition, about 6 acres of emergent
wetland will be enhanced by planting native tree and shrub vegetation within the wetland. The
wetland will be protected by a minimum of 15 acres of upland buffer.
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Table 6-1. Summary of mitigation actions and their relation to NEPA, SEPA, and Clean Water Act mitigation
sequencing requirements.

Mitigation Requirement Proposed Mitigation Action :

New Third Runway •

Avoid the impact by not taking Avoid fill in wetlands and Miller Creek by designing the runway to meet the
a certain action or parts of an minimum operational, engineering, safety, and maintenance standards.

action. Locate, where feasible, permanent stormwater detention ponds in uplands.
Avoid excavation within 50-feet of Category II and III wetlands in Borrow
Area 3.

Avoid wetlands in Borrow Area I where practical.

Minimize the impact by Construct retaining walls at the northwest end of the runway to reduce
limiting the degree or impacts to Miller Creek and Category II wetlands (Wetlands 8, 9, and A-l)
magnitude of the action, located at the north end of the project.

Install a retaining wall near the west central portion of the embankment to
reduce impacts to Category II Wetlands 18 and 37 and avoid relocation of
Miller Creek.

Place a retaining wall near the southwest end of the runway to reduce impact
to a Category II wetland (Wetland 44).

Design Borrow Areas 1 and 3 with a 200-foot minimum setback from Des
Moines Creek to minimize potential impact to the creek and its buffers.

Implement stormwater pollution prevention plans (SWPPPs) prior to any
construction project.

Rectify the impact by restoring Remove temporary stormwater management facilities located in wetlands
the affected environment, following conslruction. These disturbed areas will be restored to pre- _

construction conditions.

Reduce the impact over time by Establish a 100-R average (minimum 50-tt) buffer on the east side of Miller
preservation and maintenance Creek with a 100-ft buffer on the west side of the creek to reduce potential
actions during the life of the construction and operational impacts to the creek.

action Provide water quantity and water quality mitigation to protect aquatic
habitat in Miller Creek from stormwater impacts during operation.
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Mitigation Requirement Proposed Mitigation Action

_ Compensate for the impact by Restore the Vacca Farm wetland/floodplain area, including creating new
replacing, enhancing, or floodplain, restoring wetland vegetation, and providing protective buffers.

providing substitute resources. Restore and enhance Miller Creek stream habitat in the Vacca Farm area.

Enhance Miller Creek and Miller Creek buffers for fish habitat at three
locations between S 160_ St. and Des Moines Memorial Drive.

Restore Miller Creek instream habitat south of the Vacca Farm site to Des
Moines Memorial Drive.

Restore wetlands on the Tyee Valley Golf Course including restoring
wetland vegetation to reduce wildlife hazards and improve water quality.

Provide a trust fund to enhance fisheries habitat in Miller Creek and Des
Moines Creek.

Create replacement wetlands at an off-site location for the loss of wildlife
habitat within 10,000 feet of the airport runways.

Monitor the impact and take Monitor mitigation projects for compliance with performance standards and
appropriate corrective actions, other permit conditions.

Monitor stormwater runoff for compliance with National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) requirements.

Monitor remaining wetlands for indirect impacts to wetland hydrology.

Runway Safety Areas

Avoid the impact by not taking Construct retaining walls to support a relocated S 154th St. and avoid
a certain action or parts of an permanent fill in Wetlands 3 and 4.
action.

Minimize the impact by Construct retaining walls to support a relocated S 154thSt. and reduce
limiting the degree or permanent fill and temporary impacts in Wetland 5.

magnitude of the action. Implement SWPPPs prior to any construction project.

Rectify the impact by restoring Restore wetland areas temporarily impacted by required temporary erosion
the affected environment, and sediment control facilities.

Reduce the impact over time by Provide water quantity and water quality mitigation to protect wetlands and
preservation and maintenance other receiving waters from stormwater impacts during operation.
actions during the life of the
action

Compensate for the impact by Restore the Vacca Farm wetland/floodplain area to provide hydrologic and
replacing, enhancing, or water quality functions.

providing substitute resources. Create replacement wetlands for wildlife habitat (greater than 10,000 feet
from the airport runways at the Auburn site).
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Mitigation Requirement ProposedMitigation Action

Monitor the impactand take Monitor remaining wetlandsfor indirect impactsto hydrology. .....

appropriate corrective actions. Monitor mitigation projects for compliance with performance standards and
other permit conditions.

Monitor stormwater runoff for compliance with NPDES requirements.

South Aviation Support Area

Avoid the impact by not taking Redesign the SASA footprint to avoid relocation of Des Moines creek.
a certainaction or parts of an
action.

Minimize the impact by Redesign the SASA to avoid direct impacts to forested wetland (Wetland
limiting the degree or 52) that provides groundwater discharge functions.
magnitude of the action.

Rectify the impact by restoring Restore potential temporary impacts to Des Moines Creek and non-forested
the affected environment, areas of Wetland 52.

Reduce the impact over time by Design water quantity and water quality mitigation to protect wetlands from
preservation and maintenance stormwater impacts.
actions during the life of the
action.

Compensate for the impact by Restore wetlands on the Tyee Valley Golf Course to provide water quality

replacing, enhancing, or and hydrologic benefits to replace lost wetland functions. __-

providing substitute resources, Construct replacement wetlands for wildlife habitat (greater than 10,000 feet
from the airport runways at the Auburn site).

Provide a trust fund for enhancement of fisheries habitat of Des Moines
Creek.

Monitor the impact and take Monitor Wetland 52 for indirect impacts to wetland hydrology.

appropriate corrective actions. Monitor mitigation projects for compliance with performance standards and
other permit conditions.

Monitor stormwater runoff for compliance with NPDES requirements.

On-site Borrow Source Areas

Avoid the impact by not taking Redesign development areas within Borrow sites 1 and 3 to avoid
a certain action or partsof an excavation of nine wetlands (Wetlands B 1, B4, B5, B6, B7, B9, B 10, 29,
action, and 30).

Minimize the impact by Establish a minimum 100-fl buffer between Borrow site 1 and Des Moines
limiting the degree or creek to minimize impacts to creek hydrology.

magnitude of the action. Follow a TESCP to eliminate siltation reaching wetlands or Des Moines
Creek from excavation activities.
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Mitigation Requirement ProposedMitigation Action

Reduce the impact over time by Maintain Best Management Practices (BMPs) throughout the operating
preservation and maintenance period to ensure adjacent wetlands will be protected from adverse
actions during the life of the construction related activities.
action

Compensate for the impact by Restore wetlands on the Tyee Valley Golf Course to compensate for water
replacing, enhancing, or quality and hydrologic support functions impacted in Des Moines Creek
providing substitute resources, basin.

Provide a trust fund for enhancement of fisheries habitat of Des Moines
Creek.

Monitor the impact and take Monitor Wetlands BI, B4, B5, B6, B7, B9, B10, 29, and 30 for potential
appropriate corrective actions, indirect impacts to wetland hydrology fi'om excavation activities.

Monitor stormwater runoff and TESC for compliance with NPDES
requirements.

NEPA = National Environmental Policy Act

SEPA = State Environmental Policy Act
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Table 6-2. Summary of on- and off-site compensatory mitigation for watershed, wetland, and stream impacts at
STIA. .... •

Description of Impact Mitigation Action Explanation/Comment ......
On-Site Mitigation"

Permanent Impacts

Fill approximately 980 Relocate approximately Channel relocation will enhance aquatic habitat by
linear ft of Miller Creek 1,080 ft of Miller Creek providing stream buffers, instream habitat features,
channel to accommodate channel, and increase channel length by approximately 100
third runway embankment, ft.

Establish a buffer around the channel relocation

project with native trees and shrubs. (This buffer
extends into the floodplain area.)

Fill drainage channels to Createnew drainage Create approximately 1,290 ft of new drainage
accommodate third runway channel and establish channel(s) with associated buffer habitat.
embankment, protective buffers.

Fill approximately 8,500 cy Replace lost floodplain. Excavate approximately 9,600 cy to achieve storage
of Miller Creek floodplain of 5.94 acre-ft from the Vacca Farmsite, providing
to accommodate third an excess of 0.7 acre-ft of floodwater storage.
runway embankment and S
154_ St. relocation.

Impact approximately Restore Vacca Farm to Approximately 11 acres of prior converted wetland
18.33 bacres of wetland historic floodplain shrub and farmed wetland will be planted with native
during construction of the wetland, trees, shrubs, and emergent species. Restoration of

third runway embankment the area will stabilize soils, improve water quality,
and other construction and enhanceMiller Creek habitat. It will reduce --_--,
related projects, wildlife habitat attractants and conform to FAA

mandates regarding wildlife attractantsfor airport /
Establish 50-ft buffer safety.

between the floodplain The buffer will be established and enhanced by
enhancement area and planting native upland trees and shrubs to provide
Des Moines Memorial approximately 1.89 acres of upland buffer.
Drive.

Restore wetlands on the Plant approximately 4.5 acres of historic peat
Tyee Valley Golf Course. wetlands on the Tyee Valley Golf Course with

native shrub communities. This enhancement will
be coordinated with Des Moines Creek Basin

Committee planned RDF. The enhancement and
RDF will improve hydrologic functions of the
watershed, reduce wildlife attractants near the

airfield, and restore a peat wetland.
.TemporaryImpacts"

Construct temporary Restore wetland areas Wetlands that will be temporarily filled or disturbed
stormwater management after construction is will be restored. Restoration will include

ponds and other complete, establishing pre-disturbance topography and
construction impacts, which planting with native shrub vegetation.
may impact up to 2.17
acres of wetland.
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Description of Impact Mitigation Action Explanation/Comment
Indirect and Cumulative Impacts a

Filled wetlands near Miller Establish and enhance Establish a 100-ft buffer on the west side of Miller

Creek that reduce aquatic buffers along Miller Creek and a 100 fl average (50-ft minimum) buffer
habitat value of the creek. Creek corridor between S on the east side of the creek. These buffers will

156thSt. and Des Moines provide approximately 24 acres of riparianbuffer
Memorial Drive. habitat.

Establish a 25-ft buffer

• ::_ ___'": around Lora Lake. Approximately 0.60 acre of buffer around Lora
Lake will be converted from lawn to native shrub

vegetation.

Additional development in Participate in developing These planning processes will identify effective,
the watersheds could result and implementing Miller long-term solutions to restore additional fish habitat
in additional cumulative Creek and Des Moines to Miller and Des Moines creeks. The Port will

impacts. Creek basin plans, contribute both staffing resources and funds, and
work with other cooperating jurisdictions to plan
and implement appropriate watershed restoration
projects.

The runway fill may Design internal drainage Subsurface and surface conveyance channels will
eliminate water sources that and conveyance channels, continue to collect and distribute groundwater
contribute to remaining currently surfacing near 12_hAve. S to Miller Creek
wetlands down slope of the and associated wetlands.

runway. Monitor wetlands Wetlands subject to potential indirect impacts will
adjacent to the third be monitored to determine if unmitigated indirect
runway embankment, impacts have occurred. If significant new wetland

• impacts are verified, corrective actions will be
implemented.

Off-Site Mitigation

Permanent Impacts

Loss of approximately Replace avian habitat Due to conflicts with avian habitat and aviation
18.33 acres bof wetland function off-site at an safety concerns, new wetlands habitat will be
wildlife (avian) habitat overall ratio of2:1 created in Auburn, Washington. This wetland

creation will increase overall avian and other

wildlife use and diversity in an area that will not
compromise aviation safety.

" All mitigation areas (including, but not limited to, streams, wetlands, buffers, and floodplains) located within 10,000 ft of
a runway shall be subject to the provisions of the Port of Seattle's Wildlife Hazard Management Plan for the
management of wildlife and wildlife attractant areas.

b These values represent an increase of 0.05 acre of impacts to Wetland 53 made subsequent to completing the impact
assessment and natural resource mitigation plan. The change is reflected in the ACOE public Notice for the project.
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Chapter VII

TEMPORARY HIGHWAY INTERCHANGES

The Final Supplemental EIS for the Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport evaluated the construction and use of temporary construction-only

interchanges proposed for the purpose of mitigating traffic-related impacts from hauling fill to
construct the Third Runway and Runway Safety Areas. Since the _pui_iieati0n_%f the Final

Supplemental EIS in May 1997, the Port has further refined the design for a temporary construction-

only interchange facility and conducted additional coordination with the Washington State

Department of Transportation. The purpose of this section is to present the evaluation of noise and
vibration that was conducted based on the design and alignment. Based on that analysis, this

mitigation item has been refined slightly to include:

o A noise attenuation wall along the southbound off-ramp at SR 509 to ensure that truck traffic
does not create a significant noise effect on adjacent properties;

o Offer to acquire the residence closest to the southbound off-ramp (Home 1) at South 1766
Street due to the potential for significant vibration effects if the off-ramp pavement becomes
worn.

o Insulation of homes where the sound generated by the construction activity using the
temporary interchange would increase noise to sound levels above 67 DNL (the WSDOT
land use criteria). It is anticipated that the number of homes to be insulated would depend on
use of the interchange at night but would number less than a half dozen homes along South
17@ Street west of the interchange.

This section summarizes the construction mitigation actions included in the Final Supplemental EIS
as well as the noise and vibration analysis conducted based on this design.

I. Background

The Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) for the Master Plan Update improvements at Seattle-Tacoma

International Airport evaluated the construction and use of temporary interchanges proposed for the

purpose of mitigating traffic related impacts hauling fill for the Third Runway and Runway Safety

Areas. As was noted, construction of these projects will require the import of fill material from one

or more off-airport sites. Assuming a five-year construction period, the FSEIS assessed the impact

of transporting the fill material that could require up to 1,600 one-way haul trips per day.S-/ To

facilitate the delivery of fill material and to further minimize impacts to local arterials, the Port
proposes constructing temporary construction-only interchanges to reduce the impacts from

construction traffic to the existing freeway system and the local arterial streets. Consideration was

given to use of two interchange locations: 1) SR 509 at South 176 thand 2) SR 518 at either Des

Moines Memorial Drive or South 20th Street. Based on further discussions with the Washington

5/ Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for Master Plan Update Development Actions, Federal Aviation

Administration, May 1997 forecasts haul rates of between 26 and 66 trips/hour (624-1600 trips/day).
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State Department of Transportation, the temporary interchange at SR 509 has been designed. This
EIS Addendum analyzes the potential noise and vibration impacts associated with the use and

operation of the temporary construction interchange at SR 509, and proposes a method for
mitigating the identified impacts to nearby residences.

The impacts of the construction haul trips have been identified in previous environmental documents.

The specific noise impacts of the construction-only interchanges were not analyzed at that time

because neither the construction schedule nor the interchange alignments had been designed.

The Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions ("SEIS") reached the following conclusions regarding the impacts of the
construction haul traffic:

The regional highway system has the ability to accommodate the haul traffic associated with the Third
Parallel Runway without significant impacts. Preferred access to the construction site is as identified in
the Final EIS, by way of State Route 509 and State Route 51g. At the reduced truck volumes now
forecast, both State Route 509 and State Route 518 operate at LOS D or better throughout the day.
Interstate 5, south of Interstate 405 has the ability during most periods of the day to carry additional truck
traffic. Truck traffic on Interstate 5 should be avoided or be minimized during the PM peak period.
Interstate 405, between Interstate 5 and Interstate 90 has congestion during the AM, Midday, and PM
peak periods. Truck traffic on Interstate 405 should be avoided or be minimized during these peak
periods.

The Port, in consultation with the Washington State Department of Transportation ("WSDOT") and
other agencies, proposed numerous measures to mitigate the general impacts of construction traffic.
These mitigation measures were published in the Final SEIS and include:

• Compliance with legal load limits and other hauling requirements on State Highways. In -
addition to weight requirements, this requires that the tops of loads are 6 inches or more
below tops of the truck bins or that the loads are covered.

• Coordinating with Washington State Department of Transportation to establish the haul
routes and for approval for all traffic control plans to be implemented 9n State Routes.

• Maintaining coordination with the Construction Traffic Office to minimize conflicts
between Port construction activities and any WSDOT projects along the haul routes.

• Restricting hauling activities, if feasible, during peak hours through congested areas of the
State Highway System.

• Repairing identified damage to pavement near the Airport access points for haul.

• Establishing a system to handle complaints of broken windows and other damage to vehicles
caused by flying debris from the trucks. Additionally, the contractor should be required to
use some system to dislodge and wash away material on the body and undercarriage of the
trucks.

• Avoiding or minimizing the use of medal routes with afternoon peak hour congestion of
LOS E or LOS F, which include State Route 99 between State Route 518 and State Route
516, South 188_ Street, and South 200 _ Street.

• Avoiding or minimizing the use of arterial routes during evening and night conditions with
residential land use, which would include South 188_ Street, South 200 _ Street,

abuttinlg54 _South Street/Southcenter Boulevard/Grady Way, and Des Moines Memorial Drive.
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• Avoiding or minimizing the use 0f roadways that are under construction. The contractor
should be required to coordinate activities with contractors working on roadway projects.

• Coordinating with WSDOT and surrounding communities on the proposed schedule of area
roadway improvements.

Exhibit 7-1 shows the location and alignment of the proposed temporary construction-only
interchange from SR 509 at South 1764 Street. As was noted earlier, the Port of Seattle has refined

r_. its design for this interchange in consultation with the Washington State Department of
Transportation (WSDOT). The interchange will be constructed within the WSDOT fight-of-way in

the south and northbound locations. In the SR 509 Southbound lane, a ramp accessing the
interchange will exit SR 509 about 1,300 feet north of South 17@ Street and rise to the elevation of

the overpass. In the northbound lane, the ramp will merge empty trucks about 1,200 feet north of
the overpass. As a result, the grade change will provide a natural deceleration brake for full trucks

leaving SR 509 as they travel over the incline to reach the overpass, before proceeding east on the

overpass. Because acquisition will have been completed to the area west of the Third Runway
embankment, as defined in the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS, S.17@ will be closed to

through traffic at the easterly edge of the overpass (this will be done so as to not affect public access

to the residential area west of SR 509). As a result, trucks exiting SR 509 will not be required to
stop before turning east over the overpass.

II. ...... Vibration Analysis

- The potential for vibration impacts generated by construction truck use of the interchange was
examined. To evaluate vibration effects, two techniques were used: measurements of ground-borne

vibration at the site to obtain a site signature, and evaluation of the site signature based on known

vibration from construction truck traffic. This subsection briefly summarizes the results of the

analysis the led to the conclusion that the home located closest to the ramp off SR 509 should be

acquired on a voluntary basis due to potential vibration effects from haul trucks existing the
expressway using the temporary interchange.

The U.S. Department of Transportation has established criteria for evaluating the impact from

ground-bome vibration. To determine the significance of the potential vibration from traffic using

the interchange, projected vibration was compared with these thresholds. The criteria for acceptable

ground-borne vibration are expressed in velocity levels in decibels (VdB). DOT has found that
significant impacts to residential locations can occur at 72 VdB for frequent events, or 80 VdB for

infrequent events. This threshold represents a significant amount of vibration for residences and

buildings where people normally sleep. For purposes of this evaluation, the frequent event

threshold was used, as it is more conservative and during the haul periods, the truck trips are
expected to be frequent.

The analysis of vibration effects found the following for the home closest to the ramp:

• DOT threshold of effect to residential buildings - vibration equal to or above 72 to 80 VdB
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• Smooth surfaceroad - house without a crawl space - 57 VdB
• Smooth surface road - house with a crawl space - 63 VdB
• Rough surface road- house without a crawl space - 67 VdB
• Rough surface road - house with a crawl space - 73 VdB

As the bullets above show, the only potential significant vibration effects that could result would be
to the home closest to the southbound off-ramp presuming that the home has a crawl space; the
vibration effect at House 1 with a rough road surface would reach 73 VdB, which is greaterthan the
DOT threshold of 72 VdB.

The analysis, as documented in Appendix A, shows that soils at the site are loose and sandy which
is an inefficient conductor of vibrational energy. Based on the site characteristics and published
vibration data for construction trucks, the predicted ground-borne vibration level at the nearest
residence is 57 VdB with no mitigation treatments. Because homes in the area often have a crawl
space located underneaththe home, which could increase the effect, consideration was also given to
this type of structure. An elevated structurecould experience 63 VdB.

To evaluate a higher vibration condition, consideration was also given to the truck traveling over a
worn surface, associated with a rough road service. While it is anticipated that the interchange will
initially be developed with a smooth surface, it is possible with a maximum amount of truck travel
predicted by the Master Plan Final and SupplementalEIS, that over time, the surfaceof the road could
become rough. With a rough surface, the vibration effect could increase 10 dB, placing impacts at
73VdB, or 1VdB in excess of the DOT threshold. This impact would only be experienced at the
home closest to the exit ramp of the interchange, and as a result, the Port will offer to acquire that
property. Because other homes are located further from the ramps, the impacts would be below the
DOT thresholds.

III. Noise Analysis

Based upon the proposed alignment, and the peak traffic levels identified in the Final Supplemental
EIS, a construction traffic noise analysis was performed. Appendix B documents the detailed
analysis prepared for this addendum,which is summarizedin the following section.

A. Noise Level Descriptors

Noise is defined as unwanted sound. Noise and sound are physically the same, the difference
being the subjective opinion of the receiver. Sound is measured by its pressure or energy in
terms of decibels (dB). The decibel scale is a logarithmic scale. The scale runs from zero to
120 and covers therange of most common sounds. When the decibel count increases by ten, the
perceived sound is twice as loud.

The "equivalent sound level" (Leq) is a noise descriptor for environmental noise. It is a
measurementof the total averagenoise level during a specific period of time. Leq measured over a
one-hour period is termed the hourly Leq (Leq (h)). The hourly Leq is used by the WSDOT for
highway noise and abatement analysis. The "day-night sound level" ("DNL") is also used to
describecommunity noise, including noise from highway traffic. DNL is the Leq averaged over a
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24-hour period, with a 10-decibel penalty added to noises that occur during nighttime hours of 10
p.m. to 7 a.m., to account for increased sensitivity to nighttime noise. This descriptor is labeled ....
DNL/Leq in this Addendum. DNL is included for purposes of differentiating the amount of haul
traffic that could occur duringthe nighttime hours.

B. Methodology and Existing Conditions

The evaluation of the effects of the temporary interchange included actual measurements of
current noise conditions in the vicinity of the temporary interchange off SR 509. These
measurements enabled quantification of current sounds without the presence of the proposed
temporary interchange and associated traffic. Measurements were taken over three (3) 24-hour
periods between January 3 and 7, 2000. Measurements were conducted at three separate
residences near the site: 1) southeast comer of House 2 (40 feet from S. 176_ Street), northeast
comer of House 4 (45 feet from S. 176thStreet); and the northeast comer of House 6 (1,000 feet
from S. 176_ Street).

Results of the measurements include:

o The DNL levels ranged from 63.2 at the home furthest from SR 509 (House 4) to 68.1
DNL at Home 4

o Maximum sound levels were 88 at House 4, 89.5 at House 6 and 89 at House 2

C. Conditions with Use of the Temporary Construction-Only Interchange

To assess the effect of the temporary interchange on sound levels, the sound associated with -.
actual construction trucks was quantified. To evaluate the construction-traffic noise, sound level
measurements were taken from trucks exiting a gravel pit, with a full load. Actual
measurements were taken on January 4, 2000 at the intersection of Mountain Loop highway and
Gun Club Road in Granite Falls Washington. Four types of truck movement sound were
recorded: 1) accelerating full trucks, 2) decelerating full trucks, 3) accelerating empty trucks,
and 4) decelerating empty trucks. The purpose of the measurements was to obtain a
representative sound pressure level (SPL) to use in traffic noise prediction for the proposed
interchange. The results ranged from 73.6 dBA for decelerating empty truck to 79.0 dBA for an
accelerating full truck.

To evaluate the impact of the construction truck traffic using the temporary interchange, the
overall sound level energy from the measured dump truck activity was used to calculate the
effect on the homes in the vicinity of the proposed interchange. By extrapolating the average
energy of the measured data to the number of possible daily truck trips, as identified in the Final
Supplemental EIS, the DNL levels at each of the nearby homes was calculated. This sound
level was then added to the to ambient sound level.

The noise analysis was conducted in a manner that considers the possible distribution of traffic
haul that could occur throughout the day. Until a contractor is selected to deliver fill material
for the haul, it is not certain as to the location where fill will be obtained. As a result, it is not
possible to predict whether or not night haul will be necessary. Therefore, consideration was
given to four possible scenarios: 1) all haul during daytime hours; 2) 10%haul during nighttime
hours; 3) 50% haul during nighttime hours and 4) 100% haul during nighttime hours. These
scenarios were considered for the purpose of ensuring the adequate mitigation is provided.
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As Exhibit 7-1 shows, Home 1 is located closest to the ramp at about 37 feet. This residence is
located immediately west of the proposed ramp alignment, and is north of S. 17@ Street.
Because Home 1 is proposed to be acquired due to vibration the noise analysis is not presented
in this summary, but is available in the Appendix. The second closest home, Home 4, is located
almost 3 times are farther than Home 1, and is located on the south side of S. 17@ across the
street from Home 1. Home 2 is located about 235 feet from the proposed ramp and is located
west of Home 1.6_/

To enable the evaluation to differentiate between possible scenarios that would have some of the
haul traffic occur at night, the DNL levels were calculated at the two closest sites. The
following DNL levels were calculated:

TABLE 7-1

Sound Levels With the Proposed Temporary SR 509 Interchange (no mitigation)

DNL based on peak traffic haul of !,600 daily truck trips

Home 2 Home 4 Home 6

With With With

Day/Night Traffic Levels Existing Interchange Existing Interchange Existing Interchange

All haul during daytime 66.4 67.6 68.1 69.9 63.2 65.4

10% of haul at night 66.4 68.5 68.1 71.5 63.2 66.5

50% of haul at night 66.4 70.7 68.1 74.5 63.2 69.7

100% of haul at night 66.4 72.4 68.1 76.8 63.2 71.8

Range of change withproject 1.2 - 6.0 1.8-8.7 2.2-9.6

In evaluating the noise impacts, the criteria established by the Washington State Department of
Transportation were used. WSDOT has established guidelines for roadway noise levels based on
the Equivalent Sound Level (Leq) noise measurement. WSDOT considers an increase caused by a
project in average sound level of 10 dBA or greater to be a significant impact. The Leq over a 24-
hour period would be the same as the DNL, if a sound level penalty was not applied to nighttime
traffic levels. Therefore, the DNL levels were then compared to the WSDOT criteria to ascertain
if the sound level caused by the temporary interchange is significant, and represent a
conservative/protective approach. As the table above notes, even with all hauling occurring at
night, the interchange will not create a significant change in noise exposure, as none exceed 10
dBA.

In addition, WSDOT has established land use compatibility guidelines for roadway noise. These
guidelines indicate that residences, parks, schools, churches and similar noise sensitive areas are
sensitive to roadway noise at or above an hourly Leq of 67 dBA. As the table above shows,
existing levels currently are in excess of Leq 67 at home 4, the home closest to SR 509. ' Homes 2
and 6 are currently less than the WSDOT land use guideline. With the proposed interchange, noise
levels would being to exceed the WSDOT guideline regardless of the hourly distribution of traffic
at Home 2 if no mitigation is included in the interchange. Sound levels with the interchange would

_6/ Sound levels are not presented for Home 3 (west of Home 2) as sound decreases with distance, and as such, sound levels would
be less at homes west of Home 2. Similarly, sound levels are not presented for homes south/southeast of Home 6, as the
project-related effects would be less than predicted for Home 5.
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exceed the WSDOT guideline at Home 6 with a night haul greater than 10% if the interchange
does not include mitigation.

D. Proposed Miti2ation: Construction of a Noise Attenuation Wall at the Interchan2e ....

Based on the evaluation of noise conditions with the temporary interchange, mitigation was
considered. An industry accepted means of mitigating surface traffic noise includes the
development of noise walls. A noise wall is a man made structure that blocks the most direct
path of the sound transmitting to the receiver. By increasing the distance that noise must travel
to reach the receiver, sound is reduced. Noise walls are used frequently throughout the Puget
Sound Region to reduce noise to residential areas from highway traffic. In this evaluation, a
Type 15D WSDOT standard noise wall is evaluated and proposed. At a height of 10 feet, such a
barrier would achieve a maximum 7 dBA noise level reduction for properties closest to the
barrier. Because the benefits of the barrier would decrease as the distance away from the barrier
increases, the barrier would be less effective further way from the ramp.

TABLE 7-2

Sound Levels With the Proposed Temporary SR 509 Interchange (With Mitigation)

DNL based on peak traffic haul of 1,600 daily truck trips

Home 2 Home 4 Home 6

With With With
Day/Night Traffic Levels Existine Interchanee Existine Existin_Interchange Interchanee

and wall and wall and wall

All haul during daytime 66.4 67.1 68.1 68.5 63.2 63.7 ....
( ';

10%of haul at night 66.4 67.6 68. i 69.0 63.2 64.1 ......

50% of haul at night 66.4 69.3 68.1 70.3 63.2 65.5

100%of haul at night 66.4 70.8 68.1 71.7 63.2 66.7

Rangeof changewithproject 0.7-4.4 0.4-3.6 0.5-3.5

As is shown above, the noise wall would provide substantial reduction in sound level (reducing
the project related peak sound level reduction from 9.6 at Home 6 to 3.5 dBA). However, sound
levels at Home 2 would continue to exceed the land use guideline regardless of the amount of
night haul. To mitigate the sound level effects, the Port will sound insulate the homes where the
traffic associated with the use of the temporary construction-only interchange causes sound
levels to reach or exceed the WsDOT land use criteria of 67 dBA, as measured with the DNL.
The number of homes that would be insulated would depend on the amount of night haul, but as
the table above indicates, these homes would be limited to those along S. 176m Street in the
immediate vicinity of the interchange. With the construction of the noise wall, it is anticipated
that this would be less about a half dozen houses west of house 2.
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Chapter VIII

CONCLUSION

The recently refmed wetland delineation, on the basis of on-the-ground inspections and surveys of

previously inaccessible properties, identified some previously unobserved isolated wetlands and
ascertained that some previously identified wetland areas were larger and some smaller than had

been determined by the earlier delineations. The net result of the more refined delineation and

several project design modifications, was an increase in wetlands that would be affected by the

planned Airport improvements. Quantitatively, the area of affected wetlands increased from 12.23

to 18.28 acres plus temporary and indirect impacts. Qualitatively, the affected wetlands virtually all

fell into the poor to average categories of wetland function established by the state Department of
Ecology.

The Port, in the interest of assuring a systematic "hard look" at the new information and providing a

public record, has conducted a study re-evaluating wetland impacts in light of the refined wetland

delineations. After this systematic reassessment of wetland impacts, the Port, as SEPA lead agency,
has concluded that preparation of a new SEIS is not required by SEPA or NEPA.

While the new information reveals that a greater total area of wetlands would be affected by the
projects, the functions of the additional wetlands are essentially the same as those analyzed in the

1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS. Most importantly, the Port's extensive mitigation commitments,

including new mitigation measures and project design-modifications in response to the new

information, will fully compensate for all impairment of wetland functions and may result in a net
increase in wetland functions. Since the project incorporates mitigation measures that will avoid or

compensate for all significant adverse wetland impacts, including those related to the new

information, there will be no net significant adverse impacts to wetlands and no warrant for

preparation of a new SEIS.

To aid in mitigating traffic related impacts from haul assocaited with the Third Runway, the Port
proposed to develop temporary construction-only interchanges. Based on the final design of the

temporary construction-only interchange at SR 509/South 17@ Street, to ensure that adequate
mitagation is provide, the Port proposes to complete the following:

o A noise attenuation wall along portions of the temporary interchange to ensure that truck
traffic does not create a significant noise effect on adjacent properties;

o Offer to acquire the residence closest to the southbound off-ramp (Home 1) at South 176th
Street due to the potential for significant vibration effects if the off-ramp pavement becomes
worn.

o Insulation of homes where the sound generated by the construction activity using the
temporary interchange would increase noise to sound levels above 67 DNL (the WSDOT
land use criteria). It is anticipated that the number of homes to be insulated would depend on
use of the interchange at night but would number less than a half dozen homes along South
176thStreet west of the interchange.

72 ol/22/oo
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Noise Study: Port ;eattle Interchange Project
Michael R. Yantis Associates Inc., P.S. Page 1

• INTRODUCTION

An environmental noise study of the SR509 construction-only traffic interchange was

conducted between January 3'_ and January 11_, 2000 in Burien and Sea-Tac,

Washington. The study included taking measurements of existing noise levels at three

residences next to the interchange site. Measurements of noise levels from. dump

trucks were also taken on January 4t",2000 in Granite Falls, Washington. Noise levels

from the interchange were then predicted for select residences, accounting for dump

truck volume, topography, building heights, and distances from the roadway. Using the

same conditions, noise levels were then predicted at the same properties with the

addition of a noise barrier. Resultant noise levels with and without a barrier were then

compared to pertinent guidelines in order to determine whether criteria were met.

SITE DESCRIPTION

The construction-only traffic interchange connects SR509 and South 176"_Street in

Sea-Tac, Washington. The interchange site is bordered on the east by residential

property, on the west by the construction site, on the north by SR509 and South 176_

Street, and on the south by SR509.

Currently, the primary sources of noise at the interchange site are SR 509 and aircraft

noise from Seattle-Tacoma •International Airport. Other minor sources of noise include

occasional traffic on South 176thStreet and residential noise from the property east of

the site.

AMBIENT MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION

Three 24-hour measurements of ambient noise levels were taken between January 3rd

and January 7 th, 2000 using a Larson Davis 700 sound level meter. Two one-half hour

measurements were also taken during the same time with a Bruel & Kjaer 2231 sound

level meter. The measurements were taken at three separate residences near the site.

Measurements 1 and 4 were taken at the southeast corner of House #2, 40 feet from
}

--4
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South 176th Street. Measurements 2 and 5 were taken at the northeast corner of -

House #4, 45 feet from South 176thStreet. Measurement 3 was taken at the northeast

corner of House #6, 1000 feet from South 176t" Street. All house numbers correspond

to the same house numbers described in previous reports and are shown in Figure 1.

.... _/For all measurements, the microphones were placed 5 feet from the ground and were

pointed toward SR509. All measurements were calibrated before and after to ensure

the quality of the data.

AMBIENT MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The acoustical data presented in this report uses "A-weighted" sound level descriptors

which are frequency weighted to account for the human ear's perception of noise. Leq is

the energy average sound pressure level, dB re 20 micropascals. Lm,xis the maximum

.... sound pressure level (rms) and Lrnin is the minimum sound pressure level (rms), also dB

re 20 micropascals. Ldnis the Day-Night Equivalent Noise Level, which is a 24-hour

continuous sample of L_, with a 10 dB(A) penalty added to sound occurringbetween

10:00 pm and 7:00 am, Ln iS the noise level which is exceeded n percent of the time.

See Appendix I for a more detailed discussionof noisedescriptors.

The purpose of the measurements was to obtain an ambient LDNlevel at each

residence: The sound pressure level (SPL) data measured at the residences are

presented inAppendix II. The calculated ambient Lo, levels are listed below.

Table 1: Calculated Ambient LDNLevels

MeasurementLocation CalculatedLoN(dB(A))

House#2 66.4

House#4 68.1

House#6 63.2
i
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DUMP TRUCK NOISE MEASUREMENT DESCRIPTION _

In order to accurately represent the noise levels expected from dump truck traffic,

measurements of dump truck noise were taken. The measurements were taken on

January 4, 2000 with a Bruel & Kjaer 2231 sound level meter, at the intersection of

Mountain Loop Highway and Gun Club Road in Granite Falls, Washington. Noise

levels were ascertained for four types of truck events: accelerating and decelerating full

and empty trucks. The microphonewas placed fifty feet from the intersection, fifty feet

from the road, and five feet above ground for all measurements. The sound level meter

was calibrated before and after the set of measurements to ensure the quality of the

data.

DUMP TRUCK NOISE MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The purpose of these measurements was to obtain a representative sound pressure

level (SPL) to use in traffic noise predictions for the interchange. The sound pressure

level data measured for each condition are presented in Appendix II1. The

representative sound pressure levels used in the predictionsare listed in Table 2. '

Table 2: Representative Sound Pressure Levels For Dump Truck Traffic

MeasurementCondition SPL(dB(A))

Accelerating,FullTruck 79.0

Accelerating,EmptyTruck 78.2

Decelerating,FullTruck 74.7

Decelerating,EmptyTruck 73.6

For most cases, 3 events per measurement condition were recorded. The numbers

above represent an average of the highest and lowest measured SPL for each

condition. The arithmeticaverage of the measured sound pressure levels per condition

is slightly lower than the high/low average. This makes the representative sound

pressure levels in Table 2 conservative.
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- RECOMMENDED NOISE LEVELS FOR RESIDENTIAL LAND USE

The impact of ambient and dump truck noise levels on the residential area can be

determined by comparing them to pertinent criteria. In this case, three different

guidelines may be used. The Washington State Department of Transportation

(WSDOT) has established criteria for roadway traffic which are based on the energy

average sound pressure levels, or Leq. These guidelines state that noise sensitive

areas, such as residences, are perceptive to traffic noise at or above an hourly Leqof 67

dB(A). WSDOT also considers an impact to occur if the increase in ambient noise

levels at a residence due to a project is 10 dB(A) or more.

Federal government recommendations can also be used to assess residential noise

levels near busy streets or highways. Noise levels recommended by the Federal

Government are given in a report written by the Federal Interagency on Urban Noise

(FICUN) 1. The recommended noise levels and corresponding land uses documented

in the FICUN report, in agreement with HUD guidelines, are as follows:

Exterior Noise levels L_ Recommended Land Use

0-55 dBA Residential without restrictions.

55-65 dBA Residential property generally acceptable.
The guidelines note that some people may
find noise levels in this category
objectionable, but considering the cost of
mitigating measures, these noise levels are
generally acceptable for residential use.

65-75 dBA Generally unacceptable for residential use.
Acceptable for commercial use.
Residential use in this environment requires
special construction techniques to achieve
a minimum Noise Level Reduction (NLR) of
25 dB for noise levels between 65 dBA and

i The Federal Interagency Committee on Urban Noise members included HUD, the Environmental

Protection Agency, and the Department of Veteran Affairs. Guidelines for acceptable residential noise
Development (HUD).
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70 dBA and a NLR of 30 dB for noise levels
between 70 dBA and 75 dBA.

Interior Noise levels Ld,__(windowsclosed) Recommended Land Use

Less than 45 dBA Acceptable for residential use.

Greater than 45 dBA Unacceptable for residential use.

Lastly, noise levels at residential locations may be evaluated using EPA Region 10

guidelines. These guidelines are similar to the impact statement in the WSDOT criteria.

The EPA guidelines consider a slight impact to occur if the increase in ambient noise

levels at a residence due to a project is 0-5 dB(A). A significant.impact will occur if the

increase is between 5 and 10 dB(A). For a significant impact, mitigation measures are

suggested. Any increase in ambient noise levels over 10 dB(A) results in a serious

impact at the residential location. Mitigation measures are required for a serious

impact.

Using these guidelines, one should note that measured ambient LDNlevels at houses #4

and #2 are already considered generally unacceptable for residential use by HUD

guidelines. The ensuing interchange construction noise levels will only add to this

already high ambient level.

PREDICTION OF INTERCHANGE NOISE

To evaluate the impact of increased construction traffic on neighboring properties a

computer simulation was used. This simulation takes measured overall energy levels

from a reference dump truck event and calculates the acoustic energy from that event

at the residential receiver. By extrapolating the average acoustic energy of one truck

event to the number of daily truck events, the hourlyL,qand 24-hour Lo. levels from the

dump trucks can be accurately predicted at the receiver location. The Lo. levels from

the dump trucks were finally added•to the ambient LoNlevels to obtain a total noise level

at the residential receiver location.
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LDNlevels were calculated for four scenarios: 0% night haul, 10% night haul, 50% night

haul, and 100% night haul. It was assumed there would be 1600 daily one-way dump

truck events per day. The breakdown of hourly truck events is shown in Table 3.

Daytime hours are considered between 7:00 AM and 10:00 PM.

Table 3: Breakdown of dump truck events

Condition Trucks per Day/Night Trucks per Hour

0% Night Haul 1600 - Day 106 -,Day

10% NightHaul 1440- Day 96 - Day

160- Night 18- Night

50% NightHaul 800- Day 53 - Day

800 - Night 89 - Night

100% NightHaul 1600- Night 177 - Night

Table 4 shows the measured ambient and calculated interchange LDNlevels for three

residential receivers, without barriers, for all four scenarios of truck haul Again one

should note the ambient levels seen in the table are already generally unacceptable for

residential use and the increased interchange traffic only adds to the ambient level.

Table 4: LDNresults at receiver locations without noise barrier.

Scenario Measured Calculated Combined
Ambient Interchange LoN

LON LDN

House2

No nighthaul, no wall 66.4 61.4 67.6

10% nighthaul,nowall 66.4 64.3 68.5

50% nighthaul,nowall 66.4 68.6 70.7

100% nighthaul,no wall 66.4 71.2 72.4
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Scenario Measured Calculated Combined
Ambient Interchange Lo.

Lo. L..

House 4

No night haul, no wall 68.1 65.4 69.9

10% night haul, nowall 68.1 68.8 71.5

50% night haul, no wall 68.1 73.3 74.5

100% night haul, no wall 68.1 76.2 76.8

House 6

No night haul, no wall 63.2 61.4 65.4

10% night haul, no wall 63.2 63.8 66.5

50% night haul, no wall 63.2 68.6 69.7

100% nighthaul, no wall 63.2 71.2 71.8

PREDICTION OF BARRIER IMPACT ON INTERCHANGE NOISE LEVELS

To evaluate the impact of noise barriers on neighboring properties another computer

simulationwas used. Predictionswere made using the Federal Highway Administration

Traffic Noise Model version 1.0a, TNM, noise simulation package. To calibrate the

prediction model, reference dump truck noise levels were entered and a run was made

with 0% night haul and no barrier. The results of this run were then compared with the

previous acoustic energy calculations. The two results were within ldB(A) of each

other and showed excellent agreement between noise levels. Barrier predictions were

then made for the same four scenarios of nighthaul.

As in the previous calculations, predicted LDNlevels from the dump trucks with noise

barriers were added to the ambient LD, levels to obtain a total noise level at the

residential receiver location. No decrease in ambient noise level due to the barrier was

considered in the prediction. This makes the final noise levels at the receiver locations
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conservative. The noise barrier will decrease the ambient traffic noise from SR509

however it will have no effect on the overhead aircraft noise.

Table 5 shows the measured ambient and calculated interchange Lo, levels for three

residential receivers, with barriers, for all four scenarios of truck haul.

Table 5: Final Lb, results at receiver locations with noise barrier.

Scenario Measured Calculated Combined
Ambient Interchange LoN

LDN LON

House 2

No night haul, with barrier 66.4 58.8 67.1

10% night haul, with barrier 66.4 61.6 67.6

50% night haul, with barrier 66.4 66.2 69.3

100% night haul, with barrier 66.4 68.8 70.8

House 4

No night haul with barrier 68.1 58.4 68.5

10% night haul, with barrier 68.1 61.8 69.0

50% night haul, with barrier 68.1 66.3 70.3

100% night haul, with barrier 68.1 69.2 71.7

House 6

No night haul, with barrier 63.2 54.4 63.7

10% night haul, with barrier 63.2 56.8 64.1

50% night haul, with barrier 63.2 61.6 65.5

100% night haul, with barrier 63.2 64.2 66.7

CONCLUSIONS AND MITIGATION
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As shown in Table 4, residential noise levels resultingfrom the SR509 construction-only :

traffic interchange with no noise barrier are within the threshold of the WSDOT impact

criteria of an increase of 10 dB(A) over ambient levels. However, because of the high

ambient noise levels, the WSDOT criterion of 67 dB(A) is only met at House #6 during

10% night haul or less. LDNlevels at all receivers are above a LoNof 65 dB(A) during all

conditionsof night haul and therefore exceed the FICUN residentialacceptable levels.

When compared with EPA guidelines, the constructiontraffic provides a 5 to 10 dB(A)

increase in ambient level which is considereda significantimpact.

Table 5 shows that residential noise levels resulting from the construction interchange

with a noise barrier are also within the threshold of the WSDOT impact criteria.

However, the WSDOT criterion of 67 dB(A) is only met at House #6 for all conditionsof

night haul and at House #2 for no night haul. LDNlevels are above a LONof 65 dB(A) for

all receivers during 50% and 100% night haul and therefore exceed the FICUN

residentialacceptable levels. For Houses #2 and #6, the 65 dB(A) criteria is met for 0%

and 10% night haul. For House #4, the guideline is met for only 0% night haul. When

compared with EPA guidelines, the constructiontraffic provides a 0 to 5 dB(A) increase

in ambient levelswhich is considered a slight impact.

Mitigation measures for the residences should take a two step approach. First, the

noise barrier should be constructed as shown. The barrier will not only help to

decrease the noise from the construction interchange, but will also reduce the existing

traffic noise from SR 509. With the barrier in place, a threshold for further mitigation

should be applied to all residences with noise levels over 67 dB(A). The WSDOT

criterion of 67 dB(A) should be used for the mitigation threshold for the following

reasons:

• A significant part of the existing noise at the residential site is traffic noise, making

traffic noise or WSDOT standards the most appropriate to use.
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• Ambient noise levels at the residential sites are already above FICUN guidelines of

65 dB(A). Thismakes these guidelinesdifficult to applyto the currentproject.

• The WSDOT standard of 67 dB(A) is more restrictive and therefore more

conservative than EPA Region 10 guidelines. It therefore provides a reasonable

compromise between the FICUN guidelines and the EPA Region 10 guidelines.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Measurements were made of Ground-borne vibration levels at the site of the proposed

temporary construction access road off of State Route (SR) 509 in SeaTac, Washington.
The results of these measurements were used to develop the "signature" associated with

the ground response to a known impulse force. These signatures were then applied to
vibration levels produced by construction truck traffic to predict vibration levels for
residences in the proximity of the new access road. The predicted vibration response
was then evaluated for the potential of "impact" and structural damage to the nearby
residences.

The generally accepted threshold for determining ground-borne vibration impact is 72
VdB as defined by the U.S. Department of Transportation and the Federal Transit

Authority (FTA) for residences and buildings where people normally sleep. The threshold
for minor cosmetic damage to buildings js 100 VdB as defined by USDOT.

Soils at the site of the proposed off ramp are loose and sandy which is an inefficient
conductor of vibrational energy. The predicted ground-borne vibration level at the
nearest residence, for haul trucks traveling 45 MPH and slowing on the off ramp, is 57
VdB, 37 feet from the ramp with no mitigation treatments implemented.

A structure raised off of the grade,- with a crawl space beneath, could add" 6 dB to the

response inside of the home. This could raise the level to 63. VdB. This also falls below _ ..................
the accepted threshold impact level of 72 VdB defined by the Federal Transit Authority
(FTA).

An additional 10 dB vibration level could result from a rough road surface While we
would encourage the construction of a smooth road surface for the off ramp, it is likely
that the predicted volume of traffic over an extended construction period will cause the
road surface to deteriorate from the smooth surface of _he newly constructed ramp to a
rougher road surface. This could increase the intermittent level to 73 VdB, triggering the
FTA threshold for impact at the nearest residence. However, the 73 VdB falls below the
threshold for causing minor structural damage.

In Conclusion, the predicted ground-borne vibration levels at the residences included in
this study show "no impact", based on FTA guidelines, for all but the nearest residence.
The 73 VdB predicted for the nearest property reflects a worst case condition including a
rough road surface a!ong the off ramp route. A potential property buy-out may warrant
consideration at this one location.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General Introduction

Measurements were made on November 15, 1999 at the site of the proposed
temporary construction access road (SR 509). Vibration .velocity levels were
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measured to document the amount of vibration energy transferred through the

_ ground at the proposed access road site. Levels of energy associated with a known
irnpulse force and from general highway traffic were measured for the analysis and

,ground-borne vibration predictions.

Th_ proposed construction route is located near the South 176 th Street exit off of
SR-509 as shown in the enclosed site map. The proposed temporary access road is

_ located within 37 feet of the nearest residence, labeled as location 1 on the site

map.

1.2 Study Objectives

The purpose of this study was to predict the levels of ground-borne, vibration
energy associated with the operation of a temporary construction access road off of
SR-509 and to evaluate the potential for intrusion into the neighborhood around
the new construction route. The analysis also included evaluating ground-borne
vibration levels from existing activities on SR-509.

2.0 NOMENCLATURE

2.1 Ground-borne Vibration

Vibration is an oscillatory motion which can be measured in a variety of ways:
displacement, velocity oi_ acceleration. The displacement is a measure, of the
distance that a point moves_away from its resting position. The velocity represents
the instantaneous speed of the movement and acceleration is the rate of change of
the speed. The response to this vibration by humans, buildings and equipment is
more accurately described using either velocity or acceleration. Standards for
vibration studies involving transportation vehicles are typically defined in terms of
velocity, so for the purposes of this study, velocity levels are reported.

Decibel notation is also the standard method of reporting levels of vibration due to
the logarithmic nature of the descriptor and its ability to compress the wide range
of numbers required to describe vibration. VdB is the common notation for

decibels describing vibration to minimize the confusion with sound decibels.

Typical background velocity levels are well below the threshold of human
perception. Enclosed in Table 1 are common vibration sources and human
response to them.

The frequencies of interest for ground borne vibration are typically between 8 Hz
and 200 Hz.
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- Table I Common Ground Borne Vibration Source!

Typical Sources, RMS Velocity
50 Ft. from the Source Level inVdB Human/Structural Response

Blasling from construction 100 Thresholdl minor cosmetic damage to

projects fragile buildings
Bulldozers and other heavy 92

_: tracked construction equipment

90 Difficulty with tasks such as reading a
VDT screen

Commuter Rail, upper range 84

Rapid Transit, upper range 80

Commuter Rail, typical 75 Dividing line between barely
perceptible & distinctly perceptible

Bus or Truck over bump 72 Residential Annoyance with frequent
events

Rapid Transit, Typical • 70

65 Approximate threshold for human

perception

Bus or Truck, typical 62

l-yt_ical Background Vibration 52
Source: FTA, 1995

3.0 CRITERIA

The U.S. Department of Transportation has established criteria for environmental
impact from ground'borne vibration. The criteria that is presented in Table 2
accounts for variation in project types as well as the frequency of events, which
differ widely among projectsl The criteria for acceptable ground-borne vibration
are expressed in terms of rms velocity levels in decibels (VdB). The limits are
specified for the three land use categories below.

Table 2. Ground-Borne Vibration Impact Criteria
Ground-Borne Vibration Impact Levels

Land Use Category. (VdB re _ micro inch�second)
Fro_uent Events _ Infrequent Events _

Category1: Buildingswherelow
ambientvibrationisessentialfor 65VdB 65VdB
interioroperations.
Category2: Residencesand
buildingswherepeoplenormally 72 VdB 80VdB
sleep

Category3: Institutionalland 75VdB 83VdB
useswithprimarilydaytimeuse.
Notes:

1. "FrequentEvents"isdefinedasmorethan70Vibrationeventsperday
2. "InfrequentEvents"isdefinedas fewerthan70vibrationeventsperday
Source: U. S. Department of Transportation,

"Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Apr# 1995"

• The 72 VdB criteria has been used as the basis for this study.
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__ 4.0 ANALYSIS .

m '4.1 General

Vibration levels were recorded on November 15, 1999, at 'the site of the

construction access road along State Route 509. The weather during the

measurement period was overcast and rainy with damp soil due to earlier rains.
The prediction method used_in this analysis is outlined in chapter 11 of the FTA
"Transit Noise and Vibration Impact Assessment Final Report r', April 1995.

4.2 Test Support Hardware

Sony PC208AX, 8 channel DAT Recorder

Larson Davis 2900, 2 channel Spectral Analyzer

JMI 626A02, Industrial Piezoelectric ICP Accelerometers

PCB 480E09, ICP Sensor Power Unit

PCB 086C50, Calibrated Impact Hammer

4.3 Ground Borne Vibration Measurements

4.3.1 Test Description i _ ......

The approach taken to' assess ground-borne vibration levels involved tWO test
- configurations. The first configuration was a vertical array directed away from the

source of vibration. The second configuration was a horizontal array of
transducers clirected perpendicular from. the source of vibration. The test

procedure was consistent with Chapter 11 of the FTA, "Transit Noise and Vibration
Impact Assessment Final Report" of April 1995.

4.3.2 Test Measurements

4.3.2.1 Transducer Locations

Tile impulsesource was located 10 feet away from State Route 509. The
accelerometers were mounted on 12 inch wooden stakes driven into the
soil at distances described below.

4.3.2.1.1.1 Accelerometers in a vertical array

Accel. 1" 20 feet from the impulse source

Accel 2:32 feet from the impulse source

Accel 3" 44 feet from the impulse source
r

Accel 4:66 feet from the impulse source

As shown in the sketch below (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Sketch of the Vertical T_ransducerArray.

4.3.2.1.1.2 Accelerometers in Horizontal Array

Accel 1: Located 30 feet from accelerometer _4

Acce[ 2: Located 20 feet from accelerometer 4

• Accel 3: Located 10 feet from accelerometer4

• Accel 4: Located 66 feet from the impulse source

As shown in the sketch below (Figure 2).
.

SR 5(;9

• ' o
66 fl Accel 4

h_urc_-

loll
i

0 Acce| 3

20 f!

0 Accel 2

30 fl

0 Accel I

Figure 2. Sketch of Horizontal Transducer Array

;_.3.3 Ground-Borne Vibration Measurement Procedure

Transducer positions were• selected based on preliminary field data. The force

' gauge and accelerometers were calibrated at the beginning and at the end of the
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test period. Both, the 12 LB impact hammer (impulse excitation) and highway
traffic, were used to excite the ground where the accelerometers were planted_
Recordings were made for ground-borne vibration as well as the impulse forces.

Ground-borne vibration data and impact force data were stored on an 8 ChannelSony DAT Recorder (PC208). "

The data was reduced in the laboratory using a Larson Davis 2900 Analyzer.
Transfer functions between the calibrated impact hammer and the accelerometers
were performed using a 400 line FFTover a period of 20 spectra averages.

Tile transfer functions were then plotted to produce the transfer mobility curves for
each 1/3 octave band between 20 and 200 Hz. The transfer mobility curves are
presented in this document as Figures3 thru 13. The transfer mobility curves were
applied to the baseline .force, derived from the measured traffic vibrations and
presented in Figure 14, as a means of predicting the vibration levels at the nearby
residence. The projected ground-borne vibration at a distance of 37 feet (nearest
residence) is presented in Figure 15 and representsan overall vibration level of 57
VdB re 1 micro in/sec.

5.0 EVALUATION & RESULTS

The predicted level of 57 VdB at position 1, which is the residence nearest to the
access road, falls well below the 72 VdB threshold for the ground-borne vibration
impact criteria outlined in Table 2 (Land Use Category 2: residences and buildings
where people normally sleep).

The soil conditions have a strong influence on the transmission of vibrational
energy. Stiff clay or rock concentrate the energy near the surface and efficiently
translate the energy for greater distances. Layering or loose sandy soil provides
some damping of the energy. Soil conditions at this site are loose and sandy.

The receiving structure is also a key component in the evaluation since the
perception of ground-borne vibration occurs inside the building as the energy
propagates through the foundation, potentially exciting resonances in various
building components. Rattling of dishes or windows may be the perceptible
manifestation of the energy. In lighter structures, a low rumble may be audible as
the ground motion energizes the wall and floor plates, causing them to act as
diaphragms re-radiating the sound as audible airborne energy. This added
response due to resonance in the receiving structure could potentially increase the
predicted level of 57 VdB by 6 dB, resulting in an overall level of 63 VdB.

Road surface will also have an effect on the source energy transmitted. An
additional 10 dB can be added by a rough surface. This additional 10 dB could
increase the vibration level at the nearest residence to 73 VdB. A level of 73 VdB
would be an absolute maximum with two added Conditions: a resonant structure
and a rough road surface. This level exceedsthe FTA threshold for impact by 1 dB
for more than 70 events per day. We anticipate that peak volume will include 90
trucks per hour. We would highly recommend that care is exercised in
constructing the road surface and that regular maintenance be scheduled to ensure
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a smooth surface throughout the period of use. However, the high volume of
traffic anticipated for this roadway is likely to continually cause deterioration of the
road surface, potentially triggering the "impact" condition over time at Home 1.

Vibration levels at Homes 2 through 10, due to truck activity on the off fall •
ramp,

below 45 VdB. Typical ambient conditions are normally around 52 VdB. This
could potentially increase to a worst case condition of 61 VdB with structural
resonance and rough roadway conditions. This level is well below the 72 VdB
FTA threshold for impact. The threshold of 100 VdB for cosmetic or structural
damage is also not met at any of the 10 properties in this study.

In conclusion, there is no impact at Homes 2 through 10 due to vibration levels
associated with truck activity on the proposed temporary construction off ramp on

•SR-509. Worst case conditions with floor resonances and rough roadway surfaces
could potentially trigger the "impact" threshold defined by FTA for Home 1.
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Addendum to the Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
For the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions

And SEPA Environmental Checklist for the Auburn Wetland Mitigation Project

This document is a State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) Addendum to the Final Supplemental
Environmental lmpact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport issued May 13, 1997 by the Federal Aviation Administration
(FAA) and the Port of Seattle, and the SEPA Environmental Checklist for the Auburn Wetland
Mitigation Project issued August 1998. This addendum has been prepared in accordance with
Chapter 197-11-625 of the Washington Administrative Code, and Port of Seattle SEPA Policies and
Procedures Resolution No. 3028. The purpose of this document is to describe and analyze the
modification to the Master Plan Update Development Actions for mitigating proposed wetland fill,
and to modify the SEPA environmental checklist. These modifications do not substantially change
the analysis of significant impacts described in the Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact
Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport or the Environmental Checklist for the Auburn Wetland Mitigation Project.

PROJECT NAME

Port of Seattle Master Plan Update Improvement Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport -
Auburn Wetland Mitigation Project (POS SEPA No. 00-07)

EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL DOCUMENTS

Final Environmental lmpact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions
at Seattle-Tacoma lnternationalAirport, U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT), FAA, and ....
Port of Seattle, February 1996

Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, US DOT, FAA, and Port of Seattle,
May 1997

SEPA Environmental Checklist for the Port of Seattle Master Plan Improvements Wetland
Mitigation Project, Port of Seattle, August 1998

Natural Resource Mitigation Plan Master Plan Update Improvements Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport, Port of Seattle and Parametrix, August 1999

SEPA Addendum to the Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement for the Proposed
Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, FAA and Port
of Seattle, January 24, 2000

Port of Seattle Contacts

David McCraney Michael Cheyne
Environmental Program Manager Project Manager
Health, Safety & Environmental Management Port of Seattle
P.O. Box 1209 P.O. Box 68727
Seattle, WA 98111 Seattle, WA 98168-0727
(206) 728-3193 (206) 431-4994
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION

As part of the Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
(STIA), wetlands will be filled or impacted during constructionof new facilities. New facilities
include the Third Runway, the South Aviation Support Area facilities, and two Runway Safety
Areas. In addition, some wetlands will be filled duringwork in the borrow areas and for a haul
road. Constructionwill take place over approximately 700 acres and result in filling approximately
18.33 acres of wetlands. The wetland fill will affect approximately8.27 acres of forested wetlands,
2.92 acres of shrub wetlands, and 7.14 acres of emergent wetlands (referto the January 24, 2000
SEPA Addendum identifiedabove for additional informationon wetland impacts at STIA).

To compensate for the unavoidable loss of wetland areaand wildlife function of wetlands, a wetland
mitigation project is proposed for development on an approximately67-acre parcel near the Green
River in the City of Auburn. The proposed activities include the creation and enhancement of
wetland areas, development of avian wildlife habitat, and increasing flood storage capacity. The
project will create approximately 34 acres of new wetland and enhance six acres of existing
wetland, for a total of 40 acres of wetland area on the mitigation site.

Since the issuance of the SEPA environmental checklist in 1998 the design of the mitigation project
has increased in size and advanced from a conceptual plan to a 60 percent design. Therefore, the
following discussion is presentedto provide a more detailedexplanation of the currentproposal.

_ PROJECT GOALS

The wetland mitigation goals and objectives, identified below, are based on overall wetland
functions and acreage lost as a result of implementing the proposed Master Plan Update
improvements at STIA.

Goals

The overall wetland mitigation goal is to compensate for unavoidable wetland impacts by in-kind
replacement of habitat. This would be accomplished by creating a diverse replacement habitat with
a net gain in functional value and acreage. The general mitigation goals areas follows:

1. Achieve no net loss of wetland acreage by establishing a diverse, in-kind replacement
habitat with forested, shrub, and emergent wetland classes.

2. Provide in-kind wildlife habitat replacement outside the 10,000-ft aircraft operations safety
radius by creating a large wetland ecosystem off-site with connection to other habitat
corridors.

3. Provide in-kind wildlife habitat replacement while maximizing public safety and
minimizing wildlife hazards to aircraft.

4. Enhance the existing emergent wetland.

The proposed compensatory mitigation actions at the Auburn site summarized below in Table I.are
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Table 1. Summary of wetland impacts and off-site compensatory design objectives for the proposed
Master Plan Update improvements.

1

PotentialAcreage Compensation
Project Impact Compensatory Design Objectives Provided Patio

Fill 8.27 acres of Provide in-kind replacementof forested 25.96 acres of forested 3.4:1
forested wetland and wetland vegetation cover and increase wetland
loss of associated overall wildlife habitatfunction.

wildlife habitat. Enhance existing emergent wetlands to 6.00"acresof enhanced NA
createnative forested habitat, forested wetland

Fill 2.92 acres of shrub Provide in-kind replacement of shrub 3.40 acres of shrub 1.1:1
wetland and loss of wetland vegetation cover and increase wetland
associated wildlife overall wildlife habitat function.
habitat.

Fill 7.14 acres of Provide functional replacement of 5.17 acres of emergent 0.68:1 b
emergent wetland and emergent wetlands and increase wildlife wetland
loss of associated habitatfunction.

wildlife habitat. Provide pockets of open-water habitat. 0.03 acre of open-water NA
wetland

Protect the wetland from potential off-site Approximately 15.00 NA
disturbance and provide enhanced upland acresof forested upland
wildlife habitat, buffer

NA = Not applicable.

s Enhancement of this wetland is assumed to generate two acres of mitigationcredit in the 3.4:1 ratio above.
bMost emergent wetland communities impacted from Master Plan Update improvement projects consist of lawn,
farmland, or other disturbed plant communities. Historically, these wetlands would have been forest or shrub wetland

communities, but due to clearing and development, the forested or shrub components were removed. Therefore,
replacement ratios for emergent communities are reduced, and increased for higher quality forested communities.

MITIGATION SITE PLAN

The mitigation siteplan and generalconstructionmethodsused to achievethe designobjectives are
discussed below. This section also contains the evaluation methods and justifications for

establishing the wetland water regime, the grading plan, vegetation plan, and monitoring and
contingency plans for wetland development.

WaterRegime

An adequate waterregime is the mostcritical factorrequiredto establish the desiredforest, shrub,
and emergentwetland vegetation classes on the mitigation site. The duration and amount of
standingwaterand soil saturationcontrolthe wetlandcommunitytypes present on-site. Knowledge
of the hydrologyrequirementsof natural PugetSoundwetlandcommunities andoverthree yearsof
groundwatermonitoringon the site indicatethat it is feasibleto create the hydrologicconditions
necessaryto sustain a diversewetlandhabitatwith several plantcommunity types.

These hydrologic conditions would be attained by excavating basins in the mitigation area to
approximately two to eight ft below the ground surface to intercept the seasonally high or
permanentgroundwatertable. Thiswouldresultin typical groundelevationsrangingbetween 45 to
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37 ft, which would allow a range of wetland plant communities to persist on soils with varying
- degrees of flooding or saturation. Excavation in some limited areas will be a maximum of 12 it.

The approximate elevations, hydrologic regime, and wetland vegetation classes proposed for the
mitigation are presented in Table 2. The relationship of the proposed wetland vegetation zones to
anticipated water levels and site topography is shown in Figure 1.

The proposed wetland would become part of the 100-year floodplain of Green River backwater
areas (Figure 2)by constructing a vegetated swale from existing ditches located along S. 277th
Street to the northwest comer of the wetland. The bottom elevation of this ditch would be at 41 ft,

Table 2. Proposed wetland classes, elevation ranges, and hydrologic regimes.

Proposed Elevation
Proposed Wetland Class Range (fl) Anticipated Hydrologic Regime

Forested Wetland 46 to 42 Seasonally saturated soil during years of typical rainfall.
During a 10-year flood ', flooding of up to throe ft for up to nine
consecutive days would occur. Soil would be unsaturated to at
least 1g inches below the ground surface during most summer
and fall periods.

Shrub Wetland 42 to 41 Seasonally saturated or flooded with up to one ft of water
during years of average rainfall. During a 10-year flood, water
could be up to four tt deep for nine consecutive days. Soil
would generally be saturated within 12 inches of the ground
surface during most of the summer and early fall.

Persistent Emergent 41 to 38 Seasonally flooded with up to four ft of water during years of
average rainfall. The water table would be at or within six

inches of the ground surface during late summer and early fall.
- Open Water/Unvegetated below 38 Permanently to semi-permanently flooded during years of

average rainfall. Surface water would generally be six to 24
inches deep during late summer and early fall, but may not be
present during years of exlremely low rainfall.

Because of flood control management of the Green River, the peak flow for I0-year and 100-year flood events are
equivalent.

Two adjustable weirs are proposed in the northwestern portion of the site to control water levels for
optimum plant establishment. These weirs will provide flexibility in managing site hydrology. The
100-year flood event would increase water levels in the wetland by up to three ft. The frequency of
inundation due to Green River flooding is low (Figure 3), with the greatest probability occurring
during late fall through mid-winter. All plants proposed for the wetland area are adapted to a
fluctuating water table and periodic inundation, which is common during winter months in
floodplain wetlands of western Washington. Therefore, vegetation "die-back" as _i result of
flooding should not occur.

)
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_ Gradin_
The mitigation design objectives would be achieved by excavating and grading two basins on either
side of the existing emergent wetland to intercept the water table (Figures 1, 4, and 5). The
proposed grading involves three earthwork construction steps. First, the top 12 inches of soil would
be excavated and removed from the site. This soil contains the roots and rhizomes of pasture

grasses and other undesirable invasive species such as reed canarygrass. Two to eight ft of
underlying sandy silt-loam soils would be excavated to form two basins, with approximately one-
third of the soil stockpiled for reuse on-site (two-thirds available for off-site use or disposal). The

last grading step is to replace the stockpiled soil (blended with composted organic matter, see next

section for description) which would be graded at varying thicknesses to provide the appropriate
rooting depth and zones of saturation for each of the desired wetland classes.

The proposed grading would affect about 0.29 acre of the existing emergent wetland; however, all

of the existing wetland depression will be replaced by the created wetland, and no net loss of
wetland area will result. In addition, approximately 0.43 acre of wetland (0.14 acre on-site and 0.29
acre off-site) will be used as a temporary construction road. These areas will be restored and
enhanced with native vegetation after construction is complete.

Surface Soil Removal: Surface soil would be removed to minimize colonization by non-native
plants currently growing on the site. Excavation of 12 inches of surface soil would largely eliminate
seeds, roots, and rhizomes and reduce colonization by most invasive plants. Based on a site grading

area of about 40 acres (including the areas below elevation 45 ft) and removal of 12 inches of

,_ surface topsoil, the quantity of topsoil hauled off-site would be approximately 64,550 cy.
.... Basin Excavation and Dewatering: Approximately 440,000 cy of soil would be excavated to create

the two wetland basins, with excavation depths ranging between one and 12 ft. A Shallow Perched
Water Zone (0 to 20 ft deep, between elevation 50 and 30 it), and a Primary Aquifer (20 to 60+ ft
deep, between elevation 30 and -10 ft) directly underlie the site. Due to the presence of high

groundwater on the site, it will be necessary to lower the groundwater level before grading activities
can begin. Dewatering the site will occur prior to and concurrently with grading activities. It is
estimated that in order to lower the Shallow Perched Water Zone, approximately 28 to 35 deep

wells would be installed. Water would be pumped from the Primary Aquifer to allow the Shallow
Perched Water Zone to drain. Excavation activities will proceed with caution, and inspections of

the natural subsurface will be made. Where the perched aquifer does not readily drain, gravel drains
and/or sump pumping may be required to effectively dewater the perched aquifer. All gravel drains,
if used, would be sealed with a bentonite grout.

Two options are available for temporarily conveying and discharging water from the dewatering
wells to the Green River. Option A would discharge water to an existing ditch system north of the

site. The ditch system would convey water to the Green River about one mile north of the site.
Option B would convey water through surface pipes to a temporary ouffaU in the Green River
(Figure 6). The outfall, designed to prevent bank or stream bed erosion, would consist of a six-foot

diameter by four-foot high concrete catch basin placed in the river. Dewatering discharge would be
conveyed to the catch basin through a 12- to 18-inch pipe that would be anchored to the catch basin.

Water from the pipe would flow into the catch basin to dissipate energy and then sheet flow over the

_]_ top and sides into the river. Two to three ecology blocks may be placed around the catch basin for
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stability. For security and safety purposes, a chain link fence may be secured around the discharge
system. Water will be conveyed through 12- to 18-inch diameter PVC or steel pipe to a small
temporary outfall.

Approximately one-third of the excavated material would be selectively stockpiled at on-site or off-
site staging areas for use as backfill in the basin. The basins will generally drain to the northwest at
elevations of 42 ft in the east and 43 ft in the west. The transition slope between the newly
constructed wetland and the undisturbed grades around the perimeter of the mitigation area would
be approximately 3H:IV (horizontal to vertical). Within the newly constructed wetland, slopes
would generally be less than 10H:IV, but will be variable to promote diversity of habitats and
desired hydrologic regimes.

Topsoil Replacement and Finish Grading

Topsoil will be processed on-site by blending the native subsoil with composted organic matter.
Topsoil will be placed and graded to 12 inch thicknesses at elevations of 41 ft and above to provide
the proper rooting medium and zone of saturation for the selected vegetation classes. The proposed
grading plan and wetland class acreages indicate that approximately 105,000 ey of replacement soil
are needed. When suitable some of the on-site sandy loam material may be used as a topsoil.

Landscape Plan

Four wetland vegetation classes would be planted in the mitigation area: forested, shrub, emergent,and open water (Figure 7). These general classes would include eight wetland plant associations (or
planting zones) typical of freshwater wetlands and forested uplands in the northern Puget Sound
basin (Figure 8). These plant associations are groups of plants selected to mimic naturally occurring
native plant groups that may be found within a wetland class. These planting groups were selected
because they are adapted to the expected typical soil moisture regimes and they tolerate the range of
moisture levels expected seasonally during dry or wet years. Plant species were also selected based
on their value as food sources for wildlife.

The wetland plant associations would be planted to correspond to variations in topographic and
hydrologic conditions to increase habitat diversity. For instance, in portions of the east basin, a
relatively abrupt edge would be graded, between elevation 40 and 42 ft, which would provide
forested wetland cover and overhanging vegetation adjacent to emergent areas. At the time of
planting, minor variations in the plantings may occur to account for site-specific factors and the
planting season. For example, if an area is planted in late spring or summer, container-grown versus
live-stake material would be used. Similarly, during late fall, winter, or early spring plantings, a
greater amount ofbareroot and live-stake versus container-grown material would be planted.

All shrub and forested wetland zones would be seeded with grasses such as redtop, tufted hairgrass
(Deschampsia cespitosa), red feseue (Festuca rubra), and mannagrass (Glyceria slap.). A small
percentage of small-fruited bulrush (Scirpus microcarpus) would be seeded in the shrub wetlands

)
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and thewetterportionsoftheforestedwetlands(Table3).Itisexpectedthatsome smallstandsof
the more shade-tolerant species, such as mannagrass and red fescue, would persist, after overstory i_'

establishment, and become part of the understory. Figure 9 depicts the expected growth pattern of
the plantings as time progresses. It is anticipated that a mature forested wetland system will develop
within 50 years.

It is anticipated that the majority of plant material for the wetland mitigation will be contract-grown

by commercial nurseries. Nurseries must certify that plant material that is legally procured and
propagated from Pacific Northwest sources. The Pacific Northwest region will be considered to be

the region encompassing the Willamette Valley of Oregon, all of western Washington, and
southwest British Columbia.

Table 3. Proposedseed mix for wetlandand upland areas.

ScientificName CommonName IndicatorStatus Comments

Wetland

Agrostis alba Redtop FAC Species used would depend

Carex obnupta Sloughsedge OBL on the plant association and
corresponding hydrologic

Deschampsiacaespitosa Tuftedhairgrass FACW regime. Not all listed
Festucarubra Red rescue FAC species would be used in

Glyceria spp. Mannagrass FACW+ eachplant association.

Scirpus microcarpus Small-fruitedbulrush OBL

Upland

Low Grow mix Barkley'sperennial ryegrass NA This mix would be applied
Red fescue in the uplandbuffer area.

Aurora hard fescue

NA =Not applicable.

Phased Plantin_ Approach

The planting plan for the site will likely include a phased planting approach. The site will be
planted over several years. The phased planting approach will allow verification of assumptions
regarding wetland hydrology, soil conditions, and the optimal plants for the environmental

conditions present in the mitigation project. Phased planting provides an opportunity for adaptive
management of the mitigation site, and allows modification of planting concepts as site hydrology
develops. Given phased planting, monitoring will be extended to cover a minimum of 10 years
from final plantings.

Weed Control

Invasive non-native species such as reed canarygrass and Himalayan blackberry can reduce

successful establishment of desirable native plant species. A variety of weed control strategies are

available to treat non-native species during the monitoring period.
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These will be used as necessary:

• Dense plantings of target species that competitively exclude non-native species
• Applications of EPA-approved herbicides by licensed applicators
• Application of sterile straw or other biodegradable mulch
• Installation of biodegradable weed barrier fabric
• Mechanical removal using mowers, line trimmers, or hand removal
• Thermal removal using flame or heated water

In addition, topsoil containing weed seed, roots, and rhizomes will be removed in order to establish
appropriate wetland hydrology over much of this site. It is anticipated that reed canarygrass may be
particularly problematic. Several methods for controlling reed canarygrass arc currently proposed.
However, there is no reliable prescriptive approach to fully eradicating this speeics. Therefore, a
somewhat experimental approach may be taken, to increase understanding of this species as well as
to control it.

Existing vegetation, including reed canarygrass, could be removed from the site by application of
approved herbicides, plowing, cultivating, and allowing the site to lie fallow. The project has been
designed to anticipate some colonization of reed canarygrass by incorporating forested wetlands that
ultimately will shade out this species. Competitive exclusion will be used by seeding areas with a
fast-germinating cover crop. Competitive grass species such as tufted hairgrass sloughgrass
(Beckmannia syzigachne), bentgrass, or red rescue may be used. Contingency actions could include
repeated applications of herbicides, mowing, or use of weed barriers.

Black Cottonwood/Willow Association ....

The black cottonwood/willow association is characteristic of many floodplain forested wetlands in
western Washington, including the Green River Valley. The plants within this association (Table 4
and Figure 10) are adapted to a large fluctuation in the water table and are tolerant of seasonally dry
soils. This zone would be planted above elevation 42 ft.

Table 4. Proposed plant species for the black cottonwood/willow association.

Indicator
Scientific Name Common Name Statusa Condition Comments . •
Trees

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash FACW container Trees would be planted at densities of
at least 120 plants per acre.

Populus trichocarpa Black cottonwood FAC container/
bareroot

Salix lasiandra Pacific willow FACW+ bareroot/
live stake

Shrubs

Lonicera involucrata Twinberry FAC+ container Approximately 35% to 50*/'0would be
planted at about five fl on center.

Salix hookeriana Hookers willow FACW bareroot/
live stake

Salix sitchensis Sitka willow FACW bareroot/
live stake
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Red Alder/Salmonberry Association :

The red alder/salmonberry association (Table 5, see Figure 10) commonly occurs on wet valley
floors in seasonally flooded areas. This association would be planted above the 42 R elevation

where year-round soil •saturation would not occur.

Table 5. Proposed plant species list for the red alder/salrnonberry association.

Indicator
Scientific Name Common Name Status Condition Comments

Trees

Alnus rubra Red alder FAC container Trees would be planted at densities of
at least 120 plants per acre

Pyrusfusca Western FACW container
crabapple

Shrubs

Comus stolonifera Red-osier FACW bareroot/live 40% to 50% of the area would be
dogwood stake planted with shrubs at an approximate

spacing of five fi on center.

Lonicera involucrata Twinberry FAC+ container

Rubus spectabilis Salmonberry FAC+ container/
bareroot

Oregon Ash Association

The Oregon ash associationismost commonly found in floodplainsor associatedwith streams.

This community would be plantedin the wetterportionsof the forestzone sincemost of the

associatedspeciesare tolerantof soilsaturationand inundationwell intothe spring. Oregon ash

willcomprise most ofthe plantcover,with minor components of salmonbcrryand willow (Table6

and Figure Il).
i

Table 6. Proposed plant species list for the Oregon ash association.

Common Indicator
Scientific Name Name Status Condition Comments

Trees

Fraxinus latifolia Oregon ash FACW container Trees would be planted at densities of at least
150per acres.

Salix lasiandra Pacific willow FACW+ bareroot/

live.stake

Populus trichocarpa Black FAC container/
cottonwood bareroot

Shrubs

Rubusspectabilis Salmonberry FAC+ container/ 10% to 20% of the area would be planted
bareroot with saimonberry at spacings of at least five

fi on center_

.-.
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Mixed Forest Association _,, .....g

The mixed forest association includes several coniferous and deciduous tree species as well as an
understory shrub component. This association would be planted approximately between elevation

43 ft and 49 It, because some of the tree species included are less tolerant of prolonged soil
saturation (Table 7, see Figure 11).

Table 7. Proposedplantspecies list for the mixedforestassociation.

Indicator
ScientificName CommonName Status Condition Comments

Trees

Alnusrubra Red alder FAC container Trees would be planted at densities of at
least120 peracre.

Piceasitchensis Sitkaspruce FAC container

Populus trichocarpa Black FAC container/
cottonwood bare root

Pyrusfusca Western FACW container
crabapple

Salix lasiandra Pacificwillow FACW+ bareroot/
live stake

Thujaplicata Western redeedar FAC container
Shrubs

Acer circinatum Vine maple FAC- container 40% to 50% of the area would be planted
approximatelyfive fl on center. ......

Comus stolonifera Red-osier FACW bareroot/
dogwood livestake

Salix sitchensis Sitkawillow FACW bareroot/
livestake

Western Redcedar Association

The western redcedar association includes deciduous as well as coniferous tree species and limited
shrub species plantings (Table 8, Figure 12). Since several of the tree species within this association

are less tolerant of prolonged soil saturation, it would be planted in the upper portions of the wetland
between elevations 43 ft and 45 ft.

Wetland Enhancement

The wetland enhancement area will be located in the existing emergent wetland swale that bisects

the site. This wetland area will be enhanced by planting a forested community composed of native
tree and shrub species C/able 9). This forest association will be planted at the existing ground
elevations, between elevations 45 ft and 49 R.
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Table 8. Proposed plant species list for the western redcedar association.

Common Indicator
Scientific Name Name Status Condition Comments

Trees

Alnus rubra Red alder FAC container Planted at densities of at least 150/acre.

Populus trichocarpa Black FAC container/
cottonwood bareroot

Pyrusfusca Western FACW container
crabapple

Rhamnuspurshiana Cascara FAC- container

Thujaplicata Western FAC container
redeedar

Shrubs

Acer circinatum Vine maple FAC- container 20% to 30% of the area would be planted
approximately five fi on center.

Cornus stolonifera Red-osier FACW bareroot/
dogwood live stake

Physocarpus capitatus Pacific FACW- container
ninebark

Salix scouleriana Scouler's FAC bareroot/
willow live stake

Table 9. Proposed plant species list for the existing emergent wetland.

Common Indicator
Scientific Name Name Status Condition Comments

Trees

Alnus rubra Red alder FAC container Trees would be planted at densities of at
least 150 per acre.

Populus trichocarpa Black FAC container/
cottonwood bareroot

Pyrusfusca Western FACW container
crabapple

Rhamnus purshiana Cascara FAC- container

Thujaplicata Western FAC container
redcedar

Shrubs

Comus stolonifera Red-osier FACW bareroot/ 20% to 30% of the area would be planted
dogwood live stake approximately nine-it on center.

Physocarpus capitatus Pacific FACW- container
ninebark

Rubus spectablis Salmonberry FAc container

Salix scouleriana Scoulet_s FAC bareroot/
willow live stake
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....... Planting Sequences
Planting of overstory trees and shrubs in forest and shrub plant associations would occur during the

first fall or early spring season following site grading, when soil moisture is optimal. Trees would

be at least three-year-old branched seedlings and at least 24 inches tall. Trees of varying sizes

(between approximately 24 and 48 inches) would be planted to provide height diversity and

simulate a more natural condition. Shrub understory species in the forested areas would be planted

in patches to mimic their natural occurrence on approximately five-ft centers (see Figures 10
through 12). The shrub wetland zone would also be planted on five-ft centers (Table 10).

Table IO. Proposed plant species list for the shrub zone.

Indicator
ScientificName Common Name Status Condition Comments

Comus stolonifera Red-osierdogwood FACW bareroot / Shrubs would be planted in
live stake approximately 85% to 90%of the

shrub zone at spacings ranging from
five to eight fl on center.

Lonicera involucrata Twinberry FAC+ container
Salix hookeriana Hooker's willow FACW- bareroot /

live stake

Salixlasiandra Pacific willow FACW+ bareroot/
live stake

) A phased approach to planting may be implemented after the grading activities are complete.
Phased planting allows for adaptive management of the site. For example, it would be possible to
monitor site hydrology and potentially adjust the locations of the plant communities to suit the

hydrologic regime. Plantings will be placed in the field by a qualified landscape designer, architect,
or wetland biologist.

Emergent Planting Zone

Emergent wetlands would be planted with native emergent species common in the Green River

Valley and the northern Puget Sound region. Since wetland hydrology is designed to create both

seasonally and permanently flooded areas, plants that are tolerant of extended flooding and soil

saturation would be established in these areas. These species would include water parsley

(Oenanthe sarmentosa), narrow-leaf bur-reed, hardstem bulrush (Scirpus acutis), and spike-rush

(Table 11). The typical growth pattern for emergent marsh plants is in monotypic patches with

some interspersion in open, less densely vegetated areas, and proposed planting would mimic this

pattern (Figure 13). Planting shoots with rhizomes 18 inches on center in monotypic stands of

varying size and seeding a mix of emergent species (see Table 10) in the areas between patches

should achieve that result. Because ponding in emergent areas is expected well into the early

summer, planting of emergent species would occur during the fall months when soils are becoming
saturated-but before water levels reach their winter maximum.
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Table I 1. Proposed species list for the emergent zone.IL
Scientific Name Common Name IndicatorStatus Condition

Carex rostrata Beaked sedge OBL plug

Eleocharis palustris Common spike-rush OBL plug

Oenanthe sarmentosa Water parsley OBL container

Polygonum amphibium Water smartweed OBL container

Scirpus acutis Hardstem bulrush OBL plug'

Scirpus microcarpus Small-fruited bulrush OBL seed

Sparganium emersum Narrow-leaf bur-reed OBL plug

Upland Buffer

The mitigation site will be protected by a 60-ft buffer along its western boundary, and 50-ft buffers
on the north and south. In addition, the existing wetland will be provided with 50 ft buffers on both
its east and west sides to create an upland/wetland mosaic to increase habitat diversity. Nearly 35
acres of new wetland will be created and six acres of existing wetland will be enhanced. These
mitigation areas will be protected by approximately 15 acres of upland buffer. The 15 acres of
upland buffer will also provide habitat functions to a variety of wildlife species.

All vegetated upland areas disturbed during wetland construction would be seeded using low-
growing grass species (see Table 3). Following seeding, forested buffers would be planted
bordering the northern and southern boundaries of the mitigation wetland where the area is

_]_ susceptible to potential disturbance. Trees and shrubs would be planted (Table 12, see Figure 13) atdensities sufficient to attain the stem density performance standards for forested wetland habitat. As
in the forested wetland areas, species that are less tolerant of direct sun would be placed
approximately three years after initial plantings. A narrow strip of land to the east of the site,
adjacent to the Green River, is proposed for trail construction by King County. Grassland would
remain between the edge of the constructed mitigation wetland and the King County property
boundary.

Table 12. Proposed plant species list for the upland buffer.

Indicator
Scientific Name Common Name Status Condition Comments

Trees

Acermacrophyllum Big-leaf maple FACU container At least 120 trees per acre would be
planted in the upland buffer.

Populus trichocarpa Black cottonwood FAC container/
bareroot

Pseudotsuga menziesii Douglas fir FACU container
Tsuga heterophylla Western hemlock FACU container
Thujaplicata Western redcedar FAC container

Shrubs
Acer eircinatum Vine maple FAC container 30% to 40°,4 of the area planted five to

six ft on center.

Corylus cornuta Hazelnut FACU container
Oemleria cerasiformis Indian plum FACU container
Rosa nutkana Nootka rose FAC container

Symphoricarpos albus Snowberry FACU containerSambucus racemosa Red elderberry UPL container
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IMPLEMENTATION

The following section describes the general implementation sequence for the Auburn site.

Pre-Construction Meetine

Oversight during construction of the wetland mitigation will be required to ensure that the
contractors follow the plans and specifications. Prior to any site work, a pre-construetion meeting
will be held with the Port, general contractors, engineers, landscape contractors, landscape
architects, and biologists to make certain that aspects of the project are.properly implemented. Both
a civil engineer and wetland ecologist will be available for on-site inspections and approvals of all
work.

Dewatering

Due to the seasonally high water table on the site, it will likely be necessary to lower the
groundwater level during excavation and grading activities. All aspects of the contractor's
dewatering plan and grading sequence will be discussed during pre-construction meetings.

Excavation and Grading

Prior to any excavation, the extent of all grading activities will be surveyed by a professional
surveyor and staked in the field. Approximately 440,000 cy of soil will be excavated to form the
new wetland basins. The majority of the excavated material will be transported off-site for re-use or
disposal (at an approved upland location). The contractor as well as the approved flU disposal site
would be required to obtain all appropriate permits. Part of the excavated soil will be blended with
composted organic matter and replaced as topsoil after new site grades are established. The topsoil
blending operation will require temporary stockpiling and processing in either an on-site or off-site
staging area.

Erosion Control

Generally, constructionof the wetland basin will not be prone to off-site migration of sediments. In
areas where there is potential for fine sediments reaching the Green River and adjacent properties, a
variety of erosion control measures will be employed. Staging areas and existing wetlands will be
protected with silt fence installed around the perimeter. Stockpiled soil left in place for more than
three weeks will be stabilized with an approved native hydroseed mixture, tarp, or appropriate Best
Management Practice. In addition, a native erosion control grass seed mixture will be used to
stabilize the soil in the graded portions of the site until native vegetation can be installed. The
desired outcome from this strategy is to choose a grass mixture that rapidly establishes cover to
stabilize the soil while not competing with the installed plant material.

To reduce vehicles/equipment tracking mud onto paved roads, the site entrance roads will be
stabilized using a pad constructed of quarry spalls or vehicles and/or their tires will be washed and
or brushed prior to leaving the site.

v...
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Irri_ation

After all grading activities have been completed an irrigationsystem will be installed throughout the
site. Water for the irrigation system would be pumped to the site from the City of Auburn water
supply system. Irrigation will ensure that the newly planted vegetation receives water during dry
periods of the year to promote healthy vigorous growth. The irrigationsystem will remain in place
until the plants become established, which is anticipated to take two to five years.

Plantine

All planting zones will be staked in the field according to the proposed plant associations and site
hydrology. Because of variations in grading and soil conditions, it is difficult to predict exactly
what the site hydrology will be after grading is complete. Therefore, it is expected that plant
locations and species will slightly vary from the landscapeplan. Because planting locations will be
field located according to site hydrology, there will be ongoing coordination between landscape
architects, wetland biologists, and landscape contractors to identify proper planting locations and
methodologies. Due to the large number of plants needed to cover the entire site, planting will
occur in phases. Also, plantings for the laterphases can be better matched to the newly established
site hydrology while evaluating the performanceof the initial plantings.

To prevent herbivory, exclusionary devises may be installed around the mitigation plantings to
frighten or deter wildlife species from grazing on the plant material. Depending upon the type of
community, the level of exclusionary devises may vary from putting plastic collars around shrub

_l_ and tree stems to wire mesh around emergent planting zones.

After all plants are installed, a four-inch layer of mulch will be placed around the base of the shrub
or tree species to retain water, provide organic matter, and reduce competition with other plant
material.

Fence Installation

Because one of the purposes of this mitigation site is to provide habitat for wildlife species, the
perimeter of the site may be fenced to limit human access and prevent domestic animals from
disturbing the breeding, migrating, and foraging wildlife species using the site. The fence may be
either permanent or temporary depending on the performance of the wetland community and the
future land use development of the surrounding properties. It is anticipated that the boundary fence
will be constructed out of chain-link material for durability.

MONITORING PLAN

The mitigation site will be monitored for a 10-year period, with monitoring focusing on collecting
the physical and ecological data necessary to determine whether performance standards for' the
mitigation site are being achieved. Monitoring reports will summarize the ecological condition of
the wetland, and the degree of compliance with performance standards; as necessary, contingency
actions will be recommended. The first phase of monitoring will be to complete an as-built report,
as described below.
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As-Built Report

An as-built wetland report that describes the mitigation as constructedandplanted will be prepared _
to define the baseline conditions for measuring progress toward the defined goals and final
performance standards. The as-built report will also establish all sampling locations for future
monitoring activity. Any significant deviations from the construction plan will be noted, and the
significance of these deviations evaluated and coordinated with the ACOE. A detailed wetland map
will be preparedfrom field surveys andwill include the following information:

• Topography at one-it intervals

• Locations of major plant community boundaries

• Locations of surface water

• Locations of vegetation transects,photograph points, groundwater wells, staff gages, and
other sampling points

The as-built report will summarize the existing wetland condition once constructionis completed by
describing the aerial extent of the wetland (and each vegetation zone planted) relative to mitigation
goals, the hydrologic condition of each wetland planting area, and the relationship between each
planting zone and observed soil moisture. These wetland features will then be compared to those
established as design criteria for the wetland.

lO-Year Monitoring Plan
i

Using the as-built report of baseline conditions, monitoring activities will focus on the collection of .......
vegetation, hydrology, and wildlife data to evaluate wetland function and compliance with the
permit conditions. Monitoring will also include photographic documentation of site features and the
development of habitat on-site.

Vegetation monitoring will be performed to determine how plant communities are developing on
the site. Data describing plant species composition, density, and cover will be collected along
permanent vegetation transects or within plots. Walk-through surveys will be made to estimate
annual shoot growth, survival rates, and vegetation structure. Photographs can provide qualitative
documentation of plant community development on the site and in the buffer over time. Therefore,
photographs will be taken along transects and at appropriate viewpoints to show extent and rate of
plant height and cover. Aerial photographs and/or ground-based mapping will be undertaken to
determine whether in-kind replacement ratios are being met.

Hydrologic data will be collected to evaluate the duration and amount of flooding or soil saturation
using staff gages and field observations. Staff gages will be read monthly for the first three years
afterconstruction is complete, and three times per year thereafter. Permanent wells will be installed
to measure groundwater depths. Wells will be placed at the existing central wetland and at
representative sites in newly constructed forested, scrub-shrub, and emergent plant communities.
Waterdepths will be read monthly for the first three years after construction is complete, and three
times per year thereafter.
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Habitat structure and wildlife use of the mitigation site will be monitored to evaluate whether
performance standards are being met. Surveys will be conducted four times per year to record
wildlife species and activities on-site.

Monitoring data will also be usedto analyze the overall success of the mitigation project, including
recommendations for future designs, reporting of plant growth under various hydrologic regimes,
and other general observations relevant to mitigation design and implementation. Most monitoring
activitieswillbecompletedalongthepcrrnancnt"transectsandfixedpointsestablishedand marked
duringtheas-builtsurvey;however,asdeterminedinthefield,additionalmonitoringmay be
neededtodocumentuniqueconditionsnotpresentatprc-establishexlsamplinglocations.All
monitoringwillusestandardecologicaltechniquestosarnplc,measure,or describevegetation,
hydrologic,andwildlifchabitatconditions.Thesetechniquesincludewalk-throughsurveys,line-
interceptsamplingalong,plotsampling,andwetlanddelineation.

At theendofthe10-yearmonitoringperiod,thedctcrminationcanbcmade whetherthecreated
wetlandareaislargerthanthemitigationrequirement.Ifmorethantherequiredwetlandareahas
beencreated,theadditionalwetlandacreagecouldbeconsideredasmitigationforfurorepermit
actionsincoordinationwithresourceagenciesthathavepermitauthority.

Any deviationsfromdesignparameterswillbc notedandanalyzed,includingtheanticipated
significanceofanydeviationsfromtheevcntualdcvclopmcntofa functioningwetlandsystem
relativetoperformancegoals.

._ SITE PROTECTION4

The PortandtheCityofAuburnarecurrentlynegotiatingthetermsofsiteprotection.Several
altcmativcsarcbeingconsidered;however,bothcntiticswould agreeto protectthe sitein
perpetuity.

MAINTENANCE AND CONTINGENCY PLAN

The mitigation wetland has been designed to achieve the final performance standards without
significant ongoing maintenance. Proposed plant communities are adapted to the designed
hydrologic regime and floodplain location. Supplemental irrigation during the first two seasons
following planting may be used to enhance plant establishment and reduce the risk of mortality due
to transplant shock. This maintenance activity will depend on rainfall.

To achieve relatively rapid overstory development and structural diversity, trees will be planted
closer together than would occur in natural, mature stands. At the end of the 10-year monitoring
period, some deciduous trees could be cut or girdled and left as woody debris for wildlife habitat.
This management activity will allow the remaining trees adequate space to reach full size, while
providing additional microhabitat for small plants and animals in the downed or standing woody
debris.

If plant species exhibit greater than 30 percent mortality within the first two years these species may
be replaced with species of similar form and function if deemed appropriate by a qualified
professional.
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Since reed canarygrass is present in adjacent wetland areas, and this undesirable species could i ......
invade the wetland through seed dispersal, maintenance actions may be required to control its
spread. These actions could include periodic mowing, treatment with EPA-approved herbicide, .....
and/or reseeding with native wetland grasses. Extensive, long-term control of reed canarygrass is
not anticipated since dense stands should not develop under shrub or forest canopies, and emergent
wetlands will be too wet for this species to out-compete other wetland plants.

In establishing native plant communities at wetland mitigation sites, the presence of invasive non-
native species such as reed canarygrass and Himalayan blackberry, threaten successful
establishment of cover by native wetland species. A variety of weed control strategies are available
to treat non-native species and these weed control strategies may be used throughout the project.
Steps in weed control may take any of the following forms: ......._.....

• Dense plantings of target species that competitively exclude non-native species

• Applications of EPA-approved herbicides, as necessary

• Use of mulch in the form of sterile straw or other biodegradable mulch

• Installation of biodegradable weed barrier cloth

• Mechanical removal of weeds by using weed whackers, hoeing, or hand-removaP

Vegetation at newly planted mitigation sites can be vulnerable to browse by Canada geese, deer,
voles, beaver and other wildlife species. In order to avoid significant loss of planted species, a
number of contingency measures may be necessary. Collars may be installed around woody species
or netting may be constructed over some plantings. A combination of cayenne pepper and pruning ......
wax applied to woody stems has been an effective deterrent to herbivory. These and other '
contingency measures may be employed on a ease-by-case basis.

PROJECT CHANGES

Since issuance of the SEPA Environmental Checklist (August 1998) for the Auburn Wetland
Mitigation project, additional wetlands were identified at STIA (see the January 2000 SEPA
Addendum). This has resulted in the need to increase the size of the mitigation area which in turn
has affected other aspects of the proposal. Table 13 identifies the changes in the project since
issuance of the environmental checklist (August 1998).

Another project change relates to the truck haul routes that will potentially be affected by road
development on S. 277t_Street. The routing of trucks is defined up to the nearest interchange for SR
167 (Valley Freeway). With S. 277thStreet available, truck traffic would access SR 167 from S.
277th Street, with access from the site to Auburn Way North most likely through 49_ Street NE. In
1999, the construction of S. 277 th Street was completed connecting to the east across the Green
River and it is proposed that site truck traffic be directed from 49th Street NE north to S. 277 th Street
via either the "D" Street or "G" Street rights-of-way. While the cities of Kent and Auburn have
stated that they would prefer that there be no truck hauling on the new roadway section east of
Auburn Way North, S. 277 thStreet would provide the most direct and flexible access for trucks to
the street network.
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Table 13. Summary of project changes.

Original Proposal (1998) Revised Proposal (2000)

Total Wetland Area Created and Enhanced 30 acres >40 acres

- Forested Wetland 23 acres 26 acres

- ShrubWetland 2 acres 3.4 acres

- EmergentWetland 4.5 acres 5.17 acres

- OpenWater 0.5 acres <0.5 acre

- Enhancementof ExistingWetlands 0 acre 6 acres

Excavation 370,000 yds3 440,000yds3

TemporarySoil Stockpile 40,000 yds3 40,000-50,000yds_

ReplacementSoil Required •90,000 yds3 ]05,000yds3
ConstructionStartDate Summer2000 Summer2001

ConstructionDuration One SummerSeason One orTwo SummerSeasons

Planting Phasing One to Two Years Two to Three Years

Staging Area Size 12.9 acres 5 acres

Construction of the S. 277mStreet grade separation project along this route (FAST Corridor project)
will begin in 2001, and would result in this section of S. 277 _ Street (from Auburn Way North to
SR 167) being closed for two years. The proposed detour would route all traffic to SR 167 via
Auburn Way North, 37th Street NE, West Valley Highway and back to SR 167 at the S. 277 thStreet

interchange. Figure 14 shows the proposed truck route from the project site to the S. 277th Street
- interchange with SR 167, with hauling occurring during closure of S. 277th Street for the FAST

Corridor project construction. This represents the worst case truck route for the project access to SR
167.

PROJECT IMPACTS AND MITIGATION

Generally, there are no changes in the types of impacts that would be generated by the project since
the impacts were initially disclosed in the 1998 SEPA EnvironmentalChecklist. The main change
is potentially in the magnitude or duration of some impacts. For example, the amount of material to
be excavated has increased from 370,000 yds3 to 440,000 yds3. Of this material, approximately
400,000 yds3 will be removed from the site (versus 330,000 yds3 in the original proposal).
Therefore, this has changed the transportation analysis. This issue is discussed below.

The construction of the new wetland in Auburn would involve the removal of up to 400,000 yds3 of
soil from the site (sOme excavated material would be stockpiled and reused on the site thus the
difference between the amountexcavated and the amount removed off-site). For the purposes of the
transportationanalysis a "worst case" scenariowas assumed, that the excavation work occurs in one
season. If the excavation work is not completed over one season, then haul truck impactswould be

SEPA Addendum 32 May .5,2000
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_ ) spread over two seasons. This would reduce the necessary number of daily truck trips (themagnitude of the impact per day would decrease, but the duration would increase). The
assumptions in the analysis of truck haul trips are as follows:

• Approximately 400,000 cy of material would be removed from the site

• Ten-week hauling period available after site dewatering is achieved

* Hauling is prohibited during PM peak period (4-6 PM weekdays) reducing hauling hours to
six hours per day

• Twenty two cubic yards per truck+dolly combination

Using these parameters, there would be an estimated 18,180 truckloads of excavated material to

remove from the site, and thus 18,180 truck round trips. To accommodate the removal of the
excavated material in a 10-week, five-days per week window of excavation, 50 days of material

hauling would be necessary at 364 truckloads per day. Over six hauling hours per day, this would
equate to 61 truck trips per hour. This is an increase of approximately 20 truck trips per hour over
the original proposal.

Discussions with Auburn's traffic engineer indicated that there is existing congestion along both
Aubum Way North and S. 277 thStreet during the peak periods, however, off-peak operation is
manageable for truck movements (personal communication Stephen Mullen City of Auburn Traffic

Engineer)..Therefore, hauling from the site would be timed to avoid the worst traffic period (the
PM peak hour period). Although increased truck traffic can be accommodated on the roadways,
truck hauling from the site could increase congestion, particularly at intersections and for truck
turning movements to and from the project site.

Mitigation for the impact of truck trips (congestion and delay) on roadway operations include
potentially extending the hauling hours throughout the day (while continuing to avoid the PM peak
period), such as hauling in the evening after 6PM or on weekends. This would reduce the number

of truck movements each hour along the hauling routes, however the total number of truck trips
would remain the same for the project. To mitigate for congestion caused by trucks entering and
leaving the site, flaggers should be provided during hauling periods. In particular, flaggers should
be used at the following locations: (1) on 49th Street NE at either D Street or (3 Street and (2) on S.
277 thStreet at D Street and/or G Street.

The increased level of truck traffic may also impact the condition of the pavement on the haul route
roads resulting in the possible creation of potholes, pavement buckling, or differential settling.
There has also been some concern expressed by the cities of Kent and Auburn over trucks using the

new section of S. 277 th Street. Any truck damage to the existing roadways would require repair
based on a comparison of the roadway conditions before and after hauling. Mitigation may involve
actual roadwork such as paving or compensatory payments to local jurisdictions.

)
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SEPA REVIEW

The Port of Seattle has reviewed this proposal and determined that it is a minor revision that is
within the scope of the projects described in the Master Plan Update. The proposed revisions do not
change the analysis of significant impacts provided in the Final Supplemental Environmental
lmpact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport (Port of Seattle, May 1997) and the SEPA Environmental Checklist for the
Port of Seattle Master Plan Improvements Wetland Mitigation Project (Port of Seattle, August
1998).

Date Addendum Issued: May 5, 2000

SEPA Lead Agency: Portof Seattle (POS File No. 00-07)

SEPA Responsible Official:

/

_D_"_tor, Aviation Facilities

.r

/
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O
..... U.S. Department Northwest Mount2.in Region 1601 LindAvenue,S. W.

" Colorado,Idaho, Montana Renton,Washington98055-4056
of Transportation Oregon, Utah, Washington,

Federal Aviation Wyoming
Administration

August 9, 2001

Colonel Ralph Graves, P.E.
District Engineer
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Seattle District Office
P.O. Box 3755
Seattle, WA 98124-3766

Dear Colonel Graves:

This is our final follow-up letter to you providing information addressing the issues
raised in our May 22ndmeeting and your April 30th Memorandum for Record. We
apologize for the delay in completing our review and getting our responses to you;
however, we believe that the issues needed to be thoroughly addressed given the

- significance of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport's third runway project to the region.
In the course of our review we decided we should validate the data and analyses
contained in the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) and Final Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS), through the preparation of a written
environmental re-evaluation. This process has now been completed in accordance with
our prescribed procedures. As a result, we have concluded that the project continues to
conform to the analysis presented in the FEIS/SEIS and the Record of Decision issued on
July 3, 1997.

There are actually two written reevaluations, as well as a new Record of Decision. The
first re-evaluation considers changes in forecast aviation activity levels and changes to
the master plan update projects. It assesses the environmental consequences of the
changes on noise and land use, air quality, and surface traffic. It identifies no significant
change in the impacts reported previously. The second re-evaluation reviews the new
biological information that has arisen in the last four years, including information on
wetlands, endangered and candidate species, commercially managed fish species, and
migratory birds. It also determines there is no significant changed environmental impact.

Your Memorandum for Record asks specifically about potential changed air quality
impacts. In addition to the review described in the written re-evaluation, we have
obtained a commitment from the Port of Seattle to annually demonstrate compliance with
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de-minimis threshold levels. This commitment will be a condition of grants for the
master plan update improvements.

As a result of these written re-evaluations, we have concluded that the recent MPU

project modifications and the new information concerning environmental impacts do not
warrant preparation of a new SEIS. The enclosed Record of Decision, to which the re-
evaluations are appended, describes the analyses and conclusions. We hope this
information addresses your questions and concerns with respect to these issues. If you
have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact our office.

Sincerely,

Lowell H. Johnson
Manager, Airports Division
Northwest Mountain Region

CO:

Muffy Walker, COE Regulatory Branch
bcc:
ANM-610
SEA-ADO
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION

NORTHWEST MOUNTAIN REGION

RECORD OF DECISION

ENVIRONMENTAL REEVALUATION FOR

MASTER PLAN UPDATE DEVELOPMENT ACTIONS

SEA-T_ INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

AUGUST 8, 2001
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INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Four years ago, on July 3, 1997, I signed a Record of

Decision (ROD) approving Federal Avlation Administration

(FAA) actions providing support for various Master Plan

Update (MPU) development actions proposed by the Port of

Seattle (POS), including a controversial third runway

project. The 1997 ROD relied upon a Final Environmental

Impact Statement (FEIS) approved by the FAA on February I,

1996, and a Supplemental EIS (SEIS) approved by the FAA on

May 13, 1997. The instant year-2001 ROD makes the

determination that it is not necessary to further supplement

the 1996 and 1997 EIS documents at this time,• to account for

subsequent refinements to the MPU projects and new

information relating to environmental impacts of these

projects.

It is not uncommon during airport design and development, in

the period between initial FAA approval of federal actions

supporting airport projects and the completion of those

projects, for new environmental information to come to the
attention of the FAA. Likewise, it is not uncommon for an

airport sponsor to propose and make design refinements to

previ0usly-approved projects as those projects proceed
towards the construction phase. This is particularly true A_

when the airport development plan involves multiple separate ....

projects proposed to be completed in several stages over a

lengthy period of time.

At 40 CFR Part 1500, the Council on Environmental Quality

(CEQ) has promulgated regulations for implementing the

procedural provisions of the National Environmental Policy

Act. Section 1501.9(c) (i) provides that an agency shall

prepare supplements to final environmental impact statements
if:

(i) The agency makes substantial changes to the

proposed action that are relevant to environmental
concerns; or

(ii) There are significant new circumstances or

information relevant to environmental concerns and

bearing upon the proposed action or its impacts.

2
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The FAA Northwest Mountain Region Airports Division has

prepared and signed two environmental reevaluations I. The

• ROD Appendices A and B address the issue of whether the

previous environmental analyses, pertinent to ongoing

discretionary federal actions concerning the POS MPU

projects, must now be supplemented based upon new

information concerning these projects or recent

modifications to these projects.

The Appendix A reevaluation examines the validity of the

FSEIS in light of increased airport activity levels and MPU

project refinements that have occurred in the 4 years since
issuance of the 1997 FSEIS and ROD.

Appendix A discusses increased airport activity levels that
have occurred and have been forecast since the 1997 FSEIS

forecasts, noting that the environmental consequences of -

these activity levels have the potential to affect aircraft

noise and land use, air quality, and surface traffic

conditions. While reporting that since 1997 airport

operations have been somewhat greater than forecast in the

FSEIS, Appendix A concludes: I) that the noise mitigation
commitments in the ROD would fully mitigate any noise

impacts exceeding those forecast in the FSEIS, 2) that the

MPU projects will continue to comply with the de-minimus
thresholds of the Clean Air Act conformity regulations, as

• stated in the FSEIS, and 3) that the increased passenger

levels will not significantly degrade surface traffic

conditions to an extent undisclosed in the FSEIS.

Appendix A also discusses various refinements to the MPU

projects that have been identified over the last 4 years.

When considering the overall context and intensity of these

refinements, it is concluded that none of these

modifications are expected to cause significant adverse

impacts, either individually or in combination.

The Appendix B reevaluation discusses new biological
information that has arisen in the 4 years since issuance of

the 1997 FSEIS and ROD, including new information on

wetlands, endangered and candidate species, commercially

managed fish species, and migratory birds.

With regard to wetlands, Appendix B concludes that despite
an increase in the acreage of wetlands now known to be

i Re-Evaluation of Airport Activity and Changes to the Master Plan
Update at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, dated July 2001,
attached as Appendix "A"; and Re-Evaluation of Impacts to Biological
Conditions from the Master Plan Update Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport, dated July 2001, attached as exhibit "B."

3
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affected, the functions and values of the affected wetlands

are the same as those analyzed and evaluated in the FEIS and

FSEIS, with no additional or unrecognized biological
functions identified.

With regard to the Endangered Species Act (ESA), Appendix B

addresses the fact that on March 24, 1999, and November I,

1999, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and the

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS), [the Services],

respectively listed the Puget Sound Chinook salmon and the

Puget Sound bull trout as threatened species under the ESA.

Critical habitat for the Puget Sound Chinook salmon was

designated in February 2000.

On May 22, 2001, following a year-long consultation process,

the USFWS issued a biological opinion (BO) concluding that

the MPU development actions are not likely to jeopardize th_

continued existence of the bull trout, bald eagle or marbled

murrelet. On May 31, 2001, the NMFS issued a letter

concurring with the BA conclusions that the MPU development

actions are not likely to adversely affect the Puget Sound
Chinook salmon or result in the destruction or adverse

modification of its critical habitat. Under ESA Section 7,

and its implementing regulations, the FAA's formal
consultation with the Services was Concluded at the issuance

of these two documents.

Appendix B starts with the premise that these new listings ....

of threatened fish species by the Services represent

determinations of the species' legal status, and do not by

themselves constitute significant new information requiring

preparation of another SEIS. The written reevaluation notes

that the 1996 and 1997 EIS and SEIS specifically considered

the effects of the project upon fisheries and aquatic

resources in the project vicinity, including anadromous

fish. The reevaluation specifically relies upon the

expertise of the Services, and, likewise, concludes that the

MPU development actions are not likely to jeopardize the

continued existence of newly ESA-protected fish species or
result in the destruction or adverse modification of their

designated critical habitat. The reevaluation documents the

fact that the MPU projects' environmental effects resulting

from the ESA listings are neither significant nor uncertain,

as compared with the impacts evaluated in 1996 and 1997.

With regard to the bald eagle, the USFWS's BO and Appendix B

agree with the FEIS and FSEIS assessment that the MPU

projects are not expected to adversely affect this
threatened species. For the Marbled Murrelet, the BO found

insignificant effects, given the absence of nearby critical

4
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habitat, a conclusion similar to that reached in the FEIS

and FSEIS, where it was found that the murrelet is not

likely to occur in the project area.

With regard to coho salmon, an ESA-candidate species,

Appendix B concludes that, while there may be temporary
adverse affects gn coho during MPU construction, long-term

benefits to coho are expected as a result of in-basin

mitigation efforts. Appendix B notes that these effects are
consistent with the effects from potential construction and

operational activities described in the FEIS and FSEIS for
similar fish species.

With regard to commercially managed fish species and their

essential fish habitat protected by the Magnuson-Stevens

Act, as amended by the Sustainable Fisheries Act, Appendix B
concludes that construction and operation of the MPU -

projects would have no effect upon Coastal Pelagic Fisheries
or West Coast Groundfish, and that, even though these

projects may adversely affect coho essential fish habitat
over the short term, over the long term they would have an

overall beneficial affect. These effects are likewise

consistent with the effects from potential construction and

operational activities described in the FEIS and FSEIS for

other fish species.

- With regard to species protected under the Migratory Bird

Treaty Act, Appendix B notes that project impacts upon bird

species were thoroughly discussed in the FEIS and FSEIS, and
concludes that new information in this area is consistent

with the FEIS and FSEIS findings that the MPU projects would

not have a significant adverse effect upon migratory birds.

Neither the legal status of these species under federal law

nor their biological status has changed over the last 4

years.

DECISION AND ORDER

Given the project modifications and new information

discussed in Appendices A and B, the decision choices
available for the FAA are either to refrain from further FAA

actions, pending preparation of a SEIS, or to continue with

those actions without preparing another SEIS.

Having thoroughly reviewed the Appendix A and B reevaluation

documents, along with pertinent portions of the documents

they reference, I have concluded that the recent MPU project
modifications and the new information concerning

environmental impacts do not affect the quality of the human

environment in a significant manner or to a significant

5
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extent not already considered. I have, therefore, concluded

that there is no significant new information warranting

preparation of new SEIS.

I have further determined that the certification prescribed

by 49 U.S.C. _ 44502(b), that the projects approved in the

July 3, 1997, ROD are reasonably necessary for use in air

commerce, along with the subsidiary ordersand

determinations therein, will neither be reconsidered, nor

their effectiveness stayed, for further environmental
review.

Therefore, under the authority delegated to me by the

Administrator of the FAA, I find that the preparation of

another SEIS is not warranted at this time, and I direct

that the FAA continue to implement the agency

actions/approvals specified in Section III of the 1997 ROD,-

without further NEPA documentation or supplementation.

Lawrence B. Andriesen Date

Regional Administrator

Northwest Mountain Region

Federal Aviation Administration

RIGHT OF APPEAL

This decision constitutes the Federal approval for the

actions identified above and any subsequent actions

approving Federal funding for the Port of Seattle. Today's

decision is made pursuant to 49 U.S.C. Subtitle VII, Parts A

and B, and constitutes a Final Order of the Administrator,

subject to review by the courts of appeals of the United

States in accordance with the provisions of 49 U.S.C. §
46110.

{
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L BACKGROUND AND NEED FOR RE-EVALUATION

On May I3, 1997, the FAA approved the Final Supplemental Environmental lmpact Statement
(Final Supplemental EIS) for the Proposed Master Plan Update De'Jelopment Actions at Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport. The SEIS supplemented the Final Environmental Impact
Statement dated February 9, 1996 (FEIS). A Record of Decision (ROD) was subsequently
signed on July 3, 1997, providing final approval for those FAA actions necessary to support the
proposed Master Plan Update projects. The Master Plan environmental documents describe four
needs at the Airport and the corresponding actions necessary to satisfy those needs: 1) a third
runway (a new 8500-foot dependent air carrier runway), 2) a 600-foot southerly extension of
existing Runway 16L/34R, 3) expanded runway safety areas for Runways 16R and 16L, and 4)
certain terminal and landside improvements scheduled to be completed through the year 2010.

FAA Order 5050.4A Paragraph 102 establishes time limitations for environmental impact
statements. Among other provisions, subparagraph 102b states with respect to Final EIS's:

If major steps toward implementation of the proposed action (such as the start of construction,
substantial acquisition, or relocation activities) have not commenced within 3 years from the date
of approval of the final statement, a written reevaluation of the adequacy, accuracy and validity of
the fmal statement shall be prepared. If there have been significant changes in the proposed
action, the affected environment, anticipated impacts, or proposed mitigation measures, a new or
supplemental environmental impact statement shall be prepared and circulated.

A Written Reevaluation is not required if "major steps toward implementation of the proposed
action" have occurred. Steps considered "major" under Order 5050.4A "Airport Environmental
Handbook" include start of construction, substantial acquisition, or relocation activities. The
FAA has reviewed the actions taken by the Port of Seattle (Port), the owner and operator of the

Airport, to implement the projects included within the approvals in the Final Supplemental EIS
and the ROD. The following sunmaarize those actions:

A. Steps Toward Implementation Since July 3_1997.

Between July 3, 1997 and June 1, 2001, the Port has acquired about 240 acres of land to
implement th," Third Runway and associated projects (including Taxiway C, connecting
taxiways, taxiway filets), at a total cost of $143 million; 319'residential units have been
demolished and 34 moved off-site, and all occupants of 483 residences have been relocated
to other dwellings. The cost of demolition and relocation for the runway since July 3, 1997
total $3.7 million. Approximately 95% of the property to be acquired for the project has
been acquired and about 3 million cubic yards of earth fill material has been acquired and
deposited at the Airport for the Third Runway embankment at a cost of $48 million. This fill
constitutes approximately 20% of the total fill required for the runway. Of these amounts,
approximately $46.7 million was funded by FAA grants.

Virtually all of these steps would be of little or no value to the Port, or to the national air
transportation system, if the runway and associated projects are not completed and
operational.

-I-
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In addition, construction on the following elements of the terminal and landside projects have
been initiated: the southern expansion of the main parking garage; expansion of the main
terminal, improvements to the main garage and garage access, expansion of the A Concourse,
completion of the new North Employee Parking Lot, completion of aircraft parking
hardstauds in the cargo area, infrastructure in anticipation of other planned improvem'mts,
etc. The cost of this construction between July 3, 1997 and the date of this document is
approximately $365,000,000.

In total, the Port has expended about $498 million of the total $2.6 billion Master Plan
Update projects. The Port has acquired almost all of the land required for the project at
substantial •cost, has cleared the land and relocated the residents. The Port has moved
approximately 20% of the total fill needed for the runway and has already constructed
elements of the airfield improvements that will serve the new runway. Such steps toward
implementation are "major" and sufficient under Paragraph 102b to make a Written
Reevaluation unnecessary.

B. Need for Written Reevaluation

Paragraph 103 of FAA Order 5050.4A states:

"In addition to the requirementfor a written reevaluationdue to circumstances arising under
paragraph102, the responsibleofficial shouldexercisejudgmenton when a writtenreevaluation
is appropriatein other circumstances to evaluate the continued validity of an environmental
document. The preparationof a new EIS,FONSI,or supplementis not necessarywhen it can be
documentedthat: the proposed action conforms to plans or projectsfor which a prior EIS or
FONSI has been filed; the data and analysis contained in the previous EIS or FONSI are still
substantiallyvalid; and that all pertinentconditionsand requirementsof the priorapprovalhave
been or will be met in the currentaction."

The FAA has continued to monitor the progress of the Port of Seattle development through
regular interactions at levels ranging from monthly coordination meetings, site visits, and
project specific coordination, to reviews of materials submitted by the Port of Seattle. The
FAA has reviewed the data, analysis and conditions presented in the FEIS and FSEIS and
found them to remain substantially valid. Further,changes in proposed development projects
at Sea-Tac conform to the Master Plan Update, upon whi,_h the Final EIS and FSEIS were
prepared. Further, the Port has continued to meet all pertinent condi:ions and requirements
noted in the FAA's ROD.

The FAA concludes that under the standards of paragraph 103 of Order 5050.4A, a Written
Reevaluation is not required.

Upon gaining access to acquired lands where previous requests for access had been denied,
the Port identified additional wetlands that would be affected by the proposed project
While the number of wetlands affected has increased over that which was presented in the
Final EIS and FSEIS, the conclusions regarding the impact of the project on wetland
resources remains substantially valid. As is documented in the FAA's re-evaluation
concerning biological issues, the wetland impact analysis presented in the Final EIS and
FSEIS remain substantially valid.

-2-
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Nevertheless, the FAA has prepared this Written Reevaluation. The FAA is aware that the
Master Plan Update projects are highly controversial in some communities near the Airport.
Although the City of SeaTac, in which the Airport is located, has accepted the Master Plan
Update projects, certain other units of government near the Airport have not, and continue to
oppose these projects. In light of this controversy, the FAA has elected to prepare this
document.

It is important to note that the Council of Environmental Quality's (CEQ) "NEPA's Forty Most
Asked Questions" response to question 32 contains further clarification on NEPA's intent
relative to Supplements to old EISs:

"As a rule of thumb, if the proposalhas notyet been implemented,or if the EIS concerns an ongoing
program, EISs that are more than 5 yearsold should be carefully reexamined to determine if the
criteria in Section 1502.9 compel preparationof an EIS supplement.

If an agency has made a substantial change in a proposedaction that is relevantto environmental
concerns, or if there are significantnew circumstances or information relevant to environmental
concerns and bearing on the proposedaction or its impacts, a supplemental EIS must be prepared for
anold EIS so that the agency has the best possible information to make any necessary substantive
changes in its decisions regarding the proposal. Section 1502.9(c)."

This Written Reevaluation has been prepared because more than three years have elapsed since
the Final Supplemental EIS was approved, per FAA Order 5050.4A, but not more than the five

• years noted by CEQ. This Reevaluation evaluates the current validity of the Final EIS and Final
SEIS in light of subsequent events and current conditions, all as provided in Order.5050.4A.

H. ISSUES RELATING TO CONTINUED VALIDITY OF FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL
EIS

The FAA has re-evaluated the adequacy, accuracy and validity of the FEIS/SEIS. The question
in this document is whether any new information significantly affects the analysis of
environmental impacts of the projects. With the passage of time, it is to be expected that some
of the data in an EIS will not match subsequent actual experience exactly, and that new
information will become available. That is true with respect to the FEIS/SEIS. However, the
questions are whether the new information or changes in the project would significantly change
the kind or extent of environmental impacts, and whether new or different mitigation of
environmental impacts would be required. If the environmental impacts of the projects would
not be significantly different in light of new information, there is no reason to undertake a
supplemental EIS.

The FAA has re-evaluated the validity of the Final Supplemental EIS in light of the following
events and circumstances that have occurred since the Final Supplemental EIS was issued in
May 1997:

-3-
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A. Variance between actual activity levels at the Airport and the levels forecast in the
Final Supplemental EIS. In addition, the implications of the 2000 Terminal Area
Forecast (TAF) were considered;

B. Modifications to the Master Plan Update projects; and

C. Information regarding cumulative impacts.

The FAA has reviewed each of these issues to determine whether it would require a new or
supplemental EIS.

A. Activity Levels

A'primary reason that the FAA prepared the 1997 Supplemental EIS was the rapid growth in

air travel demand that had been experienced at Sea-Tac Airport during the 1990s. As a
result, the FAA examined how actual activity at the Airport has occurred in comparison with
the Master Plan Update forecasts, as well as more recent forecasts prepared by the agency.

1. Backeround and Current Situation

a) Master Plan Update Activity Levels

The Final Supplemental EIS used the following forecasts of future activity at the
Airport for 2000, 2005, and 2010:

TABLE 1

COMPARISON OF FSEIS DO=NOTHING TO
"WITH PROJECT" ACTIVITY LEVELS

Primary Forecast

Total Passengers Total O)erations
Year Do Nothing With Project Do-Nothing With Project
2000 27,400,000 27,400,000 409,000 409,000
2005 31,400,000 31,400,000 445,000 445,000
2010 35,800,000 35,800,000 460,000 474,000

Source: Final Supplemental EIS, Page 2-14

Contingency Forecasts (Final Supplemental EIS Appendix D)

Total Passengers Total Operations
Year Case 1 Case 3 Case 1 Case 3

2010 35,800,000 35,800,000 474,000 521,400
2020 44,600,000 49,060,000 532,000 585,200

Appendix D, Final Supplemental EIS, With Project activity.

The Final Supplemental EIS Appendix D also contained supplemental estimates of
environmental impacts for purposes of considering the environmental consequences ....

-4-
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of a contingency forecast. That Appendix recited the difficulty o.f making reliable
forecasts for future years, particularly for distant years. It is particularly difficult to
assign a specific activity level to particular future years. Although an airport may be
expected to reach particular forecast levels eventually, it is difficult to predict the
precise year in which that will occur. As a result, FAA's guidance on performing
forecasts (as will be noted in the following section) suggests that airport planning
focus on future activity levels rather than particular future years.

In light of the fact that a Supplemental EIS was being prepared because activity had
varied over earlier predictions, and that activity is difficult to accurately predict, the
appendix was prepared to contain a "what if" the new forecasts were also less than
actual. Three cases were examined. Case 1 reflected the Supplemental EIS forecasts,
with a linear extrapolation through 2020. Case 2 reflected a 10% increase in each
respective year over the Supplemental EIS forecasts. Case 3 was the same as Case 2,
but in the ease of the Do-Nothing, assumed that the terminal and landside facilities
could not accommodate the passenger demand beyond 2010.

b) Recent Actual Levels and the FAA's Terminal Area Forecast (TAF)

Since the Final Supplemental EIS, the Ai_ort has experienced operations that are
somewhat greater than expected in the primary forecasts. For 2000, the Airport
handled 446,066 operations, the operations total expected by the Final Supplemental
EIS to initially occur in 2005. Passenger enplanements, however, have not grown as
fast as operations. In 2000, the Airport accommodated 28.4 million passengers. The
Final Supplemental EIS enplanements forecasts are generally consistent with the
actual experience at the Airport in the intervening years, as the FSEIS evaluated 27.4
Million annual passengers (MAP) versus actual of 28.4 MAP. The difference
between the growth rate for the number of passengers and aircraft operations appears
as a result of how the airlines are responding to the growth in passenger demand - by
providing more frequent service with smaller aircraft.

The FAA has continued to issue annual updates of its Terminal Area Forecasts
(TAb'), as was acknowledged in the Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS. The TAF
is prepared using different methods than the Master Plan Update forecasts, and the
Final Supplemental EIS explains why the Master Plan Update forecasts were
considered by the FAA to be more appropriate than the TAF for purposes of that
environmental impact analysis. The Master Plan Update Final Supplemental EIS
forecasts relied more heavily on actual local conditions, whereas the TAF relied more
heavily on national trends, with the result that the Master Pla:a Lpdate forecasts were
somewhat lower than the TAF forecasts.

In preparing this evaluation, the FAA considered the most recent actual activity levels
as well as the most recent (2000) Terminal Area Forecast. These are as follows:

Year Total Passeneers Aircraft Operations
1999 Actual 27,700,000 434,425
2000 Actual 28,400,000 446,066
TAF 2005 33,805,000 485,740
TAF 2010 39,746,000 529,060
TAF 2015 45,687,000 572,400

Actual: Portof Seattle, TAFDownloadedfi_n the Interacton 1-13-01
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When considering the need to supplement the FSEIS, the FAA has compared the year
2000 TAF with the 1996 TAF that formed the basis for determining the need to
prepare the FSEIS. This comparison shows:

2000 TAF 1996 TAlC
year Total Aircraft Total Aircraft

Passeneers Operations Passeneers Operations
1999 Actual 27,700,000 434,425
2000 28,400,000 446,066 27,840,000 433,474
TAF 2005 33,805,000 485,740 32,580,000 468,053
TAF 2010 39,746,000 529,060 37,900,000 528,205
TAF 2015 45,687,000 572,400 NA NA

For the year 2010, the two TAFs are less than 0.2% different (855 operations) from
an aircraft operations perspective and less than 5% from a total passenger perspective.
In 2005, the passenger difference is less than in 2010, while the operations differ by
3.8%. These differences are very small, particularly in the most distant future (2010),

' the FAA finds that there is not a significant difference between the two TAF
forecasts.

During the preparation of this re-evaluation document, the FAA began internal
coordination of the 2001 TAF. As part of the initial review, the FAA Washington DC
office distributed national information to its local offices and seeks feedback. The
initial data set for Sea-Tac indicates that the 2001 TAF will likely use lower growth
rates (2000 TAF used 1.8% whereas the 2001 TAF may use 1.58%) than were used in
the 2000 TAF. As a result, the TAF projection of 572,400 annual operations in 2015
may be lowered to 562,500 in the 2001 TAF. The 2001 TAF would reflect the slower
economic conditions now affecting the country......

The FAA has reviewed the Final Supplemental EIS explanations of the differences .....
between its forecasts and the TAF and has concluded that the same conditions
continue to exist. The TAF is a useful guide to projected airport activity, but is not
adjusted to the specific conditions at the Airport. The FAA continues to consider the
local forecasts more specifically applicable to the Airport for environmental impact
analysis purposes.

Further, the 2000 TAF was prepared in mid 2000, based on conditions preceding that
period. Since that time, national and local economic conditions have begun to slow.
As a result, activity at Sea-Tac has also begun to slow such that growth in aircraft
operations and passenger activity has declined and leveled-off. During the first five
months of 2001, air travel activity has been less than 2000. Even accounting for the
effect of the February 28, 2001 earthquake in Seattle, which for a short period
severely affected the control tower and ability to process arriving and departing
operations, total passengers and operations are less than the comparable periods in
2000.

As was noted in the FSEIS, the quantity of air travel demand is based on population,
per capita income, and the cost of air travel. Both the cost of air travel and per capita
income have been affected by recent economic conditions - the cost of fuel has
increased substantially and the availability of discretionary income has decreased.

FAA believes that it is reasonable to use locally developed forecasts for purposes of
environmental evaluations of specific local improvements. As has not. been
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uncommon in the past, a/rport_activity has been known to grow in a fashion that
graphs as stairs - growing and then leveling off for a period before additional growth.

• Therefore, the FAA does not place any additional weight on the 2000 TAF in
comparison to the 1996 FSEIS forecasts; particularly since the 1996 TAF (upon
which the need to prepare the FSEIS is based) and 2000 TAF are very similar, as
noted earlier. However, to aid in understanding the probable environmental
consequences of these fort .,sts, this written re-evaluation discusses (in "2.
Environmental Consequences") the probable impact of the 2000 TAF.

c) Other Issues

Table 2 contrasts the current (2000) TAF with the Master Plan forecast as well as the
contingency analysis presented in Appendix D of the Final Supplemental EIS. While
the FAA's terminal area forecast is greater than was considered in evaluating the
Master Plan forecast, it is lower than the contingency analysis presented in Appendix
D through 2005. Post 2005, the TAF is slightly greater than the contingency forecast.

As Table 2 shows, the difference in aircraR operations between the 2000 TAF and
the Master Plan Update forecast is less than the difference between the Appendix D
comparison against the forecast; the TAF activity level is embraced generally by the
Case 3 analysis.

After comparing the two activity level projections, several issues were considered:

• FAA Guidance on Forecast Comparisons
• Capability of the existing airfield
• Activity and Capacity with the Third Runway
• Forecasting beyond a 10 year period

TABLE 2

Comparison of TAF, Master Plan and Final Supplemental EIS Contingency
Forecasts

TAF
Contingency TAF Contingency compared to

Master Plan FSEIS compared to FSEIS Contingency
Update Appendix D Forecast Appendix D Fo recast

Year 2000 TAF Forecast Case 1 tCasel_ Case 3 (Case3)

2000 442,420 409,000 409,000 33,420 449,900 -7,480
2005 485,740 445,000 445,000 40,740 489,500 -3,760
2010 529,060 474,000 474,000 55,060 521,400 7,660
2015 572,400 NA 503,000 69,400 553,300 19,100
2020 NA NA 532,000 NA 585_.00 HA

The following briefly summarize these issues

FAA Guidance on Forecast Comparisons: The FAA has issued guidance concerning
forecast comparisons in only two specific areas. For purpose of environmental
analysis, the FAA requires revisions to some environmental analysis if actual or new
forecast activity levels are more than a certain percentage-different from those relied
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upon for the initial analysis. For instance, if an airport's forecast.is 10% or more
different than the TAF, documentation is required to reconcile the difference or a
supplemental analysis is performed, i/ The previous text documents the FAA's
consideration of the 2000 TAF relative to activity evaluated in the FSEIS.

For Pan 150 Noise Compatibility Planning purposes, the FAA uses a 15% difference
in actual activity relative to modeled conditions to justify the need to perform an
updated noise analysis. The FAA has chosen for noise purposes the 15% rule, as this
level of activity ensures that any change in noise is less than the 1.5 DNL (Day-Night
Average Sound Level) threshold of significance used by the FAA.g/

The 2000 TAF operations level is about 11% greater than the Case 1 forecast for
2010 (the level considered in Chapter 5 of the FSEIS) and 14% greater than the 2015
Case 1 extrapolation. The 2000 TAT is less than 4% greater than the condition
evaluated in Appendix D (Case 3) for 2015. While the TAF projection is slightly
greater than the 10% FAA guide, the FAA has considered the differences, as
documented in this re-evaluation. First, the 2000 TAF for operations is 0.2% greater
than the 1996 TAF that led to the development of the FSEIS. Second, actual
conditionin late 2000and early 2001are producing lowerairportoperationsthan
occurred in 2000. As the 2000 TAT was prepared when national economic conditions
were better than the current conditions producing less air travel demand, it is likely
that the next TAF will reflect lower air travel projections that are more in line with
the 1996 TAF and/or FSEIS forecast?-' Finally, the FSEIS considered a contingency
forecast which is within the 10% FAA guidance range. For these reasons, the FAA
believes that the difference between the 2000 TAF and the FSEIS forecasts does not
warrant further environmental review.

Capacity of Existing Airfield: In preparing the forecasts for the Final Supplemental
EIS, future demand was first identified. To consider the level of activity associated ....
with the Do-Nothing (without the Third Runway), the operating capability of the
existing airfield was assessed. The operating capability of the existing airfield was
based on the 1992 Flight Plan Study EIS that found that the maximum theoretical
capacity of the existing airfield is 460,000 operations, assuming that operations are
extended into the late evening and early morning and that greater levels of delay
would be experienced. Overlaying the delay curve relative to then current delay
conditions, the Final Supplemental EIS re-validated the estimate of the existing
airfield operating capability at 460,000 annual operations; it also noted that

"To calcalatean extremecapacityof theexistingairfieldat Sea-Tat,this hourlycapacitycould be
multipliedby thenumberof hoursina day,anddaysin the year. Theoretically,481,800 operations
wouldbe accommodated,reflectingthatairtraveldemandis typicallyconcentratedinto a 16hour
period(6amto 9 p.m.)basedontoday'sfleetmixandpassengerdemandprofile."PageH-9

t/ FAA Order5100.38AChangel providesguidancefor approvalof aviationforecasts. Paragraph428(a)
indicatesthat"FAA shouldreview sponsorforecaststo ensurethey are realisticand providean adequate
justificationfortheairportplanninganddevelopment.The studyshouldincludedatasupportingthe forecasts,
includinginformationthatcanbe usedas a basisto updatethe TerminalAreaForecast(TAF). Whenthe
forecastis differentfrom the TAT (differencesof 10percentandmore,or any differencethataffectstiming
and/orcost ofdevelopmentinthe NPIAS/ALP)differencesmustbe resolvedwithAPO-110and/orthe sponsor.
If the variancedoes not result in such change,then the FAA may acceptthe forecastwithout further
coordination."

g/ A 15%increasein activityrelativeto a base conditionwouldproduceless than1.0dBAchangein noise. The
15%changeis notedin the FAAPart150ChecklistforNoiseExposureMaps(NEMHI.B.). This changein
soundis basedonthe mathematicalequation10*Log(newactivity/oldactivity).
Basedon thelowergrowthrateexpectedto be includedin the2001TAF,it is likelythatthe2001 TAFforSea-
Tacwillbe withinthe 10%differencecriteriausedby theFAA.
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When considering the consequences of not adding a Third Parallelrunway, the FAA
must consider how the air transportation system at Sea-Tac and in the region would
evolve to accommodate the anticipated increases in air travel demand. If the Third
Runway were not completed at Sea-Tac, it is reasonable to assume that the FAA
would take actions (such as air traffic instrument procedures and possibly actions
involving the locations of navigatior_ aids), to enable more landings to occur during
poor weather. While the only prudent alternative to addressing the total poor weather
problem is the development of the Third Runway; other technological improvements,
as documented in the Final EIS and FSEIS, could be implemented that would increase
the poor weather capability in a limited extent. For purposes of this evaluation, only
those actions that would occur without the Third Runway were considered.

The Third Runway would increase arrival processing capability, which during good
weather (VFR1) is 60 arrivals an hour, by 20% during VFR2, 40% during IFR1, and
60% during IFR2/4 (Table I-3 FEIS). It is reasonable to assume that without the
Third Runway, actions such as the Localizer Directional Aid (LDA) approach would
be instituted. An LDA would improve the ability to land during VFR2 conditions at
Sea-Tac but would not affect landings during IFR conditions; the net benefit would
be an increase of about 6.5% on an annual basis from an LDA. In addition, other
technological improvements may occur toward the forecast horizon of 2010 that
would also incrementally increase the number of hourly landings during poor
weather. Technologies that may be available in later years, coupled with LDA, could
increase the overall operating capability of the existing two runway system at Sea-Tac
from the 460,000 predicted in the FEIS/FSEIS to in excess of 500,000 operations.
Together these actions would be expected to increase the operating capability of the
two runway system. Precisely how much higher than 500,000 would depend on the
aircraft fleet mix at the time, technology, and weather conditions in any respective

• year.4_/

Activity and Capacity With the Third Runway: Because actual activity levels for 2000
will exceed the Final Supplemental EIS forecast activity levels for 2000, the FAA has
considered whether forecast levels for 2010 are also too low. The FAA must
determine whether such higher growth rates will continue through 2010 and require
an adjustment of the 2010 "With Project" forecast. If so, the difference between the
with and without levels could be larger than forecast in the Final Supplemental EIS
with a resulting difference in some categories of environmental impacts.

The Master Plan Update forecast demand to reach 35.8 million anmml passengers and
474,000 annual aircraft operations by 2010, the end of the planning horizon.
Appendix; D's contingency forecasts examined conditions beyond 2010 for three
conditions. Case 1 examined a linear interpolation from 2010 conditions to predict

_/ In June 2001, the FA.A issued "Airport Capacity Benchmark Report 2001" which characterized Sea-Tac's
existing delay conditions as "while only about I% of all flights at Seattle are delayed more than 15 minutes
from their estimated flight plan arrival time, the airport operator emphasizes that almost a third of airline flights
arrive more than 15 minutes later than scheduled." The reference to I% of flights delayed more than 15
minutes is reference to the OpsNet d__t__that quantifies the number of flights that are delayed more than 15

minutes during any one of four operating phases. FAA Washington l_. _ readil,y note_...that theFAA d_e_L
not maintain delay data in a way that clearly quantifies delay assoclate¢l wltla specmc conamons. As ares t,
existing operational capability is often assessed using OpsNet data, as well as the Airline Service Quality
Performance (ASQP). ASQP data for Sea-Tac indicates that 33.3% of arrivals arrived more than 15 minutes

late. When conducting planning for airport improvements, simulation data, such as that usecl by the C_Enhancement Plan are used. Simulation models enable the quantification ot average aemy per
operation, and enable the identification of conditions that led to delay.
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conditions in 2020. Case 2 and 3 then examined activity levels and environmental
conditions, if activity were 10% greater than the Case 1 conditions.

The Final Supplemental EIS recites the difficulty of making long-range airport
activity forecasts. :/ The factors that made precise forecasts for 2010 and 2020
difficult in the Final Supplemental EIS still affect forecasting. After review of the
actual activity levels since 1997, the TAFs for the intervening years (including the
2000 TAF), and the factors affecting operations at the Airport, the FAA has
concluded that a new forecasting effort would be unlikely to provide a new forecast
that would materially change the environmental impact analysis of the Final
Supplemental EIS. The environmental consequences of these differences are
considered in a following section.

As is shown in Table 2, the Case 3 activity levels for 2010is within 4% of the 2000
TAF (TAT is 529,060 operations versus Case 3 at 521,400). The TAT is 11% greater
than the Master Plan forecast of 474,000. While the passenger levels are much more
closely related, the annual aircr_ operations differs primarily due to assumptions
concerning commuter aircraft operations. Based on a review of the two activity
projections, and difficulty in predicting how the commuter markets will evolve, the
FAA has determined that the differences alone do not warrant conducting additional
environmental review.

Support from Area Airports: The Final EIS, which preceded the Final Supplemental
EIS and remains the basic environmental document analyzing the impacts of the
projects, also recognized that other airports in the region might begin to serve
commercial air travel demand. The FEIS states:

It is recognized that commercial air service at an existing airport in the Region could be
initiated at any time. It is likely that such air service would be by a charter or niche
carrier (cargo, low-cost, etc.). However such activity would not materially affect the
demand at Sea-Tat and the resultingfacility needs. Low=costoperators have historically
initiated new service at an airportwith 30 or less aircraft operations. As such, this would
represent less than 3 percent of Sea-Tac's current daily aircraft operations - and would
likely amount to less than 1 million enplanements a year (10 percent of Sea-Tac's
enplaned passengers). FEIS, Page II-9

The FAA is aware that carders have from time to time investigated initiating
commercial air carder service from Boeing Field or Paine Field, and is also aware
that on occasion certain operations have been relocated to Eeeing Field to avoid
restrictions at Sea-Tac Airport. It is therefore likely, as the Final EIS reco_izes, that
if the Third Runway is not built and demand for air travel in the region continues to
grow, that not only would air traffic control instrument procedure actions be
undertaken to satisfy demand, but some portion of that demand would be served by
one or more other airports.

An examination of the Master Plan's for both Boeing Field and Paine Field indicate
that both airports anticipate commercial passenger service in the future. The Master
Plan underway for Boeing Field includes 9,000 passenger aircraft operations
accommodating 77,000 passengers in 2010 and growing to 10,200 operations in 2015
with 89,300 passengers. The Paine Field forecasts examined several scenarios,
ranging from 176,000 passengers in 2009 to 1,014,000 passengers. By 2014, Paine
Field estimated a range of 192,000 passengers to 1,106,000 passengers. The forecast
adopted for use in the Paine Field Master Plan was the low end of the range with

See FinalSupplemen_ EIS,p. D-I - D-3
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176,000 annual passengers and 10,100 annual operations in 2009 or 192,000
passengers and 11,000 operations in 2014. Thus, within the planning horizon, it is
possible that as many as 19,100 annual passenger aircraft operations could be
accommodated at existing airports within the region.

Based on the anticipated strong growth in air travel demand, Sea-Tac's role as the
sole commercialpassengerserviceairport,and a probablelimitationin the operating
capability of Sea-Tat, it is reasonable to assume that the airlines will continue to
serve the passenger demand. Such service could realistically include continued
evolution, of the demand profile at Sea-Tae to accommodate greater levels of
passenger: and aircraft activity coupled with initiation of limited passenger service at
one of the region's existing airports. The Final EIS and Final Supplemental EIS
anticipated this probability as noted.

Forecasting Conditions Beyond a lO-vear period Remains Uncertain: The Final
Supplemental EIS contained a detailed description of the difficulties with preparing
forecasts of aviation activity. Since the issuance of the Final Supplemental EIS, the
FAA has issued its TAF each of the three years, and in each year the forecasts have
been changed to reflect the most recent conditions affecting the aviation industry.
Since the issuanceof the 2000 TAF, aviationactivityacross the country increased
initially, but began to flatten off as a result of several conditions, including a slowing
of the national economy, increased congestion in the aviation system, and increases in
fuel cost which caused an increase in the cost of air travel. Because these conditions
began in the latter part of the second quarter of 2000, it is uncertain as to their effects
on actual activity levels and on future TAFs.

The FAA has reviewed the new (2000) TAT and the actual activity at the Airport since
1997 to determine whether this new information is sufficient to require a new EIS or
another supplemental EIS. The FAA has considered the statement in Order 5050.4A that
"a supplement is not required if the only change is the development of additional data,
provided such data are not in conflict with the environmental document." Paragraph
104b. A new or supplemental EIS will be required only if "the contents of the original
document are no longer applicable, adequate, accurate or valid."

Therefore, the FAA's review focused on two issues: (i) whether the forecasts in the Final
Supplemental EIS are still substantially valid, and (ii) whether the data and analyses of
environmental impacts are still substantially valid. If the FAA determines that a new set
of forecasts either would not produce substantially different numbers for either of the
forecast years, or that any differences in forecasts would not substantially affect the
analysis of environmental impacts, a new or supplemental EIS is not required.

2. Environmental Consequences

Because activity levels at Sea-Tac have increased faster than was considered in the Final
Supplemental EIS, and because of the discussion in the preceding section, the FAA
considered the environmental consequence of an additional scenario. In considering
these issues, the FAA focused on the difference in activity levels that would be
accommodated with the proposed projects versus the activity that would be
accommodated without the projects.
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As was noted in the preceding section, the only new forecast that has been prepared for
Sea-Tac is the FAA's Terminal Area Forecast. Therefore, for purposes of this re-
evaluation the 2000 TAF is being used to define the With Project condition.

TABLE 3

COMPARISON OF TAF-BASED
DO-NOTHING TO "WITH PROJECT" ACTIVITY LEVELS

Total Passengers Total Operations
Year Do Nothing With Project Do-Nothing With Project

(TAD (TAD
2000 27,400,000 27,400,000 420,700 420,700

2005 33,805,000 33,805,000 485,740 485,740

2010 39,746,000 39,746,000 500,000 529,060

Source: FAA, based on issues documented in this re-evaluation
Note: The 2010 Do-Nothing condition assumes that demand is continued to be served in the region, with
the significant portion being accommodated at Sea-Tac Airport in accord with the theory articulated by Dr.
Richard DeNeufville as documented in the FEIS page II-10.

Comparing the data shown in Table 3 for the With Project to the Do-Nothing, indicates
that Sea-Tac (and possibly an existing airport in the region) would likely continue to
accommodate the passenger demand. However, Sea-Tac Airport would likely not be
able to accommodate the 2010 air traffic demand (operations). The Final Supplemental
EIS noted that in 2010 Sca-Tac could not accommodate about 14,000 annual aircraft
operations (474,000 operations with project and 460,000 without project) but could
accommodate the entire passenger demand, through spreading the peak and increasing
load factors/aircraft sizes.

Using the TAF data and current operating conditions, Sea, Tac would likely continue to
not be capable of accommodating about 29,060 annual aircraft operations in 2010.
Approximately 19,100 of these operations could occur within the region at airports such
as King County International Airport or Snohomish County Airport (Boeing Field and
Paine Field respectively), leaving about 9,940 operations not accommodated. Similar to
the evaluation performed for the Final Supplemental EIS, it is reasonable to assume that
the passenger demand could continue to be accommodated through increased load factors
and spreading of the off-hour peaks.

This re-evaluation considered the environmental consequences of the TA.F. Three
primary environmental factors are affected by the level of activity at Sea-Tac Airport: a)
aircraft noise and land use, b) air quality, and c) surface traffic conditions. The following
briefly summarize how current activity levels would affect these factors.

a) Noise and Land Use

Noise impacts depend to a considerable degree on operations levels. The FAA has
considered whether the potential differences in activity levels described above may
produce significant difference in noise impacts of the Master Plan Update projects.
The FAA has considered both whether the noise analysis in the Final Supplemental
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EIS is still substantially valid, _d Whether the mitigation program_required by the
Final Supplemental EIS is sufficient to mitigate impact_ of the projects even if the
potential differences in activity levels occur.

As is noted earlier, the higher activity projections of the TAT are less than the 15%
threshold used by FAR Part 150 to develop official noise exposure maps for an
airport. Based on FAR Part 150 guidance, no additional noise exposure analysis
would be required and the contours preparedfor the FSEIS would remain valid. This
15% rule used by the FAA was established because a l 5% change in activity would
increase aircraft noise exposure by 1.0 DNL, which is less than the 1.5 significance
threshold used by the FAA in its NEPA evaluations.

Further, the Final Supplemental EIS contains an analysis of noise impacts for
operations levels considerably higher than those in the main text of the Final
Supplemental EIS. Appendix D assumed a 10% greater growth rate than the main
text, and calculated noise impacts for 521,400 operations in 2010. In 2010, the Final
Supplemental EIS shows the following population affected by DNL 65 or greater
rlO1Se:

2010 Without Project 11,940
2010 With Project 13,220
2010 Case 3 contingency w/project 15,340 (Appendix D Table D-2)

The difference in impacted population between the two cases (main text and
contingency case 3) is 2,120 people.

The Port has recently updated its noise exposure contours through the Part 150 Study
process and found that noise has not decreased as rapidly as was anticipated in the
FSEIS. The Part 150 Study showed, however, that substantial reductions are still
anticipated, as noisier aircraft 0VIDS0 and F-28) are transitioned out of the fleet at
Sea-Tat. Therefore, while the exact magnitude of total people affected by aircraft
noise today is greater, substantial decreases in the future are still anticipated. More
importantly, the comparison of With Project to Without Project would remain the
same and mitigation is required in the FSEIS/ROD.

The population and housing units affected by 521,400 operations are already covered
by the Port's noise mitigation commitments to the FAA in the Final Supplemental
EIS. The noise mitigation program was designed to cover r_i_¢, impacts exceeding
those projected in the Final Supplemental EIS, should they occur.

Following commencement of operations on the new runway, but prior to the year 2010,
the POS [Port] and the FA.A will undertake a further supplementalevaluation of noise
and land use impacts anticipated after the year 2010.... Following completion of that
evaluation, ff significant additional adverse environmental impacts are found, the Port
of Seattle will be required to adopt further noise and land use mitigation measures
designed to minimize any significant adverse a.fleets [sic] found in that evaluation.
ROD, 21

The FAA found that such additional mitigation is feasible. The FAA further
determined that "even if the maximum additional adverse environmental effects
estimated in Appendix D should occur, it would still make the decisions set forth in
this ROD and would approve the projects, subject to the special condition with
respect to additional mitigation." ROD, 22
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The FAA considers the mitigation commitments of the Port sufficient, in light of the
ROD, to mitigate all of the impacts of any such higher growth.

It is important to note that in response to the FSEIS and the PSRC Expert Panel
view of noise conditions at Sea-Tat, the Port undertook an unprecedented Part 150

dy for the purpose of collecting data to improve the credibility of the noise
modeling process. Airport operational data and noise measurements were taken over
a 12-month period. Based on this data, improvements in the accuracy of the noise
modeling process were identified and incorporated into the Part 150 Noise Study
contours. While these changes in the noise exposure contour process change the
characterization of noise conditions for each existing and future condition, it would
not significantly change the comparison of the With Project and Do-Nothing
condition. Based on the Part 150 noise contours, which are larger than the EIS
contours, the mitigation would continue to be necessary upon commissioning the
runway as was described and depicted in the FSEIS. It is likely that additional homes
alon.g the northwest comer of the existing noise remedy program boundary would
require sound insulation; these properties are included in the ROD mitigation
commitment for insulation.

It is also important to note that had the noise model calibration data been available at
the time that the EIS was prepared, that data would have been reflected in the
FEIS/FSEIS noise contours. FAA EIS guidance does not require the collection of
such data, and at the time of the analysis neither the FAA nor the airport operator
expected that actual annual data would differ from the default information imbedded
m the noise model. See Attachment A, page A-4 for further discussion of the changes
made during the Part 150 to the modeling data. However, in response to public input,
the Port conducted the Part 150 (a study which as was expected by the EIS) to address
these public concerns. The Port is in the process of updating the noise exposure maps
to reflect this new information. The FEIS and FSEIS acknowledged that the Port
would undertake an update of its Part 150. In addition, the FSEIS deferred
refinement of the approach transition area acquisition to the Part 150 Study. Because
of these issues, and the ROD requirement to update the contours upon commissioning
the runway and to mitigate any now unforeseen impacts, the FAA believes that the
Part 150 Study contours do not make the EIS contours invalid.

As noted earlier, the FAA is requiring the Port to develop a new noise analysis upon
commissioning the runway and to identify mitigation based on actual operational
characteristics. In light of this commitment, the FAA believes that developing
additionalnoisecontoursat this timein responseto the 2000TAFis unwarrantedand
could be misleading, because of the changing conditions that can not be predicted at
this time.

b) AirQuaUW

In preparing this Re-evaluation the FAA must consider whether the finding made
under the conformity provision of the Clean Air Act remains substantially valid. The
ROD concluded that the projects would not exceed the de-minimis thresholds for
general conformity, and would conform to the Washington State Air Quality
Implementation Plan. In evaluating emission in the FSEIS, emissions were
categorized as operating, which included the operation of airport sources upon
completion of projects, and construction, the emissions associated with the
construction activity. As that analysis showed, the primary project-related emissions
occur during construction. With the project changes discussed above, the project will
not exceed de minimis thresholds or cause any significant air impacts that were not
fully discussed in the SEIS.
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Relative to the operating emissions, one of the primary considerations in evaluating
air quality and conformity with the SIP is differences in the level of activity between
the With Project and that of the Do-Nothing. In preparing the FSEIS, in 2010 the
With Project was found to accommodate 14,000 annual aircraR operations more than
the Do-Nothing (with the pro_--t 474,000 annual aircraft operations, and 460,000
operation under the Do-Nothing). Because the higher level of activity with project is
accommodated in a much more efficient manner, air emissions (particularly for
nitrogen oxides) are less with project than without. Therefore, when considering the
TAT activity, the differences between the With Project and Do-Nothing from an
activity and efficiency perspective must be considered.

For evaluation purposes, the 2000 TAF projections of 529,000 annual operations for
2010 would reflect the With Project, or regional air travel demand. Under this
scenario, a Do-Nothing scenario must be postulated. The FAA believes that with a
higher demand_ several scenarios might exist: 1) all of the demand could be
accommodated at Sea-Tac, with an associated extreme delay condition (about 64
minutes of average arrival delay versus 13 minutes with project); or 2) some portion
of demand could be accommodated at Sea-Tac, with the remaining accommodated at
other airports in the region. While slight differences in air emissions could occur
with either scenario, the differences would be minor, approximately equal to that
already addressed in the FSEIS. As was noted in an earlier section, while higher
levels of activity are predicted by the TAT (in comparison to the FSEIS), it is likely
that the region (through Sea-Tac or another airport) would accommodate a growing
portion of that demand. For operating emissions, it is believed that emission benefits
will continue to be achieved with the implementation of the proposed Master Plan
Update projects relative to the Do-Nothing/No Build, as air travel demand will
continue to be accommodated within the Puget Sound Region.

As was discussed in Appendix B of the FSEIS (Conformity evaluation), construction
emissions represent the potential to exceed the de-minimis threshold. As is noted in
the Port's response to comments in the Clean Water Act Section 404 process, the Port
has continued to monitor its compliance with its de-minimis commitments in the
FSEIS and ROD. The Port has evaluated its annual coustruetion emissions and
shown that the de-minimis thresholds will not be exceeded. To further confirm this
compliance, the FAA has obtained a written commitment from the Port to prepare
annual submittals demonstrating its de-minimis compliance, and thus, has no new
information that would indicate that the Port or the proposed projects would not meet
the Clean Air Act conformity requirements. The FAA will make this annual
submittal a requirement of the Port's grant agreements. Therefore, relative to all
direct and indirect emissions, conformity would continue to be met in the 2010
period.

Conformity analysis through 2010 was sufficient for purposes of the SEIS and was
accepted by the US Court of Appeals. It remains the appropriate time_ame for this
Reevaluation. The conformity requirement is nOt a general regulatory provision, but
is limited to ensuring that federal activities do not interfere with the effectiveness of
state implementation plans. The Seattle region currently is in attainment for ozone,
and subject to a maintenance plan that regulates air quality through 2010. The
regional clean air agency (Puget Sound Clean Air Agency) is currently revising its
emissions inventory for the maintenance plan and the Port anticipates that the
emissions for Sea-Tat Airport will reflect current regional growth, airport growth and
anticipated airport development. The FAA has concluded that the de-minimis
threshold would not be exceeded through the foreseeable future and this
determination is sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the Clean Air Act.
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For the period after 2010, the State of Washington must revise the maintenance plan.
The maintenance plan itself provides for revision: "Such a revised SIP will provide
for an additional ten years of maintenance." 61 FR 50441. Under this statutory
mandate, the federal, state and regional air quality agencies will review current
emissions data, which will include emissions estimates based on Airport activity at
that future time, and updated forecasts of future Airport activity for the period after
2010. The revised plan will have to include whatever measures are deemed
appropriate by the air quality agencies to ensure continued compliance with national
air quality standards. Because the Airport, with the Master Plan Update projects, is
already included in the Metropolitan Transportation Plan, all of its projected activity
in the air and on the ground must be accommodated in the updated plan. USEPA
must approve the revised plan. The updated plan will not require reliance on the
Port's written commitment to the FAA.

c) Surface Traffic Conditions

In examining the effect of higher levels of airport paSsengers on surface traffic
conditions, a comparison was made against the Master Plan traffic levels for the year
2000 with the levels evaluated for the base condition for 1999/2000 for the ongoing
Joint Transportation Study (JTS -- the study funded by the City of SeaTac and Port of
Seattle for purposes of examining traffic conditions in the airport vicinity).

A comparison of traffic levels along six roadways was conducted as shown in Table
4: International Boulevard .(.SR 99), North Airpo_ Expressway, Air Cargo Road,
South 160 Street, South 170" Street and South 188"' Street. The Master Plan Update
Final Supplemental EIS found intersections along many of these roadways to be
heavily traveled, and in many circumstances with poor levels of service (LOS D or
worse).

A comparison of the more recent JTS data shows that the Master Plan Update Final
EIS and Final Supplemental EIS used very conservative (high Waffle levels) when
assessing surface traffic conditions in comparison to what has actually occurred on
these roadways.

Actual traffic levels were less on all roadway segments, with the exception of four
se_r_ents: _ North Airport Expressway from SR 518 to the temfinal; b) Air Cargo
Road from S. 160th to Airport Expresswa_ c) Air Cargo Road from North
Expressway to S. 170th, and d) South 170th Street from Air Cargo Road to North
Expressway. All of these segments are in the same general vicinity, and appear to
reflect the greater number of passengers using the on-airport roadway system.
Further, while slightly greater actual tra_c has occurred on these roads, the FEIS and
FSEIS noted that traffic conditions were and would continue to be relatively good,
except at Air Cargo Road and S. 170th. At Air Cargo Road/S. 170th, the Port and
City of SeaTac have proposed a signalized intersection (as was noted in the FSEIS),
independent of the Master Plan to resolve low levels of service. Therefore the
carrying capacity of these roads is capable of accommodating the slightly higher
traffic levels. It is important to note that surface traffic on off-airport roadways is
consistently less than was predicted.

Therefore, despite the higher levels of actual airport activity, surface traffic
conditions on area roadways have not worsened in proportion to the increase.
Rather, the increases in airport activity have not produced commensurate increases in
surface traffic levels. Because the existing conditions for most roadways were over
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predicted in the FSEIS, it is reasonable to assume that conditions that might be
associated with a TAF level of future activity have already been ace-ounted for in the
evaluation prepared for the FSEIS. For the few roadways/intersections where actual
traffic is greater than evaluated in the FSEIS, the slight differences would not have a
material effect on traffic flow given the carrying capacityof the existing roads. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume that the traffic conditions evaluated in the Final
Supplemental EIS, by virtue of being conservative/over-predictive, have identified
adequately actual traffic conditions and conditions associated with the 2000 TAF.
Based on the surface traffic conditions, no further analysis would be warranted, as the
traffic analysis in the FSEIS is substantially valid.

Table 4

Comparison of Actual to Projected Surface Traffic
(Average Daily Traffic Levels)

Actual FSEIS FSEIS
Roadway From/To 1999/2000 2000 W/o 2000 W/

JTS project Project
International Boulevard/SR 99

State Route 518 to S. 160mStreet 33,000 43,600 42,900
S 160'"Street to S 170'_ Street 27,500 36,600 35,500
S. 170" Street to S 176" Street 35_000 39,800 38,300
S 176" Street to S 180" Street 32,500 47_700 45,800
S 180'"Street to S 188" Street 39r500 62_100 59,900
S 188" Street to S 192*_Street 37,000 53,600 51,500

Northern Airport Expresswa_ "
State Route 518 to Terminal 58,100 56rl00 55r400

Air Cav_oRoad
S 154mStreet to S 160'*Street 9,700 12_100 12,400

160" Street to North Airport Expy 12,400 9,600 9,600
' North Airport Expy to S170" Street 13,500 12,500 12_400

South 160_ Street
Air Cargo Road to International Blvd 8,300 101900 101700

South 170mStreet
Air Cargo Road to North Airpo_ Expy 12,500 12_600 12,300
North Airport Expy to International BI 14,400 16,100 . 15,800

South '188_ Street
28'_Ave S to International Blvd 24,500 28_700 27,200
Intemat!onal Blvd to Military Road 31,700 36,900 34,500

Source: Port of Seattle
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B. Modifications to the Master Plan Update Proiect

As with any airport development project, refinements are made in the plan as projects move from
pJa_ning documents to design and construction. In the case of the long-range Master Plan
Update improvements, a number of refinements were identified subsequent to the preparation of
the Final Supplemental EIS. These include:

* Revisions to the Concourse A expansion to enable an additional gate and to provide a six
story office complex - this project also was modified such that the existing Delta Hangar
was demolished, with a new hangar to accommodate Northwest Airlines.

• Implementation of a Hydrant Fueling System for the existing terminal and future
terminals

• The Construction Only Temporary Interchange from SR 509, Modifications to the Third
Runway Embankment and Retaining Wall, and Other Matters

• Expansion and improvements to the Industrial Waste System (IWS)

• Expansion of the South Electrical Substation;

• Expansion of the Main Terminal (North Esplanade) and Satellite Transit System (STS)

• Development of an Air Cargo Plan, which reinforced the Master Plan recommendations
and recommended the development of a secure bridge from the existing north cargo area
to the warehouse area north of SR 518 (warehousing recommended by the Master Plan);

• Refinements to the Auburn Wetland Mitigation Program;

• Temporary aircraft overnight parking on taxiways recommended by the Master Plan;

• Development of landscaping design standards ........

All of these projects were processed under the Washington State Environmental Policy Act
(SEPA) as either Determinations of Non-Significance, Mitigated Determinations of Non-
Significance or addendums to the Master Plan Update EIS. As a result, their impacts are either
minor or have been mitigated. The FAA has reviewed these project SEPA documents, as noted
in Attachment A to this re-evaluation, and determined that tk*_seprojects are either a) design
changes that are not significant or do not produce significant new information or environmental
consequences, b) categorically excluded under the National Environmental Policy Act (per FAA
Order 5050.4A, paragraph 23), or e) were adequately addressed in the Final EIS/Final
Supplemental EIS. The cumulative effect of these projects, in combination with the Master Plan
Update projects, are discussed in the following section.

C. Cumulative Impacts of Project Modifications and Changes in the SurrouDdin2
Environs

As would be expected, since publication of the Final EIS and SEIS, more detailed information
has become available on other projects in the vicinity of the Airport. In response to comments
concerning cumulative impacts, the Port has prepared a detailed review of cumulative impacts as
documented in their response to public comments on the Clean Water Act Section 404 permit
(See General Response GLR19). The FAA has reviewed that response and much of the
underlying non-airport documentation and generally concurs with the Port's review. That
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response is included by reference and shows that while a clearer definition of the non-airport
projects have been prepared, no significant cumulative impacts are expected to occur.

m. CONCLUSION

Consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR 1508.7 and 40 CFR 1502.9, the FAA has taken a
systematic "hard look" at the new environmental information and planned changes in elements
of the Master Plan Update. FAA Order 5050.4A, Paragraphs 102b and 103 were considered.
Relative to Paragraph 102b, the FAA has reviewed the status of the project. As is shown in this
re-evaluation, the project is substantially underway. Relative to paragraph 103, three
considerations were made: a) proposed action conforms to the plans for project upon which the
FEIS/FSEIS was prepared, b) the data and analysis in the FEIS/FSEIS remain substantially valid,
and c) all pertinent conditions and requirements of the prior approval have been or will be met.

As is shown in this re-evaluation, the project changes conform to the project upon which the
FEIS/FSEIS is based. Further the re-evaluation shows that the data and analysis in the
FEIS/FSEIS is substantially valid. Finally, the FAA has reviewed the Port's actions since
issuance of the ROD. The Port has either implemented or has plans to implement all of the
conditions and requirements of the ROD (such as Best Management Practices, air emissions
evaluations, conduct of the Part 150, continued sound insulation, and implementation of
acquisition and relocation processes). The FA.A has considered the significance of the new
information that has been developed for these projects and evaluated the information for
potential cumulative impacts with those impacts identified in the Port's Master Plan Update
Final EIS, Final Supplemental EIS and supporting environmental documentation. In each case,
and collectively, the new information and the effects of the projects are either not significant or
are not substantially greater than what had been reported previously.

The FAA has concluded that major steps toward implementation of the Project have occurred. A
second supplemental EIS would not show significantly different impacts of the Project.

David Field

Manager, Planning, Programming and Capacity Branch

Responsible Official for the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport Master Plan Re-Evaluation
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ATTACHMENT A

NEPA CONSIDERATION OF OTHER PORT PROJECTS

Since pubiication of the FEIS and SEIS, the Port has conducted refinements to elements of the Master
Plan Update and identified additional projects that are necessary. This appendix presents the FAA's
examination of the impact of these projects relative to the National Environmental Policy Act. In all
cases, except where noted, the Port has completed an environmental review of the project per the
requirements of the Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA). As this appendix shows, none
of these projects are expected to cause significant adverse impacts individually or in combination with the

.... Master Plan Update projects.

1. South SeaTae Electrical Substation Upgrade

This project will expand the capacity of the existing South SeaTac Substation by constructing a new
substation next to the existing one and installing approximately 1.2 miles of 115kV high transmission
lines on segments of South 188'hStreet and 28 thAvenue South. The Port completed a SEPA checklist
and made a Determination of Non-Significance (DNS) for this project.

The proposed substation project will not affect airport activity (either aircraft or surface
transportation) upon completion of the project. As a result operation of the project will have no
impact on noise, land use compatibility, social impacts, induced socioeconomic impact, air quality,
DOT 4(f) lands, historic/architectural/archaeological and cultural resources, endangered species of
flora and fauna, floodplains, coastal zone management and/or coastal barriers, wild and scenic rivers,
farmland, light emissions, and solid waste.

The project will have a slight effect on water quality, biotic communities (plants and animals),
wetlands, and energy supply and natural resources, and will generate short-term construction impacts.
However, these impacts are not expected to be significant and are expected to be concentrated on
airport lands. As is described in the Port's SEPA checklist supporting its determination of non-
significance, two shrub and forested wetlands are located 50 feet south and 50 feet east of the

proposed substation site. The wetlands south of the site contain both forested and emergent wetland
habitats. Groundwater seepage into the wetlands during the wet season maintains the area as a
wetland. The wetlands lack any distinct surface water inlet or outlet features. The wetlands are small
in size, have been subjected to recent disturbance, and have limited biological diversity. No
structures will be constructed within 65 feet of the wetlands, and measures to minimize erosion, and
off-site sediment transport will be implemented. The project will have a benefit to the electrical
capability of the airport, by providing redundancy, but will not generate measurable additional
electrical consumption.

2. South Terminal Expansion (Concourse A and related projects)

Much of this project was analyzed under the Master Plan Update FEIS and FSEIS, as Table 2-7 of the
FSEIS notes "Expansion of Concourse A including expansion of Main Terminal at A'. Changes to
the terminal expansion proposal were discussed in the Port of Seattle's July 19, 1999 South Terminal
Expansion SEPA Checklist, and considered in a Mitigated DNS dated July 19, 1999. The project will
be constructed on a previously developed portion of airport property and is expected to include the
following elements: Concourse A Extension, Office Tower Building, tenant supporting space, South
Ground Transportation Lot, Remain Overnight Aircraft Parking, apron paving, demolition of existing
Delta Airlines hanger and construction of a new Northwest Airlines hanger on the site, Northwest
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Airlines flight kitchen, aircraft lavatory dump station replacement,and ccnstruetion staging area. The
.... project changes do not substantially alter the Master Plan EIS analysis of potential environmental

impacts.

3. Expansion of the Main Terminal (North Esplanade) and Satellite Transit System (STS)

This proposal was analyzed in the May 13, 1997 Master Plan Final Supplemental EIS, as is noted in
Table 2-7 as "Overhaul and/or replacement of the STS". The upgrade entails relocation of the
cresting north securily checkpoint, construction of a new vertical circulation core, improvements to
the satellite transit system, interior remodeling, and extension of the north end of the main terminal by
approximately 75 feet. Project modifications are discussed in the August 23, 1999 SEPA Addendum.
The modifications do not substantially alter the analysis of significant impacts described in the Master
Plan FSEIS.

•4. Upgrade and Expansion of Industrial Wastewater System (I-vVS)Lagoon #3

This proposal is to 'clean, line, expand and upgrade an existing wastewater system lagoon. The
expanded lagoon will provide greater industrial wastewater storage capacity prior to treatment in the
Port's Industrial Wastewater System Treatment Plant and allow for controlled discharge to the King
County Metro Sewer line. The proposal received a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance on
December 22, 1999. The Final EIS noted that the Port was preparing a Stormwater Management Plan
for the airport, for which this was a recommendation of that study.

This project will occur adjacent to (but not in) the nortbem arms of Wetland 28 (the Northwest
Ponds) and wetland IWSA/IWSB (north of the pond). Buffer impacts resulting fi'om the project
would be reviewed by the appropriate regulatory agencies and may require mitigation such as buffer
averaging or replacement. Other than these impacts, the project would provide water quality benefits
and, other than short-term construction impacts, would have no adverse impacts.

5. Aircraft Hydrant Fueling System (AHIrS)

The AI-IFS proposal is to install a Jet A underground fuel line concurrent with the planned
improvements to Concourse A. The AHTS would provide single source fuel delivery of Jet A fuel at
the airport and a common infrastructure that would be used by all airlines. The AHFS would replace
the current fueling operations (primarily truck deliveries) for most commercial passenger aircraft at
the Airport. The Port issued a SEPA DNS for the project on October 6, 2000.

The Master Plan Update and FEIS/FSEIS noted that the Port was considering addressing the existing
hydrant fueling system, but that no decision had been reached concerning that project. However, it
noted that as new terminal facilities are built, such as Concourse A and the North Terminal, they
would have hydrant fueling.

6. North Electrical Substation

The North Eleclrical Substation received a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance on June 2,
2000. This DNS was amended on March 6, 2001 to reflect minor project changes. As currently
envisioned, the project involves upgrading and expanding the existing Bow Lake Substation,
replacing the North SeaTac Substation with a smaller facility (the North Main Service Point) and
installing an 1,800-foot, 12.5 kV underground cable system between the Bow Lake Substation and the
new North Main Service Point.
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The Bow Lake Substation will be rebuilt on property owned by Puget Sound Energy ("PSE"). The
North Main Service Point will consist of switch-gear enclosed in a 25-foot by 60-foot building that is
15 feet tall. The building will be enclosed by a 50-foot by 100-foot fence. The North Main Service
Point will be located just east of the south entrance to the Airport parking garage between the
entrance booth and the northbound Airport circulation road. The proposed 12.5 kV cable system will
extend along the north side of South 176tb St., across International Boulevard and onto Airport
property.

NowetlandsorwaterbodiesareimpactedintheconsU'uctionofthisfacility. Stormwatercollected at
me NoR Main ServicePointwill flow eitherintothe Port's stormwatercollection systemor
industrialwastesystem.Catchbasinsforbothsystemsarelocatedinthearea.

7. Temporary Aircraft Parking-Taxiway Stubs

Gn October 25, 2000 the Port issued a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance to allow use of
some existing Taxiways for aircraftparking until the taxiways are needed for the Third Runway. No
maintenance or de-icing activities will occur to aircraft parked on the taxiways, and no impacts to
aquatic resources are expected to occur from this activity. The development of the pavement to
support the aircraft parkingwas considered in the Final EIS and FSEIS.

8. The Construction Only Temporary Interchange from SR 509, Modifications to the Third
Runway Embankment and Retaining Wall, and Other Matters

In January 2000, the Port issued "Addendum To Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement For Proposed Master Plan Updat, Development
Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport" under SEPA. This Addendum addressed new

information relating to: (a) wetlands and other aquatic resources that would be affected by the
planned new runway and other improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport; and (b)
potential impacts of temporary construction-related interchanges on SR 518 and SR 509 to be used by
trucks delivering fill material to the planned new runway site. This Addendum was prepared by the
Port to report the Port's assessment of the new information and its determination that the existing
environmental analyses under the Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) remain adequate. This conclusion was based on the
Port's findings that the newly discovered areas of adverse impacts to wetlands and other aquatic
resources, and thepotential impacts of the temporary construction interchanges, either were not
environmentally significant, in light of project changes and mitigation measures, or were adequately
covered by the analyses of wetland impacts in the 1996 FEIS and 1997 FSEIS.

This Re'evaluation discusses the consequences of the project relative to wetland impacts and shows
that based on the FEIS/FSEIS the FAA believes that there is not the need to supplement the FSEIS.
As the temporary construction interchanges were addressed in the FSEIS, and slight changes occurred
in the design of the project element that do not create adverse effects, the FAA f'mds that there is no
need to supplement the EIS based on that project.

9. Refinements to the Auburn Mitigation Program

On May 5, 2000, the Port of Seattle issued a SEPA addendum to the FEIS/FSEIS and to the August
1998 SEPA checklist for the AuburnWetland Mitigation Project. The purpose of the addendum was
to analyze the consequences to the mitigation of wetlands for the Master Plan Update projects. The
addendum accounted for an increase in the wetland mitigation size and advanced the design of the
mitigation site from a conceptual plan to a 60% design. As noted in the Addendum, the project
design and increase in mitigation size did not "substantially change the analysis of significant impacts
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described in" the FEIS/FSEIS. Based'on/he _FAA's review of the Addendum relative to NEPAL, the

analysis of the Auburn Mitigation site in the FEIS/FSEIS remains valid.

10. Part 150 Noise Compatibility Plan

In late 2000, the Port of Seattle completed ito _ommitment to update its Part 150 Noise Compatibility
Plan as noted in the Final Supplemental EIS and ROD, and formally submitted the Plan to the FAA in
mid 2001. The scope of this study was undertaken to respond to comments raised during the Puget
Sound Regional Council (PSRC) Expert Panel on Noise as well as comments received during
preparation of the FEIS/FSEIS concerning the use of computer driven noise exposure contours. As a
result, the Port commissioned the Part 150 Study to collect 12 months of airport operational and
associated noise measurements for use in improving the accuracy of the FAA's Integrated Noise
Model at Sea-Tat Airport.

The Part 150 study resulted in the preparation of two primary products:

• Noise Exposure Maps: The Port updated its existing (2000), 2005 and 2010 noise exposure
maps for Sea-Tat after completing an extensive measurement program to validate the
model's accuracy. Table 5 shows that the contours prepared for the Part 150 Study are
larger than those prepared for the EIS. This difference is attributed to:

o A full year of aircraft noise and aircraft operational performance data was collected and
used to calibrate the noise model specific to Sea-Tat Airport. A comparison was made
between the departure climb profiles actually used at Sea-Tac with that provided in INM
Version 5.2. The comparison showed that Stage 3 narrow body aircraft (for their
representative stage length) actually climb slower than the INM was predicting. To more
accurately represent the departure climb performance, the Part 150 contours used profiles
associated with heavier aircraft (aircraft operating to a longer stage length). The
departure climb stage length adjustment is the primary reason that the noise exposure
contours are larger than was predicted in the FSEIS;

o A new version of the Integrated Noise Model (the computer model used to evaluate
aircraft noise - Version 5.2a was used in the Part 150 Study, while Version 4.11 was used
in the EIS) became available after the FAA issued the ROD; and

o The EIS fleet mix assumed a different fleet mix (aircraft types) versus what is actually
occurring, such as Alaska Airlines' planned discontinued use of F-2g's.

• Noise Compatibility Plan: The Port has submitted to the FAA's its recommended Plan that
expands upon the operational and land use recommendations reflected in the Final
Supplemental EIS.

The Noise Compatibility Plan continues to reflect the Port's commitment to mitigate noise impacts
within the designated noise contours, which is consistent with its commitment in the Final EIS.

Because the conduct of the study was recognized and directed, to some degree, by the FSEIS, the
FAA believes that the conclusions do not warrant the preparation of an additional supplemental EIS.
The ROD commitment to develop new noise exposure contours once the runway has been
commissioned provides the maximum assurance that any project-related impacts will have been
mitigated by 2010.

The Port issued a SEPA Determination of Non-Significance for the Part 150 Noise Compatibility
Plan on October 20, 2000. The Plan is part of the Port's Noise Remedy program, the goal of which is
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to reduce aircraftand ground noise at the Airport,reduce noise impacts on the_greater Seattle area,
and encourage land uses that are compatible with anticipated aircraft noise exposure. The Plan
recommends conducting additional studies including a siting study for the Ground Run-up Enclosure,
a siting study for noise walls, recommended changesto runway use and flight U-acks,acquisition of
mobile home parks, sound insulation of schools, and compatible land use planning by local
communities.

Table 5
Comparison of Noise Impacts

Final Supplemental EIS versus thePart 150 (population)

65-70DNL 70-75DNL 75+DNL 65+DNL
FinalSupplementalEIS

Existing(I996) 26,230 5,570 0 31,800
2000 10,330 950 30 11,310
2005 9,640 700 100 10,440
2010 111960 1,070 190 . 13_.20

2000Part 150
Existing(1998) 30,600 7,100 0 37,700
2005 10,140 2,560 0 11,700
2010 14,960 360 0 15,320

11. Development of Landscaping Standards

Section IV.24 "Aesthetics and Urban Design" of the FEIS contains a discussion of the conceptual
landscaping envisioned in the Master Plan Update for the airport. Subsequentto the Master Plan
Update, the Port prepared landscape design standards that represent minimum requirements and
providea clear and concise set of regulationsto be use for all exteriordevelopmentat Sea-Tac. These
'standardsare consistent with the MasterPlan and will improvethe aesthetic quality of future airport
facilities. Based on a SEPA checklist, the Port rendereda DNS for the standardsin August 1999.
Basedon the FAA's considerationof the SEPAchecklist,the landscaping standardsdo not createany
significantadverseenvironmentalconsequenceandthe analysis in the FEIS/FSEISremainsvalid.

12. Air Cargo Development Plan (ACDP)

In 1999, the Port of Seattle completed an air cargo development plan that ref'medelements of the
Master Plan Update relative to the north cargo area. To comply with SEPA, the Port prepared a
programmaticevaluationof the project,but at this time does not have any specific construction plans.
The ACDPis a 10-yeardevelopmentplan for facilities and actions recommendedto meet the needs of
existing aircargo customersat Sea-TacAirport. MasterPlan Update elements includedin the ACDP
are: purchasing of airport leases to allow redevelopment in the north cargo area, constructing four
aircrafthardstandsin the northcargo area, consUuctingfreightwarehousing in the north cargo area,
preparinga site developmentplan for property north of SR 518 (the "L-shaped parcel"), and
redevelopingPort building 313 for air cargo, constructingmail processing and transfer facilities.
Itemsnot includedin the MasterPlan Updateinclude:constructinga non-publicbridgeacross SR 518
(adjacentto the existing 24thAve. S. bridge), and constructinga ground support equipment storage
area. Developmentof the L-shapedparcelnorthof SR518 could increase impervious surface because
the parcel is currentlyundeveloped. In addition, preliminary information indicates the presence of
wetlapdson the site. At the time that the Portpursuesdevelopmentof these non-MasterPlan Update
projects,the FAA will considerwhat, if any, additionalNEPA evaluations arerequired.
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13. North End Development Project

The North End Development Project (NEDP) is in the initial planning stages by the Port and would
cover primarily the area north of the existing main terminal. It is the FAA's understanding from Port
briefings, that the project builds on and includes the Master Plan Update improvements to construct a
North Unit Terminal (which is currently being called the North End Terminal). The Port continues to
define the elements of this project, and as a result, the FAA has not been presented with a plan for
review and/or approval. Thus, consideration by the FAA of the NEDP relative to NEPA is not ripe.
When the FAA has been presented with a plan for review and approval, the FAA will conduct the
appropriate NEPA evaluation.

14. Water System Improvements

The Port proposes to construct water system improvements, including a two-million gallon reservoir,
expansion of an existing booster pump station, and other improvements to the fire and domestic water
distribution systems at Airport. The reservoir will be constructed on Port-owned land on Host Road,
west of the Washington Memorial Cemetery on the east side of the Airport. This location is about
350 feet south of the existing water tower. Construction of the reservoir will involve relocating
utilities and the east west portion of Host Road to a point approximately 100 feet north of the new
reservoir.

15. Miscellaneous Airport Projects

The foilowing projects are at various stages of the design and planning process. At this time, it is not
possible to identify the impacts of the project or to determine, for those projects that were included in
the Master Plan Update, how their final design/plan would alter conditions identified in the EIS.

- These projects include:

• SASA (South Aviation Support Area): A final design for the facility has not been
completed and the Port is continuing to work on the amount of each proposed use. There are
no new environmental documents for SASA. Final evaluations of the SASA facility will take
into account the SR.509/South Access project and the buffering of Des Moines Creek.

• TRACON (Terminal Approach Control): The Master Plan Update FEIS and FSEIS
evaluated this project as being located at the base of the new air traffic control tower that is
under co,istruction. Since the completion of that study, the FAA has determined that a site
on-airport is not necessary and is conducting a siting evaluation, which is investigating a 19-
acre potential site at 8th Ave. and 160th Street. The FAA will prepare all requisite
environmental analysis for the final site.

• ASDE (Airport Surface Detection Equipment): The Master Plan Update EIS evaluated
placing the ASDE on top of the air traffic control tower. Since that time, the FAA has
learned that there are performance issues associated with locating this type of radar close to
buildings. The FAA is currently conducting a siting study for this facility, which to date has
determined that the location on top of the new tower could pose visibility issues. Upon
selection of a final site, it is expected that the Port will conduct an additional SEPA review,
and the FAA will complete any requisite NEPA documentation.

• Airport Surveillance Radar (ASR-9): To complete the Third Runway requires the
relocation of the existing ASR-9, which is presently located west of the existing runway
system. Relocation of the ASR-9 was considered in the FEIS/FSEIS through the review of
nine possible sites. The FAA has selected Site 3, at Eighth Place (170 e"Avenue) and Eighth
Avenue South. The radar antenna will be elevated at the site by 160 feet. This will be
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accomplished with a 160-fi non-standard tower, or by a standard 4S-ft tower placed on fill
The site consists of about 1.1 acres and would have two access points, with the main access
being from Eighth Place. On March 15, 2001, the FAA (Seattle NAS Implementation
Center) issued a re-evaluation of this project per the FEIS/FSEIS. This project was included
in the Biological Assessment (BA) prepared for the Services, and upon which the Services
rendered an opinion/concurrence as documented. No wetland impacts would occur. Based
on the evaluation of Site 3, the FAA determined in its re-evaluation titled "Re-Evaluation
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Update Environmental Impact Statement,
Relocation of Airport Surveillance Radar-9" that the project consequences noted in the
FEIS/FSEIS remain valid.

• Approach Lighting with Sequential Flashers (ALSF) for 16L: Installation of the ALSF-2
on Runway 16L was included in the Master Plan Update FEIS/FSEIS. The Port of Seattle
(POS) conducted field investigations for wetlands in the area between March 1998 and
October 2000 as access to individual parcels was-obtained during the POS property
acquisition phase. This field investigation determined that approximately 10 acres of wetland
in three distinct locations were present north of Runway 16L.

The typical ALSF-2 structures consist of lights mounted upon individual towers set into the
ground and secured with stabilizing cable guy lines. Because the location of the ASLF-2 is
fixed in relation to the landing threshold of the runway, the standard design would have
required placement of several tower foundations and stabilizing guy line anchors within the
wetlands. To avoid disturbance to the wetlands a span-arch frame was designed to provide a
mounting platform for the ALSF-2 lights in their proper location while avoiding the
installation of tower foundations or guy line anchors in the wetland areas. The foundations
for the span-arch will be located outside the wetlands on their north and south borders. The
span-arch will be fabricated off-site, assembled on-site and set into place in a single piece
spanning the wetland areas. The remainder of the ALSF-2 lights required in locations outside
the wetlands will be installed upon individual towers. -
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RE-EVALUATION OF IMPACTS TO
ENDANGERED SPECIES OF FLORA AND FAUNA

FROM THE MASTER PLAN UPDATE IMPROVEMENTS AT
SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT

I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

Since the publication of the Final Supplemental EIS (FSEIS) in May of 1997, and the issuance of
the Record of Decision on July 3, 1997, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and
United States Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) have listed as threatened or endangered, two
species of fish that are known to exist in streams and other waters in the Puget Sound that have
the potential to be affected by actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport. The purpose of
this Re-evaluation is to document the FAA's consideration of the new information concerning
biological conditions in the area of Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tat Airport)
relative to the FAA's duties under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). In addition,
this document identifies additional new wetlands affected by the project, as well as Migratory
Bird Treaty Act issues.

The Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS), a division of the Department of Interior, and the National
Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) in the Department of Commerce, share responsibility for
administration of the Endangered Species Act (ESA). Generally, NMFS possesses ESA
jurisdiction over species that spend a majority of their lives in marine environments (e.g.,
anadromous salmonids), while FWS is responsible for terrestrial and freshwater species and
migratory birds. NMFS also administers interpretation of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act, including Amendment 14 provisions for Essential Fish
Habitat.

A species may be classified for protection as "endangered" when it is in danger of extinction
within the foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A "threatened"
classification is provided to those animals and plants likely to become endangered within the
foreseeable future throughout all or a signification portion of their ranges. A "species" includes:

• any species or subspecies of fish, wildlife, or plant
• any variety of plant; and
• any distinct population segment of any vertebrate species that interbreeds when mature.

Excluded is any species of the Class Insecta determined by the Secretary to constitute a pest
whose protection under the provisions of the ESA would present an overwhelming and
overriding risk to humans. In applying the definition of "species" to anadromous salmonids,
NMFS considers a group of salmonid populations to constitute a species for purposes of listing if
such populations are (a) reproductively isolated from other eonspeeifie populations; and (b) if
such populations represent an important component of the evolutionary legacy of the biological
species. NMFS defines its listing unit as an "evolutionarily significant unit" or "ESU."
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Once a species or critical habitat has been proposed for inclusion on a list of endangered or
threatened species, a notice is published in the Federal Register. The public is offered an
opport-uni_ to comment, and the rule is finalized or withdrawn. Species and critical habitat are
listed as threatened or endangered on the basis of the "best scientific and commercial aata
available" considering biological status, threats to existence, and probable recovery. FWS and
NMFS (the Services) maintain a list of "candidate" species that are under review for potential
listing.

Since issuance of the FSEIS and Record of Decision, additional wetlands were found on the
property acquired for the third runway embankment. Two Puget Sound fish species and critical
habitat were listed as threatened and essential fish habitat was designated. Chapter 2 of this
report summarizes the contents of the FSEIS on these issues, as well as identifies new
information that has arisen.

The FSEIS and Record of Decision identified that the Master Plan Update projects would require
the fill of 12.23 acres of wetland. The evaluation of wetlands conducted for the FSEIS was
based on restricted access to the properties that were to be acquired. The FAA's EIS contractor
had requested access to these properties in order to delineate the wetlands, but was not granted
access until acquisition was initiated and in some cases complete. Upon access to the properties,
additional wetland acreage was identified, such that the project would requirethe filling of 18.37
acres. While the quantity of wetlands increased, the nature of the impacts is the same and no
new environmental consequences were identified.

The Final EIS and FSEIS considered the effect of the Master Plan Update projects at Sea-Tat on
the marbled murrelet (Brachyamphus marmoratus), which were not found present in the action
area. In 1995, a Biological Assessment was prepared for bald eagle and peregrine falcon that ..i_
determined that the Master Plan Update projects may affect, but were not likely to adversely
affect these species. Consultation was initiated in 1995 with FWS who concurred with the
determination on December 6, 1995. FWS and NMFS have listed several new species that may
occur in the vicinity of Sea-Tat Airport, including the threatened Coastal/Puget Sound bull trout
(Salvelinus confluentus), and threatened Puget Sound c_haook salmon (Oncorhynchus
tshawytscha). Section 7 of the ESA requires federal agencies to ensure that their actions do not
jeopardize the continued existence of endangered or threatened species, or adversely modify
their critical habitat.

In April 2000, the FAA re-initiated consultation with the FWS and initiated consultation with
NMFS concerning the impacts of Master Plan Update projects over which FAA possesses
discretionary involvement or control. In accordance with section 7, the FAA, on behalf of itself
and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers CdSACE) prepared a Biological Assessment (BA) for the
proposed Master Plan Update action. 1/ The BA for the Master Plan Update projects determined
that the Master Plan Update actions over which the action agencies possess discretionary
involvement or control may affect, but are not likely to adversely affect bald eagles, bull trout
and chinook salmon. The BA further determined that under the range of anticipated conditions,

Y In accordance with applicable regulations, the FAA assumed the role of lead federal agency for purposes of
conducting ESA and Magnuson-Stevens Act consultation and designated the Port of Seattle as its non-federal
representative for purposes of conducting these consultations. See 50 C.F.K. §§ 402.0%08 and 600.920(b)-(c).

i
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the proposed action would have no effect on marbled murrelets; however, under unlikely
_ circumstance, the proposed action may affect, but would not likely adversely affect this species.

In accordance with section 7, the BA was submitted to the Services in June 2000. Supplements
to the BA were submitted in November and December 2000 respectively to update the BA with

further stormwater analysis information. On May 24, 200 I, FWS issued a biological opinion
finding in support of the conclusions of the BO. In its conclusions, FWS states:

"After reviewing the current status of the bull trout, bald eagle, and marbled murrelet, the
environmental baseline for the action area, the effects of the proposed MPUI, and the cumulative

,.effects, it is the FWS's biological opinion that the MPUI, as proposed, is not fikely to jeopardize .....
the continued existence of the bull trout, bald eagle or marbled murrelet. We reached this ....
conclusion on the basis that the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect these species, as
discussed in the Effects section of this opinion.

No critical habitat has been designated for the bull trout or bald eagle. Therefore, none will be
affected for these species. Critical habitat has been designated for the marbled murrelet. However,
the project does not occur within designated critical habitat, therefore none will be affected for this
species."

On May 31, 2001, NMFS concurred with the BA's conclusions that the proposed action was not
likely to adversely affect chinook salmon or its critical habitat. In its concurrence letter, NMFS
state s:

"Effects of STIA projects were evaluated in terms of water quality, hydrology and habitat alterations
for various locations within the action area. At several of these locations, chinook salmon do not
occur. At other locations chinook occur seasonally or rarely. Consequently, the effects
determinations are generally insignificant or discountable (Table 2).

TABLE2. Summaryof STIAProjectEffects to Puget SoundChinookSalmon

LOCATION Fish Water Hydrology Habitat
Present Qualit]¢ Alterations

Miller Creek NO Insi_aificent IllSi_nifieant Insi_ifieant
Walker Creek NO Insi_ificant Insit_nificant In_it,nificant

Des Moines NO Insi_ifieant Insignificant Insi£,nifeant
Creek

Gilliam Creek Rarely Discountable Discotmtable Discountable
Green River YES Discountable Discountable Beneficial
(Mitigation

site)
Miller Creek Seasonally Imi_nificant Insimaifieant, Insignificant

Estuary
Des Moines Seasonally Insitntifieant Insjt_nifieant Insignificant

Creek Estuary
Midway Adults Insi_ificant Discountable Discountable

Sewer Outfall

After reviewing the current status of the Puget Sound chinook salmon, the environmental baseline for
the action area, and the effects of the proposed STIA actions, the NMFS concludes that these actions
may affect but are not likely to adversely affect Puget Sound Chinook or their designated
habitat."

The Final EIS and the FSEIS disclosed the presence of these species in area streams. Those
documents further disclosed the consequences of the project on these species. The biological
opinion and concurrence issued by the Services does not contradict these earlier findings.
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In addition to the recent listings of various species under the ESA, NMFS recently established
requirements under the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Act for
federal action agencies to consult over activities that may adversely effect designated Essential
Fish Habitat (EFH). NMFS designated EFH for coastal pelagic fisheries and Pacific groundfish
species, as well as several Pacific salmon species. In accordance with the MSA, the FAA, on
behalf of itself and the USACE, prepared an EFH assessment in June 2000 analyzing the impacts
of proposed Master Plan Update, actions on designated EFH for pelagic fish species and
determined that the Master Plan Update projects were not likely to adversely affect designated
EFH. In September 2000, NMFS designated EFH for several species of salmon, including
chinook, coho, pink, and chum salmon. In March, 2001, the FAA, on behalf of itself and the
Corps, prepared a supplemental EFH analysis and determined that the Master Plan Update
projects would have no effect on chinook or pink salmon EFH. The analysis further determined
the proposed action may adversely affect coho salmon EFH in the short-term, but was not likely
to adversely effect coho salmon EFH in the long-term.

Chinook and pink salmon have not been documented to occur in the Miller or Des Moines Creek
basins upstream of their discharge with Puget Sound; therefore, construction and operations of
the project will have no adverse effect on freshwater EFH of chinook or pink salmon in the
Miller Creek or Des Moines Creek basins. Coho salmon are present within central and lower
reaches of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines creeks and may be present in several areas where
direct impacts could occur from construction of habitat improvements (e.g., installation of large
woody debris, removal of rock weirs), and/or water quality alteration from turbidity, suspended
sediment, or stormwater chemistry. When the potential effects of the proposed Master Plan
Update improvements on the EFH ofcoho salmon in the project area were considered relative to
the proposed conservation measures, the action agencies determined that the proposed action
"may adversely effect" coho EFH in the short-term, but will be unlikely to adversely affect coho
salmon EFH for the long-term and will actually prove beneficial to this species. On May 3 I,
2001, NMFS concurred with the EFH assessment for pelagic and groundfish species and noted
"information submitted by FAA in the BA is sufficient for NMFS to conclude that the effects of
the proposed actions are transient, local, and of low intensity and are not likely to adversely
affect EFH in the long-term." These findings are consistent with the 1996 Final EIS and 1997
FSEIS.

H. EXISTING NEPA DOCUMENTS

Several documents were prepared by or under the FAA's direction to comply with the National
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA). These documents, which are herein incorporated by
reference include:

• Record of Decision for the Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Sea-
Tac International Airport, July 3, 1997

• Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan
Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, May 1997

• Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Proposed Master Plan Update
Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, February 1996
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The following sections briefly summarize the contents of these documents relative to wetlands
and threatened and endangered species.

A. 1996 FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (FEIS)

The 1996 Final EIS examined threatened and endangered species of flora and fauna, as well as
plants and animals (including fisheries) in the airport area, and identified the effects of the
project on conditions at that time.

(1) Threatened and Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna

The Final EIS noted the potential for use of the area of the propesed Master Plan Update
altematives by bald eagle, peregrine falcon, marbled murrelet, pileated woodpecker, and great
blue heron, as well as several federal candidate species that were listed by the Services as of June
1994. Federal candidate species at that time that could potentially occur in the airport area were:
bull trout, black tern, mountain quail, northern red-legged frog, northwestern pond turtle, and
spotted frog. A BA was prepared in April 1995 for all federally listed, proposed, and candidate
species, in consultation with the FWS Service, as was provided in the Final EIS in Appendix K
(volume 3). The BA found that marbled murrelets were unlikely to be affected, as "appropriate
habitat for these species does not exist" in the action area. On December 6, 1995, FWS
concurred with the "not likely to adversely affect" finding made in the April 1995 BA. Based on
that analysis, no significant impacts on threatened and endangered species were expected as a
result of the proposed Master Plan Update.

(2) Biotic Communities {Plants and Animals)

The endangered species section of an EIS addresses the specific species of flora and fauna that
are listed by the Services as threatened or endangered. A section entitled "Biotic Communities"
or "Plants and Animals" is then prepared to disclose the project effects on species that are not
threatened or endangered. When considering plants and animals, consideration was given to
vegetation, wildlife, and fish and aquatic resources.

Approximately 40 percent of the study area considered by the analysis is occupied by Sea-Tac
Airport and is characterized by frequently mowed grassland bisected by service roads and
taxiways. This area provides little wildlife habitat value. Wildlife habitat surrounding the
airfield consists of fragmented habitat, which is composed of forest, shrub, and grassland with
scattered wetlands. These areas are subject to a variety of airport-related disturbances as well as
increasing residential, commercial, and industrial development. The following paragraphs
briefly summarize the findings of the Final EIS:

Vegetation: No rare plants, high-quality native wetlands, or higl;-quality native plant
communities listed by the Washington Department of Natural Heritage Information System are
located in the study area. Upland vegetative communities consist of grassland, shrub, deciduous
forest, coniferous forest, and mixed deciduous/coniferous forest. Eight habitat types were
distinguished: grassland, managed lawn, pasture, row crop, mixed shrub, coniferous forest,
deciduous forest, mixed forest, mixed vegetation classes, and wetland. Seven streams were
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identified: Miller, Walker, and Des Moines creeks (including two un-named tributaries), Gilliam
Creek,and the Green/Duwamish River.-_

The primary effect on vegetation communities from the projects is construction that will result in
the direct removal of vegetation. Loss of plant communities that offer limited habitat value, such
as managed grassland, result in less of an adverse effect than loss of more complex vegetation
associations, such as mature forests, wetlands and riparian zones.

W'ddlife: •Wildlife habitat within the Airport vicinity has been highly modified through
urbanization and residential development. Much of the study area is protected from human and
domestic animal intrusion through restricted access and fencing. Vegetation communities
provide habitat for several species of terrestrial and aquatic wildlife. Wildlife diversity is
generally related to the structure and plant species composition within these vegetative
communities. When considering habitat value from a regional perspective, the relatively
undisturbed vegetation communities in the area offer valuable habitat for wildlife.

Construction activities associated with the project would result in the displacement of wildlife
species. Highly mobile animals such as large mammals and birds are able to move away from
disturbances into nearby habitats. It is generally assumed, however, that these habitats are at or
near carrying capacity and these animals would be required to compete for already limited
resources. Less mobile animals such as small mammals, amphibians, reptiles, young animals,
and nesting birds, would most likely perish during construction. Disturbance caused by
construction activities may have an adverse impact on wildlife by disrupting feeding and nesting
activities. Clearing and grading activities in the South Borrow Area, adjacent t0 the large
forested tract that encompasses Des Moines Creek Park could have an impa':t on breeding
wildlife. This habitat is used extensively by neotropieal migrant and resident songbirds for
breeding. Significant noise disturbance, especially in this relatively undisturbed area of the site,
could cause birds to abandon their nests.

•Construction activities could have adverse effects on wildlife populations in aquatic habitats.
The Final EIS estimated that approximately 10 acres of wetland loss would occur as a result of
filling and grading. A variety of small mammals and amphibians would be directly impacted by
this loss because they rely on these areas for foraging, -breeding, and over wintering habitat.
Because of their limited mobility, these taxa would likely perish during construction activities.
Many of the aquatic habitats have been previously degraded by activities such as construction,
fuel spills, and refuse dumping. Exposing soil and removing vegetation could result in an
increase in sediments and other non-point pollutants entering adjacent wetlands, contributing to
further degradation of aquatic habitat. Many amphibian species are sensitive to pollutants, and
water quality in aquatic habitats on the site may be a limiting factor for some of these species.

The conversion of one habitat type to another, such as forested tracts to managed grassland, can
have a profound effect on the complement of wildlife species using an area. Loss of forested
parcels in the study area would further stress those species dependent on forested habitats
because these species would be displaced to similar habitats elsewhere. Increasing urbanization
over the past 15 years has fragmented existing forested tracts and greatly reduced the area of
forest habitat available for wildlife. The effects of habitat fragmentation on wildlife have been
well documented for birds, but recent studies have been conducted with other taxa. In general,
the number of species using a particular habitat decreases as the distance between patches of
habitat increases (i.e., fragmentation of habitats typically results in loss of species). Studies with
birds have shown that smaller patches of habitat, with proportionately more edge, may be
associated with increased predation and nest parasitism.

2_ Communication with Sandra Norwood, Washington Natural Heritage Program, Division of Land had Water Conservation.
Jmuary, 1995.
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The long-term effect of conversion of one successional habitat to another is a shift in the local
• carrying capacity. Species such as American robin, European starling, house sparrow, raccoon,

opossum, and deer mouse that utilize grasslands and more urbanized habitats would likely
increase after construction of the propose ,4 Master Plan Update, and species that utilize older,
more complex successional stages would e^derience population decreases due to habitat loss.

Fisheries and Aquatic Resources: Although urbanization has significantly altered channel
morphology and fish habitat, Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks continue to support
populations of resident and anadromous fish and associated aquatic biota. Historically, Miller
and Des Moines Creek basins supported large runs of coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and
perhaps small runs of chum salmon (O. keta).t' Presently, both basins support onlysmall runs of
coho salmon; which appear to be maintained by annual releases of hatchery-reared fingerlings
raised by the Des Moines Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited. Washington Department of Fish
and Wildlife (WDFW) has not conducted any spawner surveys in either Miller or Des Moines
Creeks since 1985; no spawning coho were observed in the 1985 survey._ The Des Molnes
Salmon Chapter of Trout Unlimited reported about 91 fish in a recent coho spawner survey
conducted on Miller Creek.k/There is no known chum salmon, Puget Sound pink salmo_ or
steelhead trout use of either creek system.-6/,2/ Barriers to upstream fish passage appear to limit
salmon in Miller Creek to the area below the culvert at 1st Avenue S. (about 2.8 miles) and in
Des Moines Creek to the area below S. 200th Street (about 2.5 miles).

In addition to anadromous fish, both Miller and Des Moines Creeks support resident populations
of cutthroat trout (O. clarki) and pumpkinseed sunfish (Lepomis gibbosus).-_ Des Moines Creek
also supports resident populations of rainbow trout (O. mykiss), bluegill (Lepomis macrochirus),
black bullhead (lctalurus melas), and largemouth bass (Micropterus salmoides). In addition,
Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creeks likely support small populations of native nongame
fishes, including sculpin (Cottus sp.), and other nongame fishes introduced to the area.
Electrofishing conducted in Des Moines Creek in four reaches (one downstream and three
upstream of S. 200th Street) captured five rainbow trout, 13 bluegill, 17 black bullhead, and two
largemouth +bass.-9' BluegiU, bullhead, and largemouth bass appear to be restricted to the
Northwest Ponds, Bow Lake and slower water habitats at the Tyee Valley Golf Course. In a
recent (October 1994) electrofishing survey at seven locations on Des Moines Creek between
Marine View Drive and S. 200th Street, a total of 50 salmonids were captured, including 48
cutthroat trout ranging from about 3 to 13 inches and two juvenile coho salmon._ Lengths of
juvenile coho were not reported. Cutthroat trout were captured at all seven locations, but
juvenile coho were captured only at the most downstream station. In addition, 14 pnmpkinseed
sunfish were captured, ranging from about 1.5 to 2.5 inches. The source of pttmpkin_eed
sunfish, which were caught at six of the seven sampling locations, is likely Bow Lake and the
Northwest Ponds upstream of S. 200th Street. Although no comprehensive population studies

Catalog of Washington Streams and Salmon Utilization. Williams, R.W., R.M Laramie, and J.J. Ames. Washillgton
Department of Fisheries. 1975.

-_ Personal communication by EIS consultant with Joe Robel, Fisheries Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife. August 8, 1994.

_' Personal communication by EIS consultant with Allen Miller, Restoration Coordinator, Des Moines SAlmon Chapter of
Trout Unlimit_t. July 18, 1994.

Personal communication by EIS consultant with Joe Robel, Fisheries Biologist, Washington Department of Fish wad
Wildlife. August 8, 1994.

7' Personal commtmieation by EIS consutlant with Phil Schneider, Fisheries Biologist, Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife. August 18, 1994.

_/ Personal communication by EIS consultant with Alan Johnson, Aquatic Scientist, Aquatic Resource Consultants, November
12, 1994.

South Aviation Support Area Final ElS. Port of Seattle. 1994.

Personal communication by EIS consultant with Man Jolmson, Aquatic Scientist, Aquatic Resource Consultant, August 18,
1994.
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have been conducted on either creek, recent electrofishing surveys conducted on Des Moines
Creek and limited observations made on Miller Creek suggested that these creeks support
relatively small populations of salmonid and nongame fish species.

Potential construction impacts on fish and aquatic biota would be both short- and long-term in
nature. If not effectively mitigated, erosion of exposed surfaces at construction sites could
contribute to temporary increases in total suspended solids and sedimentation in Miller and Des
Moines Creeks. As stated in the Final EIS: "Potential long-term impacts on fish and aquatic
biota would result _om planned flU activities." The Final EIS estimated that about 3,700 feet of
Miller Creek and its tributaries would be realigned and relocated, including about 980 feet of
Miller Creek and 440 feet of the tributary south of Lora Lake. This entire 980-foot section of
Miller Creek is adjacent to the Vacca Farms and has a ditch-like character with a sandy bottom.
About 200 feet of Des Moines Creek tributary 0377, a Class 3 intermittent stream, would require
relocation to complete the extension of Runway 34R. The development of the South Aviation
Support Area would require relocation of 2,200 feet of open channel of tributary 0377, a Class 3
intermittent segment of Des Moines Creek.

As stated in the Final EIS 0V.16-10) "Potential operational impacts on fishery and aquatic
resources could also include adverse effects on water quality and water quantity (i.e., hydrology).
Reduced groundwater recharge and reduced base flows could occur in Miller and Des Moines
Creeks as a result of the proposed Master Plan Update alternatives. All new runway length
options would result in increased impervious surface area, contributing to reduced groundwater
recharge and possibly reduced base flows in the creeks. Reduced base flows, if significant, could
adversely affect stream temperature and dissolved oxygen levels. Exceedingly high temperatures
(above 70°F) and low dissolved oxygen (below 6 rag/L) could be lethal or have other adverse
effects (e.g., reduced growth) on salmonids and other aquatic biota. It is unlikely that base flow
reductions that could be caused by the "With Project" alternatives would contribute to lethal
temperatures or dissolved oxygen levels because possible reductions would not be significant
and reductions would be offset by mitigation.

B. FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (FSEIS)

In May 1997, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued a FSEIS for the Master Plan
projects based on new information that had arisen upon completion of the Final EIS in February
1996 and beginning tb_.ir preparation of a record of decision. New information included new
airport activity information, leading to a new phasing plan for the projects, as well as new
information concerning the wetland effects of the Master Plan projects. Issues addressed in the
FSEIS included: forecasts of aviation demand, impact of the forecasts on project purpose and
need, impact of the forecasts on alternatives, updated affected environment, and the
environmental consequences of this new information. The environmental disciplines that were
affected by the new information included: surface traffic conditions, air quality, noise impacts,
construction impacts, biotic communities, wetlands and floodplains, land use-related impacts,
etc.

Relative to wetlands, floodplains, and biotic communities, the FSEIS noted:

"Since the issuance of the Final EIS, information concerning two key areas has been
produced:
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* Submission of the wetland fill Joint Aquatic Resource Permit Application
. (JARPA) Section 404 permit application to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

and further definition of wetland mitigation and Miller Creek relocation
mitigation; and

. Survey ofraptors in th: area of the third ruvway.

In December 1996, the Port submitted an application to the Army Corps of Engineers for
a permit to fill wetlands at Sea-Tat Airport associated with the Master Plan Update
improvements in compliance with the Clean Water Act, Section 404. The 404-permit
application submitted to the Corps of Engineers includes a completed Joint Aquatic
Resources Project Application (JARPA) form, in a report entitled 'JARPA Application
for Proposed Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport' dated December
1996."

The Final EIS noted that about 10.4 acres of wetland would be filled in order to complete the
proposed improvements. Between issuance of the Final EIS and preparation of the FSEIS, the
Port refined its evaluation of the projects affecting wetlands. Relative to the Final EIS, the
FSEIS included identification of about 2 additional acres of wetland impacts, documented the
review of in-basin mitigation options, and further defined plans for development of a wetland
mitigation site in Auburn.

As is noted throughout the Final EIS and FSEIS, airports have a responsibility for instituting
wildlife protection measures if wildlife hazards exist at or in the vicinity of an airport. Because of
actual wildlife hazard issues arising from bird strikes, the Port cannot commit to maintaining sites
on or near the Airport as wetland habitat mitigation in perpetuity. If a wetland site were to become
a safety concern because of its attraction to wildlife, particularly birds, and jeopardize aircra_
safety, the Port would be compelled to remove the hazard, including flora and/or fauna. To mitigate
for the unavoidable impacts to wetlands, the Port proposes to create new wetlands on a 47-acre site
of an approximately 69-acre parcel located within the city limits of Auburn, Washington. Wetland
mitigation at the Airport, within the watersheds where the impacts may occur, is not feasible for
three reasons: (1) most of the area surrounding the Airport is developed, and not enough available
land exists in the watershed to create compensatory mitigation wetlands without relocation of
additional business and residences; (2) we have taken the position that "wildlife attractions" within
10,000 f¢of the edge of any active runway is not recommended; and (3) wildlife control activities in
wetlands near the airport would conflict with wetland habitat mitigation goals. However, the
hydrologic functions the wetlands perform would be replaced at the airport site with the proposed
storm water mau,,gement facilities, and relocation of the drainage channels, and relocation of
affected portions of MiUer Creek.

In addition, the Port performed a foUow-up review of the west side of the airfield to determine if
captors (such as the red-tailed hawk) were nesting in the area. This survey indicated that no
nesting occurs, but that raptors forage in the airport area.
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ITI. NEW BIOLOGICAL INFORMATION THAT HAS ARISEN SINCE ISSUANCE
OF THE FINAL SUPPLEMENTAL EIS AND RECORD OF DECISION ...

Since the issuance of the Record of Decision, the Federal Aviation Administration and the Port
of Seattle have considered the following natural resource-related issues:

• Additional wetlands identified subsequent to access to the acquisition area
• Possible effects of the project on newly listed species of threatened and endangered

species and designated critical habitat
• Effects to bird species protected under the Migratory Bird Species Act
• Possible effects of the project on Essential Fish Habitat

The following sections describe the new information that has been identified.

A. WETLANDS

The analysis of wetland impacts in the 1996 Final EIS and 1997 FSEIS was based on wetland
delineations that have been revised recently as the Port has acquired, and gained access to,
approximately 390 parcels of land where Master Plan Update improvements will be located. The
FSEIS identified a total of 12.33 acres of wetlands that would be affected by Master Plan Update
improvements. Of this total, 7.38 acres were identified as affected by the Runway (including
embankment and borrow sources), 2.34 acres by the Runway Safety Areas, and 2.51 acres by
terminal and landside improvements. In January 2000, the Port issued an addendum under the
Washington State Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) entitled "Addendum To Final
Environmental Impact Statement and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement For
Proposed Master Plan Update Development Actions at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport".
This document is incorporated herein by reference.

Upon completion of the EIS process, the Port decided to proceed with the Airport improvements
and received the approval of the FAA in its 1997 ROD. The Port then initiated acquisition of
property. As land was acquired and on-the-ground wetland studies were conducted, the Port
found that the project would affect more wetland area than previously identified in the 1997
FSEIS. Based on the refined identification of wetlands in the study area, a revised impact
analysis was prepared. Under the revised wetland impact analysis, the wetland acreage affected
by the project had increased from 12.23 acres to 18.37 acres. Of this revised total, 14.23 acres
would be affected by the Third Runway Project Area, 1.10 acres by the Borrow Area and Haul
Road, 0.12 acre by off-site mitigation, 0.14 acre by the Runway Safety Areas, and 2.78 acres by
South Aviation Support Area (SASA) improvements. The refined analysis also identified 2.05
acres of wetlands that would be temporarily affected by construction activities and
approximately 40 acres of wetlands that would be modified, primarily beneficially, as a result of
wetland mitigation measures. Because the value of wetlands is determined more by their
environmental function than their acreage, the revised wetland impact analysis summarized in
the revised impact assessment report focuses on impacts to wetland functions rather than simply
the affected acreage. Table 1 compares by wetland the acreage impacts identified in the FSEIS
with those identified upon access to the acquired properties.
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While differences exist due to the changes in the quantity of wetlands now identifed, in general,
, the functions and values of the affected wetlands identified since the FSEIS are the same as

wetland_ identified in the Final EIS and FSEIS. The refined delineation identified additional
affected wetlands but did not identify any additional or uureco_ized biological functions in the
area. /Wildlife use of the study area and its associated wetlands is largely limited to species
tolerant of disturbance. The study area is fragmented by urban development, which limits access
to th_ area for most large mammals. Faunal diversity is frequently limited in wetlands because/

they/are too small to meet habitat requirements for many wildlife populations. The high degree
of _banization within the area may limit the numbers and diversity of amphibians present.

J
Thel forested wetlands within the study area are predominantly slope wetlands and lack true
aquhtic habitat. The wildlife function of these wetlands is similar to that of forested upland areas
_.,it_comparable vegetation communities. Small passerine birds use forested habitat in the study
area for nesting and feeding. Forested areas are also used by small mammals for breeding and
cover. Some amphibians may use portions of the wetlands for resting, foraging, and breeding.

The physical functions provided by the newly identified wetlands are of the same general quality
and significance as those wetlands identified in the FSEIS. Hydrologic functions (flood storage,
groundwater discharge, and storm water detention) that affect hydrologic and habitat conditions
in both on-site and off-site locations (especially fish habitat in Miller and Des Moines creeks) are
not different from the FSEIS evaluation.

B. THREATENED AND ENDANGERED SPECIES OF FLORA AND FAUNA

Since completion of the FSEIS and issuance of the Record of Decision, bull trout and chinook
salmon, species that inhabit the vicinity of Sea-Tac International Airport, were federally listed as
threatened. " Critical habitat was subsequently designated for chinook salmon. In April 2000,
FAA reinitiated consultation with the FWS and initiated consultation with NMFS. In June

2000, FAA submitted a BA to the Services which addressed the following species: threatened
bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), threatened marbled murrelet (Brachyamphus
marmoratus) and marbled murrelet critical habitat, threatened Coastal/Puget Sound bull trout
(Salvelinus confluentus), threatened Puget Sound chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha),
and chinook critical habitat. The bald eagle, which was initially evaluated in the 1995 Biological
Assessment, was re-evaluated in the June 2000 BA. In August 1999, the peregrine falcon was
delisted, so no evaluation was required for the June 2000 BA.

Section 7 of the ESA, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531 et seq., requires federal agencies to ensure that their
actions do not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species, or adversely modify their
critical habitat. The effects of the project on these species were evaluated in the BA submitted to
the Services in June 2000. The BA concluded that the proposed actions "may affect, but are not
likely to adversely affect" the bald eagle, marbled murrelet and marbled murrelet critical habitat,
Puget Sound chinook salmon and designated critical habitat, and coastal/Puget Sound bull trout.
Based on information contained in the Biological Assessment, FWS rendered a biological
opinion and NMFS issued a concurrence letter that concurred with the conclusions of the FAA's
Biological Assessment. Attachment A to this report is a copy of the BO and concurrence letter
from the Services.
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The Biological Assessment "action area" for the proposed Master Plan Update projects was
determined to be the area of the airport project construction and vicinity, where direct and
indirect effects could reasonably be expected to occur (i.e., the aquatic habitat of Miller, Walker,
and Des Moines creeks downstream of the airport and the associated nearshore estuaries, and the
IWS Puget Sound outfall), as well as the Auburn wetland mitigation site and vicinity.

As noted in the Final EIS, bald eagles forage and perch in the "action area" and could be affected
by loss of habitat and foraging opportunities. The construction and operation of the Master Plan
Update projects is not expected to adversely affect local bald eagles. This report agrees with
previous assessments, that the project "may affect," but is "not likely to adversely affect" bald
eagles in the vicinity of Miller and Des Moines creeks. Because the nearest active bald eagle
nest is beyond one-half mile of the Auburn wetland mitigation site, wetland construction
activities associated with this site will have no effect on breeding bald eagles. Because wetland
landscaping and construction mobilization activities could occur during the bald eagle wintering
period, but more than 200 ft from the Green River, activities "may affect," but are "not likely to
adversely affect" wintering eagles. Construction of the Auburn mitigation site is anticipated to
provide habitat for waterfowl and wintering eagles. Thus, the overall determination for the
Master Plan Update projects is "may affect", but is "not likely to adversely affect" bald eagle.

In its Be, FWS found the following with regard to the bald eagle:

• The proposed action is unlikely to result in significant impacts to bald eagles.

• Impacts are expected to be minor since no bald eagle nesting territoriesoccur within the action
area and no potential nest trees will be removed.

• Additionally, since no additionalhabitatis provided by the proposed airport facilities, flight paths
of bald eagles over the airportare not anticipated to increasedue to the proposed project.

• Runway 34R, which is the runway closest to Angle Lake, will be extended by 600 i_. Although
there is a risk of collisions of bald eagles with airplanes due to the extension of this runway, the
risk is anticipated to be minimal due to the few additional flights which will use this part of the
runway over existing conditions.

* Although there is a risk of an airstrikeof a bald eagle at Sea-Tat,FWS does not believe thatthis
risk is significantly increasedas a resultof the proposedaction. Inreachingthis conclusion, FWS
noted thatno air strikesof baldeagleshave been reportedto dateat Sea-Tac.

• The risk of airplanestrikesof baldeagles fromtheir use of thermalsassociatedwith the retaining
wall is expectedto be minimal.

The marbled murrelet is not likely to be present in the action area, but has been observed about
I.S or more miles away. Based on the rarity of marbled murrelets in marine waters near the
Airport, the distance between the Airport and Puget Sound, the water quality protection
incorporated into the Master Plan Update, and the remote probability of an aircraft striking a
marbled murrelet, it was determined in the BA that the project would have "no effect" on
marbled murrelet or marbled murrelet critical habitat. In subsequent correspondence with FWS,
FAA clarified that in some unlikely circumstances, the action may affect, but would not
adversely affect this species.

In the BO, FWS found the following with regard to marbled mmTelet:
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• The proposed project is likely to result in insignificant impacts to marbled murrelets. Suitable
marbled murrelet nesting habitat does not occur within the action area, including the off-site
mitigation area.

• Although the proposed project may result in some short-term impacts to potential prey species
(i.e., salmonids) that occur within Miller and Des Moines Creeks, salmonids are not known to
form the primary diet of marbled murrelets.

• There is a potential for a long-term benefit to marbled murrelets should the proposed mitigation
successfully enhance fish habitat and result in increased fish production within these creeks.
However, as stated above, this benefit is likely to be minor as salmonids do not form the Primary
diet of the marbled murrelet.

• Impacts from air strikes are unlikely. The majority of marbled murrelet sightings and detections
for nesting and foraging are north and south of the project area. Their travel paths are unlikely to
cross the airport between nesting and foraging locations.

The Puget Sound chinook salmon was listed as a threatened species in March 1999, and a final

role designating critical habitat was issued in February 2000. Designated critical habitat includes
all Puget Sound waters, estuaries, and freshwater habitats accessible to Puget Sound chinook
salmon, including the Duwamish hydrologic units. Portions of Miller and Walker creeks fall

within the strict definition of critical habitat, as no physical barriers restrict accessibility of this
water body to chinook salmon. Based on NMFS' description of necessary habitat characteristics

and the absence of data supporting any historic presence of chinook salmon upstream of the
estuary, the BA concluded that Miller and Walker creeks do not constitute chinook critical

habitat. Similarly, Des Moines Creek appears to lack suitable spawning habitat and historically
has not been used by chinook salmon. The Green River, adjacent to the Auburn mitigation site,
and the vicinity of the IWS Outfall in Puget Sound are critical habitat for chinook salmon.

NMFS concurred with the BA findings in its concurrence letter issued May 31,2001. NMFS
states:

• STIA projects will have temporary and long-term impacts to the aquatic habitat in Miller, Walker,
and Des Moines Creeks.

• Less substantial impacts are expected to occur in Gilliam Creek, the estt,_ies of Miller and Des
Moines Creeks, the outfall of the Midway Sewer District and in the Green River during construction
of the offsite mitigation wetland. Potential impacts include changes in water quality, alterations to
hydrologic conditions and alterations to wetland and stream habitats.

• Numerous conservation measures are proposed to reduce and minimize potential adverse impacts.

• Since there are no chinook salmon, or critical habitat for chinook salmon, in Miller, Walker or
Des Moines Creeks, STIA projects in these watersheds will have no direct effects to threatened
Puget Sound chinook. The only potential indirect effects will occur in the estuaries of Miller and
Des Moines Creeks and are expected to be insignificant or discountable.

• Effects of STIA projects are also insignificant or discotmtable for Gilliam Creek, the Midway
Sewer ouffall and the Green River. Consequently, NLAA (not likely to adversely a.fleet) is the
appropriate determination for the project.

On November 1, 1999, bull trout was federally listed as a threatened species. Critical habitat for
bull trout was deemed "not determinable" by the FWS due to inadequate understanding of the
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biological needs of the species. Because bull trout critical habitat has not been designated, the
effects on such habitat are impossible to ascertain.

Relative to bull trout, the FWS BO found:

• The subpopulation of bull trout in Puget Sound, Miller and Des Moines Creek estuaries, and the
GreenRiver is likely composed of individuals from other spawning streams in the Coastal/Puget
Sound DPS (distinct population segment). Bull trout spawning and rearing habitat are notknown
to be present in Puget Sound, Miller, Des Moines, Walker, and Gilliam Creek, or the mainstem
Green River at this time. Therefore, bull trout spawning and rearing habitats are unlikely to be
affected by the proposed project. Bull trout habitats that could be affected, therefore, are
primarily foraging and migratory habitat.

• There are potential long-term and short-term direct and indirect effects to bull trout from the
proposed project. These impacts include a potential reduction of forage species, exposure of bull
trout to contaminants through surface water and consumption of contaminated forage species, and
physical effects due to sediment. However, due to proposed water quality measures during
construction, potential water quality improvementsover baseline conditions, minimal exposure to
potential contaminants, and the very low likelihood for bull trout to be present during
construction or in proximity to the affected areas, FWS believes that the proposed impacts are not
likely to be significant.

Indirect Effects:

Because project construction will not directly alter designated critical habitat for chinook salmon
and bull trout species, the BA effects analysis focused on indirect effects of the action on these
species as a result of impacts to their habitat. Relative to Coastal/Puget Sound bull trout and
Puget Sound chinook salmon, the Biological Assessment examined:

• water quality impacts and mitigation,
• hydrologic impacts and mitigation, and
• aquatic habitat impacts and mitigation.

As a result of the analysis, the Services found that the project "may affect", but is "not likely to
adversely a_fleet" chinook salmon, chinook designated critical habitat, or bull trout. No impacts
were identified in the BA, BO, or concurrence letter that had not been disclosed in the Final EIS
or FSEIS.

Water Quality: Potential water quality impacts to Miller and Des Moines creeks resulting from
construction and operation of the Master Plan projects and mitgafion include construction-
induced sedimentation, as well as sediment and erosion control practices that themselves may
result in potential impacts (i.e., changes in stream temperature and pH, release of floeeulation
agents, and changes in low and peak flows). Potential water quality impacts include changes in
stormwater quality and quantity associated with increased impervious surfaces, airport anti-icing
and de-icing agent use, application of nutrients and pesticides to landscape management, and
hydrology changes affecting Miller/Walker and Des Moines creeks. Upon completion of the
projects, continued airport operations could affect water quality through discharge to adjacent
creeks of conventional pollutants and chemicals used in ground and airera_ de-icing, and
discharge of these same chemicals to the Puget Sound IWS. Overall, the projects wiU result in a
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greater volurae of stormwater undergoing detention and treatment. Stormwater trea.tment will be
- accomplished through retrofitting (rebuilding) areas, as well as detaining and treating all

stormwater associated with new impervious surfaces. An additional result of retrofitting will be
reductions in copper and zinc currently discharged to Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks.
The concentrations of these pollutants i he creeks will either be unchanged from existing
conditions or lower than stormwater currently discharged from areas lacking water quality
treatment. Therefore, the proposed projects will not increase the exposure of chinook salmonor
bull trout to copper or zinc in the estuaries of Miller or Des Moines creeks. Similarly, in the
unlikely event that either adult chinook salmon or bull trout migrate into these creeks, their
exposure to these chemicals after the project would be the same as current (baseline) conditions.

The effect of stormwater runoff on chinook designated critical habitat downstream of the Port
discharge points was also assessed through toxicity testing of Miller Creek and Des Moines
Creek downstream of the Airport ouffalls. These tests demonstrated no toxicity to either flathead
minnow or the invertebrate Daphnia pulex. In addition to stream samples, whole-effluent
toxicity (WET) testing of Airport stormwater discharges was performed using these same test
organisms. These tests demonstrated an absence of toxicity in samples consisting of 100 percent
stormwater from Port discharges, reflective of future conditions after the projects are completed.

All identified water quality impacts will be mitigated by establishing and maintaining water
quality treatment best management practices (BMPs). These BMPs not only protect listed
species and designated critical habitat, but they also meet or exceed the requirements of the
Washington State Department of Ecology's 1992 Stormwater Management Manual.
Additionally, existing developed areas lacking BMPs consistent with the manual will be
retrofired by the Port with water quality treatment BMPs to further protect listed species and
their habitat. The Master Plan Update projects will treat both new pollutant-generating
impervious surface and existing impervious areas in a ratio of 1:1.89 (for each acre of new
impervious surface, all new runoff will be treated and an additional 0.89-acre of existing
impervious surface will be retrofitted). Additional measures to mitigate water quality impacts
include source control and the operation and expansion of an IWS to treat stormwater runoff
generated from high-use areas.

In addition to the proposed water quality BMPs, existing degraded wetlands in the Miller Creek
and Des Moines Creek basins will be enhanced to: restore water quality functions, benefit water
quality by eliminating existing pollution sources from agricultural land, increase settling and
mechanical trapping of particulates, remove metals and other toxins that bind to particulates,
reduce and bind metals in humic materials, biologically remove and uptake nutrients, and
enhance the Miller Creek buffer.

Hydrologic Impacts: The Master Plan Update projects will increase impervious surface areas in
the Miller and Des Moines Creek watersheds (by less than four percent), which could further
increase stormwater runoff rates, volumes, and pollutant loads to the receiving stream_, if
unmitigated. Additionally, the filling of wetlands could affect stormwater storage, ground water
recharge, and groundwater discharge, all of which could affect the hydrology of surface streams,
if unmitigated.
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Approximately 326.4 acre-feet of new stormwater detention storage will be needed to mitigate
the impacts of increased stormwater runoff associated with the projects. The Port will construct

stormwater conveyance, detention, and treatment facilities to manage runoff from both newly
developed project areas and existing airport areas, as described below. The net result of flow
controls for the Master Plan Update projects will be to reduce peak flows in Miller, Walker, and
Des Moines creeks downstream of the airport discharges. These actions will enhance baseline
hydrologic conditions in the streams and associated estuaries. The target flow regime will
achieve the level of flow control required by regulations and reduce flows in the stream channels
to a stable condition that reduces channel erosion and sedimentation in the creek estuaries.

The Port has developed mitigation plans for Miller and Des Moines Creek watersheds to
compensate for any potential reduction in low flows in Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks.
The Port's mitigation plan for impacts to streamflow is to detain stormwater in detention ponds
and vaults and manage its release to mitigate the low flow impacts of Airport improvements on
Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creeks, without the use of additional sources of mitigation
water.

Aquatic Habitat Impacts: Aquatic habitat impacts resulting from Master Plan Update
improvements include short-term changes in water quality (from turbidity and suspended
sediment), water quantity (from diverting flows in two Miller Creek segments), and habitat
structures (from vegetation clearing, riparian regrading, and channel reconstruction including
the relocation of 980 ft of Miller Creek). Short-term changes include temporary construction
impacts to 2.05 acres of wetlands. Long-term changes include the relocated Miller Creek
channel, beneficial habitat features and native riparian vegetation throughout Miller :and Des
Moines creeks, enhancedriparian buffers, the permanent removal of poor-quality habitat
structures and migration impediments, and the filling of 18.37 acres of wetlands.

Several on-site mitigation elements are proposed to compensate for the Master Plan Update
improvements' potential impacts to stream, wetlands, and aquatic habitat. The mitigation will
establish 67.01 acres of on-site wetland enhancement and stream buffer that will be restored and

protected in perpetuity from future development. In-basin mitigation will be directed toward
restoring all impacted wetland and stream functions, except avian habitat, and improving stream
functions and potev_a_ fish habitat. In-basin mitigation also will be directed toward removing
certain existing land use conditions (e.g., residential development) that degrade on-site wetland
and aquatic habitat. The mitigation package also includes mitigation for wildlife habitat (bird
and small mammals) that will be provided out-of-basin and will consist of creating a large, high
quality wetland system in the city of Auburn at the mitigation site. Overall, the mitigation
package will maintain or enhance critical habitat baseline conditions in the creeks and their
estuaries.

C. CANDIDATE SPECIES

Consideration was also given by the FAA to species of fish present in the airport area that are
candidates for listing as threatened or endangered. Under the ESA, candidate species are "taxa
considered for possible addition to the List of Threatened Species". Joint NMFS and FWS
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regulations define a candidate species as any species being considered by FWS or NMFS for
• listing, but not yet the subject of a proposed role. See 50 C.F.R. § 424.02.

Section 7 of the ESA does not require federal agencies to evaluate effects of agency actions on
candidate species. No candidate species managed by FWS were identified as occurring in the
project area. Puget Sound coho salmon (Oncorhynchus kisutch) was identified by NMFS as a
candidate species occurring in the project vicinity, but it was not required to be evaluated in:the
Biological Assessment.

A status review of coho salmon was recently completed by NMFS in response to petitiOnS
seeking to list several Pacific Northwest populations as threatened or endangered. Despite recent
stable trends in population abundance near historic levels, the status of the Puget Sound/Strait of
Georgia ESU was determined to warrant further consideration for listing due to concerns over
current genetic, environmental, and habitat conditions. Risk factors identified as potentially
deleterious to Puget Sound coho salmon stocks included high harvest rates, extensive habitat
degradation, unfavorable ocean conditions, and declines in adult size.

Hatchery supplementation in Puget Sound has been extensive. Coho salmon broodstock released
into various Puget Sound basins between the early 1950s and 1981 were from the Green River
and several other rivers to the north. Coho salmon in the Green River basin are a mixture of

native and hatchery origin fish. Substantial releases of hatchery coho have occurred throughout
the Green River basin since the early 1950s.

In addition to natural spawning that occurs in the basin, Trout Unlimited operates a small
hatchery on Miller Creek from which volunteers scatter-plant coho juveniles throughout Miller,
Walker, and Des Moines creeks. The egg sources for this hatchery are Green River hatchery
stocks maintained by the State of Washington and the Muckleshoot Indian Tribe.

The historical record indicates that coho ascended Miller Creek to a waterfall at RM 2.8. The
waterfall has been described as a complete barrier to upstream migrationS of anadromous fish
and confirmed as a migratory barrier by Trout Unlimited during recent spawning surveys.
Surveys in 1980 found sparse numbers ofcoho spawning between the mouth of MiUer Creek and
RM 1.4, with four live spawners, seven dead spawners, and nine red& observed. Coho salmon
also occur in Walker Creek.

In Des Moines Creek, coho ascended to at least RM 1.5 (possibly beyond). Annual returns of
coho to Des Moines Creek are not known, but in Miller Creek total about 300 adults per year.
Based on estimates of the pre-development carrying capacity of Miller Creek, the historical eoho
run size may have ranged from 700 to 1,200 adult fish per year. Coho salmon in Des Moines
Creek conSist of native and Green River hatchery-origin fish. Hatchery plantings are conducted
by Trout Unlimited.

Currently, NMFS has not designated critical habitat or proposed listing Puget Sound coho
salmon. Recently, NMFS proposed that critical habitat for Oregon coast coho salmon should
include all freshwater "waterways and substrates below longstanding, naturally impassable
barriers (i.e., natural waterfalls in existence for at least several hundred years) and several dams
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that block access to former coho salmon habitats." Key habitat characteristics for spawning coho
includes stable channel and hydraulic features, and un-embedded substmtes ranging fi_m 13 to .....
lO0 nun.

Neither enhancement actions in the upper reaches of Miller Creek nor minor construction
associated with stormwater management facilities will directly affect coho salmon. Instream or
riparianhabitatimprovementsthatwilloccurinthelowerreachesofMillerCreek(andany
reachesofWalkerorDes Moinescreeksthatareaccessibletocohosalmon)may directlyaffect
juvenilecoho duringconstruction.Effectscouldincludestress,injury,or mortalityfrom
constructionorfromeffortstoremovefishfromconstructionareas.Some constructioninthe

upperreachesofMillerCreekcouldindirectlyaffectcohosalmonbyshort-termimpactstowater
qualityfromincreasedturbidityandsedimentation,althoughtherelocationofMillerCreekwill
occurupstreamofreachesaccessibletocohosalmonand thuswillnotdirectlyaffectcoho.
Erosioncontroltechniquesandatemporarybypasswillbeusedduringconstructionofthenew
channeltolimitsedimentationand otherwaterqualityimpactsthatcouldaffectdownstream
habitat.Followingconstruction,improvedhabitatconditionsinMiller,Walker,andDes Moines
creeks willbe availableto coho. In general,theeffectsfrom potentialconstructionand
operationalactivitiesthatweredescribedintheFinalEIS andFSEIS on fishresidinginMiller,
Walker,and Des Moinescreekareconsistentwithpotentialeffectsdiscussedinthisdocument
forcohosalmon.

Long-termbenefitstocohoinMillerandDes Moinescreeksareexpectedasaresultofin-basin
mitigation.Riparianrestorationand stormwaterimprovementsassociatedwiththeproposed
actionwillassistinrestoringbothspawningandrearinghabitatsforcohosalmoninMillerand
Des Moines creeks. ......

Potential downstream effects of the proposed action to marine stages of coho salmon using
nearshore marine waters at the estuaries of Miller and Des Moines creeks are unlikely. Strict
adherence to BMPs will ensure protection of nearshore waters from downstream effects during
construction phases of the project. No downstream effects on marine habitats, including marine
water quality, are expected during the operation of the project, urovided stormwater facilities are
properly maintained. Improvements in the water quality of Miller and Des Moines creeks and
the discharge area of the IWS 0utfall are expected to result from increased riparian restoration
and stormwater treatment.

Coho salmon occur in all accessible reaches of the Green River basin. Potential project effects
from construction on salmon were described in the June 2000 Biological Assessment and Pacific
Coast Salmon Essential Fish Habitat Assessment .for Master Plan Update Improvements at
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport and March 2001 Salmonid Essential Fish Habitat
Assessment. Adherence to BMPs and specified project timing during construction phases will
ensure that no direct impacts to freshwater stages of coho salmon would result from construction
or operations.

Most of the existing Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek watersheds are developed, and lack
adequate stormwater management facilities. The proposed action will develop new or retrofit
existing stormwater facilities to meet or exceed current standards. These actions will likely

.-_
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improve or maintainhabitatqualityfor coho salmon. For example,some residential
neighborhoodscontainfailingsepticsystemsand failingundergroundstoragetanksthat
contributeto water qualitydegradation.These failingneighborhoodsepticsystemsand
undergroundtankswillberemovedand/orremediated,resultinginmeasurableimprovementsto
waterqualityinMillerandDesMoinescreeks.

Futureprojectsmay resultinre-developmentofareasinexistingresidentiallandusetoother
usesthatmay,insomecases,removepollutantsourcesfi'omMillerandDes Moinescreeks.Re-
developmentmay alsoprovideopportunitiestoimprovestreambuffersorsub-standardculverts
thatdegradefishhabitat.Theseconditionscouldbeenhancedunderre-developmentscenarios,
and furtherreducethe potentialfrom cumulativeimpactsthatcould resultfrom other
developmentprojectsm theMillerand Des Moincscreekwatersheds.Long-termeffectson
downstreamhabitats,includingestuarincareasof Millerand Des Moines creeks,arcnot
expecteddue toincreasedstormwatertreatmentinthebasinthatwillresultfromtheproposed
action,andthatwillbeimposedonfutureprojectsdevelopedinthebasins.

D. COMMERCIALLY MANAGED SPECIES AND ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT

Congress passed the Sustainable Fisheries Act (SFA) on October 11, 1996, amending the
Magnuson-Stevens Act, which contained Essential Fish Habitat (EFH) provisions for
commercially managed species. The EFH provisions require that each Federal agency consult
with the Secretary with respect to any proposed or final action authorized, funded, or undertaken
that may adversely affect any designated essential fish habitat. Essential fish habitat is defined
by that Act as "those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or
growth to maturity." The potential effects on three main fisheries were considered: Coastal
Pelagic Fisheries, West Coast Groundfish, and Pacific Coast Salmon.

Coastal Pelagic Fisheries: Coastal Pelagic Fisheries species include four finfish [Pacific sardine
(Sardinops saga.x), Pacific mackerel (Scomber japonicus), northern anchovy (Engraulia mordax),
and jack mackerel (Trachurus s?mme_'cus)]; however, none is found in Puget Sound. One
invertebrate (Loligo opalescens - market squid) is found in Puget Sound and near the project
area of the Master Plan Update projects. Essential fish habitat for market squid includes water
and substrate necessary for the life cycle of this species.

EFH for the coastal pelagic squid fishery is not known to be present in small creeks, such as
Miller/Walker and Des Moines Creeks, because all life stages occur in marine waters. EFH for
market squid may be found in the estuaries of Miller and Des Moines creeks and near the general
areaofthe IWS outfall.

StrictadherencetoBMPs willprotectnearshorewatersfromdownstreamwaterqualityeffects
duringprojectconstructionphases.Stormwatertreatmentand riparianrestorationassociated
withtheprojectwillimprovethequalityofwatersdischargesfi'omMiller/Walkerand Des
MoinesCreeks.No downstreamproject-relatedeffectstomarketsquidEFH areexpectedduring
projectoperationsifstormwaterfacilitiesareproperlymaintained.Thus,MasterPlanUpdate
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improvements would not impair potential use of EFH by this species. Construction and
operations of the project will have no effect on market squid EFH near the project area. •....

West Coast groundfish: West Coast groundfish make up a diverse set of more than 50 species,
including dogfish, raffish, fiat fish, and rockfish. Essential fish habitat for many of these species
is present in marine areas near the project area, and includes water and substrate necessary for
the life cycles of the species.

EFH for West Coast groundfish is not known to be present in small creeks, such as Miller,
Walker, and Des Moines creeks, because all lifestages of these species occur in marine waters.
EFH for West Coast groundfish may be found in the estuaries of Miller and Des Moines creeks
and near the general area of the IWS ouffall.

Strict adherence to BMPs will protect nearshore waters from downstream water quality effects
during project construction phases. Stormwater treatment and riparian restoration associated
with the project will improve the quality of waters discharges fi'om Miller, Walker, and Des
Moines creeks. No downstream project-related effects to West Coast groundfish EFH are
expected during project operation if stormwater facilities are properly maintained. Thus, Master
Plan Update improvements would not impair potential use of EFH by these species.
Construction and operation of the project will have no effect on West Coast groundfish EFH near
the project area.

Coastal Pelagic Fisheries species and West Coast groundfish effects determination:

The June 2000 BA evaluated potential effects on EFH from Master Plan Update improvements .......
and concluded that potential direct, indirect, and cumulative effects associated with the project ....
were unlikely to affect EFH. Any cumulative or indirect impacts associated with other projects
planned in these basins will comply with existing or emerging development standards required to
protect habitat for commercially managed fish species. These standards will protect water
quality,streamhydrologicconditions,streamhabitatconditions,riparianbuffers,and wetlands.
With existingand emerging regulations,habitatand water qualityconditionsin the
Miller/WalkerCreekandDes MoinesCreekwatershedsarelikelytoimproveorremainattheir
currentcondition,whetheror not otherdevelopmentin thewatershedoccurs.Based on
considerationoftheEFH requirementsofthemarketsquidcoastalpelagicspeciesfisheryand
West Coastgroundfish,includingpotentialdirect,indirect,and cumulativeeffects,theBA
determinedthatconstructionandoperationoftheproposedimprovementswillhave"no effect"
onanyidentifiedpelagicEFH intheactionarea.

PacificCoastsalmon:On September27,2000,NMFS adoptedAmendment 14ofthePacific
SalmonFisheriesManagementPlanthatidentifiedand describedessentialfishhabitatforthree

species of salmon - chinook (Oncorhynchua tahawytacha), coho (O. kiautch), and Puget Sound
pink (0. gorbuscha). Essential fish habitat for these species is present in estuarine and marine
waters near the project area, and includes water and substrate necessary for the life cycle of these
species. Freshwater essential fish habitat is also present near parts of the project area for coho
and chinook salmon.
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A salmon essential fish habitat (EFH) assessment pertaining to the implementation of Master
• Plan Update improvements at Sea-Tac Airport was prepared by the FAA, on behalf of itself and

the USACE, for consultation with NMFS under Section 305(b) of the Magnuson-Stevens
Fisheries Act. This evaluation was undertaken in response to NMFS' recent approval of
Amendment 14. The Pacific salmon EFH assessment analyzed the effects of FA.A and USACE
actions on designated EFH for chinook, coho, and Puget Sound pink salmon. The EFH
assessment concluded that the proposed actions would have "no effect" on chinook and pink
salmon EFH in fresh, estuarine, or marine waters. The EFH assessment also eoneluded that the

proposed FAA and USACE actions "may adversely affect" coho freshwater EFH for a short-
term period, but would have "no effect" long-term on freshwater, estuarine, or marine EFH, and
would have a beneficial effect on eoho salmon habitat.

Chinook and pink salmon have not been documented to occur in the Miller Creek or Des Moines
Creek basins upstream of their discharge with Puget Sound. Constmcuon and operations are not
expected to affect the freshwater life stages or EFH of chinook or pink salmon. Although results
of these actions are intended to improve baseline habitat conditions for all salmonids in the
Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek basins (through increased stormwater management and
habitat restoration), future use of the streams by chinook or pink salmon (i.e., through straying
from other basins) is unlikely and not expected. Because these two salmon species do not occur
in these basins, construction and operations of the project will have no effect on freshwater EFH
of chinook or pink salmon in the Miller Creek or Des Moines Creek basins.

When the potential effects of the Master Plan Update improvements on EFH of coho, chinook,
and pink salmon esmarine and marine habitats were considered relative to stormwater
improvements and the proposed conservation measures, the EFH analysis concluded that the
proposed action will have "no effect" in the long-term on designated estuarine and marine EFH
for coho, chinook, and pink salmon, even though short-term adverse impacts to coho EFI-I may
occur as a result of project construction.

Puget Sound pink salmon are not part of the Green/Duwamish hydrologic unit; therefore, effects
on pink salmon EFH from the proposed projects in the Green River basin were not evaluated.
Chinook salmon EFI-I is found in the Green River and a tributary, Gilliam Creek. When the
potential effects of the proposed Master Plan Update improvements on cb;,_ook salmon EFH in
the project area were considered relative to the proposed conservation and mitigation measures,
the action agencies determined that the proposed action would have "no effect" on chinook
Green River EFH.

Coho salmon are present within central and lower reaches of Miller, Walker, and Des Moines
creeks and may be present in several areas where direct impacts could occur from construetionof
habitat improvements (e.g., installation of large woody debris, removal of rock weirs), and/or
water quality alteration from turbidity, suspended sediment, or stormwater chemistry. A separate
water quality analysis was conducted to evaluate the potential effects of ground and aireraE anti-
icing and de-icing compounds, as well as copper and zinc, on coho salmon EFH in Miller,
Walker, and Des Moines creeks, and near the IWS Ouffall. Predicted concentrations for de-icing
compounds and zinc in fresh and marine waters were below toxicity thresholds (LC50 at 96
hours), indicating no adverse effects. Predicted concentrations for copper in Miller Creek and
near the IWS OutfaU were also below the toxicity threshold. Copper concentrations in Des
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Moines Creek were predicted above the toxicity threshold for a maximum of 18 days during a
49-year period; however, acute toxicity is not likely to occur because of high dissolved organic
carbon concentrations that bind with copper before it can affect fish gills. Therefore, based on
this analysis, the EFH assessment concluded that no adverse water quality effects were likely to
occur in areas constituting coho salmon EFH.

Short-term direct effects on coho EFH would occur fi'om habitat modification and changes in
water quality during construction. Effects would be limited to temporary increases in turbidity
and suspended sediment during construction and alteration of poor quality habitat. The potential
short-term effects of turbidity and sedimentation would be reduced or avoided by construction

best management practices and conservation measures. The short-term effects of habitat
alters*ion would be offset by the long-term benefits of new, high quality, habitat features
(pooVstep complexes, large woody debris, removal of rock weirs, a culvert, bridges,native plant
replacement, and enhancement of riparian zones). When the potential effects of the proposed
Master Plan Update improvements on coho salmon EFH in the project area were considered
relative to the proposed conservation and mitigation measures, the EFH assessment concluded
that the proposed action "may adversely affect" coho EFH for a short-term period, but would
have "no effect" long term, and would have an overall beneficial effect on coho EFH.

In its May 31, 2001 concurrence letter (page 16), NMFS states the following with regard to
groundfish and pelagic EFH:

"The action area includes habitatswhich have been designated as EFH for various ;ire stages of 17
speciesof groundfish,said4 coastalpelagicspecies(Table 2). Informationsubmittedby FAA in the BA
is sufficientforNMFSto concludethatthe effectsof the proposedactionsaretransient,local,and of low
intensiW and are not likely to adverselyaffect EFH in the long-term. NMFS also believes that the
conservationmeasuresproposedas an integralpartof the actions wouldavert,minimize,or otherwise
offsetpotential adverseimpactsto designatedEFH."

NMFS further recommended that the FAA consider conservation measures for EFH. NMFS found
"The conservation measures that the FAA included as part of the STIA projects are along with those
that NMFS recommends in the ESA Concurrence letter, adequate to minimize the adverse impacts
fi'om this project to designated EFH for the species in Table 3. It is NMFS' understanding that the
FAA intends to implement the proposed activity with these built-in conservation measures that
minimize potential adverse effect to the maximum extent practicable. Consequently, N1VIFShas no
additional conservation recommendations to make at this time."

In its May 3 l, 2001 concurrence letter, NMFS stated that "EFH for Coho salmon (O. kisutch), a
candidate species in Puget Sound, was not considered in this consultation although an
independent assessment of EFH for coho was prepared by the Port and delivered to NMF$ on
March 27, 2001." Consequently, NMFS may recommend further conservation measures for
coho salmon EFH. In the event final recommendations f_om NMFS concerning coho salmon
EFH present significant new information not previously considered, FAA will supplement its
NEPA record as appropriate.
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E. MIGRATORY BIRD TREATY ACT

The Migratory Bird Treaty Act (lVlBTA) makes it illegal to pursue, hunt, take, capture, kill,
attempt to take, capture or kill any migratory bird or "any part, nest, or egg of any such bird...by
any means or in any manner," except as _11_wedby permit. Migratory birds that occur in King
County include all birds except house spa,rows, starlings, feral pigeons (rock doves), pheasant,
quail, and domestic ducks, geese, and other exotic birds. Table 2 lists the review of migratory
bird species that may occur in the area.

The Final EIS and FSEIS addressed the effect of the proposed Master Plan Update projects on
bird species in several places: Final EIS Chapter IV, Section 16 "Plants and Animals (Biotic
Communities)"; Final EIS Chapter IV, Section 17 "Endangered Species", Final EIS Appendices
K and M, and FSEIS Chapter 5-5 "Biotic Communities, Wetlands and Floodplains". Within
these reports, the FAA considered the effect of the proposed project on bird species, including
the issues governed by the MBTA.

As is noted in these report, within the project area, the Miller Creek and Des Moines creek
corridors provide relatively low quality wildlife habitat, as they generally lack undisturbed native
vegetation buffers and experience substantial human disturbance. The project will involve an
overall improvement in the riparian habitat along these creeks, due to the enhancement of
approximately 50 acres of riparian habitat in this area. The Master Plan Update projects will not
alter or degrade any estuarine or nearshore habitat.

While the ESA defines the term "take" to include to harm and harass, including habitat
modification. The term is not as broadly defined under the MBTA and thus includes only direct
(albeit unintended) killing of protected birds.

In documenting the effect of the airport and the proposed project on birds in the EIS process,
detailed consideration has been provided to the potential for bird strike incidents. Bird strikes
and jet-engine bird ingestion have caused in the worst situations, aircraft to crash and resulted in
loss of human life, or in lesser eases millions in dollars of aircraft damage. Such examples
include a Boeing E-3 that crashed at Elmendorf Alaska in September 1995 after it ingested about
30 Canada geese on departure, resulting in the crash of the aircraft, killing all 24 on board.

At Sea-Tac Airport, approximately 20 bird strike incidents occur each year.tt_ In response to
Federal Aviation Regulation Part 139 and bird strike issues at the airport, the Port of Seattle
developed a Wildlife Hazard Management Plan in August 2000. This plan replaced an earlier
program that had been in place and approved by the FAA. The Port also has a Migratory Bird
Depredation Permit issued by the FWS in June 2000, that enables the Port to "kill migratory birds
for the purpose of assuring safe aireraR operations. The killing of birds must not be the principle
control measure and is only to be employed in concert with an active scare and deterrent program."
The Port is also authorized to "trap/release migratory birds which get caught in side SEA-TAC
terminal buildings" and "raptors on or near runways to assure safe aireraR operations."_ The

111 Portof Seattlerecords,December 1996.
12' Wildlife H_-_rd Management Plan, Seattle Tacoma International Airport, prepared by the Port of Seattle,

August 2000.
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permit exclu_.es eagles and threatened or endangered species. Under the 2000 permit, the Port's
Wildlife coordinator is responsible for reporting controls to FWS (including species taken and
hazed) each calendar year.

Noise disturbance associated with construction activities in the Miller and Des Moines creek.

evaluation areas is not expected to affect nesting eagles because the nearest active nest (No. (51I)
occurs over 2 mi away from the construction projects, beyond the quarter and half mile distances
at which the bald eagle recovery plan regulates construction noise activities. The nearest
inactive nest, associated with the Angle Lake territory, is I to 3 mi away from the various
construction sites, also beyond the zone where noise activities are regulated.

Because major construction is planned outside the overwintering period for bald eagles (October
31 to March 3 I), increases in ambient noise levels at the site will not disturb overwintering
eagles. Planting at the wetland mitigation site may .occur during the overwintering period for
bald eagles. During planting, noise levels at the wetland mitigation site will exceed ambient
levels because trucks and other vehicles will deliver and distribute plant mmerials to the site.
The change in noise levels that will occur at potential eagle perch trees (greater than 300 i_ west
of the planting activities) is unknown.

The Biological Assessment is in agreement with the 1996 Final EIS analysis in that construction
activities are not expected to significantly impact nesting or wintering bald eagles or their prey
because the eagles confine their activities to the vicinity of Puget Sound; thus, the loss of habitat
associated with activities in this evaluation area would not affect eagle foraging or perching
behavior.

The Auburn wetland mitigation site is too far fi'om marbled mm'relet nesting (in the Cascades)
and foraging areas (in Fuget Sound) for activities at this site to affect either nesting or foraging
birds. Potential disturbance to traveling birds during wedand construction will be avoided given
that murrelets travel between foraging and nesting sites during the early dawn hours when
construction equipment would not be operating.

The Department of Ecology has been apprised of the Port of Seattle's plan to construct a wetland
mitigation project no.at the Green River in Auburn to compensate for wetlands fiUed for
construction of the third runway and related improvements at the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport. The primary function of the Auburn mitigation site will be to create Wildlife habitat that
cannot be replaced near the airport because of the potential hazard posed by an _wildlife
coUision. FAA guidelines (Advisory Circular 150/5200-33) state that Wildlife-attracting
mitigation projects should be located more than I0,000 feet from a runway serving jet aircrai_.
Migratory waterfowl, which frequent wetlands, are of particular concern because of their
relatively large size and flocking characteristics. The City of Auburn has concluded that the
Port's proposal is consistent with its Shoreline Master Program.

The Final Environmental Impact Statement identifies 56 bird species as occurring in the affected
project area. The additional 14 species identified in the Final Environmental Impact Statement
and that are excluded from Table 2 in the comment are: green heron, American wigeon,
Barrow's goldeneye, northern harder, American coot, long-billed dowitcher, glaucous-winged
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gull,olive-sidedflycatcher,barnswallow,Swainson'sthrush,orange-crownedwarbler,yellow
- warbler,Americangoldfinch,andAmericancrow.

Many ofthosespecieslistedinTable2 relyonhabitatthatisverydifferentfromthataffectedby
theMasterPlanUpdateprojects.Ofthercanainingspecies,habitatqualitylimitsuseoftheproject
area, and approximately 20 percent of these remaining species arc unlikely to regularly use the
project area for nesting. These species likely use the project area only briefly during migration.

The Port has reviewed 17 bird species that could be impacted by the loss of upland habitat areas
associated with Master Plan Update actions. These species include the following:

Band-tailed pigeon: Although the band-tailed pigeon is in decline, the main threat to the species
appears to be habitat loss and direct human-caused mortality in Central America (Audubon
2001). In urban parks and gardens in western Washington, the species is actually becoming
more common. Consequently, loss of habitat due to the proposed action is not expected to
significantly affect the species.

Belted king-fisher: Belted kingfishers use wetland habitats with open water components.
Wetlands that will be impacted by the Master Plan Update improvements do not provide suitable
kingfisher habitat.

Pileated woodpecker: As stated in Appendix M of the Final Environmental lmpact Statement,
pileated woodpeckers have been observed in the approximately 187-acre deciduous forest in the
central portion of the South Borrow Area. Under the proposed action, some of this forested area
would be removed. Loss of this acreage will not have a significant effect on pileated
woodpeckers regionally, as large tracts of their preferred habitat, mature coniferous forests, will
be unaffected.

Barn swallow, tree swallow, cliff swallow, willow flycatcher, black-capped ehiekadee, bushtit,
oran_e-er0wned warbler, song sparrow, white-crowned sparrow, black-headed grosbeak,
Wilson's warbler, American _oldfmeh: These species are all common in suburban
environments. Abundant habitat outside of the project area will remain for these species
following construction of Master Plan Update projects, beeanse the birds are widely distributed
in urban and non-urban areas throughout Puget Sound.

Swainson's thrush: This species occurs in coniferous and mixed forests with dense undergrowth.
The majority of the acreage impacted by the proposed action does not contain adequate cover to
provide habitat for the species. Habitat in the project area that wiU be impacted contains
marginal nesting habitat for species, and these areas are most likely used for foraging habitat
during migration. Remaining habitat in nearby areas outside of the project area will provide
foraging habitat. Suitable Swainson's thrush nesting habitat in the low-elevation coniferous
forests of western Washington will be unaffected.

HuRon's vireo: This species is a resident of mixed forests with evergreens and oaks, with
moderate to dense canopy cover (Davis 1995). Most of the habitat impacted by the Master Plan
Update projects does not contain adequate canopy cover to provide habitat for the species.
Because only a small amount of marginal HuRon's vireo habitat will be impacted by the
proposed action, the project will not have a significant affect on the species.

The Port's review also considered eight additional species:

Sharp-shinned hawk and Cooper's hawk: Loss of forest represents loss of habitat for these
species. However, forest types impacted under the proposed action (i.e., young, deciduous
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forest) are relatively common in the Puget Sound region and adequate habitat outside the project
areawillremainforthesespecies.

Northernharrier,American kestreland.westernmeadowlark: Harriers,kestrels,and
meadowlarkspreferopen habitats.Approximatelytwo-thirdsof the existingunrnanaded
grasslandhabitatwillremainuponcompletionoftheproposedaction.Althoughsome existing
managedgrasslandwillbe impacted,thetotalacreageof managed grasslandswillincrease
overall(duetocreationofnew managedgrasslandareas).

Common nighthawk:Thisspeciesnestsinopenareasand foragesina widevarietyofhabitats
(Csutiet.Al. 1997).By increasingtheamountofopenhabitat,theprojectwillincreasethe
amountofnighthawknestinghabitat.Some lossofforaginghabitatwilloccurwhereareasarc
pavedand similarlydeveloped.However,giventhewidevarietyofforaginghabitatthatthis
specieswilluse,foraginghabitatisnotexpectedtobea limitingfactorforthisspecies,and other
habitatinsurroundingareaswillremainasforagingareas.

Vaux'sswift:Thisspeciesusesa widevarietyofhabitatswheresuitablecavities(i.e.,deadtrees,
chimneys)areavailable(Smithetal.1997).Removal oftreesand abandonedhouses(with
chimneys)willreduceavailablecavitiesforthisspecies,althoughremainingtreeswithinand
neartheprojectsitewillcontinuetoprovidecavitiesforthespecies.

Streakedhomed lark:ThisspecieshasbeenextirpatedfrommostofthePugetTrough,andno
breedingrecordsforthespeciesarepresentintheprojectvicinity(Smithctal.1997).Use ofthe
projectareaislikelylimitedtooccasionalfly-oversandstop-oversduringmigration.

Insummary,many ofthebirdspecieslistedinTable 2 relyon habitattypesthatarevery
differentfrom thoseaffectedbytheMasterPlanUpdateprojects.The remainingSpecieslikely
usetheprojectareaonlybrieflyduringmigration.Further,thetendencyformany migratory

(andresident)birdsto dispersewidelyand use urban habitatforbreedingand migration
demonstratesthatmigrationcorridorswillnotbeeliminatedandthatlargeamountsofmarginal
urbanhabitatsuitableforuse by migratingbirdswillremainfollowingMasterPlanUpdate
projectdevelopment.Sinceurbanhabitatssimilarto thosebeingeliminatedarecommon in
PugetSoundandtheSea-TacAirportvicinity,significantimpactson theregionalpopulationsof
birdsareunlikely.Consequently,theproposedactionwillnot havea significanteffecton
regionalpopulationsofbirdspeciesconsideredinthisanalysis.

As isshown inthissection,theproposedprojectwouldnothavea significantadverseeffecton
migratorybirds,andthedocumentedprojecteffectsareconsistentwiththeimpactsdiscussedin
theFinalEISandFSEIS.

David Field

Manager, Planning, Programming and Capacity Branch

Responsible Official for the Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport Master Plan Re-Evaluation
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TABLE 1
Comparison of Wetlands In Study Area

Size of Project Impact (Direct and
Wetland/Water(Acres) Indirect)

Original Original
Wetland Classifications (percent of each type) Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

Other Waters of U.S. 0.33 0.001 0.14 0.00
1 Forested 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.07

2 Forested 0.73 0.74 0.00 0.74
3 Forested 0.56 0.56 0.00 0.19

4 Forested 5.00 5.02 0.00 0.46

5 Forested/Scrub-Shrub 4.63 4.58 0.14 1.69

6 Scrub-Shrub 0.86 0.87 0.00 0.00

7 Forested/Open Water/Emergent 6.68 6.70 0.00 0.00

8 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4.95 4.95 0.00 0.00

9 Forested/Emergent(40/60) 2.83 2.85 0.03 O.13 ,

I0 Scrub-Shrub 0.31 0.31 0.00 0.00

II Forested/Emergent(80/20) 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.47

12 Forested/Emergent(20/80) 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.21

13 Emergent 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05

14 Forested 0.19 0,19 0.19 0.19

15 .Emergent 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28

16 Emergent 0.05 0.06 0.05 0.06

17 Emergent 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03

18 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 3.56 0.12 2.84 0.12
(50/20/30)

19 Forested 0.56 0.57 0.56 0.57

20 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (90/10) 0.57 0.06 0.57 0.06
21 Forested 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.22

22 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent(I0/90) 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

23 Emergent 0.77 0.78 0.77 0.78

24 Emergent 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14

25 Forested 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06

26 Emergent 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00

28 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent/Open Water 35.45 18.10 0.07 0.06
(65/15/20)

29 Forested 0.74 0.74 0.00 0.74

30 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (80/20) 0.88 0.50 0.00 0.50

31 Emergent 0.05 0.05 0.00 0.00

32 Emergent 0.09 0.05 0.00 0.05

33 Forested/Shrub-Scrub/Emergent/Open 17.60 17.60 0.00 0.00
Water

34 Open Water 1.40 1.40 0.00 0.00

35 Forested/Emergent (40/60) 0.67 0.21 0.67 O. 18

36 Forested/Emergent 0.30 0.30 0.00 O.00

37 Forested/Emergent (70/30) 5.731 2.41 4.11 1.68

382 Emergent/Shrub Scrub 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

39 Forested 0.90 0.07 0.00 0.00

40 Scrub-Shrub 0.03 0.09 0.03 0.09

41 a Emergent/Open Water 0.35 NA 0.35 NA

41b Emergent 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.08
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Size of Project Impact (Direct and

Wetland/Water(Acres) Indirect)
Original Original

Wetland Classifications (percent of each type) Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS
43 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 30.30 30.30 0.00 0.00

(estimated -50/30/20)

44a,b Forested/Scrub-Shrub (70/30) 3.08 0.70 0.26 0.00

45 Emergent 5.00 5.00 0.00 0.00

46 Open Water 0.06 0.06 0.00 0.00

47 Open Water 0.20 0.20 0.00 0.00

48 Forested/Emergent(20/80) 1.58 0.02 0.00 0.00

49 3 Emergent 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.03
50 3 Shrub-Scrub 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.12

51 Forested 16.00 2.41 0.00 0.48

52 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4.70 1.00 0.54 1.00
(80/20/20)

53 Forested 0.60 0.60 0.60 0.60

54 Shrub=Scrub/OFcn Water 25.70 25.70 0.00 0.00
55 3 Shrub-Scrub 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04

A1 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 4.66 NA 0.59 NA
(15/15/70)

A2 Scrub-Shrub 0.05 NA 0.00 NA

A3 Scrub=Shrub 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

A4 Scrub-Shrub 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

A5 Emergent 0.03 NA 0.03 NA
A6 Forested 0.16 NA 0.16 NA

A7 Forested 0.30 NA 0.30 NA

A8 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.38 NA 0.08 NA
A9 Scrub-Shrub 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

A10 Scrub-Shrub 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

A11 Scrub-Shrub 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

A12 Scrub-Shrub 0.11 NA 0.08 NA

AI3 Forested 0.12...... NA 0.00 NA

A14 Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 0.19 NA 0.00 NA
(50/25/25)

A 15 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

A16 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (20/80) 0.09 NA 0.00 NA

A17 Forest/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 2.66 NA 0.00 NA
(25/25/50)

A18 Scrub-Shrub 0.01 NA 0.01 NA

AI9 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

Lora Lake Open Water 3.06 NA 0.00 NA
B1 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.27 NA 0.00 NA
BI0 Forested 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

Bll Emergent 0.18 NA 0.18 NA
B12 4 Scrub-Shrub 0.63 NA 0.07 NA

BI4 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (70/30) 0.78 NA 0.78 NA
B 15a 4 Shrub 0.21 NA 0.00 NA

B15b Shrub 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

B4 Scrub-Shrub 0.07 NA 0.00 NA

B5 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (40/60) 0.08 NA 0.00 NA

B6 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.55 NA 0.00 NA

B7 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.03 NA 0.00 NA
B9 Forested 0.05 NA 0.00 NA
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Size of Project Impact (Direct and
Wetland/Water(Acres) Indirect)

Original Original

Wetland Classifications (percent of each type) Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS
E 1 Forested 0.23 NA 0.00 NA

E2 Forested 0.04 NA 0.04 NA

E3 Forested 0.06 NA 0.06 NA

FWI Farmed Wetland 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

FW2 Farmed Wetland 0.09 NA 0.00 NA

FW3 Farmed Wetland 0.59 NA 0.00 NA

FW5 Fanned Wetland 0.08 NA 0.08 NA

FW6 Farmed Wetland 0.07 NA 0.07 NA

FW8 Fanned Wetland 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

FW9 Farmed Wetland 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

FWI0 Farmed Wetland 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

FWI 1 Farmed Wetland 0.11 NA 0.00 NA

GI Emergent 0.05 NA 0.05 NA

G2 Emergent 0.02 NA 0.02 NA

G3 Emergent 0.06 NA 0.06 NA

G4 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.04 NA

G5 Emergent 0.87 NA 0.87 NA

G6 Emergent 0.01 NA 0.00 NA

G7 Forested/Scrub-Shrub (30/70) 0.50 NA 0.50 NA

G8 Emergent 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R1 Emergent 0.17 NA 0.13 NA

R2 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (70/30) 0.12 NA 0.00 NA
R3 Scrub-Shrub 0.02 NA 0.00 NA

R4 Emergent 0.11 NA 0.00 NA

R4b Forest/Emergent (25/75) 0.11 NA 0.00 NA

R5 Emergent 0.05 NA 0.00 NA
R5b Forest/Emergent (25/75) 0.07 NA 0.00 NA

R6 Forested/Emergent (25/75) 0.21 NA 0.00 NA

R6b Emergent 0.09 NA 0.00 NA
R7 Forested 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R7a Emergent 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R8 Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (40/60) 0.40 NA 0.00 NA
R9 Forested 0.38 NA 0. r _ NA

Rga Forest/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 0.74 NA 0.00 NA
(25/50/25)

R10 Forested 0.04 NA 0.00 NA

R11 Emergent 0.42 NA 0.00 NA
R12 Forested 0.03 NA 0.00 NA

R13 Emergent 0.12 NA 0.00 NA

Rl4a Scrub-Shrub/Emergent (25/75) 0.13 NA 0.00 NA

R14b Emei'gent 0.08 NA 0.00 NA

R15a Forested/Scrub-Shrub/Emergent 0.79 NA 0.00 NA
(25/65/10)

RI5b For,stexi/Emergent(25/75) 0.25 NA 0 00 NA

RI7 Forested 0.31 NA 0.00 NA

IWS a, b Forested 0.67 NA 0.00 NA

WH Open water 0.25 NA 0.00 NA

DMC Forest/Sgrub-Shrub/Emergent 1.08 NA 0.00 NA
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Sizeof ProjectImpact(Directand
Wetland/Water(Acres) Indirect) .......

Original Original
Wetland Classifications (percentof eachtype) Refined FSEIS Refined FSEIS

W1 Emergent 0.10 NA 0.10 NA
W2 Forested/Emergent(20/80) 0.22 HA 0.22 HA

Auburn Emergent 20.42 HA 0.11 NA
15

Auburn2 Emergent 0.60 NA 0.00 NA
Auburn3 Emergent 0.01 NA 0.01 NA

1 Impacts to non-wetland waters of the U. S. (i.e. relocation of Miller Creek) were described in the FEIS and FSEIS.
Their acreage is quantified here.

2 This area was determined not to be a regulated wetland by the City of SeaTac and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

Wetland areas 49, 50, and 55 were incorporated intoWetlands B-I 1, B-4, and 52, respectively.

4 The portions of these wetlands located adjacent to the project site are estimated.
5 This wetland extends off-site. The reported area includes wetlands in the construction access easement.

{
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TABLE 2
Bird Species Reported near Sea-Tac Airport, wildlife surveys at Dumas Bay, and in the

Kent Christmas Bird Count Area.

Sea-Tac Master Dumas Bay Christmas Bird
Common Name Plan EIS Count
Red-throated loon N_ Yes Yes
Pacificloon No Yes Yes
Commonloon No Yes Yes
Pied-billedgrebe Yes Yes Yes
Hornedgrebe No Yes Yes
Red-neckedgrebe No Yes Yes
Earedgrebe No Yes Yes
Western Grebe No Yes Yes
Double-crestedcormorant No Yes Yes
Brandt'scormorant No Yes Yes
Pelagiccormorant No Yes Yes
American bittern No No No
Greatblue heron Yes Yes Yes
Greenheron No Yes Yes
Trumpeterswan No No Yes
Great white-frontedgoose No No Yes
Snowgoose No Yes Yes
Blackbrant No Yes Yes
Canadagoose Yes Yes Yes
Woodduck Yes No Yes
Green-wingedteal Yes Yes Yes
Mallard Yes Yes Yes
Northernpintail No Yes Yes
Cinnamonteal No Yes Yes
Northern shoveler No Yes Yes
Gadwall Yes Yes Yes
Eurasianwigeon No Yes Yes
Americanwigeon Yes Yes Yes
Canvasback No Yes Yes
Redhead No No Yes
Ring-neckedduck No No Yes
Greaterscaup No Yes Yes
Lesserscaup No Yes Yes
Harlequinduck No No Yes
Blackscoter No Yes Yes
Surfscoter No Yes Yes
White-wingedscoter No Yes Yes
Commongoldeneye No Yes Yes
Barrow'sgoldeneye Yes Yes Yes
Bufflehead No Yes Yes
Hoodedmerganser No Yes Yes
Commonmerganser Yes Yes Yes
Red-breastedmerganser No Yes Yes
Ruddyduck No Yes Yes

• Osprey No Yes Yes
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Sea-Tac Master Dumas Bay Christmas Bird
Common Name Plan EIS Count
Baldeagle Yes Yes Yes
Northern harder Yes No Yes
Sharp-shinnedhawk Yes Yes Yes
Cooper'shawk Yes Yes Yes
Northerngoshawk No No Yes
Red-tailedhawk Yes Yes Yes
Rough-leggedhawk .No Yes Yes
Swainson'shawk No13 No No
Americankestrel No Historic Yes
Merlin No Yes Yes

Peregrinefalcon No Yes Yes
Ring-neckedpheasant No Historic Yes
Ruffedgrouse No Historic Yes
Californiaquail No Yes Yes
Virginiarail No Historic Yes
Sora No Historic Yes
Americancoot No Yes Yes
Black-belliedplover No Yes Yes
Semipalmatedplover No Yes No
Killdeer Yes Yes Yes

Greater yellowlegs No Yes Yes
Lesseryellowlegs No No (Expected) No
Spottedsandpiper No Yes Yes
Blackturnstone No No (Expected) Yes
Western sandpiper No Yes Yes
LeastSandpiper No Yes _ Yes
Dunlin No Yes Yes ""

Snaderling No Yes No
Long-billeddowitcher No No (Expected) Yes
Short-billeddowitcher No Yes No
Commonsnipe No Yes Yes
Whimbrel No No No
ParasiticJaegar No Yes No
Mewgull No Yes Yes
Ring-billedgull No Yes Yes
Californiagull No Yes Yes
Herringgull No Yes Yes
Thayer'sgull No Yes Yes
Western gull No Yes Yes
Glaucous-wingedgull Yes Yes Yes
Glaucousx westerngull No Yes Yes
Gull sp No Yes Yes
Heerman'sgull No Yes Yes
Caspiantern No Yes No
Commontern No Yes No
Commonmurre No Yes Yes

Pigeonguillemot No Yes Yes

13This species has been reportedas salvagedon the STIAairfield.
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Sea.Tac Master Dumas Bay Christmas Bird
Common Name Plan EIS Count

.. Marbledmurrelet No Yes Yes
Rhinocerosauklet No Yes Yes
Band-tailedpigeon Yes Yes Yes
Rockdove Yes Yes Yes
Mourningdove No Historic Yes
Commonbarn-owl No Yes Yes
Westernscreech-owl No Yes Yes
Greathomedowl Yes Yes Yes
Northernpygmy-owl No No Yes
Snowyowl No1 No No
Short-earedowl No No Yes
Northernsaw-whetowl No Yes Yes
Anna'shummingbird No Yes Yes
Rufoushummingbird No Yes No
Blackswift No1 No No
Commonnighthawk No1 No No
Beltedkingfisher Yes Yes Yes
Downywoodpecker Yes Yes Yes
Hairywoodpecker Yes Yes Yes
Northernflicker Yes Yes Yes
Pileatedwoodpecker Yes Yes Yes
Red-breastedsapsucker No Yes Yes
Willowflycatcher No Yes No
Pacific-slopeflycatcher No Yes No

-. Olive-sidedflycatcher Yes Yes No
Tree swallow Yes Yes No
Violet-greenswallow No Yes No
Purplemartin No Yes No
Northernrough-wingedswallow No Yes No
Barnswallow Yes Yes No
Cliffswallow No Yes No

Bankswallow No1 No No
Homedlark No1 No No
Steller'sjay Yes Yes Yes
Commonraven No Yes Yes
Black-cappedchickadee Yes Yes Yes
Mountainchickadee No Yes Yes
Chestnut-backedchickadee No Yes Yes
Bushtit Yes Yes Yes
Red-breastednuthatch Yes Yes Yes
White-breastednuthatch No Historic No
Browncreeper Yes Yes Yes
Bewick'swren Yes Yes Yes
Winterwren Yes Yes .Yes
Marshwren No Yes Yes
Americandipper No Yes Yes
Golden,crownedkinglet No Yes Yes
Ruby-crownedkinglet No Yes Yes
Hermitthrush No Yes Yes
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Sea-Tac Master Dumas Bay Christmas Bird
Common Name Plan EIS ., Count
Americanrobin Yes Yes Yes
Varied thrush No Yes Yes
Swainson'sthrush No Yes No .
Townsend'ssolitaire No Yes No
American Pipit No Yes Yes
Cedar waxwing No Yes Yes
Northemshrike No Yes Yes
Europeanstarling Yes Yes Yes
Westernwarbling-vireo No Yes No
Solitaryvireo No Historic No
Hutton'svireo No Yes Yes
Orange-crownedwarbler Yes Yes Yes
Nashvillewarbler No Yes No
Yellowwarbler Yes Yes No
Black-throatedgraywarbler No Yes No
Commonyellowthroat No Yes Yes
Townsend'swarbler No Yes Yes
Audubon'swarbler No Yes Yes
MacGillivray'swarbler No Yes No
Wilson'swarbler No Yes No
Black-headedgrosbeak No Yes No
Westerntanager No .Yes No
Rufous-sidedtowhee Yes Yes Yes
Rusticbunting No No Yes
Vespersparrow No No Yes
Americantree sparrow No No Yes
Savannahsparrow No Historic Yes ....
Fox sparrow No Yes Yes
Songsparrow Yes Yes Yes
Lincoln'ssparrow No No (Expected) Yes
Swampsparrow No No Yes
White-throatedsparrow No No Yes
Golden-crownedsparrow No Yes Yes
White-crownedsparrow Yes Yes Yes
Harris'sparrow No No Yes
Darkeyedjunco Yes Yes Yes
Red-wingedblackbird No Yes Yes
Western meadowlark No No Yes
Brewer'sblackbird No No Yes
Brown-headedcowbird No Yes Yes
Purplefinch No Yes Yes
Housefinch No Yes Yes
Red crossbill No Yes Yes
Pinesiskin No Yes Yes
Americangoldfinch Yes Yes " Yes
Eveninggrosbeak No Yes Yes
Housesparrow Yes Yes Yes

KentChristmasBirdCountArea.(modifiedfromlettertoUSArmyCorpsof EngineersbyDonaldNorman,February16,2001)
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ATTACHMENT A

BIOLOGICAL OPINION/CONCURRENCES FROM THE SERVICES
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United States Department of the Interior
.... FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE

Western Washington Office
510 Desmond Drive SE, Suite 102

Lacev Washington 98503
Phone: (360) , ._3-9440 Fax: (360) 753-9008

MAY2 2 2001

Lowell H. Johnson
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Lind Avenue SW

Renton, Washington 98055-4056

FWS Reference #: 1-3-00-F-1420, Master Plan Update Improvements, Seattle-Tacoma "
International Airport

X Reference #: 1-3-96-I-29, 1-3-99-SP-0744

Dear Mr. Johnson:

This document transmits the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (FWS) biological opinion (BO)
regarding the effects of the proposed Master Plan Update Improvements (MPUI) for the Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tat) in King County, Washington on the threatened bull trout
(Salvelinus confluentus), bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus), and marbled murrelet
(Brachyramphus marmoratus) in accordance with Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act
(Act) of 1973, as amended (16 U.S.C. 1531 et seq.). This project is proposed by the Port of
Seattle, Sea-Tac (Port). Your June 15, 2000, request for formal consultation was received by our
office on approximately June 16, 2000. We received a letter by fax from you on August 21,
2000, requesting that we concur with a "may affect, not likely to adversely affect" call for the
marbled murrelet rather than a "no effect."

This biological opinion is based on the following information: biological assessment (BA) dated
June 2000; Supplement for Property Acquisition and Demolition for 34X Runway Protection
Zone, dated September 2000; supplement to the BA, dated December 18, 2000; Memorandum,
dated December 21, 2000; Sea-Tat Runway Fill Hydrology Studies Report (PGG 2000),
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Parametrix 2000a); Seattle-Tacoma Airport
Master Plan Update, Low Streamflow Analysis (Earth Tech, Inc. 2000) letter dated October 30,
2000 transmitting new Joint Aquatic Resources Permit Application; Final Natural Resource
Mitigation Plan (Parametrix 2000b) information provided by fax from you on October 16, 2000
and January 10, 2001; e-mail and telephone communications from the Port on April 20, 21, and
23, 2001; e-mails, letters and attachments dated March 26 and 30, and April 20 and 24, 2001
from James Lynch, Stoel Rives, LLP, the law finn representing the Port; information provided by
telephone, fax and e-mail by your consultant, Parametrix Inc., on August 18, 21, 22, and 23,
2000, December 28 and 29, 2000, and January 17, 18, and 19, 2001; documents from the Airport
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Communities Coalition; and other supplemental information provided in numerous telephone
calls, and email or written correspondence up through May 22, 2001. A complete administrative
record of this consultation is on file at this office.

CONSULTATION HISTORY

The FAA originally consulted with the Service on this action in 1995. The BA for that
consultation addressed effects to bald eagles and peregrine falcons, and concluded that the
proposed MPUI "may affect, but will not adversely affect" these species (rims 1995, FAA
1995). The FWS concurred with these determinations (USFWS 1995).

Due to the recent listing of bull trout, new information regarding the presence of marbled
murrelets in the action area, and modifications to the project proposal not previously analyzed,
the FAA has requested reinitiation of this consultation. Since that time, the peregrine falcon has
been delisted (August 25, 1999, 64 FR 46542), and therefore, is not addressed in this reinitiation
of consultation.

The FAA determined that the current proposed action is "not likely to adversely affect" the bull
trout, the bald eagle and the marbled murrelet. Although ESA Section 7 compliance for the
proposed project could be completed through informal procedures, the FAA requested that the
FWS use the formal consultation process. Therefore, this BO will address the effects to bull
trout, bald eagle, and marbled murrelet.

BIOLOGICAL OPINION

DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Project Location

The proposed MPUI is located at Sea-Tat within the cities of SeaTac and Des Moines, King
County, Washington (Sections 4 and 5, Township 22 North, Range 4 East, and Sections 20, 21,
28, 29, 32, and 33, Township 23 North, Range 4 East, Willamette Meridian). Associated with
these improvements is the off-site wetland mitigation located in the City of Auburn, King
County, Washington (Section 31, Township 22 North, Range 5 East, Willamette Meridian).

Project Description

The MPUI would develop portions of property located on and near the existing Sea-Tat airport,
and provide wetland mitigation near the Green River in the City of Auburn. The proposed
actions will impact creek, riparian and wetland habitats within the action area. The FAA's
proposed actions are: 1) to approve future collection and use authorization for passenger facility
charges related to implementation of Sea-Tat Master Plan update MPUI; 2) issue future grants
and grants issued after May 24, 1999, related to the implementation of MPUI; and 3) direct
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construction of the airport traffic control tower and navigational aids. The U. S. Army Corps of
Engineers (Corps) proposed action is the issuance of a Clean Water Act 404 permit for the
proposed fill within waters of the United States, including wetlands, and associated mitigation.
The proposed project will result in the permanent filling on-site of approximately 18.37 acres of
wetlands and temporarily filling of 2.05 acres of wetlands. Also, approximately 21.64 acres of
historically farmed and emergent wetlands will be temporarily filled and 0.I 2 acres of wetlands
will be permanently filled as part of the off-site mitigation in Auburn. Mitigation for proposed
aquatic impacts includes but is not limited to the following: restoration or enhancement of 25.2.1
acres of wetlands in basin and 49.48 acres of wetlands out-of-basin at the Auburn mitigation site.
The following (Table I) is a listing of all proposed actions included in the MPUI.

Table 1. Proposed Master Plan Update improvement projects at Sea-Tac Airport.

Project [ Description
Runway and Taxiway Projects

Property Acquisition, Includes purchasing property and demolishing existing
Street and Utility Vacation structures between existing Sea-Tac boundary west to Des

Moines Memorial Drive and State Route (SR) 509. Required
for third runway embankment fill and construction impact
mitigation. Acquisition and demolition are also required for
the south nmway protection zone 0_PZ).

Embankment Fill Embankment for third runway, constructed using imported
fill. Approximately 16.5 million cubic yards (cy) will be
placed over a 5- to 7-year period. Existing roads and streets
under the embankment footprint will be removed.

Interconnecting Taxiways New connecting taxiways between existing runway and third
runway. Project is located on existing airfield, requiring only
minimal grading.

Runway 16X/34X Paving of third runway after completion of embankment fill.
Extension of Runway 34R Extend runway by 600 ft for improved warm weather and
by 600 feet (ft) large aircraft operations. Project is located at the southern

end of the east runway.
Additional Taxiway Exits Construction of new ramps to the existing terminal apron.
on 16L/34R

Dual Taxiway 34R Improvements to taxiways serving the South Aviation
Support Area (SASA) and south apron.
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Project {cont.} I Descrietion (cont.)
Runway Safety Areas (RSAs}
Runway 34R Safety Fill Extend runway safety fill to meet FAA standards.

RSAs 16R/16L Extend safety fills by 1,000 ft to meet FAA standards.

Relocation of Displaced Airfield taxiway improvements. The runway threshold (i.e.,
Threshold on Runway 16L the emergency landing pad at end of runway pavement) to be

relocated onto new RSA.

Miller Creek Sewer Relocate sewer for third runway embankment and nmway
Relocation safety fills. New sewer to run along alignment of new

154th/156_ Street.
I

Borrow Sites

Borrow Sites Sources of fill for third runway embankment, located on Sea-
Tac property south of the airport. Approximately 6.7 million
cy 1of material to be excavated from three sites and transported
across airport property to the embankment.

FAA Navigation Aids (NAVAIDS)
New Airport Traffic New air traffic control tower to be located in existing
Control Tower developed area near terminal.
Relocate Airport Existing radar and navigation equipment will be relocated to
Surveillance Radar, allow construction of third runway.
Airport Surface Detection
Equipment, NAVAIDS

Airfield Building Improvements
.... New Snow Equipment New.building./o house snow removal equipment.

Storage
Weyerhaeuser Hangar Relocate existing hangar on west side of airfield to allow
Relocation construction of third nmway, New hangar will be located near

south end of third runway.

Terminal/Air Cargo Area Improvements
Relocation of Airborne Relocate existing cargo building from air traffic control tower
Cargo site to north cargo area. Located in existing developed area

near terminal.

Central Terminal Passenger terminal remodel. Located in existing developed
Expansion area at terminal.

South Terminal Passenger terminal remodel. Located in existing developed
Expansion Project (STEP) area to the south of the main passenger terminal.
Northwest Hangar Relocate Northwest hangar to site now occupied by Delta
Relocation hangar. Located in existin_ developed area.

4
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• Proiect (cont.) Description (cont.)
Satellite Transit Shuttle Remodel and upgrade underground transit system linking

System Rehabilitation terminal to satellites.
Redeveiopment of North New or expanded air cargo facilities along Air Cargo Road at
Air Cargo north end of airport.
Expansion of North Unit Addition to new passenger terminal located north of existing ':
Terminal (North Pier) terminal. Located in existing developed area ('Doug Fox

parking lot and airport access freeway).

New Airport Rescue and Replaces facility displaced by new North Terminal. The new
Fire Fighting Facility facility will be located to the north of the North Tem'final.
Cargo Warehouse at New air cargo facility located north of SR 518 on 24" Avenue
24thAvenue South South.

Westin Hotel New hotel located immediately north of main passenger
terminal. Located in existing developed area at terminal.

New Water Tower Construct new water tower and piping in engineering yard
south of South 160_ Street in subbasins (Gilliam Creek
watershed) served by stormwater outfalls 012 and 013.

Roads z

Temporary SR 518 and Temporary access ramps to serve construction of third runway
SR 509 Interchanges embankment and runway safety fill; to be removed after

project completion.
154_/156 _ Street Relocate public roadway to allow construction of third runway
Relocation embankment and runway safety fills. Existing road to be

demolished.

154_/156 '_ Street Bridge Relocate existing South 156_ Street bridge over Miller Creek
Replacement to accommodate the third runway footprint and South

154_/156 '_ Street relocation. In-water work associated with

this project is limited to the removal of the existing bridge and
bank restoration.

Improvements to Main Transportation circulation, seismic and other improvements to
Terminal Roads roadway systems serving terminal.
Improved Access and Improvements to existing roadway system serving passenger
Circulation Roadway terminal, garage, and air cargo facilities.

Improvements
NorthUnitTerminal Improvementstoexistingroadwaysystemtoservethenew
Roadways North Terminal and garage.

Improvements to South Improvements to existing roadway system serving passenger
Access Connector terminal, garage, and air cargo facilities. Will connect
Roadway (South Link) terminal and garage area to South Access roadway and SR 509

extension south of the airport.

-_ 5
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Project (cont.) Description (cont.)

Parking

Main Parking Garage Expand parking facility at main passenger terminal on north
Expansion and south sides (existing developed areas), and add floors to

portions of the existing garage.

The North Employees New parking facility for employees, located north of SR 518.
Parking Lot (NEPL),
Phase 1

North Unit Parking Construction of new garage serving new North Terminal
Structure facility. Facility will be located at existing Doug Fox parking

lot.

The South Aviation Support Area

The SASA and Access New airport support facility for cargo and/or maintenanee,
Taxiways located at the south end of the airport south of the Olympic

Tank Farm and South 188thStreet. Airplane access will be by
new parallel taxiway constructed along Runway 34R.

Relocation of Existing Airport operation support facilities will be relocated to the
Facilities to the SASA SASA once SASA site development is completed. Many of

these facilities must be relocated from their present locations
due to main terminal expansion (i.e., STEP and North
Terminal), including Northwest hangar, ground support
equipment, ground and corporate aviation facilities, new
airport maintenance building, and United maintenance
complex..

Stormwater Facilities 3

Miller Creek Detention Expand the Miller Creek Detention Facility by 16.4 acre-fl to
Facility Expansion provide flow control retrofitting for existing Sea-Tae

discharges to Miller Creek. All construction would take place
in uplands, and would create free-draining detention volume.

SASA Detention Pond Create regional stormwater detention pond for the SASA
project and other sites. The pond is 33.4 acre-ft and
discharges to Des Moines Creek.

NEPL Vault A 13.9 aere-ft vault to retrofit the NEPL; discharges to Miller
Creek via Lake Reba.

Third Runway Vaults and Stormwater detention vaults and ponds at the north, west, and
Ponds south sides of the airport, discharging to Miller, Walker, and

Des Moines Creeks.

Sea-Tat Retrofit Facilities Detention vaults or ponds to provide flow control retrofitting
for existing Sea-Tae discharges to Des Moines Creek. Vaults
to be consmmted in combination with third runway facilities
when possible.
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Project (cont.) Description (cont.)
I

Cargo Vault Detention vault for North Cargo Facility (4.5 acre-ft
discharging to Miller Creek via Lake Reba).

Natural Resources

Miller Creek Relocation Approximately 980 ft of Miller Creek immediately
downstream of the Miller Creek Detention Facility will be
relocated to accommodate third runway embankment and
runway safety fill

Miller Creek Buffer and Establish a 100-ft buffer (average) along approximately 6,500
Wetland Enhancement linear ft of Miller Creek and riparian wetlands associated with

Miller Creek within the acquisition area. Enhance
approximately 7.4 acres of existing wetlands along the stream.

Miller Creek Floodplain Excavate approximately 9,600 cy from the Vacca Farm site .
and Wetland Restoration adjacent to Miller Creek to compensate for approximately .

8,500 cy of floodplain fill for third runway embankment and
north safety fill. Restore and enhance approximately 17 acres
of stream habitat, floodplain wetlands, aquatic habitat in Lora
Lake, and buffers at Vacca Farm.

Miller Creek Instream Project 1: South of the Vacca Farm site, approximately 650 ft
Habitat Enhancement of channel. Remove rock riprap, footbridges, and trash. Place

large woody debris (LWD) throughout this section of the
stream. Plant riparian areas along the stream with native
wetland and upland plant species.

• Project 2: Approximately 150 ft upstream of South 160 _
Street, approximately 235 ft_ofcharmel. Install LWD in the
stream channel, grade a small section of the west bank of the
stream to create a gravel bench in the floodplain, remove two
rock weirs to improve fish passage, and plant the upland area
with native trees and shrubs.

Project 3: Immediately downstream of qo,.ch 160thStreet,
approximately 380 fd of channel. Grade a section of the east
bank, remove a rubber-tire bulkhead and install LWD in the
stream and on its banks. Plant buffer areas with native trees
andshrubs.

Project 4: Miller Creek immediately upstream of 8thAvenue
South, approximately 820 ft4 of channel. Grade portions of
both banks. Remove footbridges and portions of concrete
block wails. Install LWD in the stream an=lon its banks.
Plant buffer areas with native trees and shrubs.
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Project (cont.) Description (cont.)

Miller Creek Instream In addition to these specific enhancements, debris such as
Habitat Enhancement tires, garbage, and fences will be removed throughout the
(com.) entire stretch of Miller Creek from the Vacca Farm site south

to Des Moines Memorial Drive. In areas where access is

readily available, LWD will be selectively placed throughout
the stream to improve instream habitat conditions.

Drainage Channels Relocate a minimum of 1,290 linear ft of drainage channels to
Relocation accommodate the third runway embankment. Plant buffers

along the drainage channels with native grass and shrubs.

R,'storation of Approximately 2.05 acres of wetland located west of the third
Temporarily Impacted runway embankment, north of relocated South 154e' Street,
Wetlands and west of the Miller Creek relocation project, will be

temporarily filled or disturbed during embankment
constn_ction. When construction activities are completed,
remove fill material, restore pre-disturbance topography, and
plant wetlands with native shrub vegetation.

Tyee Valley Golf Course Restore approximately 4.5 acres of emergent wetland area and
Wetlands Enhancement approximately 1.6 acres of buffer located within Tyee Valley
and Des Moines Creek Golf Course to a native shrub vegetation community. The
Buffer Enhancement enhancemem actions would be integrated into plans to

construct a Regional Detention Facility on the golf course 2
(I<LingCounty Capital Improvement Project Design Team
1999). The enhancement would convert the existing turf
wetland to native shrub wetland community.
Enhance approximately 3.4 acres (average 100 ft wide) of
buffer and 1.0 acre of existing wetland along Des Moines
Creek.

Wetland Habitat Restore wetland functions to a 67-acre parcel near the Green
(including Avian Habitat) River in the City of Auburn. Create and/or restore
near the Green River in approximately 17.2 acres of forest, 6.0 acres of shrub, 6.2
Auburn acres of emergent, and 0.60 acre of open=water wetland.

Enhance approximately 19.5 acres of existing wetlands.
Enhance protective buffers totaling about 15.90 acres.

1 Size modified from that originally stated in BA.

2 Temporary roads used to haul fill material from three on-site borrow areas to
construction sites are included in the analysis of the borrow areas and are not
listed here.

3 Des Moines Creek Basin Plan Committee may construct a Regional Detention

8
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Facility on Tyee Golf Course to provide regional flow control. This project would
eliminate the need for Sea-Tac retrofit facilities described above. As this is

project would be subject to a future federal action, it is not considered a Master
Plan Update improvement and is not addressed in this BO.

4 Project length includes ap__;oximately 12 ft of instream work as part of driveway
demolition, and 400 ft of riparian enhancement.

The proposed project would result in a relatively small increase in the total number of operations
(airplane take-offs or landings) over existing conditions. Operations without the new facilities
are approximately 460,000 annually. With the proposed project, by 2010, the operations would
reach 4,74,000 (M. Vigelanti, Synergy Consultants, pers. com., 2001). This is an increase of
approximately 14,000 take-offs or landings or approximately 3 percent.

STATUS OF THE SPECIES (rangewide and/or recovery unit)

Bull Trout

On November 1, 1999, the FWS (USDI 1999a) listed aU distinct population segments 03PSs) of
the bull trout, a member of the family Salmonidae, within the coterminous United States as
threatened. _Five DPSs with 187 subpopulations are currently identified. They include 1)
Coastal/Puget Sound, 34 subpopulations; 2) Columbia River, 141 subpopulations; 3) Jarbidge
River, 1 subpopulation; 4) St. Mary-Belly River, 4 subpopulations and; 5) Klamath River, 7
subpopulations. Critical habitat has not been designated at this time. The bull trout is mainly
threatened bY habitat degradation, passage restrictions at dams, and competition from non-native
lake trout (Salvelinus namaycush) and brook trout (Salvelinusfontinalis).

The FWS has identified 35 subpopulations of native char (bull trout and/or Dolly Varden) within
the Coastal/Puget Sound DPS. These subpopulations are grouped into five analysis areas based
on their geographic location: Coastal, Strait of Juan de Fuca, Hood Canal, Puget Sound, and
Transboundary. These groupings were made in order to identify trends that may be specific to
certain geographic areas.

The FWS has rated the subpopulations as either strong, depressed, or unknown, modified after
Rieman et al. (1997). A strong subpopulation is defined as having all life history forms that once
occurred, abundance that is stable or increasing, and at least 5,000 total fish or 500 adult fish
present. A depressed subpopulation is defined as having either a major life history form
eHrninated, abundance that is declining or half of the historic abundance, or less than 5,000 total
fish or 500 adults present. A subpopulation status is unknown if there is insufficient information
to determine whether the status is either strong or depressed. Within the Coastal/Puget Sound
DPS, onlyone subpopulation is considered strong,10aredepressed,and25 areunknown.
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The proposed project is located within the Puget Sound Analysis Area of the Coastal/Puget
Sound DPS. Fifteen subpopulations occur in the Puget Sound Analysis Area, from the Nisqually
River north to the Upper Middle Fork Nooksack River. The more northern subpopulations
appear to be relatively more abundant compared to the southern populations (USDI 1999). The
large amount of federal land in these northern drainages, and the lower levels of urbanization,
provide better habitat conditions than in southern Puget Sound. All five of the subpopulations
within the Seattle-Olympia urban corridor are considered depressed. These.subpopulations are
within the NisquaUy River, Puyallup River, Green River, and Lake Washington basins.
Although there is scant historical information on population abundance, adverse impacts
associated with habitat degradation have been documented for other salmonid species in these
systems (e.g., chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tshwytscha)). Given the bull trout's more
restrictive habitat requirements, it is reasonable to assume that native char have been similarly
affected. These adverse impacts include fish passage barriers, water temperature, interactions
with nonnative salmonids, geomorphic processes, timber harvest, agricultural practices, and
urban development.

Taxonomists have considered the bull trout to be a separate char species from Dolly Varden
(Salvelinus malma) since 1978 (Cavender 1978). The American Fisheries Society formally
accepted the two separate species in 1980. Bull trout populations exhibit four distinct life history
forms: resident, fluvial, adfluvial, and anadromous.

Resident bull trout inhabit the same streams or nearby tributaries in which they were hatched.
Fluvial bull trout spawn in tributarystreams where the young rear from one to four years before
migrating to a river where they grow to maturity. Adfluvial bull trout spawn in tributary streams,
and, after rearing, migrate to a lake (Fraley and Shepard 1989). Anadromous char are known
only to occur in Coastal/Puget Sound DPS subpopulations where major growth and maturation
occurs after migration to and from salt water. Potentially anadromous bull trout populations have
been identified in the Puyallup, White, Carbon, and Green Rivers. These diverse life histories

are important to the stability and viability of bull trout populations (RJeman and Mclntyre 1993).

Bull trout have more specific habitat requirements than other salmonids. High quality bull trout
habitat is typically characterized by cold temperatures; abundant cover in the form of large wood,
undercut banks, boulders, etc.; clean substrate for spawning; interstitial spaces large enough to
conceal juvenile bull trout; and stable channels. Because habitat has been degraded in many
basins and bull trout populations in these basins may be depressed, the fish may utilize less
optimal habitat.

Stream temperatures and substrate types are critical for their sustained long-term residence. Bull
trout are found primarily in colder streams, although the fish are also found in larger, warmer
river systems that may cool seasonally or provide migratory corridors and important forage bases.
Bull trout are associated with the coldest, cleanest and most complex stream reaches within
basins. Temperature is critical for spawni,g and early life history requirements. Very cold water
is required for incubation, and juvenile rearing appears to be restricted to areas with cold water.
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Spawning areas are often associated with the coldest streams in a river basin. In one study by
Goetz (1994), juvenile bull trout were not found in water temperatures above 12 ° Celsius (C).
Many studies show that temperatures must drop below 9 ° C or 10 o C before spawning occurs
(McPhall and Murray 1979; Craig 1997). Egg survival decreases as water temperature increases,
with higher survival levels documented at 2 ° C to 4 ° C (McPhail and Murray I979). The best
bull gout habitat in several Oregon and Washington streams had temperatures which seldom
exceeded 15 ° C (Buckman et al. 1992; Craig 1997; Rafliffand Howell 1992; ZiUer 1992).
Stream bottom and substmte composition are also highly important for bull trout (Pratt 1992),
especially for juvenile rearing and spawning site selection (Rieman and Melntyre 1993; Graham
et al. 1981; McPhail and Murray 1979). Fine sediments can influence incubation survival and
emergence success (Weaver and White 1985) but might also limit access to substrate interstices
that are important cover during rearing and over-wintering (Goetz 1994; Jakober 1995; USDI
1999a).

The anadromous life-form is more complex than the other life-forms discussed. Limited
information on the marine and estuarine residency for bull gout is known. While it was thought
that the Dolly Varden were primarily anadromous and the bull gout were fluvial and adfluvial in
the north Puget Sound area, this is not the ease. In the limited sampling done in Port Susan and
Skagit Bay, the char have been identified as both bull trout and Dolly Varden (Kraemer in prep.).

In the north Puget Sound area many of the sub-adult char migrating out of headwater or
mainstem areas adopt an anadromous life history. The smolts move downstream in the spring of

• the year (April, May, and early June) to the river mouths and nearby beaches. Sub-adults
typically spend the spring and most of the summer in the marine environment where they
experience:rapid growth (25 millimeters (ram) to 40 mm per month).

Bull gout are opportunistic feeders. Like other apex predators, they require a large prey base and
a large home range. Sub-adult and adult migratory bull trout move throughout and between
basins in search of prey. Resident and juvenile bull gout prey on terrestrial and aquatic insects,
macrozooplankton, amphipods, mysids, crayfish, and small fish (Wyman 1975; Rieman and
Lul_ens 1979 in Rieman and Mclntyre 1993; Goetz 1989; Donald and Alger 1993). Adult and
sub-adult migratory bull trout are primarily piscivorous, feeding on various trout and salmon
species, whitefish, yellow perch, and sculpin. A recent study in the Cedar River Watershed of
western Washington found adult bull trout diets to also consist of salamanders (Connor et al.
1997).

Limited stomach content work and feeding observations indicate that while the char are in the
marine environment of Skagit Bay and Port Susan they feed heavily on surf smelt (Hypomesus
pretious). Other food items eaten in the marine waters include Pacific herring (Clupea harengus
pallasO, Pacific sand lance (Ammodytes hexapterus), pink salmon smolts (Oneorhynchus _
gorbuscha), chum salmon smolts (O. keta), and a number of invertebrates. In Port Susan and
Skagit Bay the smelt and herring spawning beaches match nearly exactly those used by the char
while they are in the marine area (Kraemer in prep.). This matches information for foraging in
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freshwater, where bull trout were found to aggregate near seasonally concentrated forage fish in
Flathead Lake, Montana (MBTSG 1998).

After several months in salt water, maturing adult bull trout begin their spawning migration. The
fish leave the tidal areas in late May, June and early July. At this time, the first time spawners
are 400 mm to 525 mm in length. In the Sauk basin the spawning migration can be as long as
195 km and the fish may climb to an elevation of 1000 meters (Kraemer in prep.). Bull trout
become sexually mature between 4 and 9 years of age (Shspard et al. 1984), and may spawn in

consecutive or alternate years (Shepard et al. 1984; Pratt 1992). Migratory bull trout frequently
begin their spawning migrations as early as May, moving from the salt water back to the lower
river and its tributaries to begin their spawning migration. The anadromous life-form does make
cnn_iderable migrations. Migratory bull trout have been known tOmove upstream as far as 259
kilometers (155 miles) to spawning grounds (Fraiey and Shepard 1989). Fish may be in salt

water areas 40 km from the river mouth in the spring of the year and have been documented
moving nearly 200 krn upstream of the river mouth during spawning migrations. An adult tagged
while staging in the spawning areas of the upper South Fork Sauk was recaptured by a fisherman
the following spring in the marine area on the east side of Camano Island, fifteen air miles from
the mouth of the Skagit River. A radio tagging study on the South Fork Skyk0mish (Kraemer
pers. com. in WDFW 1997) showed •that when the fish did migrate in the upper watershed, they
commonly moved 2 km to 3 km a day with the maximum distance traveled of 15.2 kin. In the
lower river, the fish may travel at an even greater rate. During the low flows of summer and fall,
most of the movement seemed to occur during the low-light periods just after dawn or before

sunset. Once the fish reach staging areas near the spawning ground they may remain in the same
general area, even the same pool, for several months.

In the Coastal/Puget Sound region, spawning occurs from August through December. Spawning
typically occurs in cold, low-gradient lSt- to 5tLorder tributary streams, over loosely compacted
gravel and cobble having groundwater inflow (Shepard et al. 1984; Brown 1992; Rieman and
McIntyre 1996; Swanberg 1997; MBTSG 1998). Spawning sites usually occur near cover
(Brown 1992). They typically spawn in headwaters of tributary streams (Craig 1997). Hatching
occurs in winter or early spring, and alevins may stay in the _avel for extended periods,
sometimes exceeding 220 days. After spending the winter in the lower 3._kilometers (kin) to 40
km of the river, the sub-adult char return to the marine environment. Some fish reenter the salt
water as early as late February. Post-spawning mortality, longevity, and ropeat-spawning
frequency are not well known (Rieman and McIntyre 1996), but lifespans may exceed 10-13
years (McPhail and Murray 1979; Pratt 1992; Rieman and McIntyre 1993; USDI 1999a).

The full range of depths bull trout may use in Puget Sound is not known. There is some limited
information on preferred depths available from freshwater lakes. This may be an appropriate
surrogate for marine waters. One bull trout has been captured at 60 meters in Lake Washington,
Washington (D. Beauchamp, University of Washington, pers. com. 2000). Bull trout were
captured infrequently in Flathead Lake, Montana at depths greater than 34 meters (IVIBTSG
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1998). However, there appeared to be tendency for bull trout to be associated with depths less
than 34 meters (Leathe and Graham 1982 in MBTSG 1998, Huston 1975 in MBTSG 1998).

Bull trout are threatened by land management activities, water management activities, over-
harvest, and competition or hybridization with non-native fishes (USDI 199%). Urban and
agricultural development has resulted in the loss of riparian habitat and wetlands, with a ,,._
subsequent increase in impervious surfaces. These changes, especially in the lowland streams,
have resulted in increased stream temperatures, alteration of stream flows and water quality, and
impacts to forage species. Logging, road building activities and associated cumulative effects
impact bull trout through increased sediment production and delivery to streams, loss of large
pools and woody debris, increased water temperatures, and degradation of water quality and
quantity. Dam, reservoir and irrigation construction and operations have altered portions of bull
trout habitat. Dams without fish passage create barriers to migratory bull trout metapopulations,
Dams and reservoirs also alter the natural hydrograph, thereby affecting forage, water
temperature, and water quality.

Bald Eagle

A detailed account of the taxonomy, ecology, and reproductive characteristics of the bald eagle is
presented in the Pacific States Bald Eagle Recovery Plan (USFWS 1986) and the final rule to
reclassify the bald eagle from endangered to threatened in all of the lower 48 States (60 FR
36010). Additional information on the listing of the species, and its status in Washington State
was included in the biological opinion for the Point Roberts golf course (USFWS 1999a).

The bald eagle is found throughout North America. It breeds primarily in Alaska, Canada, the
Pacific Northwest states, the Rocky Mountain states, the Great Lake states, and Chesapeake Bay
(USFWS 1986, American Ornithologists' Union 1983). The bald eagle winters over most of the
breeding range, but is most concentrated from southern Alaska and southern Canada southward.

The recent proposal to delist the bald eagle in the lower 48 states (USDI 1999b) indicates that
numeric delisting goals have been met for the bald eagle in the Pacific Recovery Region since
1995. The proposed project is located within the Pacific Recovery Region.

In Washington, bald eagles are most common along saltwater, lakes, and rivers in the western
portion of the state and along the Columbia River east of the Cascade Mountains (Lartison and
Sonnenberg 1968). Resident, breeding eagles are found throughout the state near large bodies of
water. Most nesting habitat in Washington is located in the San Juan Islands and on the Olympic
Peninsula coastline (Cn'ubb 1976).

The primary wintering range of bald eagles in Washington is Puget Sound and its major rivers.:
Most eagles wintering in Washington occur along the Skagit, Nooksack, and Sauk River Basin
(USFWS 1986).
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The bald eagle is found along the shores of saltwater, and freshwater lakes and rivers. In
Washington, breeding territories are located in predominantly coniferous, uneven-aged stands
with old-growth components (Anthony et al. 1982).

Bald eagles typically build large stick nests in mature or old-growth trees, and these nests are
generally used over successive years. In Washington, courtship and nest building activities

normally begin in March or early April, with eaglets hatching in mid-April or early May. Eaglets
usually fledge in mid-July (Anderson et al. 1986).

,The size of an eagle nest is dictated by the forest type and tree species found within a geographic
area; eagles apparently select nest sites for structure rather than tree species (Anthony et al. 1982,
Anthony and Isaacs 1989). The three main factors affecting distribution of nests and territories
include: 1) nearness to water and availability of food, 2) suitable trees for nesting, perching, and
roosting, and 3) the number of breeding, aged eagles (Stalmaster 1987).

Wintering bald eagles generally concentrate in areas where food is abundant and disturbance is
minimal. The birds use perches near feeding areas duringthe day, which are typically isolated
areas in old-growth and mature stands that have trees larger than the surrounding trees; the
perches also provide views of foraging areas. Night roost trees are chosen according to their
diameter and growth form. The canopy of night roost trees provides protection from inclement
weather and disturbances (USFWS 1986).

Important food items during fall and winter include carrion such as "spawned out" salmon taken
from gravel bars along wide, braided river stretches (Stalmaster et ai. 1985, Stalmaster 1987), ......
Anadromous and warm'water fishes, small mammals, carrion, waterfowl, and seabirds are
among the most prevalent food items consumed during the breeding season (Anderson et al.
1986, USFWS 1986).

Marbled Murrelet

The marbled murrelet was federally listed as threatened on September 28, 1992 (57 PP,.45328).
Critical habitat was designated on May 24, I996 (61 FR 26256). In North America, marbled
murrelets range along the Pacific coast l_om Alaska south to central California. Wintering birds
have occasionally been found in southern California. Puget Sound has one of the more
concentrated marbled murrelet populations of California, Washington and Oregon (USFWS
1997). An account of the taxonomy, ecology, and reproductive characteristics of the marbled
murrelet is found in: the 1988 Status Review (Marshall 1988); the final rule designating the
species as threatened; the Service's biological opinion for Alternative 9 (USFWS 1994) of the
FSEIS CUSDA and USDI 1994); the Ecology and Conservation of the Marbled Murrelet (Ralph
et al. 1995a); the final rule designating critical habitat for the species (61 FR 26256); the ....
recovery plan for the species (USFWS 1997); and, the biological opinion on the Simpson Habitat
Conservation Plan (USDI 2000). The following summarizes some of this information.
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• The population size of murrelets in Washington, Oregon, and California has been estimated at
18,530 to 32,000 (Ralph et al. 1995b). The large range in the population estimate is a result of
two widely divergent population estimates in Oregon. Based on demographic analyses,
Beissinger and Nur (I 997) estimate the murrelet population to be declining at a rate of at least 4
percent per year and perhaps as much as 7 percent per year in Washington, Oregon, and
California. >

Ralph et al. (1995b) summarized some of the reasons for variability in population estimates
among researchers, including differences in methodology, assumptions, spatial coverage, and
survey and model errors. Nevertheless, both Ralph et al. (1995b) and the Marbled Murrelet
Recovery Team (1994) have concluded that the listed population appears to be in a long-term
downward trend. The Marbled Murmlet Recovery Team estimates that the population may be
declining at rates of between 4 and 12 percent, which means that in 20 years the population could
be less than one-half to one-twelfth its current size.....

In Washington, Speich and Wahl (1995) concluded that murrelet populations are lower now than
they were at the beginning of the century. Total estimates for Washington, which were derived
from surveys conducted in the early 1980s, are about 5,500 murrelets (Speich and Wahl 1995).
Based on surveys conducted in 1993, Varoujean and Williams (1995) estimated that 3,250

murrelets occur on the outer coast of Washington and the western portion of the Strait of Juan de
Fuca.

Nesting habitat is crucial to murrelets. Unlike other alcids, marbled rnurrelets nest inland in
mature and:old growth coniferous forests as far as 52 miles from the ocean(Marshall 1989). In
Washington, Oregon, and California, murrelet nests have been found in trees. South of the
Alaskan tundra, murrelets nesting occurs within mature or old growth coniferous forests within
50 miles of the ocean (Carter and Erickson 1988, Hamer and Cummins 1990, Hamer and
Cummins 1991, Nelson 1989, Nelson 1990, Paton and Ralph 1990, Scaly and Carter 1984).

Murrelet nests have been found on platforms or broad surfaces that are formed by large limbs,
moss, branches deformed by diseases such as mistletoe, or damaged branches. Suitable nesting
platforms are found most commonly on older trees. Most nests are directly under overhanging
branches, which may provide protection from harsh weather and predatmo. The Pacific Seabird
Group defines potential nesting habitat as 1) mature (with or without an old growth component)
and old growth coniferous forests; and 2) younger coniferous forests that have deformation or
structures suitable for nesting (Ralph et al. 1993). Preferred tree species are Douglas-fir, coast
redwood, western hemlock, Sitka spruce, or western red cedar. Because murrelets are seabirds,
their nesting habitat must be within flight distance of a marine environment (USDA Forest
Service et al. 1993).

The loss of nesting habitat (older forests) has generally been identified as the primary cause of
the marbled murrelet's population decline and disappearance across portions of its range (Ralph
et al. 1995a). Prey resources and nesting habitat are identified as the two main factors which can
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affect seabird populations (Cairns 1992 in USFWS 1997). As the proposed project may affect
the marine environment as opposed to nesting habitat, we will focus on the former aspect of the
environment.

Marbled murrelets typically are found foraging within 0.6 miles to 1.2 miles from shore (USFWS
1997). Marbled murrelets feed mostly in near-shore marine waters and in inland saltwater bays
and sounds, and occasionally inland freshwater lakes (Marshall 1989). They often gather at the
mouths of rivers. Many prey species concentrate in specific nearshore areas where conditions
concentrate lower trophic levels which are food for marbled murrelet prey species. In areas were
marbled murrelet prey are concentrated, foraging marbled mun'elets have also been concentrated
(Carter 1984 in USFWS 1997, Carter and Scaly 1990 in USFWS 1997).

Marbled murrelets are considered opportunistic foragers. They are known to feed on
invertebrates as well as fish. Mysids, gammarid amphipods and euphausiids invertebrates have
been identified as important forage species during various times of the year and in certain
localities. Invertebrate species appear to be more important during the winter and spring, as
opposed to the summer breeding period. The prey is known to differ by species and/or its size
between that eaten by adults versus chicks (Sealy 1975 in USFWS 1997, Carter 1984 in USFWS
1997, Carter and Scaly 1990 in USFWS 1997, Burkett 1995).

In the Pacific Northwest, the main fish prey for marbled murrelets has been identified as Pacific
sand lance (Ammodytes hexapterus), Pacific herring (Clupea harengus), northern anchovy
(Engraulis mordax), and smelt (Osmeridae) (USFWS 1997). Marbled murrelets have been seen
occasionally foraging on salmonids in inland lakes in British Columbia and Washington (Carter
and Scaly 1990 in USFWS 1997).

While declines in forage species may affect marbled murrelet populations, little information on
any direct effect is available. Declines in species such as the Pacific herring have been
documented in parts of Puget Sound (Burkett 1995, WDFW 1995 in USFWS 1997). However,
the spawning biomass of Pacific herring has remained stable over the last 20 years (WDFW 1995
in USFWS 1997).

Marbled murrelets may shift their feeding areas in response to changes in prey in localized areas.
Marbled murrelets are known to shift their nearshore foraging areas between years off of the
Oregon coast (Strong 1995). Marbled murrelets may change their foraging area by up to 50
miles, based on daily foraging distances from nest sites and feeding areas (Carter and Scaly 1990
in USFWS 1997, Jodice and Collopy 1995 in USFWS 1997, Kuletz et al. 1995).

Some anthropogenie impacts to marbled murrelets in marine waters include mortality from gill
nets, oil spills, and other marine pollution. The actual number of net mortalities in Washington
is low. These impacts are addressed in the biological opinions for Puget Sound area non-treaty
eornmereial salmon net fisheries (USFWS 1996) and the treaty commercial salmon net fisheries
in the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound (USFWS 1999b). Oil pollution is a significant
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_ threat or conservation problem in southem Alaska, southem British Columbia, Washington, and
California (King and Sanger 1979 in USFWS 1997, Wahl et al. 1981, Sealy and Carter 1984,
Carter and Erickson 1988, Carter and Erickson 1992 in USFWS 1997, Marshall 1988, Carter and
Kuletz 1995 in USFWS 1997). Oil spills include large spills, such as the 1991 Tenyo Maru spill
off the Olympic Peninsula, Washington to small spills which may result from tank cleaning and
bilge pumping. Other marine pollutioi, _vhichmay affect marbled murrelets includes chemical
contaminates which enter the water way via direct dumping and effluent from onshore sources.
Marbled murrelets in Washington which were analyzed for contaminants appeared to be within
the normal ranges for seabirds from clean environments (Grettenberger et al., in prep.). _

Habitat Conservation Plans

The range-wide status of the bald eagle, marbled murrelet and bull trout has been affected by a
number of recent Habitat Conservation Plans (HCPs) that were prepared in conjunction with
incidental take permit applications to the Service pursuant to Section 10(a)(1)03) of the Act.

Six HCPs have been completed within Washington. The following summarizes the anticipated
and/or permitted take of bald eagles, marbled murrelets, and bull trout for the HCPs which
include these species:

• West Fork Timber Co. HCP (formerly Murray Pacific HCP): bald eagle, marbled
murrelet

• Port Blakely L.P.- Robert .B. Eddy Tree Farm HCP: bald eagle, marbled murrelet
: • Washington Department of Natural Resources (WDNR) HCP: bald eagle, bull

trout, marbled murrelet
• Seattle Public Utility's Cedar River Watershed HCP: bald eagle, bull trout,

marbled murrelet

• Plum Creek Timber Company 1-90 HCP: bull trout, marbled murrelet
• Simpson Timber HCP: bald eagle, bull trout, marbled murrelet,

West Fork Timber Co. HCP (formerly Murray Pacific HCP)

The West Fork Timber Co. HCP 100-year amended incidental take permit for the 53,527-acre
Mineral Tree Farm, located in Lewis County in western Washington, was approved in. June,.
1995. Although no marbled murrelet occupancy has been identified by current surveys, the
amended permit allows incidental take ofmurrelets associated with 800 acres out of 1,091 acres
of potential murrelet habitat. If murrelets occupy potential habitat in the future, some incidental
take may occur as a result of disturbance.

The HCP does not anticipate the incidental take of bald eagles, although bald eagles are a /:
"covered" species under the terms of the permit.

PortBlakely L .P.- Robert B. Eddy Tree Farm HCP
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The Port Blakely Tree Farms, L. P. 50-year incidental take permit for the 7,486-acre R. B. Eddy
Tree Farm, located in Pacific and Grays Harbor counties in southwest Washington, was approved
in July, 1996. No modification nor disturbance of known occupied murrelet sites is authorized
under the HCP. However, due to the possibility that habitat surveyed in the first 5 years of the
plan could eventually become occupied in the future, incidental take may result from harvest of
210 acres of deferred habitat and 250 acres of habitat that may develop in Riparian Managemen,
Zones. In addition, incidental take from distuxbance due to harvest may occur during the nesting
season. The HCP permits the incidental take of up to 25 wintering eagles due to harvest of
wintering habitat.

Cit'v of Seattle for the Seattle Public Utilitv's Cedar River Watershed HCP

The City of Seattle for the Seattle Public Utility's Cedar River Watershed HCP permitted the
take of an undetermined number of marbled murrelets associated with one known occupied stand
and an unknown number of other occupied stands over a 50-year period as a result of the
proposed action. The number of marbled murrelets taken annually could not be determined.
Specifically, incidental take of marbled murrelets was authorized within the watershed as a result
of 14,400 acres of forest restoration (ecological and restoration thinning, and conifer under-
planting), 240 miles of road removal, and 380-520 miles of on-going road maintenance, and as
much as 4 miles of streambank stabilization and re-vegetation work and 50 in-stream wood
placement projects over the term oft he HCP.

The incidental take permit for the HCP allowed an undetermined number of bald eagles to be
taken over a 50-year period as a result of this proposed action. The number of bald eagles taken
annually could not be determined. However, the number of bald eagles expected to be taken is
very small, both because of the low number of bald eagles thought to occur within the watershed
at this time (only transients and migrants and no known nesting activity), and due to the level of
protection provided by the HCP.

Two harm and harassment estimates of take were determined for bull trout based on the

assumption that this species occurs throughout lands managed by the City of Seattle.

The incidental take permit for the HCP allows the take ofbuU trout associated with 420 acres of
restoration thinning (0 to 30-year old trees) conducted in the first fifteen years on the HCP and
150 acres of ecological thinning (30 to 60-year old trees) over the full term of the HCP. It also
included take associated with maintenance of 520 miles of currently maintained roads, and with
the ground disturbance associated with removing about 240 miles of existing roads during the
first 20 years of the HCP. However, by year twenty of the HCP, the total maintained road
mileage will drop to approximately 380. Some incidental take in the form of harm associated
with improvement of about 4 miles to 10 miles of road per year is also anticipated.

Incidental take of bull trout in the Chester Morse Lake/Masonry Pool system occurs fi:om
entrainment through two intakes devices, the Cedar Fails Hydroelectric Project at Masonry Dam
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and the Overflow Dike into Masonry Pool. It is expected that no more than seven percent of the
estimated bull trout population in that system will be killed per year through any combination ot
these intake devices. Take is also expected to occur due to inundation of redds and preventing
spawners from accessing the tributaries of the reservoir by unusually low water levels in the
r_.servoir. Studies have shown that less than ten percent of the bull trout redds in the Cedar River
have been located below the normal high pool elevation of 1,563 feet. Thus, these lower _:
elevation redds would be subject to take every year. Nearly all (~95 percent) Rex River bull trout
redds were annually located below 1,563 feet. Therefore, these redds would be subject to some
form of take, because they can be reasonably expected to be inundated for some duration before
juvenile bull trout emerge. Reservoir management zones of "Infrequent" (2) and "Very
Infrequent" (1) are expected to take more bull trout than the "Normal" (3) operating zone. Zone
(2) and (1) are expected to occur once every ten and fifty years, respectively, with durations
exceeding one week. Short durations of spawner impedance can be expected to occur in the
reservoir management zone (Appendix 38) of "Normal" (3) every year, but periods longer than
one week will only occur once every four years. Spawner blockage is not expected to occur in
the "Normal" (3) zone. The "Infrequent" zone (4) is expected to occur with a frequency of one in
ten years where both spawner impedance and blockage is expected to occur with durations of one
to three weeks. The "Very Infrequent" zone (5) will impede and block spawners, but is expected
to occur only once in fifty years.

Plum Creek Timber Company 1-90 HCP

The Plum Creek Timber Company 1-90 HCP addressed about 170,600 acres for 50 to 100 years
in Kingand K.ittitas Counties, Washington. The permit allows incidental take of murrelets
associated with up to 400 acres of unsurveyed low-quality habitat west of the Cascade Crest and
1,400 acres of unsurveyed land east of the Crest. The amended HCP to address the 1-90 land
exchange in 1999 permitted the additional take of 721 acres of low-quality suitable habitat or
marginal habitat west of the Cascade Crest. Also, some portion of 1,741 acres of nonhabitat
(Mature Forest Structural Stage) west of the Cascade Crest, could eventually become habitat
during the 100-year permit, and subsequently subject to harvest without surveys.

The Plum Creek Timber Company's HCP amended the HCP (USDI 1998a) to include the
Columbia River DPS Of bull trout. The amendment allowed for the take of bull trout associated

with habitat degradation/loss due to 150 acres of selective and thirmirtg/restoration-oriented
silvicultural harvest per year, 2 miles of stream restoration per year, and 20.2 miles of road
construction, maintenance, and removal per year.

WDNR's HCP

The WDNR incidental take permit for 1.6 million acres of State forest land in the State of
Washington was approved on January 30, 1997. The 70-year permit covers all WDNR-managed
lands within the range of the spotted owl and authorizes incidental take occurring from
commercial forest activities as well as non-timber resource activities. The HCP permits the
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incidental take (in the form of harm) of all bald eagles associated with the harvest of 200,000
acres of forested habitat over the life of the HCP. In addition, incidental take (in the form of
harassment) of bald eagles due to disturbance may occur on a total of 2,402,820 acres over the
life of the HCP. This disturbance is due to both forest (i.e., harvest) and non-forest resource
activities. Incidental take was issued for bald eagles under the WDNR HCP. However,
inadvertent incidental take of bald eagles will be minimal because the DNR will actively
conserve known nest sites.

Approximately 376,000 acres of State Forest land occurs within the Olympic Peninsula. Of this
376,000 acres, 23,836 acres of suitable murrelet habitat are scheduled for harvest under the HCP.
In addition to habitat removal, disturbance related take for marbled mwrelets due to timber
harvest and non-timber resource activities may occur on 6,402 acres per year for the first decade
of the HCP on the Olympic Peninsula.

The WDNR's HCP amendment (USDI 1998b) to include bull trout allowed for incidental take of
bull trout associated with habitat degradation/loss due to 29 miles of road construction and
maintenance per year, and 158 acres of selective and thinning harvest per year. This amendment
added only the Coastal/Puget Sound DPS of bull trout to the WDNR's HCP.

Simpson Timber HCP

The Simpson Timber incidental take pemdt was issued on October 12, 2000. The HCP
encompasses the Plan Area of 261,575 acres and approximately 640,000 acres of additional
lands (known as the Assessment Area) surrounding the Plan Area. The Assessment Area lands
are not currently owned by Simpson, but may be in the future. All lands occur in Mason, Crrays
Harbor,andThurstoncounties.The incidentaltakepermitauthorizestakeofbaldeagles,bull
trout,andmarbledmurreletsassociatedwithcommercialtimberharvestandlandmanagement
activitiesforaperiodof50years.

The FWS authorizedincidentaltakeofmarbledmurrcletsintheformofharm,asaresultof

harvestofuptoatotalof315acresofsuitablemarbledmurrelet(butcurrentlyunoccupied)
habitatoutsideofRiparianConservationReserves('RCR).Take,intheformofharassment,due
todisturbanceofundiscoverednestingmarbledmurrelets,isanticipatedtooccur.Specifically,
theFWS authorizedtakeofmarbledmurmletsduetodisturbanceassociatedwithtimberharvest

activitieswithinthePlanArea,onpotentiallycoveredlandsallowedtobeaddedperProvision10
oftheImplementingAgreement(IA),andthoseimmediatelyadjacent(withinonemile)ofthe
PlanArea.TheFWS authorizedtakeofmarbledmurrelets,duetoharassment,asaresultof

activitiesnearsuitablehabitatwithintheRCRs thatarccurrentlyoccupied,orwhichcould
becomeoccupiedovertheproposedincidentaltakepermitterm(162acresexpectedtodevelop
withintheRCR bytheyear25,and 1231acresareexpectedtodevelopwithintheRCR by the
year50oftheincidentaltakepermitterm).Marbledmurreletscouldbetakenduetoharassment
asaresultofharvestoftreesoutsideof,butadjacenttoRCRs. TheFWS authorizedtakefor
marbledmurreletsassociatedwithhabitatoutsideofRCRs thatbecomesoccupiedpriortobeing
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harvested, and for marbled murrelets associated with occupied habitat outside of the RCRs as a
result of harvest of trees within 300 feet of such habitat. The FWS authorized take, due to

harassment, of marbled murrelets associated with habitat that is within 0.25 mile of up to 250
miles of new road construction over the term of the HCP, a small portion of which may be as
close as 300 feet to occupied marbled mun'elet habitat, and for activities associated with potential
remediation of a maximum of 2,001 miles of system roads (during the first 15 years of the _

proposed permit term, 100 percent of all ro.adsneeding remediation would have such work
completed; thus all potential take associated with road remediation would occur within the first
15 years of the permit term). The FWS authorized take due to harassment of all marbled
murrelets associated with activities in habitat adjacent to a maximum of 6,160 acres of
experimental thinning sites over the proposed ITP term, where timber harvest may occur. A
small portion of the 6,160 acres could be adjacent to occupied marbled murrelet habitat (but •
would not occur within suitable or occupied habitat). The FWS anticipated take due to
harassment for all marbled murrelets within one mile of any blasting activities occurring between

September 1 and September 15 of any given year. Take due to harassment of marbled murrelets
is not authorized during the time period April 1 through August 30 for blasting, as Simpson has
stated that they would not blast during this time period near marbled murrelets. Take may occur
on an unknown number of acres due to blasting in an unknown number of sites and locations
over the life of the HCP, potentially causing nesting upset, loss of eggs, or nest abandonment if
this blasting occurs proximal to nests. The FWS anticipated take in the form of harassment in
limited areas of the Plan Area involved in proposed Covered Activities that were subject to
protocol surveys and determined to be unoccupied, but become occupied during the ITP term.

The FWS authorized bull trout take as a result of timber harvest and experimental thinning
associated ,with stream habitats on 2,987 acres (187 acres in the first l0 years of the pe_:mitterm,
and up to 5,973 (total of 6,160 acres minus 187 acres) for the remaining 40 years of the permit
term. In addition, the FWS authorized take for bull trout associated with habitat adjacent to 250
acres of new road construction, and with habitat adjacent to potential remediation of 2,001 miles

of system roads (during the first 15 years of the proposed permit term, 100 percent of all roads
needing remediation would have such work completed). By year 15 of the HCP, effects to bull
trout habitat resulting from road remediation should be eliminated.

The FWS authorized take, in the form of harassment, due to disturbance of all bald eagles ,
associated with timber harvest adjacent to bald eagle roosting habitat, a maximum of 250 miles
of new road construction, a maximum of 2,001 miles of system road remediation within the first
fifteen years of the proposed ITP term, and a maximum of 6,160 acres of experimental thinning.
Only winter roosting and migrant bald eagles are currently known from the Plan Area; no nesting
activity is currently known. The communal roost site supports approximately 30 bald eagles. A
small amount of nesting is likely to occur during the proposed ITP term within the Plan Area.
Nesting during the proposed permit term is more likely within lands allowed to be added for_:
coverage per Provision 10 of the IA, particularly near Puget Sound (nesting activity in this area is
currently undetermined). The number of bald eagles anticipated to be taken is small, but the
potential for take to occur is moderate. A small number of bald eagles are expected to occur
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within the Plan Area and environs during the proposed permit term as most of the potemial
habitat is in a relatively young successional stage, and a relatively small amount of high function ""
perching and nesting habitat is expected to develop during the proposed ITP term.
ENVIRONMENTAL BASELINE (in the action area)

Bull Trout and Aquatic Resource Conditions

The proposed project is located within and adjacent to the Green River Sub,Population of bull
trout. Very limited information is available on the status of bull trout in this sub-population of
the Coastal/Puget Sound DPS.

Green River

Very limited information is available on the status of bull trout in the Green River basin.
Extensive surveys specifically for bull trout have not been conducted in the Green River. Bull
trout are presumed to occur in very low numbers in this system. It is unknown how bull trout
specifically use the Green River and its tributaries, although it is likely used for foraging, and
migration for the purpose of this BO. However, there is unlikely to be any suitable spawning
habitat in the action area. No spawning locations are known (WDFW 1998). The life history
forms of bull trout in this drainage are not known; however, they are likely to be anadromous
and/or fluvial. Historical accounts suggests that bull trout were once common (Suckley and
Cooper 1860). However, creel counts on the Green River, dating from 1940, indicate bull trout
are now extremely rare, with only four char taken by over 35,500 anglers checked between 1940
and 1973 (Cropp in WDW 1993). Though few in number, Cropp (in WDW 1993) indicated that ........
char are still occasionally caught in the Green River. A native char was caught in May 1994 in
the Duwamish River that was positively identified as a bull trout both by Haas measurements and
by genetic work (E. Warner, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, pers. com. 1997). Eight native char were
caught in the turning basin of the Duwamish River Estuary near river mile (RM) 1.5 in August
and September, 2000 (Taylor Associates 2001). Positive identification as bull trout has been
established by genetic analysis for two of the six fish; the remaining fish have not been analyzed
to date (W. Mavros, King County, pers. com. 2001a). Watson and Toth (1994 in WDFW 1998)
state that native char have been harvested in the Green River as far upstream as RM 64. More
recently, a bull trout, as determined by genetic work, was caught at the mouth of Newaukum
Creek offthe mainstem of the Green River, approximately 40 miles upstream fi:om the mouth of
the Green/Duwamish River (E. Warner, Muckleshoot Indian Tribe, 2000). Plum Creek Timber
Company has conducted presence/absence surveys for bull trout in the upper Green River
watershed above Howard Hanson dam, with no presence documented.

MongiUo (1993) listed bull trout in the Green River as a remnant population, with status
unknown, and with an immediate need for data. WDFW (1998) lists the Green River population
as unknown status. The FWS believes the status of this subpopulation is depressed, based on
available information that indicates native char occur in very low numbers in comparison to
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historic levels. Total abundance for the subpopulation is believed to be less than 5,000
individuals or 500 adults.

The Green River and its tributaries presently provide only poor to fair habitat for bull trout
because of industrial, residential and agricultural developments along the lower and middle
reaches of the Green River and its tributaries, the presence of two dams at RM 61 and 64.5, and
extensive timber harvest in the upper basin. These activities have resulted in the increase in free
sediments, a severe reduction in the riparian corridor, constriction of the river channel and
isolation from its floodplain, a reduction in channel complexity and habitat diversity, instream
flow reductions, alteration of the natural flow regime, elevated water temperatures, the
interruption of the transport of large woody debris and spawning gravels, and the blockage of
access to upstream habitats.

Bull trout spawning habitat is limited by the availability of suitable substrate and water
temperatures. The Green River channel below Howard Hanson Dam and extending downstream
to near Flaming Geysers Park is largely armored due to the interception of coarse sediments by
Howard Hanson Dam (Perkins 1999). A large landslide near Flaming Geysers State Park and
several tributaries, including Soos, Newaukum and Bums Creeks, contribute large amounts of
fine sediment. Most of the tributary streams are also impacted by sedimentation. The

temperature of the water released from Howard Hanson Dam may be too high for successful bull
trout spawning and incubation in the Green River downstream from Howard Hanson Dam, but
springs entering the channel bed may provide suitable conditions. Some of the spring fed
tributaries, both upstream and downstream of Howard Hanson Dam, may also provide suitable
spawning and incubation habitat.

Bull trout rearing habitat is likely limited by high water temperatures and the relative lack of
channel complexity and habitat diversity. The Green River has been listed as water quality
impaired by Washington Department of Ecology (WDOE) (WDOE 2000). It is on the 303(d)
list for the following parameters: elevated temperatures, metals, ammonia, fecal coliform
bacteria, pH, low dissolved oxygen, and high biochemical oxygen demand. However, State
temperature standards themselves may not be adequate for bull trout given that the temperature
standard for the highest class of waters is 16 ° C, whereas temperatures in excess of about 15 ° C
are thought to limit bull trout distribution (Rieman and Mclntyre 1995). l'he removal of riparian
vegetation and large woody debris from the system, the confinement of the channel by levees and
riprap, the elimination of the channel forming flood flows, water withdrawals, and reduced
groundwater recharge have all contributed to degradation of bull trout rearing habitat. As a
consequence, the Green River mainstem probably provides suitable rearing habitat for only a
portion of the year, with spring fed tributaries providing summertime refuge.

The Green River and many of its tributaries provide suitable foraging habitat for bull trout, given
the significant number of chinook, coho (Oncorhynchus kisutch) and chum salmon, and steelhead
trout that are produced within the basin. Other potential prey resources include sculpins, suckers,
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whitefish, and crayfish, as well as a number of estuarine and marine species within the tidally
influenced portion of the lower river. -

Gilliam Creek

GiUiam Creek basin is highly developed by urban land uses. This has resulted in increased peak
flows and runoff due to impervious surfaces. The creek is scoured and eroded in its upper
reaches, with sediment deposition in the lower reaches. GiUiam Creek drains into the Green
River with its confluence at RM 12.7. Its basin is composed of 2.9 square miles. The creek has
been fragmented by streets, freeway crossings, residential and commercial development, and
wetland fill.

Gilliam Creek does not have a specific water quality designation by the WDOE. The water
quality designation is determined by its receiving water, the Green River (City of Tukwila 2000),
which is currently listed as impaired.

Chinook, coho, chum, steelhead, and sea-run cutthroat (Oncorhynchus clarki clarki) have been
reported from Gilliam Creek (Partee1999 pers. com. in City of Tukwila 2000, Jones and Stokes
1990 in City of Tukwila 2000). Partee (2000) reports that the correct list for Gilliam Creek is
chinook and coho salmon, and cutthroat trout. Partee (2000) has identified juvenile chinook
salmon in the lower reaches of the creek. Pacific lamprey (Lampera tridentata ), fiver lamprey
(L. ayresi), rainbow trout (Oncorbynchus mykiss), western brook lamprey (L. richardsonO,
cutthroat trout (O. clarki), sculpin (Cottus sp.), longnose dace (Rhinichthys cataractae),
largescale sucker (Catostomus macrocheilus), three-spine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus), -_-
and speckled dace (R. osculus) may also occur within this creek system (Wydoski and Whitney _
1979). There is a flap gate where Gilliam Creek drains into the Green River. Anadromous fish
access to Gilliam Creek is therefore limited, although access by juveniles does occur. There is
potential salmon spawning and rearing habitat in the lower reach of the creek (City of Tukwila
2000).

Miller Creek, Walker Creek and Miller Creek Estuary

The Miller Creek Watershed is approximately 8 square miles in size. The creek is approximately
4 miles long. At RM 1.8, the creek flows through a ravine. Miller Creek has been altered as a
result of the loss of riparian habitat, and impervious surfaces which has lead to stream
degradation. The estimates of the amount of impervious surfaces range from 23 percent to 49.4
percent.

Benthic macroinvertebrate sampling was performed in Miller Creek. A benthic index of biotic
integrity 03-IBI) of 10 was scored. B-IBI scores tend to decrease with increasing impervious
areas. B-IBI may be as high as 40 plus in Puget Sound lowlands for areas of low impervious
surface (K.leindl 1995 in Karr and Chu 1999). Low B-IBI scores in Puget Sound creeks have
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indicated habitat degradation. Miller Creek has not been listed by W'DOE as an impaired stream
(WDOE 2000).

The streambank and riparian condition are variable. The upper sections of the creek are within
urbanized areas, with housing in close "-_ximity to the stream. Native and non-native vegetation
occurs along the streambanks, providing some canopy cover and detrital matter. Some sections
of the creek have been stabilized with hardened structures. The lower section winds through a

private park, which includes its estuary. The park is primarily a grassy area with deciduous trees.
The estuary banks are confined by riprap. The shoreline adjacent to Miller Creek is
predominantly gravel and sand, with some driftwood. The intertidal zone at the mouth of the
creek is composed predominantly of mixed gravel and sand. The creek channel in the upper
intertidal zone contains more cobble than adjacent areas. The estuary channel is vegetated with
green algae.

A water fall at R_M3.1 may be a migration barrier for anadromous fish. No anadromous fish
have been reported upstream of this location, to date. Bull trout are known to ascend waterfalls
that other anadromous fish are unable to pass. No bull trout have been noted within the creek.
Bull trout may use the Miller Creek estuary for foraging. It is unlikely that they forage upstream
of tidal influence due to the low forage base produced in the stream, high water temperatures,
lack of cover, and their inability to osmoregulate rapidly.

Threespine stickleback, pumpkinseed sunfish, black crappie, and cutthroat trout have been found
upstream of the water fall. Cutthroat and coho have been detected rearing below the falls. Chum
salmon spawn in lower Miller Creek. Five chum redds were located in the lower 1.75 miles of
the creek during the 1998-1999 spawning period.

Walker Creek is a tributary to Miller Creek. It enters Miller Creek at approximately 300 ft
upstream from the mouth of Miller Creek. Its watershed is primarily urbanized. Its channel is
approximately 3-fl wide and is incised approximately 1.5 ft. The creek is tidally influenced to
approximately 100 ft of a control weir. Walker Creek is an anadromous fish bearing stream.
Coho and chum salmon redds, and potentially a cutthroat trout redd have been located in the
lower sections of the creek.

Des Moines Creek and Estuary

The Des Moines Creek Watershed is approximately 5.8 square miles. The watershed is
urbanized, with approximately 35 percent impervious surface. Most of the stream in the upper
watershed has been placed in culverts, road side ditches and drainage pipe. The creek is 3.5
miles long, beginning on a plateau, and then descending through a ravine before it reaches Puget
Sound. The Des Moines Creek estuary is located within the Des Moines Creek Beach public
park. Prior to flowing into the estuary, the creek flows through the park, and under buildings
which span the creek.
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Des Moines Creek is listed as a 303(d) stream by the WDOE (WDOE 2000). It is listed as an
impaired water due to high fecal coliform levels.

Fish production in Des Moines Creek is limited due to fish barriers, high stream flows, limited
rearing and overwintering habitat, low summer flows, low dissolved oxygen, and high water
temperatures (Des Moines Creek Basin Committee 1997). Due to high flows, some areas of the
creek have eroded, and the stream bed has been scoured of gravel.

Bull trout have not been noted within Des Moines Creek. Bull trout may use the creek estuary
for foraging. It is unlikely that they forage upstream of tidal influence due to the low forage base
produced in the stream, high water temperatures, lack of cover, and their inability to
osmoregulate rapidly.

In the lower reaches of the creek, coho and chum salmon, steelhead, and cutthroat trout have
been seen. Some spawning in the lower reaches also occurs. A culvert at Marine View Drive
(tLM0.4) limits the migration offish to spawn upstream. In 1998-1999, 22 coho redds were
found in the first 1.24 miles of Des Moines Creek, with 21 of these redds in the first half mile.
Sixteen chum redds were found during this same time period in the first half mile of the creek.

Puget Sound

Limited information regarding bull trout use of marine waters is available. No specific sub-
population unit is specified for Puget Sound. Bull trout are known to use these waters for
migration and foraging.

Puget Sound has been significantly altered from its original condition. It has been estimated that
one-third of the shoreline in Puget Sound has been altered (PSWQAT 1998). In the eastern side

.... of Puget Sound's main basin; which includestbe action area, approximately 80 percent of the
shoreline from Mukilteo to Tacoma has been altered (PSWQAT 1998). It is not known how the
distribution of eelgrass has been affected over time. Eelgrass is important spawning and rearing
habitat for bull trout forage fish.

Declines in populations, productivity and survival of a number of organisms that live in Puget
Sound have been noted in recent years. This includes declines in the spawning runs of Pacific
herring, rockfish stocks, and coho salmon, as well as declines in over-wintering grebes and
scorers (PSWQAT 1998).

The distribution of the char in marine waters is believed to be closely tied to the distribution of
the bait fish, especially their spawning beaches. A sandlance spawning area is known from less
than one mile north of the Miller Creek estuary. Surf smelt spawning areas are identified
approximately one mile north and south of the Des Moines Creek estuary (WDFW 2000).
Marine observations of native char, including bull trout, nearest to the proposed project site have
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occurred in the turning basin of the Duwamish River and at Shilshole (W. Mavros, King County,
pers. com. 2001 b).

Toxic contaminators have also been released into Puget Sound from various sources, degrading
":heaquatic habitat. Some contaminants are in declining levels, which may be a result of
improved pollution control. However, there is some evidence that polyaromatic hydrocarbons
may be increasing in some areas. There has been a higher incidence of liver lesions in English
sole in Elliot Bay, which may be the result of increased polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PSWQAT
1998). The WDFW is conducting tests on Pacific herring, a forage species for bull trout and
marbled murrelet, to monitor the pollutants in Puget Sound (PSWQAT 1998). Results from
the 1995 pilot study in Fidalgo Bay showed that Pacific herring accumulated the same type of
contaminants that have been observed for other species in Puget Sound. Some of the
contaminants detected included polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB's), dichloro diphenyl
dichloroethane (DDD) and dichloro diphenyl dicholorethylene (DDE) (metabolites of dichloro
diphenyl tricholoroethane)(DDT)), and metals (i.e., mercury). These levels were within the,range
of that observed for other Puget Sound fish species (PSWQAT 1998). The Washington State
Puget Sound Ambient Monitoring Program in the future plans to monitor the effects of PCB
accumulation in the Puget Sound food webs (PSWQAT 1998).

Sea-Tac currently uses deicers, flocculents, petroleum products, pesticides, and herbicides which
may enter the ground and surface water. Existing treatment facilities reduce but may not
eliminate these contaminants in the aquatic system. Existing levels of potential contaminants,
such as copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn), may be at levels which could have acute and/or chronic
toxicity effects on aquatic species.

Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek, and discharges from the industrial wastewater system
(IWS) may currently exceed lethal and sub-lethal toxicity levels for bull trout and their forage
species for Cu and Zn (Eisler 1998) (Table 2). Except for lethal levels for Zn, all potential
impacts are based on values available for other fish species. There is currently no specific
information available for bull trout regarding Cu toxicity or sublethal effects of Zn.

Table 2. Cu and Zn concentrations within action area and sublethal and acute toxicity values for
fish species, including bull trout.

Chemical Location

Mouth of Miller Mouth of Des IWS Ouffall
Creek Moines Creek '

Cu, existing levels, 7 - 45 10 - 24 2 - 30
micrograms/literl(_g/ _'
L)
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Cu sublethal effects 4 - 10

Cu LCso toxicity 42 - 110
value ()_g/L)3

Zn, existing levels 35-234 24-60 7-103

Zn, sublethal and 50-235

lethal effects (l_g/L)4 4.9-9.8 for the brown trout (Salmo trutta)

Zn LCs0 toxicity 31.9-86.9
value for bull trout,
( tg/L)

Adapted from BA, Tables 7-I 0 and 7-11.

2 Eisler 1998.

3 Adapted from BA, Table 7-12.

4 Eisler (1993).

5 96 hour and 120 hour exposures at variable temperatures (8" C and'12 ° C), pH (6.5 and
7.5) and hardness (30 mg/L and 90 mg/L), and based on Spearman-Karber and Probit
statistical analyses, Stratus Consulting, Inc. (1999).

Tempo, Banner, Triester, Cidekick, Diuron, Roundup, Crossbow, and Deluxe Turf with Trimec
are included on the list of pesticides and herbicides that may be used on Sea-Tat. Tempo and
Diuron have not been used. The Landscape Management Plan for Sea-Tat currently imposes a
50 ft buffer around waterbodies. A buffer of 50 ft may not ,,dequately prevent some of these
chemicals from entering the aquatic system via surface water and/or grc',.mdwater. This plan does
not apply to the proposed mitigation areas and their buffers (J. Kelley, Parametrix, Inc. pers. com.
2000).

Cationic polyacrylamides (PAM) are currently used at Sea-Tat, and are proposed for continued
use to reduce suspended solids from its treatment systems. Sojka and Lentz (no date) state that
neutral and especial cationic PAMs have been shown to have LCs0slow enough for concern to
certain aquatic organisms, whereas, anionic PAMs do not. Cationics are attracted to the
hemoglobin in fish gills, which may result in suffocation. It is noted, however, that when PAMs
are used in waters containing sediments, humic acids, or other impurities, the effects of PAMs on
biota are buffered greatly (Buchholz 1992 in Sojka and Lentz (no date), Goodrich et al. 1991 in
Sojka and Lentz (no date).
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_ Bald Eagle

The action area is located in the Puget Sound Management Zone, which has the highest density
of nesting bald eagles in Washington. In 1998,298 occupied territories were documented
(WDFW data), which far exceeds the recovery objective of 115 territories.

No bald eagle nest sites are located within the action area. The nearest nest is approximately one
mileeast of the action area, near Angle Lake. Bald eagles forage within Puget Sound and the
Green River. It is assumed that the bald eagles occupying the Angle Lake nest site forage

primarily in Angle Lake, though use of Puget Sound is also possible. Angle Lake has been
stocked with rainbow trout and kokanee for a number of years (at least since 1982), therefore

providing a very localized forage base for these eagles.

There is currently a risk of airplane strikes with bald eagles at the airport. However, no airplane
strikes of bald eagles have been reported to date at Sea-Tat. Bald eagles have been seen on, and
flying over and near the airport (Tables 3 and 4).

Table 3. Total bald eagle sightings reported by month at Sea-Tat, 1995 - April 2001 ._

Year Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec

2001 3 1 5 3

(2)

2000 _.: 3 1 1 1 I 3
(2) (5)

1999 1

1998 1 1 1 1
(2) (2)

1997 1 1

1996 2
(3)

1995 2 1 1 1 1
(3) (2) (2) (2)

Total 5 4 9 5 5 1 0 0 1 4 2 1

(6) (7) (10) (6) (6) (7) (3)

Osmek (2001a)

2Numbers in parentheses represent actual number of birds sighted.
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Table 4. Bald eagle behavior reported at Sea-Tac, 1995 - April 2001.

Behavior Total Frequency (percent)

Fly (Passing over) 21 (25)2

Fly (Passing over)/Harassed 1
(by birds)

Towering/Soaring 9 (15)

Towering/S oaring/Harassed 1
(by birds)

Loafing/Standing 4 (5)

Perching 1

t Osmek (2001a)

2Numbers in parentheses represent actual number of birds sighted.

Based on the information provided by Osmek (2001 a), most bald eagle sightings have been
during the nesting and late wintering seasons. The number of bald eagles sighted has increased
over the six and a half year period that was reported. This may be due to two factors: an increase
in observer effort and an overall increase in bald eagle numbers in Washington.

Observations on the airport include the use of the embankment for loafing and use of the VI-IF
tower for perching (S. Osmek, Port of Seattle, pet's, com. 2001b). The embankment is currently
about 50 ft higher than the rest of the airport (excluding facilities). Bald eagles have also been
seen on the infield of the airport (between the runway and the taxiway) (M. Cleland, USDA, pets.
com. 2001). There are likely to be close encounters between bald eagles and airplanes which do
not result in airplane strikes. For example, a bald eagle was recently seen hunting over the Tyee
Golf Course, in proximity to the end of ranway 34R (M. Cleland, USDA, pets. com.2001) when
a plane was landing: The majority of landings and take-offs on the runways are fi:om the north
heading south (71 percent). Bald eagle sightings at the airport are primarily in the south (65
percent). The largest risk to bald eagles may therefore occur in the southern portion of the airport
due to the higher number of bald eagles and rake-offs. Airplanes on take-off tend to lift-offat
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about the central part of the airport, and reach an altitude ofappzcximately 1000 ft at the end of
the airport. Bald eagles are more likely flying at a lower elevation at this point in their use near
the airport, especially if they are moving between Angle Lake and Puget Sound.

Bald eagles may also forage near the mouths of Miller and Des Moines Creeks, but specific
information on the use of these areas is not known. Due to the developed nature of and
associated activity at Des Moines Creek estuary, use by bald eagles is likely to be minimal.

Marbled Murrelet

The action area for the proposed project is located in the Puget Sound Conservation Zone
(USFWS 1997) in the marbled murrelet recovery plan. A population estimate for this zone has
not been made. However, Speich and Wahl (1992) have estimated _.at there are approximately
2,600 marbled murrelets for the Strait of Juan de Fuca and Puget Sound. In this management
zone, the largest number of murrelets is found in the northern Cascades and east Olympic
Mountains and associated marine waters. Murrelets are found most commonly in the near shore
waters of the San Juan Islands, Rosario Strait, the Strait of Juan de Fuca, Admiralty Inlet, and
Hood Canal. They are more sparsely distributed elsewhere in this region, with smaller numbers
observed at various seasons as far south as the Nisqually Reach and Budd Inlet, as well as in
Possession Sound, Skagit Bay, Bellingham Bay, and along the eastern shores of Georgia Strait.
Aggregations of murrelets are consistently observed in certain locations and at certain seasons.
Marbled murrelets use these areas because of food availability, shelter or other ecological factors,
and are also affected by the proximity and availability of nesting habitat.

In Puget Sound, few marine surveys have been conducted in the action area, primarily because
murrelet occurrence is so infrequent. WDFW conducted surveys of Puget Sound from 1993
through 1995 during the marbled murrelet post-breeding season (Stein, J. and D. Nysewander
1999). Although the survey did not include the area specifically within the action area of this
project, it did include areas north and south. These included surveys from Picnic Point to
Edwards Point in the north, and Garden Point to Tat.solo Point, transect from Tatsolo Point to
Sandy Point, transect from Yoman Point to McNeil Island stack, and shoreline from McNeil
Island stack to Hyde Point. As the first survey in 1993 did not locate at,, marbled murrelets (first
survey for Garden Point to Tatsolo Point occurred in 1994), future surveys of these areas were
discontinued. The majority of marbled murrelet occurrences were documented in the Hood
Canal area (Nysewander pers. com. 2000). Additional information regarding marbled murrelet
occurrences in Puget Sound, including summer occurrences, is provided in Table 5. The
majority of these occurrences are south of the action area.
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Table 5. Marbled murrelet observations in Puget Sound. I

Date of Observation Location Number of Birds Observer

NI 2 Saltwater State Park NI T. Book

NI Redondo Beach 2 (1 pair) T. Bock

NI Narrow's Bridge, Taeoma 2 (1 pair) T. Boek

NI Brown's Point NI T. Bock

NI Dash Point to Des Moines 6 (3 pair) T. Book

NI Des Moines 4 (2 pair) T. Book

Summer 1990 Des Moines 6 T. Book

NI Des Moines 2 (1 pair) T. Book

NI Brown's Point 12 T. Boek

NI Brown's Point 8 (4 pair) T. Book

May 26 - June 3, 1993 Brown's Point 35-40 T. Boek

NI Brown's Point ...... 15 ..... T. Book

May 6, 1996 Brown's Point 8 T. Bock

NI Brown's Point 7 (3 pair) T. Book

Summer 1999 Eastern Shore of Vashon- NI M. Raphael,
Maury Island USFS

1 Adapted from information provided by Norman, D. 2001 in Airport Communities
Coalition. 2001.

2 NI - No informatio n provided.

Anecdotal observations indicate that marbled murrelets may occasionally forage in or near the
Miller and Des Moines Creek estuaries on fish produced in these watersheds (including Walker
Creek) and which migrate to the estuary and Puget Sound. The use of these estuaries and their
vicinity by marbled murrelet, particularly during the breeding season, is likely to be limited due
to low numbers of birds nesting in the nearest habitat, and possibly the lack of preferred prey
species present in this area.

The number of murrelets nesting in the Cascades east of the action area, and using marine waters
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associated with the action area is relatively small. No suitable nesting habitat fnr marbled
murrelets occurs within the action area. Detections of marbled murrelet exhibiting occupied
behavior associated with nesting habitat, occur between 17 and 45 miles from the action area.
There have been nine marbled murrelet detections (four occupied sites and five detections only)
east of Sea-Tae whose flight path mi . cross the airport. It is likely that numbers of marbled
murrelets are low in the Cascades east of the proposed project area and in the marine area west of

the project area because of the limited availability of suitable nesting habitat and the degraded
condition of the marine shoreline as a result of urban development.

Outside of marine areas, observations of marbled murrelets in the vicinity of the action area have
been rare. In addition to the detections of marbled murrelets described in the BA, two additional

detections of marbled murrelets are provided in the WDFW data base. These occurred
approximately 8 miles north and south of the action area. These detections were for a marbled
murrelet in flight (1992) and a grounded chick in a person's yard (1974). It is unknown how the
marbled murrelet reached the yard, as it still had down, which could indicate a nearby nest.
A sandlance spawning area is known to be less than one mile north of the Miller Creek estuary.
Surf smelt spawning areas are identified approximately one mile north and south of the Des
Moines Creek estuary (WDFW 2000). However, most spawning areas are disjunct from known
marbled murrelet feeding areas (USFWS 1997). Certain herring stocks in local areas have
probably gone extinct in Puget Sound due to the loss of eelgrass beds, which provide spawning
habitat for this species (Pantella, pers. com. 1996 in USFWS 1997).

Information does not exist to indicate that, other than Pacific sardine and the northern anchovy in
offshore and shelf waters, marbled murrelet prey resources have either increased or decreased in
inner Washington waters from historical ranges (MacCaU pers. com. in USFWS 1997, Pantella
pers. com. 1996 in USFWS 1997). Although prey species abundance, such as Pacific herring in
Puget Sound, may have been reduced in certain areas this is not known to affect the overall prey
abundance and their availability for marbled murrelets (USFWS 1997). As a result, insufficient
information exists to state that the overall prey abundance and availability have changed to a
degree that it affects the maintenance and recovery of marbled murrelet populations.

EFFECTS OF THE ACTION

The proposed action may result in a variety of environmental effects, including short-term
negative impacts from construction, and potentially long-term negative impacts from reduced
baseflows and increased peak flows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks and chronic and acute

toxicity due to chemical contaminants. Longer-term positive effects may result from improved
forage fish habitat, and a reduction of sediments and chemical contaminants. There is also a risk
of long-term adverse effects due to potential bird strikes from in-coming or out-going airplanes.
How these impacts affect listed species will be evaluated below.

Bull Trout
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The subpepulation of bull trout in Puget Sound, Miller and Des Moines Creek estuaries, and the

Green River is likely composed of individuals from other spawning streams in the Coastal/Puget ....
Sound DPS. Bull trout spawning and rearing habitat are not known to be present in Puget Sound,
Miller, Des Moines, Walker, and Gilliam Creek, or the mainstem Green River at this time.

Therefore, bull trout spawning and rearing habitats are unlikely to be affected by the proposed
project. Bull trout habitats that could be affected, therefore, are primarily foraging and migratory
habitat.

The proposed project would result in the construction of mechanically stabilized earth (/VISE)
walls in proximity to Miller Creek. Failure of these walls could result in significant impacts to
Miller Creek and the aquatic resources within the creek and the estuary due to filling the creek
and wetlands, and increasing sediment loads. There have been concerns raised regarding the
potential failure of the embankment. FAA has stated that the embankment has been properly
engineered to avoid failures (FAA, pers. com. May 2001). The Corps will be evaluating the
stability of the MSE wall. We also understand that an independent review is being conducted by
the University of Washington on the stability of this wall (M. Walker, Corps, pers. com., 2001).
Should their evaluation determine that there is a high and/or likely risk of failure, we will
reevaluate our determination of the effects of the proposed MSE walls. We currently do not
believe that failure of the MSE walls is reasonably foreseeable, and therefore the effects of its
failure will not be further addressed in this BO.

There are potential long term and short term direct and indirect effects to bull trout from the

proposed project. These impacts include a potential reduction of forage species, exposure of bull
trout to contaminants through surface water and consumption of contaminated forage species,
and physical effects due to sediment. However, due to proposed water quality measures during
construction, potential water quality improvements over baseline conditions, minimal exposure
to potential contaminants, and the very low likelihood for bull trout to be present during
construction or in proximity to the affected areas, we believe that the proposed impacts are not
likely to be significant, as discussed below.

To reduce water quality impacts related to construction of the proposed action, the BA states that
the Washington D."partment of Ecology standard best management practices are to be
implemented (Table 6).
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Table 6. Summary of the Ecology Manual BMPs generally applicable to Master Plan
construction sites.

Cate_o W Applicable BMPs
Temporary cover practices Temporary seediug, straw mulch, bonded fiber matrices,

and ....

clear p.lastie covering
Permanent cover practices Preserving natural vegetation, buffer zones, permanent

seeding and planting ....
Structural erosion control BMPs Stabilized construction entrance, tire wash, construction

road, stabilization, dust control, interceptor dike and
" swale, and check dams

Sediment retention Filter fence, storm drain inlet protection, and
sedimentation basins

;i

In addition to the above measures, the BA also commits to the following:

• MPU projects will meet the turbidity standard for Class AA waters. This standard
states that turbidity may not increase more than 5 Nephelometric Turbidity Units
(NTU) over background when background is 50 NTU or less, or register more
than 10 percent increase in turbidity when background exceeds 50 NTU.

_o Implementation of advanced BMPs, as needed, including polymer stormwater
_. batch treatment system or high-volume mechanical filtering devices.

Stormwater quality and hydrology mitigation implemented as part of the Sea-Tat MPU projects
is proposed to improve water quality and hydrologic conditions in Miller and Des Moines creeks.
Improved conditions may occur due to:

• Improved stormwater quality and quantity treatment of runoff from new
development compared to the existing baseline,

• Retrofitting of existing airport facilities to upgrade water quality and quantity
treatment of nmoffto King County standards,

• Implementation of improved Ecology BMPs for construction and operation, and

• Mitigation activities in Miller and Des Moines creeks to improve instream habitat
for fish and invertebrates.

Standard sediment and erosion control practices to minimize sedimentation may result in other
potential water quality impacts including solar heating of the stored runoff which could a_fleet
stream temperatures when water is finally discharged. Temperature effects f_om retained
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construction stormwater are unlikely because significant storms that would result in several days
of water storage during warm weather are rare.

Some MPU project elements include in-water construction (e.g., Mill_ Creek Relocatior., Vacca
Farm restoration, 154'_Street bridge replacement, and culvert replacement on the Tyee Golf
Course) that could cause a direct increase of sediments to Miller and Des Moines creeks.

Degradation of the natural bank and stream will occur due to relocating and dewatering
approximately 980 ft of the existing Miller Creek channel, and habitat enhancement activities.
Some increased turbidity is likely to occur due to construction activities in-stream and along the
banks. Construction elements for the stream relocation and the floodplain expansion occur
concurrently, and are expected to occur during the driest time of the year, taking approximately
15 weeks, beginning in late June and ending by early October.

De-watering of Miller Creek within the project area will impact invertebrates inhabiting the
substrate. These organisms could represent a potential food source for bull trout, but are
primarily a food source for their forage fish. As the channel will only be dewatered for
approximately 2 weeks and nearby sources of invertebrates are likely to recolonlz¢ the affected
area following re-establishment of stream fows, the impact to bull trout is likely to be minimal.

Downstream of the floodplain and buffer enhancement areas at the Vacca Farm site, a 100-ft
buffer will be established along the west side of approximately 6,500 linear f of Miller Creek
(within the acquisition area). Buffer averaging will be used on the east side of the creek, where a

minimum 50-ft buffer will be established. Where the embankment design allows, buffers wiU be
increased so that the average buffer width is 100 ft. A 100-ft buffer is also proposed on the West
Branch of Des Moines Creek. The buffer enhancement should improve creek habitat over
existing conditions. However, a 100-ft. buffer may not fully protect the aquatic resources. A
100=ftbuffer may not adequately provide for sources of large woody debris. Large wood
delivery into streams lessens at distances greater than one site potential tree height (FEMAT
1993). On the west side of the Cascades, one site potential tree height equates to approximately
150ft.

Foraging bull trout are likely to be found in close association with their forage species. A
sandlance spawning area i_ known from less than one mile north of the Miller Creek estuary.
Surf smelt spawning areas are identified approximately one mile north and south of the Des

Moines Creek estuary (WDFW 2000). Miller and Des Moines Creek estuaries may be used
primarily as migration corridors for bull trout, with occasional foraging occurring on salmonids
produced in these creeks. Since we believe that their primary forage base is not found within the
Miller and Des Moines Creek estuaries, bull trout are unlikely to use these areas for extended
periods of time. Therefore, their exposure to any potential increased sediment or contaminants
which may enter the Miller or Des Moines Creek estuaries, or consumption of forage species
which may have accumulated any contaminants from discharges associated with the proposed
project, are reduced and likely insignificant.
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Construction activities at the Auburn mitigation site could result in increased sediment inputsto
the Green River. Prior to construction, the Auburn mitigation site will be dewatered. The
pumped water will be discharge to the Green River about 1 mile north of the site via an existing
drainage channel and outfall at South 277thStreet. Dewatering will occur from approximately
May 2001 through September 2001 for one or two seasons. The volume of dewatering water will
be very small (2-8 cfs) compared to typical Green River flows (250-2000 cfs that occur during
months when the system will operate), and therefore, unmeasurable and insignificant changes to
river flows are expected. The existing farm drainage ditch between the site and South 277 th
Street will later be enlarged to create the outlet channel for the wetland. Discharged water will
meet state water quality standards, and include pre-discharge treatment for sediment removal if
necessary. Following dewatering, the mitigation site will be excavated and planted.

Pumped ground water may contain some sediments, but levels are not expected to be high.
During excavation and until vegetation has formed adequate cover, turbid water may leave the
site via the drain system, which eventually enters the Green River. Due to the proposed water
quality controls and low levels of sediment which may be discharged, the distance from the
project site to where the flows enter the Green River (thus allowing for some settling of
sediments), and low likelihood for bull trout to be present near the existing outfaU of the Green
River, impacts to bull trout are expected to be insignificant.

During flood events, the Green River will back water into drainage channels and the wetland
mitigation site (events greater than the approximate 10-year flood). The existing flap-gated
culvert on the Green River, in its existing condition, may allow bull trout to access the drainage

• channel, where stranding may be possible. However, there is a low probability that bull trout

access the &ainage ditch through the drainage pipe. If bull trout do access the ditch, it is not
anticipated that they would swim upstream to the mitigation site due to the lack of favorable
conditions in the ditch and the minimal numbers of forage species present.

As bull trout are unlikely to be found within Miller, Walker, Des Moines, and Gilliam Creeks, as
previously discussed, direct effects to this species in these waterways are unlikely. Indirect
impacts may result due to impacts to bull trout forage species within these water bodies due to
changes in flow, sediment discharges and chemical toxicity. However, based on the
minimization measures proposed, these effects are likely to be minimal.

Indirect impacts caused by increases in impervious surfaces within a basin can increase the peak
flows (duration and frequency) in receiving streams because the conversion to impervious
surface speeds runoff and decreases infiltration and evapotranspiration (May et al. 1997). When
a watershed's natural runoff cycle is modified by stormwater runoff, abnormal high flows
increase erosion and destabilize channels during the wet season, and low summer flows are
diminished due to lack of groundwater recharge. This limits fish populations by a number of
interrelated mechanisms (Scott et al. 1986; Weaver et al. 1994; Whiles et al. 1995).p

The proposed project will result in an increase of impervious surfaces as follows: approximately
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106 acres (net) in Miller Creek watershed; approximately 6 acres in Walker Creek watershed;
and approximately 128 acres in Des Moines Creek watershed. No increase in impervious
surfaces is proposed for the Gilliam Creek watershed.

I'o minimize impacts from increases in impervious surfaces within these watersheds, stormwater
management actions are proposed to reduce and minimize peak flows. Detention facilities will
be sized to meet King County Level 2 flow conlxol standards. These standards require that the
flow duration of post-developed runoff match the pre-devel0ped flow duration for all flow
magnitudes between 50 percent of the 2-year flow event and the S0=year flow event.

The proposed project may result in reduced baseflows within Miller and Des Moines Creeks.
Existing baseflows in Miller and Des Moines Creeks are approximately 1.8 efs and 2.4 cfs,
respectively. A reduction of approximately 4 percent (0.07 efs) in Miller Creek baseflows and 7
percent (0.17 cfs) in Des Moines Creek baseflows was projected by Pacific Groundwater Group
(2000). For Miller Creek, this equates to a reduction of approximately 1/8 inch to 1/4 inch in
depth. In Miller Creek, there may be lower winter flows, but higher summer flows as a result of
the potential for more groundwater infiltration with the project than currently exists. No
information is available in the change in depth for Des Moines Creek. Additional streamflow
analyses were conducted by Earth Tech, Inc. (2000) which also predicted reduced streamflows
for both Des Moines and Miller Creeks during the low flow periods of August and September.
Stream flows for Walker Creek were predicted to increase during August and September, 0.008
cfs and 0.010 cfs, respectively, as a result of pervious fill recharge and secondary impervious
recharge. No net change in 7-day/2-year low flow is anticipated for Walker Creek. For the 7-day
duratiort/2-year frequency stream discharge, a deficit of 0.10 cfs for Miller Creek at the SR 509
crossing and 0.08 cfs for Des Moines Creek were predicted. The reduction in baseflow may .....
affect forage fish species. To minimize these impacts, reserved stormwater releases are proposed
to be provided to Miller and Des Moines Creeks to off-set these reduced flows. The stormwater
needs are calculated as 8.9 acre-feet for Miller Creek and 7.1 acre-feet for Des Moines Creek.

The stormwater would be released at a prescribed rate, aerated, and discharged to the stream.
Augmentation of baseflow in Des Moines Creek is also proposed using an existing Port owned
well on the Tyee Golf Course. However, there are unresolved water rights issues with use of this
well; therefore, other augmentation measures are being investigated. The well currently draws
water from two zones. The Des Moines Creek Basin Plan includes inserting a easing and
"packing off" the upper zone to eliminate potential wetland impacts resulting from well
pumping. The Des Moines Creek Basin Committee would be responsible for implementing the
use of the well for basefiow augmentation. Please see Table 7 for a summary of potential low
flow changes.
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Table 7. Summary of Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creek SUeamflow Effects 1.

Creek HSPF Model Stream Flow (cfs) Predicted 2006 Net Change
Conditions (cfs)2 from 1994

1994 1996 Conditions (cfs)

Des August 1.08 1.07 1.15 +0.07
Moines

Sept 1.64 1.73 1.81 +0.17

Aug./Sept 1.36 1.40 1.48 +0.12

7-day/2- 0.35 0.27 0.35 0
year low
flow

Miller August 1.27 1.10 1.31 +0.04

Sept 1.50 1.40 1.55 +0.05

Aug/Sept 1.39 1.25 1.43 +0.04

7-day/2- 0.79 0.64 0.79 0
year low
flow

Walker August 0.033 0.031 0.041 +0.008

Sept 0.035 0.039 0.045 +0.010

Aug/Sept 0.034 0.035 0.043 +0.009

7-day/2- 0.021 0.015 0.021 0
year low
flow

I Based on Earth Tech, Inc. (2000).

2 Flows based on the sum of 2006 HSPF streamflow, fill pervious recharge, non-hydrologic
changes, secondary impervious recharge, and reserved stormwater release, as appropriate.

With the successful implementation of the proposed mitigation within the Miller and Des Moines
Creek watersheds, the proposed action may benefit fish species due to improved riparian and
instream conditions. The removal of structures near the stream channel, elimination of water
withdrawals within the action area of Miller Creek, reduced turbidity, kacreased riparian

vegetation, and augmented summer flows in Des Moines Creek should result in improved
instream conditions in the long term for bull trout prey species. It is expected that baseline
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productionfor salmonids should be maintainedor improvedwith successful implementationof
the proposed mitigation as described in the BA and supporting documents. Even if the projected
streamflows are not achieved, and potential forage species for bull trout are impacted (i.e.,
reduced spawning grounds,reduced survivaldue to increased temperatures, increased stranding,
reduced flows, dewatering, and/or a reduction in invertebrateforage), we do not anticipate these
levels to be reduced to suchan extent as to significantly impact this listed species. Potential
foragefish currently produced in Miller,Des Moines, and Walker creeks are believed to
representan insignificant portion of the availableforage base for bull trout in Puget Sound.

There is a potential for contaminated leachateto enter Miller Creek from the embankment fill, as
well as for terrestrial organisms to expose and possibly bioaccumulatetoxic materials that are
contained in the fill material. Exposure of bull trout, bald eagles and marbled murrelets could
potential result in impacts to these species. Some fill materials which have been accepted for use
as part of the proposed action are knownto contain DDT, PCBs, PAHs, and mercury (Table 8).

Table 8. Detected contaminants in fill materialfor the Sea-TacMPUI.

Contaminant Maximum Level Detected Maximum Level Detected
(USCOEl) (Boeing2)

Total DDT 14parts per billion (ppb) no detection

Total PCB 160ppb no detection

PAHs (Carcinogenic) no detection 459 ppb :

Mercury 0.074 parts per million (ppm) 0.51 ppm

i Corps detections, Hamm Creek Restoration Site, sampled June 16 and 17, 1997.

2 Boeing detections, Harem CreekRestoration Site, sampled April 17 and 18, 1990.

The Port is accepting fill material which generallymeets the Model Toxics Control Act (MTCA)
Method A contaminant levels. The Port may determine that specific material that does not
satisfy MTCA Method A contaminant levels is appropriate for placement in a specificproject
location and will consult with the WashingtonDepartment of Ecology (WDOE) for approval
prior to placement. Material that is obtained from state-certified commercial borrow pits is
generally accepted for airport airfield projects without source-specific environmental
certification. State certified materialsare those thatthe Washington Departmentof
Transportation has found to have geotechnlcallysuitable material. The Washington Department
of Transportationtesting does not include testing for contaminants. Over 50 percentof the soil
that the Port has placed to date has been from large pits. Most of these pits are state-certified and
do not have historical sources of contamination. To date, all fill material accepted by the Port
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has met the requirements of the Port/WDOE 1999 airfield project soil flU acceptance criteria,
which includes the Method A standards for MTCA.

Limited information is available regarding effects of contaminants on bull trout. The lake trout,
S. namaycush, a closely related specie., ,o bull trout, is the most sensitive species known for early
life stage mortality associated with exposure of embryos to tetrachlorodibenzo-dioxin and related
compounds. However, Cook et al. (1999) looked at the effects of 2, 3, 7, 8-Tetmchlorodibenzo-
p-dioxin (TCDD) and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) 126 on early life stages ofbuU trout.
Preliminary data indicated that bull trout are approximately three times more sensitive to TCDD
than lake trout.

To ensure that leachate from the embankment fill does not result in contamination of aquatic
resources in and adjacent to Miller Creek, and to reduce the risk to terrestrial organisms, the Port
has agreed to the following measures, which are summarized below (see Enclosures 1 and 2 for
the complete text):

1. No soil will be accepted that exceeds MTCA Method A standards for Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) metals (Table 9) or organochlorines. If the Port
considers placement of fill material that does not meet MTCA Method A Standards, the
Port will discuss the results with the Service and reinitiate consultation, as appropriate.

•To mitigate stormwater runoff impacts on Miller and Des Moines creeks, the flow control
standards adopted by the Port will comply with the approved MPU FEIS (FA.A 1996), the
Governors Certificate (Locke 1997), the King County Surface Water Design Manual
(King County DNR 1998), and the Ecology Manual. The drainage layer cover (that layer

immediately above the drainage layer of the embankment) will be composed of"ultra-
clean" fill (as described below). It will measure at least 40 ft thick at the face of the
embankment and will reduce in height to the east at a rate of 2 percent.

2. No soil will be accepted for the drainage layer cover that exceeds the back-calculated
values in the second column of Table 9, unless the Synthetic Precipitation Leaching
Procedure (SPLP) confLrms the suitability of the soil, as described in Appendix 1,
Attachment A, 1(b)(iv). The Port will consult with the FWS if site-specific data is
collected which may merit a recalculation of the three phase model soil concentrations in
Table 5, and reinitiate consultation, as appropriate.

3. If soil in the drainage cover layer exceeds background concentrations of metals, as stated
in column 6 of Table 9, SPLP testing will be conducted to demonstrate that MTCA
Method A criteria are protective of the baseline conditions for surface water receptors.

4. The Port will require testing for organoclalorines where such compounds may be present.

5. Soils found to contain organochlorines at concentrations below Three Phase Partitioning
Model concentrations (adjusted for PQLs) will be deemed acceptable. No soil will be
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accepted for the drainage layer cover that exceeds Three Phase Partitioning Model
concentrations unless SPLP testing confirms the suitability of the soil. :

6. The surficial three feet of fill will be screened to not exceed the Proposed Ecological
Standard or MTCA Method A, which ever is less.

7. The Port shall develop a plan to monitor the quality of seepage from the drainage layer
beneath the embankment flU. Should monitoring detect adverse impacts to aquatic life in
the project area, the Port shall reinitiate consultation as appropriate and implement
measures to address such impacts.

f
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In addition to these measures, the exposure to terrestrialorganisms is further reduced as portions
of the embankment are paved, and therefore, species cannot come into contact with fill material.
Also, the Pori actively manages the airportto dissuade the use of terrestrial organisms due to

potential aircraft safety issues. Although some wildlife, such as small birds and rodents, may use
and feed in are_ of embankment fill, the numbersare expected to be low. It is anticipated that
organisms which may utilize the embankmentwould provide a minor food source for bald eagles
and there would be a low risk of bioaccumulationoccurringshould this listed species feed on
these organisms.

Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek, and discharges from the IWS may currently exceed sub-
lethal toxicity levels for bull trout and their forage species for Cu based on values available for
other fish species (Eisler 1998) (Table 2). No specific information on Cu toxicity is available for
bull trout.

IWS discharge rates will increase as a result of the proposed action. The plume from the IWS
outfall diffuser is located at a depthof 156 ft to178 ft, 1,800 feet offshore in Puget Sound, and
could raise baseline levels above ambientwithin 65 meters (213.2 ft) of the ouffall. Bull trout
could occur within this zone. Bull troutmay also occur at the mouths of Des Moines and Miller
Creeks. However, bull trout are unlikely to be exposed for long periods of time to chronic toxicity
levels. Bull trout are opportunistic feeders, and their presence within an area of the marine
environment is based largely on the forage base present. Cu is known to interact with many
compounds in water. The mount of Cu compounds andcomplexes in solutions depends on many
factors, including water pH, temperature,and alkalinity, as well as the concentrations of
bicarbonate, sulfide, and organic ligands (USEPA 1980 in USGS 1998). The toxicity of Cu will
depend on the interactions it has with other compounds. For example, mixtures of Cu and Zn salts
are more-than-additive in toxicity in the marine and freshwater environment (Eisler and Garner
1973 in USGS 1998, Birge and Black 1979 in USGS 1998, Hodson et al. 1979 in UStSS 1998).
However, sequestering agents, increasing salinity, sediments and other variables reduce the
toxicity of Cu in invertebrates and aquatic plants thathave been tested (USGS 1998). Mortality
from Cu to bony-fish is reduced in waters with high concentrations of organic sequestering agents
(Hodson et al. 1979 in Eisler 1998). In rainbow trout, high salinities resulted in lower Cu toxicity
(Wilson and Taylor 1993 in Eisler 1998).

The proposed project may result in a minor increase or possibly a reduction of Cu over existing
levels due to the proposed conversion of land use from residential to open space and runway and
taxiways, based on information provided in the BA and additional information provided by the
consultants (Table 10).
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Table 10. Estimation of Cu concentration change for Sea-TacJ

Runway/Taxiway Residential Commercial Open- Total
Space Cu

 g/L

Cu I_g/L 26 20 32 10
(median)

Existing 149.2 373.7 0 0
Conditions

(acres)

Existing 3,879 7,474 0 0 11,353
Conditions

(acres * Cu
_g/L)

With Project 343.5 0 7.3 172.1
(acres)

With Project 8,931 0 234 i,721 10,886
(acres * Cu

_g/L)

Based on information provided by Parametrix, from J. Lynch dated April 20, 2001.

The BA states that the median level of Cu from the runway and taxiway areas is 37 I_g/L. This
value has been updated based on two years of additional water quality data, and is currently
calculated as 26 I_g/Lof Cu.- Data for residential areas was assumed by the consultants to be
similar to the data available for King County Metro of 20 _tg/L. It was also assumed that any open
space areas converted from residential would have a lower Cu value. Ten _tg/Lwas estimated as
the value for open-space based on the consultant's best professional judgement.

The Cu values cited for residential areas may not represent the Cu values currently discharged
from the residential areas in the project area as the data used is a composite from King County
rather than site specific information. Additionally, some of the residential area is miselassified.
For example, Vacca Farms should be classified as agricultural lands, which may have a different
Cu value from that presented. Therefore, the above values do not accurately predict existing or
future conditions for Cu. However, we believe it is likely that lands that will be taken out of
residential use and converted to open-space should result in a reduction of Cu being generated for
this land use type. Taking into account the revised Cu discharges levels from Sea-Tac and the
conversion of residential areas to open-space lands which should result in less Cu being generated
over existing levels, we believe that the predicted Cu discharges are not likely to increase
significantly over baseline values and may, in fact, be reduced.

Therefore, due to the relatively low production of forage fish in Miller and Des Moines Creeks,
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andthelow forage baselevel nearthe outfall, limited exposureof bull trout to potentialchronic
toxicity levels, and potentially minor increase or decrease of Cu over existing conditions, affects
from Cu are likely to be minimal compared to baseline conditions.

Zn levels within Des Moines and Miller Creek estuaries, and discharges from the IWS (Table 2)
currently exceed acute toxicity levels for bull trout based on studies conducted by Stratus
Consulting, Inc. (1999). Acute toxicity analyses were performed for bull trout with regard to Zn
and cadmium (Cd) (Stratus Consulting, Inc. 1999). Bull trout had a lethal concentration for fifty
percent of the test animals (LCs0s)ranging from 31.9 I_gto 86,9 IzgZn/L, with an average value of
54 la.gZn/L. Higher hardness and lower pH water produced lower toxicity of Zn and Cd in bull
trout, but higher water temperature increased their sensitivity to Zn. Several trends have been
noted regarding the affects of Zn on fish: 1) freshwater fish are more sensitive to Zn than marine
species; 2) embryos and larvae are the most sensitive developmental stages; 3) effects are lethal or
sublethal for most species in the range 50-235 l_gZn/L and at 4.9-9.8 t_gZn/L for the brown trout
specifically; and 4) behavioral modifications, such as avoidance, occur at concentrations as low as
5.6 }_gZn/L CEilser 1993). Impacts to reproduction may be one of the more sensitive indicators of
Zn stress in freshwater teleosts, with effects evident in the 50-340 I_gZn/L range (Spear 1981 in
Eisler 1993).

The toxicity of Zn to aquatic organisms depends on the physical and chemical forms, the toxicity
of each form, and the degree ofintereonversion among the various forms (Eisler 1993).
Suspended Zn has minimal effect on aquatic plants and fish, but many aquatic invertebrates and
some fish may be adversely affected from ingesting enough Zn-containing particulates ('EPA 1987
in Eisler 1993). Freshwater fish are affected by Zn toxicosis by destruction of gill epithelium and
consequent tissue hypoxia. Osmoregulatory failure, acidosis and low oxygen tensions in arterial
blood, and disrupted gas exchange at the gill surface and at intemal tissue sites are all indicators of
acute Zn toxicosis in freshwater fish (Spear 1981 in Eisler 1993). Zn may also affect fish immune
systems (Ghanmi et al. 1989 in Eisler 1993). Additionally, combinations of Zn and Cu are
generally more-than-additive in toxicity to a wide variety of aquatic organisms, including
freshwater fish (Skidmore 1964 in Eisler 1993; Hilmy et al. 1987a in Eisler 1993) and marine fish
(Eisler and Gardner 1973 in Eisler 1993; Eisler 1984 in Eisler 1993).

There are a number of factors which are known to modify the bioeidal properties o'fZn in aquatic
environment. Zn tends to be more toxic to embryos and juveniles than to adult, to starved
animals, at elevated temperatures, in the presence of Cd and mercury, in the absence of a chelating
agent, at reduced salinities, under conditions of marked oscillations in ambient Zn concentrations,
at decreased water hardness and alkalinity, and at low dissolved oxygen concentrations (Skidmore
1964 in Eisler 1993; Weatherley et al. 1980 in Eisler 1993; Spear 1981 in Eisler 1993; EPA 1987
in Eisler 1993; Paulauskis and Winaer 1988 in Eisler 1993).

Although the existing levels of Zn typically exceed those levels detected to have an acute effect on
bull trout, the toxicity values are based on 96 and 120 hours of exposure. It is unlikely that bull
trout will remain in proximity to the mouths of Des Moines and Miller Creeks, or in the vicinity of
the IWS ouffall for this length of time. Chronic toxicity levels of Zn were not tested and are not
known for bull trout. Chronic toxicity levels would be expected to be lower than acute levels.
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Again, bull trout exposure at these sites to acute or chronic levels is expected to be minor due to
the low likelihood of their feeding or occupying these areas for a significant length of time.
Additionally, Zn levels may be reduced from existing levels due to the conversion of residential
land use to airport runway and taxiway areas based on information provided in the BA as well as
from the Washington Department of Ecology NFDES permit for Sea-Tac (WDOE 1998). The
predicted levels of Zn may affect other fish or invertebrate species which occupy these water
bodies. For example, the LC 5ovalues listed in the BA for chinook salmon (446 _g/L) and brook
trout (2,100 I_g/L) are higher than those found by Stratus Consulting, Inc. (1999) for rainbow trout
(27.3 I.tg/Lto 447 I_g/L). Therefore, although the data indicates that acute toxicity standards may
not be exceeded for some species, prey species for bull trout and their forage fish may be affected
by the levels of Zn occurring in these waters. However, we believe that the effects of Zn to bull
tre-t as a result of the proposed project are likely to be minimal compared to existing baseline
conditions.

Additionally, the proposed action includes improved stormwater treatment over existing
conditions. Currently, approximately 166.2 acres of the 479.1 acres of pollutant generating
impervious surface (PGIS) (the area requiring water quality treatment best management practices)
are untreated. With the proposed project, approximately 80 acres will remain untreated due to
proposed retrofitting of existing facilities or conversion from a PGIS to a non-PGIS status
(approximately 7.3 acres). This increased treatment of stormwater includes source controls and
additional best management practices, including wet vaults and bioswales. Based on the increased
stormwater treatment over existing conditions, even with the new development which will also be
fully treated, there is a potential improvement over existing water quality conditions.

The Port has committed to removing Tempo and Diuron from the list of allowable chemicals
currently included for use on the airport (K. Smith, Port of Seattle, pers. com., 2001). The other
pesticides and herbicides do to not pose as great a risk to aquatic species as do Tempo and Diuron
(Meister 1995). In addition to the chemicals already included for use on Sea-Tac, the BA
proposes to use 2,4-D amine and Garlon in the Green River mitigation area. No use of herbicides
is proposed within other mitigation areas. Due to limited exposure bull trout would have to these
chemicals, the effects are likely to be minimal.

Advanced storrnwater treatment systems that use flocculation agents could potentially add
chemicals to stormwater runoff. The potential water quality impacts from the advanced
stormwater treatment BMPs used to control turbidity include changes to pH and the toxicity of
treatment compounds. The draft Ecology Stormwater Manual Update includes a BMP for
Construction Stormwater Chemical Treatment (Ecology 1999b). For its treatment regimes, the
Port has used both organic polymers, such as CatFloe, and inorganic compounds such as alum.
The use of cationic PAMs may result in impacts to forage fish and bull trout. However, due to the
potential for buffering of treated water from sediments and the limited exposure bull trout may
have to this chemical, the effects are likely to be minimal.

Bald Eagle

The proposed action is unlikely to result in significant impacts to bald eagles. Impacts are
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expected to be minor since no bald eagle nesting territories occur within the action area and no
- potential nest trees will be removed. If permits to construct the third runway are obtained, the flU

currently elevating the embankment 50 ft above the airport ground would be leveled and no longer
serve as a perching area for bald eagles. Although trees within the MPUI are proposed to be
removed, there is a low likelihood that tl" are used for perching due to the small forage base in
Des Moines and Miller Creeks. Also, due to the high amount of noise generated by the airport,
bald eagles are less likely to frequent this area in high numbers. Bald eagles may use the Tyee
Golf Course area to forage for waterfowl. There is likely to be a reduction in waterfowl use of this
area due to its conversion to scrub-shrub wetlands and airport facilities. This could result in a
reduction in bald eagle foraging in this area over baseline conditions, should it currently occur.
However, due to the existing human use and disturbance of this area, loss of this area as a possible
foraging base is not expected to be significant to bald eagles. Additionally, since no additional
habitat is provided by the proposed airport facilities, flight paths of bald eagles over the airport
are not anticipated to increase due to the proposed project.
Runway 34R, which is the runway closest to Angle Lake, will be extended by 600 ft. It is ....
estimated that larger planes will use the additional runway extension several times a year over
existing conditions (E. Levitt, Port of Seattle, pers. com., 2001). Bald eagles flying from the nest
site are likely to be at a lower flight elevation than planes that may be landing. Although there is a
risk of collisions of bald eagles with airplanes due to the extension of this runway, the risk is
anticipated to be minimal due to the. few additional flights which will use this part of the runway
over existing conditions. Additionally, most bald eagles are likely to be below 1000 ft. when
planes are taking off from the airport, thus avoiding being struck by a plane.

_ No air strikes of bald eagles have been documented at Sea-Tac. There are a number of
"unidentified" species that were struck by aircraft at Sea-Tac between 1991 and 1997. Of this
total of 53 birds, 19 were small, 1 was large, and 33 were unknown (FAA 1999). Bald eagles
have been identified in bird strikes by civil aircraft in the United States (FA.A 1999). In a national
report on bird strikes, out of a total of 22,320 bird strikes reported between 1990 and 1998, 20
were bald eagles and 32 were unidentified hawks, kites, and eagles. At least an additional 7 bald
eagle strikes have occurred since 1998 (S. Wright, unpublished data). None of the eagle strikes
reported were in Washington. The majority of the eagle strikes occurred in Alaska. Bird strike
information is not required to be reported to FAA, and it is estimated that only about 20 percent of
the bird strikes are reported, therefore the number of strikes is likely to be an underestimate (FAA
1999). Most bird strikes (53 percent) result during takeoff and climbing. Over 55 percent
occurred within 99 ft above ground level and approximately 87 percent occurred within 2,000 ft
above ground level (FAA 1999). Although bald eagles may be at risk of airplane strikes, the risk
can be very low. Only one unconfirmed bald eagle strike in 1989 has been documented for
Whidbey Island Naval Air Station, a site which is on Puget Sound north of the proposed project
site and has daily use by bald eagles (M. K.lop, Whidbey Island Naval Air Station, pers. com..
2001). Due to the large size of the bald eagle, should an air strike have occurred at Sea-Tac, it
would be assumed that the bird would have been identified prior to contact or some body parts,
including feathers, would still be identifiable. Even though reports of bird strikes are not required
by FAA, Sea-Tac twice daily performs runways searches which would likely find signs of wildlife
strikes should they occur. No bald eagles have been reported as a result of these searches.
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Therefore, although there is a risk of an air strike of a bald eagle at Sea-Tac, we do not believe that
this risk is significantly increased as a result of the proposed action

Concerns have been raised that air strikes of bald eagles might occur as this species may use
thermals produced by the proposed retaining wall. It is unlikely that bald eagles would utilize th,
area near the retaining wall due to the lack of forage. Additionally, bald eagles primarily hunt
from perches as opposed to soaring. Therefore, the risk of airplane strikes of bald eagles from
their use of thermals is expected to be minimal.

The proposed on-site and off-site mitigation for the project could have some minor long term
benefit for the bald eagle should it be successful. The proposed improvements to Miller and Des
Moines Creeks may improve the forage base for bald eagles. However, bald eagles are not likely
to forage in the upper watersheds. The creeks are relatively narrow with some canopy, limiting
the ability of bald eagles to forage effectively. The proposed off-site mitigation may also have a
beneficial effect on bald eagles, should it be successful, due to the potential to enhance waterfowl
habitat, as waterfowl are prey for the bald eagle. However, depending on the amount of future
disturbance due to increased development in the vicinity of the Auburn mitigation site, use of the
site by foraging bald eagles may be minimal.

Marbled Murrelet

The proposed project is likely to result in insignificant impacts to marbled murrelets. Suitable
marbled murrelet nesting habitat does not occur within the action area, including the off-site
mitigation area. The nearest potential habitat to the east of the action area is approximately 32
miles away. The nearest known occupied site is approximately 36 miles away. Potential foraging
habitat is present at the mouths of Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek, and within Puget Sound. ....
Although the proposed project may result in some short term impacts to potential prey species
(i.e., salmonids) that occur within Miller and Des Moines Creeks, salmonids are not known to
form the primary diet of marbled murrelets. Thus, the effect to marbled murrelets from any
impacts to the salmonid prey base would be minimal. There is a potential for a long term benefit
to marbled murrelets should the proposed mitigation successfully enhance fish habitat and result
in increased fish production within these creeks. However, as stated above, this benefit is likely to
be minor as salmonids do not form the primary diet of the marbled murrelet.

Impacts from air strikes are unlikely. No air strikes have been documented for marbled murrelets
at Sea,Tat. Although there are a number of "unidentified" species which have been struck by
airplanes, the likelihood of aircraft striking marbled murrelets is considered insignificant. This
conclusion is based on: 1) no alcids have been identified in any reported wildlife strikes to civil
aircraft in the United States between 1990 and 1998 (FAA 1999); 2) marbled murrelets typically
fly at altitudes greater than 2,770 ft (1,000 meters) in altitude when leaving the ocean to nesting
habitat (Burger 1997) and most air strikes are within 900 ft above ground level (FAA 1999); and
3) marbled murrelets are fast fliers and can move quickly to avoid collisions, while the majority of
bird strikes involve slower flying birds. Additionally, due to the rarity of marbled murrelets, few
are likely to fly over Sea-Tat, therefore the risk of air strikes is reduced. Despite the numerous
surveys which have occurred within this area, there have only been nine marbled mun'elet
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detections (four occupied sites and five detections only) east of Sea-Tac whose flight path might
cross the airport. The majority of marbled murrelet sightings and detections for nesting and
foraging are north and south of the project area. Their travel paths are unlikely to cross the airport
between nesting and foraging locations. Although this does not represent all marbled murrelets
which might travel near Sea-Tac between Puget Sound and the Cascades, it does demonstrate the
small population that has been found to date.

CUMULATIVE EFFECTS

Cumulative effects include the effects of future state, tribal, local or private actions that are ....
reasonably certain to occur in the action area considered in this biological opinion. Future Federal
actions that are unrelated to the proposed action are not considered in this Section because they
require separate consultation pursuant to Section 7 of the Act.

Three broad categories of cumulative effects which may occur in the action area include: 1) :
growth and development; 2) forest management; and, 3) other management actions. Growth:and
development refer to permanent loss of suitable habitats. Growth and development actions
include conversion of forest habitat to urban, other residential, commercial, or agricultural uses,
and for structures or networks providing infrastructure support such as hydro power and irrigation
diversions, roads, and power-lines. Forest management refers to temporal and spatial changes
from other state or private actions in suitable habitats across the landscape in the action area.
Examples include age or structural changes resulting from harvest and other forest-management
actions such as planting, pruning, fertilizing, forest growth, and wildland fires. Other
management actions refer to actions within suitable habitats which impact habitat structures or
composition such as recreation, grazing, fishing, and mining. Each of these categories of impacts
may result in the loss of secure habitat for species using suitable habitats within the action area.
Examples of this include physical displacement, exposure to contaminants, and declining air and
water quality. The proposed MPUI site may be developed further. Redevelopment of the borrow
or acquisition areas may occur in the future. However, the Port states that they have no immediate
plans to develop the sites. Proposed actions near the off-site wetland mitigation project in Auburn
include a proposed trail along the Green River and development of private property to eornmercial
and residential uses. Some of these proposals may have a federal nexus (i.e., ACOE Section 404
permits) associated with them. It is not known to what extent these proposals will be addressed by
future consultations. These proposed actions could result in increased impervious surfaces with
potential stormwater and water quality impacts, increased access and use (including fishing)
within the Green River, and the reduction of restoration potential of the riparian buffer and input
of large woody debris into the Green River.

CONCLUSION

After reviewing the current status of the bull trout, bald eagle, and marbled murrelet, the ::
environmental baseline for the action area, the effects of the proposed MPUI,: and the cumulative
effects, it is the FWS's biological opinion that the MPUI, as proposed, is not likely to jeopardize
the continued existence of the bull trout, bald eagle or marbled murrelet. We reached this
conclusion on the basis that the proposed action is not likely to adversely affect these species, as
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discussed in the Effects section of this opinion.

No critical habitat has been designated for the bull trout or bald eagle. Therefore, none will be
affected for these species. Critical habitat has been designated for the marbled murrelet.
However, the proJect does not occur within designated critical habitat, therefore none will be
affected for this species.

INCIDENTAL TAKE STATEMENT

Section 9 of the Act and federal regulation pursuant to Section 4(d) of the Act prohibit the take of
endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is defined as to
har._.ss,harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to engage in
any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the FWS to include significant habitat modification
or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly impairing essential
behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is defined by the FWS as
intentional or negligent actions that create the likelihood of injury to listed species to such an
extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which include, but are not limited to,
breeding, feeding or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take that is incidental to, and not the
purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity. Under the terms of Section 7(b)(4)
and Section 7(o)(2), taking that is incidental to and not intended as part of the agency action is not
considered to be prohibited taking under the Act provided that such taking is in compliance with
the terms and conditions of this Incidental Take Statement.

The FWS does not anticipate the proposed action will incidentally take bull trout, bald eagle or
marbled murrelet. Therefore, no take exemption for the bull lxout, bald eagle or marbled murrelet ....
is provided. ..

CONSERVATION RECOMMENDATIONS

Section 7(a)(1) of the Act directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the
purposes of the Act by carrying out conservation programs f:." the benefit of endangered and
threatened species. Conservation recommendations are discretionary ag_',_cyactivities to
minimize or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to help
implement recovery plans, or to develop information.

These are as follows:

I. The riparian buffers along Miller Creek and Des Moines Creek should be at least 150 f_ on
eachsidetobetterprotecttheaquaticenvironment,includingcutthroattroutandcohosahnon,
whichisafederalcandidateforlistingundertheAct.Thisincreasedbufferwidthiscriticalin

providinglargewoody debrisandnutrientstothestreams,aswellasadditionalstormwater
benefits,shoulddevelopmentoccurimmediatelyoutsideoftheriparianbuffers.Widerbuffers

• alsobenefitwildlifespecieswhichusetheriparianhabitatforreproduction,foragingandresting
byreducingthedisturbancefromhuman activities.
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2. Monitor fish use, including spawning activities, in Miller and Des Moines Creeks to determine
success of habitat enhancement and restoration activities.

3. Evaluate effects to invertebrates in the restored section of Miller Creek. Include changes in
species composition from existing conditions, and recovery of the system following diversion of
flows into the new channel.

4. Viable native plants shall be salvage and reused at mitigation sites.

5. Large diameter trees with attached rootwads or large rootwads that are to be removed as a
result of the project should be retained/saved for future use on Port or other restoration/mitigation
sites in King County.

6. Large woody debris placed in Miller Creek should be keyed into the bank at a minimum I to 1
ratio (for every foot of wood instream, one foot should to be keyed into the bank). Root wads
without boles should not be used. Tiffs will better insure the success that large woody debris
placed for stream restoration will function as designed.

7. Pesticides and herbicides should not be used due to the potential to enter the groundwater and
surface water where it may potentially affect the invertebrate forage base and fish species. Should
their use be unavoidable, we recommend that a minimum 200 ft. buffer from waterbodies be

required Ifa 200ft buffer cannot be implemented, we recommend that a monitoring program be
implemented to determine the adequacy of the 50 ft. buffer in protecting aquatic resources,
including wetlands, from pesticide and herbicide contamination. Rodeo may be used if other non=
chemical methods to control reed canary grass prove to be unsuccessful. If Garlon is used in the
Green River mitigation area, it should be restricted to the use of Garlon 3a. Garlon 4 should not
be used. Organophosphates, carbamates and triazine herbicides should not be used under any
circumstance.

8. Reduce or eliminate airport sources of Cu and Zn. Implement additional best management
practices to treat stormwater to levels of Cu and Zn below acute and chronic toxicity levels for
aquatic organisms. Sufficient monitoring must be performed to determine that reduced levels are
being achieved.

9. New structures should not contain pollution generating impervious surfaces.

10. Use anionic PAM products which have reduced toxicity on aquatic organisms compared to
cationic PAM.

I I. Evaluate the effectiveness of temporary erosion and sediment control measures.

12. Provide copies of monitoring reports to the Western Washington Office.

13. Conduct research to better define population status and use by bull trout of watersheds and
marine areas where Port of Seattle and FAA activities occur.
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For the FWS to be kept informed of actions minimizing or avoiding adverse affects
or benefitting listed species or their habitats, we request notification of the implementation of any
conservation recommendations.

REINITIATION NOTICE

This concludes formal consultation on the actions outlined in the request. As provided in 50 CFR
§402.16, reinitiation of formal consultation is required where discretionary Federal agency
involvement or control over the action has been retained (or is authorized by law) and if: l) the
amount or extent of incidental take is exceeded; 2) new information reveals effects of the agency
action that may affect listed species or critical habitat in a manner or to an extent not considered in
this opinion; 3) the agency action is subsequently modified in a manner that causes an effect to the
listed species or critical habitat not considered in this opinion; or 4) a new species is listed or
critical habitat designated that may be affected by the action. In instances where the amount or
extent of incidental take is exceeded, any operations causing such take must cease pending
rcinitiation.

The WDOE and the Corps have not completed their review of the project at this time; therefore,
issuance of the NPDES permit, water quality certification (401), and Clean Water Act Section 404
permit have not occurred. The BA includes a number of best management practices which are
proposed to meet state water quality standards. The BA acknowledges that additional measures
may be necessary. The FWS, in our review of the effects of the proposed action, assumes that the
criteria in the Washington State surface water quality standards will be met by the project at all
times. Any future actions that may be taken to meet state surface water quality standards or
Section 404 permi.t requirements need to be evaluated to determine if reinitiation of this ....
consultation is necessary. : ......

If you have any questions regarding this Biological Opinion, please contact Nancy Brennan-
Dubbs, of my staff, at (360) 753-5835 or Jim Michaels, of my staff, at (360) 753-7767.

Sincerely,

_... Ken S. Berg, Manager
Western Washington Office

c: Corps, Seattle (M. Walker)
NMFS, Seattle (T. Sibley)
WDOE. Bellevue (A. Kenny)
Port of Seattle, Sea-Tae (E. Levitt)

Enclosures
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• ATTACHNIENT A

Response to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Comments andRecommendations
Concerning Embankment Fill at Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport

(FWS Comments and Recommendations in Bold)

1. All fib material within the first 20 feet above the rock underdrain of the
embankment fill shall be contaminant free (e.g., below probable affect levels stated
in the appropriate NOAA SQuiRT tables or below background levels found within
the area).

Through its Clean WaterAct section 401 permittingprocess, Washington
Department of Ecology (E_ology) has requiredthe Portto develop a process for insuring
that contaminated fill material is not incorporated into the Third Runway embankment.
The screening process developed by the Port includes the use of MTCA Method A
standardsas a tool to evaluate what is or is not environmentally suitable for placement in
the embankment. In our January22, 2001, meeting, and in its February 27, 2001,
comments, FWS requested additional information concerning the Port's screening
process, including information indicating this process is adequately protective of listed
species.

First, it is important to recognize that the Port is not accepting large amounts of
soil with constituent concentrations just at or below levels defined as "clean" by MTCA

- Method A standards. Over 50 percent of the soil placed in the Third Runway
embankment to date has been from large pits, most state-certified, without historical
sources of contamination. Though it is the responsibility of the individual contractor to
identify sources of fill material, the Port anticipates that large pits will continue to be a
primary source of fill for the embankment. Second, the remaining amount of
embankment fill will not include contaminated soil that has been remediated to MTCA
Method A standards. Rather, such soil will be taken from sites or portions of sites that
have not historically been affected by contamination. Thus, Method A standards in this
Caseare used simply as a screening tool to verify that clean fill sources are in fact clean.

To evaluate the environmental suitability of a proposed fill source, the Port

currentlyrequires that, for those fill sourcesfor which testing is mandated, the supplier at
a minimum test for concentrations of total petroleum hydrocarbons (TPI-r) and the eight
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) metals. Analysis for chemicals other
thanTPH and metai_ is presently required based upon site-specific conditions. The
approachused for evaluating appropriatetesting, including location of _mples, number
of samples, andtype of analysis, is similar to that used for Phase I and Phase II
Environmental Site Assessments as discussed below.

• When the Washington Department of Ecology and the Port developed the process
for evaluating fig material proposed for placement in the Third Runway embankment,
they used standardsfor conducting Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments
as a model. Typically, Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments are
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conducted to identify environmentalconditions at a site prior to some change of use or
ownership. The nationally-accepted standardfor these assessments is the American
Society for Testing and Materials Standard(ASTM) Practice for Environmental Site
Assessment: Phase I and Phase II Site Assessment Process (ASTM E 1527 andASTM E
1903). Though not all ASTM procedures are relevant (e.g., lead paint testing, radon
surveys, etc), the basic ASTM procedures for a site reconnaissance, review of historic
operations, and appropriatetesting to be conducted by a qualified environmental
professional were adapted to the fill acceptance process. The use of Phase I and Phase II
Environmental Site Assessments as a model is appropriate because it is a nationally-
accepted process for evaluating the potential for contamination at a site.

Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments differ in objectives from
Puget Sound Dredge Disposal Analysis (PSDDA) and remedial investigation studies.
Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments look specifically for contamination.
In contrast, PSDDA is a program which addresses the management and disposal of
sediments that may be contaminated. As a result, sampling and analysis protocols arc
different. For Phase I and Phase II Environmental Site Assessments, the level of
sampling and type of analyses can vary considerably from site to site based on the
potential presence of contami'nation. This approach differs from PSDDA, in thatPSDDA
specifies a standardsampling protocol, including the number of samples and type of
analyses, for evaluating the bulk characteristics of materialproposed for open water
disposal. This Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessment approach also differs from
the more rigorous requirements for remedial investigationstudies, which are designed to
evaluateimpactsfromknown contaminatedsites.

When evaluatingthesuitabilityofproposedfillmatezial,thePortusesM'I'CA
MethodA standardsasascreeningtool.However,thefinalsuitabilitydetermination
reliesonbestprofessionaljudgement.Ingeneral,theapproachusedinevaluatingthefill
suitabilityissimilartothatofaprospectivepurchaserevaluatingenvironmental
informationobtainedinPhaseIandPhaseIIEnvironmentalSiteAssessments.Careful

considerationisgiventootherfactorsinadditiontochemicaltestresults.Theseinclude
currentandhistoricsiteuses,adequacyoftheenvironmentaldocumentation,typeof
proposedfillmaterial(e.g.,nativevs.non-native)andthenatureoftheproposed
excavationactivities(e.g.,Doesthecontractorhavesoundoperationalcontrolsinplace?).
Insome cases,thePortwillconditionacceptancetoaspecificareaofa site,require
ongoingtestingandmonitoringduringexcavation,orrequireregularsiteimpectionsto
insurethequalityoftheincomingfillmaterial.Forexample,thePortmay determinethat
uppernon-nativesoilata sourcesitemay notbesuitablebecauseofitspotentialto
containasphaltorotherdebris,butthattheunderlyingnativesoftsatthesamesiteare
suitable.AtthesamesitethePortmay requireanenvironmentalprofessionalmonitorthe
site to ensure that the native and non-native materials are indeed separated.

In our January 22, 2001, meeting, and in subsequent comments, FWS inquired as
to the protectiveness of Method A standards for the RCRA metals and for
Ol_anochlorines. The Port wiU address these issues as follows:.
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(a) Drainagelayercover:ThePortwillestablishazoneof"ultra-clean"fillabove
thedrainagelayer,inanareatermed"drainagelayercover."Thedrainagelayer
coverwillmeasureatleast40feetthickatthefaceoftheembankmentandwill

reduceinheighttothecastatarateof2Percent(seeFiguresIand2).The 2
Percentslopeisrequiredforconsistencywiththeembankmentconstruction
design,whichhasbeendevelopedtoallowforappropriatedrainageandrunoff
control.The overallthicknessofthedrainagelayercoverwilldecreaseaway

,_.............. from the face of the embankment and will vary based.on underlying topography.
This configuration allows for the greatest protection for aquatic resources in the
areas closest to the wetlands and Miller Creek, and will protect surface water
quality in nearby Miller Creek.

Co) RCRA metals: The Port will employ the following standards and protocols
concerning the placement of fill in the drainage layer cover with the goal of
ensuring that baseline conditions are not altered for surface water receptors:

(i) Forthedrainagelayercover,aswiththeremainderoftheembankment
fill,nosoilwillbeacceptedthatexceedsMTCA MethodA standardsfor
theRCRA metalsperagreementwiththeWashingtonStateDepartmentof
Ecology.Thesevaluesarcshownincolumns3 and4 ofTableI.

(ii) The secondcolumnofTableIshowsvaluesfortheRCRA metalsthat
havebeencalculatedusingtheWashingtonStateDepartmentofEcology's

• (Ecology) "Three Phase Partitioning Model." Ecology uses this
conservative model to establish soil concentrationsthat are protective of
ground water as a drinking water source (see WAC 173-340-747(3), (4),
and (S)) (Attachment B). The values in the second column of Table 1 are
derived by using this model to "back-calculate" soil concentrations using
freshwater ambient water quality criteria(WAC 173-201A) instead of
ground water quality criteria. In other words, the model used by Ecology
to establish soil concentrations that arcprotective of groundwater as a
drinking water source has been employed to calcul_+esoil concentrations
that arc protective of surface water receptors exposed to discharge or
seepage from the drainage layer. No soil will be accepted for the drainage
layer cover that exceeds the back-calculated values shown in the second
column of Table 1 (with adjustments for PQLs and background
concentrations as noted in Table 1 footnotes) unless the Synthetic
Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP) confirms the suitability of the
soil as discussed below in Co)(iv). The Port will consult with the FWS if
site-specific data is collected which may merit a rexalculation of the three
phase model soil concentrations in Table 1, and reinitate consultation as
appropriate.

(iii) Column 6 shows Puget Sound Background concentrations for the eight
RCRA metals. Excecdenccs of background metal concgntmtiom can be
expected due to the naturalvariability in soil types which will be offered
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from numerous sources in the region. Thus, in column 7, a range of

screening criteriabetween background levels, when available, and Method .-.......
A standardsis shown. In the event the Fort desires to establish site=
specific backgroundcriteria, it will discuss proposed criteria with FWS
and reinitiate consultation as appropriate. If the suppliers wish to place
soil in the drainage cover layer that exceed background concenlrations, the
Port will confirm the acceptability of the material by requiring suppliers

•using that source to conduct sufficient $PLP testing to show that Method
A criteria areprotective of baseline conditions for surface water receptors.

(iv) To confirm the protectiveness of the Method A standards and the Three
Phase Partitioning Model, SPLP testing will be used as a laboratory
method to ensure that leaching of metals through potential embankment
soil will not occurrat unacceptable levels. SPLP testing according to the
procedures contained in WAC 173=340-747(7) and SPLP methodology are
shown in Attachments B and D respectively. SPLP results will be
compared, as an initial screening tool, to freshwater ambient water quality
criteria according to guidelines outlined at WAC 173-201A=040
(Attachment C). If the SPLP results indicate that metals in the proposed
flU material do not leach at levels above the freshwater ambient water
quality criteria, adjusted for PQLs as appropriate, the material will be
considered suitable for placement. If the SPLP indicates _hat metals in the
"proposedfill material leach at levels above ambient water quality criteria,
the Portwill either reject the material or discuss the results of the SPLP
with FWS before acceptance of the material. The Portshall submit to ,,
FWS for its review and approval a plan describing the Port's SPLP
protocol. The FWS shall approve this plan prior the Port's
implementation of the SPLP protocol.

(c) Organochlorines:The Port will employ the following standards and protocols
concerning the placement of fiLlin the drainage layer cover:

(i) The Port will require testing for organochlorines on those sites where such
compounds may be present, including sites with potential commercial
pesticide applications, and sites with historic wood preserving operations.
The supplier, with Port review, will identify sites potentially containing
such compounds through the process discussed above under Response 1
(i.e., Phase I and II Environmental Site Assessments). The Port will
update guidelines provided to suppliers to clearly state that testing for
additional constituents must be conducted as appropriate based on current
and historical site land uses.

(ii) As with the remainder of the embankment fill, sources of fill proposed for
placement in the drainage layer cover which have detectable levels of
organochlorines will not exceed MTCA Method A criteria.
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(iii) Sources of fill proposed for placement in the drainage layer cover which
have detectable levels of organochlorineswill be evaluated using the
"Three Phase Partitioning Model" discussed in Co)above. When
organochlorines are detected in potential fill, the Port will use the Three
Phase Partitioninb Model to back-calculate soil concentrations using
freshwater ambient water quality criteria. Soil found to contain
organochlorines at concentrations below Three Phase Partitioning Model
concentrations (adjusted for PQLs) will be deemed acceptable. No soil
will be accepted for the drainage layer cover that exceeds Three Phase
Partitioning Model concentrations (adjusted for PQLs) unless SPLP
testing confirms the suitability of the soil as discussed below in (c)(iv).

(iv) The Port will require SPLP testing when proposed soil exceeds calculated
Three Phase Partitioning Model concentrations. SPLP test results will be
compared, as an initial screening tool, to freshwater ambient water quality
criteria according to guidelines outlined at WAC 173-201A-040
(Attachment C). If the SPLP results indicate that organocholorines in the
proposed fill material do not leach at levels above the freshwater ambient
water quality criteria, adjusted for PQLs as appropriate, the material will
be considered suitable for placement. If the SPLP indicates that
organocldorines in the proposed fill leach at levels above ambient water
quality criteria, the Port will either reject the material or discuss the results
of the SPLP with FWS before acceptance of the material, and reinitiate
consultation as appropriate.

2._ To isolate organisms in the biologically active zone from contaminants that
may be contained in the fill material, the surficial 3 feet of fallshould be
contaminant free (e.g., below probable affect levels stated in the appropriate NOAA
SQuiRTs or below background levels found within the area if available).

As discussed in our January22, 2001, meeting, and dates thereafter, from a
practical standpoint it is difficult to apply different acceptance criteria to the upper three
feet of embankment fill material versus the underlying fill material. Final grading of the
embankment will involve working and reworking of the upper material to achieve
appropriate compaction and site elevations. Portions of the embankment wiU be paved
for the runway and associated taxiways. Remaining embankment areas will be grass
covered and will have very strict wildlife controls (i.e., hazing and elimination) in
accordance with FAA regulations to insure aircraft safety.

J

During our January 22, 2001 meeting, the Port agreed to evaluate the eight RCRA
metals with respect to the recently-adopted MTCA regulation WAC 173-340-7490
TerrestrialEcological Evaluation Procedures (Attachment E). Ttie goal of the terrestrial
ecological evaluation process is the protection of terrestrial ecological receptors from
exposure to contaminated soil with the potential to cause significant adverse effects.
Table 749-2 - Priority Contaminants of Ecological Concern for Sites that Qualify for the
Simplified TerrestrialEcological Evaluation Procedure lists soil concentrations for seven
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of the eight RCRA metals (Attachment E). These concentrations are developed to protect ..- ....
wildlifethroughdirectingestionofsoilusingarobin/shrewfoodchainmodel,two
surrogate receptors meant to represent highly exposed species. Soil concentrations were
also developed for plants and soil invertebratesusing toxicity values from the published
literature. The most restrictive value was then placed into Table 749-2.

Generally, the Method A concentrations are less than or similar to Table 749-2
(see Table 1). However, the MTCA Method A standards list does not include values for
barium, total chromium or selenium. For these constituents, the Table 749-2 ecological
standards listed in Table 1 (adjusted for background and PQLs) will be used as screening
criteria for the top three feet of embankment fill.

3. The Port of Seattle will monitor the seepage water from the rock underdrain
for contaminants. Monitoring shall be for a period of 10 years, on a monthly basis.
Based on the monitoring results, the monitoring schedule may be modified by FWS.

The Port of Seattle shall prepare a water quality monitoring plan to track the
quality of seepage from the drainage layer beneath the Third Runway embankment fill.
Such a plan shall be prepared to address the amount of monitoring in a tiered or phased
approach. For example, if it is determined that water flowing through the new
embankment is exceeding designated surface water quality criteria,new monitoring
points may be established between the embankment and Miller Creek to evaluate the

fate and transport ofthe impacted fill water. Monitoring Miller Creek would represent
the final phase of a monitoring program if it were determined that constituents in .....
embankment fill water were reaching the creek. The Port shall develop a monitoring plan
in consultation with FWS. The Port shall submit a draft monitoring plan to FWS for its
review and approval within 120 days after FWS' issuance of a biological opinion or
concurrence letter. The monitoring plan shall provide for a minimum of three years of
monthly monitoring, with the monitoring period commencing upon detection of seepage
from the drainage layer of the completed embankment. At the end of the three-year
monitoring period, the Port and FWS shall reevaluate the need to modify or continue the
monitoring pxugrarn. In the event seepage is not detected within six years after
completion of embankment co_on, the Port and FWS shall likewise reevaluate the
need to modify or continue the monitoring program.

4, 5. If material is used which is known to have contaminants, this material shall
be distributed over a large area to avoid creating a "hot spot" in the embankment.
The Port of Seattle will request FWS approval for those f'lllmaterials proposed that
do not meet MTCA Method A standards, at a minimum. Information on why these
materials are to be used and proof that their chemical constituents/levels will not
result in environmental impacts to aquatic organisms needs to be provided.

The use of MTCA Method A as a screening standard for incoming fill maLerial
will avoid the creation of"h0t spots" in the embankment. In the event that the Port
considers placement of fill materials that do not meet MTCA Method A standards, the
Port will discuss results with FWS and consultation will be reinitiated as appropriate.
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• Acceptance of material above MTCA Method A standards requires Ecology approval.
Discussion with the agencies will provide information regarding the environmental
suitability oftlds material and proposed placement methods and locations.

TABLE 1

SOIL SCREENING CRITERIA FOR THIRD RUNWAY EMBANKMENT FILL (MGIKG)

MTCA(a)- UnrestrictedLandUse Screening Criteria
Three Phase Current Proposed Proposed Puget:Sound Drainage

PadtioningModel MethodA MethodA Ecological Background Layer Top 3-feet
RCRAMetals ;oncentrations(blStandard Standard(c) Standard (c) (Upper90%) (d) Cover Embankment

Arsenic 88 20 20 95 (As V) 7 7 to Z0 (e) zu (I)
Barium 12000 NA NA 1250 N/_ 12,000 (lr) 1250(m)
Cadmium 0.15 2 2 25 ' 1 I to 2 (g) 2 (I)
Chromium(Total) NA 100 NA 42 49 48 to 100 (g), (h) 48 (n)
Lead 500 250 250 220 24 24 to 250 (i) 220 (m)

Mercury(Inorganic) 0.013 1 2 9 0.07 0.07 to 2 (g) 2 0)
Selenium 0.52 NA NA 0.8 NP 5 (PQL), U),(kl 5 (PQL), (_A
Silver 0.11 NA NA NA NP 5 (PEIL), U), (k) 5 (PQL), (j}

Note: See associated text in AttachmentA for related discussion.

Footnotes:
NA: Notavailable. Insufficientinformationavailableto developcriteria.

"QL: PracticalQuantitationLimit

_,a)ModelToxicaControlAct WAC 173-340.

(b) MTCAWAC 173-34()747 (3), (4), and (5) ThreePhase PartitioningModelsoilconcentrationscalculatedusingaquaticfTeshwaterqualitycriteria(WAC
173-201A). Forpurpose_sof thistable,the lowestcriteriafrom"FreshwaterCCC Chronic"ScreeningQuickReferenceTable (NOAA SQuiRT Tabis) were
used.

(c) ProposedMethodA and Ecologicalstandardswerefinalizedon February15, 2001, andwillbecomeeffectiveon August 15, 2001.

(d)NaturalBackgroundSoilMetalsinWashingtonState (EcologyPublication94-115).

(e) The MTCAMethodA standardof 20 mg/kgis lessthantheThree PhasePartitioningModelconcentrationof 88 mg/kg indicatingthat the MethodA
standardis pmtactiveof surfacewaterreceptors.When soilconcentrationsaregreaterthanbackgroundbutbelowthe MethodA standard,sufficient_
SPLPtest;ngwillbeconducted to confirmthat theMethodA standardis protective(see associatedtextinAttachmentA for discussionof SPLP testing).

(f)ThreePhasePartition:n;ModelconcentrationscalculatedusingM'I'CAMethodB groundwaterqualitycriteriabecause there was no availablecriteria
forbariuminsurfacewater. Ifconcentrationsexceed calculatedvalues,SPLP testingwill be requiredto evaluatethe suitabilityof the soil.

(g)ThreePhasePartitioningModelconcentrations,adjustedupwardto background,andMethod A standards. To verifythe protecthrenessof MethodA
standards,SPLPtestingwill beconductedwhensoilconcentrationsexceedbackgroundbutare belowMethodA standards. (Note: exceedancesin
backgroundconcentrationsanticipateddue to naturalvariabilityofsoil typesbeing usedas fill.)

(h)Chromiumsbeciationmaybe conductedin theevent SPLP is applied.

(i)The MTCAMethodA standard of250 mg/kgis lessthan theThree Phase PartitioningModelconcentrationof 500 mg/kg indicating that the MethodA
standardis protectiveof surfacewaterreceptom. When soilconcentrationsaregreaterthanbackgroundbutthe Method A standard, sufficientSPLP
testingwillbeconducted toconfirmthatthe MethodA standard is protective.

(]) PQLS fromDepartmentof Ecolegy"ImplementationMemo No.3: PQLs as CleanupStandards', November24, 1993.

(k) Three PhasePartitioningModelconcentrations,adjustedupwardto PQL If soilconcentrationsexceedthePQL, SPLP testingwillbe requiredto
evaluatethesuitabilityof thesoil.

(I) ScreeningcriteriabasedonMTCAMethodA standards.
(m) Screeningcriteriabased onecologicalstandards.

'n) Screeningcriteriabasedon ecologicalstandards,adjustedfor background.
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ATTACHMENT B

WAC 173-340-747(3-5, 7) (February 12, 2001)

WAC 173-340-747 O) Overview of methods. This subsection provides an overview of the methods specified in
subsections (4) through (I0) of this section for deriving soil concentrations that meet the criteria specified in subsection
(2) of this section. Certain methods are tailored for particular types of hazardous substances or sites. Certain methods
are more complex than others and certain methods require the use of site-specific data. The specific requirements for
deriving a soil concentration under a particular method may also depend on the hazardous substance.

(a) Fixed parameter three-phase partitioning model. The three-phase partitioning model with fixed input parameters
may be used to establish a soil concentration for any hazardous substance. Site-specific data are not required for use of
this model. See subsection (4) of this section.

(b) Variable parameter three-phase partitioning model. The three-phase partitioning model with variable input
pararneters may be used to establish a soil concenlration for any hazardous substance. Site-specific data arerequired for
use of this model. See subsection (5) of this section.

(c) F0ur-phnse partitioning model. The four-phase partitioning model may be used to derive soil concentrations for
any site where hazardous substances are present in the soil as a nonaqueous phase liquid (NAPL). The deparanent
expects that this model will be used at sites contaminated with pelroleum hydrocarbons. Site-apeeific dataare required
for use of this model. See subsection (6) of this section.

(d) Leaching tests. Leaching tests may be used to establish soil concentrations for certain metals. Leaching tests may
also be used to establish soil concentrations for other hazardous substances, including petroleum hydrocarbons,
provided sufficient information is available to demonsazte that the leaching test can accurately predict ground water
impacts. Testing of soil samples from the site is required for use of this method. See subsection (7) of this section.

(e) Alternative fate and transport models. Fate and transport models other than those specified in subsections (4)
through (6) of this section may be used to establish a soil concenwation for any hazardous substance. Site,specificdata
are required for use of such models. See subsection (8) of this section. " .

(f) Empirical demonsuation. An empirical demonstration may be used to show that measured soil concentrations
will not cause an exceedance of the applicable _onnd water cleanup levels established under WAC 173-340-720. This
empirical demonsu'ation may be used for any hazardous substance. Site-specific data(e.g., ground water samples and
soil samples) are required under this method. If the required demonsu'atious cannot be made, then a protective soil
concentration shall be established under one of the methods specified in subsections (4) through (8) of this section. See
subsection (9) of this section.

(3) Residual saturation. To ensure that the soil concentration established under one c.t'.he methods specified in
subsections (4) through (9) of this section will not cause an exceedance of the ground wat_ cleanup level established
under WAC 173-340-720, the soil concentration must not result in the accumulation of nonaqueons phase liquid
(NAPL) on or in ground water. The methodologies and procedures specified in subsection (10) of this section shall be
used to determine if this criterion is met.

WAC 173-340-747 (4) Fixed parameter three-phase partitioning model

(a) Ovcrview. This subsection specifies the procedures and requiranents for establishing soil concentmtinns through
thc nsc of the fixed paramcter threc-phase partitioning model The model may be used to establish soil concentrations
for any hazardous substance. The model may be used to calculate both unsanuaxed and saturated zone soil
concenurmions.

Thismethodprovidesdefaultorfixedinputpamnetasforthethree-phasepartitioningmodelthatareintendedtobe
protective under most circumstances and conditions; site-specific measurements are not required. In some cases it may
be appropriate to use site-specific measurements for the input parmnctas. Subscction (5) of this section specifies the
procedures and requirements to establish site-specific input paramctas for use in the three-phase partitioning model.

(b) Description of the modcl. The three-phase partitioning model is described by thc following equation:

[Equation 747-I]
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Place ilIuswa6on here.

Where:

Cs = Soil concenm_Jon (mg/kg)
Cw = Ground water cleanup level established under WAC 173-340-720 (ug/l)
UCF = Unit conversion factor (ling/I,000 ug)

DF = Dilution factor(dimensionless: 20 for tmsaturatedzone soil, see (e) of this subsection for saturated zone soil)
Kd = Distribution coefficient (L/kg; see (c) of this subsection)
&thgr;w = Water-filled soil porosity (mi wmer/ml soil: 0.3 for unsaturatedzone soil; s_ (e) of this subsection for
saturated zone soil)

&thgr;a = Air-filled soil porosity (ml alr/mi soil: 0.13 for unsanmued zone soil; see (e) of this subsection for saturated
zone soil)
Hcc = Henry's law constant (dimensionless, see (d) of this subsection)
&rgr;b = Dry soil bulk density (I.5 kg/L)

(c) Distribution coefficient (Kd). The default Kd values for organics and metals used in Equation 747-1 are as
follows:

(i) Organics. For organic hazardous substances, the Kd value shall be derived using Equation 747-2. The Koc (soil
organic carbon-water partition coefficient) parameter specified in Equation 747-2 shall be derived as follows:

(A) Nonionic organics. For individual nonionic hydrophobic organic hazardous substances (e.g., benzene and
naphthalene), the Koc values in Table 747-1 shall be used. For hazardous substances not listed in Table 747-1, Kd
values may be developed as provided in subsection (5) of this section (variable three-phase partitioning model).

(B) Ionizing organics. For ionizingorganic hazardous substances (e.g., pentachlorophenol and benzoic acid), the
Koc values in Table 747-2 shall be used. Table 747-2 provides Koc values for three different pHs. To select the
appropriate Koc value, the soil pH must be measured. The Koc value for the corresponding soil pH shall be used. If the
soi! pH falls between the pH values provided, an appropriateKoc value shal! be selected by interpolation between the
listed Koc values.

[Equation 747-2]
Kd = Koc x foc
Where:

Kd = Distribution coefficient (L/kg)
Koc = Soil organic carbon-water partitioning coefficient (ml/g). See (cXi) of this subsection.
foc -- Soil fraction of organic carbon (0.1% or 0.001 g/g)

(ii) Metals. For metals, the Kd values in Table 747-3 shall be used. For metals not listed in Table 74%3, Kd values
may be developed as provided in subsection (5) of this section (variable three-phase partitioning model).

(d) Henry's law constant. For petroleum fractions, the values for Henry's law constant in Table 747-4 shall be used
in Equation 747-1. For individual organic hazardous substances, the value shall be based on values in the scientific
literature. For all metals present as inorganic compounds except mercury, zero shall be used. For mercury, either 0.47
or a value derived from the scientific literature shall be used. Derivation of Henry's law constant from the scientific
literatureshall comply with WAC 173-340-702 (14), (15) and (16).

(e) Satu____ zene soil concenwafions. Equation 747-1 may also be used to derive concentrations for soil that is

located at or below the ground water table (the saturated zone). The following input parameters shall be changed if
Equation 747-I is used to derive saturated zone soil concentrations:

(i) The dilution factor shall be changed from 20 to I;

(ii) The water-filled soil porosity value shall be changed from 0.3 ml water/ml soil to 0.43 ml water/ml soil; and

(iii) The air.filled soil porosity value shall be changed from 0.13 ml air/ml soil to zero.

WAC 173-340-747 (b')Variable parameter three-phase partitioning model

(a) Overview. This section specifies the procedures and requirements to derive site-specific input parameters for use
in the three-phase partitioning model. This method may be used to establish soil concenWafions for any hazardous
substance. This method may be used to calculate both unsaturated and satmated zone soil concentrations.
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This method allows for the substitution of site-specific values for the default values in Equation 747-1 for one or
more of the following five input parameters: Distribution coefficient, soil bulk density, soil volumen'ic water content,
soil air content, and dilution factor. The methods that may be used and the requirements flint shall be met to derive site-
specific values for each of the five input parametsfs are specified in (b) through (f) of this subsection.

Co)Methods for deriving a dis_bution coefficient (Kd). To derive a site-spedfic di_tributiun coefficient, one of the
following methods shall be used:

(i) Deriving Kd from soil fraction of organic carbon (foc) measurements. Site-specific measurements of soil organic
carbon may be used to derive di._'ibution coefficients fornonionic hydrophobic organics using FAuation 747-2, Soil
organic carbon measurements shall be based on uncontaminated soil below the root zone (i.e., soil greater than one
meter in depth) that is representative of site conditions or in areas through which contaminants are likely to migrate.

The laboratory protocols for measuring soil organic carbon in the Puget Sound Estuary Program (March, 1986) may
be used. Other methods may also be used if approved by the department. All laboratory measta'emer,_ of soil organic
carbon shall be based on methods that do not include inorganic carbon in the measurements.

(ii) Deriving Kd from site data. Site-specific measurements of the hazardous substance concentrations in the soil and
the soil pore water or ground water may be used, subject to department approval, to derive a distribution coefficient.
Distribution coefficients that have been derived from site data shall be based on measurements of soil and ground water
hazardous substance concentrations from the same depth and location. Soil and ground water smnples that have
hazardous substances present as a nonaquenus phase liquid (NAPL) shall not be used to derive a distribution coefficient
and measures shall be takento minimize biodegr___._t!onand volatilization during samplinf., transport and analysis of
thesesamples.

(iii)DerivingKd frombatchtests.A site-specificdistributioncoefficientmay bederivedbyusingbatchequilibrium
tests, subject to department approval, to measure hazardous substance adsorption and desorptiun. The results from the
batch test may be used to derive Kd from the sorption/desorption relationship between hn,_,dous substance
concentrations in the soil and water. Samples that have hazardous substances present as a nonaqunous phase liquid
(NAPL) shall not be used to derive a distribution coefficient and measures shall be taken to minimize biodegradation
and volatilization during testing.

(iv) Deriving Kd from the scientific literature, The scientific literature may be used to derive a site-specific ....
distr/bution coefficient (Kd) for any hazardous substance, provided the requirements in WAC 173-340-702 (14), (15)
and(I6) aremet.

(c) Deriving soil bulk density. ASTM Method 2049 or other methods approved by the department may be used to
derive soil bulk density values.

(d) Deriving soil volumeWic water content using laboratory methods. ASTM Method 2216 or other methods
approved by the deparanent may be used to derive soil volumetric water content values.

(c) Estimating soil air content. An estimate of soil aircontent may be determined by calculating soil porosity and
subtracting the volumetric water contenL

(f) Deriving a dilution factor from site-specific esthnates of infilu'atiun and ground water flow volume. Site-specific
estimates of infiltration and ground water flow volume may be used in the following equation to derive a site-specific
dilution factcm

[Equation 747-3]
DF- (Qp + Qa)/Qp
Where:

DF = Dilution factor (dimensionless)
Qp - Volumeof_ i_il_=_ (m3/yr)
Qa = Ground wat_ flow (m3/yr)

(i) Calculating ground water flow volume. The following equation shall be used under this method to calculate the
volume of ground water flow (Qa):

[Equation 747-4]
Qa= KxAxI
Where:
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- Qa = Ground water flow volume (m3/year)
K = Hydraulic conductivity (m/year). Site-specific measurements shall be used to derive this parameter.
A = Aquifer mixing zone (m2). The aquifer mixing zone thickness shall not exceed 5 meters in depth and be equal to a
unit width of I meter, unless it can bedemonsWated empirically that the mixing zone thickness exceeds 5 meters.
I = Gradient (m/m). Site-specific measurements shall be used to derive this parameter.

(A) Equation 747-4 assumes the ground water concentrations of hazardous substances of concern upgradient of the

site are not detectable. If this assumption is not true, the dilution factor may need to be adjusted downward in
proportion to the upgradient concentration.

03) Direct measurement of the flow velocity of ground water using methods approved by the deparanent may be
used as a substitute for measuring the ground water hydraulic conductivity and gradient.

(ii) Calculating or estimating infillration. The following equation shall be used under this method to calculate the
volume of water infiltrating (Qp):

[Equation 747-5]
Qp= LxWx Inf
Where:

Qp = Volume of water infiltrating (m3/year)
L = Estimated length of contaminant source area parallel to ground water flow (m)
W = Unit width of contaminant source area(1 meter)
Inf= Infiltration (m/year)

(A) If a default annual infiltration value (In0 is used, the value shall meet the following requirements. For sites west
of the Cascade Mountains, the default annual infiltration value shall be 70 percent of the average annual precipitation
amount. For sites cast of the Cascade Mountains, the default annual infiltration value shall be 25 percent of the average
annual precipitation amount.

(13)If a site-specific measurement or estimate of infiltration (lnf) is made, it shall be based on site conditions
_ without surface caps (e.g., pavement) or other su'uctures that would control or impede infiltration. The presence of a

cover or cap may be considered when evaluating the protectiveness of a remedy under WAC 173-340-350 through 173-
340-360_ Ira site-specific measurement or estimate of infiltration is made, then it must comply with WAC 173-340-702
(14),(15)and 06).

WAC 173-340-747(7)Leachingtests.

(a) Overview. This subsection specifies the procedures and requirements for deriving soil concentrations through the
use of lunching tests. Leaching tests may be used to establish soil concenlr,ttiuns for the following specified metals:
Arsenic, cadmium, total chromium, hexavalent chromium, copper, lead, mercury, nickel, selenium, and zinc (see (b)
and (c) of this subsection). Leaching tests may also be used to establish soil concentrations for other hazardous

substances, including petroleum hydrocarbons, provided sufficient information is available to correlate leaching test
results with ground water impacts (see (d) of this subsection). Testing of soil samples ¢ro,.. ff_esite is required for use
of this method.

(b) Leaching tests for specif_! metals. If leaching tests are used to establish soil concenwations for the specified
metals, the following two leaching tests may be used:

(i) EPA Method 1312, Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP). Fluid #3 (pH = 5.0), representing acid rain
in the western United States, shall be used when conducting this test. This test may underestimate ground water impacts
when acidic conditions exist due to significant biological degradation or for other reasons. Underestimation of ground
water impacts may occur, for example, when soils contamin__t_ with metals are 1___*___in wood waste, in municipal
solid waste landfills, in high sulfur content mining wastes, or in other situations with a pH <6. Consequently, this test
shall not be used in these situations and the TCLP test should be used instead.

(ii) EPA Method 1311, Toxicity Characteristic lantehing Procedure (TCLP). Fluid # 1 (pH = 4.93), representing
organic acids generated by biological degr_el_tionprocesses, shall be used when conducting this test. This test is
intended to represent situations where acidic conditions are present due to biological degr_d____onsuch as in municipal
solid waste landfills. Thus, it may underestimate ground water impacts where this is not the case and the metals of
interest are more soluble under alkaline conditions. An example of this would be arsenic occurring in alkaline (pH >8)
waste or soils. Consequently, this test shall not be used in these situations and the SPLP test should be used instead.
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(c) Criteria for specified metals. When using either EPA Method 1312 or 1311, the analytical methods used for
analysis of the leaching test effluent shall be sufficiently sensitive to quantify hazardous substances at concenlrations at
the ground water cleanup level established under WAC 173-340-720. For a soil metals concentration dmivcd under (to)
of this subsection to be considered protective of ground water, the leaching test effluent concentnUion shall mcct the
following criteria:

(i) For cadmium, lead and zinc, the leaching test effluent conccntration shall be less than or equal to ten (10) times the
applicable ground water cleanup level established under WAC 173-340.720.

(ii) For arsenic, total chromium, hcxavalent chromium, copper, mercury, nickel and selenium, the leaching test effluent -
concentration shall be less than or equal to the applicable ground water cleanup level established under WAC 173-340-
72_._o.0.
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ATTACHMENT C

WAC 173-201A-040

WAC 173-201A-040 Toxic substaneas. (1) Toxic substances shall not be introduced above natural background levels
in waters of the state which have the potential either singularly or cumulatively to adversely effect characteristic water
uses, cause acute or chronic toxicity to the most sensitive biota dependent upon those waters, or adversely effect public
health, as determined by the deparnnent
(2) The department shall employ or requirechemical testing, acute and chronic toxicity testing, and biological
assessments, as appropriate, to evaluate compliance with subsection (1) of this section and to ensure that aquatic
communities and the existing and characteristic beneficial uses of waters are being fully protected.
(3) The following criteria shall be applied to all sttrface waters of the state of Washington for the protection of aquatic
life. The department may revise the following criteria on a statewide or waterbody-specific basis as needed to protect
aquatic life occurring in waters of the state and to increase the technical accuracy of the criteria being applied. The
deparunent shall formally adopt any appropriate revised criteria as part of this chapter in accordance with the
provisions established in chapter 34.05 RCW, the Administrative Procedure Act. The department shall ensure there are
early opportunities for public review and comment on proposals to develop revised criteria. Values are gtg/Lfor all
substances except Ammonia and Chloride which are rag/L:

Freshwater Marine Water
Substance Acute Chronic Acute Chronic

Aldrin/Dieidrin 2.5a 0.0019b 0.71a 0.0019b
Ammonia f,c g,d 0.233h,c 0.035h, d
(un-ionized NH3)
hh

Arsenic dd 360.0c 190.Od 69.0c,11 36.0d,
co,I!

Cadmium dd i,c j,d 42.0c 9.3d
- Chlordane 2.4a 0.0043b 0.0% 0.004b

Chloride 860.0h, c 230.0h, d -
(Dissolved) k
Chlorine (Total Residual) 19.0c 11.0d 13.0c 7.5d
Chlorpyrifos 0.083c 0.041d 0.01 lc 0.0056d
Chromium (Hex) dd 15.0c,l, ii 10.0d_j 1,100.0c 50.0d,ll

,l,ll
Chromium (Tri) gg m,c n,d
Copper dd o,c p,d 4.8c,11 3. Id,ll
Cyanide ¢e 22.0¢ 5.2d 1.0c,m

m

DDT (and 1.1a 0.001b 0.13a 0.001b
metabolites)
Dieldrin/Aldrin e 2.5a 0.0019b 0.71a 0.0019b
Endosulfan 0.22a 0.056b 0.034a 0.0087b
Endrin 0.18a 0.0023b 0.037a 0.0023b
Heptachlor 0.52a 0.0038b 0.053a 0.0036b
Hcxachlomcydoh_ane
(Lindane) 2.0a 0.08b 0.16a
Lead dd q,c r,d 210.0c,! 8.1d, U

1
Mercury S 2.1c,kk, d0.012d, fl" I.Sc_ll,d 0.025d, ff

d d
Nickel dd t,c u,d 74.0c,11 $.2d,!1
Parathion 0.065c 0.013d - -

Pentachlorophenol (PCP) w,c v,d 13.0c 7.9d
Polychlor;n_
Bipbenyls (PCBs) 2.0b 0.014b 10.0b 0.030b
Selenium 20.0c, ff 5.0d, ff 290c,U, 71.0(!,

dd x,ll,dd
Silver dd y,a - 1.9a, ll -
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Toxaphene 0.73c,z 0.0002d 0.21c,z 0.0002d
Zinc dd aa,c bb,d 90.0c,II 81.0d,ll

Notes to Table:

& An instantaneous conceoWation not to be exceeded at any time.

b. A 24-hour average not _obe exceeded.

c. A l-hour average conceowation not to be exceeded more than
once every three years on the average.

d. A 4-day average concentration not to be exceeded more than
once every three years on the average.

e. Aldrin is metabolically converted to Dieldrin. Therefore, the
sum ofthe AIdrin and Dieldrin concentrations are compared
with the Dieldrin criteria.

f. Shall not exceed the numerical value given by:

0.52 + (FI3(FPH)(2)
[O.eX2e-TC._-)):TCAF < < 0where: FT= 10 , TCAP_T_ 3

FT= 10[°'°3Cx'T)l;0_<T_<TCAP
FPH= l;8<pH<9
FPH= (1+ 10°'_H))+ 1.25 ;6.5<pH<8.0
TCA = 20°C; Salmonids present

P
TCA= 25°C; Salmonids absent.

P

g. Shall not exceed the numerical value given by:

0.8o+ ffT)(FPHXP,ATIO)
where- RATIO = 13.5 ; 7.7 < pH < 9

RATIO =
(20.25 x 10O''_)) + (!+ 10fT'_) ; 6.5 < pH < 7.7

• where: FT and FPH are as shown in (f) above except:
TCAP = 15°C; Salmonids presenL
TCAP = 20°C; Salmonids absenL

h. Measured i= m,iigrams per liter rather than micrograms per liter.

i. < (0.944Xe(l.128[In(hardnens)]-3.828)) at hardness= I00. Conversion factor (CF) of 0.944 is hardness dependent. CF is
calculated for other hm'dnesses as follows: CF= 1.136672 - [(In hardnessX0.041838)].

j. < (0.909Xe(0.7852[ln(hardness)]-3.490)) at hardness= 100. Conversions factor (CF) of'0.909 is hardness dependent. CF is
calculated for other hardnesses as follows: CF= 1.101672 - [(In hardnessX0.041838)].

•k. Criterion based on dissolved chloride in association with sodium. This criterion probably will not be adequately protective
when the Chloride is associated with potassium, calcium, Ornuigncsium, rather than sodium.

I. Salinity dependent effects, At low salinity the l-hour average may not be sufl3ciently protective.

o. _<(0.960Xe(°'_'*-)]'''_°)

P.-<(0.960Xe(°._sr''_''_)]'l'_)) 7 ,
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q. < (0.791Xe(2__)]-:.4_o)) at hardness= 100. Conversion factor (CF) of 0.?91 is hardness dependent. CF is calculated for
other hardnesses as follows: CF= 1.46203- [(In hardnessX0.145712)].

r. _<(0.791XeOa'_t_dm')}'4'_ _ hardness= ]00. Conversion factor (CF) of 0.?91 is hardness dependent. CF is calculated for
other hardnesses as follows: CF= 1.46203 - [(In hardnessX0.145712)].

s. If the four-day average chronic concentration is exceeded more than once in a three-year period, the edible portion of the
consumed species should be analyzed. Said edible tissue concentrations shall not be allowed to exceed 1.0 mg/kg of
me.thylmercory.

L _<(0.998Xc(°':'_k'n'_'')l ))

u. _<(0.997Xc(°''_°[''n''_'.)J )

v. < cl:'°°_'s'_°]

w. < e[i'°°_r_)4.aLgOl

x. The status of the fish community should be monitored whenever the concentration of selenium exceeds 5.0 ug/l in salt water.

y. <(0.85Xe(:.7_w-,-_')]'_.5_)

z. Channel Catfish may be more acutely sensitive.

aa.< (0.978Xe(°'u'i_(s'N'_)} *o.uo4))

bb < (0.986Xe(°'u73_)]*°'_6:4))

cc.Nonlcthaleffects(growth, C-14 uptake,andchlorophyllproduction)to diatoms(Thalassiosiraaestivalisand Skeletonema
costatum)whicharecommon to Washington'swatershavebeen notedat levelsbelow the established criteria.The importance
of theseeffectsto the diatompopulationsandtheaquaticsysternissufficiently inquestionto persuadethe stateto adopt the
USEPA NationalCriteria value (36 ttg/L) as the statethresholdcriteria,however,whereverpracticalthe ambient
concentrationsshouldnot beallowedto exceeda chronicmaxmeconcentrationof 21 ttg/L.

dd Theseambientcriteria in the table are for thedissolvedfraction.The cyanidecriteriaarcbased on the weak aciddissociable
method.The metalscriteria may notbe usedto calculatetotal recoverableeffluent limits unless the seasonalpartitioningof
the dissolvedto totalmetals in the ambientwaterare known.When this.informationis absent,thesemetals criteria shall be
appliedastotal recoverablevalues,determinedby hack-¢alcniation,usingthe conversionfactorsincorporated in the criterion
equations.Metals criteriamay be adjustedon a site-specificbasiswhendataaremadeavailable to thedepartment clearly
demonstratingthe effectiveuse of the water effectsratio approachestablishedby USEPA, as generallyguided by the
proceduresin USEPA Water Quality StandardsHandbook,December1983,as supplementedorreplaced. Information which
is usedto developeffluent limits basedon applying metalspartitioningstudiesor theWatereffects ratio approachshall be
identified inthepermit fact sheetdevelopedpursuantto WAC 173-220-060 or 173-226-110, as appropriate,and shallbemade
availablefor thepublic commentperiodrequiredpursuantto WAC 173-220-050 or 173-226-130(3), asappropriate.

ce.The criteriafor cyanide is basedon theweak and dissociablemethod in the 17thF.,d.StandardMethods for the Examination of
Wa_r andWastewater,4500-CN I, and asrevised(se¢foomotedd,above).

IT.These criteria arebased on the total-recoverable fraction of the metal.

gg Where methods to measure trivalont chromium are unavailable, these criteriaare to be representedby total-recoverable
chromium.

hh Tables for the conversion of total ammonia to un-ionized ammonia for freshwater can be found in the USEPA's Quality
Criteria for Water, 1986. Criteria concentrations based on total ammonia for marine water can be found in USEPA Ambient

Water Quality Cdteria for Ammonia (Saltwater)-1989, EPA440/5-88-004, April 1989.

ii. Conversion factorto calculate dissolved metal concenU_tion iS 0.982.

jj. Conversion factorto calculate dissolved metal concamlmtion is 0.962.
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ATTACHMENT E

WAC 173-340-7490 (February 15, 2001)

WAC 173-340-7490

Terrestrialecologicalevaluationprocedures.

(1) Purpose.
(a) WAC 173-340-7490 through 173-340-7494 define the goals and procedures the department will use for:.
(i) Determining whether a release of hazardous substances to soil may pose a threat to the terrestrial environmcm;
(ii) Characterizing existing or potential threats to terrestrial plants or animals exposed to hazardous substances in soil;
and (iii) Establishing site-specific cleanup standards for the protection of terrestrial plant_ and animals.
(b) Information collected during a terrestrialecological evaluation shall also be used in developing and evaluating
cleanup action altenuttives and in selecting a cleanup action under WAC 173-340-350 through 173-340-390. WAC
173-340-7490 through !73-340-7494 do not necessarily require a cleanup action for terrestrial ecological protection
separate from a human health-based cleanup action. Where appropriate, a tesxes_al ecological evaluation may be
conducted so as to avoid duplicative studies of soil contamination that will be rcmediated to address otha"concerns, as
provided in WAC 173-340.350 (TXcXiii)(F)(II).
(c) These procedures arc not intended to be used to evaluate potential threats to ecological receptors in sediments,
surface water, or wetlands. Procedures for sediment evaluations arc described in WAC 173-340-760, and for surface
water evaluations in WAC 173-340-730. Procedures for wetland evaluations shall be determined by the department on
a case-by-case basis.

(2) Requirements. In the event of a release of a hazardous substance to the soil at a site, one of the following actions
shall be taken:

(a) Document an exclusion from any further terrestrial ecological evaluation using the criteria in WAC 173-340-7491;
Co)Conduct a simplified terrestrial ecological evaluation as set forth in WAC 173-340-7492, or
(c) Conduct a site-specific terrestrialecological evaluation as set forth in WAC 173-340-7493.

(3) Goal. The goal of the terrestrialecological evaluation process isthe protection of tenes_al ecological receptors i
from exposure to contaminated soil with the potential to cause significant adverse effects. For species protected under ....
the Endangered Species Act or other applicable laws that extend protection to individuals of a species, a significant
adverse effect means an impact that would significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns that include, but are not
limited to, breeding, feeding, or sheltering. For all other species, significant adverse cffec'_ are effects that impair
reproduction, growth or survival.
(a) The simplified tern:atrialecological evaluation process has been developed to be protective of terrestrial ecological
receptors at most qualifying Sites, while the site-specific terrestrial ecological evaluation process is inunuied to be
highly likely to be protective at any site.
(b) The following policy on terresu_ ecological receptors to.Ix: protectco applies to all terrestrial ecological
evaluations. For land uses other than industrial or commercial,protectiveness is eval-lte_ relative to terrestrial plants,
wildlife, and ecologically important functions of soil biota that affect plants or wildlife.
For industrial or commercial properties, cungnt or future potential for exposure to soil contamination need only be
evaluated for terresnial wildlife protection. Plants and soil biota need not be considered unless:
(i) ThespeciesisprotectedunderthefederalEndangeredSpeciesAct;or
(ii) The soil contmninafion is located on an area of tunindustrial or commcrcial property where vesctatinn must be
malnudncd to comply with local gnvanment land use regulations.
(c) For the purposes of this section, "indusu-ial pmlxa_" means properties meeting the dcfmition in WAC 173-340-
200. "Commadal property"means pmpe_es that are cmrently zoned for commacial property use and thaxare
characterized by or arc committed to traditional commercial uses such as offices, retail and wholesale sales,
professional s_vices, consumer services, end, warehousing.
(d) Any terrestrial nnnedy, including exclusions, based at least in part on future land use assumptions shall include a
completion date forsuch future development acceptable to the tiepin'anent.

(4) Point of compliance.
(a) Conditional point of compliance. For sites with _onal controls to prevent excavadon of deeper soil, a
conditional point of compliance may be set at the biologically active soil zone. This zone is assumed to extend to a
depth of six feet. The department may approve a site-specific depth based on a demonstration that an alternative depth
is more appropriatefor the site. In making this demonstration, the following shall be considered:
(i) Depth to which soil macro-invertebrates are likely to occur,
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(ii) Depth to which soil turnover (bioturbation) is likely to occur due to the activities of soil invertebrates;
- (iii) Depth to which animals likely to occur at the site are expected to burrow;,and

(iv) Depth to which plant roots are likely to extend.
(b) Standard point of compliance. An institutional conu'ol is not required for soil contamination that is at lcaft fifteen
feet below the ground surface. This represents a reasonable estimate of the depth of soil that could be excava!ed and
distributed at the soil surface as a result of site development activities, resulting in exposure by ecological receptors.

(5) Additional measures. The d_ent may require additional m_ to eval_ potential threats to terrestrial
ecological receptors notwithstanding the provisions in this and the following sections, when based upon a site-specific
review, the department determines that such measur_ are necessary to protect the environment.

Table 749-2

Priority Contaminants of Ecological Concern for sites that Qualify for the Simplified Terrestrial Ecological
Evaluation Procedure.'

Priority contaminant Soil concentration (mg/kg)
Unrestricted Indusuial or
land useb commercial site

METALS c

Antimony See note d See note d
Arsenic III 20 mg/kg 20 mg/kg
Arsenic V 95 mg/kg 260 mg/kg
Barium 1,250 mg/kg 1,320 mg/kg
Beryllium 25 mg/kg See note d
Cadmium 25 mg/kg 36 mg/kg
Chromium (total) 42 mg/kg 135 mg/kg
Cobalt See note d See note d

Copper 100 mg/kg 550 mg/kg
Lead 220 mg/kg 220 mg/kg
Magnesium See note d See note d

.... Manganese See note d 23,500 mg/kg
Mercury, inorganic 9 mg/kg 9 mg/kg
Mercury, organic 0.7 mg/kg 0.7 mg/kg
Molybdenum See note d 71 mg/kg
Nickel 100 mg/kg 1,850 mg/kg
Selenium 0.8mg/kg 0.8mg/kg
Silver See note d See note d
Tin 275 mg/kg See note d
Vanadium 26 mg/kg See note d
Zinc 270 mg/kg 570 mg/kg
PESTICIDES

Aldicarb/aldicarb sulfone (total) See note d See note d
Aldrin 0.17 mg/kg 0.17 mg/kg
Benzene hexachloride (including
lindane) 10 mg/kg 10 mg/kg
Carbofuran See note d See note d
Chlordane ! mg/kg 7 mg/kg
Chlorpyrifos/chlorpyrifos-mcthyl
(total) See note d See note d
DDT/DDD/DDE (total) 1 mg/kg ! mg/kg
Dieldrin 0.17 mg/kg 0.17 mg/kg
Endosulfan See note d See note d
Endrin 0.4 mg/kg 0.4"mg/kg
Heptachlor/heptachlor epoxide
(total) 0.6mg/kg 0.6mWks
Hexachlorobenzene 31 mg/kg 31 mg/kg

Parathion/methyl parathion (total) See note d See note d
Pcntachlorophcnol 11 mg/kg I 1 mg/kg
Toxaphene See note d See note d
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OTHER CHLORINATED
ORGANICS

Chlorinated dibenzofurans (total) 3E-06 mg/kg 3E-06 mg/kg
Dioxins (total) $E-(_ mg/kg 5E-06 mg/kg
Hexachlorophene Seenoted Seenoted

mixtures(total) 2mg/kg 2 mg/kg
Pentechlorobem_e 168 mg/kg See noted
OTHT.,RNONCHLORINATgD
ORGANICS

Acenaphthene See note d See note d
Benzo(a)pyrene 30 mg/kg 300 mg/kg
Bis (2-ethylhexyl) phthalate See note d See note d
Di-n-butyl phthalate 200 mg/kg See note d
PETROLEUM

Gasoline Range Organics 200 mg/kg 12,000 mg/kg
except that the
concentration
shall not exceed
residual
saturation at the
soil surface.

Diesel Range Organics 460 mg/kg 15,000 mg/kg
except that the
concentration
shall not exceed
residual
saturation at the
soil surface.

Footnotes:

aCautiononmisusingthesechemicalconcentrationnumbers.Thesevalueshaveboe_developedforuseat-siteswhereasite-
specificterrestrialecologicalevaluationisnotrequired.Theyarenotintendedtobeprotectiveofterresu'ialecological
receptorsateverysite.Exceedancesofthevaluesinthistabledonotnecessarilytriggerrequirementsforcleanupactionunder
thischapter.The tableisnotintendedforpurposessuchasevaluatingsludgesorwastes.
Thislistdoesnotimplythatsamplingmustbeconductedforeachofthroechemicalsateverysite.Samplingshouldbe

conductedforthosechemicalsthatmightbepresmtbasedonavailableinformation,suchascurrentandpastusesofchemicals
at the site.

bApplies to any site that doesnot meetthe definitionof industrialor commercial.
cFor arsenic, use the valence state most likely m be appropriate for site conditions, unless laboratory information is available.
Where soil conditions alternate between saturated, anaerobic and unsaturated, aerobic _,.t_, resulting in the alternating
presence of arsenic III and arsenic V, the arsenic III concentrations shall apply.

d Safe concentration has not yet been established.
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kk Conversion factor to calculate dissolved metal concentration is 0.85.

il. Marine conversion factors (CF) used for calculating dissolved metals concenwations. Conversion factors are applicable to
both acute and chronic criteria for all metals except mercury. CF for mercury is applicable to the acute criterion only.
Conversion factors are already incorporatedinto the criteria in the table. Dissolved criterion= criterion x CF

Metal CF

Arsenic 1.000
Cadmium 0.994

Chromium(VI) 0.993
Copper 0.83
Lead 0.951
Mercury 0.85
Nickel 0.990
Selenium 0.998
Silver 0.85
Zinc 0.946

m The cyanide criteria are: 9.1_tg/! chronic and 2.8_g/I acute and areapplicable only to waters which are east of a line from
m. Point Roberts to Lawrence Point, to Green Point to Deception Pass; and south from Deception Pass and of a line from

Partridge Point to Point Wilson.

(4) USEPA Quality Criteria for Water, 1986 shall be used in the use and interpretation of the values listed in subsection
(3) of this section.
(5) Concenwations of toxic, and other Substances with toxic propensities not listed in subsection (3) of this section shall
be determined in consideration of USEPA Quality Criteria for Water, 1986, and as revised, and other relevant
information as appropriate. Human health-based water quality criteriaused by the state are contained in 40 CFR 131.36
(known as the National Toxics Rule).
(6) Risk-based criteria for carcinogenic substances shall be selected such that the upper-bound excess cancer risk is less
than or equal to one in one million.
[Statutory Authority: Chapter 90.48 RCW and 40 CFR 131.97-23-064 (Order 94-19), § 173-201A-040, filed 1 1/18/97,
effective_]2/19/97. Statutory Authority: Chapter 90.48 RCW. 92,24-037 (Order 92-29), § 173-201A-040, filed
I!/25/92i effective 12/26/92.]
NOTES:

Reviser's note: The hracketa and enclosed material in the text of the above section occurred in the copy :filedby the
agency.
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of the eight RCRA metals (Attachment E). These concentrations are developed to protect
wildlife through direct ingestion of soil using a robin/shrew food chain model, two
surrogate receptors meant to represent ldghly exposed species. Soil concentrations were
also developed for plants and soil invertebrates using toxicity values fi'om the published
literature. The most restrictive value was then placed into Table 749-2.

Generally, the Method A concentrations are less than or similar to Table 749-2
(seeTable I).However, theMTCA Method A standardslistdoesnotincludevaluesfor

barium,totalchromium orselenium.For theseconstituents,theTable749-2 ecological
standardslistedinTable1 (adjustedforbackgroundandPQLs) willbe usedasscreening
criteriaforthetopthreefeetofembankrnentfill.

3. The Port of Seattle will monitor the seepage water from the rock underdrain
for contaminants. Monitoring shall be for a period of 10 years, on a monthly basis.
Based on the monitoring results, the monitoring schedule may be modified by FWS.

The Port of Searde shah prepare a water quality monitoring plan to track the
qualityofseepagefrom thedrainagelayerbeneaththeThirdRunway embardmzem fill.
Such a planshallbe preparedtoaddresstheamount ofmordtoringina tieredorphased
approach. For example, if it is determlr_ed that water flowing through the new
embankznent is exceeding designated surface water quality criteria, new monitoring
points may be established between the erabankment and MiLler Creek to evaluate the
fateand IT_nsportof theimpactedfillwater.MonitoringMiller Creek would represent
the final phase of a monitoring program if it were d_itaed that constituents in
embanlanentfillwaterwerereachingthecreek.The Portshalldevelopa monitoringplan i
inconsultationwithFWS. The PortshaLlsubmita draftmonitoringplantoFWS forits
reviewand approvalwithin120 daysafterFWS" issuanceofa biologicalopinionor
concurrenceIctmr.The monitoringplanshallprovideforaminimum ofthreeyearsof
monthlymonitoring,withthemonitoringperiodcommencing upon detectionofseepage
from thedrainagelayerofthecompletedcmbanlcm=nt.At theend ofthethree-y=ar
monitoringperiod,thePortandFWS shallreevaluatetheneed tomodify orcontinuethe
monitoringprogram. Intheeventseepageisnot detectedwithinsixyearsaRcr
completion of embankment construction, the Port and FWS shall likewise reevaluate the
need to modify or continue the monitoring program. In the event monitoHno_ dctcvts
,uU.f_o.tc_e,nLLadverseimpa.cts, to..amj_a.r.!.c.!jf¢ in the nroiect area. the Port .¢]___Jj_'j_.nj,tjg!,e_
consu ]tatLon a.s__e_..m)_.j._m. D.l_'m.c_L03._e,_tr_.to. addr.,_,._..su$_h__mv_cts.

4, 5. If material is used which is known to have contaminants, this material shall
be distributed over a large area to avoid creath, g a _hot spot" in the embankment.
The Port of Seattle will request FWS approval for those fill materials proposed that
do not meet MTCA Method A standards, at a minimum. Information on why these
materials are to be used and proof that their ehemieal e0nstituents/ievels will not
result in environmental impacts to aquatic organisms needs to be provided.

The use of MTCA Method A as a screening standard for incoming fill material
will avoid the creation of"hot spots" in the embankment. In the event that the Pete
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fromnumeroussourcesintheregion.Thus,incolumn 7,a rangeof
screeningcriteriabetweenbackgroundlevels,when available,and Method
A standardsissbr,wn. IntheeventthePortdesirestoestablishsite-

specificbackgrou,_dcriteria,itwilldiscussproposedcriteriawithFWS
andrcinidateconsultationasappropriate.If'thesupplierswish zoplace
soilinthedrainagecoyerlayerthatexceedbackgroundconcentrations,the

Pozxwillconfirmtheacceptabilityofthematerialby requiringsuppliers
usingthatsourceto conductsufficic-ntSPLP testingtoshow thatMethod
A criteriaareprotectiveofbaselineconditionsforsurfacewaterreceptors.

(iv) To confm,n theprotectivenessoftheMethod A standardsand theThree
PhasePartitioningModel, SPLP metingwillbe usedasa laboratory
method to enrage that leaching of metals through potential embankment
soil will not occurr at unacceptable levels. SPLP testing according to the
procedures contained in WAC 173-340-747(7) and SPLP methodology are
shown in Artachmenm B and D respectively. SPLP results win be
compared,asaninitialscreeningtool,tofreshwaterambientwaterquality
criteriaaccordingtoguidelinesoutlinedatWAC 173-201A-040
(AttachmentC). LftheSPLP rcstfltsindicatethatmetalsintheproposed
fillmaterialdo notleachatlevelsabovethefreshwmerambientwater

: qualitycriteria,adjustedforPQLs asappropriate,thematerialwillbe
consideredsuftablefro"placerne_n_t_IftheSPLP indicatesthatmetalsinthe
proposedfillmaterialleachatlevelsaboveambientwaterqualitycriteria,

- _e Port will either rejccz the mazeria] c: _.;.::':.--:*._: _;'-'-]'._c,"',Y: ZPLP ]

e4ht,c.orobtainF'W'S_ beforeacceptanceofthematerial.-_T.l.xt'ou_hIa.z:einitiatedconsultation.The PortshallsubmitzoFWS fori_ reviewand
approvalaplandescribingthePort'sSPLP protocol.The FWS shall
approvethisplanpriorthePort'simplementationof theSPIN protocol

(c) Organ.ocb..iorines:The Portwillemploy thefollowingstandardsand protocols
concerningtheplacementoffiLlinthedra/nagelayercover:

(i) The Portwillrequiretesting fororganochlorineson thosesiteswhe,"esuch
compounds may be present, including sizes with potential commercial
pesticide applic.z_ions, and sites with historic wood preserving operations.

The supplier, with Port review, will identify sites potentially containing
such compounds through the process discussed above under Response 1
(i.e., Phase I and ]I Environmental Site Assessmcms). The Port will
update guidelines provided to suppliers to clearly state that testing for
additional constituents must b= conducted as appropriam based on current
and historicalsiteland uses.

(ii) As withtheremainderoftheembankment filL,sourcesof fillproposed for
placementinthedrainagelayercoverwhichhave detectablelevelsof
organochlorineswillnotexceedMTCA Method A criteria.

4
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_.,o_.,¢_ National Oceani(: and Atmaapheri= Adminim:rationNATIONALMARINE FISHERIESSERVICE
-. .t_s _ r Northwest Region

7600 SandPoint Way N.E., Bldg. 1
Seattle, WA 98115

May 31, 2001

Lowell H. Johnson
Manager, Airport Division
Federal Aviation Administration
1601 Lind Avenue S.W.

Renton, Washington 98055-4056

Re: Biological Assessment for Master Plan Update Improvements at Seattle-Tacoma
International Airport (NMFS No. WSB-00-318) and Essential Fish Habitat consultation

Dear Mr. Johnson:

On June 16, 2000, the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) received a Biological
Assessment (BA) from the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on behalf of the Port of
Seattle (Port). The Port is FA.A's designated non-federal representative for this consultation.
The BA considered numerous construction projects included in the Master Plan Update
Improvements for Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA). FAA requested consultation
under the Endangered Species Act (Sec 7(a)(2)) for chinook salmon (Onchorhynchus
tshawytscha). The Port is the proponent of the STIA projects but FA.A provides partial funding
for the action, thus creating a Federal nexus and the need for section 7 consultation. This
consultation covers federal actions that are required to implement STIA projects including: 1)
FAA funding of airport improvements, 2) FAA construction of a control tower and navigational
aids, 3) Issuance of a 404 permit by the Corps of Engineers (COE) as required by the Federal
Clean Water Act. The BA also addressed the effects of STIA projects on Essential Fish Habitat
(EFH) of coastal pelagic species and West Coast groundfish as required by Section 305(b) of the
Magnuson-Stevens Act. EFH for Coho salmon (O. kisutch), a candidate species in Puget Sound,
was not considered in this consultation although an independent assessment of EFH for coho was
prepared by the Port and delivered to NMFS on March 27, 2001.

The BA concludes that STIA projects "may affect," but are "not likely to adversely affect"
chinook salmon and that construction and operation of the projects "may affect" but is "not likely
to destroy or adversely modify" designated critical habitat. The BA also concludes that STIA
projects are "not likely to adversely affect" any identified EFH for the coastal pelagic species and
West Coast G-roundfish.

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

This consultation is based upon the BA (June 2000) and supplemental information that was
formally transmitted to NMFS by FAA or the Port. These submittals include: Supplement for
Property Acquisition and Demolition for 34X Runway Protection Zone (September I1, 2000),
Clean Water Act Section 404 Permit Application (October 30, 2000), Supplement to the BA
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(December 14, 2000) as well as Sea-Tac Runway Fill Hydrology Studies Report (PGG 2000),
Seattle-Tacoma Airport Master Plan Update, Low Streamflow Analysis (Earth Tech, Inc. 2000)
and Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan (Parametrix 2000) submitted in January,
2001. In addition numerous telephone conversations and e-mail messages have transmitted
information between NMFS, the Port and Pammetrix, the Port's environmental consultant. The
final document required to initiate formal consultation, a response to concerns raised bythe Fish
and Wildlife Service (FWS) about potential contamination in the embankment fill, was
submitted on 26 March 2001 and modified on 30 March 2001.

Scientific consultants retained by the Airport Communities Coalition (ACC) also reviewed the
above documents and provided extensive comments for NMFS evaluation during the
consultation process.

The NMFS concurs with the effects determination of"may affect not likely to adversely affect"
freshwater or marine life stages of threatened Puget Sound chinook salmon or designated critical
habitat. Additionally, construction and operation of the STIA projects are "not likely to
adversely affect" EFH for coastal pelagic species or West Coast Groundfish.

Project Location and Description

Most STIA projects are located within the cities of SeaTac and Des Moines, King County,
Washington (Sections 4 and 5, Township 22 North, Range 4 East, and Sections 20, 21, 28, 29,
32, and 33, Township 23 North, Range 4 East, Willamette Meridian). Off-site wetland
mitigation will occur in the City of Auburn, King County, Washington (Section 31, Township 22
North, Range 5 East, Willamette Meridian).

STIA projects will develop portions of property located on and near the existing Sea-Tat airport,
and provide wetland mitigation near the Green River in the City of Auburn. The principal
objectives of these actions are: 1) to provide a new 8,500 foot air carder runway, 2) to provide a
600 foot extension to an existing runway, 3) to extend runway safety areas to meet existing FAA
safety standards, 4) to upgrade existing facilities at SEA-TAC airport. Construction is scheduled
for completion in 2010.

STIA projects (Table 1) include: the construction of runways, taxiways, borrow areas and runway
safety areas (RSAs); installation of FAA and navigation aids (e.g., the new Airport Traffic
Control Tower, airport surveillance radar [ASR], and airport surface detection equipment
[ASDE]); improvements to airfield buildings, terminal and air cargo areas, roads, parking, the
South Aviation Support Area (SASA), stormwater management facilities and the Industrial
Wastewater System (IWS) facilities; and acquisition and demolition of existing structures.
Proposed actions also include the relocation of approximately a 980-foot reach of Miller Creek as
well as the development of avian habitat at a mitigation site near the CrreenRiver in Auburn.

k..
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The "action area" for these actions is the locations where STIA project construction will occur
and the surrounding vicinity where direct and indirect effects could reasonably be expected to
occur. This includes the aquatic habitat of Miller, Walker (a tributary to Miller), Des Moines,
and Gilliam creeks downstream of the airport and the associated estuaries of Miller and Des
Moines Creeks. The area surrounding the Midway Sewer District ouffall in Puget Sound is

considered to be part of the action area because effluent from the Industrial Wastewater System is
released to the Midway Sewer District. The Auburn wetland mitigation site and vicinity, where
indirect effects could reasonably occur, are also included in the action area.

Status of the Species and Critical Habitat

The NMFS assessment of the effects of an action involves the initial steps of defining the
biological requirements and current status of the listed species, and evaluating the relevance of
the environmental baseline to the species' current status.

The status review of west coast chinook salmon populations defined 15 Evolutionarily
Significant Units (ESUs) in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and California, including the Puget
Sound ESU (Myers et al. 1998). Chinook salmon in the Puget Sound ESU have declined
substantially from historic levels due to the effects of hatchery supplementation on genetic fitness
of stocks _,severely degraded spawning and rearing habitats throughout the area, and harvest
exploitation rates exceeding 90 percent for some Puget Sound chinook stocks. Puget Sound
chinook were designated as threatened in March 1999 (NMFS 1999a)

Chinook salmon from the Puget Sound region consist largely of summer and fall run stocks, with
juveniles that typically migrate to the marine environment during their first year of life (Myers et
at. 1998). These "ocean-type" chinook rear in freshwater a few months or less, and most of their
rearing occurs in the nearshore marine environment. Generally, ocean-type chinook migrate
downstream in the spring, within months after emergence, or during the summer and autumn
after a brief period of rearing in fresh water (Healey 1991; Myers et at. 1998). In Puget Sound,
subyearling chinook salmon smolts typically migrate near the shoreline then move offshore as
they grow in size. Yearling chinook smolts, that are typically produced by spring run adults and
are uncommon in the project area, would spend less time near the shoreline of Puget Sound.
Chinook juveniles may reside in the Puget Sound region until at least November before
migrating to the North Pacific Ocean (Hartt and Dell 1986). Mature chinook salmon return to
their natal rivers predominately as three-, four- and five-year-olds.
Juvenile chinook salmon feed opportunistically in Puget Sound. They consume large
zooplankton, such as euphausiids and large copepods, amphipods, juvenile shrimp, and larval
fishes (e.g., herring and sandlance) (Miller et at. 1977; Fresh et at. 1979, Simenstad et al. 1982).
In areas where riparian habitat is abundant near the Sound, terrestrial insects can be an important
prey item for juveniles up to 75 mm or so. Larger chinook will typically consume larger prey and
the proportion of fish in the diet increases with size.

G
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Chinook salmon that are present in the action area will most likely be from either the
Green/Duwamish River (for the off-site mitigation action area and Gilliam creek) or the Puyallup
River (for the estuaries of Miller and Des Moines creeks) stocks. The Duwamish/Green stock is
considered to be healthy (WDFW 1993). The status of the Puyallup River stock was considered
to be uncertain by WDFW (1993). Population trends for each stock is reported (Myers et al
1998) to be increasing gradually (1-5%).

Critical habitat for Puget Sound chinook salmon was designated in February 2000 (NMFS 2000)
and includes all Puget Sound waters, estuaries, and freshwater habitats accessible to Puget Sound
chinook salmon. Due to the complex life histories of salmonid species, habitats must be available
for juvenile rearing, juvenile migration corridors, growth and development to adulthood, adult
migration corridors and spawning. Major river basins that support this ESU include the
Nooksack, Skagit, Stillaguamish, Snohomish, GreenfDuwamish, Puyallup, Nisqually,
Skokomish, Dungeness, Cedar, and Elwha Rivers. Critical habitat for threatened Puget Sound
chinook salmon in the Duwamish hydrologic units is limited to habitat downstream from the
Howard Hansen Dam. Major bays and estuarine/marine areas providing critical habitat to this
ESU include the South Sound, Hood Canal, Elliott Bay, Possession Sound, Admiralty Inlet,
Saratoga Passage, Rosario Strait, Strait of Georgia, Haro Strait, and the Strait of Juan De Fuca.

No threatened Puget Sound chinook salmon occur in Miller, Walker or Des Moines Creeks.
There is no documented historical usage of Miller or Walker Creeks by chinook salmon. Recent
surveys confirm that coho and chum. salmon.spawn in Miller creek but did not observe any
chinook salmon. These surveys found a general lack of clean, unembedded gravel of a suitable
size for chinook spawning, and a general lack of pools and instream eover for rearing. The
specific physical characteristics of the stream do not provide appropriate habitat for spawning or
rearing ofchinook salmon. Consequently, there is no critical habitat present in Miller or Walker
Creeks upstream of the estuary.

Des Moines Creek also lacks suitable habitat for chinook salmon spawning and rearing and was
not used historically by chinook. Although nearly 75,000 juvenile chinook were released in Des
Moines Creek between 1990 and 1993 (Myers et al 1998), there is no documented return of
adults. Because few anadromous fish are able to pass the culvert beneath Marine View Drive,
adult spawners would have been concentrated in the creek's lower 0.4 mile and evident to users
of Des Moines Beach Park. Coho and chum salmon as well as cutthroat and steelhead trout
occur in the lower reaches of Des Moines creek.

Given these considerations, the freshwater portion of Miller and Des Moines Creeks is not
critical habitat for chinook salmon. The only critical habitat in either basin is located at the
estuarine mouths of each creek. These areas may provide habitat for juvenile and adult
migration. During the summer of 2000, the King County Department of Natural Resources
conducted a pilot study to evaluate the use of nearshore marine areas by all species of juvenile
salmonids. The collected samples between June and August at eight sites including Miller Creek
using beach seines. On the nearshore marine beaches near Miller Creek they obtained
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approximately 0.5 fish per seine haul, lower population densities than were reported for other
sites in their study area. These data suggest that the nearshore area around Miller Creek, and
probably at Des Moines Creek, do not p" ide significant marine rearing habitat for Puget Sound
chinook salmon.

The wetland mitigation site and Gilliam Creek are located in the Green/Duwamish River Basin.
Development of the 482 mi2Green/Duwamish watershed has resulted in a variety of changes to
the basin's suitability for salmonids. This development includes the diversion of Black and White
rivers during the early 1900s, construction of Howard Hansen Dam (RM 64) that blocks access to
significant habitat upstream, diking of the mainstem below RM 38, forest practices, agriculture,
urbanization, and industrialization in the lower Duwamish River. Of the original
GreenflDuwamish estuary, 97 percent has been filled; 70 percent of its original flow has been
diverted to other basins, and 90 percent of the original floodplain is no longer flooded on a
regular basis (USEPA 2000a). The city of Tacoma diverts flows in the upper watershed for use
as a municipal water supply. The middle portion of the basin remains primarily rural; however,
agriculture has increased sediments and nutrients in the river, degrading water quality as well as
salmon spawning and rearing habitats. The lower reaches are becoming increasingly urbanized.
The tidally influenced Duwamish Waterway has been extensively dredged and channelized for
maritime use by the Port of Seattle and private industry. Despite these significant anthropogenic
alterations, chinook salmon and other anadromous salmonids (coho, chum, steelhead) use the
Green/Duwamish for spawning, rearing and migration. The BA indicates that chinook and other
salmonspawn in the Green River, within several hundred feet of the wetland mitigation site.
Therefore, this portion of the Green River is critical habitat for threatened Puget Sound chinook
salmon.

Gilliam Creek is a small creek that is a tributary to the Green River and discharges to the Green
River in the vicinity of the city of Tukwila. This creek discharges to that part of the Green River
used for migration by returning adults and outmigrating juveniles. Gilliam Creek is used
primarily by resident fish because culverts limit adult salmonid access to this tributary. Gilliam
creek has been impacted by development; it is extensively culverted and receives stormwater
runoff that causes high peak flows and low base flows. The lack of spawning gravel and
appropriate flow conditions for chinook makes it very unlikely that adult chinook salmon will
use Gilliam Creek for spawning. During the winter and spring months, juvenile salmon could be
rearing in the area where Oilliam Creek discharges to the Green River. One juvenile salmon
observed in Gilliam creek in February 1997 was recorded s a chinook by Ryan Partee, a fisheries
biologist employed by the City of Tukwila. Thatnfish apparently entered Gilliam creek because
the flap gate located at the confluence of Gilliam creek and the Green River was partially open.
The occurrence of chinook salmon in Gilliam Creek is a rare event. Entering Gilliam Creek may
impede outmigration of juvenile salmonids and because the flap gate restricts flow and may limit
return to the Green River for outmigration. Proposed restoration projects in Gilliam Creek and
removal of the flap gate may increase the value of Gilliam Creek for chinook rearing habitat,
although the stream will still be impacted by urban development unrelated to STIA.
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The IWS outfall is located in Puget Sound 1,800 ft offshore and in 170 ft of water. This area is
critical habitat and represents a migration corridor for returning adult chinook salmon. No
juvenile chinook will be present at this depth.

Effects Determination

Guidance for making determinations of effects are contained in The Habitat Approach,
Implementation of Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act for Actions Affecting the Habitat of
Pacific Anadromous Salmonids, (NMFS 1999b). The NMFS' critical habitat analysis considers
the extent to which the proposed action impairs the function of essential elements necessary for
migration, spawning, incubation and rearing of the listed salmon under the existing
environmental baseline.

Not likely to adversely affect (NLA.A) is the appropriate conclusion when effects on listed
species are expected to be discountable, or insignificant, or completely beneficial. Beneficial
effects are contemporaneous positive effects without any adverse effects to the. species.
Insignificant effects relate to the size of the impact and should never reach the scale where take
occurs (USFWS/NMFS 1998). Discountable effects are those so extremely unlikely to occur that
a reasonable person would not be able to meaningfully measure, detect or evaluate it (NMFS
1999b). This level of effect requires informal consultation, which consists of NMFS concurrence
with the action agency's determination.

NMFS has related the biological requirements for listed salmonids to a number of habitat
attributes, or pathways, in the Matrix of Pathways and Indicators (MPI). These pathways (Water
Quality, Habitat Access, Habitat Elements, Channel Condition and Dynamics, Flow/hydrology,
Watershed Conditions, Disturbance History, and Riparian Reserves) indirectly measure the
baseline biological health of listed salmon populations through the health of their habitat.
Specifically, each pathway is made up of a series of individual indicators (e.g. indicators for
Water Quality include Temperature, Sediment, and Chemical Contamination.) that are measured
or described direct_ _ (NMFS 1996). Based on the measurement or description, each indicator is
classified within the properly functioning condition (PFC) framework as: 1) properly functioning,
2) at risk, or 3) not properly functioning. Properly functioning condition is def'med as "the
sustained presence of natural habitat forming processes in a watershed that are necessary for the
long-term survival of the species through the full range of environmental variation."

The BA included MPIs for Miller Creek, the Miller Creek estuary, Des Moines Creek, the Des
Moines Creek estuary and the Green River near the Auburn mitigation site. The MPI for GiUiam
Creek was submitted, in response to a request from NMFS, on 2 November 2000. For Miller,
DesMoines and GiUiam creeks nearly all indicators are considered to be "not properly
functioning" and none were "properly functioning". Habitat conditions in the estuaries are
somewhat better than upstream habitat conditions, generally being classified as "at risk" rather
than "not properly functioning". However, the estuaries have been seriously altered by riprap
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along the channel and filling of tidelands that limits total benthic production in the estuaries. All
habitat conditions in the Green River were classified as "at risk" except for refugia which was
considered to be "not properly functioning" because of lack of off channel habitat for rearing
juveniles.

STIA projects will have temporary and long-term impacts to the aquatic habitat in Miller,
Walker, and Des Moines Creeks. Less substantial impacts are expected to occur in Gilliam
Creek, the estuaries of Miller and Des Moines Creeks, the outfall of the Midway Sewer District
and in the Green River during construction of the offsite mitigation wetland. Potential impacts
include changes in water quality, alterations to hydrologic conditions and alterations to wetland
and stream habitats. Numerous conservation measures are proposed to reduce and minimize

poter_tial adverse impacts.

Since there are no chinook salmon, or critical habitat for chinook salmon, in Miller, Walker or
Des Moines Creeks, STIA projects in these watersheds will have no direct effects to threatened

Puget Sound chinook. The only potential indirect effects will occur in the estuaries of Miller and
Des Moines Creeks and are expected to be insignificant or discountable. Effects of STIA
projects are also insignificant or discountable for Gilliam Creek, the Midway Sewer outfall and
the Green River. Consequently, NLAA is the appropriate determination for the project. The
NMFS has completed a detailed evaluation of these projects in case reinitiation of consultation
will be required in the future.

Water quality: Miller, Walker and Des Moines Creeks could potentially be affected by STIA
projects due to construction activities and permanent additions of impervious surface that could
lead to additional sediments and contaminants in stormwater runoff. Contaminants include

conventional pollutants associated with urban type development, ground and aircraft de-icing
activities, and discharge of effluent from the IWS system. There is also concern that
contaminants from the embankment fill may leach into downstream wetlands and streams.

In Washington State protection of water quality protection is regulated by the Washington State
Department of Ecology (DOE) under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, also known as the
Clean Water Act, and the Washington Water Pollution Control Act. The Clean Water Act is
designed to protect the "chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the Nation's waters" and
is implemented through Section 401, Section 402 (the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System [NPDES]) and Section 404 (addressing fill and the waters of the United States).
According to DOE, the conditions of the NPDES permit "constitutes compliance with the
Federal Water Pollution Control Act.and the Washington Water Pollution Control Act (RCW
90.48)." NMFS has not consulted with EPA on impacts of water quality standards to threatened
and endangered species. However, restrictions imposed in the past by the NPDES permits have
improved the water quality of stormwater discharged by the Port. Conditions imposed by DOE
for the NPDES permit include: 1) Effluent limitations based on the more stringent of either
technology- or water quality-based limits; 2) A stormwater pollution prevention plan (SWPPP)
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that identifies source control and treatment best management practices (BMPs); 3) Routine water
quality and toxicity monitoring for STIA stormwater outfalls and IWS discharge, and reporting
of these results to Ecology and; 4) Evaluation of pollution sources and BMP effectiveness via
self-inspection and monitoring results.

The Port has proposed numerous BMPs to reduce and minimize water quality effects including
pollutant source control, water quality treatment and enhancement of wetland and stream water
quality functions. Past monitoring programs identified the need for specific BMPs to reduce or
eliminate identified or potential water quality impacts. This adaptive management approach will
continue to be used to identify additional BMPs for new, existing, and redeveloped areas at
STIA. Thus, the quality of stormwater discharge should improve as new technologies are
developed or specific sources of contamination are identified.

Changes on the landscape due to removal of vegetation, excavation and grading during
construction could contribute to increased turbidity and sedimentation in the receiving waters.
The Port will utilize BMPs (eg. Temporary and permanent cover practices, erosion control and
sediment retention) and a stormwater treatment system during construction to reduce potential
impacts. Demonstration projects to date indicate that treated discharge water meets applicable
water quality criteriaand is often less turbid than untreated water in the streams.

Increased sedimentation and turbidity are likely short-term effects due to instream construction in
Miller and Des Moines Creeks. Sediment inputs may result from a variety of activities including
the initial redirection of the stream, disturbance of the banks by construction, planting activities, ......
and stormwater runoff. Exposed soil is vulnerable to erosion from short-term hydration rainfall
or steady rainfall over a longer period of time which saturates the soil. Failure of erosion control
measures could result in higher levels of sediment arrdturbidity in the aquatic system. Since
chinook salmon are not found in these streams we do expect any effects to this species from
sediment and turbidity changes in these streams. However, resident salmonids and other
vertebrate and invertebrate species in the streams may be affected.

Increased turbidity and sedimentation is not expected to occur in Gilliam Creek because the only
construction project in this basin, a new water tower, has the same footprint as the existing tower
and no new impervious surfaces will be added in the basin.

Sediment may initially enter the Green River due to construction of the alternative mitigation
site. The mitigation site will be dewatered during construction and pumped water will be
discharged to the Green River. During excavation and until replanted vegetation has formed
adequate cover, turbid water may also leave the site via the drain system, which event_jally flows
into the Green River.

Quantifying the impacts of turbidity to fish species is complicated by several factors (Bisson and
Bilby 1985, Spence et al 1996). Turbidity will typically decrease downstream from instream
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activity. However, the rate at which turbidity levels attenuate is dependent upon the quantity of
materials in suspension (e.g. mass or volume), the particle size of suspended sediments, the
amount and velocity of ambient water (dilution factor), and the physical/chemical properties of
the sediments. The impact of turbidity on fishes is related not only to the turbidity levels
('NTUs), but also the particle size of the suspended sediments. When salmonids are exposed to
turbidity, they display a number of behavioral and physiological responses (i.e., gill flaring,
coughing, avoidance, increase in blood sugar levels) that indicate some level of stress (Berg and
Northcote 1982, Servizi and Martens 1992). The magnitude of these responses is generally
higher when turbidity is increased and particle size decreased. However, moderate levels of
turbidity (35-150 NTU) may benefit juvenile chinook salmon by increasing foraging rates and
growth and reducing vulnerability to predators (Gregory and Northcote 1992). A particularly
important impact of fine sediments is to cause embeddedness of spawning and incubation gravel
with subsequent reductions in the survival of eggs and embryos.

Several factors contribute to minimize the potential impacts of sediment discharges to chinook in
the Green River. Proposed water quality controls will limit the amount of sediment that will be
discharged. Distance from the project site to discharge in the Green River will-allow for settling
of sediments prior to discharge. High turbidity levels in the Green River will cause sediment
load in the discharge from the mitigation site to be imperceptible. The timing window will
reduce the likelihood of chinook juveniles being present in the river during the construction

• period. If juvenile chinook are present in the river and turbidity levels are high, the fish are
expected to move temporarily to refuges where high turbidity can be avoided, thus preventing
injury or:death. Because the turbidity caused by this action will be short lived, retttrning to
baseline levels soon after construction is over, long-term impacts (i.e., adverse modification of
critical habitat) will not occur. Overall, this project will not increase the existing baseline
turbidity level of the Green River.

Operation of the airport after implementation of the STIA projects could impact water quality in
Miller and Des Moines creeks and waters of the Puget Sound near the IWS ouffall. Water quality
impacts to each creek could result from the discharge of pollutants typically present in urban
stormwater, as well as the anti-icing and de-icing chemicals used in airport operations.
Additional water quality impacts could occur in the water column at the IWS discharge.

Effects of chemicals in stormwater generated by the STIA operations were predicted using
measured chemical concentrations in existing discharges and then mathematically modeling
exposure concentrations for critical habitats where chinook salmon may be present. The Port has
monitored stormwater quality from its ouffalls since 1995. Total petroleum hydrocarbon [TPI-I],
fecal coliforms, BOD, TSS, turbidity, total recoverable copper (Cu), lead (Pb), and zinc (Zn),
ethylene glycol and propylene glycol are the chemicals that DOE and the Port have considered to
be the significant chemicals most likely to be discharged to surface waters by airport activities.
Ethylene glycol and propylene glycol, potassium acetate (KA), and calcium magnesium acetate
(CMA) are de-icing chemicals used at STIA.
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Past data show the efficacy of BMPs implemented by the Port. For example, airport runoff is, for
most parameters measured, cleaner than runoff from other urban areas although it may not meet
water quality standards for protection of aquatic life. Cu and Zn concentrations have dropped
significantly at outfall SDS-1 since new BMPs re-routed nmoff from the SDS to the IWS in June
1997. Cu and Zn concentrations at SDN-3 and SDN-4 are high relative to water quality
standards but may be reduced with new BMPs imposed with new STLA projects. Although these
ouffalls discharge into an area where listed chinook salmon do not occur, and where critical
habitat does not exist, concentrations of Cu and Zn that exceed the water quality standards may
adversely impact resident fish and other aquatic species.

Water in Des Moines Creek and Miller Creek, and discharges from the IWS may exceed chronic
toxicity concentrations for Cu and acute toxicity values for Zn. The plume from the IWS outfall
diffuser is located 1,800 feet offshore in Puget Sound at a depth of 156 ft to 178 ft. Discharge
rates at the IWS will increase as a result of the proposed action and could raise baseline chemical
concentrations above ambient in the vicinity of the outfall. Migrating adult chinook may occur
within this area, however, they are unlikely to be exposed for long periods of time. Therefore,
exposure in the vicinity of the IWS ouffall will not significantly affect Puget Sound chinook.

Juvenile chinook salmon may also be exposed to elevated concentrations of Cu and Zn if they
migrate through the estuaries at the mouths of Des Moines and Miller creek. Exposure to current
concentrations of contaminants does not appear to be detrimental because toxicity testing with
100%.stormwater discharge generally does not exhibit toxicity to the cladoceran (Daphnia

pulex), a species that is very sensitive to trace metal contaminants. In addition, the healthy
salmonid populations that occur in these streams would not be expected if the streams were
exposed to significant contamination from Cu and Zn for extended periods. If there are no

....significant effects near the stormwater discharges, it is unlikely that more significant impacts
would be observed in the estuary as a result of these discharges. Concentrations of Zn and Cu
discharged into Miller and Des Moines creeks will decline as a result of STIA projects because
pollution generating impervious surfaces (PGIS) that currently exist at the airport will be retrofit
with BMP's or diverted to the IWS to reduce discharges to the streams. Conversion of current
residential areas to runways and open space will also reduce heavy metal discharges from these
areas.

Application of ground de-icers (potassium acetate, calcium magnesium acetate and sand on road
surfaces) is not expected to affect chinook salmon because these chemicals degrade into naturally
occurring elements or will be retained by treatment BMPs. Runoff of aircraft anti-icing and de-
icing fluids could potentially affect chinook salmon and other aquatic species. The maximum
modeled concentrations at the IWS outfall and at the mouths of Miller and Des Moines creeks

are a factor of seven lower than the relevant toxicity value. Therefore, anti-icing and de-icing
fluids are not expected to negatively impact chinook salmon. In addition, the highest
concentrations of de-icing fluids will occur in the winter when chinook salmon are not expected
to occur at these sites.

@
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Numerous other actions are proposed by the Port to improve overall water quality in Miller and
Des Moines creeks. These include source controls, diversion of contaminated materials to the
IWS for treatment, extensive implementation of treatment BMPs, conversion of farmlands and
golf course to shrub wetlands, and conversion of residential areas to open lands and streams with
more extensive buffers.

There is a potential for contaminated leachate to enter Miller Creek from the embankment.
Although the Port is accepting fill material that generally meets the Model Toxics Control Act
(MTCA) Method A contaminant levels that have been established by DOE, some fill material has
been accepted that contains DDT, PCBs, PAHs, and mercury. Material that is obtained from
state-certified commercial borrow pits is generally accepted for airport airfield projects without
source-specific environmental certification. The Washington Department of Transportation
certifies materials that are geotechnically suitable but does not include testing for contaminants.
Some material that does not satisfy MTCA Method A levels of contaminant may be appropriate
for placement in a specific project location. The Port will consult with the DOE for approval
prior to accepting fill that does not meet the Method A standard. The Port, in consultation with
USFWS, has redesigned the embankment to minimize the potemial release of contaminants. The
Port will also develop a monitoring program to confirm that the concentration of contaminants in
seepage water from the embankment are not impacting aquatic life in the streams.

Hydrology: The most important effects of urban and suburban development on salmonid
populations results from alterations in stream hydrology. Removal of forests and creation of
impervious surfaces prevents infiltration of water into the ground and creates rapid discharge of
stormwater over the earth's surface or from stormwater pipes. Significant changes to hydrology
include increased peak flows during the winter and lower summer base flows.

The proposed project will create increased impervious surfaces in the Miller Creek
(approximately 106 acres), Walker Creek (approximately 6 acres), and Des Moines Creek
(approximately 128 acres) watersheds. No increase in impervious surfaces is expected in the
Gilliam Creek watershed. To minimize impacts to stream hydrology within these watersheds,
stormwater management actions are proposed to reduce peak flow event_. Detention facilities
will be sized to meet King County Level 2 flow control standards. These standards require that
flow duration of post-developed runoff will match the pre-developed flow duration for all flow
magnitudes between 50 percent of the 2-year flow event and the "50-yearflow event.

To protect Miller and Des Moines creeks from increased stormwater runoff, the Port will design
STIA projects and retrofit existing airport areas to match peak flows and control the duration of
erosive flow rates in the streams to pre-developed conditions. The Port will construct stormwater
conveyance, detention, and treatment facilities to manage runoff from both newly developed
project areas and existing airport areas. Projects designed to minimize hydrologic impacts
include construction of stormwater detention ponds and wet vaults. Some BMP's employed to
minknize the impacts of water quality (eg. Bioswales) and infiltration adjacent to the runways

®
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and in reconstructed areas of Miller Creek should reduce direct runoff compared to current
conditions.

The Stormwater Management Plan prepared by the Port suggests that flow controls for the STIA
projects will reduce peak flows in Miller, Walker, and Des Moines creeks downstream of the
STIA discharges. The target flow regime was selected to achieve the flows required by
regulations and to reduce peak flows in the stream channels. Reduced peak flows will reduce
bank erosion and potentially reduce sedimentation and turbidity in the creeks and their estuaries.
These actions are also predicted to enhance baseline hydrologic conditions in the streams and
associated estuaries.

lhe Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan that was submitted by the Port is currently
being reviewed by King County and the Washington State Deparmaent of Ecology. It is
uncertain if the detention facilities that are currently proposed are adequate to meet Level 2 flow
control standards. If the project as implemented satisfies the Level 2 flow control standard, peak
flows in Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks will be improved and alterations in hydrology
will not adversely impact chinook salmon or their critical habitat in the estuaries. However, if
peak flows are not reduced, and the peak/base flow indicator may be further degraded. This
indicator is currently "not properly functioning" in all three watersheds. Further degradation may
adversely impact critical habitat in the Miller and Des Moines creek estuaries and require
reinitiation of consultation.

, . .., -

The •proposed project may result in reduced baseflows within Miller and Des Moines Creeks, i
although the BA predicts that post-project hydrology will match or improve on the existing
baseline for Miller, Walker, and Des Moines creeks. Current baseflows in Miller and Des
Moines Creeks-are approximately 1.8 cfs and 2.4 cfs, respectively. A reduction of approximately
4 percent (0.07 cfs) in Miller Creek baseflows and 7 percent (0.17 cfs) in Des Moines Creek
baseflows was projected by Pacific Groundwater Group (2000). Streamflow analyses conducted
by Earth Tech, Inc. (2000) also predicted reduced streamflows for both Des Moines and Miller
Creeks during the low flow periods of August and September. Stream flows for Walker Creek
were predicted to increase during August and September, 0.008 cfs and 0.010 cfs, respectively, as
a result of recharge from the fill recharge and secondary impervious recharge. No net change in
7-day/2-year low flow is anticipated for Walker Creek. For the 7-day duration/2-year frequency
stream discharge, a deficit of 0.10 cfs for Miller Creek at the SR 509 crossing and 0.08 cfs for
Des Moines Creek were predicted.

Measures to prevent or mitigate effects on low summer baseflows in Miller and Des Moines
Creeks include incorporation of infiltration into stormwater detention facilities, managed release
of stormwater from reserved storage and secondary recharge from biofiltration strips on the
embankment. According to the low stream flow analysis, average August and September flows
are predicted to increase and the 7-clay low flows are expected to match pre-project conditions
for Miller, Walker and Des Moines creeks. If these flows are met, changes in low flow
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hydrology will not adversely affect chinook salmon or their critical habitat. Several assumptions
in the low flow analysis have been challenged by the ACC, including the inability to construct
acceptable storage vaults, reduced infiltro*;on from the IWS lagoons, unknown infiltration
capacity and percolation properties of the embankment, potential subsurface flows in the
reconstructed sections of Miller Creek, and loss of discharge and inter-basin transfer of water if
IWS discharge is piped to the Renton treatment plant. These concerns suggest that low flow may
actually be reduced following STIA actions. If lower flows do occur they may negatively impact
resident fish and other aquatic species, but impact to chinook salmon will be discountable
because chinook do not occur in these streams.

Wetland and stream habitat: The STIA projects will produce temporary and permanent effects
to riparian and wetland habitats. Temporary construction impacts to stream and riparian habitat
will be minimized by implementing the BMPs for erosional and sedimentation control.

Direct impacts to stream habitat caused by STIA projects include the filling of approximately 980
ft of Miller Creek. The existing stream channel influences the flow pattern in receiving waters,
the amount of aquatic habitat available to macro-invertebrates, and detritus transport to the creek.
This section of Miller Creek also supports resident fish including cutthroat trout and threespine
stickleback but does not contain critical habitat for any listed species. This affected section of
Miller Creek is an artificial (i.e., constructed ditch) stream channel adjacent to the Vacca Farm
site that has been modified to support agricultural activities. Existing conditions are degraded
because the natural creek was moved to its present location and constructed as a straight channel
to improve drainage in the area for farming. The existing channel lacks spatial heterogeneity in
streambed substrate, channel configuration, instream fish habitat and riparian vegetation.
Ditching of this section of the Miller Creek channel has probably reduced macroinvertebrate
habitat, detritus transport, and fish habitat compared to more natural channel reaches located
downstream. Direct impacts from filling 980 ft of the stream channel would be a loss of surface
water conveyance, and existing macroinvertebrate habitat and fish habitat.

The proposed project will fill 0.26 ac of Wetland 44 but no direct impacts are expected to occur
to the Walker Creek channel or fish habitat. A culvert over Des Moines Creek on the Tye_ Golf
Course will be replaced, but this culvert does not occur in stream habitat used by listed species.
No other culverts will be added to Miller, Des Moines, or Walker creeks.

Adverse impacts resulting from the filling of Miller Creek will be reduced through conservation
measures designed to improve ecological functions in this reach relative to existing conditions.
Conservation measures to minimize impacts include: 1) Relocating Miller Creek in a new
channel that has a more natural, complex stream morphology and substrate, and 2) Establishing a
native forested riparian zone to provide particulate trapping and sediment retention, optimal
buffer stream temperatures, adequate shade for the stream, and a source of detritus and coarse
woody debris to the downstream reaches. The net effect of relocating a reach of Miller Creek is
expected to be an improvement in water quality and macro-invertebrate and fish habitat in the
relocated reach and downstream portions of Miller Creek. Although there will be a temporary
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loss of function while the reconstructed stream develops natural functions, these alterations will _i
not adversely impact chinook salmon or their critical habitat because there are no chinook
salmon in the stream.

The STIA projects will result in direct permanent impacts (filling) to lg.3 ac of wetlands and
temporary construction impacts to 2.2 ac of wetlands. Temporary impacts during construction
include removal of wetland vegetation (native and non-native), potential sedimentation, and
temporary use of wetland areas for construction stormwater management. Direct impacts to
wetland functions due to STIA projects include loss of wildlife habitat and other ecological
functions. Wetlands in the project area support native shrub and forest vegetation that provide

habitat for songbirds, amphibians, and small mammals. Several weflaad areas that are in the
riparian zone of Miller Creek or Walker Creek are presumed to support fish habitat in the
adjacent streams. These wetlands provide shade, detrital inputs, invertebrates, woody debris, and
groundwater discharge to the creeks. The riparian wetlands located on groundwater seeps
adjacent to Miller and Des Moines creeks provide base flow support functions and may help
maintain stream temperatures during summer months. Many of the wetlands have limited
stormwater storage capacity due to their small size, lack of direct connections to the streams, or
topographic conditions that limit stormwater detention. The existing groundwater recharge

• function is also limited because most wetlands appear to be underlain by relatively compact soils
that limit groundwater infiltration rates. Wetlands within the project area that occur on relatively
fiat areas and receive runoff from urban areas do function to improve water quality.

Conservation measures are proposed to avoid and minimize direct impacts to the biological and _ "
physical functions of on-site wetlands. These combined conservation measures include
restoration and functional enhancement of a total of 19.7 ac of in-basin wetlands, as well as
enhancement of28A ac of riparian and wetland buffers. In addition, to mitigate for avian habitat
that cannot be replaced in-basin due to wiidlife hazards to aircraft operations, a total of 40.6 ac of
restored or enhanced wetlands, and 1fiac of buffer enhancement will be created at the Auburn

mitigation site. It is difficult to determine if these measures will completely mitigate for lost
wetland functions, however, as chinook salmon do not occur in Miller Creek, no direct impacts
to the species or their critical habitat will occur from stream relocation or wetland fill. Indirect
effects to chinook will be insignificant because of the minimization and conservation measures to
be implemented by the applicant.

Potential indirect impacts due to filling of wetlands by the IvIPU project include changes in
hydrology to downslope wetlands and streams, reduction in the amount of wildlife habitat

available for wetland species, and changes in water quality through removal of wetland area.

Indirect impacts to hydrology include changed hydrology in wetlands downslope of filled
wetlands, as well as impacts to base flow in streams adjacent to filled wetlands. Indirect impacts

to the hydrology of wetlands adjacent to the fill are not expected to be significant and will not
significantly alter their hydrologic function. It is anticipated, however, that Section 404 permit
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conditions will require monitoring the hydrology of downslope wetlands to determine that
sufficient hydrology is present to maintain the areas as wetland.

Several STIA projects are designed to avoid and minimize unavoidable impacts to wetlands. In-
basin projects are proposed to restore wetland and stream, functions, including the establishment
of 48.06 ac of wetland enhancement and stream buffering that will be protected in perpetuity
from future development. Other actions include grading to establish wetland hydrology,
removing invasive non-native species, planting native wetland vegetation, and installing LWD.
Mitigation actions also include removing certain existing land use conditions (e.g., paved
surfaces, artificial landscaping and attendant nutrientand pesticide inputs, septic systems, and
channel riprap) that degrade on-site wetland and aquatic habitat.

The buffer enhancement project will protect about 24 ac of riparian habitat along Miller Creek.
Planting along the length of the buffer will vary depending upon the existing buffer condition. In
sections of the buffer that are primarily lawn, areas will be planted with native trees and shrubs.
Areas that contain some native and some non-native vegetation will be enhanced by either inter-
planting native species to produce a continuous tree canopy or underplanting native shrubs beneath
an existing canopy that lacks understory vegetation. Some areas that contain invasive species (such
as Himalayan blackberry and Japanese knotweed) will be cleared, graded, and also inter-planted
with native woody vegetation. The increased riparian buffer is expected to increase habitat quality
for resident salmonids and other aquatic organisms in the Miller Creek basin.

To improve water quality and riparian habitat within the Des Moines Creek basin, approximately
4.5 ac of emergent wetland area, located within the existing and active Tyee Valley Golf Course,
would be restored to a native shrub vegetation community. The enhancement would convert the
existing turf wetland to a native shrub wetland community. Planting a native shrub community
on the golf course would reduce chemical runoff reaching aquatic environments and fish
populations in Des Moines Creek, increase nutrient removal and recycling in the riparian zone,
and decrease wildlife attractants within 10,000 ft of the airfield.

Efforts to restore and enhance aquatic environments have generally been less successful than
envisioned by *_heirplanners. Even if long term benefits result, there are often short term
negative impacts as the new projects develop into natural systems. It seems likely that short term
adverse impacts may occur in Miller Creek although the long term effects will probably be
beneficial to most aquatic life in this ecosystem.

Chinook salmon will not be adversely affected by wetland and stream habitat projects because all
wetland impacts occur in portions of the Miller and Des Moines creek basins that do not contain
critical habitat for these species.

Conclusion

Effects of STIA projects were evaluated in terms of water quality, hydrology and habitat
alterations for various locations within the action area. At several of theselocations, chinook
salmon do not occur. At other locations chinook occur seasonally or rarely. Consequently, the
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effects determinations are generally insignificant or discountable (Table 2).

TABLE 2. Summary of STIA Project Effects to Puget Sound Chinook Salmon

LOCATION Fish Water Quality Hydrology Habitat
Present Alterations

II

Miller Creek . NO Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant

Walker creek NO Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant

Des Moines NO Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant
Creek

Giiliam Creek Rarely Discountable Discountable Discountable

Green River YES ,= Discountable Discountable Beneficial

(Mitigation site)
Miller Creek Seasonally _Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant

Estuary

Des Moines Seasonally Insignificant Insignificant Insignificant
Creek Estuary
Midway Sewer Adults Insignificant Discountable .... Discountable

Outfall

After reviewing the current status of the Puget Sound chinook.salmon, the enviromental
baseline for the action area, and the effects of the proposed STIA actions, the NMFS concludes
that these actions may affect but are not likely to adversely affect Puget Sound chinook or their
designated habitat.

Incidental Take

Section 9 of the Act and federal regulation pursuant to section 4(d) of the Act prohibit the t=ke of
endangered and threatened species, respectively, without special exemption. Take is defined as
to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture or collect, or to attempt to engage
in any such conduct. Harm is further defined by the Service to include significant habitat
modification or degradation that results in death or injury to listed species by significantly
impairing essential behavioral patterns, including breeding, feeding, or sheltering. Harass is
defined by the Service as intentional or negligent actions that create the likelihood of injury to
listed species to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavior patterns which
include, but are not limited to, breeding, feeding or sheltering. Incidental take is defined as take
that is incidental to, and not the purpose of, the carrying out of an otherwise lawful activity

k
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NMFS does not anticipate the proposed action will incidentally take Puget Sound chinook
salmon. Therefore, reasonable and prudent measures are not necessary and appropriate.
Furthermore, no terms and conditions are provided as incidental take is not anticipated.

Conservation Recommendations

Section 7(a)(1 ) of the Act directs Federal agencies to utilize their authorities to further the
purposes of the Act by carrying out conservation programs for the benefit of endangered and
threatened species. Conservation recommendations are discretionary agency activities to
minimize or avoid adverse effects of a proposed action on listed species or critical habitat, to
help implement recovery plans, or to develop information.

The following conservation recommendations are provided for FAA, the COE and the Port:

1. Monitor fish use, including spawning activities of salmonid species, in Miller and Des
Moines Creeks to determine success of habitat enhancement and restoration activities.

2. Monitor macro-invertebrates in Miller and Des Moines Creek to evaluate the effectiveness of

restoration activities. Samples should be collected near the restoration sites and near the
mouths of the creeks to evaluate if basin-wide impacts are detected.

3. Evaluate the effectiveness of temporary erosion and sediment control measures.

4. Monitor instream flows in Miller, Walker and Des Moines Creeks to confirm that peak flows
have been reduced and low flows have been maintained.

5. Where feasible, expand the buffers along Miller Creek to restore natural ecological functions
in the riparian zone and at the land-stream ecotone.

6. Implement additional best management practices to reduce concentrations of Cu and Zn
below the chronic toxicity levels for aquatic organisms.

7. Monitor storm water drains for Cu and Zn to confirm that the expected reductions actually
occur.

8. Use mechanical methods to remove exotic vegetation and reduce pesticide use in riparian
zones, golf course and any other areas that drain to the strormwater system or directly to
surface streams.
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Reinitiation Notice

This concludes informal consultation on the Master Plan Update Improvements Seattle-Tacoma
international Airport Project. As provided in 50 C.F.R.§ 402.16 consultation must be reinitiated
where discretionary Federal agency involvemem or control over the action has been retained (or
is authorized by law) and if: (I) any take occurs; (2) new information reveals effects of the
action that may affect listed species in a way not previously considered; or (3) a new species is
listed or critical habitat is designated that may be affected by the action). To reinitiate
consultation, the FAA must contact the Habitat Conservation Division 0/¢ashington Branch
Office)of NMFS.

The WDOE and the Army Corps of Engineers have not completed their review of the project at
this time, therefore issuance of the NPDES permit, water quality certification (401), and Clean
Water Act Section 404 permit have not occurred. The BA includes a number of best
management practices that are proposed to meet state water quality standards. The BA
acknowledges that additional measures may be necessary. The NMFS' review of the effects of
the proposed action assumes that the criteria in the Washington State surface water quality
standards will be met by the project at all times. Any future actions that may be taken to meet
State surface water quality standards or Section 404 permit requirements need to be evaluated to
determine if reinitiation of this consultation is necessary. The NMFS will consult on future
federal actions that are not included in this consultation.

ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT

Federal agencies are obligated, under Section 305 of the Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
• • Conservation and Management Act (MSA) (16 USC 1855(b)) and its implementing regulations

(50CFR600), to consult with NMFS regarding actions that are authorized, funded, or undertaken
by that agency, that may adversely affect Essential Fish Habitat (EFH). The MSA (§3) defines
EFH as "those waters and substrate necessary to fish for spawning, breeding, feeding, or growth
to maturity." Furthermore, NMFS is required to provide the Federal agency with conservation
recommendations that minimize the adverse effects of the project and conserve EFH. This
consultation is based, in part, on information provided by the Federal agency and descriptions of
EFH for Pacific coast ground_risKcoastal pelagic species, and Pacific salmon contained in the
Fishery Management Plans produced by the Pacific Fisheries Management Council.
The proposed action and action area are described in the BA. The action area includes habitats
which have been designated as EFH for various life stages of 17 species of groundfish, and 4
coastal pelagic species (Table 2). Information submitted by FAA in the BA is sufficient for
NMFS to conclude that the effects of the proposed actions are transient, local, and of low
intensity and are not likely to adversely affect EFH in the long-term. NMFS also believes that
the conservation measures proposed as an integral part of the actions would avert, minimize, or
otherwise offset potential adverse impacts to designated EFH.
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EFH Conservation Recommendations: The conservation measures that the FAA included as part
of the STIA projects are along with those that NMFS recommends in the ESA Concurrence
letter, adequate to minimize the adverse impacts from this project to designated EFH for the
species in Table 3. It is NMFS' understanding that the FAA intends to implement the proposed
activity with these built-in conservation measures that minimize potential adverse effect to the
maximum extent practicable. Consequently, NMFS has no additional conservation
recommendations to make at this time.

Please note that the MSA (§305(b)(4)(B)) requires the Federal agency to provide a written
response to NMFS' EFH conservation recommendations within 30 days of its receipt of this
letter. However, since NMFS did not provide conservation recommendations for this action, a
written response to this consultation is not necessary.

This concludes EFH consultation in accordance with the MSA and 50CFR600. The FAA must

reinitiate EFH consultation with NMFS if the proposed action is substantially revised in a
manner that may adversely affect EFH, or if new information becomes available that affects the
basis for NMFS' EFH conservation recommendations (50 CFR 600.920(k)).

Table 3. Species of fishes with designated EFH in the action area.

Groundfish Sablefish Coastal Pelagic
Species Anoplopomafimbria Species

Spiny Dogfish Bocaccio anchovy
Squalus acanthias S. paucispinis Engraulis mordax
California Skate Brown Rockfish Pacific sardine

R. inornata S. auriculatus Sardinops sagax
Ratfish Copper Rockfish Pacific mackerel

Hydrolagus colliei S. caurinus Scomber japonicus
Lingcod Quillback Rockfish market squid

Ophiodon elongatus S. maliger Loligo opalescens
Cabezon English Sole

Scorpaenichthys marmoratus Parophrys vetulus
Kelp Greenling Pacific Sanddab

Hexagrammos decagrammus Citharichthys sordidus
Pacific Cod Rex Sole

Gadus macrocelohalus Glyptocephalus zachirus
Pacific Whiting (Hake) Starry Flounder
Merluccius productus Platichthys stellatus

•C
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If you have any questions regarding NMFS concurrence on ESA or conservation measures for
EFH, please contact Tom Sibley at the Washington State Habitat Office (206) 526-4446.

Sincerely,

Donna Darm

Acting Regional Administrator

co: Muffy Walker, ACOE
Nancy Brennen-DubbsFWS
A. Kermy, WDOE
E. Leavitt, Port of Seattle
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Table 1. Proposed Master Plan Update improvement projectsat Sea-Tac Airport.

Project I Description [

Runway and Taxiway Projects
Property Acquisition, Slreet Includes purchasing property and demolishing existing
and Utility Vacation structures between existing Sea-Tat boundary west to Des

Moines Memorial Drive and State Route (SR) 509. Required
t for third runway embankment fill and cons_ction impact

mitigation. Acquisition and demolition is also required for the
south runwayprotection zone (RPZ).

Embankment Fill Embankment for third runway, constructed using imported fill.
Approximately 16.5 million cubic yards (cy) will be placed over
a 5- to 7-year period. Existing roads and streets under the
embankment footprint will be removed.

Imerconnecting Taxiways New connecting taxiways between existing runway and third
runway. Project is located on existing airfield, requiring only
mar  admg.

Runway 16X/34X Paving of third runway after completion of embankment fill.
Extension of Runway 34R Extend runway by 600 it for improved warm weather and large

by 600 feet(It) aircraft operations. Project is located at the southern end of the ......
east runway.

Additional Taxiway Exits on Construction of new ramps to the existing terminal apron.
16L/34R

Dual Taxiway 34R Improvements to taxiways serving the South Aviation Support
Area (SASA) and south apron.

Runway Safet_ Areas _SAs
Runway 34R Safety Fill Extend runway safety fill to meet FAA standards.

RSAs 16R/16L Extend safety fills by 1,000It to meet FAA standards.

Relocation of Displaced Airfield taxiway improvements. The runway threshold (i.e., the
Threshold on Runway 16I., emergency landing pad at end of runway pavement) to be

relocated onto new RSA.

Miller Creek Sewer Relocate sewer for third runway embankment and runway
Relocation safety fills. New sewer to run along alignment of new

154eV15@Street.
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Project Description ,,
Borrow Sites

iI II

Borrow Sites Sources of flU for third runway embankment, located on Sea-Tac
property south of the airport. Approximately 6.7 million cyI of
material to be excavated from three sites and transported across
airport property to the embankment.

FAA Navigation Aids (NAVAIDS)

New Airport Traffic New air traffic control tower to be located in existing developed area
Control Tower near terminal.

Relocate Airport Existing radar and navigation equipment will be relocated to'allow
Surveillance Radar, consmmtion of third runway.
AirportSurface
Detection Equipment,
NAVAIDS

Airfield Building Improvementsii i i

New Snow Equipment New building to house snow removal equipment.
Storage
Weyerhaeuser Hangar Relocate existing hangar on west side of airfield to allow
Relocation construction of third runway. New hangar will be located near south

end of third runway.

Terminal/Air Cargo Area Improvements
Relocation of Airborne Relocate existing cargo building from air traffic control tower site to
Cargo north cargoarea. Locatedin existing developed areanearterminal.
Central Terminal Passenger terminal remodel. Located in existing developed area at
Expansion ' terminal.
South Terminal Passenger terminal remodel. Located in existing developed area to
Expansion Project the south of the main passenger terminal.
(STEP)
Northwest Hmagar Relocate Northwest hangar to site now occupied by Delta hangar.
Relocation Located in existing developed area.
Satellite Transit Shuttle Remodel and upgrade underground transit system linking terminal to
S)rstemRehabilitation satellites. i

Redevelopmem of New or expanded air cargo facilities along Air Cargo Road at north
North Air Cargo .... end of airport.

'_LZ'
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Relocation of Airborne Relocate existing cargobuilding from air waffle control tower site to
Cargo north cargo area. Located in existing developed area near terminal.
Expansion of North' Addition to new passenger terminal located north of existing
Unit Terminal (North terminal. Located in existing developed area (Doug Fox parking lot
Pier) and airport access freeway).

ittt

Project Description

New Airport Rescue Replaces facility displaced by new North Terminal. The new facility
and Fire Fighting will be located to the north of the North Terminal.
Facility
Cargo Warehouse at New air cargo facility located north of SR 518 on 24= Avenue
24thAvenue South South.

Westin Hotel New hotel located immediately north of main passenger terminal.
Located in existing developed area at terminal.

New Water Tower Consmmt new water tower and piping in engineering yard south of
South 160thStreet in subbasins (Gilliam Creek watershed) served by
stormwater outfaUs 012 and 013.

Roads 2

Temporary SR 518 and. Temporary access ramps to serve construction of third runway
SR 509 Interchanges embankment and runway safety fill; to be removed after project -

completion.
154_v/156_ Street Relocate public roadway tOallow con_ction of third runway
Relocation embankment and runway safety fills. Existing road to be

demolished.

154=/156_ Street Relocate existing South 156_ Street bridge over Miller Creek to
Bridge Replacement accommodate the third runway footprint and South 154tb/156'h

Street relocation. In-water work associated with this project is
limited to the removal of the existing bridge and bank restoration.

Improvements to Main Transportation circulation, seismic and other improvements to
Terminal Roads roadway systems serving terminal.
Improved Access and Improvements to existing roadway system serving passenger
Circulation Roadway terminal, garage, and air cargo facilities.
Improvements
North Unit Tcmfinal Improvements to existing roadway system to serve the new North
Roadways Terminal and garage.
Improvements to Improvements to existing roadway system serving passenger
South Access terminal, garage, and air cargo facilities.Will connect terminal and
Connector Roadway garage area to South Access roadway and SR 509 extension south of
(South Link) airport.
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Project Description
II

Parkin_
Main Parking Garage Expand parking facility at main passenger terminal on north and
Expansion south sides (existing developed areas), and add floors to portions of

existing garage.
The North Employees New parking facility for employees, located north of SR 518.
Parking Lot (NEPL),
Phase 1

North Unit Parking • Construction of new garage serving new North Terminal facility.
Structure Facility will be located at existing Doug Fox parking lot.

The South Aviation Support Area
The SASA and Access New airport support facility for cargo and/or maintenance, located at
Taxiways the south end of the airport south of the Olympic Tank Farm and

South 188_ Street. Airplane access will be by new parallel taxiway
constructed along Runway 34R.

Relocation of Existing Airport operation support facilities will be relocated to the SASA
Facilities to the SASA once SASA site development is completed. Many of these facilities

' must be relocated from their present locations due to main terminal
expansion (i.e., STEP and North Terminal), including Northwest
hangar, ground support equipment, ground and corporate aviation
facilities, new airport maintenance building, and United
maintenance complex.

Stormwater Facilities3

Miller Creek Detention Expand the Miller Creek Detention Facility by 16.4 acre-it to
Facility Expansion provide flow control retrofitting for existing Sea-Tac discharges to

Miller Creek. All construction would take plac_ in uplands, and
would create free-draining detention volume.

SASA Detention Pond Create regional stormwater detention pond for the SASA project and
other sites. Pond is 33.4 acre-it and discharges to Des Moines
Creek

NEPL Vault A 13.9 acre-It vault to retrofit the NEPL; discharges to Miller Creek
via Lake Reba.

Third Runway Vaults Stormwater detention vaults and ponds at the north, west, and south
and Ponds sides of the airport, discharging to Miller, Walker, and Des Moines

Creeks.
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Third Runway Vaults Stormwaterdetention vaults and ponds at the north, west, and south
and Ponds sides of the airport, discharging to Miller, Walker, and Des Moines

Creeks.

Sea-Tac Retrofit Detention vaults or ponds to provide flow control retrofitting for
Facilities existing Sea-Tac discharges to Des Moines Creek. Vaults to be

constructedin combination withthirdrunway facilities when
possible.

CargoVault Detentionvault forNorth CargoFacility (4.5 acre-it discharging to
MillerCreek via LakeReba).

Miller Creek Approximately 980 ft of MiUer Creek immediately downstream of
Relocation the Miller Creek Detention Facility will be relocated to

accommodatethird runway embankment and runwaysafety fill.
Miller Creek Buffer and Establish a 100-i_buffer (average) along approximately 6,500 linear
Wetland Enhancement i_ of Miller Creek and riparian wetlands associated with Miller Creek

within the acquisition area. Enhance approximately 7.4 acres of
existing wetlands along the stream.

Miller Creek Floodplain Excavate approximately 9,600 cy from the Vacca Farm site adjacent
and Wetland to Miller Creek to compensate for approximately 8,500 cy of
Restoration floodplainfill for thirdrunwayembankmentand northsafety flU.

Restore and enhanceapproximately17 acres of streamhabitat,
floodplainwetlands, aquatic habitatin Lora Lake, and buffers at
Vacca Farm.

®
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Miller Creek Approximately 980 ft of Miller Creek immediately downstream of
Relocation the Miller Creek Detention Facility will be relocated to

accommodat_*birdrunway embankment and runway safety fill.
Miller Creek Instream Project 1: Southof the Vacca Farm site, approximately 650 ft of
Habitat Enhancement channel. Remove rock riprap, footbridges, and trash. Place large

woody debris (LWD) throughout this section of the stream. Plant
riparianareas along the stream with native wetland and upland plant
species.

Project 2: Approximately 150 ft upstream of South 160t" SWeet,
• approximately 235 ft_ofchannel. InstaULWD inthe stream

channel, grade a small section of the west bank of the stream to
create a gravel bench in the floodplain, remove two rock weirs to
mapmvefish passage, and plant the upland area with native trees and
shrubs.

iProject 3: Immediately downstream of South 160thStreet,
approximately 380 ft_ofchatmel. Grade a section of the east bank,
remove a rubber-firebulkhead and install LWD in the stream and on

: its banks. Plant buffer areas with native trees and shrubs.

: Project 4: Miller Creek immediately upstream of 8thAvenue South,
approximately 820 ft4ofchatmel. Grade portions of both banks.
Remove footbridges and portions of concrete block walls. Install
LWD in the stream and on its banks. Plant buffer areas with native
trees and shrubs.

In addition to these specific enhancements, debris such as tires,
garbage, and fences will be removed throughout the entire stretch of
Miller Creek from the Vacca Farm site south to Des Moines
Memorial Drive. In areas where access is readily available, LWD
will be selectively placed throughout the stream to improve inslream

habitat conditions.

Drainage Channels Relocate a miaimum of 1,290 linear ft of drainage charmels to
Relocation accommodate the third runway embankment. Plant buffers along the

drainage channels with native grass and shrubs.
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Miller Creek Approximately 980 ft of Miller Creek immediately downstream of
Relocation the Miller Creek Detention Facility will be relocated to

accommodate third runway embankment and runway safety fill
Restoration of Approximately 2.05 acres of wetland located west of the third
Temporarily Impacted runway embankment, north of relocated South 154thStreet, and west
Wetlands of the Miller Creek relocation project, will be temporarily filled or

disturbed during embankment construction. When construction
actvifies are completed, remove fill material, restore pre-disturbance
topography, and plant wetlands with native shrub vegetation.

Tyee Valley Golf Restore approximately 4.5 acres of emergent wetland area and
Course Wetlands approximately 1.6 acres of buffer located within Tyee Valley Golf
Enhancement and Des Course to a native shrub vegetation community. The enhancement
Moines Creek Buffer actions would be integrated into plans to construct a Regional
Enhancement Detention Facility on the golf course2(King County Capital

Improvement Project Design Team 1999). The enhancement would
convert the existing turf wetland to native shrub wetland community.

Enhance approximately 3.4 acres (average 100 ft wide) of buffer and
1.0acre of existing wetland along Des Moines Creek.

Wetland Habitat Restore wetland functions to a 67-acre parcel near the Green River
(including Avian in the City of Auburn. Create and/or restore approximately 17.2 -
Habitat) near the Green acres offorest, 6.0 acres of Shrub,622acres of emergent, and 0,60
River in Auburn acre of open-water wetland. Enhance protective buffers totaling

about 15.90acres.

' Size modified from that originaUy stated in BA.

: Temporary roads used to haul fill material from three on-site borrow areas to
construc-tionsites are included in the analysis of the borrow areas and are not listed
here.

3 Des Moines Creek Basin Plan Committee may construct a Regional Detention Facility
on Tyee Golf Course to provide regional flow control. This project would eliminate
the need for Sea-Tac retrofit facilities described above. As this is a cumulative action

subject to future federal action, it is not a Master Plan Update improvement.

4 Project length includes approximately 12 ft of instream work as part of driveway
demolition, and 400 ft of riparian enhancement

®
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Addendum #4 to the Seattle-Tacoma InternationalAirport
Master Plan Final Environmental Impact Statement and Final .:......"

Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement .......
for Borrow Source Areas 3 and 4 and the Incorporation of the

Federal Aviation Administration's NEPA Reevaluation
Document

Addendum to: Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan Final Environmental
Impact Statement (FEIS) and Final Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement
(FSEIS). The Seattle-Tacoma International Airport Master Plan FSEIS was issued by
the Port of Seattle on May 13, 1997, following the provisions of the Washington State
Environmental Policy Act (SEPA) under Chapter 43.21C. Revised Code of Washington
(RCW), Chapter 197-11, Washington Administrative Code (WAC), and Resolution 3028,

'ort of Seattle, SEPA Policies & Procedures. The Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
4aster Plan FSEIS is available for review at the Port of Seattle Bid Desk, Pier 69, 2711
daskan Way, Seattle, Washington OR Port of Seattle Aviation Planning, 3 rd Floor,
'errrdnal Building, Sea-Tac Airport, 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM weekdays.

lame of Project: Borrow Source Areas 3 and 4 and the Incorporation of the Federal
,viation Administration's NEPA Reevaluation Document

'roject Sponsor: Port of Seattle, P.O. Box 1209, Seattle, WA 98111

PROJECT DESIGN CHANGES TO BORROW AREAS 3 AND 4.

I ackground: The Port of Seattle issued the Final EIS for the proposed Master Plan
x:nprovements in February 1996, which was followed by a Supplemental EIS in 1997.
3he FSEIS for this proposal was issued on May 13, 1997 pursuant to WAC 197-11-

40. The FEIS/FSEIS included a description of borrow source areas proposed for
xcavation to provide material for the proposed new third runway embankment. The
EIS/FSEIS indicated the Borrow Areas would likely be used to the maximum extent

i: _ssible.

absequent to the issuance of the FEIS/FSEIS, the Port held discussions with
r _gulatory agencies and conducted additional technical analysis reviews, resulting in
s "veral minor proposed modifications to the borrow source areas. The quantity of
rr aterial available in the borrow areas was less than reported in the FEIS/FSEIS and
tl te cut depth elevations were higher than will be required to remove the material. The
r_:lative elevations between the cut depths and the underlying soft layer or water table
re,main as stated in the FEIS/FSEIS. Thus, although the actual cuts will be deeper
tJLan reported in the FEIS/FSEIS, the modified elevations do not alter the
e_xvironmental analysis or expected impacts for the project.

N _w project information from the additional technical analysis reviews indicates that
tk.e project refinements will result in environmental benefits and will not result in any
u: lanalyzed probable significant adverse impacts.. As described below, the net result of

t_ e project modifications are that the use of Borrow Areas 3 and 4 are likely to cause

Addendum#4 to the SeattleTacomaInternationalAirport MasterPlanFEIS/FSEIS ..... :
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less environmental impact than indicated in the FEIS/FSEIS. This Addendum

supplements and amends environmental evaluations presented in the original
FEIS/FSEIS to reflect minor modifications to the project as described in those
documents.

Summary of Revisions to The Future Conditions - Borrow Requirements and

Excavation and Fill Placement sections of the FEIS/FSEIS (FSEIS, Chapter

IV.19.(3)(B)(1. and 2.): Portions of the FEIS/FSEIS are updated to reflect changes as
indicated in Table 1 and are described in more detail in the text.

Table I. Borrow Area Sites 3 and 4 Revision Summary

Borrow Site 3 Information

Original FEIS/FSEIS Master Plal New Addendum Proposal Difference In Proposals
Proposal

Footprint of excavation area is 60 Footprint of excavation Footprint and excavated area
acres and fully excavated area is 48 acres 23 acres reduced in new proposal

excavated

Volume of excavated material Volume of excavated Volume of excavated material

is 2.9 MCY material is 1.0 MCY reduced in new proposal
Cut depth is 0 to 55 feet Cut depth is 15-100 feet Cut depths deeper

in new proposal
Wetlands proposed for excavation Wetlands are protected within Wetlands protected within

are 2.35 acres 50-foot buffer 50-foot buffer in new prol_osal
Borrow Site 4 Information

Original _'_:IS/FSEIS Master Plm New Addendum Proposal Difference In Proposals
Proposal

Footprint of excavation area is Footprint of excavation area is Excavated area reduced in new
40 acres maximizing excavation 40 acres with 34 acres proposal

onsite excavated

No material excavated from Material excavated from Material excavated from SR 509

SR 509 corridor SR 509 corridor Corridor in new proposal
Volume of excavated material is Volume of excavated Volume of excavated material
0.3 to 2.2 MCY material is 1.3 MCY Reduced in new proposal

Cut depth is 15-20 ft Cut depth is 15-90 ft Cut depth is deeper in new
proposal

Topsoil management plan Topsoil management plan Topsoil management plan
not included in FSEIS Included included in the new proposal

Property buffers are 30 ft. Property buffers are 50 ft. Property buffer expanded in new
proposal

Borrow Area 3

Since the issuance of the FEIS/FSEIS, the proposed amount of excavation of Borrow
Area 3 has been reduced. Excavation of Borrow Area 3 will not include the area south of

S. 208 th Street, and it will not include 2.35 acres of wetlands north of S. 208 th Street that

would have been eliminated under the original borrow area proposal. A 50-foot buffer will

remain between the excavation and the wetland. A minimum 50-foot-wide vegetation

Addendum #4 to the Seattle Tacoma International Airport Master Plan FEIS/FSEIS
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buffer from adjacent property lines also will be used to minimize impacts to adjoining
land uses. A

Approximately 23 acres of the 48-acre site will be excavated. An estimated 1.0 million ......
cubic yards of material could be obtained from Borrow Area 3. The estimated quantity is
based upon a maximum cut of elevation that is 10 feet above the water table or down to
the pre-Vashon drift. The excavation depths will vary from approximately 0 to 15 feet at
the south side and 100 feet at the north side.

Borrow Area 4

Approximately 34 acres of the 40-acre site will be excavated. A minimum 50-foot-wide
vegetation buffer from adjacent property lines will be maintained to minimize impacts to
adjacent land uses. An estimated 1.3 million cubic yards of material could be obtained
from Borrow Area 4. The quantity assumes material would be excavated from within the
SR 509 corridor. The estimated quantity is based upon a maximum cut of 10 feet above
the water table or down to the pre-Vashon drift. The excavation depths will vary from

approximately 0 to 15 feet at the east side and 90 feet at the west side.

Since publication of the FEIS/FSEIS, soft sampling identified slightly elevated levels of
arsenic present in the topsoil of Borrow Area 4 related to windblown particulates from
the former Asarco smelter in Tacoma. Surface deposition of windblown arsenic

originating from the former Asarco smelter is a regional issue and impacts expected at
Borrow Area 4 would be similar to those experienced by other undeveloped sites in the
vicinity. There is no indication that the presence of arsenic in the topsoil poses an
environmental health threat on a non-residential site such as Borrow Area 4. During ....
borrow excavation, the Port proposes to develop a plan to manage the topsoil in an
environmentally protective manner. This plan would include reuse of the top one foot of
soft as part of the reclamation of Borrow Area 4. The topsoil would be temporarily
stockpiled in or adjacent to the Borrow Areas. Following excavation of the underlying
material for the embankment work, the stockpiled topsoil would be replaced.

Impacts and Mitigation: The FEIS/FSEIS described anticipated environmental
consequences and proposed mitigating measures for both Borrow Areas 3 and 4. This
Addendum supplements and amends environmental evaluations presented in the
FEIS/FSEIS and new information regarding revisions to Borrow Areas 3 and 4 is
presented.

The FEIS/FSEIS and the current proposal are consistent in that the lower limit of the
excavation will be a maximum cut of 10 feet above the water table or to the pre-

Vashon drift across each of the Borrow Areas. The cut depth indicated in the

FEIS/FSEIS for Borrow Areas 3 and 4 was modified.

While the current proposal differs from that described in the FEIS/FSEIS by proposing
excavation to a deeper elevation and by proposing extraction of materials from the
Washington State Department of Transportation's SR 509 right-of-way, these
variances are not expected to create any significant environmental impacts over and
above those addressed in the FEIS/FSEIS documents.

Addendum#4 to theSeattleTacomaInternationalAirport MasterPlanFEIS/FSEIS
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The change in cut depths, and reliance on access to the WSDOT-ROW to maximize the
amount of extractable material from the borrow areas are both consistent with general
assumptions reported in the FEIS/FSEIS.

The new estimated quantity of material available for excavation is less, the area of
surface disturbance is less, the lower limit of excavation remains the same, and

several wetlands will be preserved by the new proposal. The variations are not
expected to result in any additional or new environmental impacts to wetlands or
groundwater. In most cases, the impacts from the new proposal would diminish from
levels estimated by the FSEIS, especially for surface impacts and wetlands.

The topsoil management plan will mitigate impacts to the environment resulting from
excavation of the topsoil containing low levels of arsenic. The plan will adhere to
applicable local, state and federal guidelines and environmental regulations.

II. INCORPORATION BY REFERENCE OF THE FEDERAL AVIATION

• ADMINISTRATION'S NEPA REEVALUATION DOCUMENT (APPEND/X" A
REEVALUATION OF AIRPORT ACTIVITY AND CHANGES TO THE MASTER

PLAN UPDATE AT SEATTLE-TACOMA INTERNATIONAL ADIPORT) FOR
PURPOSES OF THE STATE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY ACT ("SEPA")
RCW CH. 43.21C.

Background: The Port has reviewed the document entitled Appendix A Reevaluation of
Airport Activity and Changes to the Master Plan Update at Seattle-Tacoma International
Airport, the NEPA Reevaluation Document that has been published by the Federal
Aviation Administration ("FAA') pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act
(("NEPA') 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.). This is a document that appends the Record of
Decision: Environmental Reevaluation For Master Plan Update Development Actions,
Sea-Tac International Airport.

The Port hereby incorporates by reference for purposes of SEPA all of the analysis,
findings, and conclusions set forth in the Reevaluation Document.

This incorporation by reference is done pursuant to RCW 43.21C.110, WAC 197-11-
600(4)(b) and (c), and WAC 197-11-635:

The complete title of the Reevaluation Document is: Appendix A Reevaluation of Airport
Activity and Changes to the Master Plan Update at Seattle-Tacoma International Airport.

The content of the Reevaluation Document is summarized as follows:

The FAA reevaluated the continued validity of the FEIS/FSEIS in light of the following
events and circumstances that occurred since the FSEIS was issued in May 1997:

• Variance between actual activity levels at the airport and the levels forecast in
the FSEIS. In addition, the implications of the FAA's Terminal Area Forecast
were considered.

Addendum#4 to the Seattle Tacoma International Airport MasterPlan FEIS/FSEIS
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* New information available since publication of the FSEIS including additional
wetlands, national listing of certain species pursuant to the Endangered ........
Species Act, and preparation of a Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study.

• Modifications to the Master Plan Update projects.
• Cumulative impacts of project modifications and changes in the surrounding

environs.

Impacts and Mitigation: Based on this reevaluation, the FAA concluded that the
events and circumstances are not significant, are not substantially greater than what
had been reported previously, and do not warrant the preparation of a Supplemental

• EIS.

Copies of the Reevaluation Document are available to members of the public for
inspection at the following location:

Federal Aviation Administration

Airports Regional Office, Room 540
1601 Lind Ave, SW
Renton, Washington 98055-4056

Summary: The current set of FEIS/FSEIS documents have analyzed the known range
of potentially significant environmental impacts potentially associated with the new
information and project changes to the Master Plan Update project components that
have occurred since issuance of the FEIS/FSEIS.

The FAA's NEPA Reevaluation Document has adequately analyzed the new information

and project changes described in that document.

SEPA Review: The Port of Seattle has reviewed the new information and proposed

project changes for Borrow Areas 3 and 4, and it has determined that the new
info_x-,ation and minor changes are within the scope of the original project; that no
additional significant, adverse environmental impacts are likely to result from the new
information and project changes; that further supplemental environmental analysis is
not required under SEPA.

The Port has also reviewed the FAA's NEPA Reevaluation Document and it concurs

with the FAA's conclusion that no significant, adverse environmental impacts have
been identified from the new information presented or are likely to occur from the
project changes that are described in that document. Therefore, further supplemental
environmental analysis is not required under SEPA.

Date Addendum Issued: August 13, 2001

SEPA Lead Agency: Port of Seattle

Contact Person: David McCraney, Environmental Program Manager, Port of Seattle,
Health, Safety & Environmental Services, P.O. Box 1209, Seattle, WA. 98111.

Telephone: 206/728-3193.
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SEPA Responsible Official: Michael Fe]dman, Director, Aviation Facilities, Port of
Seattle, P.O. Box 68727, Seattle, WA 98168, (206) 439-7706.

Addendum #4 to the Seattle Tacoma International Airport Master Plan FEIS/FSEIS
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STATEOFWASHINGTON

DEPARTMENTOF ECOLOGY
P.O.Box47600 • Olympia,Washington98504.7600

(360)407.6000• TDDOnly (HearingImpaired)(_360)407-6006

September 21, 2001

REGISTERED MAIL

Port of Seattle
Attn: Ms. Elizabeth Leavitt
17900 International Blvd., Suite 402

Seattle-Tacoma International Airport i
SeaTac, WA 98188-4236 i

Dear Ms_Leavitt:

Re: Water Quality Certification for U.S. Army Corps of Engineers Public Notice 1996-4-
02325 (Amended-l); Construction of a Third Runway and related projects at the Seattle-
Tacoma International Airport (STIA) in the Miller, Walker, and Des Moines Creek
watersheds and in wetlands at the Seattle-Tacoma International Airport, located within
the vicinity of the city of SeaTac, King County, Washington; and in wetlands at the
mi.'tigation site in Auburn, King County, Washington.

The public notice from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) for proposed work has been
reviewed. On behalf of the state of Washington, we certify that the work proposed in the Port of
Seattle's (the Port' s) revised Joint Aquatic Resource Permit Application (JARPA) dated October
25, 2000, the Corps' public notice and the Department of Ecology' s (Ecology' s) public notice
complies with applicable provisions of Sections 301,302, 303, 306 and 307 of the Clean Water
Act, as amended, and other appropriate requirements of state law. This letter also serves as the
state response to the Corps. This letter also serves as notification that Ecology has rescinded
Order Number 1996-4-02325 issued on August 10, 2001 and replaced it with Order Number
1996-4-02325 (Amended-l) issued on September 21, 2001.

Pursuant to Section 307(c)(3) of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 as amended,
Ecology concurs with the Port's certification that this work is consistent with the approved
Washington State Coastal Zone Management Program. This concurrence is based upon the
Port's compliance with all applicable enforceable policies of the Coastal Zone Management
Program, including Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.

Work authorized by this certification is limited to the work described in the October 25, 2000,
JARPA, the Corp' s Public Notice, and the plans submitted by the Port to Ecology for review and
written approval.

This certification shall be withdrawn if the Corps does not issue a Section 404 permit. It shall
also be withdrawn if the project is revised in such a manner or purpose that the Corps or Ecology
determines the revised project must obtain new authorization and public notice. The Port will
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then be required to reapply for state certification under Section 401 of the Federal Clean Water
Act.

This certification is subject to the conditions contained in the enclosed Order and to the water
quality and aquatic resource related conditions of the following permits and approvals:

• The Hydraulic Project Approval (HPA) be issued by the Washington State Department of
Fish & Wildlife (WDFW).

• NPDES permi t #WA-002465-1, issued by the Department of Ecology on February 20, 1998
and modified on May 29, 2001.

• NPDES General Stormwater Permit for Construction Activity #SO3-00491 issued by the

Department of Ecology on April 4, 2001.

If you have any questions, l_lease contact Ann Kenny at (425) 649-4310. Written comments can
be sent to her at the Department of Ecology, Northwest Regional Office, 3190 160_ Avenue SE,
Bellevue, Washington, 98008-5452. The enclosed Order may be appealed by following the

procedures described in the Order.

Sincerely,

Gordon White
Program Manager
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program --

GW:AK
Enclosure

cc: Michelle Walker, Corps of Engineers
Gail Terzi, Corps of Engineers
Tony Opperman, WDFW
Tom Sibley, NMFS
Nancy Brennan-Dubbs, USFWS
Joan Cabreza, EPA

Kimberly Lockard, Airport Communities Coalition
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IN THE MATTER OF GRANTING A ORDER #1996-4-02325 (Amended -1)

WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION Construction of a Third Runway and related
TO: projects. Components of the project include

construction of a 8,500-foot-long third parallel

the Port of Seattle, in accordance with 33 runway with associated taxiway and navigational

U.S.C. 1341 FWPCA § 401, RCW aids, establishment of standard runway safety areas
90.48.260 for existing runways, relocating S. 154 thStreet

and WAC 173-201A. north of the extended runway safety areas and the

new third runway, development of the South
Aviation Support Area and the use of on-site
borrow sources for the third runway embankment.

TO: Port of Seattle
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport
Attn: Elizabeth Lcavitt

17900 International Blvd., Suite 402

SeaTac, WA 98188-4236

The Port of Seattle (Port) requested a water quality certification from the state of Washington for
the above-referenced project pursuant to the provisions of 33 U.S.C. 1341 (FWPCA§ 401). The

request for certification was made available for public review and comment through the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineer's Second Revised Public Notice No. 1996-4-02325 dated December 27,
2000, as amended by the Corps' Amendment and Erratum to the Second Revised Public Notice

dated January 17, 2001. Ecology issued a 401 certification for this project on August 10, 2001.

Ecology has decided to amend that certification. Accordingly, Ecology hereby rescinds Order
Number 1996-4-02325 and replaces it in its entirety with Order Number 1996-4-02325
(Amended-I).

The Third Runway site and related Master Plan Update projects and on-site mitigation are
located in Sections 4, 5, and 9, Township 22N, Range 4E and Sections 20, 21, 28, 29, 32, 33,
Township 23 N, Range 4E in King County. Offsite rnitigation will be located in Section 31,

Township 22N, Range 5E in King County. The project areas, on-site mitigation and the

proposed offsite mitigation are located within Water Resource Inventory Area 9. The projects
covered by this Order are described in detail in the December 27, 2000 Public Notice issued by

the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the October 25, 2000 Joint Aquatic Resource Permit

Application (JARPA) and in the plans approved by Ecology as a pan of this Order.

For purposes of this Order, the term "Port" shall mean Port of Seattle and its agents or
contractors.

Work authorized by this Order is limited to the work described in the October 25, 2000, JARPA,

as amended, unless modified by this Order or by conditions contained in other permits sought for
the Master Plan Update Improvement projects.

AUTHORITIES:
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Water Quality Certification #1996-4-02325 (Amended-1)

Page 2 of 33

September 21, 2001

In exercising authority under 33 U.S.C. 1341 and RCW 90.48.260, Ecology has investigated this

application pursuant to the following:

A. Conformance with applicable water quality-based, technology-based, and toxic or

pretreatment effluent limitations as provided under 33 U.S.C. Sections 1311, 1312, 1313,
1316, and 1317 (FWPCA Sections 301,302, 303,306, and 307);

B. Conformance with the state water quality standards as provided for in Chapter 173-201A

WAC, and authorized by 33 U.S.C. 1313 and Chapter 90.48 RCW, and with other

appropriate requirements of state law; and,

C. Conformance with the requirement to use all known, available and reasonable methods to
prevent and control pollution of state waters as provided by RCW 90.48.010.

L

WATER QUALITY CERTIFICATION CONDITIONS"

In view of the foregoing and in accordance with 33 U.S.C. 1341, RCW 90.48.260 and Chapter
173-201A WAC, by this Order water quality certification is granted to the Port, subject to the

following conditions:

A. Water Quality Standard Conditions: : .....

1. Water Quality Criteria

Des Moines Creek 0NA-09-2000), Miller Creek (WA-09-2005) and Walker Creek
(1223370474523) are Class AA waters of the state. Certification of this proposal does not
authorize the Port to exceed applicable state water quality standards (173-201A WAC) or
sediment quality standards (173-204 WAC). Water quality criteria contained in WACs 173-
201A-030(1) and 173-201A-040 shall apply to this project, unless otherwise authorized by
Ecology. This Order does not authorize temporary exceedances of water quality standards
beyond the limits established in WAC 173-201A-110(3). Furthermore, nothing in this Order
shall absolve the Port from liability for contamination and any subsequent cleanup of surface

waters or sediments occurring as a result of project construction or operations.

Des Moines Creek has been identified on the current FWCPA Section 303(d) list as

exceeding state water quality standards for fecal coliform. This project shall not result in
further exceedances of this standard.

2. Instream/Shoreline Work Monitoring Plan

a) The Port shall submit a monitoring plan for each in-water or shoreline construction
project. The monitoring plan shall be submitted to Ecology for review and approval at
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least thirty (30) days prior to the Start of construction. No construction shall begin until
the Port receives written approval of the monitoring plan from Ecology.

b) All monitoring will be reviewed for compliance with WAC 173-201A.

c) Port staff or contractors qualified to monitor for water quality compliance shall be on-
site during project construction to carry out monitoring and inspect erosion and
sedimentation control measures in order to ensure that water quality standards are not
exceeded.

d) In the monitoring plan, the Port shall demonstrate to Ecology that any mixing zone is
minimized in conformance with WAC 173-201A-100(6).

e) At a minimum, the monitoring plan shall include the measurement of turbidity and pH
at an agreed point upstream of the point of in-water work or shoreline work and an agreed
downstream point not to exceed 100 feet. The monitoring method shall be by a portable
turbidimeter and a pH meter following the prescribed maintenance, operating, and
calibration procedures in the instrument's instruction manuals. Alternatively, a grab
sample can be analyzed by a laboratory accredited under the provisions of Accreditation
of Environmental Laboratories, Chapter 173-50 WAC.

f) If a visual sheen is observed the Port shall sample for oil and grease.

The Minimum Detection Level (MDL) for oil and grease is 0.2 mg/L using
trichlorotrifluoroethane extraction and gravimetric analysis using EPA Method 413.1.
The quantitation level (QL) for oil and grease is 1.0 mg/L (5 x MDL). An equivalent
method is Method 1664 using normal hexane (n-hexane) as the extraction solvent in place
of 1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113; Freon-113). An equivalent method is
total petroleum hydrocarbons with a MDL of 0.1 mg/L using Gas Chromatography and
Flame Ionization Detector (FID) and Method WTPH-Dx Diesel (WTPH-D) from the
Washington State Department of Ecology Method WTPH-D. The quantitation level (QL)
for TPH-Dx is 0.5 mg/L (5 x MDL).

g) If monitoring indicates turbidity standards are not being met at the boundary of the
mixing zone, measures shall immediately be taken to reduce turbidity rates, such as
slowing the rate of work, placement of additional sediment curtains, etc. A field log in
which the results from the turbidity sampling have been recorded shall be maintained at
the project site. The field log shall be made available to Ecology staff upon request.

h) Monitoring results shall be submitted every other month to Ecology's Federal Permit
Manager, SeaTac Third Runway.

B. Permit Duration:
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1. This Order shall be valid during construction of the project. The following provisions of
this Order shall be valid during long-term operation, and maintenance of the project:
a) In ConditionD, Wetland, Stream and Riparian Mitigation, as follows: The mitigation
areas to be protected by restrictive covenants, and the Final Natural Resource Mitigation
Plan as amended, shall remain in effect in perpetuity.

b) In Condition D(7), provisions regarding wetland, stream, and riparian mitigation
monitoring and reporting shall remain in effect as specified therein.

c) In Condition E (3), the Surface Water and Ground Water Monitoring plan shall remain
in effect as specified in that plan but in no event for a duration less than eight (8) years.

d) In Condition F (1), the plan to monitor potential contaminant transport to soil and
groundwater via subsurface utility lines shall remain in effect as specified in that plan but
in no event for a duration less than eight (8) years.

e) In Condition I, Conditions for Mitigation of Low Flow Impacts, as follows: The low
strearnflow facilities, and the revised low streamflow plan as amended, shall remain in
effect in perpetuity.

f) In Condition J, Operational Stormwater Requirements, as follows: Those provisions
of this condition, including the Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, that are ......
incorporated into and superceded by any future Ecology-approved NPDES permit for the
Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA), shall be superceded as determined in that
permit. Any conditions not incorporated into a future Ecology-approved NPDES permit
for STIA shall remain in effect as provided in this condition.

2. The Port shall reapply with an updated JARPA if seven years elapse between the date of
the issuance of this Order and completion of the project construction and/or discharge for
which the federal license or permit is being sought.

3. The Port shall submit an updated application to Ecology if the information contained in
the October 25, 2000 JARPA is altered by subsequent submittals to the federal agency
and/or state agencies. Within 30 days of receipt of an updated application Ecology will
determine if a modification to this Order is required.

4. Any future construction-related activities that could impact waters of the state at this
project location, emergency or otherwise, that are not defined in the October 25, 2000
JARPA, this Order, or have not been approved in writing by Ecology, are not authorized
by this Order. Such proposed actions shall be reviewed with Ecology for its written
approval prior to implementation if the activity requires §401 certification or is otherwise
within Ecology's statutory authorization.

i
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C. Notification and Reporting Requirements:

1. Notification shall be made to Ecology's Federal Permit Managerl SeaTac Third Runway
at 425-649-4310, 425-649-7098 ('Fax), mail: 3190 160thAvenue SE, Bellevue, WA
98008 or by e-mail at aken461 @ecy.wa.gov for the following activities:

a) at least thirty (30) days prior to the pre-construction meeting to review environmental
permits and conditions,

b) at least ten (10) days prior to starting construction of each of the projects identified in
Table A-3 (Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, Volume 2) and each of the
mitigation sites identified in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, and

c) within seven- (7) days after the completion of construction of each of the projects
identified in Table A-3 (Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan, Volume 2)
and each of the mitigation sites identified in the Natural Resource Mitigation Plan.

NOTE: The required notifications shall include the Port's name, project name, project location,
i the number of this Order, the name of contractor and any subcontractor, contact and contact's

• phone number.

2. The Port shall ensure that all appropriate Project Engineer(s) and the Lead Contractor(s)
at the project site and/or mitigation sites have read and understand relevant conditions of
this Order and all permits, approvals, and documents referenced in this Order.

a) The Port shall provide to Ecology a signed statement, Attachment A, from each
Project Engineer(s) and Lead Contractor(s) that they have read and understand the
conditions of this Order and the above-referenced permits, plans, documents and
approvals.

b) These statements shall be provided to Ecology no less than seven (7) days before each
Project Engineer or Lead contractor begins work at the project or mitigation sites.

3. All reports, plans, or other information required to be submitted by this Order shall be
submitted in triplicate to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway, at
3190 160thAvenue SE, Bellevue, WA 98008-5452.

4. Documents required to be submitted to Ecology for review and/or approval by this Order
shall be submitted to Ecology by the time specified in this order. Failure to submit
documents by the required time may result in the revocation of this Order. The Port may,
on a case-by-case basis, submit a written request for an extension of the specified
submittal deadline for a document. Ecology will consider the reasonableness of the
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request for an extension and may grant an extension for a period of time it deems
appropriate. Ecology will provide any such extension to the Port in writing only.

No document, report or plan required by this Order shall be deemed approved until
the Port receives written verification of approval from Ecology.

D. Wetland, Stream and Riparian Mitigation:

1. Required Mitigation: Mitigation for this project shall be completed as described in the
•following documents with the following additions and clarifications:

• the Final Natural Resource Mitigation Plan (NRMP), Master Plan Update
Improvements, STIA, dated December 2000 (Parametrix, Inc.).

• Appendixes A-E, Design Drawings, Natural Resource Mitigation Plan, ST[A, dated
December 2000 (Parametrix, Inc.).

• the Revised Grading and Planting Plan for the Auburn Wetland Mitigation site dated
June 28, 2001 (Parametrix, Inc.).

• the revised NRMP performance standards found in Tables 4.2-1, 4.2-2, 5.1-7, 5.2-3,
5.2-8, 5.2-12, 5.2-16, 5.3-2, 5.3-6, and 7.7-1 received July 31, 2001 (Parametrix, Inc.).

• the revised Borrow Site Three plan sheets and drawings dated June 2001 and received
by Ecology on June 18, 2001 (Hart Crowser).

The Port shall amend and/or clarify the documents identified in Condition D.1 as follows:

a) The Port shall increase the duration of monitoring from ten (10) to fifteen (15)
years.

b) Table 4.2-1 of the NR_MP(July31, 2001) outlines the performance standards for
vegetation cover by vegetation zone and monitoring year. A note shall be added
to the table that states: "Invasive plant species cover will be monitored during all
monitoring years."

c) In addition to the non-native invasive species listed in Table 4.2-2 of the NRMP
(July 31, 2001), hedge bindweed (Convolvulus sepium), giant knotweed
(Polygonum sachalinense) and evergreen blackberry (Rubus laciniatus) shall be
monitored and controlled in the mitigation sites.

d) All performance standards addressing cover of non-native plants shall read:
"Cover of non-native invasive species will be no greater than 10% in any year in
newly planted or enhanced areas."

e) Table 5.1-7 of the NRMP (July 31, 2001) states that shade cloth will be placed
over the new channel. The Port shall provide a map of the location for the shade
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cloth, details on how it will be installed, and a schedule of installation and
removal.

i
.... f) The Port shall provide Ecology with written documentation of the implementation

of any of the contingency measures and adaptive management measures set forth
in the NRMP. Temporary erosion and sedimentation measures approved by

Ecology shall remain in effect for all adaptive management measures or
contingency measures implemented. Any problems identified throughout the

mitigation sites shall be immediately corrected. Implementation of corrective
actions shall be done within the confines of the contingency measures identified in
the NRMP. All contingency measures shall be implemented in a manner such that
they do not exceed state water quality standards.

g) The Port shall monitor hydrologic conditions of all wetlands downslope of the
Third Runway embankment in the Miller, Walker and Des Moines Creek sub-

basins. Hydrologic monitoring using piezometers and shallow hand dug soil pits
in undisturbed wetlands downslope of the Third Runway embankment shall be
conducted with sufficient frequency to determine wet season trends. The Port
shall immediately begin conducting twice-monthly hydrologic monitoring during

the wet season, November through May, and shall continue such monitoring for at
least three (3) years after completion. Maps of sample locations and vegetation in
the surrounding areas, observation of stressed vegetation, any adaptive

management implemented in the surrounding areas, comparison to baseline data,
and conclusions shall be documented and submitted to Ecology on a monthly

basis during that period. At the end of each water year, the Port shall complete a
trends analysis with proposed contingency measures identified and a schedule for
completion of proposed contingency measures.

h) Existing wetland and mitigated wetland boundaries (including all areas down

slope of the Third Runway embankment, Vacca farm, the borrow sites, and the
Auburn mitigation site) shall be delineated at years five (5), ten (10), and fifteen
(15). A licensed survey crew shall survey the wetland points established. The

delineation map and comparisons to previous delineation maps shall be furnished

to Ecology by December 31st for each of the years in which a delineation is
conducted. If the delineation shows the wetland boundaries have decreased then

additional in-basin mitigation may be required by Ecology.

i) Final performance standards for the replacement drainage channel shall read:
"Construct the replacement channel to convey all storm events equal to or less

than the 100-year, 24-hour design storm and seepage water collected by the
embankment drains layer and adjacent areas." (Revised Performance Standards,
Table 5.2-12 NRMP)
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j) Revised Table 5.2-12 of the NRMP (July 31, 2001) proposes a performance
standard that monitors the change in plant species in undisturbed wetlands, where
the hydrology is being replaced through inputs from the replacement drainage

...... channel, Emergent non-invasive plants provide a better indicator for general plant
species trends over time than trees and shrubs because typically their root
structures are shallower, and subsequently respond to hydrologic changes more
quickly. The Port shall amend the monitoring condition in Table 5.2-12 to read:
"Wetland indicator status (WIS) of the dominant noninvasive plant species shall
not differ from pre-project conditions during or at the end of the monitoring
period. Each vegetative strata (trees, shrubs and emergents) shall be assessed
separately, and have separate conclusions. Statistically valid sampling procedures
will be employed to monitor theses potential changes, in all areas where there is a
potential to change the post construction hydrology (down slope of the
embankment, and the borrow sites). WIS status of the vegetation will be
_calculated as described in the 1987 USACE or Washington State Department of
Ecology delineation manuals."

k) In all areas where soil saturation is being monitored the performance standards
shall include the following conditions: "Other wetlands with predominantly

) mineral soils shall have groundwater within the upper 10 inches from at least
March to mid-April in years of normal rainfall."

l) Soils stockpiled for mitigation purposes for over one year require the
reintroduction of naturally occurring microbes, prior to use in mitigation sites.
This shall be accomplished through introduction of soils microbial inoculants, or
through introduction of well decomposed organic matter.

m) The Port shall redevelop the sample data sheets to meet all the monitoring
requirements set forth this order.

n) Auburn Mitigation Site- Emergent marsh plants shall be planted with rhizomes
12" on center (o.c.) instead of the 18" o.c. currently specified. Areas that are
designated for hydroseeding that have visible surface water at the time of planting
those areas shall be planted with plugs. Routine maintenance, such as, weeding,
removal of non-native species, and watering, shall occur at least twice a year in all
areas and more often in areas if needed. The maintenance crew shall be overseen

by a wetland biologist to assist with identifying invasive species and identifying
problem areas.

o) Vacca Farm Mitigation Site- Revised Table 5.1-7 of the NRMP (July 31, 2001)
Final performance standards shall have a note added that reads: "Observable
surface flow must be present in the created channel at all times."
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p) Contingency measures and additional monitoring of the mitigation areas shall be
required by Ecology if wetland monitoring reveals that vegetation establishment
or wildlife use of the wetland is not sufficient to meet the success standards.

Additional monitoring may be required beyond the fifteen (15) year period if
mitigation success is not achieved within the fifteen (15) year monitoring period.

q) The wetland mitigation planting plan shall be field inspected by Parametrix, Inc.
or another qualified wetland consulting firm during construction and planting to
ensure proper installation.

r) The boundaries of the mitigation area and buffers shall be permanently marked
with stakes at least every 100 feet or with construction fencing. The marking shall
include signage that clearly indicates that mowing and fertilizer/pesticide
applications are prohibited.within mitigation areas.

s) Ecology and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers shall be notified a minimum of
three days in advance of field monitoring work by the Port. Ecology or its
designee shall be allowed access to all mitigation sites for the entire monitoring
period.

2. Restrictive Covenants:

The Port shall place restrictive covenants on the deeds for the following mitigation sites:
Miller Creek Mitigation Area; Miller Creek/Lora Lake/Vacca Farm Wetland and
Floodplain Mitigation Area; Tyee Valley Golf Course Mitigation Area; Auburn Wetland
Mitigation Area; and Des Moines Creek Mitigation Area (June 28, 2001, Foster, Pepper
and Shefelman). The Port shall record the restrictive covenants with King County no later
than sixty (60) days after the issuance by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers of the
Section 404 required for construction of the Master Plan Update projects.

Any changes to the restrictive covenants shall require written approval by Ecology.

Violation of any term of the restrictive covenants shall be considered a violation of this
Order.

3. Submittal of a Revised Mitigation Plan

The Port shall submit to Ecology for its review and written approval a revised NRMP
which includes the changes or additions required by this Order for review and written
approval no later than December 31, 2001. The revised NRMP shall include revised plan
sheets that address the corrections required in Attachment B.

If, after revision of the NRMP required by this Order, the Port submits a further revised
NRMP to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers for review, the Port shall simultaneously
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submit the same revised NRMP to Ecology for its review and written approval. No fill
shall be placed in waters of the state until the revised NRMP submitted to the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers has been approved by Ecology.

A Final NRMP shall be prepared and submitted to Ecology within three months after a
Section 404 permit has been issued by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

4. Mitigation for Temporary Impacts

The December 2000 NRMP indicates that up to 2.05 acres of wetlands will be affected by
the construction of temporary stormwater management ponds and other construction
impacts (p. 4-8 and other). Approximately 1.25 acres will result from the construction of
the stormwater ponds in the Miller Creek basin. Ecology has determined that the impacts
characterized as "temporary" in the NRMP are not temporal in nature because they will
last for longer than a one-year period. The agency considers these impacts to be
permanent and has determined that additional in-basin mitigation is necessary in the
Miller Creek basin. Additional mitigation is necessary in order to mitigate for
hydrologic, water quality and general habitat impacts that will result from the "temporary"
impacts. In-basin mitigation is necessary to provide a "temporal lift" of wetland water
quality and general habitat functions.

In order to compensate for these unmitigated impacts in the Miller Creek basin, the Port
shall prepare a mitigation plan for submittal to Ecology for its review and written
approval. A conceptual plan shall be submitted to Ecology for review and written
approval by November 9, 2001. Upon receipt of Ecology's written approval of the
mitigation plan, the Port shall amend the NR_MPto incorporate the approved mitigation
plan. The plan must contain the following elements:

a) The wetland/riparian zone comprised of Wetlands A17b/c/d (Wetland A17
Complex) and "Water D" shall be added to the wetland and buffer
restoration/enhancement on Miller Creek. This area is depicted in Attachment C
titled "Wetland A17 Complex". A 100-foot buffer shall be •placed to envelop this
system. Wetlands A17b/c/d comprise a total of 2.64 acres and "Water D" totals
0.16 acres for a combined total of 2.80 acres (not including the buffer). The
buffer shall be averaged, similar to the buffer on Miller Creek. The buffer area
may include location of the airport detection system (ADS) to the extent that its
footprint has been minimized to the extent practicable.

b) The plan shall use the same goals and performance standards as the NRMP
approved by this Order.

c) The plan shall evaluate the feasibility of improving the hydrologic connection of
the Wetland A17 Complex to Miller Creek via "Water D", including but not
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limited to removing the undergrofi_d pipe. If it is feasible to improve the
hydrologic connection of the Wetland A17 Complex to Miller Creek via "Water
D", the Port shall include a plan for improving the connection in its submittal.

d) Homes, driveways, concrete, fill, septic systems and other unsuitable material
with be removed from Wetlands A17b/c/d, in a manner that meets the treatment
protocol established for the Miller Creek restoration in the NRMP.

e) The plan shall develop a buffer restoration and re-vegetation plan for this area
that meets the treatment protocol for the Miller Creek restoration in the NRMP.
This shall include the removal of invasive species, and replanting of appropriate
native species.

f) The plan shall evaluate the potential for wetland restoration, creation and
enhancement within this new mitigation zone. This shall include evaluation of
the reconnection of Wetlands A17b and A17c by removal of the road between
them and removal of the road that separates Wetlands A17a and Al7b. Ecology
recognizes the need for an access road to the TRACON facility between Wetlands
A17c and A17d.

'1

_ g) The buffer shall be joined with the buffer on Miller Creek to the south.

h) A restrictive covenant shall be drafted for this additional mitigation area. The
restrictive covenant shall be consistent with other restrictive covenants established

for this project. The Port shall record the restrictive covenants with King County
no later than sixty (60) days after the issuance by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers of the Section 404 required for construction of the Master Plan Update
projects.

5. Borrow Site One-

The performance standards for Borrow Site One in Table 5.3-6 of the NRMP (July 31,
2001) allow for monitoring of the wetland hydrology. The evaluation approach shall
compare the shallow groundwater data collected to data collected pre-construction.
Wetlands 48, B15, 32, B12, B4, and B1 shall be evaluated using this approach. The Port
shall provide to Ecology bi-monthly hydrologic monitoring during the wet seasons,
November through May, for at least three (3) years after completion. Maps of sample
locations and vegetation in the surrounding areas, observation of stressed vegetation, any
adaptive management implemented in the surrounding areas, comparison to baseline data,
and conclusions shall be documented and submitted to Ecology on a monthly basis during
that period. At the end of each water year the Port shall complete and submit to Ecology
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a trends analysis with proposed contingency measures identified and a schedule for
completion of the proposed contingency measures.

6. Borrow Site Three- The following conditions apply to Borrow Site 3:

a) The site plan from Hart Crowser titled Post Reclamation Topographic detail
Borrow Area 3 Wetland Protection Swale HNTB revision (June 15, 2001 Draft)
shows a flow dispersal trench overlapping with a small portion of Wetland 29.
The flow dispersal trench shall not be constructed so that it is in the wetland.

b) The wetland protection swale shall be lined (with HDPE or other similar liner
material) where necessary to minimize infiltration of captured seepage water
through the bottom of the swale (as described in Hart Crowser 2000b Sea-Tac
Airport Third Runway - Borrow Area 3 Preservation of Wetlands; memorandum
from Michael Kenrick and Michael Bailey (Hart Crowser) to Jim Thomson
(HNTB) on wetland hydrology and proposed drainage swale design (October 20,
2000)).

c) Excess water from the stormwater overflow structure shall be diverted away from
the wetland protection swale to a stormwater detention pond (as described in Hart
Crowser 2000b Sea-Tac Airport Third Runway - Borrow Area 3 Preservation of
Wetlands; memorandum from Michael Kenrick and Michael Bailey (Hart
Crowser) to Jim Thomson (HNTB) on wetland hydrology and proposed drainage ......
swale design (October 20, 2000)).

d) The Port shall monitor hydrologic conditions of wetlands remaining in and

adjacent to the borrow sites. Hydrologic monitoring using piezometers and
shallow hand dug soil pits in undisturbed wetlands associated with Borrow Site
Three shall be conducted with sufficient frequency to determine wet season
trends. Special emphasis shall be given to the area near where the drainage swale
discharges into Wetland 29, to provide an early indication of hydrologic duress to
plants in the wetland. The Port shall provide to Ecology bi-monthly hydrologic
during the wet seasons, November through May, before construction and for at
least three (3) years after completion. Maps of sample locations and vegetation in
the surrounding areas, observation of stressed vegetation, any adaptive
management implemented in the surrounding areas, comparison to baseline data,
and conclusions shall be documented and submitted to Ecology on a monthly
basis during that period. At the end of each water year the Port shall complete and
submit to Ecology a trends analysis with proposed contingency measures
identified and a schedule for completion of the proposed contingency measures.

e) The wetland protection swale shall be inspected and maintained at a minimum
frequency of two (2) times per year. Swale maintenance shall include adjustment
of flow control weir boards to provide appropriate flows to Wetland 29, and
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removal of vegetation orfill in th_ swale which may interfere with the seepage
collection and diversion functions of the swale. The weir shall be calibrated so
that flow rates can be observed at any time.

f) Increased Buffer Area: In order to protect the hydrologic functions, and
hydrology supporting Wetlands 29, 30, B5, B6, B7, and B9, all areas up slope of
the wetlands within the property shall be included in the wetland buffer.
Additionally, the Port shall ensure protection of hydrology to Wetlands 29, 30,
B5, B6, B7, and B9 from future development. The wetland protection swale shall
also be included in a restrictive covenant, with 25 foot buffers on either side of the
swale. Those areas are depicted in Attachment D (Revised), Borrow Area 3
Wetland Buffer. A restrictive covenant shall be drafted for this additional buffer
area. The restrictive covenant shall be consistent with other restrictive covenants

established for this project. The Port shall record the restrictive covenants with
King County no later than sixty (60) days after the issuance by the U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers of the Section 404 required for construction of the Master
Plan Update projects. This condition applies only to property currently owned by
the Port.

g) The performance standards in Table 5.3-6 of the NRMP (July 31, 2001) allow for
monitoring of the surface water in Wetland 30. The evaluation approach states
that shallow groundwater monitoring wells will be used. The evaluation approach
shall be changed to provide that surface water depths are measured monthly
during the period from December through April, and the monitoring results
compared to pre-construction data.

7. Wetland, Stream and RiparianMitigation Monitoring and Reporting:

a) Monitoring of all wetland mitigation sites identified in the December 2000 NRMP
and the June 2001 Auburn Grading and Planting Plan, as revised below, shall be
incorporated into the Final NRMP submitted to Ecology.

i) Monitoring shall be completed at least yearly for a fifteen (15) year period
with initial monitoring starting after the first growing season after installation
of plants. If at any point during the monitoring period the results of
monitoring show that the success criteria established in the plan are not being
met, Ecology may require corrective action, additional monitoring, and
additional mitigation.

ii) The Port shall prepare and submit annual monitoring reports to Ecology's
Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway, Northwest Regional Office,
3190 160thAvenue SE, Bellevue, WA 98008-5452 no later than December
31st of each year following the first year of the mitigation site work. Each
year's monitoring report shall include photographic documentation of the
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project taken from permanent reference points. The Port shall identify and ....
incorporate permanent reference points into the Final NRMP.

iii) As-Built Report: An as-built report documenting the final design of all
wetland mitigation sites shall be prepared when the initial planting is
completed. The report shall include the following:

• final site topography;
• photographs of the area taken from established permanent reference

Points;
• a planting plan showing species, densities, sizes, and approximate

locations of plants, as well as plant sources and the time of planting;
• habitat features (snags, large woody debris, etc) and their locations;
• drawings in the report shall clearly identify the boundaries of the project;

•• locations of sampling and monitoring sites; and
• any changes to the plan that occurred during construction.

The As-Built Report shall include detailed plans showing locations of all
monitoring transects and locations. All vegetation sampling and analysis shall
employ statistically valid sampling and analysis procedures during each of the
monitoring events. Monitoring reports shall show all sampling locations,
discuss trends and changes, discuss success in achieving performance k.....
standards or other implementation difficulties, provide remedies to address
implementation problems, and set forth a timeline for their resolution.
Supporting data and calculations shall be maintained by the contractor and
made available to Ecology upon request.

iv) The As Built Report shall be sent to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager,
SeaTac Third Runway within sixty (60) days of completing the mitigation site.

v) Any proposed changes to the wetland mitigation and monitoring protocol
established in the NRMP and as revised by this Order, must be approved in
writing by Ecology prior to implementation of any changes.

E. Conditions for Acceptance of Fill to be used in Construction of the Third Runway and
Associated Master Plan Update Improvements:

The use of imported fill for projects for which the §404 permit was sought, e.g., Third
Runway, Runway Safety Areas, South Aviation Support Area, and other appropriate Master
Plan Update Improvements as determined by Ecology (Port 404 Projects) may result in
impacts to wetlands or other waters of the state. To ensure compliance with measures
designed to minimize potenti'al impacts, the Port shall submit borrow site clean fill
certification documentation described in the following sections to Ecology for review and
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written approval prior to fill placement.

1. Fill Documentation/Fill Criteria/Fill Source

The Port shall adhere to the following conditions to ensure that thefill placed for Port
404 Projects does not contain toxic materials in toxic amounts, thereby preventing the
introduction of toxic materials in toxic amounts into waters of the state which includes
wetlands.

a) Documentation
No later than five (5) business days prior to accepting any fill materials for use on Port
404 Projects, the Port shall submit to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third
Runway, documentation certifying that the proposed fill source meets the criteria of this
Order. The documentation shall contain an environmental assessment of the fill source
and shall verify that excavated soil from the proposed fill source complies with the fill
criteria set forth below. Findings of the environmental assessment are subject to the
review of Ecology. Ecology reserves the right to disapprove fill materials following
review of the Port's supporting documentation and a determination that the fill criteria
were not met. In the event of such disapproval, Ecology reserves its rights to enforce the
terms of the Order and require appropriate remedial measures.

The environmental assessment shall be conducted by an environmental professional in
general conformance with the American Society for Testing and Materials Standard
(ASTM) E 1527-00 Standard Practice for Environmental Site Assessments: Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment Process, and E 1903-97 Standard Guide for
Environmental Site Assessments: Phase II Environmental Site Assessment ProCess. At
minimum, the document shall contain the following information:

i) Fill Source Description: Provide a description/location of the fill source, general
characteristics of the fill source and vicinity, current use, and a site plan
identifying the extent of the excavation, project schedule and the estimated
quantity of fill to be transported to Port 404 Projects.

ii) Records Review: Obtain and review environmental records of the proposed fill
source site and adjoining properties. In addition to the standard federal and local
environmental record sources, the following Ecology environmental databases
shall be reviewed:

• Confirmed & Suspected Contaminated Site Report
• No Further Action Site List ,

• Underground Storage Tank List
• Leaking Underground Storage Tank List
• Site Register.
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Records review shall also contain historical use information of the fill source and
the surrounding area to help identify the likelihood of environmental
contamination.

iii) Site Reconnaissance: Documentation of visits to each site that identifies current
site use and site conditions to assist in identifying the likelihood of environmental
contamination and/or the potential migration of hazardous substances onto the site
from adjoining properties.

iv) Fill Source Sampling: Collect and analyze fill materials for the potential
contaminant(s) identified in the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment. At a
minimum, fill materials from each fill source shall be analyzed for the following
hazardous substances

• Total Antimony
• Total Arsenic
• Total Beryllium
• Total Cadmium
• Total Chromium 1
• Total Copper
• Total Lead
• Total Mercury
• Total Nickel
• Total Selenium
• Total Silver
• Total Thallium
• Total Zinc
• NWTPH-HCID

1 Chromium (VI) shall be analyzed if the results of the Phase I Environmental Site Assessment show a

likelihood of Chromium (VI) contamination.

For fill source characterization, the following table presents the minimum sampling
schedule for fill sources with no likelihood of environmental contamination.

Cubic Yards Minimum Number
of Soil of Samples
<1,000 2

1,000 - 10,000 3
10,000 - 50,000 4

50,000 - 100,000 5
>100,000 6
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Samples shall be collected at locations that are representative of the fill destined for Port
404 Projects.

For fill sources with suspected contamination identified by the Phase I Environmental
Site Assessment or with complex site conditions, please consult with Ecology's Federal
Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway for the appropriate sampling requirements.

b) Fill Criteria

The results of the Phase 11Environmental Site Assessment sampling and testing shall be
compared to the fill criteria to determine the suitability of the fill source for Port 404
Projects.

The following table establishes the fill criteria limitations for the hazardous
substances identified in Section El(a)(iv) of this Order.

Hazardous Fill
Substances Criteria

mg/kg 2
Antimony 16
Arsenic 20

Beryllium 0.6
Cadmium 2
Chromium _ 42/2000

Copper 36
Lead* 220/250

Mercury 2
Nickel s 10(3/110
Selenium 5
Silver 5
Thallium 2
Zinc 85
Gasoline 30
Diesel _ 460/2000

Heavy Oils 2000

2
mg/kg mmilligrams per kilogram

3 Fill with total chromium concentrations greater than 42 mg/kg and less than 2000 mg/kg may be placed to within
six feet of the ground surface. No fill with total chromium concentrations greater than 42 mg/kg may be placed
within the first six feet of the embankment. No fill with chromium (VI) concentrations greater than 19 mg/kg may
be placed within the embankment.
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4 Fillwithtotalleadconcentrationsgreaterthan220mg/kgandlessthan250mg/kgmaybeplacedtowithinsix
feetofthe groundsurface.No fillwithtotalleadconcentrationsgreaterthan220mg/kgmaybe placedwithinthe
firstsixfeetof theembankment.

s Fillwithtotalnickelconcentrationsgreaterthan100mg/kgandlessthan110mg/kgmaybe placedtowithinsix
feetof thegroundsurface.Nofill withtotalnickelconcentrationsgreaterthan 100mg/kgmaybeplacedwithin
thefirstsix feetof theembankment.

Fillwithdieselrangeorganicsconcentrationsgreaterthan460mg/kgandless than2000mg/kgmaybe placedto
withinsixfeetof the groundsurface.Nofillwithdieselrangeorganicsconcentrationsgreaterthan460mg/kgmay
beplacedwithinthe firstsixfeetof theembankment.

For hazardous substances other than those identified in the above fill criteria table that

have been identified in the Phase II Environmental Site Assessment, the Port shall consult

with Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway for the applicable fill
criteria.

As an alternative to applying the limitations listed above for the material within the top
six feet of the existing ground surface and/or within the first six feet of the embankment
(as noted in footnotes two through six above), the Port may construct a "drainage layer

cover" (that layer immediately above the drainage layer of the embankment) that will
measure at least forty (40) feet thick at the face of the embankment and will reduce in

height to the east at a rate of two (2) percent. The fill criteria listed above for the first six
feet of the embankment will apply to the drainage layer cover. If proposed fill (for either
the drainage layer cover or the rest of the embankment or other Port 404 Projects) does

not meet the fill criteria in Condition E. 1.(b), the Port can demonstrate the suitability of
that fill by employing a Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP), SW-846
Method 1312. SPLP testing shall conducted in accordance with the SPLP work plan,
Attachment E, or as amended in the future. Where the Port utilizes the SPLP method to

demonstrate the suitability of fill, SPLP test results shall be provided to Ecology at least
ten (10) business days prior to fill placement. As per Condition E.l.(a), Ecology reserves

the right to disapprove the use of fill analyzed under the SPLP method.

c) Fill Sources

Fill materials for Port 404 Projects shall be limited to the following three sources:

i) State-certified borrow pits
ii) Contractor-certified construction sites

iii) Port of Seattle-owned properties.

d) Prohibited Fill Sources

The following fill sources are prohibited for use on Port 404 Projects:

• Fill which consists in whole or in part of soils or materials that are determined to
be contaminated following a Phase I or Phase 1"Isite assessment.
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• Fill which consists in whole or in part of soils or materials that were previously
determined to be contaminated by a Phase I or Phase I/site assessment and have
been treated in some manner so to be considered re-mediated soils or fill material.

2. As-Built Documentation

The Port shall provide to Ecology for review monthly summaries of:

• Names and locations of fill sources placed for the previous month
• Quantities of fill materials from these fill sources
• Locations and elevations of fill source materials placed within the Port 404

Projects.

Ecology may require additional compliance conditions and/or corrective actions upon
Ecology's review of the as-built documents. The monthly summaries shall be
provided to Ecology no later than fifteen (15) days following the last day of the
month.

3. Post Construction Monitoring
The Port shall monitor runoff and seepage from Port 404 Projects where fill is placed
for compliance with applicable Washington State surface water criteria. Ground water
down-gradient from the fill area shall be monitored for compliance with applicable
ground water criteria.

Within 60 days after the issuance of the 401 Water Quality Certification for the
Master Plan Update Improvements, the Port shall submit to Ecology for review and
written approval a Surface Water and Ground Water Monitoring Plan. The monitoring
plan shall be designed to detect impacts of the fill embankment to the receiving water
and to the ground water during fill placement and post fill placement. In the event
monitoring detects exceedances of the water quality criteria in either surface or
ground water; Ecology may revise the fill criteria and/or require corrective action.

F. Conditions to Prevent Transport of Contaminants:

1. All Master Plan Update Improvements and all associated utility corridors shall be
constructed in a manner that will prevent the possible interception of contaminated
groundwater originating from the Airport Maintenance and Operations Area or other
potentially contaminated Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (STIA) areas. The
Port shall submit to Ecology proposed construction BMPs to prevent interception of
contaminated groundwater by utility corridors and a plan to monitor potential
contaminant transport to soil and groundwater via subsurface utility lines at the STIA
and submit it to Ecology for review and written approval no later than November 9,
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2001. The plan shall be submitted to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac
Third Runway.

2. The Port shall have staff trained in the detection of hazardous materials and
contaminated soils or water inspect on a regular basis all areas where there is clearing
and grading, or construction under way by Port contractors or employees. If
hazardous materials or contaminated soils or other indications of contamination are
discovered the Port shall immediately cease construction in the suspect area, secure
the site and clean up the area in accordance with the Model Toxics Control Act
(MTCA), Chapter 70.105d RCW, the Hazardous Waste Management Act, Chapter
70.105 RCW, and with generally accepted best management practices.

3. The Port shall administer and periodically update the contaminant database and
contaminant maps and figures for the STIA. The database shall be updated as new
information is received. The maps and figures shall be updated annually and
delivered to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway in a report of
findings for review. Maps and figures shall be similar to the maps and figures shown
in the Port's "Analysis of Preferential Ground Water Flow Paths Relative to Proposed
Third Runway," dated June 21, 2001.

4. The Port shall collect all new environmental data generated by construction activities,

cleanup actions, or any other environmental investigations of soil and groundwater
throughout the STIA. The information shall be used to update the contaminant
database. The Port, airport tenants, and other entities conducting environmental
investigations shall continue to provide reports of ongoing cleanup actions and any
new contamination discovered to Ecology as required by the MTCA.

G. Dam Safety Requirements:

1. All facilities identified in Table 3-1 of the Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan (CSMP) that meet the requirements of Chapter 173-175 WAC (Dam Safety
Regulations) shall obtain a Dam Safety Permit from Ecology prior to commencement
of construction. If any stormwater facilities identified in the CSMP change during
final design such that they meet the requirements of Chapter 173-175 WAC, those
facilities shall obtain a Dam Safety Permit from Ecology prior to commencement of
construction. .

H. Conditions for Upland Construction Activities:

1. During construction the Port shall comply with all stormwater requirements within
the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit No. WA-
002465-1 as modified on May 29, 2001 for this project.
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2. The project shall be clearly marked/staked prior to construction, Clearing limits,
travel corridors and stockpile sites shall be clearly marked. Sensitive areas to be
protected from disturbance shall be delineated and marked with brightly colored
construction fence, so as to be clearly visible to equipment operators. All project staff
shall be trained to recognize construction fencing that identifies sensitive areas
boundaries (wetlands, streams, riparian corridors, buffers, etc.). Equipment shall
enter and operate only within the delineated clearing limits, corridors and stockpile
areas.

3. The Port shall follow and implement all specifications for erosion and sediment
control specified in the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and/or
Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) plan as required in the NPDES permit. The
erosion control devices shall be in place before starting construction and shall be
maintained, so as to be effective throughout construction.

4. Stormwater Detention for New Outfalls: Any new diversion ditch or channel, pond,
trap, impoundment or other detention or retention BMP constructed at the site for
treatment of stormwater shall be designed, constructed, and maintained to contain and

provide treatment for the peak flow for the ten (10)-year 24 hour precipitation event
estimated from data published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.

5. The Port shall periodically inspect and maintain all erosion control structures.
Inspections shall be conducted no less than every seven (7) days from the start of the
project to final site stabilization. Daily inspections of sedimentation ponds shall
occur during wet seasons. Additional inspections shall be conducted after rainfall
events greater than 0.5 inches per 24-hour period, to ensure erosion control measures
are in working condition. These inspections shall be conducted within 24 hours after
the event. Any damaged structures shall be repaired immediately. If it is determined
during the inspection that additional measures are needed to control stormwater and
erosion, such measures shall be implemented immediately. Inspections shall be
documented in writing and shall be available for Ecology's review upon request.

6. Wash water containing oils, grease, or other hazardous materials resulting from wash
down of equipment or working areas shall not be discharged into state waters except
as authorized by an NPDES permit or state waste discharge permit.

i

7. Machinery and equipment used during construction shall be serviced, fueled, and
maintained on uplands in order to prevent contamination to surface waters.

8. Grading/Construction in Borrow Areas: The depth of the excavation at the borrow
areas shall be limited to a depth ten (10) feet above the maximum seasonal
groundwater table. The maximum seasonal ground water table shall be determined by
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the monitoring wells on Port property. Depth of excavation and maximum seasonal
ground water elevations shall be submitted annually to Ecology's Federal Permit
Manager, SeaTac Third Runway.

I. Conditions for Mitigation of Low Flow Impacts:

i. Ecology has reviewed and approved the December 2000 Low Streamflow
Analysis and the Summer Low Flow Impact Offset Facility Proposal dated July
23, 2001. In order to ensure clarity, within 45 days of receipt of this Order the
Port shall submit a revised plan integrating the LOw Streamflow Analysis and
Summer Low Flow Impact Offset Facility Proposal into a single document-that
addresses the following issues:

a) General:

i) The revised plan shall be stamped by a licensed professional civil
engineer.

ii) All supporting documents shall be clearly labeled and included in a
technical appendix and/or on one clearly labeled CDROM. Only those
files which directly correspond to results presented in the report should be
included.

iii) The plan shall include a specific section discussing the accuracy of the
calibration in predicting low flows at upper stream gauges, and a statement
of adequacy of the calibrations for the purpose of low flow simulation.

iv) Revised conceptual drawings for reserve storage vaults shall be submitted
that include any changes required by this Order and that include details on
how constant discharge will be maintained in reservoirs with variable
hydraulic head pressures. Reserve vault inlets and outlets shall be
configured so that water is added/discharged from the middle of the
reserve storage depth in order to avoid disturbing sediments and/or
floatables that could be present in the reserve vault. In order to ensure that
reserve water is well aerated, reserve storage vaults shall include open
ventilation consistent with King County Surface Water Design Manual
wetvaults. Mechanical aeration shall be provided if grating is not feasible.
Conceptual drawings shall include detail on reserve water ouffalls. Where

feasible, outfalls shall discharge directly to wetlands that are adjacent (in
hydrologic continuity) to streams rather than directly to streams.

v) A final Operations and Maintenance Plan shall be included in the revised
plan. The Operations and Maintenance plan section of the report shall
require the release of any water remaining in the reserve vaults during the
month of November or until substantial rains occur. The Operations and
Maintenance Plan shall address management of accumulated sediments in

reserve storage vaults. All accumulated sediments shall be disposed of in
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an appropriate upland disposal site.
vi) The revised plan shall include a monitoring protocol to determine whether

placement of the Third Runway embankment fill and other fill used for
..... Master Plan Update Improvements meets fill specifi'cations for type of

material, meets specifications for compaction rates, and meets assumption
for infiltration rates.

vii)The revised plan shall include contingency measures to offset reduced
recharge in the event the Third Runway embankment fill and other fill
used for Master Plan Update Improvements does not meet performance
standards for infiltration rates.

viii) The revised plan shall include information demonstrating that low flow
mitigation (vault releases) can be conveyed to streams without being lost
•to soil.

ix) The Port shall develop a pilot program to test one reserve stormwater vault
for performance. The Port shall include a proposal for a pilot in the
revised plan. The pilot shall be completed within three years after receipt
of the Section 404 permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.

x) The revised plan shall identify and analyze all direct or indirect impacts to
wetlands as a result of low flow impacts and the proposed low flow
mitigation. The revised plan shall contain contingencies to mitigate for
impacts to wetlands if wetland impacts are identified as a result of
monitoring.

b) Des Moines Creek-

i) The revised plan shall provide data comparing the existing simulation of
low flows against the Tyee Golf Course weir gauge data. The Port shall
provide representative hydrographs, associated discussion and statement of
adequacy of the calibration for simulating low flows.

ii) SDS3 vault design (sheet C141) indicates that not all inlet pipes are
tributary to the reserve storage vault. The revised plan shall factor into the
vault filling calculations the effects of having a reduced tributary area.

iii) SDS4 vault design (sheet 139) shall be reconfigured to show the vault inlet
pipe at a lower elevation. A note similar to the one found on exhibit
C131 should be included here. The Port shall evaluate the feasibility of
providing reserve storage only in the SDS3 vault.

c) Walker Creek-

i) In place of the Port's proposal to line 3.5 acres of filter strip within the
SDW2 subbasin, the Port's revised plan shall provide that low flow
mitigation water for Walker Creek will be obtained from the collection of
winter runoff from the 69 acres of impervious surface being added in the .-
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Walker Creek non'contiguous groundwater basin. Reserve stormwater
collected from this area may be stored in either the proposed 15-acre foot
vault in Walker Creek or in the SDS3 vault. If, within thirty (30) days of
receiving this order, the Port submits to Ecology information
demonstrating that another feasible and implementable alternative exists,
Ecology will review the alternative and consider amending this Order to
allow implementation of the alternative.

ii) The current proposal for Walker Creek assumes no contribution from the
Third Runway embankment fill. If the revised plan includes a
reinstatement of the Third Runway embankment model, the area of the fill
embankment tributary to Walker Creek shall be verified and modeled
accordingly.

d) Miller Creek-

i) The revised plan shall verify whether the 1991 impact number is 0.1 lcfs or
0.12cfs. Unless shown otherwise, Ecology shall presume that 0.12cfs is the
correct number.

ii) The revised plan shall include the correct "Low Flow Miller 91-94.xls" file
and back-up datathat produce a future 1991 7-day low flow of 0.67cfs shall be
included on CDROM.

iii) The revised plan shall include documentation that clarifies whether the
existing (1994) condition 1991 low flow is 0.784cfs as was used in electronic
flies or 0.79cfs as was presented in the July 23, 2001 memorandum.

iv) The revised plan shall correct the impervious acreage figures provided for the
new North Employees Parking Lot (NEPL) vault to reflect 26.29 acres of
impervious (Miller 2006 HSPF model), rather than 32.31 acres.

v) The Port shall evaluate orifice sizing and determine whether a change in
orifice size and/or a reduction in the number of reserve stormwater vaults is

warranted. The revised plan shall evaluate vault locations for feasibility and
special design considerations (e.g., upstream spill control, oil controls,
downstream compost filters, etc.) to ensure that reserve stormwater from the
NEPL and cargo vaults will receive adequate treatment to ensure water
quality.

vi) The revised plan shall include BMPs developed to ensure infiltration into the
Third Runway embankment rather than into the Third Runway embankment
conveyance system.

vii) The revised plan shall include revised Grading and Drainage sheets 129 and
130. The revised sheets shall clarify the flow in the collection swales.

viii) Revised conceptual drawings, and supporting analysis, shall be submitted
with the revised plan that address water quality concerns for the NEPL and
Cargo reserve storage areas.
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e) Monitoring and ReportingReqtlirements: The revised plan shall develop a
comprehensive monitoring protocol that, at a minimum, addresses the following
elements:

i) Collection of stream gage data and an evaluation/correlation to expected flow
rates established by the model.

ii) Water quality sampling and reporting. Water quality shall be tested at vault
outflow and instream at a point 100 feet downstream of the outflow.

iii) Metering of water from vaults.
iv) Infiltration rate sampling and monitoring to evaluate performance of the fill.
v) Contingency if water quality in vaults does not meet water quality criteria

(e.g., additional treatment, other source, flocculation, coalescing oil water
separator, etc.).

vi) Instream biologic monitoring shall occur in Des Moines, Miller and Walker
Creeks to assess the impacts of the Port's low flow offset proposal. The Port
shall develop an instream monitoring protocol that shall at a minimum include
the following elements:

• Existing low-flow conditions of Des Moines, Miller and Walker Creek
will be evaluated by conducting Benthic Index of Biotic Integrity (BIBI)
monitoring (Karr and Chu 1999). Monitoring shall occur four times per
year and shall continue through year five (5) after construction and then
yearly until completion of the fifteen (15)-year monitoring period. In
addition to the BIBI monitoring required above, the Port shall develop a
that monitors at a minimum temperature, turbidity, channel morphology,
substrate quality, type and amount of large woody debris and other habitat
features, riparian habitat cover and fish use. Representative stream
channel cross-sections shall be utilized. Information must be synthesized
to determine how these elements may be impacting overall stream health.

• Mitigation during the proposed period appears to effect low flow
frequencies during June and July. Monitoring shall specifically address
potential adverse impacts to fish or aquatic biota during June and July. If
monitoring shows an adverse effect during this time period the Port shall
implement contingencies to address the impact (such as providing
additional mitigation water during June and July).

J. Operational Stormwater Requirements:

1. Approved StormwaterPlan: The Comprehensive Stormwater Management
Plan (CSMP), Volumes 1 through 4, December 2000 as revised by the July
2001 Replacement pages is the approved stormwater management plan for this
project. It shall be implemented in its entirety. No changes to the CSMP
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shall be made without prior review and written approval from Ecology.

a) The Port shall provide Ecology with draft proposed changes to the Plan no
later than 60 days prior to the date it seeks to implement a change to the.

b) The Port shall implement the project in accordance with the schedule
provided in Table A-3 (July 2001). Any changes to the schedule must be
reviewed and approved in advance by Ecology. The Port shall provide
Ecology with a draft revised schedule no later than 60 days prior to the date it
seeks to implement the change to the schedule. The following
facilities/projects listed in Table A-3 (July 2001) do not yet have approved
stormwater treatment facilities, proposed: expansion of NEPL to 6000 stalls,
additional taxiway exits on 16L/34R, additional expansion of main parking
garage, additional expansion of NEPL, expansion of North Unit parking
structure, SR 509 extension/South Access, ASDE, and NAVAIDS. If the Port
decides to build any of these facilities/projects the Port must submit
conceptual drawings that meet the performance standards of the CSMP to
Ecology no later than sixty (60) days prior to the date it seeks to commence
construction.

c) Retrofitting of stormwater management facilities at the STIA shall occur at
a rate commensurate with the construction of new impervious surface at the
STIA. For every ten (10) percent of new impervious surface added at the
project site, the Port must demonstrate that twenty (20) percent of retrofitting
has occurred unless demonstrated that a twenty (20) percent rate isn't feasible.
The Port shall document the implementation of retrofitting in quarterly
progress reports. The Port shall develop and submit for review and written
approval a schedule of construction of stormwater management facilities
within 60 days after receipt of the Section 404 permit from the U.S. Army .t

Corps of Engineers. Where the project schedule in the Stormwater
Management Plan (including Table A-3) conflicts with this condition, the Port
and Ecology shall discuss an appropriate retrofit schedule.

d) Nothing in this Order shall be deemed to prohibit continued participation
by the Port in planning efforts to establish regional detention facilities for Des
Moines or Miller Creek. The Port may request to amend this Order and the
Comprehensive Stormwater Management Plan if it decides to route
stormwater to future regional detention facilities and it is demonstrated that
under future build-out conditions the combination of on-site and regional flow
controls will achieve the performance goals of the CSMP and the
corresponding basin plan. If the Port decides to participate in future regional
detention facilities, the Port shall submit documentation to Ecology that
substantiates that Regional Detention Facilities will be constructed and that
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the Port may legally route stormwater to a RDF before Ecology will allow a
change to the CSMP.

2. Discharge of operational stormwater to state receiving waters:

a) No stormwater generated by operation of new pollution generating
impervious surfaces of projects for which the §404 permit was sought (excluding
surfaces not to be included in the airport NPDES permit, e.g., South 154thStreet
which is a City of SeaTac facility) shall be discharged to state receiving waters
until a site specific study, e.g., a Water Effects Ratio Study (W'ERS), has been
completed and approved by Ecology and appropriate limitations and monitoring
requirements have been established in the Port's NPDES permit. The study may
use existing impervious surfaces as a surrogate for future new impervious
surfaces, and it shall be submitted to Ecology for review and written approval.
The Port shall consult with Ecology's Northwest Regional Office Water Quality
Program's SeaTac NPDES Manager to determine an appropriate time for
submittal of the study.

b) All stormwater discharges from the project shall be in compliance with state
of Washington surface water quality standards (Chapter 173-201A WAC),

• sediment management standards (Chapter 173-204 WAC) and ground water
quality standards (Chapter 173-200 WAC).

c) The Port shall design, construct, operate, and maintain storrnwater treatment
facilities to ensure that discharges shall not result in exceedances of state water
quality criteria in receiving waters. Ecology may require changes to the approved
CSMP as a part of future NDPES permits.

d) If monitoring indicates a need for additional BMPs, the Port may propose
other BMPs for stormwater treatment if it can be demonstrated that they will
result in stormwater discharges that meet the state water quality standards. Any
proposed changes are subject to review and written approval by Ecology.

e) The Port shall submit the final storrnwater treatment and flow control facility
designs to Ecology for review and written approval 60 days prior to the start of
construction of the facilities. During final design the Port shall evaluate the
likelihood that stormwater facilities will intercept groundwater and make
modifications to the designs so as to either prevent the interception of
groundwater or increase facility sizing to accommodate the groundwater. If
facility sizes increase the Port shall evaluate potential impacts to wetlands and
other waters of the state and whether the increase facility size triggers Dam Safety
requirements under Chapter 173-175 WAC.
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f) Within 180 days of issuance of this Order the Port shall submit to Ecology for
review and written approval a Stormwater Facilities Operation and Maintenance
Plan which addresses maintenance and operation of all STIA stormwater facilities
approved by this Order. For the purpose of meeting this condition the Port may
submit other existing documents or updates of other existing documents that meet
this requirement. The Port shall identify methods to prevent overtopping of
stormwater facilities and the Industrial Wastewater Treatment System to streams
during design storm events.

K. Construction Stormwater Limitations and Monitoring Requirements:

1. Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plans shall be prepared in conformity with the
Construction Stormwater/Dewatering requirements the NPDES permit.

2. Limitations

Stormwater discharges shall not cause a visible change in turbidity, color, or cause a
visible oil sheen in the receiving water from any stormwater detention or retention
pond.

3. Stormwater Monitoring Schedule for Construction Stormwater Discharges

The Port shall monitor each stormwater outfall discharge according to the following
schedule:

a) Turbidity and pH:

i) The Port shall monitor turbidity and pH in any surface water discharge
from construction sites within 24 hours after any storm event of greater
than 0.5 inches of rain per 24-hour period. The storm events shall be
measured byan on-site rain gauge. The monitoring method shall be by a
portable turbidimeter and a pH meter following the maintenance, operating
and calibration procedures in the instrument's instruction manual.
Alternatively, a grab sample shall be analyzed by a laboratory accredited
under the provisions of Accreditation of Environmental Laboratories,
Chapter 173-50 WAC.

ii) During each rain event the turbidimeter and pH meter shall also be used
for the measurement of turbidity and pH upstream of the point of
discharge to the receiving water and downstream of the thorough mixing
of the discharge and the receiving water.

b) Oil, Grease and Temperature:
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i) The Port shall sample for oil, grease and temperature as follows:

Minimum Sample Type
Parameter Units Sample Point j Sampling

, Frequency
Oil and Grease

Mg/1 Point of Discharge When visible grab
sheen observed

Temperature °C Upstream 2 and Weekly 3 grab
downstream at the

edge of the mixing
zone (no greater
than 100 feet)

ISamples shall be collected from the outfall or an on-line stormwater drain access point nearest the outfall terminus.

2Background temperature measured at a point or points unaffected by the discharge and representative of the highest
ambient water temperature in the vicinity of the discharge.

3During the months of July, August, and September

ii) Sampling method for Oil and Grease: The MDL for oil and grease is 0.2
mg/L using trichlorotrifluoroethane extraction and gravimetric analysis
using EPA Method 413.1. The quantitation level (QL) for oil and grease
is 1.0 mg/L (5 x MDL). An equivalent method is Method 1664 using
normal hexane (n-hexane) as the extraction solvent in place of
1,1,2-trichloro-l,2,2-trifluoroethane (CFC-113; Freon-113). An
equivalent method is total petroleum hydrocarbons with a MDL of 0.1
mg/L using Gas Chromatography and Flame Ionization Detector (FID) and
Method WTPH-Dx Diesel (WTPH-D) from the Washington State
Department of Ecology Method WTPH-D. The quantitation level (QL) for
TPH-Dx is 0.5 mg/L (5 x MDL).

c. If monitoring indicates a need for additional BMPs, the Port may propose other
BMPs for stormwater treatment if it can be demonstrated that they will result in
stormwater discharges that meet the state water quality standards. Any proposed
changes are subject to review and written approval by Ecology.

4. Stormwater Detention for New Outfalls
Any new diversion ditch or channel, pond, trap, impoundment or other detention or
retention BMP constructed at the site for treatment of stormwater shall be designed,
constructed, and maintained to contain and provide treatment for the peak flow for the
ten (10) year 24 hour precipitation event estimated from data published by the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.
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5. Vehicle Trackout
Vehicles shall be cleaned of mud, rock, and other material before entering a paved
public highway so that tracking of sediment onto the highway does not occur.

6. Reporting - Construction stormwater
Monitoring results for construction stormwater discharges shall be submitted every
other month to Ecology's Federal Permit Manager, SeaTac Third Runway.
Monitoring shall be reviewed for compliance with WAC 173-201A.

7. The Port shall document the use of any additives in the treatment of discharge water.
Documentation shall identify the additives used, their commercial source, the material
safety data sheet, and the appropriate application rate. The Port shall retain this
information on-site or within reasonable access to the site and make it immediately
available,upon request, to Ecology.

Additives to enhance solids settling before discharge to surface water must be applied
according to the manufacturer's recommended dose. In addition, only additives of
low toxicity to aquatic organisms, an LC._oequal to or greater than 100 mg/l, shall be
used. The use of additives to enhance settling before discharge to surface water will
not be allowed if the toxicity to aquatic organisms is not known.

8. In addition to the above, the Port shall submit a monitoring plan for stormwater and
construction dewatering discharges from all construction projects including grading
and construction of the Auburn mitigation site. The monitoring plan shall be ......
submitted to Ecology for review and written approval at least thirty (30) days prior to
the start of construction.

L. Emergency/Contingenc? Requirements:

1. The Port shall develop a spill prevention and containment plan for all aspects of this
project, and shall have spill cleanup materials available on site.

2, Any work that is out of compliance with the provisions of this Order, causes distress
death of fish, or any discharge of oil, fuel, or chemicals into state waters, or onto land
with a potential for entry into state waters, is prohibited. If these occur, the Port shall
immediately take the following actions:

a) Cease operations at the location of the violation.

b) Assess the cause of the water quality problem and take appropriate measures
• to correct the problem and/or prevent further environmental damage.

c) Notify Ecology of the failure to comply. Spill events shall be reported
immediately to Ecology's 24-Hour Spill Response Team at 425-649-7000, and
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within 24 hours of other events contact Ecology's Federal Permit Manager,
SeaTac Third Runway at 425-649-4310.

d) Submit a detailed written report to Ecology within five days that describes the
nature of the event, corrective action taken and/or planned, steps to be taken to
prevent a recurrence, results of any samples taken, and any other pertinent
information.

Compliance with these requirements does not relieve the Port from responsibility
to maintain continuous compliance with the terms and conditions of this Order or
the resulting liability from failure to comply.

3. In the event of finding distressed, dying or dead fish, the Port shall collect fish
specimens and water samples in the affected area, within the first hour of the event.
These samples shall be held in refrigeration or on ice until the Port is instructed by
Ecology on their disposition. Ecology may require analyses of these samples before
allowing the work to resume.

4. In the event Of a discharge of oil, fuel, or chemicals into state waters, or onto land
with a potential for entry into state waters, containment and cleanup efforts shall
begin immediately and be completed as soon as possible, taking precedence over

- normal work. Cleanup shall include proper disposal of any spilled material and used
cleanup materials.

5. Fuel hoses, oil drums, oil or fuel transfer valves and fittings, etc., shall be checked
regularly for drips or leaks, and shall be maintained and stored properly to prevent
spills into state waters.

6. If at any time during work the Port finds buried chemical containers, such as drums,
or any unusual conditions indicating disposal of chemicals, the Port shall immediately
notify the Ecology's NWRO Regional Spill Response Office at 425-649-7000.

M. General Conditions:

1. This Order does not authorize direct, indirect, permanent, or temporary impacts to
waters of the state or related aquatic resources, except as specifically provided for in
conditions of this Order.

2. This Order does not exempt and is conditional upon compliance with other statutes
and codes administered by federal, state, and local agencies.

3. Ecology retains continuing jurisdiction to make modifications hereto through
supplemental Order, if it appears necessary to further protect the public interest.
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4. The Port shall have a designee on-site, or on-call and readily accessible to the site, at
all times while construction activities are occurring that may affect the quality of
ground and surface waters of the state, including all periods of construction activities.

5. The Port's designee shall have adequate authority to ensure proper implementation of
the Erosion and Sediment Control (ESC) Plan, as well as immediate corrective
actions necessary because of changing field conditions. If the Port's designee issues a _
directive necessary to implement a portion of the ESC Plan or to prevent pollution to
waters of the state, all personnel on site, including the construction contractor and the
contractor's employees, shall immediately comply with this directive.

6. The Port shall provide access to the project site and all mitigation sites by Ecology or
WDFW personnel for site inspections, monitoring, necessary data collection, or to
ensure that conditions of this Order are being met.

7. Copies of this Order and all related permits, approvals, and documents shall be kept
on the project site and readily available for reference by the project managers,
construction managers and foremen, other employees and contractors of the Port, and
state agency personnel.

8. The Port shall comply with all provisions of any Hydraulic Project Approval issued
by the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife. Work in or near the water that
may affect fish migration, spawning, or rearing shall cease immediately upon a
determination by WDFW that fisheries resources may be adversely affected,

N. Violations of the Order:

Any person who fails to comply with any provision of this Order shall be liable for a
penalty of up to ten thousand dollars ($10,000) per violation for each day of continuing
noncompliance. Violations of this Order shall be addressed in accordance with the
requirements of RCW 90.42 and RCW 43.21B. Upon Ecology's determination that the
Port is violating any condition of this Order, it shall serve notice of the violation to the
Port by registered mail.

O. Appeal process:

Any person aggrieved by this Ordermay obtain review thereof by appeal. The Port can
appeal up to 30 days after receipt of the permit, and all others can appeal up to 30 days
from the postmarked date of the permit. The appeal must be sent to the Washington
Pollution Control HearingsBoard, PO Box 40903, Olympia,WA 98504-0903.
Concurrently, a copy of the appeal must be sent to the Department of Ecology, Northwest
Regional Office, Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program, Attn: Ann Kenny,

i ':
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3190 160th Avenue SE, Bellevue, WA 98008-5452. These procedures are consistent

with the provisions of Chapter 43.21B RCW and the rules and regulations adopted
thereunder.

Dated /__'--" Z-_Zoc_ ( at Olympia, Washington.f

Gordon White, Program Manager
Shorelands and Environmental Assistance Program
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Attachment A: Contractor Statement

PROJECT: Port of Seattle Third Runway & Master Plan Update Projects

I have read the Water Quality Certification/Coastal Zone Consistency Determination/Section 401
Permit (Order #1996-4-02325) and the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Permit for the above referenced project and, to the best of my ability, understand the

requirements of those permits as they relate to those portions of the work that are being
conducted under my supervision.

Name (Signature)

Name (Printed)

Title

i

Company or Organization
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Attachment B: NRMP Plan Set Revisions

Appendix A - Miller Creek Relocation and Floodplain Enhancement

Sheet C3: Note 13. Provide revised sheet showing design of irrigation system and discuss irrigation

plan in NRMP (timing, amounts of water, etc.).

Sheet (74: Provide revised sheet C4 showing no work in streams. Provide revised Grading plan C-129
showing no work in streams.

Sheet C7: Provide revised sheet with note detailing how woody debris will be anchored using cable or

hemp.

On the swale section provide revised sheet showing that swale area will be seeded.

Sheet C-8: Provide revised sheet that shows steel anchors for all the logs in the stream channel with
note that hemp rope anchors are expected to remain in place for 3-5 years.

Sheet TEl: Provide revised sheet with note on how the ditches will be blocked to prevent sediment

migration.

Provide schedule or table that shows the sequence in which the different elements of the
mitigation will be installed. (This applies to the Auburn site as well.)

Sheet L2: Revise sheet to show how young plants will be protected from sun exposure until they are
well enough established to withstand exposure to the sun.

Revise Note 6 to state that except where needed to protect roots of conifers, care must be
taken not to seed mulch collars.

Revise sheet to remove staking notes and details from sheet.

Appendix B - Miller Creek In-stream and Buffer Enhancements

Sheet C3: Revise sheet to show construction access points and add a note to the plans to minimize
wetland and stream impacts. Provide note detailing how access points will be restored.

Sheet C4: Note 5. Add note to see sheet TE2 and add more details detailing how the channel will be
de-watered during re-grading.

Sheet C5: Provide revised sheet if log orientation at 42+00 changes.

Note 2. Provide revised sheet with note. Discuss disposal of solid wastes in text of NRMP or
in an Appendix. Provide information on how hazardous materials will be managed if
discovered during the course of constructing the mitigation site.

Sheet C7: Provide revised sheet with note that details how project areas will be accessed. Also provide
details on how access locations will be restored after the work has been completed.
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Sheet C8: On Section 2, the coir lift is shown on the section but is not present on the plan. Provide
revised sheet.

On Section 3, the logs on the plan view are not present on the section.
Provide revised sheet.

On Section 5, the log shown on the plan view is not present on the section. The coir lift
shown on the section is not shown on the plan.
Provide revised sheet.

On Section 6, the log shown on the plan view is not present on the section.
Provide revised sheet.

Sheet C9: In typical detail of coir fabric lifts, develop a specification for the quantity of willow
cutting. Provide revised sheet.

Sheet C10: Provide revised sheet and include note on sheet that indicates that the geotextile fabric will
be biodegradable. If this is discussed in text, then text must become part of final plan set.

Sheets TE1-TE4: Provide revised sheets adding note in notes section that states that equipment should
not be driven in the streambed except where necessary to complete construction.

Sheet TE2: Provide revised sheet showing details for stream diversion structure and flow dispersion
structure.

Provide revised sheet showing detail for the flexible by-pass pipe. Note that pipe should not
be trenched in.

Indicate on plan sheet direction of sump discharge water with note that it is pumped to a
treatment pond. Provide specific pond. Provide revised sheet.

Sheet TE5: On the live stake detail, specify the density of staking (inches on center).
Provide revised sheet.

Sheet LI.I: Provide revised sheet with note that says that if S. 157_ Place is determined not to be needed
for access purposes it will be revegetated.

Sheet L2: Provide revised sheet with note that says that if S. 160thStreet is not needed for access it will
be revegetated.

Sheet L3: It is unclear how much of this area will be cleared.

Provide revised sheet with correct cross-hatching in wetland.

Sheet L5: Clarify why some of Wetland RI I shown as revegetated and others are not. Provide revised
sheet with note indicating that the Corps of Engineers is requiting that the sewer easement
will not be revegetated.
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Provide revised sheet correcting hatching error for the replacement drainage channels buffer
areas that will be graded. Tiffs area should be in darker (cleared and revegetated areas)
hatch.

Sheet L5.1: Provide revised sheet with note that says that if 8t_Avenue South is not needed for access it
will be revegetated.

Sheet L5.2: Provide revised sheet with note indicating that any irrigation installed in the field shall be
shown on the As-Built Report.

Sheet L6: Areas that are cleared and revegetated should be planted at a higher density than
enhancement areas. Densities or quantities should be stated on the plan.
A performance standard of 280 trees per acre is proposed for the buffer. In cases where
some forest vegetation is present, the Port shall supplement the existing trees with
enhancement plantings to achieve this density. Clarify in NRMP how survival monitoring
will be performed in these areas to differentiate these two types of areas.

Provide revised plan detail/notes to allow for use of phased planting in areas that lack
suitable shade or soil moisture. Discuss in text of NRMP.

On tree planting and staking detail, the plan needs to "statewhen the stakes will be removed.
If it is determined that staking is not necessary then remove the stake details. Provide
revised sheet.

Sheet P2: Provide revised sheet showing approximate locations of the sandbags and the abutments to
be removed. Provide note on TESC controls that will be in place for the timber removal in
order to minimize sediment mobilization.

Appendix D - Replacement Drainage Channels and Restoration of Temporarily Impacted
Wetlands

Sheet C3: Clarify how hydrologic supportwill be provided to Wetland 11 and Wetland 9 after
construction.

Sheet C5: Provide revised plan sheet with details regarding flow spreaders and spalls.

Sheet C6: Provide revised sheet clarifying whether the dark hatched area in the vicinity of Wetlands
R9a, R10, R11, A10, and All will be graded and revegetated.

Sheet C7: Show how will water get to Wetland 44a if the TESC channel is removed.

Show flow monitoring locations on the stormwater management plan.

Sheet C8: Clarify how the drainage channel discharge structure controls flow to the wetland. Address
how often these structures will be monitored and how modifications be made if a problem is
identified. Provide information in note on revised sheet.
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Sheet LI: Provide revised sheet to allow for phased planting to provide Shading for western red cedar
and the western hemlock.

Appendix E - Auburn Wetland Mitigation

Sheet C5: Provide revised sheet with note saying that if hummocks remain in place options for
removing reed canary grass will be evaluated.

The Sheet C6 grading plan shows proposed contours for re-grading the SW portion of the
mitigation site. These contours do not continue onto Sheet C5. Provide revise sheet.

Sheet C8: Provide revised sheet with a note added to the plans to include culverts at the low spots if
needed to eliminate ponding.

On Section 3, design to ensure the perforated pipes do not sink into the substrate and
become blocked.

Sheet TEl: There is no discussion on dewatering except in the NRMP text on page 7-50. Sheet C2
(Appendix E) shows the discharge point located along a ditch, which is slated to be
recontoured. Provide revised sheet with additional details to manage potential erosion and
amend text in NRMP if necessary.

If it is determined that Area 1 should have a sedimentation pond submit revised sheet
showing the pond.

Page 7-47 of the text discusses major construction activities limited to a period from October
31 to March 31 to avoid winter bald eagles. Provide revised sheet correcting error regarding
construction window to avoid winter bald eagles.

Sheets L7 and L8: Provide revised sheets to show plant pattern layout areas for each phase.

Sheet L9: Provide revised sheet with a note added to the plans so that ponded areas or areas that are
anticipated to be ponded shortly after planting will be planted with plugs representative
of the seed mix specified. Add Hydro seeding specifications.

Revised Auburn Grading Plan (June 28, 2001):

1. The revised grading plan (June 28, 2001) shows a culvert in the northwest comer of the site in the
proposed new drainage swale. The culvert will pass flows under the site access path. The
drawing shows this culvert approximately 60 feet long, passing under a path that is only
approximately 15 feet wide. This culvert should be no longer than is necessary to pass the water
under this pathway.

2. The revised grading plan (June 28, 2001) shows a culvert in the south central portion of the
mitigation site. This culvert appears to be mis-located. It appears that the culvert should be
shown in the wetland directly east of the shown location, where the wetland passes under the
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proposed maintenance path. This culvert should be no longer than is necessary to pass the water
under this pathway.

3. Two additional culverts need to be shown along the new drainage swale where the water outlets
the southwestern basin, under the maintenance pathway.

4. Culverts should be placed during construction under the paths/roads in all areas where there is a

potential for impounding water. A note should be added on the construction documents:

5. Provide revised grading plan that addresses items 1 through 4 above.
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